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Foreword

The 22nd International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCI International
2020 (HCII 2020), was planned to be held at the AC Bella Sky Hotel and Bella Center,
Copenhagen, Denmark, during July 19–24, 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and
the resolution of the Danish government not to allow events larger than 500 people to
be hosted until September 1, 2020, HCII 2020 had to be held virtually. It incorporated
the 21 thematic areas and afﬁliated conferences listed on the following page.
A total of 6,326 individuals from academia, research institutes, industry, and governmental agencies from 97 countries submitted contributions, and 1,439 papers and
238 posters were included in the volumes of the proceedings published before the
conference. Additionally, 333 papers and 144 posters are included in the volumes
of the proceedings published after the conference, as “Late Breaking Work” (papers
and posters). These contributions address the latest research and development efforts in
the ﬁeld and highlight the human aspects of design and use of computing systems.
The volumes comprising the full set of the HCII 2020 conference proceedings are
listed in the following pages and together they broadly cover the entire ﬁeld of
human-computer interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective
use of computers in a variety of application areas.
I would like to thank the Program Board Chairs and the members of the Program
Boards of all Thematic Areas and Afﬁliated Conferences for their valuable contributions towards the highest scientiﬁc quality and the overall success of the HCI International 2020 conference.
This conference would not have been possible without the continuous and unwavering support and advice of the founder, conference general chair emeritus and
conference scientiﬁc advisor, Prof. Gavriel Salvendy. For his outstanding efforts,
I would like to express my appreciation to the communications chair and editor of
HCI International News, Dr. Abbas Moallem.
July 2020

Constantine Stephanidis
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User Experience Design and Evaluation
Methods and Tools

Detailed Usability Heuristics: A Breakdown
of Usability Heuristics to Enhance
Comprehension for Novice Evaluators
Anas Abulfaraj(B)

and Adam Steele

College of Computing and Digital Media, DePaul University, 243 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60604, USA
Aabulfa2@mail.depaul.edu, Asteele@cs.depaul.edu

Abstract. Heuristic evaluation (HE) is one of the most commonly used usability
evaluation methods. In HE, 3–5 evaluators evaluate a certain system guided by
a list of usability heuristics with the goal of detecting usability issues. Although
HE is popular in the usability field, it heavily depends on the expertise of the
evaluator, meaning that there is a large gap in HE performance between expert
evaluators and novice evaluators. One of the factors contributing to this gap is the
difficulty of thoroughly understanding usability heuristics. Usability heuristics are
abstract and require simplification to be better understood by novice evaluators.
In this work, our goal was to simplify Nielsen’s heuristics to make them easier
to understand since they are one of the most popular sets of usability heuristics.
We interviewed 15 usability experts with at least 4 years of experience in the field
from both academia and industry and asked them to explain Nielsen’s heuristics in
detail. We analyzed their responses, and we produced a modified list that is more
detailed than Nielsen’s original list.
Keywords: Usability · Usability heuristics · Heuristic evaluation · Novice
evaluators

1 Introduction
Usability is a central value in human-computer interaction (HCI) and user experience
(UX). One of the main objectives of HCI/UX practitioners is to ensure that the system
being evaluated is usable. One of the most well-known definitions of usability is that
provided by Nielsen [1]. Nielsen’s definition stated that usability is comprised of the
following five components:
• Learnability: “How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they
encounter the design?”
• Efficiency: “Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they perform tasks?”
• Memorability: “When users return to the design after a period of not using it, how
easily can they reestablish proficiency?”
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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• Errors: “How many errors do users make, how severe are these errors, and how easily
can they recover from the errors?”
• Satisfaction: “How pleasant is it to use the design?”
Based on this definition, for any system to be considered usable, it has to be learnable,
memorable, be efficient, handle errors, and be satisfying. To measure the usability of a
system, many methods have been developed and introduced. One of the most commonly
used methods is heuristic evaluation (HE) [2, 3]. The idea behind HE is simple. In HE, a
number of usability practitioners, ideally 3–5 [4], evaluate a system guided by usability
heuristics. HE gained popularity because it is a discount method [5], meaning that it
does not require much time, money, or resources. However, the level of expertise of
the evaluator has an effect on the results of the evaluation. Originally, Nielsen stated
that using HE, 3–5 usability experts can identify between 74% to 87% of the usability
issues of a system, while the same number of novice evaluators can identify 51% of the
usability issues [6]. However, a subsequent study showed that novices can detect only
23% of usability issues [7]. Therefore, the gap is even larger than what Nielsen expected.
We investigated the reasons behind this discrepancy [8] and found that one of the main
reasons is novices’ lack of understanding of heuristics and the role that heuristics play
in the detection of usability issues. This finding matches the results of other researchers.
For example, [9] found that usability heuristics themselves are not usable due to their
level of abstraction. Moreover, [10] reported that novice evaluators have difficulties
understanding some usability heuristics, cannot differentiate between some heuristics,
and think that some heuristics are the same. In [11], a questionnaire was designed to
assess novice evaluators’ perception of usability heuristics; the results showed that novice
evaluators need more complete heuristics’ specifications. Understanding anything is the
first step to applying it. Therefore, without a proper understanding of usability heuristics,
the gap between usability experts and novices will persist. Improving the performance
of novice evaluators is important. Usability experts are not always available, either
because it is difficult to find them or because they are expensive to hire them. Even
in research studies, novices are recruited to perform HE [12, 13]. Small companies
usually hire novices, as shown in a Brazilian study [14]. The 51% identification rate
that Nielsen proposed can be achieved when 3–5 novices perform HE; however, some
companies do not hire more than one usability practitioner, as shown by a Malaysian
survey [15]. Therefore, it is important to start working to improve the performance
of novices and provide them with more accessible and usable methods. In our work
[8], we created a step-by-step protocol for HE. We stated that usability heuristics are
too abstract and need to be further simplified to be easily understood by novices. In
this study, we complemented that work by simplifying usability heuristics. We used a
snowball sampling technique to recruit usability experts. We asked 15 usability experts
with at least 4 years of experience from both academia and industry to thoroughly
explain each of Nielsen’s 10 usability heuristics, i.e., explain them; give examples; and
describe their significance, their applicability and the consequences of ignoring them.
After transcribing all the responses, we conducted thematic analysis to synthesize the
responses and group all the concepts identified under each heuristic.
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2 Related Work
HE as a method originally developed by Nielsen and Molish in the 1990s [16, 17], when
they proposed a list of nine usability heuristics. This list was later revised by Nielsen to
result in a list of ten usability heuristics [18]. This set of usability heuristics is considered
to be one of the most famous in the field. The 10 heuristics are as follows:
• Visibility of system status: “The system should always keep users informed about
what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.”
• Match between system and the real world: “The system should speak the users’
language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a
natural and logical order.”
• User control and freedom: “Users often choose system functions by mistake and will
need a clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave the unwanted state without having
to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.”
• Consistency and standards: “Users should not have to wonder whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions.”
• Error prevention: “Even better than good error messages is a careful design which
prevents a problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone
conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation option before they
commit to the action.”
• Recognition rather than recall: “Minimize the user’s memory load by making objects,
actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember information from
one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible
or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.”
• Flexibility and efficiency of use: “Accelerators — unseen by the novice user — may
often speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to
both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.”
• Aesthetic and minimalist design: “Dialogues should not contain information which
is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes
with the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.”
• Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors: “Error messages should
be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and
constructively suggest a solution.”
• Help and documentation: “Even though it is better if the system can be used without
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such
information should be easy to search, focused on the user’s task, list concrete steps
to be carried out, and not be too large.”
Although Nilesen’s heuristics are the most well-known heuristics in the field, there
are other heuristics that preceded them and others that succeeded them. These heuristics
include Shnideramn’s 8 golden rules [19], which are 8 general principles for designing
interfaces; Tognazzini’s 19 interaction design principles [20]; Gerhardt-Powal’s 10 cognitive principles [21], and Mandle’s 3 golden rules [22]. These are just examples of the
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many other usability heuristics that have been produced over the years to aid usability
practitioners in evaluating systems.
Since there are many usability heuristics that have been developed, some researchers
prefer to combine some of the existing heuristics instead of creating new heuristics
from scratch. In [23], the researchers devised a new list of 11 principles called the
Multiple Heuristic Evaluation Table (MHET) based on multiple existing heuristics, such
as Nielsen’s heuristics and Shniderman’s principles. In [24], the authors attempted a
similar task; they created a new set of 15 heuristics based on Nielsen’s heuristics and
Tognazzini’s principles.
Another approach to address the abundance of available usability heuristics is to
compare them. In [25, 26], Nielsen’s heuristics were compared with Gerhardt-Powals
principles. Solh [25] showed that Gerhardt-Powal’s principles are better than Nielsen’s
heuristics in detecting real problems, but Nielsen’s heuristics were better in detecting
severe problems, while Hvannberg et al. [26] reported no significant difference between
the two.
All the previously mentioned heuristics are general heuristics, meaning they were not
designed to target specific types of platforms, audiences or contexts. In contrast, some
researchers have focused on producing domain-specific heuristics. The researchers in
[27] developed a set of 43 heuristics to assess the playability of video games, which they
called the Heuristics of Evaluating Playability (HEP). In [28], the researchers produced a
list of 11 heuristics to evaluate the usability of touchscreen-based mobile devices. In [12,
29], the researchers developed heuristics targeted at specific audiences. The researchers
in [29] focused on children and created a comprehensive list of heuristics to evaluate
child e-learning applications, which they called the Heuristic Evaluation for Child Elearning Application (HECE), while in [12], the researchers focused on elderly people.
These researchers produced a list of 13 heuristics to evaluate the usability of mobile
launchers for elderly people.
This is by no means an exhaustive list of the domain-specific heuristics but rather
some examples of what has been produced.
Some studies have aimed to facilitate the use of HE for novice evaluators. This trend
was motivated by [7], which showed that novices’ performance was far worse than that
originally stated by Nielsen. Subsequently, many studies were conducted with the goal
of enhancing the performance of novice evaluators. In [30], the researchers investigated
the tactics that usability experts use when applying HE; they interviewed 4 usability
experts and produced a list of 38 tactics that experts use. The goal was to help novices
conduct HE by using the same tactics that experts use. In [31], the researchers decided to
include real users in the HE process and examine whether the performance of nonexpert
evaluators could be enhanced. They developed two methods, namely the user exploration
session (UES-HE) and user review session (URS-HE), and both methods proved to be
effective in enhancing the performance of novice evaluators. Other studies have tried to
examine whether children are able to perform HE. In [32], they recruited 20 children
between 12–13 years of age, explained the heuristics to them and asked them to evaluate
a game; however, the results of their evaluation were not satisfactory. In a similar study
[33], the researchers recruited 12 children aged between 10–11; however, they presented
the children with heuristics written in a simplified manner appropriate for their age and
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asked them to evaluate a music game. The results of the evaluation showed that children
faced some difficulties, however, that showed a potential for good HE performance.
As seen in the literature, there is a growing interest in facilitating the use of HE
for novices. Although there are a large number of usability heuristics, both general and
domain-specific, Nielsen’s heuristics are still the most recognized and used heuristics.
Therefore, instead of creating new usability heuristics, our goal in this study is to further
enhance the understandability of Nielsen’s heuristics by breaking down each heuristic.

3 Methodology
The goal of this study was to explain Nielsen’s heuristics in detail. To do so, we decided
to conduct interviews. Interviews give participants a chance to deeply explain their
responses, which eventually helps the researchers obtain a better understanding of the
matter at hand. We specifically chose to conduct semistructured interviews because,
in contrast to structured interviews, they allow for some flexibility in asking additional
questions when necessary, and in contrast to unstructured interviews, they still ensure that
the specific points being investigated are addressed and prevent a loss of concentration.
Before conducting the interviews, we had to decide who we would interview. Obviously, the goal was to interview usability practitioners with some level of experience.
However, defining who is an expert is difficult, not only in HCI but also in most fields to
varying degrees. There is not much in the literature on defining who is an expert in HCI.
To the best of our knowledge, the only work that has pursued this topic is [34]. In this
work, the researchers defined an expert as someone with at least 10000 h of practice, as
well as a Master’s or PhD in the field. However, this definition is rather strict since the
researchers based them on the idea of deliberate practice [35]. Such a criterion of deliberate practice suggests that for anyone to become an expert in a subject matter, he/she
should have 10000 h/10 years of deliberate practice. However, this criterion has been
widely criticized for not being accurate. In [36], the researchers showed that practice is
not the only factor to determine who becomes an expert. There are other factors, such as
when the person started to practice and the person’s IQ. Therefore, one can become an
expert with less than 10000 h of practice, and one might not become an expert even after
10000 h of practice. Since usability experts are difficult to find, and since this criterion
is not necessarily appropriate, we decided to go with less strict criteria, such as those
proposed in [30], in which an expert is defined as someone who has at least 4 years of
experience in the field. In our study, along with this criterion, we stipulated that participants should be familiar with Nielsen’s heuristics and have performed HE at least three
times.
Our next step was to decide how many interviews should be performed. Interviews
should be conducted until saturation is reached. For this study, the recommended number
of interviews based on [37] was 12.
To recruit participants, we used a snowball sampling technique. We ultimately interviewed 15 usability experts with at least 4 years of experience who came from both
academia and industry. We included 7 experts from academia and 8 experts from industry. Nine interviews were conducted online via conference calls, and 6 interviews were
performed in person. The main questions in the interviews asked participants to explain
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each of the heuristics; give examples; and describe their significance, their applicability
and the consequences of ignoring them.
After the interviews, we analyzed the responses of the participants by using thematic
analysis [38].

4 Results
There are two main issues with the heuristics. First, some heuristics are too abstract,
as they encompass multiple ideas that need to be listed; one overly abstract heuristic is
the visibility of the system status. Second, some heuristics have interrelated ideas but
are not the same. Therefore, they should be explained separately; otherwise, evaluators
might focus on one of them and not the other. One example of a heuristic characterized
by this issue is help and documentation.
The detailed heuristics are as follows:
1.

2.

Visibility of system status: The idea of this heuristic is to always keep the user
informed. Under this heuristic, there are four subheuristics:
1.1. State: Users should always know what the state of the system is and what
they can do in the system at any given moment. For example, if there is a link
in the page, it should appear in a different color and be underscored so that
the user knows that he/she can click on it.
1.2. Location: Users should always know where they are, including in which
system they are, in which part of the system they are, and where they are in
relation to other parts of the system. For example, the logo of the system on
the top of the page lets users know in which system they are, the title of the
page lets them know in which part of the system they are and the navigation
bar lets them know where they are in relation to other parts of the system.
1.3. Progress: Users should know how far they are from completing their task.
This applies to both active and passive situations. Active situations occur
when the user is completing a multistep task. For example, when a user is
completing a multipage form, he/she should know how many pages have been
completed and how many pages are left. Passive situations are when a user
takes an action and waits for the system to complete it. For example, when
the user downloads a file, the system shows him/her how long the file will
take to download.
1.4. Closure: Users should clearly know that their task is completed and whether
it has been completed successfully. For example, when the user performs a
financial transaction, he/she should know whether it went through.
Match between system and the real world: The idea of this heuristic is to provide
users with content they understand and are familiar with. Under this heuristic, there
are three subheuristics:
2.1. Understandability: Users should be able to understand any content that is
presented to them in the system. Content refers not only to text but generally anything presented in the system, such as pictures, icons, or metaphors.
The understandability of the content depends heavily on the target audience;
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therefore, the target audience should be kept in mind when examining the
understandability of the content.
2.2. Natural and logical order: The content and the series of steps of an action in
the system should follow a natural and logical order. A natural order refers to
the order of steps that people usually follow when performing similar tasks in
the real world. For example, in an e-shop, the steps to buy an item should be
similar to the steps that users follow when they buy an item from a physical
shop. However, not all tasks performed digitally have similar tasks in the real
world; in such a case, the task should follow an intuitive and logical order as
much as possible.
2.3. Appropriateness: The content should not only be understandable but also be
appropriate and acceptable. For example, if the system is expected to be used
by children, then certain words or phrases should not be used. Alternatively, if
the system is expected to be used by users from a certain culture, then content
that might be perceived as offensive should not be displayed. Therefore, the
appropriateness also depends on the target audience of the system.
User control and freedom: The idea of this heuristic is to increase users’ control over
the system and their freedom. Under this heuristic, there are three subheuristics:
3.1. Reversibility: Anything users do should be reversible. Users should be able
to undo or redo any action they make in the system. For example, if the user
deletes a certain file, he/she should be able to retrieve the deleted file if desired.
3.2. Emergency exit: Users should be able to exit out of any undesirable situation
in the system. If users are faced with a situation in which they do not know
how to act or cannot find what they want, then there should be an easy way
out of the situation. For example, on certain websites, there are continuous
pop ups that the user does not know how to block, which is a violation of this
heuristic.
3.3. Informing users: Users should be informed about any action they have taken
in the system. This is specifically crucial when the actions that the user takes
are important or critical. For example, when the system asks the user to enter
personal information, the system should explain to the user why he/she is
being asked to enter this information and how the system is going to handle
this information.
Consistency and standards: This heuristic has two interrelated ideas. These two
ideas are as follows:
4.1. Consistency: Once a certain element is used in one part of the system, it should
be used in a similar way throughout the system. This consistency can take
the following different forms: consistency in meaning, i.e., if one element
has one meaning in one part of the system, it should have the same meaning
in the whole system; consistency of function, i.e., if an element does one
thing in one part of the system, it should do the same thing in the rest of the
system; consistency of effort, i.e., if there is a multistep task, the effort should
be divided equally between the steps so the user can know what to expect;
consistency of organization, i.e., if one part is organized in a certain way,
then the rest of the system should follow the same general organization; and
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consistency of feeling, i.e., there should be a consistent feeling throughout
the system, and the system should be perceived as one unit.
4.2. Standards: The design of the system should incorporate the knowledge that
users have from their previous experiences with similar systems. Therefore,
common practices and conventions should be applied to the system to make
the user’s interaction with the system easier. For example, if most websites
place the search bar at the top of the page and users are used to that placement,
then the system should follow that and place the search bar at the top of the
page.
Error prevention: The idea of this heuristic is that rather than waiting for users to
make mistakes and then correct them, errors should be prevented in the first place.
Under this heuristic, there are seven subheuristics:
5.1. Instructions: When a task has a specific way to be performed, the user should
be provided with instructions on how to perform it. For example, when the
system asks the user to enter a username and password, there should be
instructions next this request to inform the user about what the username and
the password should and should not contain. Otherwise, the user might have
to enter the username and passwords multiple times until he/she determines
what the requirements are.
5.2. Constraints: The system should not allow the user to enter certain inputs or
use certain elements when the entry or use of those elements will inevitably
produce erroneous/undesirable outcomes. For example, if the user is booking
a flight, the user should not be allowed to enter a return flight date that precedes
the date of the departure flight.
5.3. Confirmation: Users can sometimes take actions in the system that are unintended. Therefore, the system should ask users to confirm the actions they
have taken to ensure that the actions that are about to be implemented are
intended by the user. However, the confirmation should not be asked for
every action the user takes in the system; it should be asked when the action
is not easily undone or when it has serious consequences. For example, if the
user is about to send a very large amount of money to someone, the system
should ask the user to confirm the transfer to ensure that the correct amount
is being sent and that the right person is going to receive it.
5.4. Notification: Changes and updates could occur in the system that could affect
the outcomes and the performance of the user. Therefore, the user should be
notified of any changes or updates to the system to avoid any undesirable
outcomes. For example, if the user is using his/her phone, he/she might not
notice that the battery is running low, so the system should notify him/her at
a certain point that the battery is about to die to allow the user to take action.
However, notifications should be used only when serious consequences are
possible because continuous notifications could be annoying to users and
could themselves have an adverse effect on the user’s performance.
5.5. Autosaving: Various occurrences in the system can cause all the user inputs
to be deleted or disappear. Therefore, the user’s inputs should be autosaved
so the user can retrieve them if anything happens to the system. Autosaving is
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most needed when the inputs are time-consuming or critical. For example, on
e-learning websites, if the user is writing an essay on the site, the site should
autosave the user’s inputs so if anything happens, the effort put in by the user
does not go to waste.
5.6. Flexible inputs: Sometimes, there is only one way for users to enter inputs;
however, when there are multiple forms for the input, the system should allow
users to enter the input in any form that they know/feel comfortable with,
which will decrease the chance of them entering it incorrectly. For example,
when entering a date, some users are comfortable entering the name of the
month, while others are comfortable entering the month as a number; the
system should accept both forms.
5.7. Defaults: In many systems, there are default states/modes that users start
with. Defaults are critical because they determine the output and how the user
interacts with the system. The user’s lack of familiarity with or knowledge
of the default state might lead to erroneous outcomes. Therefore, the defaults
of a system should be used carefully and should be selected based on what
the users are familiar with. Moreover, the user should clearly know what the
default state is. For example, if the default of a phone is to not ring when
someone calls, then the user would miss calls, as users do not expect that
state to be the default when they use any new phone.
Recognition rather than recall: The idea of this heuristic is that users should not
rely on their memory but rather should be provided with aids to remember. Under
this heuristic, there are two subheuristics:
6.1. Availability: Anything users need to complete the task should be available
in front of them. Therefore, the interface should clearly present everything
that users need to accomplish their goal. Moreover, if users are completing a
multistep task and there is a piece of information that they will need in more
than one step, then this information should be presented not only at the first
step but also at every step for which they need that information so they are not
forced to remember it every time they need it. For example, when people go
to a supermarket, there are signs on every aisle to tell them what every aisle
contains so they do not need to remember what every aisle contains every
time they go to the supermarket.
6.2. Suggestions: Users do not always know exactly what they want when using
the system, and they might partially know what they want. Therefore, the
system should provide users with suggestions to help them access what they
want. For example, the suggestions that Google gives when one starts to type
in the search bar help the user access what he/she wants. Additionally, in eshops, when the user is browsing a certain item, the system gives suggestions
of items that are frequently purchased with the item the user is browsing,
which might remind the user to purchase an item he/she wanted. However,
the suggestions provided should be as accurate as possible because inaccurate
suggestions might be annoying to users.
Flexibility and efficiency of use: This heuristic has two interrelated ideas:
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7.1. Flexibility: Most systems are used by multiple types of users and in different
situations. Therefore, the system should be flexible enough to accommodate
all different types of users and situations, which can be achieved through the
provision of multiple ways to accomplish the same goal in the system, for
example, providing a text reader to accommodate the user when he/she is
driving or providing shortcuts for expert users.
7.2. Efficiency: Any task performed in the system should be in its simplest form.
Therefore, there should not be any extraneous or unnecessary steps involved
in completing the task. Any task performed in the system should be examined
to ensure that every step can be performed in the required way; if it cannot
be performed in this way, then it should be removed to simplify the task. For
example, if the user is signing up for a website and is asked to enter his/her
phone number, but the phone number will not serve any purpose, then the
request for the phone number should be removed because it is just going to
require additional unnecessary effort on the part of the user.
Aesthetic and minimalist design: The idea of this heuristic is that the design of
the system should be appealing and easy to navigate. There are three subheuristics
under this heuristic:
8.1. Aesthetic: The attractiveness and the beauty of the design is a crucial part of
the system that might be overlooked. There is a principle called the estheticusability effect, which states that users perceive systems they find aesthetically
pleasing to be more usable. Therefore, if the system is aesthetically pleasing,
users will be more forgiving of any usability issues that the system has. However, users might be forgiving of minor usability issues but not major usability
issues. Thus, the design of the system should also be examined in terms of
how aesthetically pleasing it is.
8.2. Organization: The system should be clearly organized. The user should not
spend a large amount of time trying to understand the organization of the
system. The items that are related to each other should be organized in a way
that shows their relation. The different sections should be separated to make
the navigation easy.
8.3. Simplicity: The website should not present any extraneous information or elements. Only the elements that are necessary should be presented on the page.
Extraneous content could make the system cluttered and crowded, which will
affect the ability of the user to navigate it. Moreover, unnecessary content
could divide users’ attention, so instead of focusing on what they want to
accomplish, they might become distracted by other things.
Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors: This heuristic has three
interrelated ideas:
9.1. Recognizing errors: The first step in rectifying errors is knowing that an error
has occurred in the first place. Therefore, the system should notify the user that
something has gone wrong. The user should be able to clearly understand that
an error has occurred. The notification could be a very clear error message,
an alerting sound or a mixture of different formats. However, the end result
should be that the user is able to recognize an error.
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9.2. Understanding errors: After learning that an error has occurred, users should
be able to determine the exact error. They should be able to identify in which
part of the system the error occurred and the nature of the error. By knowing
all this information, users can more easily resolve the issue. For example,
instead of showing a generic message that says there is an error when a user
enters an existing user name, the system should tell the user that the error
occurred in the user name field because the user entered an existing user
name.
9.3. Recovering from errors: In many cases, just telling users what the error is can
make it easy for them to rectify it. However, in other cases, the notification
might not be enough, and the user might need additional instruction on how to
recover from the error. Therefore, specifically in cases in which the solution
is not intuitive, instructions should be provided to the user on how to rectify
the issue.
10. Help and documentation: This heuristic has two interrelated ideas:
10.1. Help: Providing help involves providing a direct interaction with the system
support team to resolve any issues that the users face. Many people still
prefer to interact with someone rather than reading a manual or documentation. Therefore, users should be provided with the former option. Moreover,
regardless of how comprehensive the documentation is, it cannot cover all
the issues that the users might face. Therefore, there should be ways that the
users can contact the support team by chat, phone number, email, etc.
10.2. Documentation: The documentation serves as the guide or manual of the
system; it should explain the system and cover most of the issues that users
might have while using the system. There should be contextual documentation that users can find in the places where difficulties are expected, such
as documentation accessed with a question mark button. In addition, there
should be general documentation that addresses the whole system, such as
frequently asked questions (FAQs) and tutorials.
Table 1 shows a high level overview of the detailed version of Nielsen’s heuristics.
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Table 1. Nielsen’s detailed heuristics.

Nielsen’s Heuristics

Concepts

Visibility of system status

State: Users should know what the state of the system is. Users should know what
they can do in the system at any given time
Location: Users should know which part of the system they are in. They should
know their location in relation to other parts of the system
Progress: Users should know how far they are from accomplishing their goal
Closure: Users should know that the task at hand is complete, regardless of whether
it has been completed with desirable outcomes

Match between system and the real world

Understandability: The content presented in the system should be understandable
by the target audience
Natural and logical order: The content and actions presented in the system should
follow a logical/natural order
Appropriateness: The content presented in the system should be acceptable and
appropriate for the target audience

User control and freedom

Reversibility: Users should be able to undo and redo any action they perform in the
system
Emergency exit: Users should be able to exit out of any undesirable situation in the
system
Informing users: Before asking users to enter any input or take any action, they
should be presented with enough information so that they can make an informed
decision

Consistency and standards

Consistency: Once a certain element of the system is used in one place of the
system, it should be presented in the same way throughout the whole system
Standards: The design of the system should follow the common practices and
conventions of similar systems

Error prevention

Instructions: Users should be given enough guidance before they take any action to
avoid making errors
Constraints: Constraints should be placed on some types of inputs that are clearly
invalid to save the time and effort of users
Confirmation: Users should be asked to confirm their actions before they carry
them out to ensure that they want the actions to occur
Notification: Users should be notified of any changes in the system, especially if
they have serious consequences
Autosaving: Users’ inputs should be saved in case something goes wrong. In such
cases, users will not lose the effort they have put in
Flexible inputs: Users should not be forced to enter inputs in a certain form; they
should be able to enter inputs in any form they know
Defaults: The default state of the system should be designed carefully to prevent
users from making mistakes

Recognition rather than recall

Availability: Anything that users will need to accomplish a certain goal in the
system should be presented to them. They should not have to rely on their memory
as much as possible
Suggestions: It is not possible to know what every user wants to accomplish in the
system. Thus, users should be provided with suggestions to facilitate the process

Flexibility and efficiency of use

Flexibility: Every major goal or task in the system should be accessible and
implemented in more than one way
Efficiency: Any goal or task in the system should be performed in the simplest way
possible

Aesthetic and minimalist design

Aesthetic: The design of the system should be esthetically pleasing to the target
audience
Organization: The content in the system should be presented in an organized and
well-ordered manner
Simplicity: The content presented in the system should be limited to the necessary
content; extraneous content should be removed

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors

Recognizing errors: Users should notice that an error has occurred
Understanding errors: Users should understand what the error is
Recovering from errors: Users should know how to recover from that specific error

Help and documentation

Help: Users should be able to contact someone when they face some difficulties or
have questions
Documentation: The whole system or the most important aspects of it should be
documented and presented to users in a written or visual material
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5 Discussion
The main goal of this work was to better equip novice evaluators to conduct HE. One of
the main advantages of HE is that it does not require many resources to be performed.
The briefness of the usability heuristics is another advantage, as it makes the heuristics
easy to recall so evaluators do not have to have the list with them every time they decide
to conduct an evaluation. However, the briefness also introduces a problem, especially
for novices, who might not fully grasp the different aspects of any given heuristic.
Therefore, in this work, we aimed to balance the two extremes. Our goal was not to
examine the completeness of Nielsen’s heuristics and try to extend the list by adding
new heuristics to the existing heuristics because in doing so, we might enhance the
completeness of the list, but we might also make it difficult to digest. At the same time,
we realized that the current version of the list of heuristics is not easy to understand
and that keeping it that way will affect the quality of novices’ HE results. Therefore,
our objective was to focus only on the current heuristics and try to break them down
and explain the different concepts and ideas that each heuristic contains. Although the
detailed description of the heuristics requires more reading and effort on the part of
evaluators, it will potentially enhance their understanding of the heuristics, which will
potentially improve the quality of their evaluation. The main target audience of this work
is novices, but experts can benefit from it as well. During the interviews, we noticed that
not all experts have the same comprehensive understanding of the heuristics or are able to
fully explain each heuristic. Therefore, this detailed list might help some experts enhance
their understanding of heuristics. Finally, this list should be tested and compared to the
original list to determine whether it actually enhances evaluators’ understanding of them.

6 Conclusion
Usability is one of the main concerns of HCI. Therefore, usability experts evaluate
systems to ensure their usability. One of the most popular methods to evaluate the
usability of systems is HE. HE is a method in which 3–5 evaluators evaluate a system
guided by a list of usability heuristics. Despite its popularity, HE is not as effective when
used by novice evaluators as it is when used by expert evaluators. One of the reasons
that makes HE less effective for novices is that usability heuristics are abstract to some
degree, which makes fully understanding them challenging. Our goal was to simplify the
usability heuristics by explaining each heuristic in detail to capture the different concepts
that each heuristic encompasses. We chose Nielsen’s usability heuristics since they are
the most recognized usability heuristics. We interviewed 15 usability experts with at
least 4 years of experience in the field from both academia and industry. We asked them
to explain each of the heuristics; give examples; and describe their significance, their
applicability and the consequences of ignoring them. Then, we analyzed their responses
and produced a more detailed version of Nielsen’s list of usability heuristics.
In future work, we would like to pursue two directions. First, we want to test whether,
compared to Nilesen’s original list, this detailed version enhances novices’ understanding
of the heuristics. Second, we want to examine whether a better understanding of usability
heuristics leads to better evaluation performance.
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Abstract. In recent years, most hospitals have introduced an Electronic
Health Record (EHR) systems to replace paper patient records. The satisfaction with these systems was lower than expected due to the poor
organization of system data and the diﬃculty with obtaining actionable
information. Data visualization and interface design are not as advanced
in some parts of clinical medicine as it is in other scientiﬁc disciplines
and commercial industries. In addition, the designers of electronic health
record interfaces are confronted with a dizzying array of design choices.
In this paper, we propose an 8-dimensional design space to provide a
framework when designing interfaces for accessing a patient’s record.
We present our methodology to deﬁne this design space: ﬁrst we used
the 5W1H method to set the dimensions, then we studied existing systems and interviewed doctors to deﬁne main values or categories of each
dimension, we present many illustrative examples of these categories.
Finally, we showcase the utility of our work for designers of EHR systems
through a scenario. Overall, our design space can help building systems
which will improve health data visualization and interface design.

Keywords: Design space
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Introduction

The Electronic Health Record (EHR) focuses on the total health of the patient,
going beyond standard clinical data collected and contained in the Electronic
Medical Record (EMR) in the provider’s oﬃce. EHRs are designed to share information with other health care providers and specialists. As such, they contain
information from all the clinicians involved in the patient’s care [15] thus allowing
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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diﬀerent users (health professionals, patients, etc.) to access useful information
that contributes to patient follow-up: history, problems, allergies, etc. Moreover,
the EHR’s format makes it more practical and accessible in diﬀerent situations
with diﬀerent representations. The notion of time and context is much broader
compared to a paper format, especially with mobile technology.
The EHR is also a communication tool between the diﬀerent stakeholders
facilitated by the user interface, which allows access to the health record. EHR
adoption by hospital administrators is inﬂuenced (in part) by the quality and
the eﬀectiveness of the human-centered design of the EHR interface but many
EHR systems lack usability when the user interacts with their interface [6].
The importance of designing suitable interfaces the meet the needs of end
users is often overlooked. Users of the health record have diﬀerent roles, so the
information in the same health record can vary in importance depending on the
user.
The presentation of information on the interface plays an important role in
understanding the patient’s record. Inappropriate visualization can involve many
problems such as wasting time decision for health professionals or making errors
when delivering care. Then the system will no longer be used. The interface
and health data visualizations should help health professionals easily ﬁnd the
requested information at the right time. The task of designers is diﬃcult. There
are many challenges when designing an electronic health record interface to
increase usability. This is why it is necessary for a designer to explore diﬀerent
possibilities before selecting the most appropriate option for its solution.
In this paper, we present a design space that explores diﬀerent design possibilities organized into dimensions for electronic health record visualization. This
structure can answer diﬀerent questions to satisfy the needs of the end users.
We ﬁrst review what are EHR interfaces and design spaces (Sect. 2). Then, we
present a study of EHR systems based on a comprehensive literature review of
existing ones and on interviews of professionals’ healthcare (Sect. 3). After presenting our design space to help the designer of EHR applications (Sect. 4), we
introduce a novel design scenario based on our design space (Sect. 5). At the end,
we discuss our space and its limitations (6) and we conclude by introducing our
future work (Sect. 7).
Our contributions are threefold: (1) an eight-dimensional design space for
helping design suitable electronic health record visualization, (2) a critical analysis of existing interfaces, and (3) new directions and future works for designing
a new electronic health record visualization application.

2

Background and Related Work

An Electronic Health Record (EHR) is designed to contain information about a
patient and to exchange it with all medical staﬀ. An EHR is “the complete set
of information that resides in electronic form and is related to the past, present
and future health status or health care provided to a subject of care” [33]. EHR
systems can support clinicians with improving quality of care, eﬀectiveness, and
coordination of work [3].
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A frequent visualization in EHR systems is a ﬂowsheet in the form of spreadsheets with graphs that contain diﬀerent health variables for a patient over a
period of time [4]. The US Institute for Medicine’s 2011 Report noted that
“The visualization of information is not as advanced in some parts of clinical
medicine as in other scientiﬁc disciplines.” [28]. Information visualization is a
way to improve the understanding of complex data and, therefore, to increase
the value of available medical data electronically [11].
Standards and guidelines such as Electronic Health Record Usability Evaluation and Use Case Framework [3] provide design principles and considerations
that are well suited for health record visualization. However, they are limited in
the range of possibilities that they oﬀer to the designer. Previous surveys such
as [22,23,35] analyze existing systems, but they only focus on what was already
developed, and not on what should be important to develop. Our work is to
support the designer to create an innovative EHR interface: we propose many
alternative interfaces and guide them to the most suitable.
MacLean et al. [26] deﬁne a design space as a “space of possibilities” in order
to outline and clarify thoughts and ideas. As it’s diﬃcult to design a suitable
solution, designers need a tool to help them develop their ideas. A design space
seems to be an interesting approach since it “limits design possibilities to certain
dimensions, while leaving others open to creative exploration” [5]. Design spaces
are not only used to study existing design options but also to propose innovative
ones. This is why they diﬀer from classiﬁcations and taxonomies [37].
Several design spaces have been developed in the diﬀerent areas of HumanComputer Interaction to standardize and facilitate the role of the designer.
Renate Haeuslschmid et al. [16] present a ﬁve-dimensional design space for an
interactive windshield to help designers build diﬀerent types of applications for
cars. Schulz et al. [37] characterize the main aspects of interface tasks and Nancel
et al. [30] structure menus and selecting items.

3
3.1

Electronic Health Record Application Analysis
Global Analysis: The 5W1H Method

At the outset of our research, we used the method of 5W1H which allows us to
extract the dimensions of our design space by asking the right questions. 5W1H
is an abbreviation of the questions: “Who? What? Where? When? Why?” and
“How?”. This method allows us to structure and identify the main dimensions of
our design space. It is a formula for obtaining a complete history on a subject [31].
It is a widespread method in Journalism. But it is also used in other domains
such as management [20], marketing [42] and even in interface visualization [49]
or to build a design space [37]. The questions we asked to obtain the dimensions
are as follows (see Fig. 1):
1. “Who needs to visualize or interact with the health record?” user dimension.
2. “What the user needs to visualize?” health record dimension.
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3. “Where should the visualization of patient record be hosted?” technology
dimension. “Where the user interacts with the patient record?” location
dimension.
4. “When does the user need to visualize the health record?” time dimension.
5. “Why the health record interface is being used?”. goal dimension.
6. “How does the user view the health record?” visualization dimension.
“How does the user interact with the health record?” input interaction dimension.

Fig. 1. The eight dimensions of our design space.

3.2

Detailed Analysis: Literature Review and Interviews

We have done extensive research in the literature: research papers, patents, and
reports. To ensure the quality of our work, we carefully selected our keywords.
We used ﬁrst general terms to cover the ﬁeld of study: “visualization of information” and “patient record”. More than 150 references resulted from our initial
research through electronic databases and search engines such as Google Scholar,
ResearchGate, ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore and Web of Science. Furthermore, we searched for relevant articles cited in the bibliography of these articles.
We excluded many articles because they didn’t describe a speciﬁc visualization
technique, or the visualization interface was not interactive. We identiﬁed a total
of 54 papers that included the interface of EHR data. We report in this paper 12
works that include contemporary systems that provide design choices relevant
to EHR visualization:
1. Plaisant et al., 2003 [32]: this system is considered a pioneer. It provides
general visualization of health patient’s record.
2. Ruchikachorn et al., 2014 [36]: it is an EHR system for preparing medical
examinations.
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3. Faiola et al., 2015 [13]: it’s an EHR system for the Intensive Care Unit.
It displays some medical data of the patient like life signs that come from
monitors in the patient’s room.
4. Jin et al., 2016 [19]: this system uses a 2D representation of a human’s body
to navigate in the various physiological data.
5. Thomas et al., 2017 [43]: this system uses wall-sized display to allow collaborative tasks between doctors and nurse in the Intensive Care Unit.
6. Dabek et al., 2017 [12]: this system uses a tree view and a timeline one to
navigate more easily among data.
7. Zhang et al., 2018 [48]: it is an EHR system dedicated to patients who are
suﬀering from cancer.
8. Vo et al., 2018 [44]: it is an EHR system dedicated to gastroenterologists.
9. Warner et al., 2015 [45]: this system allows exploring similar electronic
health records.
10. Huang et al., 2015 [18]: this system allows following the development of
chronic kidney illness over time.
11. Loorak et al., 2016 [25]: this system helps researchers to analyze data from
patients’ stroke.
12. Malver et al., 2017 [29]: this system helps medical staﬀ during their daily
medical round.
We completed our study by gathering the opinions of healthcare professionals
who use health record interfaces of such systems. Nine volunteer doctors (eight
males, one female) from the medical intensive care unit (MICU) at the University of Illinois Hospital, Chicago, participated in an interview. All spoke ﬂuent
English. All study procedures took place in the oﬃce of the doctors. The interview questions allowed the participants to express freely any concerns with any
(positive/negative aspects).
3.3

Results

We collected diﬀerent ideas and ordered them in our ﬁrst level dimensions
based on 5W1H questions. This led us to subdivide some dimensions into subdimensions. Table 1 provides a short description and illustrates each of them
through examples of existing systems and suggestions from doctors’ interviews.
location and time dimensions are not included in Table 1 since they did
not appear clearly in literature reviews.
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Table 1. Diﬀerent design choice examples from literature and interviews
Dimension

Subdimension

Description

Examples

User
The intended users of the appli- The system is designed to assist ICU clinicians [13,43], gastroenterologist doccation.
tors [44], patients with cancer [48], clinicians and researchers [45,18,25]] or all medical
stuﬀ [32,36,19,12,29].
Use
During the interaction, the num- The system was developed for large displays to facilitate teamwork [43].
ber of users implicated.
Health record
Cardinality
The number of records the sys- Some are developed to visualize single health record [32,36,13,19,12,48,44], multiple patem can display in the same view. tients [45,18,25] or mixed where there is a unit-level view of all patients and a more
detailed dashboard for each patient that opens when clicking a patient’s name [43,29].
Dimension
The organization of the at- One dimension like notes [36,13,43], temporal dimension is used in [32,36,13,19,12,48,25],
tributes of the medical data
tree dimension [12], network [45].
Data type
The two types of data covered by All systems use qualitative and quantitative data.
the application: quantitative and
qualitative.
Variable num- The number of variables (e.g. All variables [32,36,19,12,29], many variables [13,43,48,44], few variables [45,18,25].
ber
Medications, vital signs) can The number of variables depends on the size of the screen (Interviews).
support the application.
Level
The level of detail of data pre- All systems give a quick high-level overview and possibly necessary low-level data drillsented to the user.
down.
Technology
The device on which the user in- Desktop computers [32,19,12,18,25,29], laptop[13], tablets [36,13,44], Smartphone [48,45],
teracts with the health record
wall-sized display [43].
Mobile device in mobility, desktop computer with large screen in oﬃce (interviews).
Goal
Tasks
The task to be performed.
Decision
making,
exploratory
analysis,
care
evaluation
(interviews) [32,36,13,19,43,12,48,44,29], Statistical [45,18,25].
Use cases
The use cases that describe func- Acute care [13,43], chronic disease [44,18].
tionals scenarios.
Features
Features that exist in the inter- Medical imaging (interviews) [32,19]
face to better assist users per- Diagnosis codes (ICD-9-CM) [45,18]
forming their tasks.
Alerts and notiﬁcations (interviews) [32,36,19,43,29]
Communication (voice message, texting, notes) (interviews).
Recommendations for interventions (interviews).
Statistics [45,18,25].
Input interaction
Channels
The channels provided to inter- Touch screen [36,13,48,44,45] or a keyboard and a mouse for desktop computact with the system.
ers [32,19,12,18,25,29]
Intent
A categorization that focuses on Select: The clinician must select and drag-n-drop the needed vital sign into the timeline
what the user wants to achieve. primary visualization display [13].”I need to put on what I need” (interviews).
Explore: A clickable human body to interactively display health information [19], Expending and collapsing is possible to explore the tree [12].
Encode: The possibility of reordering the information with diﬀerent reorderable attributes [25].
Abstract / elaborate: Touching a data-point brings the details of that point [44], a hover
action can be used to show on demand the logged value for each graph-event [43].
Filter: A collapsing icon allows to hide some information and enlarge the rest [44], a ﬁlter
button to reduce the data presented [12], Several tasks involve ﬁltering patients according
to a time period [25].
Connect: Search can highlight all parts of the record that match [32], machine learning
used to analyze unstructured clinical notes to enables easy relation retrieval and show
relevant information [36]. The visualization allows to show relationship [45].
Visualization
Technique
The technique used to present Non-distortion techniques: Zooming in and out for images are available [32] or for
diﬀerent parts of information on graphs [13], A scrolling view that contains the entirety of the patient’s history [12], new
the view.
window [18], [43,44].
”Everything must be quickly accessible in one place” (interviews).
Representation The way to represent informa- Table: by text and numeric [43].
tion to the users
Diagram: network [45], Sankey diagram [18], A tree representation [12], Kiviat diagram. [43]
Graph: (interviews) [19,43,48,44,25].
Timeline: [32,36,13,12,48,44,25].
Map: a 2D human body representation [19].
Picture: like medical imaging [32,19]
Visual variables The visual variables manipulated Size and position: size and position are used in systems that display data in a timeto encode information.
line [32,36,13,12,48,44,25].
Shape: circles and triangles for quantitative data, and square for qualitative data [44],
symptoms are labeled with colored circles [19].
Color: is used to indicate severity or information category [32], to highlight related information [36], critical information such as allergies or alerts [13,29], abnormal test results [19],
distinguish diﬀerent combination of disease [18].
Transparency: transparency shows the diﬀerent doses of a drug or the severity [32] or
mapped to the morbidity score [43].
Texture: Some information is encoded by rectangles ﬁlled based on their data value. Crosses
indicate missing data [25].
Adaptation
An adaptive interface that can Highlighting values within the data in regard to the clinical context where you actually
and
context change according the clinical have models of the disease (interviews).
awareness
context
Target
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Table 2. Design space exploration (* exlusive selection)
Target

Who ?
user

Other medical
staﬀ

Doctors

Use*

Many variables

All variables

Low

High

Small

Large

Display
number*

Single display

Multiple displays

Image quality

Where ?
location

Resolution

Contrast

Desktop

Patient
room

When ?
TIME

Exposed

Doctor’s
oﬃce

Care room

Before the encounter

Tasks
Use cases

Exploratory
analysis

Functionalities

Multimedia
content

Channel
Intent

Another
place at the
hospital

Chronic care

Communication

Technique

Explore

Visual variables

Position

Adaptation

After the encounter

Preventive and health
promotion

Undiﬀerentiated
symptoms

Alerts and
Care recomnotiﬁcamendation
tions

Statistics

Visual
Reconﬁgure

Diagram
Size

Health record

Outdoor

Non-medical
task

Educational
tool

Haptic

Encode

Abstract/
Elaborate

Filter

Connect

Non-distorsion
Graph
Shape

Timeline
Color

Map

Transparency Orientation

Presentation
User

Public
building

Statistics

Distorsion
Table

Wearable

Home

Care quality
evaluation

Audio
Select

Representation

Context
awareness

Decision making

Diagnosis
and
treatment
coding

Luminance
Mobile

During the encounter

Acute care

Why ?
goal

4

Network

Screen size

Device type

How ?
visualization

Tree
Quantitative

Few variables

Level

How ?
input interaction

Mixed

Temporal

Qualitative

Variable
number*

Where ?
technology

Multi patient

n-dimensional

Data type

What ?
health record

collaborative

Single patient
1 dimensional

Administrative
staﬀ

Patient family

Individual

Cardinality*
Dimension

Patient

Picture
Texture

Navigation
Technology

Location

Time

Goal

Design Space Exploration

Based on the analysis of the existing systems and interviews with doctors, we
have constituted diﬀerent sub-dimensions and their values. Moreover, we added
some values based on HCI papers. This section brieﬂy describes each of the
dimensions with the diﬀerent sub-categories.
4.1

User

Target. Among the reviewed, the systems do not always target the same users.
There are systems that they are addressed to all clinicians like [12,19,29,32,36],
or a speciﬁc category of clinicians like ICU (Intensive Care Unit) clinicians [13,
43], gastroenterological doctors [44], patients with cancer [48]. Also, there are
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systems designed for researchers [18,25,45]. We notice that the EHR could even
be used by medical secretaries, a legal service or even by the patient family and
existing systems do not target all categories of end user.
The health record interface can be designed for only one type of users or
intended for several user types. This will have an impact on the complexity task
for the designer. Being able to identify the types of users will allow the system
to consider a contextual adaptation as requested by the interviewees.
Use. During the interviews, doctors claimed EHR could be very useful as decision support and as a communication tool between colleagues. Only one system [43] among systems reviewed supports the collaboration. The use of visualization can be individual or collaborative. The doctor can visualize the health
record with the nurse or diﬀerent specialists involved in making a decision for
a patient. A shared screen among diﬀerent users can promote understanding of
the visualized content [38] and also attention and participation. Individual use
also promotes ﬂexibility.
4.2

Health Record

Cardinality. This dimension refers to the number of health records the system
can display on the same view. The relevant values we found in previous systems
studied for this dimension are single health record at a timed [12,13,19,32,36,
44,48], multiple health records [18,25,45] or mixed (i.e. sometimes single health
record or sometimes multiple health records) [29,43]. Including many records
in the same interface should allow analysis of similar patients or study a phenomenon. If the system provides only a single health record, the visualization is
mainly for healthcare delivery to display the diﬀerent facets of the health record:
allergies, problems, treatments, etc. This choice is therefore closely linked to the
purpose of visualization. Cardinality is considered as an important dimension
since it greatly inﬂuences the choices of other dimensions.
Dimension. We refer here to the dimension of data in the health record. For
the values, we use the taxonomy of diﬀerent types of data dimensions deﬁned
in [39]: one-dimension, multidimensional, temporal, tree, and network. The onedimension is used when the data is linear (e.g. notes) [13,36,43]. But the data
in the health record can sometimes have several attributes, and each attribute
represents a dimension. Temporal data are widely used in the visualization of
health records when the events produced are represented over time [12,13,19,
25,32,36,48]. The data can also be ordered as a tree like a family history [12].
However, data sometimes cannot be structured as a tree because relationships
are much more complex like between problems, treatments, and drugs, so they
take the structure of a network [45].
Data Type. When working on a health record, it is important to distinguish
between the diﬀerent types of data to be visualized. Depending on the type
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of data, the representation of information can vary. There are two types [50]:
qualitative data and quantitative data. Qualitative data uses words to describe
a health event like medical history (diabetes, asthma, hypertension) or allergies
(penicillin, aspirin). The quantitative data represent data that can be counted
such as heart rate. All systems reviewed use qualitative and quantitative data.
Variable Number. The electronic health record interface can represent few
variables, many variables or all variables. For example, the doctor can focus
on few variables in detail to analyze the patient’s case for a problem in the
Intensive Care Unit. In other cases, the doctor needs to have many variables or all
variables of the health record according to the context. As a result, the designer
must take care of the number of variables to be visualized to avoid cluttering
the interface and adding information that has no value in accomplishing the
necessary task. Most systems display many variables [13,43,44,48], but there
are systems that display a very limited number of variables, especially systems
that support multiple health records [18,25,45]. When the application is intended
to all users it contains all variables [12,19,29,32,36].
Level. Data can be interpreted at diﬀerent levels of abstraction. In our design
space, we distinguish the low level that represents the data without interpretation
(e.g. the temperature of the patient is 104 ◦ F) and the high level that is an
interpretation of the data (e.g. the patient has a fever since its temperature
is 104 ◦ F). A simple observation of the patient record or an in-depth analysis
changes the level requested. Several characteristics of the other dimensions of
our design space inﬂuence the data level such as “target” or “task”. If there
are multiple targets or tasks for the same view, a simple solution is to provide
high level data and make low level data easily accessible on demand from the
interface. All systems reviewed provide both a high-level overview and a low-level
overview for more details.
4.3

Technology

Screen Size. Depending on the context, the screen size may vary. During the
interviews, clinicians reported that they prefer a large screen when they are in
their oﬃce and not time stressed, but in a mobile context (e.g. when visiting
patient, when working in emergency services) they prefer a smaller screen if it
is accessible more quickly.
On the one hand, a large screen can help when the task is complex, and the
user must execute it quickly [21]. On the other hand, a small screen provides
access to information at any time and any place. The designer must, therefore,
ﬁnd solutions to optimize the use of the screen depending on the context, choose
the appropriate visualization technique and predict the appropriate interactions.
Display Number. Determining the number of displays is part of the designer’s
choices and he must be aware of the diﬀerent possibilities. The sub-dimensions
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“adaptation”, “context awareness”, and “use” inﬂuence this choice. With multiple displays, we can facilitate collaborative use and display more information
by sharing them on diﬀerent displays.
This dimension is included in our design space to allow the user to have
multiple displays depending on the context and switch between them. None of
the studied systems oﬀer diﬀerent types of screens: big and small which reduces
the possibilities of adaptation to the context.
Image Quality. During the interview, doctors claim they need images (in particular radiography) on EHR systems. Thus, we introduced a dimension about
image quality, and we decomposed it in three factors as deﬁned in [17] to maximize the quality of visualization for a radiologist: resolution, contrast, and luminance. The higher the resolution is, the better the visualization is. For medical
imaging, for example, the doctor needs a high-resolution image [17]. As for contrast and luminance, they inﬂuence the user’s interface, so these parameters
must be adjusted so that the user can see more details easily.
Device Type. There are several available devices for health record visualization
and the choice could be strategic toward the level of adaptivity required. The
classic way is visualization on a desktop computer, which can be eﬀective for
some situations, but it’s not suitable when the doctor has to visit patients in
their rooms. In this case, for example, we can ﬁnd a screen exposed in the room,
but its use remains limited because display the patient’s information in open
areas is forbidden. Mobile devices are also available and can support the user
while being on the move even outside the hospital. They can be in the pocket like
phones or worn like a head-mounted display or smart glasses. These can even be
used while allowing the hands to be free, which is useful during the examination
of a patient or during surgery while keeping a private visualization of the health
record. In aforementioned systems, a web-based interface was often developed
for desktop computers [12,18,19,25,29,32]. We can ﬁnd systems on laptop [13],
tablets [13,36,44], smartphone [45,48], or wall-sized display [43].
4.4

Location

Ideally, the health record should be accessible anywhere, even outside the hospital: in the patient’s room, in a care room, in the doctor’s oﬃce, in another
place at the hospital, at home, in a public building or outside. The location has
a relationship with other dimensions. For example, if the user is outside, the
system needs to balance luminance to allow reading. All systems using desktop
computers [12,18,19,25,29,32] are located in the doctor’s oﬃce. However, systems developed for laptops, tablets or smartphones [13,36,44,45,48] can be used
anywhere at the hospital. All systems studied only run at the hospital.
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Time

The time dimension shows when the system is used: before, during or after the
encounter with the patient. This dimension is related to other dimensions like
the task, the use, the location, the device type, the input interaction, and the
visualization. Before the encounter, the doctor can prepare the visit by exploring the patient record (task dimension). The task could be collaborative (use
dimension) if the doctor needs other points of view. He will have more comfort
if he achieves this task in his oﬃce (location dimension). During the encounter,
the doctor is with his patient, so the interface should not distract the doctor and
interrupt his relationship with his patient. The designer should be aware of the
interface proposed (input interaction and visualization dimensions). Moreover,
the system should be mobile since the doctor visits patients in their room (device
type dimension). After the encounter, the system can propose diﬀerent tasks like
making an evaluation of the care quality (task dimension). The systems examined do not all instantiate this temporal dimension with the same value were
only 2 systems reporting on this category: before the encounter for [36], during
the encounter for [29].
4.6

Goal

Tasks. Health record visualization has an important role in diﬀerent types of
task. The task is exploratory when the user does not know if he is looking
for a problem or an existing treatment on the record and he is just trying to
determine what will ensure a good action to be taken for the patient. Also,
the user accesses the health record to make decisions: prescribing medications,
ordering, analysis, or developing a treatment plan. The patient record allows for
other medical tasks such as evaluation of care by comparing a patient’s health
status before and after cares. Moreover, health record visualization can have a
completely diﬀerent role depending on whether who uses it [2]. For example, a
legal department may want to access the record to identify who is responsible for
care issued or a statistical center may want to do a study such as identifying the
cancer rate in the hospital. The purpose of visualizing data in a reviewed system
is highly dependent on the “cardinality” sub-dimension. Systems that support
a single health record [12,13,19,32,36,44,48] are designed for decision-making,
exploratory analysis, and care evaluation. Others systems that support multiple
health records [18,25,45] are designed for statistical tasks.
Use Cases. We introduced the use case dimension to better understand the
usefulness of health record, and to design the user interactions. This dimension
is based on the four scenarios from [43]: acute care, chronic care, preventive and
health promotion, and undiﬀerentiated symptoms. [43] used those scenarios to
evaluate the patient record interface, and to deﬁne the conceptual requirements,
and the major functionalities. In acute care, cases are severe, requires hospitalization and accurate follow-up during a short time. In chronic cares, the patient
stays a long time, requires regular monitoring and evaluation of care to avoid
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complications. Prevention activities maintain the health of individuals through
preventive testing or immunizations. As for undiﬀerentiated symptoms scenarios, the doctor can use clinical decision support to evaluate symptoms from the
health record and to make a good diagnostic. These use cases are a starting
point for linking the healthcare professional’s tasks with the interface content
and the appropriate interaction. Some systems applied any use case like [19,32].
Some others feature a speciﬁc use case: chronic diseases for [44] and acute care
for [13,18,43].
Functionalities. The designer must identify the functionalities that should
exist on the interface to better assist users in performing their tasks. Based
on interviews and the reviews of existing EHR systems, we propose six functionalities: multimedia content [19,32], diagnosis and treatment coding [18,45],
alerts and notiﬁcations [19,29,32,36,43], statistics (in systems that support multiple health records [18,25,45]), communication, care recommendations (from the
interviews). With the evolution of telemedicine, a health record should contain
multimedia content. Multimedia content may include audio (e.g. audio recording
of the fetal heartbeat during an echography of a pregnant woman) or other types
of graphs or images that are relevant for some situations. During the interviews,
doctors found pertinent to have other format data than text like an image (radio
for example). It is also interesting that the interface contains information from
the standards of medical coding (e.g. the International Classiﬁcation of Diseases
(ICD) standard). Standards facilitate public health research, sharing and statistical analysis. Doctors interviewed found really pertinent if the EHR system
could help them to contact other colleagues. Messaging or video conferencing
could promote collaborative work and improve diagnosis. However, no system
provides diagnostic recommendations, additional information, or allows the user
to communicate with another clinician via the interface. Moreover, alerts and
notiﬁcations could avoid errors. The doctors were particularly interested in this
functionality during the interview.
4.7

Input Interaction

Channel. We group the computer interface channel into three groups as in [14]:
audio, visual and haptic. A channel is directly linked to some devices (e.g. audio
channel with microphone). The system may use several channels to visualize
the patient’s record. For example, to navigate among data, the doctor could use
voice commands (audio channel) or touch a tactile surface (haptic channel). All
the systems studied only used the haptic channel.
Intent. This dimension aims to classify input interactions. We use the model
proposed by [47] which contains seven general categories because it matches with
all system studied:
1. Select: selecting information with a distinctive visual variable when there is
a lot of information in a health record.
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2. Explore: exploring the data space when the system doesn’t show all data at
a time.
3. Reconﬁgure: changing the location of the information or other adjustments.
4. Encode: changing the representation of the information.
5. Abstract/Elaborate: changing the level of details of information displayed.
6. Filter: changing the visualized content under certain conditions.
7. Connect: highlighting relevant information that is hidden and showing relationships between information.
We notice that few systems use the “Connect” intent [18,32,36,45]. However,
focusing on many implicit relationships could help the user in his task.
4.8

Visualization

Technique. When there is a lot of information in the health record, the content may be too large to be represented on the same view. Two techniques can
overcome this problem [24]: the non-distortion technique and the distortion technique. The non-distortion technique allows the designer to display a part of the
information, and to access to the rest with a scroll, pagination or a zoom. The
best practice is to properly represent the information and divide it into parts
to facilitate user navigation in the record. The distortion technique combines
two views: a view of a local part with a high level of details and a view of the
general context with fewer details. Several types of distortions exist. The role
of the designer is to choose the best technique according to other dimensions
such as device type, tasks, the complexity of the patient’s health record, and
the context. For example, on a mobile device, if the designer uses windows with
pagination, the doctor will be lost within a health record that contains too much
information.
All systems reviewed use the non-distortion technique. They proposed to
scroll [12], to display a new window [18], to zoom [13,32], or to hide some information [43,44] for accessing to hidden data.
Representation. Spreadsheet forms or tables with graphics that contain graphical variables are the current representation in EHR systems [28]. The timeline
metaphor is also used to order the events that occur to a patient in a time axis.
The representation depends on the information to be displayed: its complexity, its size, and other characteristics. But there are sometimes many possible
representations for the same information. The challenge is to choose the best.
Visualizing a patient’s systolic pressure changes with a table or a graph are two
possibilities, but it is necessary to ﬁnd which one is more comprehensible according to context. The complexity of the representation increases learning time if it
is not easy to explain the representation easily [46]. William Playfair [40] considers that a graphical representation of data will help the reader to understand
and retain the information. During the interviews, doctors conﬁrm this point
of view. The timeline metaphor is the most common representation, as it is in
almost all the reviewed systems. All systems use graphics to represent numerical
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variables and sometimes images are used for medical imagery. [19] uses a diﬀerent representation: a patient’s body as a map that can be zoomed in on for more
details.
Visual Variables. The visual variables represent a critical dimension for the
visualization of the health record. Jacques Bertin [7] identiﬁed seven visual variables to encode information: position (changes in location), size (changes in
surface, length, width), shape (circles, squares, rectangles, symbols, etc), value
(changes from light to dark), color (changes in hue), orientation (changes in
alignment), texture (the pattern of ﬁlling the shape). In the design process, the
appropriate use of these variables is a key component in interpreting, understanding and then using the visualized information [1]. For example, colors can
encode the cholesterol values to show the degree of risk (e.g. green for low risk,
orange for intermediate risk and red for high risk). In reviewed systems, color,
size, shape, and position were used to encode information. The position was
present in all systems that organize information in time. Size is used to compare
quantitative data such as graphs. Color is widely used in systems to highlight:
the category of information [32], related information [36], critical information
such as allergies or alerts [13,29], abnormal test results [19] or a combination of
disease [18]. Transparency is used to show the diﬀerent doses of a drug or the
severity [32] or to indicate the patient’s state [43]. The form is used to diﬀerentiate between qualitative and quantitative data [44]. Regarding the texture,
the ﬁlling of rectangles can code some values of information. Crosses indicate
missing data [25].
Adaptation layout and elements to the needs of the user or the context [10].
Users of a health record system have diﬀerent knowledge and the context of use
is also diﬀerent. The domain of health is an important ﬁeld where adaptable
user interfaces can be of great utility [34]. There are two main techniques for
adaptation:
– the adaptive presentation, that adapts the content the user visualizes according to the situation and the context
– the adaptive navigation, that diﬀerentiates the way to interact with the visualization interface in diﬀerent situations.
No reviewed system took into consideration this dimension of our design space.
However, during the interviews, doctors report that well-done adaptation could
help them for decision support.
Context Awareness. The adaptation of the user interface can be improved by
selecting the contextual factors carefully. So, the challenge is to display the right
health information with adequate representation according to the current contextual situation. Context awareness is a promising axis in the ﬁeld of healthcare [9].
It can improve tasks performance for healthcare professionals and improve the
quality of their care delivery [41]. We deﬁne a set of non-exhaustive factors of
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contexts that can be introduced for the health record visualization: user, health
record, technology, location, time and goal. As the systems reviewed don’t take
into account the adaptation sub-dimension, they cannot handle context awareness.

5

Design Rationale

The design space that we have developed provides choices in the design of a
health record interface. An explicit justiﬁcation for the reasons behind each
choice is required.
Design Space Analysis (DSA) is an approach to represent design justiﬁcation
and argumentation [27]. It helps to understand why certain possibilities were chosen during the design and to make the reasoning clearer [8]. It is based on the
QOC notation which deﬁnes these three main concepts: Questions, Options, Criteria [26]. Questions are asked to draw the sub-categories of the various dimensions existing in our design space. The options are the possible choices for each
sub-category and the criteria are the justiﬁcations, requirements, and considerations in making the choice. The criterion may be positive for one option and
negative for another.
This approach will allow the designer to explain the diﬀerent combinations
of the possibilities selected during the design. The following ﬁgure shows a QOC
notation that allows us to choose between individual or collaborative use. In this
case, we have drawn two criteria: ﬂexibility (which has a positive evaluation for
individual use and a negative evaluation for collaborative use) and collaboration
(which has a positive evaluation for collaborative use and a negative evaluation
for individual use). If the designer feels that ﬂexibility is more important than
collaboration, then he chooses individual use.
From this decision, questions may arise for further decisions. The choice of a
possibility in our design space is sometimes exclusive (noted by (*) in Table 2 of
the design space) so the user is led to choose a single possibility like the example
in Fig. 2. But in other cases, the user can choose several possibilities because the
choice is not exclusive.
When the designer makes a decision and chooses a possibility, automatically other possibilities are eliminated which reﬁnes the solution. We also mentioned that some sub-categories are strongly linked, so selecting a possibility in
a sub-category eliminates even other possibilities in the other sub-categories and
therefore facilitates the design choices.

6

Using the Design Space

In this section, we provide an example that elaborates how our design space can
be utilized for health record interface design. Our example focused on the design
of a health record system for display on smart glasses. Paul’s wife is admitted
to the MICU in acute respiratory distress with upper and lower GI bleeding.
Her past medical history is signiﬁcant for end-stage liver disease due to alcohol
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Fig. 2. QOC representation for the sub-category: use. The boxed option is the made
decision.

abuse. The patient is intubated in response to worsening respiratory distress,
aggressively resuscitated, and given a blood transfusion and vasopressor drugs.
Paul is very worried about his wife. Given the complex case of his wife,
several doctors intervene: a pulmonologist, a gastroenterologist, a radiologist, an
intensivist, etc. He notices that doctors sometimes check their desktop computers
a few minutes before they come, and sometimes they do not even remember
information that may be critically important.
Paul works as a “designer of new technology solutions” and wants to expose
this problem to his work team to ﬁnd a solution and launch a new product. He
wants to use our design space to make his job easier.
Paul began with the analysis of an already existing system called MIVA [13].
(see Fig. 3) through our design space. However, he analyzed some limitations
for the system and values to integrate to make the system more convenient.
This is why he wrote a proposition based on the analysis of the MIVA system
with integrating values of the sub-dimensions of the design space to overcome
the various limitations. Table 3 shows the values that already exist on MIVA
and the values that he integrated in the new prototype designed. He wrote his
proposition based on the diﬀerent dimensions with their categories.
We aim to create a patient record interface to help diﬀerent doctors, nurses
and medical secretaries (Target). This system will help them explore the patient
record, evaluate the care provided, or for decision making (Tasks). The interface
aims to help them with hospitalized patients in the ICU who need acute care
(Use case). The period of hospitalization of a patient is a period that requires
precision and speed in the delivery of services and care.
Usually, the clinician consults his desktop computer before making his
rounds. This technology is inadequate in this use case for several reasons: the
clinician does not have the right information in the right place at the right time.
Relevant information is not exposed to him at the time of the consultation. He
must have the patient’s record at the consultation time (Time) in the patient
room (Location). In addition, he cannot go back and forth to his oﬃce.
Mobile technology such as tablets and smartphones can solve this problem
but with less eﬃciency. They do not respect the disruption of activity, and the
clinician cannot keep his eye on the record and the patient at the same time.
Technology such as smart glasses has a lot of potential in the work of the clinician
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Fig. 3. MIVA main interface.

(Device type, Screen size). Each clinician can have individual glasses (Display
number, Use) to access the patient ﬁle on which he will intervene (Cardinality).
With the small size of the screen, the non-distortion technique is less eﬀective
for viewing an entire patient record. Indeed, since it does not provide a global
view of the context, the user can be lost during navigation. A distortion technique
would simultaneously display a local part with details and the general context
with less precision (Technique). The global view would display the high-level
information in summary form and the user could access to low-level information
on demand (Level).
In addition to tables with text, graphs will be included to facilitate the interpretation of some information and to make comparisons (Representation). The
graphics will be chosen to ﬁt the size and type of information. In a patient
ﬁle, there will be many variables (Variable number) with diﬀerent dimensions
(One dimension, Several dimensions, and Temporal dimension): medical records,
diagnostics, drugs, and vital signs (qualitative and quantitative). We can even
consider the folder structure as a network and link the diﬀerent information
available. We identify these dimensions and types clearly to know which representation to avoid and select the most relevant ones (Dimension, Data type).
We take color into consideration to show the severity of a problem and place
the information in the right place to display the information in a meaningful
way (Visual variable).
To support the user accomplishing his tasks, we will include standards of different data (treatments, drugs, ...), and multimedia content (medical imaging) to
maintain accurate understanding for all stakeholders and alerts to remind nurses
of medicines and doses. In addition, the doctor can communicate with another
care provider while using the design to better inform themselves (Functionalities). He must have a good resolution, contrast and luminance to view graphics
and medical imaging (Image quality).
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Users can interact with the interface using a stylus to point to patient record
information, and a trackpad or gestures when they need their hands free. They
can also use the camera to identify the patient or record a photo on his case
(Channel).
In addition to the basic functions of selection, exploration, the user can reconﬁgure the interface: he can change the type of representation of the information
if it is more meaningful to him. Also, he can connect diﬀerent information by
highlighting related information when he points to information (Intent).
To display the right information in the right place for the right person, the
interface must be adaptive and take into account contextual information such as
the user’s proﬁle. The information displayed for a neurologist is not the same for
a nurse. Then, it will take into consideration his position in the hospital because
the hospital patients are in diﬀerent rooms. The content of the ﬁle changes the
interface. For example, the placement medical tests are not the same for each
patient’s record (Context awareness and Adaptation).
Paul moves forward based on these values to design the next generation of
MIVA using smart glasses called mCAREglass (Fig. 4). Table 3 shows the main
interace of mCAREglass.
Table 3. The design space for Paul’s scenario: values for each dimension. The red
values are added to mCAREglass in addition to the values that exist in MIVA
user-Target: Doctors, Other medical staﬀ : nurse, Administrative stuﬀ : medical secretaries
user-Use: Individual, Collaborative
health record-Cardinality: Single patient
health record-Dimension:1 dimensional, n-dimensional, Temporal, Network
health record-Data type: Qualitative, Quantitative
health record-Variable number: Many variables
health record-Level: Low, High
technology-Screen size: Small
technology-Display number: Single display, Multiple displays
technology-Image quality-Resolution : good, Contrast : good, Luminance : good,
technology-Device type: Mobile : Smart glasses
location:care room, doctor’s oﬃce, Patient room, another place at the hospital
time: Before the encounter, during the encounter, after the encounter
goal-Tasks: Exploratory analysis, Decision making, Care quality evaluation
goal-Use cases: Acute care
goal-Functionalities: Multimedia content, Diagnosis and treatment coding,
Communication, Alerts and notiﬁcations
input interaction-Channel: Audio, Visual, Haptic
input interaction-Intent: Select, Explore, Reconﬁgure, Filter, Connect
visualization-Technique: Non-distorsion, Distorsion
visualization-Representation: Table, Graph, timeline
visualization-Visual variables: Position, Color
visualization-Adaptation: Presentation, Navigation
visualization-Context awareness:User, Health record, Location
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Fig. 4. MIVA main interface. (A) Basic patient information. (B) Tabs used for accessing
multiple patients data (C) EHR data of selected patient in access through the Fisheye
view, providing patient medical antecedents, and an expanded view of details. (D) Real
time vital sign data from the bedside. (E) Communication tools. (F) 24-h time-line,
showing trends across this period of time. (G) Voice recognition allows clinicians to be
hands-free during clinical work

7

Discussion and Limitations

We provided an example that elaborates how our design space can help specify
health record interfaces. It is interesting to note that many of the systems we
analyzed did not meet the 8-dimensional criteria of our design space. The question is: are the current trends in electronic health record design the best ways to
represent a health record or do designers need to innovate? Most health record
interfaces use the timeline metaphor used by LifeLine [32].
Our design space allowed to show the shortcomings of existing systems. The
systems we analyzed did not deﬁne dedicated techniques for devices in a mobile
situation like smartphones or even wearables devices. In addition, adaptation and
context awareness are missing. Providing information and interactions according
to the user’s situation using contextual factors can be a solution to improve the
clinical user experience.
We believe our design scenario show a future of clinical health interface and
interaction design where each dimension of our design space is addressed. A
practitioner would have a more comprehensive user experience. The problem
of health record interface design is far from being solved and requires a lot of
focused attention. Our hope is for the designer to rely on our design space to
ﬁnd solutions to problems and gaps we have mentioned.
Our design space is coherent because it answers questions of health record
visualization using the 5W1H method. We note that there are impossible combinations in the design space, e.g. choosing a wearable device (Device type) and
large screen (Screen size).
We are aware that other aspects can be introduced with the evolution of
research and technology by ﬁnding new ideas, but our design space can be exten-
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sible. For example, we focused on the visualization of the health record. Other
output interactions could complete the design space. We highlight that we interviewed only ICU doctors even if we considered other target users in our design
space.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

Electronic health record visualization is a complex issue that has interested many
research groups. We analyzed existing EHR systems to extract important features and to identify weakness. We also interviewed doctors of the Intensive Care
Unit to know their expectations when they use EHR systems. We concluded that
EHR systems need improvements. We proposed a design space to help design
process for future EHR systems. Our design space guides the designer to various alternatives to be compared and discussed. Our design space is ﬂexible and
allows the designer to explore novel aspects.
We showcased with a scenario how we could build a solid base and contribute
to the implementation of new health record interface systems that can be very
innovative if all dimensions are carefully explored and studied. We believe that
the eight dimensions identiﬁed will be useful within their sub-categories.
The design space helps designers to choose between the diﬀerent possibilities
available. But as researchers, it is also useful as a tool to identify the gaps in
existing health record interfaces and the potential for future work by observing
combinations of new possibilities. To improve our design space, doing interviews
with other target users is important (nurses, administrative staﬀ, etc.).
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Abstract. Building upon the conceptualization of affordances, this article leverages the theoretical framework of task-technology fit in e-commerce to explore
the consequences of alignment and misalignment of technology’s affordances and
user’s intended goals. More specifically, the objective of this article is to investigate the effect of the alignment between the affordances of technological devices
and tasks performed on these devices on the user’s shopping experience. A withinsubject controlled laboratory experiment was conducted. Twenty-five participants
were asked to complete six digital-grocery related tasks of equivalent nature on
both a computer and a smartphone. Study results highlight two primary findings.
First, the affordances of the device on which digital shopping tasks are performed
affect the user’s cognitive and emotional states. Performing digital shopping tasks
on a smartphone generates a higher cognitive load (cognitive state), as well as a
more positive emotional valence and greater arousal (emotional state) for users.
Second, the results, however, do not provide enough evidence to conclude that the
type of task (user goal) moderates the previously found relationship. Limitations
and future research directions are discussed.
Keywords: Affordances · Task-technology fit · Smartphones · Computers · User
experience · Cognitive load · Emotional valence · Arousal · Human-computer
interaction

1 Introduction
One in ten dollars now flows through digital channels. In 2019, Canadians spent $64,56
billion on e-commerce and $20,34 billion on m-commerce, which represents 13,15% of
all retail sales [1]. With mobile sales anticipated to grow by 22,8% over the forthcoming
year and an all-time high smartphone penetration rate of 92% amongst Canadians [2],
the retail landscape has not seen its last disruption. The truly ubiquitous nature of digital
technologies, with different designs, different affordances, and different experiences,
therefore, implies a need for a deeper understanding of how these technologies impact
their users.
Over the past decade, many researchers have attempted to study the impact of these
technological devices on consumers. Indeed, research has shown that the interfaces of
technological devices such as smartphones and computers, can have a substantial effect
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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on how users explore, perceive, remember, and act upon online content [3]. This is a
critical steppingstone because it highlights the importance of the device itself and what
it affords, rather than only the content presented on this device. While there is a great
number of studies that attempt to explain each technological device’s characteristics
and affordances [4–8], there are none, to our knowledge, that explores the effect of the
device-affordance alignment with the user goal on the user experience.
The objective of this article is to explore the effect of the alignment between the
affordances of technological devices and tasks performed on these devices on the user’s
shopping experience. More specifically, to what extent do the affordances of technological devices influence the experience of a user? Also, to what extent does a user’s
goal moderate the effect of the affordances of technological devices on the user experience? To answer these research questions, the article builds upon the conceptualization
of affordances by Burlamaqui and Dong [9] and leverages the theoretical framework of
task-technology fit in e-commerce by Klopping and McKinney [10].
To answer those questions, a within-subject controlled laboratory experiment was
conducted. The twenty-five participants were asked to complete six digital-grocery
related tasks of equivalent nature on both a computer and a smartphone. Data collection
took place in a user experience laboratory specialized with psychophysiological measures. Psychophysiological measures are physiological responses of the human body
to psychological manipulations [11]. These responses are physical signals that make it
possible to assess humans’ mental processes by monitoring their bodily changes. Three
psychophysiological metrics were used to measure the user’s variation in the cognitive
and emotional states: cognitive load, emotional valence, and arousal.

2 Literature Review
2.1 The Concept of Affordances
The Affordance Perspective. The term “affordance” was first coined by the ecological
psychologist James J. Gibson [12] to conceptualize the action possibilities of animals in
given environments [13]. In Gibson’s [12] words, “the affordances of the environment
are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill” (p.119).
The goal of the original coinage of the term was to explain how species orient themselves
to the objects in their environment in terms of possibilities of action [14]. It is essential
to highlight that “affordance” refers to the relationship between the animal and the given
environment, not the properties of either the animal or the environment. An affordance
exists relative to the action capabilities of an actor and does not change if the actor’s
needs and goals change [14]. It represents the action possibility of a specific animal
in a specific environment; the same environment can provide other affordances with a
different animal. For example, a single object of the environment (i.e., a branch) offers
different possibilities of actions for a dog (as a toy) and a beaver (as materials) [12, 15].
Donald Norman [15] appropriated the concept of affordances to the field of design
and human-computer interaction. Norman adjusted the original meaning given by Gibson [13], through his use of affordances to understand the relationship that binds agents
and everyday objects. Norman [16] defines affordances as “a relationship between the
properties of an object and the capabilities of the agent that determine just how the
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object could be used” (p.11). From Norman’s perspective, affordances remain a relational concept, meaning that it represents the potential interactions between people and
technologies, rather than properties of the agent or the technology [17]. Norman’s conceptualization, however, varies from Gibson’s on the notion of direct perception. While
Gibson believes that animals (or agents) can pick up sensory information directly without internal processing and cognition, Normal argues that the brain must process the
information arriving at the sense organs to interpret it coherently [16].
Human-computer interaction, information technology, communication scholars,
among others, subsequently followed suit and leveraged affordances to study the relationship between various technologies and their users [9, 14, 17–23]. The affordance
perspective provides a powerful lens to study technologies, because it provides a tool
that focuses on the interaction between said technologies and its users [19, 21], while
also providing theoretical grounding [24].
Given the ubiquity of the concept in a wide array of disciplines, affordances have
been subject to extensive literature reviews and comparison analyses, which highlight
the diverse uses of the term [9, 14, 23, 25–28].
Burlamaqui and Dong [9] reviewed the main articles covering the topic in different
contexts (i.e., human-computer interaction, interaction design, and industrial design).
They found five themes that emerge across all standpoints, which are artifact, agent,
environment, perception, and potential use. Hence, it is possible to define the term in
a manner that delineates the five foundational elements: “affordances are the cues of
the potential uses of an artifact by an agent in a given environment” (p.13). Although
differences of opinion still exist, this definition will serve as a reference point for this
article.
Different Technologies have Different Affordances: Smartphones Versus Computers.
When looking at technology affordances more precisely, Hutchby [20] suggests that
different technologies possess different affordances, and these affordances constrain
the ways that the said technologies can be “written” or “read” by users [20].
Affordances represent the “cues of the potential uses of an artifact by an agent in
a given environment” [9] (p.13). Consequently, there are endless potential affordances
for each artifact (smartphone or computer), for each agent (user), and for each environment in which the interactions happen. Many scholars have studied both smartphones
and computers as artifacts and have built many typologies of affordances in different
contexts [17, 18, 21, 29–31]. To discuss the full published body of smartphone and computer affordances would take us beyond the concerns of the present article, given the
sheer quantity. The key takeaway, however, is that different technologies have different
affordances [20].
Smartphones are the main constituent of the mobile device category, which namely
also includes tablets and smartwatches. Their distinctive features include an always-on
network connection and “apps” to run the mobile software. In a review of the literature,
Schrock [31] synthesizes a decade’s worth of findings and formulates a typology of
mobile affordances: portability, availability, “locatability” (based on the location-based
GPS enabled features) and “multimediality” (based on the integrated photo and video
capabilities) [31].
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Other streams of research on the smartphone device provide other insights. Indeed,
among other technologies, smartphones have high levels of both information capability
(the ability of a device ecosystem to transmit, receive, and process information) and
pervasivity (the extent to which the device is portable and operational) [32]. Relative
to computers, mobile devices such as smartphones provide convenience across both
temporal and spatial dimensions because of their ergonomic (i.e., size) and technological
features (i.e., integrated telecommunication network [8]. However, smartphones usually
have a smaller size than standard computers, which imposes constraints in terms of the
screen size, and thus, the organization of the information [33].
Hence, it is possible to notice that based on smartphones’ innate physical and design
characteristics, this artifact provides cues of its potential uses that differ from the cues a
computer provides, further reinforcing that different technological device have different
affordances.

2.2 The Theory of Task-Technology Fit
The Task-Technology Fit Framework. The theory of task-technology fit was first
introduced by Goodhue and Thompson [34] in the field of information systems. It refers
to “the degree to which technology assists an individual in performing his or her tasks”
(p.216). At its simplest expression, task-technology fit represents the match between
a task and a technology that results in a positive outcome expressed in productivity
or performance and technology use [35–37]. This framework can be applied to different settings, such as at the organizational-level, team-level, and individual-level. For
example, at a team-level, Kerr and Murthy [38] compare the performance of computermediated and face-to-face teams on divergent and convergent brainstorm processes.
Their results are consistent with the task-technology fit theoretical predictions, meaning that the alignment between the task (divergent or convergent brainstorm) and the
technology (computer-mediated or face-to-face) used to perform the task, created a significant difference in the performance outcomes. Indeed, face-to-face teams performed
better on the convergent aspect of the task, while computer-mediated teams performed
better on the divergent aspects of the task [38].
The task-technology fit theory has been applied to several contexts to understand how
specific tasks generate better outcomes when completing them on specific technologies
[39, 40]. Authors in the field of information systems provide in-depth reviews of the
literature and propose to refine and to extend the task-technology framework to a wide
array of contexts [35, 37, 41–43].
Although the task-technology framework was developed to evaluate organizational
technology interactions, it can be applied to the individual level in the field of e-commerce
[10, 44]. In order to adapt it, authors have removed the “productivity” or “performance”
outcome and instead included other outcomes, such as “actual use” [41], “perceived
performance” [36], or “purchase intentions” [45].
In an e-commerce context, the technology component of the framework is often
represented by the technological devices (namely smartphones, computers, and tablets)
used by customers in carrying out their digital-shopping tasks. Thus, the task-technology
fit theory considers the entanglement between the attributes of the technology and the
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specificities of given tasks and can begin to explain why some consumers gravitate
towards specific devices to conduct specific tasks [46]. It represents a well-established
framework that highlights that outcomes can significantly vary when using different
technologies. For example, Lee and colleagues [45] propose a model that explores the
adoption of mobile commerce in the insurance industry. They, more specifically, aim to
understand which personal digital assistants’ characteristics are best for which type of
tasks of insurance agents.
The Task-Technology Affordance Fit Proposition. While
the
standard
task-technology fit framework is a widely used tool to explain the positive outcomes
that result from the alignment between tasks and technologies, this article proposes two
variations.
First, this study suggests the use of the affordances of technological devices instead
of the technology component only. Technologies can be used in a wide array of manners, given the context of the interaction and the user’s characteristics. Hence, affordances, which are “the cues of the potential uses of an artifact by an agent in a given
environment” [9] (p.13), could potentially provide an interesting lens to analyze the
entanglement between human action and technological capability [14]. In the humancomputer interaction literature, there are many research articles on affordances [18, 22],
task-technology fit [37, 40, 44], and some that argue that it is the affordances themselves
that embody the concept of fit [47, 48]. However, to our knowledge, no article leverages the affordance perspective within the task-technology fit theory to shed light on
the relationship between users, technologies, and outcomes. The term “task-technology
affordance alignment” is used in the following paragraphs to illustrate this proposition.
Second, this article suggests the use of the user experience as the outcome variable.
Indeed, the performance outcome component of the original task-technology fit framework does not apply to all e-commerce contexts [36, 41, 45]. Thus, the user experience,
which is the “user’s perceptions and responses (i.e., emotions, preferences, and behaviors) that result from the use of a system, product or service” [49], would be an interesting
outcome variable to consider as well. Considering the previous paragraphs, the concept
of affordances provides vocabulary useful to analyze the entanglement between human
action and technological capability [14]. Likewise, user experience focuses on the interaction between users and technologies. It is thus interesting to leverage the concept of
affordances to better understand user experience, more specifically within the theoretical
framework of task-technology fit. Leveraging the task-technology affordance alignment
framework, better user experience should emerge from the alignment between a technological devices’ affordances and the user’s intended goal on the said device (the type
of task performed). This is the case because the user should experience more positive
responses when using a device that provides adequate affordances to complete a specific
task.

3 Hypothesis Development
Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual model that guides the present article. In the following
paragraphs, the hypotheses underlying this model are reported. We hypothesize that
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the affordances of technological devices, such as smartphones and computers, result
in different user experiences, and that this relationship is moderated by the type of
task performed on these technological devices. The direct effect section pertains to
the effect of the affordances of technological devices on the resulting user experience,
comprising both the cognitive and emotional state. The moderation effect section relates
to the effect of the alignment between the affordances of technological devices and the
tasks performed on these devices, on the resulting user experience comprising both the
cognitive and emotional state.

Fig. 1. Conceptual model

3.1 Direct Effect
Through the lens of affordances, it has been shown so far that different technologies
possess different affordances. This article argues that the technologies (in this case,
smartphones and computers) which possess different affordances, in turn, lead to different experiences when an agent is interacting with them. In the next paragraphs, the
notion of experience is defined, as well as two of its essential components, cognitive and
emotional states of users.
To compare the experience lived by a user with a smartphone and a computer (two
technologies with different affordances), it is important to delineate what constitutes
an experience. In simple words, user experience is a user’s perceptions and responses
(i.e., emotions, preferences, and behaviors) that result from the use of a system, product,
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or service [49]. In his conceptualization, Norman [16] emphasized the importance of
human cognitive and emotional processing functions to give meaning to interactions
with technologies or objects. In Norman’s words, “cognition attempts to make sense of
the world: emotions assign a value” [16] (p.47). Indeed, the user’s internal and physical
state resulting from the context of use is an essential component of user experience [50].
Zajonc’s [51] research suggests that emotional and cognitive reactions are under the
control of separate and partially independent systems that can influence each other in a
variety of ways. With that in mind, the cognitive and emotional states of users represent
essential components of the user experience.
First, regarding the cognitive state of users, cognition refers to the mental processes
involved in gaining knowledge and comprehension, namely thinking, knowing, remembering, judging, and problem-solving. They represent higher-level functions of the brain
and encompass language, imagination, perception, and planning [52]. The cognitive
state refers to the level of an individual’s cognitive processing [53] when making sense
of the world. When studying the effect of affordances of technological devices (in this
case, smartphones and computers) on a user’s cognitive state, an excellent starting point
lies the analysis of the level of effort required for the user to process the information
[54] and, thus, gain knowledge and understand.
The literature provides some starting points to explore the cognitive impact of humansmartphone (vs. human-computer) interaction. On the one hand, research shows that the
smartphone device itself, because of its prevalent and pervasive use, creates an increased
cognitive effort that arises from the habit of multitasking on a smartphone [32]. Lurie
and colleagues [32] also note the importance of the cognitive resources associated with
mobile technologies. They argue that consumers on the mobile channel have fewer
cognitive resources available to devote to information search and decision-making tasks.
On the other hand, authors emphasize the cognitive impact of smartphone use because of
the smartphone’s natural device characteristics and specifications. Indeed, browsing on
a smartphone induces a higher cognitive load because of the constraints in terms of the
information structure and screen size, which significantly affect the navigation behavior
and perceptions of users [33]. Compared to larger devices such as computers, the smaller
keyboards and screens of smartphones increase the physical and cognitive effort required
for using the device [55]. Hence, all things put into consideration; it might be the case
that, for an equivalent task, more cognitive efforts are required when interacting with a
smartphone (vs. computer). Thus, we posit our first hypothesis.
H1: For equivalent tasks, a user’s interaction with a smartphone generates a greater
cognitive load than a user’s interaction with a computer.
Second, regarding the emotional state of users, Mehrabian and Russell [56] identify
three primary factorially orthogonal emotional dimensions that are impacted by environmental stimuli (i.e., technological devices): pleasure (displeasure), arousal (nonarousal),
and dominance (submissiveness). Given the argued cognitive nature of the dominance
(submissiveness) dimension, many authors have followed not included the dominance
dimension in their models [57–59]. Hence, in this research, the pleasure (displeasure)
and the arousal (nonarousal) dimensions will serve as a basis to explore the emotional
state of users.
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For an equivalent task, we theorize that more positive emotions are experienced when
using a smartphone (vs. computer). Thus, we posit our second hypothesis.
H2: For equivalent tasks, a user’s interaction with a smartphone generates a greater
emotional valence than a user’s interaction with a computer.
Continuing with the arousal (nonarousal) dimension, it refers to the degree to which
a person feels excited, stimulated, alert, or inactive in the situation [56, 60]. It can be
defined as the state of reactivity of the body’s nervous system to respond to a stimulus
[61]. Although there are limited studies [62] that showcase the impact of smartphones
and computers’ affordances themselves on the arousal experienced by their users, it is
possible to seek a potential explanation in connected fields. Namely, Warriner, Kuperman, and Brysbaert [63] explore the emotional meaning of 14 000 words in the English
vocabulary and found that there is a U-shaped relationship between arousal and valence
(which is the metric that represents the previously described “pleasure” dimension).
More precisely, this means that words that are very positive or very negative generate
more arousal that words that appear to be neutral [63]. The same type of relationship
between valence (pleasure dimension) and arousal is supported by other authors [64–
66]. Hence, all things put into consideration; it might be the case that the increase in
positive emotions occurs in conjunction with a higher arousal level. More precisely,
this means that, as per the previous hypothesis, for an equivalent task, a higher arousal
level is experienced when using a smartphone (vs. computer). Thus, we posit our third
hypothesis.
H3: For equivalent tasks, a user’s interaction with a smartphone generates higher
arousal than a user’s interaction with a computer.
3.2 Moderation Effect
To explore the joint effect of affordances and user goals (tasks) [67], it is crucial to define
more precisely the tasks that make up digital shopping.
According to Goodhue and Thompson [34], tasks are “actions carried out by individuals that turn inputs into outputs” (p.216). Shoppers undertake a variety of them
while visiting a brick-and-mortar or digital store, for instance, searching for a product,
comparing prices, and paying for the selected item.
A wide range of shopping-task taxonomies has been put forward to shed light on the
phenomenon. Some authors agree that there are two significant categories of shopping
tasks; searching tasks and browsing tasks [68, 69]. In searching tasks, consumers have
specific predetermined goals that guide the shopping trip. In browsing tasks, however,
consumers rather have a general objective for the shopping trip, which is often qualified as
more experiential [70]. Building on this taxonomy, Moe [71] introduces a third category,
comprising the purchase-related tasks.
The introduction of purchase-related [71] tasks echoes with other research that has
shown there is a fundamental difference between hedonic and instrumental tasks, specifically in technology-mediated environments [72, 73]. One can argue that hedonic tasks
pertain to shopping tasks (selecting and browsing), and instrumental tasks pertain to
purchase-related tasks (administrative). Indeed, shopping-related tasks, whether searching or browsing, go beyond functional utility [74] and generate experiential implications.
It is, therefore, essential to distinguish practical tasks from more hedonic ones [75].
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Hence, if the affordances of the devices (smartphones and computers) on which
digital-shopping tasks are performed do affect the users’ cognitive and emotional states,
it is possible to hypothesize that the type of task performed might modify this relationship.
Leveraging the task-technology theory and analyzing a step further, it might be the case
that utilitarian tasks provide a better user experience on a utilitarian technological device.
In comparison, hedonic tasks provide a better user experience on a hedonic technological
device. Indeed, the task-technology theory proposes that technologies positively impact
user outcomes when they are utilized and match a task [34]. Given the hypotheses in the
previous section, we hypothesize that the computer is the more utilitarian device, while
the smartphone is the more hedonic one.
Therefore, regarding the cognitive state more precisely, it is hypothesized that, on
a smartphone, shopping tasks require less cognitive efforts than administrative tasks,
because the shopping task (task) and the smartphone (technology) fit together as they are
both considered more hedonic. Conversely, on a computer, administrative tasks require
less cognitive efforts than shopping tasks, because the administrative task (task) and the
computer (technology) fit together as they are both considered more utilitarian. Thus,
we posit our fourth hypothesis.
H4a: For equivalent shopping tasks, a user’s interaction with a smartphone generates
a lower cognitive load than a user’s interaction with a computer.
H4b: For equivalent administrative tasks, a user’s interaction with a smartphone
generates a greater cognitive load than a user’s interaction with a computer.
Regarding the emotional state, it is first hypothesized that, on a smartphone, shopping
tasks generate a higher emotional valence than administrative tasks, because the shopping
task (task) and the smartphone (technology) fit together as they are both considered more
hedonic. Conversely, on a computer, administrative tasks generate a higher emotional
valence than shopping tasks, because the administrative task (task) and the computer
(technology) fit together as they are both considered more utilitarian. Thus, we posit our
fifth hypothesis.
H5a: For equivalent shopping tasks, a user’s interaction with a smartphone generates
a greater emotional valence than a user’s interaction with a computer.
H5b: For equivalent administrative tasks, a user’s interaction with a smartphone
generates a lower emotional valence than a user’s interaction with a computer.
It is also hypothesized that, on a smartphone, shopping tasks generate more arousal
than administrative tasks, because the shopping task (task) and the smartphone (technology) fit together as they are both considered more hedonic. Conversely, on a computer,
administrative tasks generate more arousal than shopping tasks, because the administrative task (task) and the computer (technology) fit together as they are both considered
more utilitarian. Thus, we posit our sixth hypothesis.
H6a: For equivalent shopping tasks, a user’s interaction with a smartphone generates
greater arousal than a user’s interaction with a computer.
H6b: For equivalent administrative tasks, a user’s interaction with a smartphone
generates lower arousal than a user’s interaction with a computer.
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4 Method
A 2 (affordances of technological devices: smartphone or computer) X 2 (type of
task: administrative or shopping) within-subject controlled experiment was conducted.
Twenty-five participants (x Age = 25,6 and Pfemale = 56%) completed six tasks of similar nature on both a smartphone (iPhone 6S Plus – IOS 12.1.4) and a desktop computer
(Lenovo – Windows 10 Enterprise) for which they received a small monetary compensation. Participants were recruited from the University’s research recruitment portal and
an external marketing firm. Eligibility criteria required individuals to be older than 18, to
understand oral and written English, and to be able to look at a computer or smartphone
screen without wearing glasses. They also could not have any diagnosed neurological
or psychiatric health problems, not suffer from epilepsy, not have astigmatism, and not
have laser vision correction. The relatively small sample size is comparable to the average sample size used in NeuroIS research and is deemed adequate in research using
neurophysiological tools [76, 77].
4.1 Study Context
A Quebec grocer’s mobile application and website (using Chrome browser) were used
for the experiment. Digital grocery serves as the context of this study for two main
reasons. First, while online and mobile grocery shopping has been available for some
time, both have had a low adoption rate since their inception. Canadian consumers’
in-store grocery expenditures (91,58%) are much larger relative to their digital grocery
expenditures on computers, tablets, and smartphones (8,42%) [78]. According to a 2019
study, only 15.72% of Canadians have shopped for groceries on a digital platform at least
once [79], leaving 84,28% of Canadians having never interacted with such platforms.
Hence, digital grocery allows the comparison of smartphones and computers on an even
playing field and captures the variations caused by the devices’ affordances themselves.
Second, the current research follows previous work on online grocery, which analyses
the user experience of shoppers through psychophysiological measures [80, 81]. These
articles also serve as a guideline for the data collection protocol and procedure.
4.2 Procedure
Data collection took place in a laboratory that uses technological tools handled by
trained research assistants. Upon arrival and following the guidelines of the University’s Research Ethics Board, participants were indicated to read the study information
to give informed consent to partake in the experiment. After proper permission from the
participant and following protocol procedure, a research assistant proceeded to install
and calibrate the psychophysiological measurement tools.
Participants took part in both conditions; they interacted with both devices studied
(smartphone and computer) to minimize variations arising from individual differences
[82]. The order in which the participants used the devices was randomized to reduce
potential learning and transfer across conditions [83]. The six tasks performed (see
Table 1) on both platforms are deemed equivalent, as per the careful evaluation of three
experts during the pretest of the experiment [84]. The similar nature of each task on
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both devices allows for a higher comparison potential of the psychophysiological data,
which ensures greater internal validity. Standardized instructions were provided to the
participants. It is important to note that the smartphone was mounted on a stand to ensure
consistency across interactions.
Table 1. Aggregation of digital-grocery tasks in two categories
Administrative tasks

Shopping tasks

(1) creating an account

(5) searching and selecting specific products

(2) selecting a favorite store

(6) browsing and selecting products of choice

(3) creating a grocery list
(4) finding a promotion in the weekly flyer

4.3 Measures and Materials
Psychophysiological measures are physiological responses of the human body to psychological manipulations [11, 85]. These responses are physical signals that make it
possible to determine humans’ mental processes by monitoring their bodily changes.
Psychophysiological measures provide an objective [86], multidimensional [87], continuous [87], implicit [88], and unobtrusive technique to assess users’ cognitive and
affective states [89].
In comparison to self-reported data, physiological measures, which come from neuroscience methods and tools, enable the researchers to get a more objective view of
a phenomenon [90]. It is noted that during a user’s interaction with technology, some
feelings do not reach the level of awareness, which grants the need for technology that
allows researchers to investigate cognitive and emotional states implicitly in a humancomputer interaction context [91]. NeuroIS research focuses on leveraging neuroscience
methods and tools to complement traditional research approaches. Authors in the field
provide in-depth overviews of psychophysiological measures, such as pupillometry,
facial expression recognition, and electrodermal activity [76, 89, 91–93].
Three psychophysiological metrics are used to measure the variation in the cognitive
and emotional states: cognitive load, emotional valence, and arousal.
Cognitive Load. The participants’ pupil diameter (millimeters) is used as a proxy to
measure their cognitive load [94], keeping the light level constant in a controlled laboratory environment [95]. Tobii Pro X3-120 eye tracker (Stockholm, Sweden) allows
for tracking such data with its pupillometry feature. Tobii Pro X3-120 eye tracker is
an unobtrusive stand-alone eye-tracker that can be used in various settings by attaching
it to monitors, laptops, or other various supports [96]. Its wide-range head movement
perimeter allows the participants to move naturally during the experiment to ensure data
accuracy and ecological validity. Tobii Pro X3-120 eye-tracker has a sampling rate of
120 Hz (pupil measurement – 40 Hz), meaning that it captures 120 data samples per second [96]. Specifically, the Tobii Pro X3-120 eye tracker uses infrared diodes to generate
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reflection patterns on the corneas of the participant’s eyes, which, combined with the
visual stimulus and image processing algorithms, can identify various metrics related to
the participant’s gaze and pupil measurement [96]. Before each participant interacts with
the smartphone and the computer, a calibration of the eye-tracker occurs to account for
participant’s features. Trained research assistants follow protocol procedures to do so.
Tobii Pro eye trackers are cited in over 1400 peer-reviewed research articles (www.tob
iipro.com), and they provide an accurate and precise measurement for adult participants
[97].
Emotional Valence. Participants’ facial expressions are tracked using facial recognition
software to characterize their emotions. FaceReader Software (Noldus, Wageningen,
Netherlands) classifies a user’s facial expressions in one of the basic universal emotional
categories: happy, sad, angry, surprised, scared, disgusted [98], and neutral. The software
enables the observation of the extent and amount of positive and negative emotional
reactions and generates the participant’s emotional valence [99]. The users’ emotional
valence represents the extent of “happy” facial expressions from which the negative facial
expressions are subtracted [100]. The result highlights whether the user’s emotional
state is positive or negative. During the experiment, a video of the participant’s face
is recorded with a webcam (Microsoft LifeCam HD-300; 30 frames per second) and
afterward uploaded in FaceReader Software in the preprocessing phase to generate values
of emotional valence. The FaceReader software has been frequently used and tested in
the human-computer interaction [101], and it has been shown to provide an accurate
depiction of human emotional reactions [102].
Arousal. Participant’s electrodermal activity is used to measure their arousal level during the tasks on both interfaces [95]. Electrodermal activity is an involuntary response
that measures the eccrine activity dependent on the sympathetic nervous system activity
that arises from environmental stimuli [103]. Biopac System’ (Biopac, Goleta, USA)
tools and software with a 50 Hz sampling rate were used. The skin conductance is measured by placing two sensors on the participant’s hands, which is in line with the sweat
production glands found in human’s extremities such as the palm [103]. A very low
and constant voltage is subsequently applied (not felt by the participant), measured, and
converted to the skin’s conductance (microsiemens) following Ohm’s law [103].

4.4 Data Analysis
Following the manipulations, three software were used to transform the data. First, eyetracking data from Tobii Studio 3.4.6. [96] was coded to separate and discriminate each
task performed and obtain the pupil size of users at various moments during the experiment. Second, the video data from users’ interaction with each device was uploaded
onto FaceReader 7.1. [104], which enables the computation of the emotional valence of
the users at various moments during the experiment. Third, data from Biopac Systems
[103] was transferred to the Acqknowledge 4.3. software to process the information for
each participant and obtain the level of electrodermal activity of users. Data from these
three sources were analyzed individually to ensure data quality and remove any outliers.
It was subsequently exported into a compatible file format.
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Each previously mentioned file was uploaded onto CubeHX’s data triangulation platform (www.cubehx.com) to synchronize all psychophysiological data [105]. CubeHX’s
methodology allows triangulating data faster than manual triangulation while converting all measures on the same time scale to ensure their appropriate comparison potential
[106].
Each participant that did not have a complete profile of psychophysiological measures (containing data for each task on each platform) was removed from analyses. A
total of six participants were removed, which explains the sample size of twenty-five.
Before the statistical analyses, data were transformed in two ways. First, psychophysiological values for the pupil size and the arousal were adjusted to the users’ initial states
to account for individual differences in emotional and cognitive starting states [93]. The
baseline value represents the average pupil size and electrodermal activity level of a
participant before the start of the experiment. The change of measure that results from
the experimental manipulation is the focus of the analysis [93]. Second, data obtained
for each task were aggregated into two categories (see. Table 1) (administrative and
shopping), following task-classification taxonomies as reviewed in the previous section
[71, 74, 75].

5 Results
5.1 Descriptive Statistics
The distribution of data is relatively centered on the mean and has an acceptable level
of skewness and kurtosis. It is, therefore, not submitted to normalization procedures.
Table 2 provides greater details in the sample’s descriptive statistics of the three metrics:
pupil size, valence, and arousal. This data represents the descriptive statistics resulting
from the smartphone and the computer interaction
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the sample
Smartphone

Computer

pupil
size

emotional arousal pupil
valence
size

0,15

−0,05

SD

0,16

0,23

Min

−0,20 −0,51

Max

Mean

0,71

Total

emotional arousal pupil
valence
size

−0,02 −0,16

1,12

0,19

−2,33

−0,54 −0,69

0,23

0,61

0,52

3,20

0,33

Skewness 0,14

0,09

−0,07

−1,21 0,18

0,36

Kurtosis

1,38

−0,27

−0,07

1,74

n

50

50

50

50

emotional arousal
valence

0,06

−0,11

1,31

0,19

0,24

−2,22

−0,62 0,13

0,23

2,71

0,47
1,24
−0,23

2,43

4,81

−0,20

−0,54 −0,69

−2,33

2,45

−0,10

−0,98

0,61

0,52

3,20

50

50

100

100

100
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5.2 Direct Effect
In this section, hypotheses H1, H2 and H3 are tested
The pupil size, the valence, and the arousal obtained during the participant’s interaction with each device studied (smartphone and computer) were compared to measure
the direct effect of the affordances of technological devices on user experience.
Study results (see Fig. 2) highlight significant differences between the experience
lived on a smartphone and a computer. Given the directionality of the hypotheses, onetailed p-values are presented below.

Fig. 2. Pupil size, emotional valence, and arousal for smartphones and computers

First, results of paired sample t-test with the device as the independent variable and
pupil size as the dependent variable show that there is a significant difference in the
average pupil size of participants when interacting with a smartphone (vs. computer) (x
smartphone = 0,14; x computer = −0,03; t = −4,12;p = 0,00). This result supports H1.
Second, results of paired sample t-test with the device as the independent variable and
emotional valence as the dependent variable show that there is a significant difference in
the average valence of the participants when interacting with a smartphone (vs. computer)
(x smartphone =−0,06; x computer = −0,17; t = −1,68;p = 0,05). This result supports H2.
Finally, results of paired sample t-test with the device as the independent variable
and arousal as the dependent variable show that there is a significant difference in the
average arousal of the participants when interacting with a smartphone (vs. computer)
(x smartphone = 0,68; (x computer = 0,19; t = −1,97;p = 0,03) This result supports H3.
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5.3 Moderation Effect
In this section, hypotheses H4ab, H5ab and H6ab are tested
The results for the average measures in the four conditions are presented in the figure
below (see Fig. 3). First, on average, pupil dilatation is the lowest when users perform
administrative tasks on their computer (x = −0,03), followed by shopping tasks on
their computer (x = −0,01), administrative tasks on their smartphone (x = 0,15) and
shopping tasks on their smartphone (x = 0,15). Second, on average, emotional valence
is the lowest when users perform administrative tasks on their computer (x = −0,18),
followed by shopping tasks on their computer (x = −0,15), administrative tasks on their
smartphone (x = −0,05) and shopping tasks on their smartphone (x = −0,05). Finally,
on average, arousal is the lowest when users perform shopping tasks on their computer
(x = 0,15), followed by administrative tasks on their computer (x = 0,31), shopping
tasks on their smartphone (x = 0,67) and administrative tasks on their smartphone (x =
0,74).

Fig. 3. Pupil size, emotional valence, and arousal for the four experimental conditions

First, a series of ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions [107, 108] were conducted
to examine the overall effects of the device type (computer or smartphone) and the task
type (administrative and shopping) on cognitive load (pupil size). Direct effect of device
type (β = 0,17; p = 0,0005; R2 -ajd = 0,1927) is significant, while the direct effect of task
type (β = 0,01; p = 0,3563; R2 -ajd = 0,1849) is not significant. Interaction of device type
and task type was found and significant for both smartphone conditions: administrative
tasks (β = 0,16; p = 0,0008; R2 -ajd = 0,1768) and shopping tasks (β = 0,16; p = 0,0011;
R2 -ajd = 0,1768). This result does not support hypotheses H4a and H4b, which test the
moderation effect of task type on the relationship between affordances of technological
devices and the resulting cognitive load.
Second, a series of ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions [107, 108] were conducted to examine the overall effects of the device type (computer or smartphone) and
the task type (administrative and shopping) on emotional valence. Direct effect of device
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type (β = 0,11; p = 0,0869; R2 -ajd = 0,0493) is significant (at α = 5% for the one-tailed
p-value), while the direct effect of task type (β = 0,02; p = 0,2327; R2 -ajd = 0,0407)
is not significant. Interaction of device type and task type was not found nor significant.
This result does not support hypotheses H5a and H5b, which test the moderation effect
of task type on the relationship between the affordances of technological devices and
the resulting emotional valence.
Third, a series of ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions [107, 108] were conducted
to examine the overall effects of the device type (computer or smartphone) and the task
type (administrative and shopping) on arousal. Direct effect of device type (β = 0,48; p
= 0,0933; R2 -ajd = 0,0281) is significant (at α = 5% for the one-tailed p-value), while
the direct effect of task type (β = −0,11; p = 0,3188; R2 -ajd = 0,0202) is not significant.
Interaction of device type and task type was found and significant for the administrative
tasks on smartphone condition (β = 0,59; 0,0909; R2 -ajd = 0,0103). This result does
not support hypotheses H6a and H6b, which test the moderation effect of task type on
the relationship between affordances of technological devices and the resulting arousal.

6 Discussion
The objective of this study is to explore the effect of the alignment between the affordances of technological devices and tasks performed on these devices on the user’s
shopping experience. The article builds upon the conceptualization of affordances by
Burlamaqui and Dong [9] and leverages the theoretical framework of task-technology
fit in e-commerce by Klopping and McKinney [10]. The following paragraphs discuss
the results that stem from the first research question: to what extent do the affordances
of technological devices influence the experience of a user?
Following the manipulations and analyses, it is possible to notice that the affordances
of the technological devices have a significant impact on both the user’s cognitive and
emotional states.
Regarding the impact on the user’s resulting cognitive state, results show that performing digital-shopping operations on a smartphone generates a higher cognitive load.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 (see Fig. 2), the average pupil of the users was significantly more
dilated when they interacted with the smartphone than when they interacted with the
computer. This indicates that more considerable mental efforts resulted from the shopping session on the smartphone, which confirms the first hypothesis (H1: it might be the
case that, for an equivalent task, more cognitive efforts are required when interacting
with a smartphone in comparison to a computer).
There are many avenues to attempt to explain why smartphones require more considerable cognitive effort than computers. One approach lies in the design of smartphones,
which provide different affordances than computers. Smartphones indeed have innate
constraints in terms of screen size, and thus, the organization of information creates a
need for additional mental resources to process the information efficiently [55].
Hence, the different affordances of the different technologies did generate a different
experience, expressed in terms of the cognitive state.
Continuing with the impact of the device on the emotional state, more specifically,
the pleasure (displeasure) dimension [56], results show that performing digital-shopping
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operations on a smartphone generates a higher emotional valence. As illustrated in
Fig. 2 (see Fig. 2), the average valence of the users was significantly larger when they
interacted with the smartphone than when they interacted with the computer. However,
both the results of both devices average below zero. This indicates that more positive
emotions resulted from the shopping session on the smartphone, which confirms the
second hypothesis (H2: it might be the case that, for an equivalent task, more positive
emotions are experienced when using a smartphone in comparison to a computer).
There are again many avenues to attempt to explain why smartphones generate higher
emotional valence or pleasure. One direction pertains to the multisensory aspect of the
experience, mainly driven by the touch-operated screen [3, 109–112]. Even if computers,
like any other material object, afford touching because of their materiality, they do not
react to on-screen touch-based commands (the computer did not have a touchscreen in
the experiment). This “touchability-reactibility” affordance is an essential cornerstone
for smartphones and can potentially explain why smartphones generate more positive
emotions than computers.
Lastly, regarding the impact of the device on the emotional state, more specifically,
the arousal (nonarousal) dimension [56]. Results show that performing digital-shopping
operations on a smartphone generates higher arousal. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (see Fig. 2),
the average electrodermal
Hence, the different affordances of the different technologies did generate a different
experience, expressed in terms of the emotional state.
Now, what do these results mean for the overall experience of users with both technological devices? According to Norman [16], both positive and negative, cognitive and
emotional states are valuable and powerful tools for human creativity and action. On
the one hand, a positive emotional state is ideal for creative thought, but not very well
suited for getting things done. On the other hand, a brain in a negative emotional state
provides focus, which is what is needed to maintain attention on a task and finish it [16].
What is truly dangerous is the extremes of both the positive and negative states, whether
cognitive or emotional. The second research question guiding this article attempts to
delve deeper into the relationship between affordances of technological devices and the
resulting user experience by exploring the impact of the type of task performed by the
user while shopping. The following paragraphs discuss the results that stem from the
second research question: to what extent does a user’s goal moderate the effect of the
affordances of technological devices on the user experience?
Following the manipulations and analyses, it is possible to notice that the task type
does not significantly alter the relationship between the affordances of the technological
device used to shop on a digital platform (smartphone or computer) and the resulting
user experience (in terms of cognitive and emotional states).
Leveraging the task-technology fit theory, the rationale for the hypotheses was that it
might be the case that utilitarian tasks provide a better experience on a utilitarian platform.
In comparison, hedonic tasks provide a better experience on a hedonic platform.
However, results highlight that there is no significant interaction between the affordances of the technological devices (smartphone or computer) and the task type (administrative or shopping) on the resulting user experience (all metrics: cognitive load, emotional valence, and arousal). As illustrated in Fig. 3 (see Fig. 3), although the average
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pupil size, valence, and arousal of the users were significantly larger when they interacted
with the smartphone than when they interacted with the computer, there is no overall
significant difference when delving into the types of tasks. Given the lack of evidence,
no conclusion can be made on the fourth, fifth, and sixth hypotheses.
This study contributes to the user experience and human-computer interaction literature. Indeed, there is a limited number of research articles that report the impact of
technological devices themselves on user experience. By mobilizing the concept of affordances and the framework of task-technology fit, a novel approach, it has been possible
to obtain psychophysiological data to improve our understanding of the shopping experience on a smartphone and a computer. Understanding the impact of the affordances of
smartphones and computers on the user’s cognitive and emotional states enriches current
knowledge. It serves as a basis for future research related to the psychology of interface
[113]. It is also a good starting point for practitioners, as they can understand the nature
(more cognitive-laden or emotional-laden) of each device’s experience, which can, in
turn, help them create meaningful mobile and online experiences for their clients.
Limitations. There are many avenues to attempt to explain why the type of task performed (administrative or shopping) did not provide enough evidence to alter the relationship found between the affordances of technological devices used to shop on a
digital platform (smartphone or computer) and the resulting user experience (in terms
of cognitive and emotional states).
First, although the sample size is within the range of studies using psychophysiological measures [76], it is mostly comprising students. While it provides an opportunity to
focus on the internal validity of the experiment, the sample would benefit from having
a greater variety of participants and, of course, in higher numbers.
Second, the tasks comprised within the administrative and the shopping task categories could have affected the results. Indeed, four tasks were aggregated to the administrative category, while there were only two for the shopping category. Increasing the
number of each task within each category and making sure that both categories contained
an even amount could potentially provide a more significant picture.
Lastly, during the experiment, the smartphone was mounted on a stand and prevented
participants from holding it naturally. It was necessary to have the smartphone mounted
because there needed to be a reliable and stable base to position the eye-tracker and
obtain useful eye-tracking data. The interaction with the smartphone was, therefore,
not as natural as it could have been and has potentially affected the experience of the
participants.
Those points could all be addressed in future research.

7 Conclusion
The objective of this research is to explore the effect of the alignment between the
affordances of technological devices and tasks performed on these devices on the user’s
shopping experience. The results of the within-subject laboratory experiment show, on
the one hand, that the affordances of the technological devices, in this case smartphones
and computers, on which digital-shopping tasks are performed do affect resulting user
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experience, expressed in terms of the cognitive and emotional states. On the other hand,
the results do not provide enough evidence to conclude that the type of task (administrative or shopping) alters the relationship found between the affordances of technological
devices used to shop on a digital platform (smartphone or computer) and the resulting
user experience, expressed in terms of the cognitive and emotional states.
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Abstract. This paper discusses a user study conducted on a brainstorming tool
for brainstorming in intelligence analysis, situated in a cognitive and immersive
system. The cognitive and immersive room is comprised of gesture technology,
voice input, tablet input, and a 360 display to allow for group discussion and
interaction. The brainstorming tool design is informed by sensemaking theory as
defined by Pirolli and Card [1]. The basis for the digital brainstorming tool in
our cognitive immersive environment is a structured analytic tool already in use
by the intelligence analysis domain. We anticipate that this design will capitalize on cognitive familiarity to enable a more approachable design and facilitate a
smoother and more useful tool. The user study (n = 26) is an A/B study conducted
to compare the capabilities of the analog brainstorming tool with the digital brainstorming tool, and understand how the multimodal interaction system impacts
brainstorming.
Keywords: HCI methods and theories · Multimodal interface · Evaluation
methods and techniques · Qualitative and quantitative measurement and
evaluation · User experience

1 Introduction
We have designed and implemented a digital brainstorming tool situated in the cognitive
immersive room. This cognitive immersive room is comprised of a 360-degree screen
(140 h, 200 r) [2], with five projectors displaying the system and five Microsoft Kinects
interpreting gestural input for direct control of the system, as well as lapel microphones
that allow verbal input [3]. The brainstorming tool in the cognitive immersive room
is a digital tool based on a structured analytic technique that has been created by the
intelligence analysis domain, which can be seen in Beebe and Pherson [4]. In general,
the brainstorming method is a way for a group of analysts to identify new information
or hypotheses, as well as broaden and diversify current ideas and hypotheses. The brainstorming tool is also informed by Pirolli and Card’s sensemaking theory [1], which will
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 66–83, 2020.
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be discussed more in depth in the literature review. We have determined that the existing
analog brainstorming structured analytic technique performs as an information foraging
behavior for intelligence analysts as described by Pirolli and Card. In order to help support mindful software development for decision making in intelligence analysis, we have
informed the design of our brainstorming tool by Pirolli and Card’s model, that analysts
need foraging tools, and from the design of the structured brainstorming technique.
The brainstorming tool is divided into two major views, the global view and the
personal view. The global view is projected onto the 360-degree screen, allowing users
to share information, make decisions, and work collaboratively [5, 6] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Digital brainstorming tool global view

The brainstorming tool also allows for personal device input through the internet.
Users can access a personal view of the brainstorming tool on any device that has access
to a web browser. Users are able to create categories, and move notes from the global
view (designated as “uncategorized” on the personal view) into categories.
We are interested in how our digital brainstorming tool compares against the capabilities of the analog pen and paper brainstorming technique. As such, we compare the
words that participants used within sticky notes for both the analog and digital portions
of the tool. We posit that the digital tool will help produce a more representative proportion of words than the analog tool. As each note is a piece of evidence from the case
study, this metric displays how effectively each brainstorming method allows users to
collect and transcribe evidence and information of interest, which is a primary function
of the brainstorming tool. This also allows us to examine several points of the digital system that involve novel technology, particularly the gestures and voice system, and how
these may help or hinder the brainstorming process. The results of our user study show
that the digital brainstorming tool performs as well as the analog brainstorming tool in
proportion to words created within sticky notes, when controlling for the proportion of
information in each text segment compared to the number of pieces of information in
the sticky notes (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Digital brainstorming tool personal view

2 Literature Review
2.1 Sensemaking Theory
Pirolli and Card’s [1] sensemaking theory is the framework that informs our development of the brainstorming tool used for intelligence analysis, which is positioned within
the cognitive immersive room. The authors created a notational sensemaking model
to describe how intelligence analysts move though the sensemaking process, travelling
through two major cognitive loops, the information foraging loop and the sensemaking
loop. Sixteen smaller steps describe discrete cognitive phases that analysts move through
during this sensemaking process. The two loops and the sixteen steps can be seen in Fig. 3.
We posit that structured analytic tools that analysts have created are analog techniques to
aid them in completing these sensemaking steps; therefore, designing a digital tool from
these techniques will similarly aid analysts in completing this sensemaking process. We
have designed the digital brainstorming tool from the structured analytic brainstorming
technique; we believe this will aid users in steps 2 to 4 (see Fig. 3) in the information
foraging process as described by Pirolli and Card [1].
The brainstorming tool, for example, is used by analysts during the informationforaging process, as it allows analysts to uncover and sort through new information. A
digital brainstorming tool provides a more accessible record of decisions and insights;
analysts can reach decisions about important evidence, collaborate with others, and
finally store these for easy referral during other parts of the sensemaking process.
While analog brainstorming methods have been in wide use in intelligence analysis,
the challenges of big data, increased communication potential through the internet, and
increased data availability have presented analysts with new problems. Handling massive volumes of data, including organizing, sorting, and identifying relevant information
are new challenges for the intelligence analysis domain [7]. Assembling, sharing, and
presenting this data and insights generated from the data to other analysts and organizations are problems. Creating a digital version of tools that they are already familiar
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Fig. 3. Pirolli and Card’s sensemaking model for intelligence analysis [1].

with, starting with the brainstorming tool, allows analysts to continue within the cognitive workflow as described by Pirolli and Card [1], without being disrupted or stymied
by technological limitations. Similarly, the affordances provided by these digital tools,
such as being able to ingest, filter, and display large amounts of data, allows analysts to
leverage their training and insights in a more focused manner.
2.2 Electronic Brainstorming and Sticky Notes
Brainstorming, defined as generating, sharing, and combining ideas about a problem or
task by more than one individual [8, 9] has long been supported by electronic media.
The reported benefits of electronic brainstorming systems (EBS) include cognitive stimulation and synergy, reduced production blocking, and reduced evaluation apprehension
in anonymous EBS [10–12].
Briggs et al. [9], for instance, report a 63% increase in the number of unique
ideas generated during a brainstorming session when a highly salient social comparison
mechanism was utilized in the brainstorming.
Grise and Gallupe [13] also conduct a review of electronic brainstorming capabilities,
stating that they can generate a large number of ideas, while also supporting concurrent
activities, such as entry and storage of ideas. The authors also posit that digital brainstorming enhances creativity, as users can access a larger group of ideas that had been
created previously. Similarly, the authors also state that electronic brainstorming aids
in better sensemaking, here defined as “the initial process of developing a set of ideas
[13].” In brainstorming sessions using electronic means, participants produced more
ideas that weren’t in analog sessions, indicating that participants were able to produce a
wider variety of ideas.
Electronic sticky notes have been proposed before in digital brainstorming literature,
and varieties of such a tool have been implemented. Prior research has examined the
application of sticky note tools in group and collaborative settings [14], in mediated
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group work accomplished remotely, and how sticky notes can be used to define affinity
groups in collaborative work [15]. Jensen et al. conducted a study comparing the use of
traditional analog sticky notes to a digital sticky-notes tool, and concluded that the digital
sticky notes were superior in terms of increased note interaction, clustering, and labelling
[16]. Existing digital sticky note tools can be found in examples such as Discusys [15],
ECOPack [17], Padlet, and Quickies [18].
2.3 Structured Analytic Brainstorming
The brainstorming structured analytic technique is a cognitive tool used by intelligence
analysts to generate new ideas and opinions about materials relevant to their job, and
is one of the earliest techniques that can be carried out in the analysis process [4]. It is
a multistep process that involves data collection, data analysis, and group discussion.
The purpose of the exercise is to reduce cognitive bias, and to allow a diversity of
perspectives to be taken into consideration in dealing with a problem. In Beebe and
Pherson’s description of structured brainstorming, it is a 12-step process with at least
two analysts and a discussion facilitator, as portions of the brainstorming exercise are
done independently before ideas are shared with the group [4].
Our digital sticky notes tool is informed by the brainstorming cognitive structured
analytic technique. We have taken the pen-and-paper brainstorming exercise as described
by Beebe and Pherson [4] and implemented it into an immersive, digital tool that can be
used collaboratively in a multi-user context. The digital brainstorming tool is currently
informed by documents from the training and educational literature that has been produced by the intelligence field concerning structured analytic techniques, specifically
brainstorming.
Our digital brainstorming tool is designed to support analysts sensemaking by integrating educational and training materials that are already used by analysts in their own
domain, such as those described by Beebe and Pherson [4] or Hall and Citrenbaum [19].
We believe that this will create a more accessible interface and will provide affordances
that are already familiar to the user base. Providing analysts with a tool that provides a
similar interface has proven to have some success with analysts as users, as has been discussed by Smallman [20]. We use the Pirolli and Card sensemaking notational model [1]
to contextualize where the brainstorming process is positioned. This model depicts the
cognitive tasks completed by intelligence analysts, and it includes a foraging phase and
a sensemaking phase. The brainstorming tool is informed by the foraging phase from
Pirolli and Card’s model to allow analysts to search, discover, and filter information
during the shoebox phase (see steps 1 through 4 in Fig. 3) [1].

3 User Study
3.1 Method
Our user study is an A/B study, designed to compare the analog brainstorming tool to
the digital brainstorming tool. Comparing the analog and digital brainstorming method
allows us to understand whether the intended users could find benefit from the digital
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tool; currently, the analog method is in wide use across many intelligence analysis
applications; given its wide popularity in the domain, we have assumed that a digital tool
using the same interactions and technique will be easily accessible. As the brainstorming
technique is intended to include a range of ideas and opinions, our user study was
conducted in small groups of 2-3 users per session. Participants were anonymized and
given false names, which were also used as identifiers for our digital system. The digital
system uses these names to distinguish verbal commands and sticky note ownership, so
that a command will be carried out by the system as unique to the identity of the user
issuing the command. Participants for the study were recruited from the student and
faculty body at a local university, and were novices to the digital brainstorming tool.
Inexperience to our tool was an important factor, as we anticipated that understanding
how novices would interact with the tool would be helpful in understanding how the
intended user would interact with the system. While several brainstorming tools and
sticky-notes based systems are available, our gestural and verbal input system is a novel
way for users to interact with a brainstorming tool.
The user study was divided into two 30-min segments, the analog portion and the
digital portion. Participants first completed the analog portion of the study, allowing them
to become acclimated to the brainstorming method. Participants in the digital portion
were given an excerpt from the Jonathan Luna case study used in intelligence analysis
classes and were then given five minutes to read this excerpt. Samples from this case
study can be found in Beebe and Pherson’s book [4]. Following this, participants were
given five minutes to write pieces of evidence onto sticky notes, which were distributed
at the beginning of the session. A piece of evidence would be constituted as a fact-based
piece of information directly from the case study, rather than conjecture or hypothesis.
For example, a piece of evidence could be, “He was a lawyer,” but could not be, “I think
he was traveling because he was a lawyer.” Participants were then given five minutes to
arrange their sticky notes on a shared wall, grouping their own sticky notes in categories
based on topics in the evidence. Discussion for this portion of the brainstorming session
was not allowed, as participants are supposed to rely on their own perspectives and
ideas about what is important and salient, which is called the divergent thinking process
[21]. Finally, participants were given five minutes to discuss sticky notes contents with
other group members and rearrange sticky notes into shared categories. At the end of
the session, a researcher running the user study asked the participants to give a verbal
summary of their findings and major categories. Participants were encouraged to fill out
a short survey on their experience with the analog brainstorming session.
The second portion of the user study was completed with the digital brainstorming
tool. Participants either completed the digital brainstorming session in the lab-suite,
where the system was projected onto a flat wall, or within the cognitive immersive room,
where the system was projected onto the 360-degree screen. Participants were given
tablets, in order to access the personal view to create sticky notes, and lapel microphones
to allow them to issue verbal commands to the system. The lapel microphones were
programmed with the identities given to them at the beginning of the study, which
allowed them to issue separate commands to the global view. Participants were given a
brief demonstration of the gestural and verbal input system, as well as a brief tutorial on
how to create sticky notes on the tablet devices.
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Participants were subsequently given five minutes to read a second excerpt from the
same case intelligence analysis case study, which is available either on the projected
global view, or with the same paper that was distributed during the analog portion.
Participants were then given five minutes to use the tablets to create sticky notes; this
feature was enabled in the digital brainstorming tool to resemble the analog method of
separately writing on their sticky notes. Creating notes on the tablets within the personal
view allows only the individual users to see their own notes. Participants then had five
minutes to send their notes to the global view from the tablets, and group their own notes
on the global screen using the gestural system. Again, this portion of the digital session
was considered the divergent phase, and no discussion between participants was allowed.
Finally, participants were allowed discussion during the last five minutes of the digital
portion, where they discussed the notes created, and then agreed upon category names,
and moved notes into categories. A researcher running the user study then asked the
participants to give a verbal summary of their findings and encouraged the participants
to voice any questions or concerns about the digital tool or anything from the study.
Participants were then encouraged to fill out an optional survey about their experience
with the digital tool. Participants were given a gift card for their participation in the user
study.
3.2 Analysis
We are interested in how our digital brainstorming tool compares to the capabilities of
the analog pen and paper brainstorming technique. This analysis examines how the participants were able to read, comprehend, absorb, and then reflect their understanding of
the sample text segment in the notes themselves. Following an a-priori coding scheme,
we created three major concept groups for analog tools from the text segment given to
participants, and four major concept groups for the digital notes from another text segment given to participants. Our objective is to understand how the brainstorming format
affects the range and diversity of words used in the sticky-notes, with the understanding
that words in the sticky-notes that are the same or similar as words used in the text
segment reflect a high understanding of the text. The sticky-notes content should also
align well with the concept groups, which describe the major themes of the text.
Analog
For the analog sessions, there were 345 unique words across nine user study sessions,
with a total frequency of all words of 1772. The words with the highest frequency can be
seen in Fig. 4. When cleaned, the number of unique words is 320, with a total frequency
of 1523. Using Catma.de [22], we performed a frequency search by the similarity of 80%
to each word. For example, searching for “prosecute” also returned “suspect” because
several of the characters are similar to “prosecute.” We kept the similarity to 80% to
capture the potential variability in representing specific words in the case. Finally, we
hand-sorted the wordlist returned by Catma for similar words (Phil to Philadelphia, seek
to seeking, etc.), to choose the words that were most important in a given text segment
involving the three major themes.
Several interesting features of the data can be seen in the descriptive statistics, such
as the resulting mode of 1, meaning that words that only appeared once in the analog
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Fig. 4. Top 5% used words in analog sessions

sticky-notes data set were most frequent, indicating a high variance in words. The highestoccurring word was “Luna” with a frequency of 58 (80%). Most other words in the analog
sticky-notes occurred only between 1 and 7 times, emphasizing the number of unique
words in the sticky-notes, with nearly 60% of the words occurring only once or twice.
There were 65 words that were most frequently used (between 7 and 58 times). Figure 4
shows the top 5% most frequent words in the analog notes, which include only 13 of the
345 words in total.
Figure 4 shows the frequency of the words in the three major concept groups, with
additions of a mixed concept group. This last group included words that could be important to one or more categories, for example, Luna’s name, mentions of his wife, and
mention of his death. Overall, there were still 916 words otherwise non-categorizable to
the four concept categories; these words were generally auxiliary verbs (is/was), articles
(the/an), pronouns (he/that), and conjunctions (and/or), as well as punctuation that was
also captured by Catma’s software.
The percentage breakdown of the sticky-notes is a relatively straightforward reflection of the word frequencies in the three major concept groups in the analog text segment,
which was distributed for participants to review for the analog portion of the user testing.
Including all words in the text segment, there are 103 words related to Luna’s work, 105
words related to Luna’s debt, and 65 words related to Luna’s sex life. Figure 5 displays
the percentage of words per concept in text segment 1, which was used for the analog
sticky-notes portion of the testing.
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Word Concepts in Study Text Segment
Sex in text
24%
Work in text
38%

Debt in text
38%
Work in text

Debt in text

Sex in text

Fig. 5. Word Concepts in the analog text segment given to participants.

Figures 5 and 6 show that the concept percentages between the analog sticky-notes
and the words in the text segment. The percentage breakdown of the note content has
been cleaned for noise, where we removed articles, auxiliary verbs, and combined separately counted verb conjugations (i.e., sought was included with seek, cancel included
with cancellation). Participants reinterpreted some of the information in the text segment
in ways that could be attributed to several causes for Luna’s death, which is represented
in the Mixed Concepts category, which has taken up 23% of the total words across
the 9 user sessions. Correspondingly, the other categories have shrunk. Table 1 shows
a comparison of the word percentages between the text segment and the participants’
sticky-notes text. In a direct comparison, participants were clearly able to absorb and
reflect material through the brainstorming process, as the mixed category displays ways
in which participants reinterpreted information in the text segment with their understanding of the cause of Luna’s death. However, this also points to a possible weakness of the
analog tool, where users do not thoughtfully examine ambiguous or unclear associations
within the material they are working from. As we see in the brainstorming processes
discussed by Beebe and Pherson (2014) and the CIA tradecraft manual [23], participants
are encouraged to create clear categories with distinct themes.
Digital sticky notes
The digital notes brainstorming tool segment had roughly four content categories: work,
body, knife, and death. As some words were used in multiple categories, we created a
fifth category labeled “mixed” to demonstrate how some of the notes overlapped. We
hand-sorted the words so each work that appeared in a concept chunk was sorted to a
separate category. For example, the note containing the sentence, “Penknife believed
to cause wounds on body” would be classified both under category “knife” as well as
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Analog Sticky-note Word Percentage
Mixed concepts
23%

Work concepts
27%

Sex concepts
19%
Debt concepts
31%
Work concepts

Debt concepts

Sex concepts

Mixed concepts

Fig. 6. Analog note word percentage

Digital Note Concept Frequencies
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Fig. 7. Total frequency count of words in the four major digital concept categories

“body,” as the note is referring to conceptually distinct points, both the knife and the
wounds it caused.
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Table 1. Percentages between analog notes and in-text words.
Work Concepts

Debt Concepts Sex Concepts

In text: 38%

In-text: 38%

In-text: 24

Users: 27%

Users: 31%

Users: 19%

Difference: 11% Difference: 7% Difference: 5%

The sticky-notes content in the digital notes resulted in 372 unique words, and 1278
for a total word count. When cleaned to remove punctuation (such as periods, commas,
and parentheses), the total unique words were 344, and the overall frequency fell to 982.
Again, the overall word count is slightly lower than the analog sticky-notes (analog n
= 1772, digital n = 1278), as sticky-note data was accidentally lost from CISL servers,
amounting to roughly 38 words.
Figure 8 shows the number of notes participants created across eight sessions of user
studies for the digital tool, grouped into the four major concept categories, as the words
from Session 1 sticky-notes are not included in this analysis.

Participant Notes Concept Percentages
Work
19%

Death
23%

Body
25%
Knife
33%
Work

Body

Knife

Death

Fig. 8. Percentage of words in participants’ sticky-notes related to the four major concepts

We found that the digital sticky-notes tool performed on par with the analog stickynotes tool, and perhaps slightly better when looking at the statistical breakdown. Participants produced notes fitting the four major group concepts with the same frequency
percentage found in the digital notes text segment that was provided to the participants.
Figure 8 shows the percentage of notes created by participants, and Fig. 9 shows the
percentage of text in concept categories in the digital text segment. Table 2 is a direct
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comparison of the frequency concept percentages proportionate to the text for the digital
sessions (Fig. 7).

Digital Note Text Segment Concept
Percentages
Work
17%

Death
25%

Body
32%

Knife
26%
Work

Body

Knife

Death

Fig. 9. Percentage of words related to the four concept categories in the digital text segment

Table 2. Concepts in digital notes between participants and text segment
Work Concepts Body Concepts Knife Concepts Death Concepts
In text: 19%

In-text: 25%

In-text: 33

In text: 23

Users: 17%

Users: 32%

Users: 26%

Users: 25%

Difference: 2% Difference: 7% Difference: 7% Difference: 2%

In terms of percentage difference, the digital sticky-notes created by participants
differed from the in-text word totals between 2% (for “work” and “death” categories),
and 7% (for “body” and “knife” categories). Therefore, the digital sticky-notes tool is
better than the analog sticky-notes tool in allowing participants to create note content
that accurately reflects the proportion of content in the given material, as Table 2 shows
that the digital notes had a smaller percentage difference from the text. This is also shown
for the comparison of unique word instances and total frequencies reported. The digital
user study had roughly as many unique words as the analog tool, but contained fewer
words overall, as can be seen in Fig. 10. This indicates the digital brainstorming tool
resulted in more concise ideas within the brainstorming session, and the information
content contained less noise and variability, and resulted in better sensemaking.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of analog and digital sticky-note unique words frequencies and total
frequencies

Comparisons between analog and digital
We also compared how the note content compared between the analog tool and the digital
tool was categorizable into thematic units, and how many words were not categorizable.
Figures 11 and 12 show the proportion of entirely relevant words (that is, all words
directly categorizable and the mixed categories) between analog and digital is roughly
proportionate, but the total percentage of unrelated words is 40% in the digital tool
versus 49% in the analog tool. This indicates that the digital sticky-notes tool encourages
a brainstorming session with more relevant sticky-notes overall, and therefore results
in a better sensemaking session. Figure 10 shows a comparison of unique words in
sticky notes, that is, words that were relevant only to the material in the text segment,
per session compared to the total words produced per session. The graphic displays
that participants produced a slightly higher amount of unique words with the digital
brainstorming tool than the analog tool. Figure 10 also shows that participants produced
fewer words total with the digital brainstorming tool, indicating a more concise and less
noisy brainstorming session.
Finally, a Wilcoxon-Signed rank test between the analog note frequencies and the
digital sticky-note frequencies indicated that the digital words displayed a lower frequency of words overall (Z = -2.673, p = .008). This result displayed that there were
more of the same words used frequently, and more consistently, in words used in the
digital sessions across nine sessions, compared to the analog digital brainstorming tool.
When we compare this to the pie charts in Figs. 11 and 12, we can understand that the
consistencies between the percentages of digital word frequencies and the in-text word
frequencies indicate an efficient sensemaking process.
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Participants Analog Notes
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Debt concepts
16%

Other words
49%

Sex concepts
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Mixed concepts
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Fig. 11. Total breakdown of all words in analog notes

Digital Notes Word Percentages
Work
10%
Body
13%

Other
40%

Knife
17%

Mixed
8%

Death
12%

Fig. 12. Total breakdown of all words in digital notes
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4 Discussion
We performed content analysis on participants’ contents from the sticky-notes and categories across the nine user studies for both analog and digital brainstorming tools. We
compared the proportion of relevant words in sticky-notes to their respective text segments from the testing. The following section discusses the implications of the findings
in my analysis.
4.1 Sticky Notes
We posited that the digital brainstorming tool will have a more representative proportion
of words related to the coded concept categories than the analog tool. We found that
the analog sticky-notes tool had more words that only occurred once, indicating more
variability in words used during the analog process. However, the brainstorming tool had
a higher proportion of more consistent words, meaning that the participants across nine
sessions used the same words to describe the same ideas. We found that the words within
the overall concept frequencies were better represented in the digital notes sessions, with
percentages of words used by participants matching more closely with the percentages
of the words found in the text segment. Finally, using a Wilcoxon-Signed rank test, we
determined that the digital portion of the user study had more of the same words used
more frequently, meaning that users had a higher consensus concerning words, ideas,
and concepts in the user study. The reason for more consistency in digital sticky-note
words for participants using the digital tool may be due to the immersive environment
affording users with an alternative route to process information compared to a purely
physical environment, which I discuss further in the conclusions section. This information processing difference may have led to a different way of absorbing ideas from the
text, resulting in higher word consistency in digital sticky-notes.
Our findings for comparing the words used in sticky-notes between the analog and
digital brainstorming sessions showed that the digital tool displayed a more representative proportion of words to the text segment given to participants. This can be seen
in the comparisons between the percentage of word proportions between participant
sticky-notes and the text segments. This is also seen when comparing the number of
unique words to the number of words overall in both brainstorming formats. As users
had created their sticky-notes apart from each other during this phase, it appears that the
digital tool’s influence on word similarity is not simply due to collaboration. The reasons
for the higher proportion of similar words across sessions may be due to their awareness
of the immersive environment, and the nature of digital technology. This increased level
of awareness may have led to increased caution for participants to represent their ideas
more closely to the text segment given to them. The concept of presence in immersive
environments may be tied to effects like the ones observed above, as different modes of
information processing tend to be engaged when interacting with information in immersive environments [24]. Further research into participants’ perception of how public their
information is on the digital brainstorming format compared to the analog brainstorming
format should be conducted to further understand this link.
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4.2 System Interaction
Findings from our earlier sessions in this user study informed where the system was failing to support user actions and interactions. This also helped inform our user interface,
as we were able to create a more intuitive interface that allowed users to fulfil specific
actions, such as editing notes and deleting notes on the personal view. Part of the variability within digital sessions could be due to the change in system display. Users during
the first five user study sessions were completed with the system display projected onto
a flat wall, and as such it was slightly more difficult for users to interact with the far
edges of the screen. This was solved in the second half of the session, which took place
within the cognitive and immersive room.
We also found several points where the digital system addressed weaknesses of the
analog system. Several participants reported the increased legibility of notes in the digital
system, which increased both information understanding and helped group discussions.
Participants also reported increased collaboration during the digital study, and increased
unity in consensus for topic content.
Gestures
Users reported mixed feelings about the gestures system. Overall, users felt that the point,
drag, and drop method of using the gestures system to move notes around the screen
was intuitive and engaging. However, users tended to be frustrated if the system lagged,
or if the system confused individuals’ gestures. Similarly, as this is the first application
within our system of multiple users using the gestures system within a single session,
users were generally constrained to staying in place, as the system would confuse body
frames. User perception of the gestures system improved dramatically throughout the
user testing with the implementation of a more robust system, and we anticipate it will
improve in future user responses with further improvements.
Verbal
Users reported mixed feelings about the verbal input system. While many users commented on survey responses about the utility of the transcript system in looking back
over the history of a conversation, the verbal system frustrated users due to delayed
registration of user commands. As the system records all speech, instead of just user
commands, it would occasionally become slowed down as it tried to process large chunks
of speech. However, in later user study sessions, with the implementation of more robust
performance measures, users have reported more favorable interaction with the verbal
system.
Tablet
Users reported largely positive feelings about tablet interactions. The tablets similarly
allowed users a shortcut for interacting with the system, if the gestural and verbal systems
were not reliably interpreting their commands. As a result, there were multiple user study
sessions in which one user was interacting with the gesture systems by moving notes,
another user would be categorizing notes via the tablet, and another user would use the
verbal system. With a multi-input system, we found that users were generally able to
work around each other as well as the pitfalls of the system, in order to complete their
tasks. The tablet was the most useful tool in this regard, where participants were able to
finish the digital brainstorming task by sharing and categorizing notes, while still using
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the global view for group discussions and an increased shared sensemaking process and
perspective.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a novel digital brainstorming system situated in a cognitive immersive
environment. This system is comprised of a gestural system, a verbal input system, and
enables sensemaking for intelligence analysis through the global view and the personal
view. Through a user study (n = 26), we have found that the digital brainstorming tool
performs as well as the traditional analog tool in capturing evidence into sticky notes,
and enabling users to create more concise content with the digital brainstorming tool.
Future work for the brainstorming tool includes extraction of the sticky note content
and category topic content through NLP, in order to further integrate the content from
the tool into the Scenario Planning Advisor [25], which is another tool enabled in the
cognitive immersive intelligence analysis room. We are also improving the smoothness
of input systems in order to improve the overall perceived utility of the brainstorming
system. The digital brainstorming system is novel among existing brainstorming and
sticky note programs, in that it both integrates new technology via gestures, verbal input,
and tablet input, as well as enabling these in a collaborative group setting. While these
new technologies have the potential to hamper users due to their unfamiliar interface, we
have discovered over the course of the user study that participants are able to complete
tasks with the same success as they do in the similar analog setting. Future user studies
will include experts in the intelligence analysis domain, and will also include testing new
interaction methods with the digital brainstorming tool involving a smartphone based
interaction tool.
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Abstract. The internet has allowed for the ﬂourishing of several shared
projects. Developers from diﬀerent parts of the world can work asynchronously on the same project, formulating ideas, and implementing
complex systems. For remote collaboration in software development
projects, sharing information and code becomes more straightforward,
given the textual and abstract nature of the source. However, for projects
involving hardware and physical artifacts development, it is necessary to
have a more detailed level of information, since many other characteristics of the project need to be covered in the documentation. In the case of
digital musical instruments, which are physical artifacts aimed at musical interaction, we have several aspects such as mechanical structure,
electronic, programming, mapping, and sound design. Currently, there
are few initiatives in the literature that indicate possible ways to guide
designers and developers in the process of documenting the replication of
their projects. Given the importance of advancing the area of new interfaces for musical expression, the diﬀusion of ideas among innovators, and
the popularization of innovative musical instruments, this paper discusses
the challenges of sharing DMIs. Our main goal is to propose a checklist
to help designers and developers to share their projects to increase the
potential for replicability. As future steps, we hope to move towards a
certiﬁcate that guarantees how replicable a given project is considering
makers other than its developers. Besides, with better documentation
and a more organized sharing process, we expect to encourage designers and developers to reproduce existing DMIs in diﬀerent parts of the
world so we could understand the adoption of these devices in diﬀerent
contexts and cultures. This paper presents a step towards making the
projects more accessible to make the DMI community more connected.
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Introduction

In today’s connected world, several projects are developed asynchronously and
in distinct geographic parts. Open-source initiatives for sharing source code
and documentation play a signiﬁcant role in project development [7,18]. Package managers, repositories, virtual environments, and containers such as npm 1 ,
PyPI 2 , GitHub 3 , and Docker 4 accelerate software development and allow developers from all around the world to run pieces of software seamlessly with few conﬁguration requirements and, consequently, easily collaborate. Parametric design
software empowers designers, developers, and end-users to adapt 3D models to
their contexts and needs. Digital fabrication techniques such as laser cutting and
3D printing enable physical realization through digitally shared models. Additionally, there is an abundance of aﬀordable and fast alternatives to produce
printed circuit boards. This conjecture makes it possible to not only share pieces
of code but also distribute complete instructions for replicating a particular
physical artifact with a ﬁne-grain level of detail.
All the mentioned collaborative tools can be used to aid in Digital Musical
Instrument (DMI) design. DMI is a class of physical interactive objects that
comprise a gestural control unit, mapping strategy, and sound synthesis module
[11]. The development process of DMIs presents an exciting ﬁeld of study as it
covers diﬀerent areas of skills that demand diverse approaches to share code,
diagrams, schematics, 3D models, and document the replication process as a
whole.
A number of aspects need to be considered for DMI design [3]:
– Mechanical structure (shape, color, appearance),
– Electronics (circuits, sensors, power unit, microcontrollers, actuators, communication modules, storage modules),
– Programming (ﬁrmware, software, communication protocol),
– Mapping (connections, data processing, data modiﬁcation), and
– Sound design (synthesizers, DAWs, VSTs, samplers, drum machines).
A structural view of these aspects can be seen in Fig. 1. When the instrument
design is a collaborative project, information regarding those aspects must be
accessible to all participants, hence the necessity to adapt and use collaborative
tools in DMI design.

1
2
3
4

https://www.npmjs.com/.
https://pypi.org/.
https://github.com/.
https://www.docker.com/.
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Fig. 1. Diﬀerent Skills in DMI Development Process

2

Motivation

While there are many researchers, startups, and makers experimenting and developing novel musical instruments, there is often little communication between
these innovators.
Although there are few examples, the reach of scientiﬁc publications on DMIs
does not usually extrapolate academic audience. Additionally, startup companies
are market-driven entities. In other words, they are limited to what sells well and
interested in products that are compelling to a particular market. Considering
the maker community, the driving force for individuals is based on what satisﬁes
her or his needs. Thus their focus is speciﬁc. In sum, the paradigms are quite
diﬀerent from each community [10], but through an open innovation perspective,
these communities can share knowledge and experience.

Academia

Market

Makers

Fig. 2. Integration of DMI’s innovators

We believe that, by sharing projects, these three innovators (Fig. 2) can collaborate, distribute technology, code, design ﬁles, and learn from each other.

3

Design Process and Replication

The DMI design process is reportedly idiosyncratic in literature [1]. Usually, the
instrument is conceived and developed for one performer, or a person plays the
roles of performer and designer. The process often varies from the user’s context
and intention, and, typically, there is little or no structured thinking about the
process. We could speculate that can be the reason why many digital musical
instruments are not adequately documented.
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In an attempt to formalize the mindset, we borrow deﬁnitions from design
theory for DMI context [5]. So we could formulate that the design process of a
digital musical instrument is a set of steps that the design team, along with users,
follow to achieve the desired result. The desired result is not an unchangeable
monolith, but it evolves during the exploration and experimentation throughout
the project. The process is, therefore, often cyclic and incremental. Features can
always be improved from one cycle to another.
Inspired by processes from diﬀerent areas such as engineering design, mechanical design, creative thinking, user-centered design, and innovation, we present
a description of a general design process [2] is presented in Fig. 3. In the Definition phase, the team typically works on understanding the concepts behind
the artifact, such as stakeholders, scenarios, shared knowledge of the area, the
user’s intention, and context of use. It deﬁnes the restrictions that comprise the
project’s design space. In Idea Exploration, the team explores possible paths
in the design space, generating and selecting ideas that conform to the user’s
intentions and contexts of use. During Prototyping, the team realizes the abstract
ideas into an artifact that can be utilized and tested, with which the user can
interact. Finally, in the Evaluation, the team validates whether the artifact is
adequate to the user’s intention and context of use, rising corrections, enhancements, and modiﬁcations for the next cycles.
After ﬁnishing one or more cycles, the design team has a set of outcomes
from the process typically. For instance, code, diagrams, schematics, 3D models, in sum, assets used to represent ideas. Working prototypes, general notes,
and audiovisual records are also typical outputs from some cycles of the design
process.
Although the process is cyclic and incremental, there is a moment that the
implemented features partially fulﬁll the essential user’s requirements. This is
the moment in which the design team deﬁnes the release candidate that works as
a project snapshot, i.e., the current status is satisfactory; therefore, one should
save it. In Software Development, the semantic versioning5 is commonly used to
deﬁne major, minor, and ﬁxing versions of the system.
Replication is the process of reproducing the project outside the environment in which it was developed. The replication documentation consolidates the
project assets, working prototypes, general notes, and audiovisual records in a
way to facilitate the comprehension of the project by an outside maker. After
the development, the replication documentation is a reﬂection of the process and
all the steps that were taken until the current version of the system. Besides,
it is an empathy exercise, since the design team must put themselves into the
maker’s position, considering their possible lack of speciﬁc skills, mistakes, misinterpretations. It is a process of communication that can be arduous and more
diﬃcult than only implementing the system.
The design team should not only think about the maker and the replication process but also consider the operating instructions, which should also be explained.
To raise the complexity, besides presenting a possible way of replicating a project,
5

https://semver.org/.
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the design of the project can allow for individual modiﬁcations. With the parametric design, the designer does not deﬁne the ﬁnal object but a set of rules. The users,
in their turn, manipulate parameters that, along with the rules, produce the ﬁnal
artifact.
In sum, the replication documentation is a deep dive into the abstract parts
of the developed project and constitutes an essential step for making projects
accessible to makers and users. In this paper, we intend to reﬂect on the documentation process for the replication of a digital musical instrument, discuss
possible challenges and present a checklist to help designers and developers on
the arduous process of documenting for replication.

Fig. 3. Design process and replication documentation

4

Objective and Proposal

The main objective of this paper is to aid digital musical instrument designers
to share their projects by providing ways that other people can reproduce them
with the least eﬀort in the shortest time possible.
This paper discusses approaches to the process of online sharing and documenting collaborative open-source projects of digital musical instruments. We
examine the development process of DMIs and how can we expose the steps of
this process into the structure of the source code repositories and how can we
standardize the documentation to ease the comprehension and communication
with collaborators.
We based our proposal on: 1) the previous experiences that our laboratories
and research groups had during the development of diﬀerent DMIs: the T-Stick
[8,13], the Giromin [17], the Controllerzinho [3], the Pandivá [1], TumTá and
Pisada [16]; and 2) DMI related toolkits (Probatio [2,4], Prynth [6]). The collaboration and attempted DMIs reproductions are the main motivation to develop
this project.
As a contribution, we expect to oﬀer initial guidelines and recommendations
for DMI designers to share their projects, focusing on replication.
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Inspired by the open-source hardware certiﬁcation, we propose a checklist
for sharing online projects in the form of questions. The checklist follows the
diﬀerent areas related to the musical instrument development process.

5

Inspirations

Although there are several examples in software development, the DMI development process presents a few structured attempts to organize how a project
is shared and how the documentation covers the replication or reproduction of
the artifact [6,12,14,15,19]. Due to the diﬀerent sets of skills and their speciﬁc
related tools, sharing and documentation is a challenge. The majority of the New
Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME) papers, for example, are concerned
with a functional description, but only a few presents the means to reproduce
the artifact. Consequently, this situation hinders communication between the
project’s collaborators or makers interested in replicating the instrument.
5.1

Open Source Hardware Certification

Regarding the lack of a standard deﬁnition of what an Open Source Hardware (OSHW) is, there have been many initiatives to create a certiﬁcation
program related to speciﬁc deﬁnitions. The Open Source Hardware Association (OSHWA)6 holds a community ran a model of advocates for OSHW which
helps the community to build a standard deﬁnition and stimulates designers to
understand what they could and should do to release their projects as OSHW.
As stated in the association’s website: “Open Source Hardware (OSHW)
is a term for tangible artifacts – machines, devices, or other physical things –
whose design has been released to the public in such a way that anyone can
make, modify, distribute, and use those things. This deﬁnition is intended to
help provide guidelines for the development and evaluation of licenses for Open
Source Hardware.”
The certiﬁcation process is free and gives the product a unique ID for each
OSHW. The beneﬁt of the certiﬁcation is that it helps the maker community
to discern projects that are open from those that are only advertised as opened
but have incomplete documentation. For instance, when the designer shares only
a few low-resolution images of the PCB schematics instead of the actual CAD
design ﬁles or the GERBER ﬁles.
Below, we present the guidelines organized by OSHWA to help the developers
organize their projects to the certiﬁcation process.
– Documentation
– Have you made your original design ﬁles publicly available?
– Have you made any auxiliary design ﬁles publicly available? (optional)
– Have you made a bill of materials publicly available?
6

https://www.oshwa.org/.
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– Have you made photos of your product at various stages of assembly
publicly available? (optional)
– Have you made any instructions or other explanations publicly available?
(optional)
– Have you properly licensed your design ﬁles so that others may reproduce
or build upon them?
– Hardware
– Have you provided links to your original design ﬁles for your hardware on
the product itself or its documentation?
– Have you made it easy to ﬁnd your original design ﬁles from the website
for a product?
– Have you clearly indicated which parts of a product are open-source (and
which are not)?
– Have you applied an open-source license to your hardware?
– Software
– Have you made your project’s software publicly available?
– Have you applied an open-source license to your software?
They also suggest good practices after the certiﬁcation process like labeling
the hardware with a version number or release date, so people can match the
physical object with the corresponding version of its design ﬁles and to use the
OSHWA certiﬁcation mark logo.
All the so far 395 licensed OSHW projects can be easily found in their website7 , helping makers to ﬁnd projects they can make or modify as well as giving a
big set of examples of ways to structure a new OSHW project for the community.
5.2

Other Initiatives

Maker Community: The Maker community is a substantial inspiration
to our eﬀort with motivating initiatives such as Instructables’ 8 , Sparkfun’s 9 ,
Adafruit’s 10 tutorials; Thingisverse’s 11 online 3D printing models sharing, and
Autodesk Fusion 360’s 12 online parametric design editor to name a few. Maker
communities usually aim to provide images, videos, schematics, organized source
code, and well-prepared content. There is also a focus on encapsulating technical
details for beginners: Adafruit and Sparkfun have their libraries for Arduino, for
example.

7
8
9
10
11
12

https://certiﬁcation.oshwa.org/list.html.
https://www.instructables.com.
https://www.sparkfun.com/.
https://www.adafruit.com/.
https://www.thingiverse.com/.
https://www.autodesk.com/products/fusion-360/overview.
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NIMEhub Initiative: The NIMEhub workshop [9] presented in 2016 during
the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression reinforces
the importance of the discussion about the replication process of Digital Musical
Instruments in the context of the NIME community. Unfortunately, the results of
the workshop discussion were not published. It was mentioned the use of standard
approaches to share DMI designs, and we could see little advances towards the
main subject of the workshop in the context of the NIME community.

6

Case Studies

In this section, we present projects developed by our research groups and laboratories, with which we could reﬂect upon the replication documentation process.
6.1

T-Stick

The T-Stick is a family of DMIs designed and developed since 2006 by Joseph
Malloch and D. Andrew Stewart at the Input Devices and Music Interaction
Laboratory (IDMIL) at McGill University. Expert performers and composers

Fig. 4. T-Stick sopraninos (http://www.idmil.org/project/the-t-stick/).
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have used the instrument as part of their musical practice, including D. Andrew
Stewart and Fernando Rocha. It has been used in dozens of public appearances
in countries such as Canada, the USA, Portugal, Brazil, Norway, and Italy.
From 2006 to 2018, there were no major hardware or software upgrades or
modiﬁcations in the T-Stick. In 2018, Alex Nieva performed a signiﬁcant upgrade
[13], replacing hardware components for more modern versions, more noticeably
the replacement of the accelerometer for a complete Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU), containing accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. The software
was also revised to run on more recent microcontrollers, although the most signiﬁcant modiﬁcation was the ability to work wirelessly.
All documentation regarding the T-Stick development before Alex Nieva’s
research, as well as building and usage instructions, could only be found at academic publications and through IDMIL’s archives. In October 2018, during the
upgrading process, Nieva created a public repository13 to organize documentation and make it publicly available. The documentation included the ﬁrst version
of the building instructions for the T-Stick Sopranino Wi-Fi, and it was used by
McGill students in 2018 to build four instruments, as an assignment for a Music
Technology course taught by Marcelo Wanderley in the same year.part o.
The building assignment was repeated in 2019 under the supervision of
Eduardo Meneses. During this second iteration, Meneses used the students’ feedback to improve the building instructions, tracking common mistakes that happened due to gaps in the documentation. The oﬃcial T-Stick Github repository
can be accessed at https://github.com/IDMIL/TStick.
6.2

Prynth

Prynth is a framework for the development of self-contained DMIs created by
Ivan Franco at IDMIL and released to the public in September 2016. It started
as a set of tools and procedures for embedded DMIs but soon evolved to become
an open-source DMI development kit.
The framework is composed of hardware and software components that, once
assembled, form a compact base system for sensor signal acquisition and audio
synthesis. The sensor signal acquisition is made through a series of daughterboards that sit on top of the Raspberry Pi, allowing for the direct connection of
up to 80 analog sensors and 48 digital sensors. The audio engine is based on the
programming language SuperCollider, and the user can interactively program
new synthesis and interaction algorithms through a browser-based text editor.
Prynth is a tool for intermediate DMI developers. It assumes a considerable familiarity with electronics assembly and computer programming. The
user is responsible for tasks such as PCB manufacturing, soldering components,
installing custom Linux images, ﬂashing micro-controller ﬁrmware, and programming the DMI interaction and audio synthesis in SuperCollider.
13

The ﬁrst T-Stick public repository can be accessed at https://github.com/alexnieva/
TStick.
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Fig. 5. Prynth board (https://prynth.github.io/).

The project’s website contains a section titled create, divided into an overview
of the framework, downloads, and documentation.
The downloads section contains links to the PCB board designs (distributed
both in Eagle and Gerber ﬁle formats), the microcontroller software, and a readyto-use Linux image ﬁle for the Raspberry Pi. Those that which to install Prynth
on top of a previous Linux system can refer to the raw installation instructions
on the project’s Github repository.
The documentation is written in the form of a step-by-step cookbook, divided
into chapters that include PC board assembly, ﬂashing software/ﬁrmware, and
the operation of Prynth’s custom software to control the signal acquisition system and interact with SuperCollider. Finally, a set of “Hello World” examples
show the path from connecting sensors to mapping them to SuperCollider audio
examples. All of this information is relayed through text, screenshots, and highresolution macro photography.
Prynth was covered in articles by specialized online publications such as Fact
Magazine, Hackaday, and Synthopia, which triggered the quick growth of a user
community. Some of those users reported having successfully built their ﬁrst
DMIs, much of it due to the quality of the documentation and support materials found on the project’s website. Other users have also reported successfully
modifying parts of Prynth to best suit their particular needs.
The Prynth webpage can be found at https://prynth.github.io/.
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Open Source DMI

In this section, we discuss the concept of Open Source DMI and present the
checklist that we hope can help to achieve a basic sharing structure for DMI
projects.
7.1

Definition

An Open Source DMI is a digital musical instrument with a well-documented
project, that is easy to reproduce or modify, accessible in terms of cost and
components availability, and is obtainable publicly for any use. To this end, we
have started developing a checklist that attempts to generate a comprehensive
set of elements to support the process of replication.
7.2

Checklist

The checklist consists of a set of questions based on each step of the DMI development process and the previously discussed challenges, especially inspired by
the OSHWA certiﬁcation checklist:
General Aspects
– Is there a structured and organized website concentrating all the documentation and information about the project?
– Is there an open communication channel with the developers or makers to
ask questions during the making process? (e.g., forum, e-mail)
– Is there a clear overview architecture diagram with the description of each
part’s details?
– Is there a description of the expected skills and resources required to realize
the project?
– Does the documentation highlight critical, uncertain, diﬃcult, or potentially
confusing parts of the process of realization?
Hardware (Mechanical Structure and Electronics)
– Is the hardware made out of an accessible consumer product? (e.g., Bela,
LEGO, Arduino, hardware synthesizers)
– Are the original design ﬁles for the instrument’s structure and electronic
circuits publicly available (e.g., CAD ﬁles, schematics, technical diagrams)?
– Is the bill of materials publicly available and accessible? (e.g., links, prices,
detailed descriptions)
– Are there any instructions and explanations about the process of making
the instrument’s physical structure and electronic circuits publicly available?
(e.g., wiki, Instructables, tutorials, images or videos about the process)
– Is there a source code version control publicly available for all the hardware
and the mechanical structure? (e.g., git or SVN repositories)
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– Are the design ﬁles licensed in a way that others may reproduce or build upon
them? (e.g., Creative Commons)
– Is the construction and hardware design under an open-source license (e.g.,
CERN, TAPR, Solder Pad) so others may reproduce or build upon it?
Software
– Is the software/ﬁrmware publicly available and with an open-source license?
– Is there a source code version control publicly available for the software? (e.g.,
git or SVN repositories)
– Does the instrument rely on an easily accessible proprietary software? (e.g.,
Max/MSP, Ableton Live, VST Plugins)
– Are the support and conﬁguration ﬁles publicly available? (e.g., mappings,
software conﬁguration diagrams, audio samples, presets, DAW project ﬁles)
– Are the presets, ﬁles, and projects licensed in a publicly available license (e.g.,
copyrighted audio samples)?
– Does the instrument use a standard communication protocol? (e.g., MIDI,
OSC or Libmapper)

8

Future Works

By reﬂecting upon the digital musical instrument design and development process, we expect to improve the proposed checklist to achieve a certiﬁcation level
for DMI projects. Depending on the content and on how well the documentation
is presented, the project would receive the title of Open Source DMI. We could
also think on a scale that could classify the level of potential replication of the
DMI. For example, if there were pieces of evidence that a diﬀerent group apart
from the initial design team replicated the DMI, that project would receive more
points. The implementation of this system still an open question. However, we
hope to have given an important step towards a more reliable way of sharing
DMI projects to strengthen our community.

9

Conclusion

This paper is a step towards an actual standard to share DMI open-source
project. The main contribution of this paper is to continue the discussion about
sharing DMI designs around the world and how the process can be improved.
We focused on discussing diﬀerent challenges concerning the sharing of physical
artifacts online. We presented an emerging checklist in the form of questions
that serves as a starting point for designers interested in sharing their projects.
Reﬁning this list can lead to a more formal certiﬁcation process that provides a
universal set of standards. At the same time, since the nature of such projects
are fundamentally creative in nature, care should be taken to tread the ﬁne line
between enforcing standards for the sake of reproducibility and hindering the
creative process.
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Abstract. As user experience designers know, great UI design isn’t just a frill. It
isn’t just about aesthetics, and isn’t just about efficiency or convenience. But what
designers might not yet appreciate, is that great UI might actually hold the key to
solving some of the major social problems of our time – like poverty, inequality,
war, and climate change.
It might do so through an unusual route – enabling end-users to solve problems
themselves that would otherwise require interactions with large industrial organizations. Great UI is now enabling “Do it Yourself” (DIY) culture, from home
repair videos, to the Maker movement enabled by 3D printers. What if we could
evolve these developments into a “Do Everything Ourselves” (DEO) economy?
This could form the foundation of a more sustainable, more equitable economy
for the new age of Artificial Intelligence and Personal Manufacturing.
Keywords: Artificial intelligence · 3D printing · User interface · User
experience design · Maker movement

1 Introduction: Three Ways of Doing Things
Many human needs can be addressed in one of three different ways: First, you could try
to address a problem yourself. If you need something, you could try to make it. If you
need something done, you could try to do it yourself.
Another way is to have others help you. If you are blocked on some task, have a
more competent friend offer advice. Families and friends routinely help each other out
in this way.
The third way is to try to get “the marketplace” to take care of it. You could find
a store that sells the thing you want. A professional you hire could offer a service you
need. It just costs you money.
All three methods may work, and we all make use of each of them under different
circumstances. But they each have their pros and cons.
Doing it yourself (DIY) has a bunch of advantages. You can customize the object or
get the task done exactly the way you like it. You can work on it whenever or wherever
you like. It can save you a lot of money, as your own labor is “free”, and you may just
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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have to spend for materials. The downside is that you are limited to what you have the
time, expertise, tools and raw materials to actually do yourself.
Enlisting family and friends to help you also has advantages. Now, you are not just
limited to what you can do yourself, but the time and expertise of others. Both giving
and receiving help can strengthen your relationship with people you care about. But the
downside may be that their time and expertise (and perhaps willingness) is also limited.
The third option, the marketplace, results in a vastly expanded range of what you
can do. People can specialize in making particular things or offering particular kinds of
services. They can spend time improving their skills and become better at performing
tasks. They can offer their expertise to anyone with the money to pay for it.
But there’s the rub. Specialization of products and labor require money as a medium
of exchange. Then, you need markets, stores, shopping, banks, factories, jobs, bosses,
commuting, advertising, W2 forms, etc. etc. Welcome to 21st century Capitalism.
It’s worked well for many people (but not everybody) for a long time. But Capitalism
is already fraying around the edges, and there are serious questions about whether it is
sustainable as an economic system in the long term.
One thing we’ll observe is that the tradeoff between these ways of doing things
depends on the state of technology at any given era. In the agricultural age, households
had to be more or less self-sufficient. Growing your own food, building your own houses,
and making your own clothes or other possessions, was the norm. There wasn’t the option
of the marketplace.
Now, most personal needs in first-world societies are taken care of by the marketplace. But in enabling the marketplace with industrial technology, somewhere along the
way, we lost the DIY option. Products are now too complex for individual production;
supply chains are too long; services too specialized. And individuals have to bargain to
obtain them, earning money and spending wisely. They’re competing with the very same
marketplace that is supposed to be meeting their needs. And it’s a competition that’s far
from fair.
But now we’re entering a new era. Robots are automating production. AI is automating services. The network is facilitating sharing of expertise and building community.
Individuals and small groups, armed with advanced technology, can now perform tasks
that were once the province of professionals and big companies, through disintermediation. “Economies of scale” is not an iron clad business rule, it depends on tech. The new
technologies may change the tradeoff between specialization of labor, and DIY.
Might it be possible to get the advantages of both? Can we get the customization,
personalization and low cost of DIY, but be able to handle the range of products and
services enabled by the collective wisdom of humanity? We think so.
But we’re not quite there yet. The key to achieving this goal may well be in design of
better user experience for tools and tutorials, including the tools and tutorials that help
make tools and tutorials.

2 It’s Now Amateur Hour
One effect of the popularization of digital technology is that it enables amateurs to
perform tasks that were previously the domain of specialized experts. There are, for
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example, a wide range of home repair tasks that might lead many homeowners to hire a
plumber or electrician. But a plethora of online videos and instructional materials now
make it feasible for relatively unskilled homeowners (like your authors) to attempt the
task themselves, even if they are not so-called “handymen” (amateur home improvement
enthusiasts) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Online tutorials from YouTube and WikiHow.

Graphic designers and user interface designers have experienced similar transformation to the handyman in their profession. It was once absolutely necessary to hire a
professional graphic designer if one were preparing a publication-quality book, poster,
or ad. Now, these (or their online versions) can be prepared by relatively unskilled
authors using graphic editors and layout programs, if the task is not too complicated or
demanding. In some professions, this caused a crisis, as professionals feared they would
be put out of work. Indeed, there were many instances in which they lost business they
otherwise might have gotten.
But plumbers and graphic designers have not disappeared. While routine tasks may
now be handled by the customers themselves, professionals are still needed to handle
more complicated tasks (or to clean up the disastrous mess left by an amateur who
failed). Graphic designers can now focus on aesthetic decisions instead of the mechanics
of printing processes.
Professionals seem to have made peace with the influx of amateurs. Now, many of
the tutorials are authored and promoted by the professionals themselves. They educate
potential customers about the subtleties of the task they are about to undertake, and build
confidence in the DIY’ers competence. It can also be good for business of the pro. If
you are indeed in need of a graphic designer, why not choose the one who helped you
learn about the graphic program you’re now using?
The process of better user interfaces replacing professionals has a long history.
Telephone operators, gas station attendants and travel agents have all succumbed to
do-it-yourself user interfaces. As the user interface to authoring tools and the how-to
guides themselves improve, the breadth of activities they encompass can expand because
domain experts who aren’t programmers will be able to produce great UI experiences.
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2.1 With a Little Help from My Friends
An intermediate scenario between doing this totally by yourself, or handing it off completely to a professional, is a cooperative approach. You can attempt a task by yourself,
but then, if you run into trouble or need expertise beyond your current capability, you
can reach out to others to collaborate with you on the solution.
This can take the form of a panic button on the DIY interface, that calls a helper.
The helper can be a member of your friends or family circles, or a professional. Through
telepresence, the helper can help as if he or she were in the room with you.
We need better interfaces for collaborative and remote problem solving. It’s not just a
matter of transmitting video and audio. The panic button could send the helper a history
of the DIY’ers previous attempts to solve the problem and the current state of the work
objects. It could bring up documentation, plans, schematics, costs, etc. in a just-in-time
manner.
It’s already starting to happen that professional services are marketed and/or delivered over the net. For some, it can replace onsite work, and its overhead, entirely. Our
conventional plumber has to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get and maintain a plumber’s license.
Drive to work and back.
Drive to each work site and back
Have a receptionist for scheduling jobs
Have an accountant for billing, taxes, payroll and managing a bank account.
Order, inventory and stock the truck daily with the right parts for a job.
Find the customers (via advertising or other means) in addition to performing the
actual work.

Many of these steps can be eliminated by online interfaces. The plumber doesn’t have
to hire an electrician, or a contractor, an accountant, etc., because all of those services
have similar DIY interfaces.

3 Why Don’t More People DIY?
To do a given task, you need:
•
•
•
•

Know how
Parts and/or raw materials
Tools
Time

and, most people, for numerous tasks they want to accomplish, are lacking in one or
more of these needs. If we can supply these needs, more people could DIY for a much
wider range of tasks. Internet resources, like the videos above and special-interest social
media communities, can provide the know-how. What about the other requirements?
Parts and tools can be problematic. Many modern devices require specialized parts
and tools that only professionals have. But help is on the way.
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We’ll need rather advanced “printers” that cannot just perform additive manufacturing, but subtractive, casting, origami, and pick and place. We call such tools personal
factories. We’ll need some specialized machines, such as contained aeroponic boxes
for growing food efficiently without pesticides or weeds. Such specialized tools can be
produced in a personal factory.
Once a 3D printer has enough capability to print out all the parts for another 3D
printer, then they will be “reproducible” by DiY’ers and their effective cost will drop to
the point where they will be accessible to all.
Going forward, we can try to rethink the design of products and services to put
a priority on accessibility of parts and tools. We can prioritize using readily-available
materials instead of special-purpose exotic substances. We can prioritize maintainability
and repairability rather than planned obsolescence of products. We can end the so-called
connector conspiracy that is constantly introducing new proprietary and incompatible
interfaces, in order to trap the user into expensive additional purchases.
Finally, time. Right now, many middle-class professionals don’t have the time to
handle home repair, growing food or other tasks. But as the scope of DIY methodology
increases, it will begin to encroach upon professional services. Perhaps to the extent
that for increasing numbers of people, the value of DIY activities can increase to the
extent that they will be competitive with earning a living in the marketplace. More on
that shortly.
As we learn more about psychology, both cognitive and perceptual, we have new
theoretical tools to enhance learning/know-how. As our communications and information
presentation technologies improve, we will have new ways to deliver our advances in
learning psychology. As our manufacturing technologies improve, we will have new
ways to deliver hardware. If we are strategic, these techniques can save human labor,
the greatest cost of pretty much anything.

4 Augmented Reality Brings Expertise to the Masses
Here’s a future scenario (Fig. 2):
You’re wearing corrective eyeglasses as usual, but these are fitted with a programmable transparent Augmented Reality (AR) display and a couple cameras to let
a computer (or a remote person) see what you’re seeing. We also have mics and earphones for audio I/O including speech synthesis and recognition. This is nothing that
hasn’t been imagined millions of times before now [1], and implemented to a weak
degree.
The computer connected to this I/O has a model of your house. Every house design
should be preserved for the actual occupants of the house to take advantage of, instead
of disappearing in the architect’s trash can.
A water pipe in your house springs a leak. You look at the water.
You: “Looks like a water leak.” Your computer examines its 3D database of your
house, sees “behind the wall” and notices a copper pipe with a straight connection fitting
at that location.
Computer: “Shut off the water to the house in the basement.” You go to the basement.
A big green arrow in virtual space points at the valve, with a circular arrow telling you
which direction to turn it in (clockwise).
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Fig. 2. An augmented reality interface for mechanical repair.

Computer: “You’ll need a crowbar, a wrench and a new washer. You have the tools in
your basement. You have the raw materials to print the washer. Printing will take 4 min.
Shall I begin?”
You: “Yes”. The computer knows about your 3D printer and what materials you have
available.
A few minutes later. Computer: “The washer print is done.” You go to your basement.
The washer is outlined in green in your AR glasses. You pick the washer off of the printer.
Looking at your tool shelf, the crowbar and adjustable wrench are outlined in green.
Computer: “Open up the wall with the crowbar. Example video here. You touch the
virtual here with your real hand and watch the 2 min video. You open the wall and
replace the washer. Computer: “Are you ready to patch the wall?”…
Our AR headset delivers the know-how. Our connected 3D printer makes parts for us,
and can even make tools if we lack them. Even with such hi-tech we’re not forecasting
the manufacture of “time” (sorry). But if you had to find a plumber, schedule a time,
wait for him to show up, be there while he’s working and work for the money to pay
him, perhaps the AR system we describe does save you time, even if you’re several times
slower on the actual task than a pro would be.
We need authoring tools to create the Augmented Reality how-to guides. These are
similar to Software Development tools or authoring software. Difficult to make easy, but
doable, especially with the collaboration of UI experts. They too will give away their
expertise, if UI design is their passion and they have a personal factory to make what
they themselves need.
First, one of the strongest motivations of people is to have an audience. Authoring a
Great UI tutorial is a way to get an audience. Now for the real-time use of an expert for
a specific situation, we’d have to have experts sign up for time slots and be “on call”. An
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expert would do it just because most people actually like to help others. Those that don’t,
won’t sign up to be on call. But we’re guessing many will. We can give such helpful
pros merit badges on top of the appreciation their “students” will show.
Medical pros now agree to the Hippocratic oath: “I will respect the hard-won scientific gains of those physicians in whose steps I walk, and gladly share such knowledge
as is mine with those who are to follow”. If a doctor doesn’t have to go to the office, fill
out insurance forms, or catch colds from their patients, we expect many will continue to
fulfill their Hippocratic oath in a world of Great UI and sign up to be “on call” at least a
few hours a week.
Finally, we need people to actually use the authoring tools to make great directions.
As above, people love to give away their expertise. Make the tools easy to learn and they
will be used for car repair, house building, food growing, health-care products, clothes
making, augmented reality headset fabrication, computer maintenance, and whatever
else people commonly need.

5 From “Do It Yourself” to “Do Everything Ourselves”
Imagine if everyone could become a DIYer. Would that make, overall, a more efficient
economy? The conventional answer is: No. Specialization of labor means expertise can
be concentrated and leveraged to great effect. You don’t need to be an expert to get a
job done, you just need to hire someone who is. However, new technologies can change
that equation.
Does this mean you trade in your 40 h work week at a “job” for a 40 h work week at
home fixing leaks and weeding your garden? Perhaps. But with advanced robotics, the
repetitive tasks can be automated. Such capable robots are now expensive, but we’ve got
this great UI to help us print the parts and the tools, plus deliver the know-how to put
together our robot.
5.1 Makerism: The Antidote to Capitalism
We call this economy, where everyone is a do-it-yourselfer, Makerism [2]. Experts and
remote factories aren’t necessary for making and fixing most of the things you need
done because you can follow excellent directions (not today’s “some assembly required”
nightmares.)
Compare our conventional economy to this new Makerism economy facilitated by
great UI. Which one would take the least amount of labor to produce a comfortable
lifestyle for all? First, its rather improbable that Capitalism could produce a comfortable
lifestyle for all since it depends on inequality. But pretend some tweaks to Capitalism
could, unlikely though that now appears
In Makerism, none of that is necessary. Yes our inexperienced home-owner will take
longer than a pro to make a repair. But the overhead of our conventional economy is
high. Just think of the lifecycle of a part in today’s economy. Parts have to be redesigned
for each competing company due to intellectual property laws and trade secrets. In
Makerism, designers give away their design just like most of the rest of the content of
the web. Design once, use by anyone. (Designers, like other Personal Factory owners,
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won’t need a salary.) Thingiverse.com now contains more than a million designs for 3D
printed parts, all freely downloadable. Facilitating the search for the best part is another
opportunity for great UI!
Once our part is manufactured in a conventional factory, it has to be packaged,
warehoused, transported to a store, retailed, marketed, money has to change hands (that
alone is several percent!). Then it has to get from the store to your house. All of that
is unnecessary under Makerism too. With great UI, we believe total labor for fulfilling
humans’ basic needs will decrease.
5.2 Can We Sustain the Status Quo?
No. Trends like climate change are accelerating, so one way or another, the status quo will
change. Can we sustain Capitalism? Capitalism drives companies to maximize profit.
The easiest way to do that is to cut costs (and perhaps ignore possible environmental
consequences). The largest cost for production of physical objects, is labor. This is why
automation is increasing. With smarter AI and more dexterous robots, it seems unlikely
that humans can compete. We don’t need AI and robots to be as good as humans, just good
enough at the rather constrained tasks at most jobs to be cheaper than a human’s salary
to displace human workers. Without paychecks, people can’t buy what the automated
factories are making. Ergo, Capitalism itself is unsustainable.
Most economists disagree with this prediction. But most economists are not technologists. Yes, in the past, retraining for new jobs has allowed humans to compete with
machines. The new jobs have come largely from replacing manual work with knowledge work. But when knowledge work starts getting automated, the generation of new
jobs to replace technological unemployment, may come to a close. Sure, there will be
esoteric services that only a human can provide. But once your basic needs are met
with a personal factory, how many people will want to trade their time for such esoteric
services?
Imagine we’re wrong. Would most people rather work at a normal job, or stay home,
fix leaks and tend a garden? With advanced tools, we believe the later will take less time
than a normal job, and give a person more control over their remaining time. They may
join organizations whose mission statements they revere (no salary required). They may
join a band, write a book, teach (or attend) courses.
But it’s not just a question of which economic strategy is more efficient, specialized
labor economics vs DIY. Can we sustain today’s specialized labor/“free” markets? A
number of trends indicate that we might not be able to. Inequality is increasing, and
Capitalism does not seem to have functioning mechanisms for relieving inequality. DIY
becomes not just an alternative, but perhaps the only plausible means to accomplish the
broadly shared goals of individuals.

6 Education
Having “Great UI” enabling a person to complete a task is a form of “Just in Time
Education”. There’s no need to learn or remember the task prior to performing it. There’s
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not much utility in remembering how you did it either, because you can reuse the justin-time tutorial should you need it again. “Just in Time Education” is ideally suited to
emergencies and rare tasks where repeats are unlikely. If its an often repeated task, you
learn first from the “Great UI”, then you can just do it on your own.
Useful though this may be for how-to scenarios, it doesn’t foster the deep understanding of processes needed to adapt them to new situations or to invent whole new
processes for novel circumstances. None-the-less, when a series of just-in-time tutorials
is appropriately spaced, they can promote “learning by example”. By making a second
tutorial different enough from the first to contain new techniques, yet similar enough to
demonstrate an analogy with the first tutorial, a student may gain some ability to generalize. By stringing together an orchestrated sequence of such well-spaced tutorials,
deeper understanding of processes are possible, particularly if the sequence comes “full
circle”, tying together the first and last of the tutorials.
6.1 Programming by Example
A clever way of reducing the need for programming skills to create an application is called
“programming by example” [3]. This involves the programmer showing the computer an
example of what to do, The computer records the task and can repeat it later. With a more
clever development environment, the programmer can show the computer a number of
examples, and the computer can take note of both similarities and differences between
the examples. These can be used to generalized the automatically generated algorithm
for applicability to other contexts.
We can use this programming by example technique in reverse whereby the computer
is showing the human examples, so that the human can learn and generalize from them.
This is sometimes called active learning.

7 A Call to Arms: UX Design for Economic Independence and Peer
Collaboration
Think about how User Experience design would change if it adopted the agenda we
outline here. The constant, of course, would be that user interface designers are, as
always, concerned with providing the best possible experience for the end user.
But most user experience design today is done primarily within the context of companies who are selling physical objects or software, promoting user engagement with
web sites to attract attention to advertising, or in support of professional services delivered through the marketplace. These objectives may cause a conflict of interest with the
primary goal of acting on behalf of the user. Social media, for example, has the positive
purpose of connecting family and friends, but interfaces are also designed to deliver user
attention to annoying advertising, and to encourage addiction. In the long run, the goal
of serving two masters is not sustainable.
In the world we’re envisioning, the purpose of user experience is to empower the end
users to be more economically independent. It is to help the users solve problems and
undertake positive activities in their life, by helping with them with the expertise they
need. Rather than software which simply accrues “features”, software should include
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step-by-step tutorials that teach users what they need to know; help them debug situations when things go wrong; and include general-purpose programming languages that
allow users to customize or invent solutions to novel problems. It should be seamlessly
integrated into their physical, social, and computational environments.
We also need better software for collaboration. Most software now is designed either
to be operated by a single individual, or to deliver a commercial product or service that a
user is paying for. We need software that better enables users, both amateur, enthusiast,
and professional, to collaborate on problem solving. We need software that helps small
groups of users collectively make informed decisions and embark on courses of action
that satisfy their interests.
The “do it yourself”er takes joy and pride in their ability to meet their own needs
and the needs of people they care about. Why not bring that joy and pride to everything?
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Abstract. User-Centered Design (UCD) is defined as both design philosophy and
process. Current education in UCD and Human-Centered Design (HCD) mainly
focuses on teaching the process and set of specific UCD methods. Although HCD
emphasizes on human factors, both forget the philosophical approach of the human
being and how they interact with the environment. This paper presents the design,
implementation and evaluation of a university-level course that broadens the traditional educational perspective of UCD and HCD. The course has been carried
out during 5 semesters in a university-level Digital Design degree where 500
students have participated. During this period, the course design proposal has
been evaluated and improvements were made, iteratively. The academic satisfaction surveys show significant results in relation to the course design. Learners
find contents interesting and useful. One of the most interesting findings is that
students explicitly highlight a change of mindset about design and its values.
Keywords: User-centered design · Human-centered design · Pragmatism ·
Design · Education

1 Introduction
User-centered design (UCD) can be understood as a design approach that places users
at the center. UCD is defined as a design philosophy that has the premise that users
must be involved in all phases of the design process. Additionally, UCD is defined as a
design process, a way to plan projects and a set of methods and techniques to be used
in each phase [1]. Human-Centered Design (HCD) is derived from UCD and includes
in an explicit way a human approach in the design process. On a more formal level, the
shift from “user” to “human” is used to provide a better understanding of the importance
of this perspective [2].
Currently, there is a growing demand for UCD and HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) practitioners. Among other reasons, this is due to the increasing use of digital
technologies in every human activity. Digital technologies require intuitive and easyto-use software for a large and diverse number of people and these software products
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need user-centered interfaces. Besides, the UCD perspective is also expanding to other
areas beyond digital products and is being applied to the design of products, services
and experiences.
Consequently, there is a higher UCD and HCD education and training demand. A
wide range of user and human-centered courses can be found. Mainly, these courses
focus on the aspects most demanded by the industry: design processes and methods.
Furthermore, aspects related to process management such as Agile and Sprint have
been gradually incorporated into UCD education [3]. Thus, the courses focus mainly
on design process optimization, gathering user information fast and rapid production of
design solutions [4]. As a result, design courses, where the human point of view should
guide the design process, are not taking into account the philosophical perspective.
The philosophical contribution of the human being and its modes of interaction can
help restore the design process to its original purpose, serving individual and collective
human needs. Under this perspective, UCD and HCD can provide value not only to the
process of developing and selling products but can provide advantages to people and
society. Regarding higher education courses, we believe that a holistic, open, deep and
reflective approach to UCD and HCD is required. This approach will provide students
not only with the necessary professional skills but also a human perspective and a way
to develop critical thinking that can guide their design practice.
This paper presents the conceptualization, design and implementation of an HCD
course that, in addition to the common contents related to design processes and methods,
integrates the philosophical view. The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a
review of the UCD and HCI teaching and learning. Section 3 provides a philosophical
framework for HCD. Section 4 presents a course design for HCD. Section 5 provides
the experience of the course and, finally, Sect. 6 presents the conclusions of the work.

2 UCD and HCD Teaching and Learning
In this section, we review some of the literature on UCD and HCD in the context of
HCI education, including approaches, design processes, methods and techniques. As
mentioned above, there is a growing demand for UCD and HCD courses for practitioners,
especially in the software development field. Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a
multidisciplinary and broad field in the intersection of technology, human factors and
design. HCI encompasess human and user-centered design processes, approaches and
methods and “focuses on people and technology to drive human-centered technology
innovation” [5]. The way to approach design education within HCI has been widely
studied in the literature, identifying a diversity of voices, perspectives and educational
practices.
ACM SIGCHI1 is a professional and academic community that has been key to the
development of HCI. From the beginning, SIGCHI had a strategic focus on HCI education, creating the Curriculum Development Group in 1998. The result of this group was
the ACM SIGCHI Curricula for Human-Computer Interaction [6], published in 1992,
which marked a turning point around the definition and design of educational courses
1 www.sigchi.org.
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and programs in HCI. The report was not intended to be prescriptive and provided a
set of guidelines and content recommendations on the HCI field in order to promote
the creation of courses. The report had a big impact and many of the courses that were
developed at that time in several educational institutions were based on its recommendations. It had a great impact not only in the educational field but also in defining the
HCI field itself as it provided one of the definitions of HCI most widely accepted and
used over time.
The ACM SIGCHI report considers design and people-through human factors- as
the first priority. However, it does not address specific issues about the educational
practice of design. Content recommendations have a bias towards computing systems
and do not include methodological aspects related to design and the human perspective
of interaction. User-centered design is conceptually addressed but a methodological
proposal on how to address UCD is missing. This was not an issue for the design HCI
community as the curricula report was intended to be a starting point in HCI education.
Over time, ACM SIGCHI has continued to promote initiatives focusing on education
research, paying special attention not only to technological development but to people:
“Students need to develop methods and skills to understand current users, to investigate
non-use, and to imagine future users” [5].
Recent work highlights the need to create and work around communities of practice
[7] and both educators and researchers have taken advantage of the CHI conference
series. Design teaching and learning are in a continuous process of change due to the
structural changes in the design field and HCI, both in education and in industry. The
concept of living curriculum [8] is based on the idea that HCI education is an area
of interdisciplinary knowledge that changes over time and must take into account the
technological progress and social and cultural changes that may accompany it.
From an educational point of view, different educational approaches and practices can
be distinguished in relation to design teaching and learning. In general, two approaches
are identified: formal or creative [9]. The first is based on the formal design process,
taking into account its iterative character and the evidence obtained through research.
The second approach focuses on the creative side of working in a design or art studio: it
focuses on ideation and the process is based on the designer’s experience. It is important
to note that these approaches are not mutually exclusive. Courses that include the UCD
perspective do not have to choose between one or the other. The literature review carried
out in this work did not find a significant difference between these two approaches in
courses that include UCD or HCD. It is true that UCD and HCD typically have a formal
approach at the process-level where evidence is researched and used to make design
decisions. Depending on the design process to follow, the creative, ideation and solution
generation aspects may be present at the same level of importance like, for example,
the double diamond [10] design process. However, user-centered courses either with a
formal, creative or mixed-focus approach, do not always include a holistic approach to
aspects related with human experience of the world and often forget the philosophical
aspects that configure the knowledge of the world around us.
Currently, industry demands user-centered practitioners trained in design and development of technological products in order to achieve better business competitiveness
and market success. Furthermore, there is a need to follow the speed of technological
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change and the pace at which people and the market adopt technologies into daily life.
These requirements have led to a significant growth in the demand for agile design and
development methodologies.
Agile methodologies bring significant advantages in the process of designing and
developing interactive digital products. The agile approach speeds up the software development process, provides flexibility to the workflow and the decision-making process,
facilitates learning from errors, and significantly reduces the documentation required for
the project. The UCD and HCD design processes are embracing the agile perspective
[11] and, at the same time, creating challenges and opportunities. The design processes
on which the UCD and HCD are based are compatible with an agile working perspective.
However, the speed of projects tends to set aside the human aspects and minimize user
involvement on all the process steps-research, ideation, prototyping, evaluation- either
for financial reasons or in order to achieve fast results.
Current courses on HCI and UX are adapting to this situation and they include educational content and practices about the agile approach [4, 12]. As a consequence, courses
increasingly focus on gathering user information fast, design process optimization and
rapid production of design solutions. This is a way of understanding design education
that leaves aside the philosophical and human perspective, prioritizing economic and
market aspects. Considering this situation, we propose that philosophy, as a discipline
that tries to explain human nature and its action, should identify and guide the necessary
connections between human beings and technology. Basically, we understand that by
incorporating the way human beings conceive reality, we will be able to design objects
and products that will be properly embedded in the world around us. An approach that
goes beyond the immediate and direct experience and that tries to incorporate into the
discipline the common and general practices is needed. To understand human experiences, we must understand the value that people give to them and how this meaning
can guide their individual and collective behavior. This is the broad and extensive philosophical vision of human experience that we want to integrate into the HCI’s educational
practice.

3 A Philosophical Framework for HCD
Digital advances require a general, human-centered perspective, which promotes a close
connection between technological devices and people’s real-life conditions. “Technology
must be explicit” [13] to be adjusted to the practical activity of the users and their social
and cultural referential frameworks.
Pragmatism, as a philosophical movement, emphasizes the practical perspective of
human beings. It establishes a general framework that allows us to understand how the
human being links up to his physical and socio-cultural environment. This philosophical approach places people in a world where interactions take place and it analyzes
the relationships between human reasoning processes and how they connect with their
experiences. According to Peirce [14], one of the founding fathers of pragmatism, the
meaning of things arises from the complete conception of its possibilities of interaction. This meaning comes from the natural, coherent, and imaginable practical effects
that derive from our cognitive processes. The pragmatic maxim, which supports and
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summarizes this philosophical perspective, says: “Consider what effects, that might
conceivably have practical bearings, we conceive the object of our conception to have.
Then, our conception of these effects is the whole of our conception of the object” [14].
The pragmatic vision of the human experience of the real world establishes meaningful relationships between the set of perceived information and our constant interaction
with everyday things. Our way of knowing the world is based on the associative relationship that arises from these situations and, for this reason, the experience itself acquires
epistemic value [15].
The act of thinking consists in conceiving and anticipating possible results, having
an entire idea of a thing and knowing how to act constitute the fundamental premises
of design. Therefore, we need a catalog of available action plans in order to drive our
activities. The pragmatist notion of action habit connects our knowledge with the real
world and establishes a constant and fluid cycle-based unit of analysis between action
and perception: “Habits are formed when similar action is repeated in similar circumstances, and when one faces these circumstances again, one can anticipate similar future
experiences” [15].
If we consider the design products and services directly involved in our relationships
with the real world, we can examine them as elements of mediation. Designers must be
aware of the relationships that structure our knowledge of the world, how things make
sense to us and how we can formalize them so that people can use them properly [16].
Objects and services report and communicate to us how we can develop our activities
and meet our expectations. Designers must acquire skills that notify the intentional
communication of their products. The formalization of the designs should be planned in a
way that their qualitative characteristics show the necessary and appropriate information
in order to allow people to use them satisfactorily [17]. The usefulness of design must
reach the set of human aspects that take part in the processes of interrelationships with
the environment: emotions, meaning and technology.
Pragmatists reject the idea of a fixed and finished world and consider that our reality is changing. Our experiences are regularly built on our knowledge and thoughts.
Therefore, this dynamic conception of reality is based on human sociocultural practices.
This premise facilitated Dewey [18] to conceive his vision of education as a continuous
reconstruction of experience. The author [19] developed some basic pedagogical principles that guide learning the real conditions of action. One of the main elements of this
pedagogical approach is based on habit-forming from experience: “Habits give control
over the environment, the power to utilize it for human purposes. Habits take the form
both of habituation, or a general and persistent balance of organic activities with the
surroundings, and active capacities to readjust activity to meet new conditions”.
From this conception, Dewey considers that practice constitutes an experimental
knowledge that, once acquired, encourages people’s capabilities and their executive
competences. The formation of cognitive and operational skills of the human being
depends on his continuous and diverse interaction with the real world. This interaction
facilitates the connection between thought, invention and initiative and constitutes the
factor that guides the observation of reality and determines the decision-making. For
Dewey this involves forecasting consequences and guiding the experience: “Thinking
is the accurate and deliberate instituting of connections between what is done and its
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consequences. It notes not only that they are connected, but the details of the connection.
It makes connecting links explicit in the form of relationships. The stimulus to thinking
is found when we wish to determine the significance of some act, performed or to be
performed… The projection of consequences means a proposed or tentative solution”
[19].
From this pragmatic perspective, the generation of knowledge from reality includes:
understanding the problem, observing its circumstances, inferring conclusions and
experimentally verifying the state of affairs. This knowledge will transcend its direct
meaning when it is shared with the group of people who constitutes the social environment. The relationships that emerge from experience connect doing with knowing and
their analysis drives the development of solution proposals. What someone learns “in
the way of knowledge and skill in one situation becomes an instrument of understanding
and dealing effectively with the situations which follow” [18]. Thanks to this process of
understanding reality, a context of meaningful relationships can be designed and planned
that expands the conventional sense of things and the possibilities for common action.
According to Dewey, continuity and interaction give value to the experience and give
meaning to the educational process.
An educational program for HCD based on pragmatic principles must contemplate,
at least, the survey of current status: constituent elements, instruments and resources
involved, and general frameworks for understanding how to approach the interaction
process. A methodological program that connects: the general processes of perception
and analysis of reality, the cognitive processes that link personal and relational knowledge
and, finally, the means used to represent, express and communicate that reality. In brief,
identify and construct conditions of understanding [20] and therefore a human-centered
design program must emphasize what things mean and how they are understood in a
given community.
Krippendorff [21] states that an HCD should focus its attention on how people perceive, understand and experience the artifacts. Therefore, any act of communication and
design should explore how people understand technology. The challenge is to establish
elements of connection between the different ways of conceiving and constructing reality. That is, a way to promote effective dialogue between the technological world and
the experiential world. In order to overcome the difficulties of mutual singular understanding and social scope of the facts, it is necessary to know the interests that rule the
actions of each of the communities that shape reality.
We must understand that the comprehension of technological reality is linked to
the behavior that individuals develop. In other words, the design of digitized devices
depends on how people conceive and interpret them, their use and how they add them
into their world of relationships [22]. In order to bridge the gaps in understanding, we
must try to integrate the interests of the technological community, governed mainly by
objective criteria with the expectations of people, directed by subjective interests. The
transfer of knowledge between both worlds must be bidirectional, without prioritizing
the conditions of one over the other, balancing the technological proposals with the
design of experiences [23].
The analysis of the pragmatic experimentation of reality must be based on arranging
the knowledge instruments that we use to understand how facts happen in a specific
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situation [24] and use them to plan means to generate understanding and collective
participation. We can rely on the pragmatic components that structure the experiences of
human beings. First, we should identify the elements that contribute to general conditions
of understanding [20] and, later, we should define the frames of reference that humans
use to organize meaning and participation in the real world [25]. These two pragmatic
components must be screened with the system that humans use to collect information
from reality: information based on perception [26].
It is important to differentiate and understand the levels of information from the
perceived reality, the pragmatically structured reality and the formation of reference
frames that connect these elements. This connection will drive the correct transmission
of information to other members of a community. The understanding of interactive
phenomena does not depend solely on the theoretical knowledge and observation of
the structures that constitute reality. According to Habermas [20], it depends on the
knowledge of our mechanisms of apprehension and on the reasoning processes that
provide sense, meaning and regularity to interactive phenomena.
The basis of the design thinking, according to Papanek, a product must be conceived
“as a meaningful link between man [read humans] and the environment. We must see
man, his tools, environment, and ways of thinking and planning, as a nonlinear, simultaneous, integrated, comprehensive whole. This approach is integrated design. It deals
with specialized extensions of man that make it possible for him to remain a generalist”
[27].
Methodological processes are needed in order to adopt a holistic approach to HCD
education. These processes should provide the necessary information to broaden the
understanding of the problem to be solved. Henry Dreyfus in “Designing for People”
shows how to deal with design problems: “We begin with men and women and we end
with them. We consider potential users’ habits, physical dimensions, and psychological
impulses. We also measure their purse, which is what I meant by ending with them,
for we must conceive not only a satisfactory design but also one that incorporates that
indefinable appeal to assure purchase. The Greek philosopher Protagoras had a phrase
for it, Man is the measure of all things” [28].
Additionally, Cross [29] establishes three fields of study that can promote and structure the knowledge necessary to develop design research: people, processes and products.
We must address the interrelation between the set of factors that provide relevant data
to plan the design of interaction artifacts. To balance the elements that compose HCD it
is necessary to consider:
• factors that structure the human information capture system,
• cognitive processes that use the acquired knowledge and give meaning and sense to
external stimuli,
• factors that guide behavior and determine contextual interaction capabilities and
limitations, and
• information and communication processes that drive the formalization of creative
design proposals so that they fit into the social and cultural context.
In short, to integrate intentionality into design, human needs and desires must be met,
and the adaptation of technological means to this end must encompass both the private
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and collective levels [30]. Design intention, proposed forms, and consequent behavior
must be based on the set of human capabilities. To link human abilities and practices
together, it is important to connect the intention of design with the meaning that objects
or services communicate to people. This meaning is what will give conceptual unity to
design, will guide the interaction of individuals and will facilitate its evaluation. Nelson
& Stolterman [30] define the conceptual unity of design through the attributes that evolve
from the ideal towards the real and it takes shape through the creative arrangement of
its elements.
This holistic approach is supported by one of the implicit characteristics of the design
process itself: the reflective practice of the discipline [31]. We need to reflect on the
diverse fields of experience in which design is involved to handle complex situations and
share them with other people. It is needed to know the new communication resources and
to make their relationships visible and convey them “through the senses, technology’s
potential within the categories of surface, body and space” [32]. In conclusion, this
approach generates a dialectical process, of reciprocal and helpful relationships, between
man and machine, which must be considered as the sociocultural element that underlies
applied technology.
HCD research community recognizes the importance of embracing human, material,
social, economic and technological domains [33]. Therefore, design education must
transform its pedagogical practices to integrate the challenges derived from technological
innovations. Saikaly [34] reviews the design research field and identifies three main
areas. First, academic design research, related to methodologies of the sciences and
humanities. Second, design research focused on professional praxis, where creative
production is examined from the perspective of practice and production. Third, practicebased research that analyzes project development as an integral part of the design process.
This one focuses its attention on the practice of design as an axis to understand the
evolution of the research process. Specifically, it highlights the reflective, interpretive,
dialectical and iterative research processes in the design process.

4 HCD Course Design
This section presents the design of an HCD course that, in addition to the contents related
to the design process and methods, integrates a philosophical view. This course is part of
the Design and Digital Creation degree at UOC, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya2 . UOC
is a completely online distance university based in Barcelona, Spain. UOC’s educational
model is based on breaking the barriers of time and space, making it possible to learn
without the need to meet with teachers and other learners in time and place.
The degree in Digital Design and Creation is a three-year graduate program that trains
students in design aspects connected to graphic design and interaction design, with a
social change design perspective. The design of the educational program is based on the
paradigm shift that the field of design has experienced in recent years. Industrial economy
is transforming into a knowledge economy and this has led to a technological and social
transformation of design practice. Design discipline increased its value thanks to its
2 www.uoc.edu.
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processes and methods, emphasizing the importance of its epistemological foundations.
Consequently, design is expanding to new and different application areas including technological innovations. This is the context where the course “Human-Centered Design”
is situated. It has a methodological approach and takes into account the design practices
previously stated: design that goes beyond traditional application areas, being placed
in hybrid spaces that transform people’s activities and generating and exchanging new
relation areas. Accordingly, the learning goals for future human-centered designers need
to be expanded to meet interdisciplinary and increasingly complex challenges. Digital
technologies changed design processes, and user-centered design is changing how technologies need to be designed, especially software applications. In addition to that, design
must provide solutions to social, environmental and complex economic needs. Putting
people at the center of design processes and practices is a key factor in understanding
design today.
The driving force that shapes the learning path of the course is the way human
beings interact with surrounding things, depending on the context they conduct their
daily activities [15]. From a pragmatic point of view, the holistic understanding of human
experience must be placed in our living environment. That is, in the same environment
where experience occurs and, therefore, in the activity context where we give value and
meaning to designed objects [35]. We classified social interaction environments based
on the contexts of reference that humans use to understand and act. The dimensions that
have guided this classification of experiences connect spatial conditions with human
capabilities and limitations. We defined four major areas of study and analysis of people’s interrelationship with the natural-artificial world: social urban space, shared human
space, body space and hand space [36].
A group of design concepts provide the basis for the learning goals of the HCD
course and allow to organize the methodological approach of the learning activities.
Human interaction journey starts in an open environment, where people’s activities are
socially and culturally conditioned and ends in a close personal environment. Students
begin their journey by facing a collective human perspective and they finish addressing personal experiences. The contents that provide support to the study and analysis of
design processes are human diversity, people’s dimensions, body measures and hand abilities. Universal design, anthropometry and ergonomics are connected to user-centered
design processes, methods and techniques. This approach allows students to acquire
the basics of HCD, learn how to structure a design process, apply the most appropriate
UCD methods for each project, always keeping the meaning of human experience. The
organization of the four learning activities of the course and how they include the main
design concepts, processes and methods used are presented in Table 1.
The learning activities of the course and the conceptual and methodological elements
that include are described below.
Activity 1: Universal Design. This learning activity addresses human interrelationship
with public space. The design of the public urban space is perhaps the environment
where human diversity becomes most clear and where it is more necessary to plan
projects taking into account this variety of aspects [37]. In this first learning activity,
design principles derived from the principles of universal design are studied and applied.
The learning goal is to understand the importance of giving value to human diversity and
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Table 1. Course organisation.
Human
aspects

Activity

Concepts

Human
diversity

1. Universal Design

Open & public space Method: Observation
Universal design
Human shared activity
Context

Human
dimension

2. Design
Process, Methods &
Personal Space

Human size space
Human measures
Anthropometry
Design process
Design methods

Process: Iterative
Method: Prototyping

Personal space
Body interaction with
objects and spaces
Anthropometry
Ergonomics

Process: J.C. Jones
Process: Squiggle
Process: User-centered
design
Process:
Human-centered
design
Method: Storyboard
Method: Scenarios

Corporal measures 3. Body,
Object & Space

Manual
abilities

4. Interaction & Object Manipulation space
Hand dimension
Interaction design
Ergonomics

Processes & Methods

Process: Iterative
Method: Artefact
analysis
Method: Mapping
Method: Observation
Method: Prototyping

to learn how to apply the aforementioned principles to expand the benefits that design
should provide to society.
Activity 2: Process, methods and personal space. This second learning activity reduces
the contextual analysis and is focused on how human dimensions determine measures
of non-public personal spaces. The concepts of design process and design method are
introduced in this learning activity with the goal to facilitate understanding of how people
plan and organize interior spaces. The activity focuses on the human innate tendency to
adapt the experiential environment to human measures and proportions [38, 39]. Learners
analyze spaces how they adapt to a specific human activity by means of physical models
that allow them to test and iterate their project.
Activity 3: Body, object and space. This learning activity provides a hands-on perspective where learners are invited to experience the process of interaction with an
object in order to identify activities and ergonomic relationships that are established
between space, human being and object. The information collected on the interaction
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process with objects facilitates the understanding of physical and functional relationships between space, body and object. Design processes and methods proposed by Jones
[40] and Newman [41] are studied.
Activity 4: Interaction and object. The last learning activity of the course is centered
on the design of objects that expand human abilities. This activity connects all contents
and abilities acquired on previous ones. Knowledge of how people interact with objects
will provide guidelines to new design solutions and to define a sequence of actions that
appropriately guide the user activities [42]. Learners are asked to design and prototype
an interactive artifact by means of UCD process and methods.
The learning contents of the course are organized as follows. Specific and ad-hoc
content has been developed to learn design processes and methods and the human approach. Contents related with the design process, methods and principles are delivered
through the Design Toolkit [43], an educational content repository developed at UOC.
Additionally, contents related with human activity, universal design, anthropometry,
ergonomics and the theoretical concepts of design processes are available in a digital
textbook that was created by faculty [44]. Course assessment is organized around the
continuous assessment of the learning activities. Learners are expected to study the
learning contents and complete each activity. The final mark of the course is based on
the marks obtained in each learning activity.

5 Results
This section presents the results of this research based on data collected during the time
the course has been running. The results are centered on academic performance and
student satisfaction. The HCD course has been running 5 semesters since 2017-18 and
is part of the Digital Design and Creation graduate program.
During this research 549 students were enrolled in the course. These students were
distributed along 5 semesters: Semester 1: 74 students; semester 2: 56 students; semester
3: 116 students; semester 4: 100 students and semester 5 had 203 students. Participants
were 60% female and 40% male. The age of the participants is distributed as follows:
28% are on the 19-24 age range; 24% on the 25-29 age group; 15% on the 30-34 age
and the rest are in the age range between 35 and 55. Some participants had previous
experience in higher education: 15% had a previous university degree and another 15%
had higher education experience.
Regarding academic performance, two indicators have been used: performance rate
and success rate. First, the academic performance rate is calculated taking into account
the number of students who pass the course in relation to the number of students enrolled.
Second, the academic success rate is calculated taking into account the number of students that pass the course and the number of students who followed the course. It is
important to note here that in distance education, learners are more aware of their academic progress. At the point where a learner is aware that he will not pass the course
(because he is not following the course or not doing the intended work), he will probably
drop out of the course. In most of the cases, this dropout is a conscious student decision.
As a summary, in distance education there is usually a higher dropout rate compared
with traditional face to face education [45]. Therefore, the academic success rate tends
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to be higher than the academic performance rate. In this research, taking into account
the 5 semesters period, the academic performance has ranged between 70% and 86%.
In contrast, the academic success rate has ranged between 94% and 100%.
Two actions have been carried out in order to capture data on students’ perceptions
of the course. On the one hand, during the first two semesters students were asked to
answer a short questionnaire right after they submitted each one of the four continuous
assessment assignments. This questionnaire had 4 short and specific questions related
with engagement [46]. On the other hand, at the end of the course students answer a
more complete satisfaction survey. This survey included satisfaction questions around
teaching, course methodology, learning resources, activities and assessment.
The short engagement questionnaire was carried out during the first two semesters
of the course with the goal to collect agile and actionable feedback in order to iterate
the course design. The questionnaire was designed with the goal to capture students’
engagement in context, that is, not at the end of the course. Students were asked about
cognitive, emotional and behavioral aspects. 91 students provided answers to this questionnaire. The results showed a neutral perception of the level of difficulty in completing
the activities. Regarding the cognitive aspects of learning resources, students expressed
high satisfaction on first activities that decreased slightly in the following activities. It
is interesting to mention that this result is very different for the activities. In relation to
students’ own perception of the effort for solving each activity, more than 50% showed
that they had worked “a lot” (3.5 on a scale of 5) on each activity. With reference to their
level of happiness when completing an activity, more than 50% of students were happy
and very happy (4,5 on a scale of 5). When asked about the time spent on activities, most
of the students reported spending 20 or more hours to complete activities.
During the five semesters running the course that are analyzed in this work 190
students answered an academic survey satisfaction at the end of the term. As a general
result, the satisfaction with the course improved over time. This could be the result
of iterative improvements that have been made, mostly related to the design of the
assessment activities and the learning resources. Satisfaction with learning resources
increased from 49% to 66%. Satisfaction with the assessment grows from 50% to 70%.
Satisfaction with the teacher increased from 48% to 77%. And finally, overall satisfaction
with the course is set around 70%. The satisfaction survey also includes an open question.
Through this option, students can express comments and concerns related to any course
element. Three types of results can be identified from the analysis of open responses.
First, a small group of students, about 10%, express some aspect that they did not
like. The other responses can be divided into two large groups: neutral responses and
comments and positive feedback. From the analysis of these answers, we highlight a
change of student’s mindset about the course contents. The results highlighted that the
course helped the students to change their perspectives and provided a new point of view
on human-centered design.

6 Discussion
HCI design perspective places the human being at the center of the design process and
methods. This approach fosters the connection between technology and users and at the
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same time, it is one of the main aspects that boost innovation and research within the
discipline.
Philosophy is the discipline that studies the meaning of human events and the way
of knowing reality. Thus, the theoretical framework provided by philosophy is useful
for connecting technology with interaction design, basically because the real-life of the
human being constitutes the main objective of HCI. Over the years, the pragmatism
tradition has developed a theoretical framework that facilitates the understanding of
human activities in the physical environment and in the socio-cultural context. Two
reasons motivated choosing this knowledge theory to design the curriculum of the HCD
course. First, it facilitated planning the learning path, selecting the contents and the way
they can be organized taking into account the spatial dimensions that human beings use
to understand reality. Second, it allowed connecting environments and activities with
human abilities and skills in a natural way thanks to the classification of the interaction
contexts.
The natural way of human acts has contributed to the success of the HCI course. It
is important to emphasize that students value very positively the change in their way of
understanding and practicing the design that has involved following the HCD course.
In all the scheduled activities of the course, the human experience has been the center
of attention and this simple paradigm shift has been the main aspect that has facilitated
the change of perspective of the students. This approach has been the key factor in the
success of the course. It is important to emphasize that students valued very positively the
change in their way of understanding and practicing design provided by the course. The
human experience has been the focus of all learning activities. This simple paradigm shift
facilitated students to change their perspective of design practice. The results obtained
show that developing learning paths, contents and methodologies directly related to
human abilities, the processes of perception and reasoning that guide human behavior,
facilitated students to understand the importance of human experience for HCI.
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Abstract. In my paper I write about three methods which are generally used and
accepted in social sciences and market research, and can be effectively applied
– not in a standard way, but innovatively – during the development of online
interfaces, too. At the beginning of the paper I present how user interface research
has become an indispensable component of web development, considering popular
demand for ergonomic, user-friendly web pages and applications. The topic is
also relevant from a business point of view, considering how web developments
involving users prove to yield superior results.
There are several methods available for user surveys and researching. The
appropriate choices and following through with the research (methodology, detail,
depth) are subject to available funding and professional standards. There are many
ways to do research, and even the most rudimentary research or survey always
produces results.
In the following paper after a brief methodology overview (qualitative – quantitative, attitude – behavior, context and history, graphs and charts baser on C.
Rohrer and McCrindle Research), I will go on to describe some of the common
and lesser-used methods in UX research, even some which are not included in
the chart but useful nonetheless. The latter account for innovative methods. It is
these methodologies my study focuses on: participant observation, mental model
research and various projective tests. For each method I describe its (standard)
offline and its (innovative) online applications, and drawing on my own practice,
I also describe their safe and reliable application to online surfaces. I present each
method through case studies.
Keywords: User eXperience · Mental model research · Participant observation ·
Projective techniques

1 Introduction
1.1 General and Most Commonly Used UX Research Methods
User interface research has become an indispensable component of web development,
considering popular demand for ergonomic, user-friendly web pages and applications.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 123–132, 2020.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-60114-0_8
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The topic is also relevant from a business point of view, considering how web
developments involving users prove to yield superior results.
There are several methods available for user surveys and researching. The appropriate
choices and following through with the research (methodology, detail, depth) is subject
to available funding and professional standards. There are many ways to do research,
and even the most rudimentary research or survey always produces results.
The usual way to present available UX research is by saying they are surveying
user attitudes or monitoring user behavior, and yield qualitative or quantitative results
respectively. One of the best-known and most cited charts is the work of User Experience
Design and Research Executive Christian Rohrer, from 2014 [1]. The chart arranges
research methods by their behavioral and attitudinal focus (i.e. what the user does and
says), and their quantitative or qualitative data yield (why or how often users do what
they do). Another defining factor in method classification is the context of future use
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. A Landscape of User research Methods. Christian Rohrer, 2014.

Another cited chart is the one from McCrindle Research [2] that shows a range
of methodologies broken down by generation. Of course, not all of these are used in
examining User eXperience, they are more widely used in social science research, but
many of these methods have been prominent in online interface testing as well (Fig. 2).
Certain methods developed for social science research are highly applicable to UX
research, yet they are not featured on these charts. These are an increased sensitivity
toward participant observation, mental modeling and cognitive schemas, as well as the
application of projective testing.
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Fig. 2. Emerging Research Methods, McCrindle Research, 2013.

In the following Sect. 2 will describe three methods which I have used in my previous
research, and introduce their potential innovative use for online interfaces.

2 Social Science Researching Methods in the Field of UX Research
2.1 Researching User’s Mental Model in the Course of Mapping User Needs
One of the big, centuries-old questions facing not only psychology, but philosophy and
linguistics as well is how we model the world inside our mind [3], how we conceptualize complex processes. For example, how we might imagine a shopping excursion,
mailing a letter, or unwrapping a chocolate egg. These practical and accurate mental
maps determine how we set about doing such a complex series of tasks: essentially, it
is a mental model of our attitude object [4]. Mental models are shaped and molded by
previous experience [5]. These models are relevant to both on- and offline environments,
and pre-define our expectations toward how things should work. Some important shared
features of mental models is their occasional instability, irrationality, rapid emergence
and mutability, scientific unfeasibility and blurred demarcations [6].
In a sense, we would do well to start off all research and development with mapping
the user’s relevant models of attitude objects (including services, apps, issues etc.) [4].
Rohrer mentions the study of mental models, namely in connection to card sorting
tests [1], and the same card sorting method was applied by Jakob Nielsen in redesigning
SunWeb’s intranet [7].
However, if we were to become acquainted with users’ mental models relevant to
an application undergoing development, we can start by conducting some individual
in-depth interviews, followed up with group interviews. Analyzing the data, we can then
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then classify and describe the views and models we found [8]. In case data visualization is more convenient, we may use Indi Young’s methodology [9]. For this paper, I
am describing a case study involving in-depth interviews, the contents of which was
categorized and analyzed.
2.2 Case Study: Researching Mental Models During a Bank Development
Project
As a case study for applying this method, I will present a study commissioned by a
bank. Ergománia UX agency developed a new web interface for a Hungarian bank in
2016. The interface introduced an entirely new complex service to Hungarian banking, a
digital innovation supporting small business financial administration. As per the bank’s
instructions, everything works online in a transparent and simple manner, including photographed invoice uploading for accountancy. The agency organized in-depth interviews
for the novel service concept, attempting to explore participants’ relevant attitudes and
mental models. The service itself was novel to Hungarian banking, therefore all I had to
work with was extrapolations of participants’ previous experience, somewhat hazy ideas
overall. My central focus was a question borrowed from partner therapy: “How would
this solution improve your day?” My experience during these interviews was that participants were highly enthusiastic and vocal about possible online solutions, which they
were not yet familiar with (i.e. which did not exist), but once developed, would make their
business affairs more easily manageable, by simplifying accountancy correspondence
and financial administration.
It was my experience that these participant interviews yielded multiple mental models, both parallel and subsequent. Finally, I ended up with far more mental models than
the number of interviewees, in fact there were individual versions for several of these
models. The reason behind this phenomenon is that mental models are elusive, mutable,
and generally difficult to grasp. According to the bank, the research yielded some highly
remarkable concepts, and the user needs it revealed provided plenty of inspiration for
subsequent web design and development. Mental models were not encountered through
thematic exploration (as per card sorting), through webpage assessment of existing or
missing features, but in-depth mapping of user needs and ideas.
2.3 Participant Observation and Its Potential Application in Menu System
Design and Development
About Participant Observation
Participant observation is one of the oldest and most widespread qualitative research
methods. Its origins trace back to cultural anthropology, first proponents being Bronislaw
Malinowski (1884–1942) and Clifford Geertz (1926–2006), but later adapted by social
researchers to their examination of immigrant communities. This is the only method
we can use to learn how subjects actually behave, rather than learn what they report on
their own behavior. Field research offers direct and complete observation of subjects in
their natural surroundings. It is suitable for exploring qualitative, unquantifiable details
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and minutia, and is therefore highly suited for mapping the fine details of attitude and
behavior [10].
As far as we are discussing online interfaces and menu structures, mental model
exploration is conducted foremost (and in case of online content, longest) through the
card sorting test method. This was the first method applied by Nielsen to the Sun intranet
development project in 1994 [7]. However, even though we had used this same method
in our presented research, we chose participant observation for instead of this method
for menu development, and I will now present its innovative use. These methods were
used in the successful restructuring of a webshop’s menu system.
Case Study: Participant Observation and Card Sorting Test, as Support for Menu
Tree Design and Development
Participant observation is a widely used method in market research as well as cultural
anthropology. This fact, as well as researcher curiosity, encouraged me to apply this
method in developing an interface for an online household appliance webshop called
markabolt.hu. Research aimed to find solutions to resolve blocks in the shopping process
as well as mapping the process in as much detail as possible. The research ws conducted
by Hungarian UX agency Ergománia in 2017. We were interested in finding out about
shoppers’ product selection and shopping behavior in an offline shop’s online environment. Also, we were focusing on comparing this behavior with the planned online
selection and shopping process. To this end, a UX colleague and I spent a few mornings
working alongside household appliance store employees, listening in on client inquiries.
Sometimes we asked shoppers questions to pinpoint their product selection and shopping
issues, including their priorities for finding the right oven or washing machine. What
were their basic considerations for making a choice? Another of our priorities was specifying the exact parameters they used to select a product. Would shoppers arrive at the
store looking for a specific appliance, possibly as far as its product code? Do they have a
special function or feature in mind, like a freestanding or built-in set? How relevant are
size dimensions? Our experience in this department proved fundamental in formulating
the menu tree design.
To balance what we had seen and heard, we also kept up a conversation with the
store employees in between sessions. We encouraged them to tell us their experience
of typical shoppers and distinct shopping processes. We also asked employees to relate
their previous pleasant or annoying experiences. This proved highly entertaining, as well
as instructive for us.
Inbetween participant observations, and as follow-up, we asked employees as well
as shoppers to participate in individual card-sorting tests. During the card sorting,
researchers ask participants to arrange items destined for webpage display in a system
they find intelligible. They can name and re-name their groups. Via this card-arrangement
method, we can map users’ concepts for webpage content and its respective arrangements, as well as how users would categorize information featured on the webpage, and
their terms for groups of content. In this case, our questions pertained to how they would
find it logical and navigable to arrange store goods on an online interface. They used
little cards to provide us with answers. We included this input in the development of the
webpage menu tree.
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Our participant observation experience definitely benefited our redesigning of the
webpage search bar, product filter and menu tree, down to the actual wording of interface
sections. We thereby applied experience from offline behavior observations to planning
an online interface.
2.4 Applying Projective and Enabling Methods to Collecting Interface-Relevant
Feedback
About Projective Methods
Focus groups and projective methods used in group interviews provide invaluable assistance to gain insight to what lies under the surface of rationalized replies. These techniques are typically used in market research, and may enable a deeper exploration of
subject attitudes toward situations, products and activities [11]. They are also helpful in
accessing interviewees’ inner perspectives, and give us a means of looking beneath the
surface of rationalization i na way perfectly acceptable to the respondents.
Projective technique has five important methods: Associative, Complementary,
Constructional, Self-expressive and Sorting-arrangement. Complementary procedures
including sentence completion, and the picture sorting technique were applied in my
research presented below. For the picture sorting exercise, it is crucial for participants
to provide the explanation for their choices, rather than the researcher.
Case Study: Projective Tests for Deeper Examinations of Interface-Relevant Attitudes
In spring 2007, I applied an eye tracking study and a follow-up online focus group study
to examine the webpage magyarorszag.hu, which was Hungary’s central administrative
portal at the time.
Both in terms of its composure and the issues explored, the online focus group activity
was based on traditional, in-real-life focus group methodology. Research participants
meet in a chatroom-like online virtual environment at a given time, and have individual
nicknames for participation. The procedure and aims of the online focus group research
are much like a traditional focus group’s, the only difference being that the conversation
takes place in a virtual, home-accessible chat room rather than a designated offline space.
Online focus group participants are introduced to a variety of stimuli, and may even apply
the projective methods familiar to traditional focus group studies [11]. Such projective
methods include semantic differential, collage making, picture sorting and completing
unfinished sentences (Fig. 3).
These were the studies I conducted in 2007 for the webpage as it was at the time; and
this same study was repeated for the since revamped magyarorszag.hu webpage. National
Infocommunications Service Company Ltd. informed me that the new webpage was
developed using agile methodology, and several rounds of progressive internal testing.
User testing was not applied to the new webpage, nor was it for the 2007 version.
Due to the circumstances of COVID-19 lockdown, there was no way to conduct an
eye-tracking study for May 2020. Instead, participants were asked to solve projective
tasks from the online focus group study. There were 11 participants in total, and the
questions were relayed via Google Forms. Two participants were high school graduates,
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Fig. 3. magyarorszag.hu (May 2007)

the rest held college degrees. Ages ranged from 30 to 66. 62% were women (8/5), 38%
men (8/3), residents of Budapest (9/4), other towns (9/3) and villages (9/2).
In both instances, online focus group projective testing took place in the same
manner. Lead-up questions focused first on their personal, then online experiences of
administration management.
In this study, responses relevant to personal administration were 50% positive and
50% negative, such as connection, smile, complicated or time-consuming. Online administration was categorized as positive for the most part, with terms like “simple” or
“no cue”, but one participant stressed “simple, as far as the site is navigable”. Participant memories relevant to the magyarorszag.hu website however were grouped around
terms like “total waste”, “annoyance”, “searching”, “illogical”, “complicated”, “tangled”. Afterward, I showed participants the webpage starting screen for that day (see
Fig. 4), and asked for their feedback. Most participants reported the webpage is simple,
clear, and transparent, and only few thought it was complicated. In comparison, every
single participant rated the webpage negatively during its 2007 testing, as “illogical”,
“gray”, “dim”, ‘bleak”, “cluttered”, “austere”.
My next step was to ask for feedback via a differential scale. The two end parameters
were, with little exception, identical to those applied in the 2007 study. For the sake of
brevity I will only highlight the most prominent and differing resposes, based on the
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Fig. 4. magyarorszag.hu (May 2020)

response diagrams. Semantic differential scale responses for the 2007 webpage study
favored overall the idea of “complicated” as opposed to “simple”, “monotonous” rather
than “colorful”, and “boring” rather than “interesting”. Prominent values for the 2020
study included characterizing the webpage as “slow” rather than “fast”, more “in-depth”
than “superficial”, “reliable” rather than “unreliable”, more “thorough” than “superficial”, more “boring” than “interesting”, more “official” than “casual”, and the like/dislike
categorization was in favor of the dislikes.
One of the most interesting parts of the study was picture sorting, which focused
on opinions and attitudes which are more difficult to express and less readily translated
to stereotypes. Software applied for the 2007 study [12] enabled the selected pictures’
assembly into collages. For this present study, the software was no longer available for
use, so we used a Google survey to pick images, and there was no option for collagemaking, regrettably. Participants were asked to select their pictures from sets including
various animals, landscapes, different price-range automobiles, reps of various ages
and characteristics, various landscapes, differently styled HQ’s (trendy office blocks to
classicist halls), office interiors, cues (from single-person to snaking lines), picking the
ones that they thought best reflected on the magyarorszag.hu main page. I also asked
them to write down why they thought their choice appropriate.
The most frequently picked animals were the vizsla dog (10/4) and snail (10/3),
and justifications included “vizsla are swift, curious and Hungarian”, and for snails:
“not pretty or quick, but ours al lthe same”. For the “Administrative support at magyarorszag.hu webpage is…” section, there were images of different cues and administration service situations. Most participants picked personal support sessions (10/3),
and the employee sitting next to a pile of paperwork (10/4). Most participants’ automobile of choice was the used Honda Jazz (10/4), citing reasons like “Because Hungarian
administration is so bureaucratic, I picked an older but reliable car”, some even ventured
as far as “Give me a round-headlight Zhiguli anyday!” The runner-up was a modern,
mustard-colored Audi (10/3), with justifications like “it is up to the challenges of today”,
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and “reliable quality”. The other car choices were disparate. The most popular landscape
(10/4) was the green hill familiar as a default Windows background. Interestingly, only
one respondent took time to justify their choice, namely “this is as functional as a blank
Windows screen”. The winning building photo was a modern, all-glass block because
“it is a well-thought-out piece of engineering”, “stability”, “block”.
Another interesting part of the study was finishing the incomplete sentences. For
brevity’s sake, I will only give a few examples from three questions and the respective responses’ summary evaluation. Regarding page navigability, the 2007 study had
the incomplete sentence “Navigating the magyarorszag.hu webpage is…”, which most
respondents completed to the effect that page navigation is difficult and confusing. They
specified two main reasons for this, one, that there was too much information crammed
into one space, and two, that menu points and information was not found where one
would expect to look. The visual experience was reported as “drab”, “dreary”, “too
much gray”, “needs improvement”.
The sentence “Support personnel at magyarorszag.hu are…” elicited responses
including: “unimaginative”, “bureaucrats”, “helpful and quick to react”, “as confused by
the webpage as I am”, “not circumspect”, “on a coffee break”, “bored and unhurried”,
“dressed in gray and beige, with a seasonal red ribbon for Christmas”.
In contrast, the interface tested in 2020 was more positively rated by participants.
Reporting on their navigation experience, most participants reported “easy” and “simple”, and only a small minority (11/3) said it was “very complicated” or “impossible”.
The website visuals were also less negatively received than in 2007, although one-third
of respondents (9/3) were again quick to point out its drabness, while replies included
terms like “official”, “boring”, “a bit tedious”, “navigable, but complicated”. As for the
support staff, they were rated mostly positive or neutrally: “proper”, “likeable”, “competent”. Yet here again we found responses probably rooted in stereotypes regarding
public services, like “lost in the maze of bureaucracy”, or “waiting to get off work at 5”.
Apparently, these projective tests, while taking longer to evaluate due to their complexity, yield more subtle insight to user opinion exploration, revealing stereotypes and
attitudes, as well as supporting the articulation of less straightforward opinions.

3 Summary
This paper was an attempt to present examples on how well-known methods used in less
familiar settings can enable us to gain insights to user feedback regarding websites and
online interfaces. These methods may prove highly useful in the field of UX research,
giving access to user opinions, attitudes and stereotypes that lie beyond the issues of
mere interface utility. These methods also help to learn how users think about issues,
and user observation allows us to experience this as a reality [14]. Because the subject
of observation is actually performing what we want to examine, we are in a position
to ask direct questions about the reasons and motives behind their actions and choices.
Projective testing is a familiar staple from market research, and can give very detailed
and insightful feedback on users’ non-reflected opinions.
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Abstract. The form of a stool is based on its function which is hard to satisfy
all user due to the differences of physical statures. Therefore, CAD can assist the
final production and manufacturing process. By doing so, Designers can quickly
explore the large number of possibilities under specific styling definitions and
evaluate alternatives through the generative design system. Thus, Design results
are achieved by continuously repeating the operating system, further analysis,
and evaluation system and then modify the system. Therefore, the purpose of
this study is to design some types of stools by conforming parameters from users’
buttocks and adjusting the form according to the body weight which allows users to
seat comfortably. This study constructed the structure, shape, and surface of stool
design in a parametric modelling manner conducted with Grasshopper, which is
a plug-in of Rhinoceroses, to deform a stool that meet the requirement for users.
By using generative design to break through the traditional design thinking, the
physical stature and weight of users are simulated and adjusted by appropriate
parameters in the generative system to change forms of a stool which can generate
a variety of stools in short time and provide different users suitable stools.
Keywords: Generative design · Parametric design · Stool design · Grasshopper ·
Arduino

1 Introduction
Designers often use the computer to build design models for visualizing ideas from
their minds. However, it is difficult and complicated to construct the model with a large
number of parameters, especially in complex models, for example, to adjust a part of the
model needs to go back to lower layers which might affect or damage the entire model.
In order to solve this problem, the designers start to utilize parametric design software
which allows the designer to adjust the model by setting the corresponding variables or
parameters. Thus, the advantage is that designers are allowed to changes parameters,
and relative ones will make corresponding changes.
The derived and continuative changes are controlled by software, which formulated
by designers based on relevant regulations. The logic of regulations are not only important descriptions of relevance and parametric forms, but also design proposals instead
of fixed forms themselves. By doing so, this kind of generative designs can help designers to create a powerful interactive tool that allows designers to explore and optimize
possibilities of the design ideas, and also to reduce the amount of time. It is necessary
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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to switch from operational product presentation to the coding design based on the logic
program, engaged in this process of parameterization and calculation.
The calculating-based design thinking is the transformation from the original high
realistic product models to parameterized ones. The advantage of calculating-based
design thinking is to produce 3D models by structural, relevant, flexible, and intelligent
structures. Moreover, some constructions through parametric and calculation formula
can truly reflect the life of the model itself, not only changing the parameters of the
model, but also the force field of the structure, material, temperature and humidity, the
variation of light, and even the state of the content. These factors can accurately represent
the logic of the internal structure, and the parametric models can easily convert into a
form built by digital tools.
Therefore, the parametric form, a powerful digital process, is influenced by the
purpose of the design, like the logic of appearance analysis and the digital manufacturing,
can be used to define the characteristics of digital architecture. Contemporary architect
Patrik Schumacher, partner of ZAHA, defined “Parametricism” as the new movement of
architectural after “Modernism” [1]. Patrick addresses that we must pursue parametric
design, and it will penetrate into any corner of the construction field. Systematic variables
related to all architectural designs, including structural details from the city to all stages,
which means all the scales are completely flowing (dynamic). He also pointed out the
fundamentals of parametric design including the vision repetition, a large number of
customizations and continuous changes.
Following the calculating-based design thinking, the problem of this research is how
to assist designers to generate design concepts through the user’s body dynamic and
digital information. In order to solve the problem of this research, the main objective is to
utilize the sensors built by Arduino, combined with the parametric software Grasshopper,
which is a plug-in in Rhinoceros, conducted with the parameters of dynamic information
to construct the stool deformation by structure, form, size of the stool, etc., and, finally,
conformed the shape of hip from different users. By using generative design to break
through the traditional design thinking, the generative system could not only change
the form of the stool through dynamic sensing parameters, but also quickly generate
multiple stools to provide suitable solutions for different uses.
Therefore, the first step of this study is to analyze forms and structures of some kinds
of stools and to construct a stool generative modeling system by Grasshopper. The second
step, then, is to integrate the pressure sensors in Arduino to obtain the pressure values
of users, instantly. After obtaining the information from users, finally, the generative
system could build stools based on dynamic values from different body types, and then
the dynamic informs also could be applied to different models of stools or chairs.

2 Related Works
The parametric-oriented CAD (Computer-Aided Design) software, such as Pro-E and
any Generative Component, has functions for parameter adjustment, construction history, and open-coded script to achieve divergent design or optimization effect in a more
intuitive and non-linear way. For example, Grasshopper (https://www.grasshopper3d.
com) with the logic components and object-oriented interface, which is fully integrating with the modeling instructions, had been developed as a well-known plug-in of
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Rhinoceros. Grasshopper is programmed in series to make the parameter data flow, processing easier to grasp, and the history of model construction. Another application of
Grasshopper, named Firefly (https://www.grasshopper3d.com/group/fireflyplugin), connected the entities of Arduino and robotics, which modeling purposes beyond the original
derivative, but also successfully lead the trend for other object-oriented programming
languages to emulate, such as Nudebox (https://machinebox.io/docs/nudebox) and so
on.
Moreover, Grasshopper has rapidly developed and popularized in the field of digital
architecture, and has widely used in recent years. Especially for free-form surfaces and
digital construction has achieved by this parametric modeling tool. The advantage of
being able to perform monotonous and large computations in a computer is helpful
for processing in a large amount with small components in digital buildings. Also,
its advantage of fast calculations to present the change in time allows designers to
repeatedly seek for the best form and structural performance with dynamic non-linear
design techniques. Therefore, a generative system can build a model based on some
crucial parameters of functional requirements, such as size, input, cost, etc. Through
generative system, the outputs are consistent with the designers’ needs, such as CAD
model files, design procedures, rules, feature limits, formulas, etc. For example, the Cell
Cycle System (Fig. 1) could generative customized form based on users’ inputs, such as
size, shape and density of holes, materials…etc., and finally, the cost of design will be
calculated.

Fig. 1. The cell cycle system.

In the application of design computation, Oxman formally established the fundamental definition of generative design in terms of theory and practice [2]. By manipulating
some parameters in the pre-compiled generative system, designers could obtain preliminary models from the generative system. Designers, furthermore, could limit parameters
and determine the interaction judgments between the drawing instructions and the data
transfer function in order to derive new modified results, which is closer to designers
purposes. The dynamic design-concept generation is very different from the traditional
design thinking and modeling. Based on a large number of information which is as design
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reference or design space, design ideas from generative system have better optimization
or insight compared with the traditional design thinking, in which designers have limited
and fixed brain recourses.
Another well-known system, SketchChair, allows the user to sketch the chair with his
own body, shown as Fig. 2. Using the programmatic algorithm can automatically generate
a 3D chair structure from a 2D sketch. At the same time, the user can improve the chair
form by changing the sketches and exercises multiple times in this operation interface.
This interface is more suitable for inexperienced users. Meanwhile, the software can
draw a laser cutting pattern directly, which can be assembled into a chair directly after
cutting [3].

Fig. 2. SketchChair.

Please note that the first paragraph of a section or subsection is not indented. The
first paragraphs that follows a table, figure, equation etc. does not have an indent, either.
In addition, Krish proposed a generative system based on parametric computer-aided
design, Generative Design Method (GDM) [4]. The parameters in the system contain
a certain range, and the range is the space for the program search from the maximum
to the minimum value. The search range of each parameter can form the entire design
space while limiting the range that the computer can search. The generative design
system will randomly generate new design output based on the parameters, and the
parameters are like the genes of design. Through the Genoform plug-in, the designer
can quickly synthesize a large number of parameters and allows the system to generate
dozens or even hundreds of design idea which can save lots of time. However, Krish also
added the concept of filtering to Genoform. Performance Filters is based on the design
requirements and condition to filter the conception which meet the design requirements.
Another similarity filter, Proximity Filter, removes the high similarity idea to ensure
a different vision. These data will be stored for further modification [4]. This filtering
mechanism can be adjusted by the designer to improve the efficiency of dealing with a
large number of unsuitable forms, and also find the best solution in the large solution
space (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Generative Design Method (GDM)

3 Process of Constructing Generative System
There are three steps to achieve the objective of this study, which including construction
of generative models, interactive devices with Arduino, and applications for different
types of chairs.
3.1 The Construction of Generative Models
Based on the shape of stool surface, there are a variety of types of stools, such as square
stools, round stools, benches, T-stools, I-stools…etc., and the numbers and shapes of
stool legs are also very diverse with no limitations. The purpose of this study is to
investigate the form changed based on the users’ body shape. Thus, to represent the users’
inputs simply and clearly in generative system, the basic shape of a stool is a simple
rectangle of surface with arc-shape legs. Moreover, the deformation control directions of
the stool are setting to the left and right sides and upper and lower axial in order to observe
the deformation clearly through the front view of the stool. Different thickness with same
material in the same force, however, has different levels of deformations. To avoid the
factor of thickness, therefore, this study is regardless of the thickness parameters by
defining the same thickness.
According to the basic form analysis of the stool, descripted above, process of
constructing generative system of stools by Grasshopper in Rhinoceros is followed.
Definitions of the Deformation Control Points. The basic structure of a stool is
including two parts: stool surface line, and two legs perpendicular to the stool from
the front view. Thus, in Grasshopper, there are some parameters to control the width of
the stool surface and the length of the stool legs. Then, connection between the stool surface and legs is through the rounded curve tangent, and adjust the size of the fillet curve
by changing the fillet radius setting. The deformation control points can be changed
linkage with baseline and changed the curvature of the stool surface and legs to simulate
the changes caused by the different weight of the people, shown as Fig. 4.
After reformatting the control points, the system could extrude the contours of stool
into 3D models, and also modify the depth and size of stools in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. The deformation control points

Fig. 5. 3D models after deformation control points

Construction of Concave-Seat Surface. The curve can be adjusted through the deformation control points and constructed into a concave surface by adjusting the width,
depth, and degree of down-concave through parameters setting, shown as Fig. 6.
Construction of Fixed Thickness. Finally, fixed thickness, mentioned above, has been
conducted by the combined blending surfaces into a solid model, which applied the offset
curve function in Rhinoceros, shown as Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Construction of concave-seat surface

Fig. 7. Construction of fixed thickness

3.2 The Interactive Devices with Arduino
The interactive sensing device was built by placing several pressure sensors on the
specific parts of the stool surface and detected the dynamic pressure data instantly through
Arduino, shown as Fig. 8: left. Sitting on the interactive sensing device, the device can
detect the pressure data of each part, and generate the form of stool in Grasshopper
instantly based on the users’ body shape of subjects, shown as Fig. 8: right.
The dynamic data measured by the interactive sensing device used as input parameters for Grasshopper is used to construct a generative system for stools, shown as
Fig. 9.
3.3 Applications for Different Types of Chairs
Dynamic data information from users’ bodies, finally, could be applied into different
kinds of chair designs, shown as Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8. left: Interactive sensors with Arduino; right: dynamic input for forming stools

Fig. 9. Dynamic-form generative system in Grasshopper

Fig. 10. Applied the dynamic data information into three different types of chairs
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4 Conclusions
The objective of this study attempts to generate the dynamic design generative system by
using information of users’ body. Applying the sensors constructed by Arduino combined
with the parametric software, Grasshopper in Rhinoceros, is to generate deformed stools,
fitting hip of different users. In the generative design system for stools, forms of stools
are reformed through dynamic sensing parameters and further applied to different types
of chair. By doing so, this kind of generative design is also applied to break through the
traditional design thinking.
The computer-aided design and parametric design not only can reform the width,
height, and depth of the stool through adjusting the parameters, but also possible to
control the bending degree deformation of the stool in response to the weight and size
of the occupant. For a generation of strong customer demand era, it is a very convenient
tool for the designer whether it is furniture or product designs.
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Abstract. Culture influences human preferences and behaviour. Many HCI products are being designed and developed in cross cultural contexts. Culture’s influence needs to be accommodated in the HCI design process. There is a need to
understand how the current design processes for HCI products are accommodating for culture’s influence. Discussion with HCI designers is one possible method
to do this. This paper reports findings of interviews with 30 HCI designers from
India. The one on one semi structured qualitative interviews were conducted to
understand whether the current design processes under practice are sensitive to
culture’s influence on design and what are the detriments to accommodate cultural
influences in the design process. The key findings suggest that the inclusion of
cultural concerns in the design process are directly influenced by the project leadership’s awareness and the client’s awareness of the impact of culture in acceptance
of HCI products. In projects where the client had not specifically asked for cultural sensitivity of the HCI product, design processes did not include the cultural
concerns in the development of the product.
Keywords: Culture · Interaction designers · UX design process

1 Introduction
Design of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is the process of shaping up of digital
artefacts (products, spaces, services) in social, cultural and business contexts while paying particular attention to the user experience [1]. Localisation of HCI products as a
way to improve the user experience (UX) has been argued often [2]. One of the aspects
of localisation is the cultural suitability of HCI products. Culturally suitable products
would also need a culturally sensitive design process of HCI products. The need for cultural sensitivity of design processes has been argued in literature [3, 4] and also methods
which can make the design processes culturally sensitive have been discussed [5]. However, the processes of HCI product design in Industry have yet not been reported to use
these culturally sensitive design methods [6, 7].
India is one of the largest exporters of HCI products in the world [8, 9]. Often, HCI
products which are targeted at users from different cultures are developed in India. This
paper reports findings from one on one semi structured qualitative interviews with 30
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design professionals working in different organisations in India. The findings suggest
that in spite of the willingness of the design teams to conduct user centred design process
of designing for culturally sensitive products, industry constraints are often forcing the
design teams to deliver products otherwise.
1.1 Culture and HCI Design Process
Influence of culture on human preferences has been discussed in literature [10]. Also,
study of the effects of cultural differences on organizational behaviour has been reported
[11]. Some discussion on the influence of culture on design practice are also available in
the literature [12]. However, most of the reported literature has centred its discussions on
the difference between users’ behaviours and their preferences due to cultural differences.
There is very little literature reported where the practices of the design teams have been
studied. Design teams and the processes that they follow are key factors in ensuring that
HCI products are culturally suitable. The practices of the HCI design team thus become
central to the whole cultural focus of the HCI products.
While, HCI products are often developed by multi-disciplinary teams, HCI design
professionals are one of the key players. HCI designers are often responsible for bringing an intentional change in the way humans interact with computers by using both
opportunistic (artistic/creative) and systematic processes (scientific) which makes their
role more power laden [13]. The design teams have the potential to influence the entire
socio-technical system [7]. It is thus required that the HCI designers are informed and
invested in the socio technical concerns of the HCI products. Sensitivity to cultural needs
is one such expectation from the HCI design professionals.
It has been argued that contemporary design should be a solution oriented design for
which the defining characteristics are the ‘tools and methods’ it uses and not the artefacts
it produces. However, limited focus on cultural dimension at the ‘tools and methods’
level in the design process has limited the impact of design practice at artefactual level
[7].

2 Research Methodology
This paper reports findings from qualitative interviews. ‘Conversation analysis’ of the
qualitative data from the interviews has been the methodology of this paper. The purpose
of this paper is to report the HCI design processes being followed in industry and then
to dig deeper into why the prevalent processes do not have cultural sensitivities. The
qualitative research was conducted to identify the detriments to the cultural sensitivity
of the HCI design process.
‘Conversation Analysis’ has been used in sociology, linguistics, psychology, anthropology, ethnography etc. [14] to understand the deep semantic connotations of an existing
phenomena. Design researchers have also been using the ‘conversational analysis’ as
a method to dig deeper into the interpretations of perspectives and arguments around
the profession [15]. The benefits of this research methodology has been its ability to
bring forth the underlying causes of a reported effect rather than count of instance of
occurrence of an effect. Given the nature of human experiences and understanding, there
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are deeper beliefs and feelings beneath the reported phenomena. The open ended interviews, guided by deep probes into reported experiences, have the potential to identify
causal structures in reported experiences which otherwise is difficult to study. One on
one interviews over skype were conducted over a duration of 45–60 min (average) each
with practising designers of the Indian UX design industry. The contacts were sourced
through personal references as well as LinkedIn profiles. Designers were requested for
a suitable time for a skype conversation after introducing to them the intent and the
objective behind this interview. The interviews were recorded after seeking their consent. For most of the interviews, the time slot was after their office hours, where they
would take their laptops at home or cafe. The interviews were semi structured, with
the designers explaining the HCI design processes they have followed initially and then
responding to probes on their specific experiences in the UX design industry. The probes
were developed upon the conversations of the design practitioners.
The interviews started with an introduction of the interviewers and the purpose of
the interview. An informed consent was obtained on the call itself and was recorded
along with the rest of the interview. Permission for the recording was also obtained on
the call and was also recorded. The interviewer then asked about the personal details
and prior work experiences. The sequence of conversations initiated by the interviewer
was planned as: Can you please narrate the design process followed by you in the last
two design projects?
•
•
•
•

How was the design brief generated?
How was the design process selected?
How were the users of the design identified?
How were the user’s needs understood?

If the discussion on cultural consideration did not emerge in the conversation automatically, then a specific question “did you consider for the user’s culture in the design
process?”, “have you ever considered users’ cultural differences in any of the earlier
projects” was asked to the design professionals. The qualitative responses from interviews were recorded and then transcribed. Discussions on semantics of each uttered
response and its intent were discussed between the two authors. Then thematic areas
within the reasons for not following a culturally sensitive HCI design process were
identified. Responses of the designers were clustered under the thematic areas [16, 17].
Participants
All the 30 participants were from 30 different organisations. Each of the participants
had a good experience of handling different HCI design projects. There was a range of
years that they had spent as a design professional. While the youngest professional had
spent 3 years, the most senior participant had spent 17 years as a design professional.
All the professionals had worked in India for most of the duration of their professional
career. Out of the 30 professionals 12 had worked on HCI products which was aimed at
users of a different culture at some point of time in their career. The average age of the
design professionals interviewed was 33 years with Std. Dev. of 4.7 years. The average
professional experience of participants was 8 years with Std. Dev. of 4.2 years. Out of the
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30 participants 25 were males and 5 were females. An overview of participants profiles
is displayed in Table 1.
Table 1. Design Professional profiles who participated in the interviews
Sl. no

Gender

1

M

2
3

Exp (yrs)

Age (yrs)

Current designation

Type of organization

8

32

UX Lead

e-commerce

M

3

29

UX Designer

Insurance product

M

6

30

Sr. Designer

Design consultancy

4

M

2

26

Designer

Design consultancy

5

M

4

27

Product Designer

Travel Product

6

M

3

25

Designer

Insurance product

7

M

12

36

Director of Design

Cloud product

8

M

2

26

UX Designer

e-commerce

9

M

16

42

Design Head

e-commerce

10

F

4

29

UX Designer

News & Marketing

11

F

8

32

Design Lead

Software product

12

M

3

28

UX Designer

Software product

13

M

12

36

Head of Design

Service Product

14

M

12

35

Senior Designer

Software product

15

M

15

38

UX Head

Software product

16

M

6

32

Designer

Software product

17

F

9

36

Design Lead

Travel Product

18

M

12

36

Head of Design

Service Product

19

M

6

30

UX Designer

Software product

20

M

8

32

Designer

Software product

21

F

17

45

Senior Designer

Design consultancy

22

M

15

35

Design Lead

Service Product

23

M

12

35

Design Head

Software product

24

F

5

30

UX designer

Software product

25

M

6

30

UX designer

Banking Product

26

M

5

29

Designer

News & Marketing

27

M

4

28

Designer

Design consultancy

28

M

6

38

Senior Designer

e-commerce

29

M

10

34

Senior Designer

Software product

30

M

5

29

Designer

e-commerce
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3 Findings
The most striking finding from the interviews was that none of the 30 professional
designers had used any consideration for user’s culture in their design processes in the last
two projects that they reported. Further, only 5 of the 30 professionals had used culture’s
consideration in their design process at least once in their professional career. However,
almost all the design professionals interviewed expressed their interest to accommodate
the users’ culture given support by the organisation’s processes. Also, almost all of them
were aware that users’ culture has an influence on the design outcomes.
The detriments to inclusion of users’ culture in the design process were 1. Lack of
clients’ emphasis for inclusion of cultural concerns 2. Lack of awareness of the design
leadership in companies who drive the projects 3. Lack of project resources for inclusion
of culture in the design process 4. Extensive focus on delivering bare minimum products
and 5. Fast sprints of agile methodology. Details of each of the five identified detriments
to inclusion of users culture during the design process as reported by design professionals
has been organised under five themes in the following subsections.
3.1 Client Briefs
Almost all the professionals mentioned that clients gave the design brief for the project.
The design brief given by the client drove the project processes. As the client brief did
not mention for consideration of the users’ culture, therefore, the design team did not
accommodate the users’ culture in the design process. Table 2 shares some instances
of the interview where design professionals had mentioned how client brief became
detriment to inclusion of users’ culture in the HCI design process. The sl nos. in Table 2
reflects the sl nos. in Table 1 so a reader can check against the company type and the
professional’s profile. The verbal reports on the right column have been paraphrased to
make sense in this context of discussion, however it has been ensured that the meaning
remains the same as narrated by the professionals.
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Table 2. Instances of how client brief affects the design process
Serial no. Verbal report
Sl no. 16

The client has a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system which gathers
the customers feedback. The client shared with us the design insights based on
their CRM
The design brief is generated by the client on the basis of the CRM and they did not
trust the user research. The client does not expect deep insights to emerge from
user research

Sl no. 17

Service companies present the academically advised processes for user centred
design as they have to sell it to the clients, however the design team does not get to
practice the process as the clients are not particular about it. Almost all design
briefs by clients are data driven from their website analytics. There is very little
scope of revising the brief

Sl no. 20

In the service based industry, we have clients from different domains. Thus for
bidding, quick wireframes and visual design is done for bidding and the user
centred design process is skipped. In cases where the client asks to do user
research, a different team gets involved in the user research, design team is not
involved in the research. At most, the design team does testing informally with
internal colleagues. We do not work for consideration of user culture because we
work on the user expectations as shared by the clients

Sl no. 21

When we worked for an Australian client who was creating a product for Indian
users, I got exposed to their focus on user centred design. However, when we
worked in Indian teams, we were given very little time to deliver and hence the
focus shifts to delivery rather than the details of the process. We once did remote
testing when the client asked

Sl no. 23

Service based companies don’t own the product. So they are not so much invested
in its success. And the clients are result oriented. They would not provide enough
bandwidth to do user research, so a lot of user-research steps are skipped during the
design process. Convincing the clients about the actual problem at hand also takes
up a lot of time and effort. Development companies are engineering or cost driven
and here design is not taken seriously

Sl no. 24

In my experience the clients give the design brief which consists of what the user
requirements are. We have internal meetings to detail out the design brief. As a
design team we are supposed to deliver as per the brief and not add any other
considerations. Once with a South African client, the brief was not clear then the
designer had to hold a stakeholder meeting to clarify the design brief. Another
example where a US client did not document the design brief, so we had to spend
longer to understand the needs. But almost always in my experience, it is the client
who gives the design brief

3.2 Leadership Led Design Process
The next most recurrent reason iterated by the professionals for not having any cultural
considerations in the design process was that the design team lead had a strong influence
on the selected design process and often the leader of the design team did not have an
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Table 3. Instances of how leadership has affected the design process

Serial no. Verbal report
Sl no. 2

Our CEO does not believe in user centred design as in his eyes the credibility of the
design team to do user research is low. Even usability testing in our company is
done superficially. The design team wants to do more user centric practices
including rigorous UTs but due to lack of leadership support we are not able to do
it. Our design team’s whole focus is to convince the CEO and the marketing team.
If they approve a design then our job is done

Sl no. 3

We have a strong team hierarchy in the company. Our seniors in the company share
their understanding of the users. Whatever our seniors in the company tell us, our
design team aims to achieve it. There is no further consideration of users in the
design process. In my experience users’ culture has never been considered formally

Sl no. 5

Ours is a product company. We first develop a product and then sell it. The design
brief is generated by the top management of the company. Often the sales team is
involved in generating the design brief. The design team has to deliver the brief
given. There is no involvement of users in the process. There is no research to
validate the problem statement. Culture of the company reflects in the design more
than the culture of the user

Sl no. 11 Our design brief comes from product managers who jots down the use cases based
on their understanding of the market. In India, more development work comes
rather than strategic design work, hence design team assists the development teams
rather than lead them
Sl no. 13 Data science team gives inputs to the design head. People in my company do not
realise the importance of design. In my company, design is understood as ‘making
things beautiful’ therefore the design process is aimed at making the products
‘pixel perfect’ rather than to understand the user needs. Also, there is a time crunch
in projects. Thus when we ask questions about the users, the marketing team sees
us as slowing down the process
Sl no. 14 The design team in our company has a mentality to ‘serve’. So they serve the
clients but don’t question them. And this also results in not making an effort into
innovating anything. We get requirements from the senior business analysts who
have a huge pressure of time. They force us to skip steps from the design process
Sl no. 16 Boss says don’t go so deep. I love to do user research, competitor analysis and
market trend analysis, but my boss suggests not doing that because of time
pressure. The vision is to please the client and not the users. Hence understanding
client has far more importance than understanding the user
Sl no. 18 Design team members are often seen as young by the leadership of the organization
and therefore not expected to understand the complexities of the business of the
product. The design team is not expected to do the user research to develop the user
understanding, user needs are given to them by the leadership
Sl no. 26 Managers in my company think that they are the users. They share the user
considerations as per their knowledge. We only focus on competitor analysis and no
other user research
(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)
Serial no. Verbal report
Sl no. 30 Time constraints are high, hence we are asked to make things look ‘nice’ as there is
no time for detailed user investigations. ‘User data’ is all that the product manager
has and gives the design brief based on the data that he has. Design team is not
expected to study the ‘user data’ that the product manager has

orientation in nuances of cultural influence on HCI products. Most of the design professionals reported that their design teams haven’t followed user centred design process.
Many of them did not get a chance to collect user data or to analyse any aspect of users’
needs, be it cognitive, affective or cultural. The sheer lack of focus on user centric design
process further made it impossible for design professionals to consider for users’ culture
in the design process. The entire design process was focussed on delivering the business
goals because the head of the design team had that as the priority. Some of the instances
of how design leadership affected the design process has been tabulated in Table 3.
3.3 Lack of Project Resources
All of the 30 professional designers who were interviewed, also reported that one of the
major reasons for not considering the user’s culture in the design process was that the
resources required to do so were not available. These resources were design professionals
with cultural understanding; time required to do the design iterations and funds available
to facilitate the design teams. The user centric design process was found to be more
resource expensive and hence the project focus was on implementing the design brief
given by the client and stakeholders. Table 4 presents some of the instances of how lack
of resources affected the design process.
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Table 4. Instances of how lack of resources affect the design process

Serial no.

Verbal report

Sl no. 1

User centred design is a very time consuming process. As our projects have
highly constrained on budget and time hence people in my company are not
interested in user centred design

Sl no. 3

We have a very limited budget for projects, hence we can afford only one UT
which is taken up only after the design team is confident of the design. We do not
do any other user data collection for our projects apart from UT

Sl no. 7

In the design process, depth is missing because of time crunch. Most start-ups
cannot afford usability testing. And even with bigger companies, it is not carried
out seriously unless it’s a broad feature of the product

Sl no. 8

Designer’s appraisals depend on conversion rates. The final design is sought as
soon as the research report is completed, so we actually don’t use findings of the
research properly in the design. Because there is a lack of bandwidth and
resources things like culture cannot be discussed

Sl no. 14

Time crunch ensures that we cannot focus on the design process and thus the
quality of the outcomes suffer. We don’t get to hear words like user culture or
empathy while designing because of this, even though implicitly sometimes it
does get covered when we map out journey maps

Sl no. 16

There is a limited time for research, so it is limited to only competitor analysis,
user requirements are received from the clients and designs are made according
to those requirements

Sl no. 20

The main design process is given a skip, quickly wireframes and VD are done for
RFP(Request for Proposal). Interviews are not easy to get because of logistics
constraints especially in service industry

Sl no. 21

For most of the projects, I have to buy time for doing research from the limited
available for the entire project. Time constraints drive the process. People don’t
really value user experience or the time taken for design. We have to convince the
leadership or the development team about time needed to do even basic research

Sl no. 22

User research is done for namesake initially because of time constraints. We take
feedback from the end-users but they are mostly on the user interface design and
not on the user experience. The process is agile, so we plan subsequent research
studies after the product is launched

Sl no. 27

Ours is a design consultancy and that can never compete with product companies
because of lack of time. We do remote research sometimes, but mostly we try to
get insights through role play, though we would love to do in-depth research

Sl no. 29

Usually there is not much time to do detailed research, so we work with a basic
sequence of steps. To make up for this, we work with domain experts and they
become our reference points. We also rely a lot on heuristics and best practices

3.4 Extensive Focus on Delivering a Bare Minimum Working Product
One constant complaint that was the focus of the entire design team and the design process
followed was that the product at hand had to work. That the product had to reach the
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users and lead to conversions and profit. In order to deliver the product with the desired
functionality as required by the top management, the design teams were conducting
competitor analysis [18, 19] to identify the features that worked. The understanding was
that if something was working in the market, it must be good and therefore there was no
need to ‘reinvent the wheel’.
Table 5 lists instances where participants reported how extensive focus on delivering
the bare minimum product affected the design process.
Table 5. Instances of how focus on a minimum working product affects the design process
Serial no. Verbal report
Sl no. 5

We make our own product and hence do not have too many stakeholders. We draft
the design process on our own and it is orientated towards making a minimum
viable product. So after conceptualization, we do a technical feasibility meeting
and then directly go to the prototype stage. Not much user research is done

Sl no. 6

For us, the technical marketing team gives us the use cases and tasks are completed
in order of priorities set by the company. We do competitor benchmarking and
make a basic product based on that. So as designers, we don’t do hands on research
on the users ourselves. The conversation around user culture doesn’t come up

Sl no. 7

For the product, the design team makes brief but it is mostly a version of the brief
that has come up from the marketing team. In India, focus is on making basic
digital products accessible to a large number of people rather than working on the
experiential aspects

Sl no. 12 We start with fixed primary goals for the product and the minimum features
required for it to be working. We then decide on indices to be focused on to define
its success. Design is sometimes regarded as an afterthought
Sl No. 13 The start-up environment mostly works for the usefulness of the product, and not
the experience. Customer is different from the user and the product is designed for
customer satisfaction and not user satisfaction
Sl no. 17 We have phased rollouts of the product and the entire process is highly data driven.
We are a risk averse company and data and analytics matter more than studying the
users
Sl no. 20 Quick wireframes and visual designs are done for requests for proposal (RFP). The
design process is given a skip. During this time only a user story is chalked out by
the client or the business analyst. We design according to that user story. There is an
overview of the project and then heuristic analysis is done to test the design
Sl no. 22 In the start-up environment, product development is required at a very fast pace. We
however do not have enough resources for that. User research is a time consuming
process. So we create a minimum working product and test it within the company
team to get a basic start on the product
Sl no. 26 We get the requirements from the reporting manager who does his basic research
and then clearly defines the features that are to be used for the new product. We get
a list of ‘must have’ and ‘nice to have’ features and work on them to create the
wireframes. We don’t do user research ourselves
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3.5 Fast Sprints of Agile Development Process
The development culture of the companies have shifted to fast sprints as reported by 5
of the 30 professionals. The fast sprints of the agile method give very little time to the
design professionals to have a fresh strategic look at the user needs. This was observed
as another reason why the cultural considerations of the users were not being addressed
in the design process.
Table 6 lists instances where participants reported how shifting to fast sprints of agile
development process limited designers’ involvement with in-depth user research.
Table 6. Instances of how fast sprints of agile development has affected the design process
Serial no.

Verbal report

Sl no. 4

Since we cater to start-ups, who do not have established products, We follow an
agile process strictly. We depend on client’s research for user context and
requirements and focus on creating a mind map document based on our
understanding of the client’s brief followed by the information architecture of the
product. This does not involve any user research from our end

Sl no. 14

While working for the government, agile processes result in random steps and
sometimes more wastage of time. After conceptualization, mock-ups were created
and were shown for approval by the ministry. However the process was wrong, as
approval should be sought after usability testing

Sl no. 22

Our design process is agile, so we plan subsequent research studies after the
product is launched. In the first phase we focus on creating the product and
launching it. Not much time goes into developing an experience

Sl no. 23

The design process followed here is agile. So the design process does not follow a
linear route. Everything is done parallelly. It’s iterative and though iterations
should ideally happen earlier, it happens late in most of the cases and even during
product testing, changes are required which could have been done earlier

Sl no. 29

We use heuristics and best practices approach to reduce the time taken for
designing. In agile, we follow a 2 week sprint model. We create the design in one
week and then it is available for coding. Agile is focussed on the technical
development goal and not on the product experience

To summarise, the above thematic reports suggest that the client and the leadership in
the design organisation are the most important influencing factors that lead to selection
of tools and process that make the design culturally sensitive to users’ needs. A lack of
awareness of the impact of user centred design process and culturally suitable products
amongst the clients and the leadership results in fast sprints of design process which
focus on a minimum working product rather than the experiential aspects. This leads to
a lack of understanding of users’ context and users’ culture in designers while designing
products for them. Figure 1 visually represents the flow of influences on culturally
sensitive processes in an organisation.
In the one on one interviews, designers also reported that they were aware of the
impact of user research and in fact enjoyed that during the design process. But the industry
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Fig. 1. Flow of influences which contribute to less focus on user culture in HCI design process

constraints of time and resources limited them while doing user centric research. They
also reported that literature on culturally sensitive design methods like guidelines, skills
and tools would be of help in following a user centred design process.

4 Discussion and Conclusion
In the light of the reporting of the professional designers who were interviewed in this
research, it can be concluded that it is not the lack of interest of the HCI professionals to
include user’s cultural considerations but rather the organisational processes employed
in designing HCI products that are detriments to the cultural sensitivity of the HCI design
processes. The design processes are either driven by the client or the leadership of the
organization. There is a need to influence the design ecosystem of the HCI products to
include the cultural considerations of the users. For this, an awareness in both the client
as well as the leadership is required for an understanding about the impact of including
culture’s consideration in user centred design.
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Figure 2 summarizes the findings of this research in a schematic diagram. The right
side of the figure represents the organizational factors that influence the designer of
an HCI product. The culture of an organization determines if the leadership of the
design team is aware and understands the return of investment for cultural considerations
while designing an HCI product. If they are aware, they would facilitate the designer in
following a user centred design process. The left side of the schematic represents the
project specific factors that influence the designer. If the client is aware of and understands
the return of investment of cultural considerations in the design of a product, resources
like time, budget would be facilitated to the designer to follow a user centred design
process. And if guidelines, skills and tools that help in following culturally sensitive
design processes are made available to the designers, then it would help to include
culture’s consideration in user centred design.

Fig. 2. Factors that facilitate the consideration of users’ culture in an HCI design process in India
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Human Factors Evaluation Principals for Civil
Aircraft Flight Deck Controls Design
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Abstract. The Flight Deck Controls are the components of a flight deck interface that allow pilots to provide information to an aircraft system. Example control
functions are to operate, configure, and manage systems. This document addresses
controls on civil aircraft flight decks from primarily a human factors perspective. This paper introduced a practical evaluation principles, which including
general evaluation principles, arrangement and accessibility evaluation principles
and operational and usability evaluation principles, for Civil Aircraft Flight Deck
Controls Design and Integration.
Keywords: Flight deck · Human factors · Control

1 Introduction
Controls are the primary means of interfacing with the system. The term “controls” is
used here to refer to the hardware and software related to an input device, the label, and
other components that address its intended function [1]. Conventional aircraft control
devices consist of buttons, knobs, keyboards, and switches, but cursor control devices,
such as a mouse, touchpad, trackball, or joystick are becoming more frequent. Each
control device has unique characteristics that may affect the design of the functions
being controlled. Consideration must be given to the appropriateness of a control to a
particular application and/or system and its usability.

2 General Evaluation Principles
Flight deck controls must be installed to allow accomplishment of all the tasks required
to safely perform the equipment’s intended function, and information must be provided
to the flightcrew that is necessary to accomplish the defined tasks [2].
Flight deck controls and information intended for the flightcrew’s use must:
• Be provided in a clear and unambiguous manner, at a resolution and precision
appropriate to the task.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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• Be accessible and usable by the flightcrew in a manner consistent with the urgency,
frequency, and duration of their tasks, and
• Enable flightcrew awareness, if awareness is required for safe operation, of the effects
on the airplane or systems resulting from flightcrew actions.
For each of these requirements, the proposed means of compliance should include
consideration of the following control characteristics for each control individually and
in relation to other controls [3]:
• Physical location of the control.
• Physical characteristics of the control (e.g., shape, dimensions, surface texture, range
of motion, colour).
• Equipment or system(s) that the control directly affects.
• How the control is labelled.
• Available control settings.
• Effect of each possible actuation or setting, as a function of initial control setting or
other conditions.
• Whether there are other controls that can produce the same effect (or affect the same
target parameter) and conditions under which this will happen.
• Location and nature of control actuation feedback.
Controls shall be designed so as to minimize the risk of erroneous or inadvertent
operation. The following criteria should be met:
• Identification shall be facilitated by logical arrangement and coding of controls.
(Differing shapes, sizes, colours, etc.)
• Control position shall be readily discernible in all lighting conditions.
• Differing types of control shall be limited to the minimum, sense of actuation standardized and related effect made as uniform as possible. Keyboards and rotary controls
are preferred to thumb wheels and slew controls.
• Where appropriate, detents shall be provided f o r each unit or increment of the
control1ed parameter (e.g., degrees, KHz).
• Safety devices (gate, balk, and override) shall be designed to prevent incorrect or
premature selection.
• Where damage to the aircraft can result from exceeding a placarded limitation, initial
movement of a control (e.g., flap, landing gear) should excite the appropriate aural or
visual alert.
Controls should be designed to maximize usability, minimize flight crew workload,
and reduce pilot errors. The recommendations for manual control functions is shown in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Recommended manual controls

Control function

Control type for small
actuation forces

Control type for large
actuation forces

2 discrete positions

Keylock
Legend switch
Push button
Slide switch
Toggle switch

Detent lever
Foot push button
Hand push button

3 discrete positions

Push button
Rotary selector switch
Toggle switch

3 to 24 discrete positions

Detent lever
Rotary selector switch

4 to 24 discrete positions

Rotary selector switch

Continuous setting (linear and less
than 360°)

Continuous rotary knob
Joystick or lever

Crank
Handwheel
Joystick or lever
Two-axis grip handle

Continuous slewing and fine
adjustment

Continuous rotary knob
Crank
Joystick or lever

Crank
Handwheel
Two-axis grip handle
Valve

3 Arrangement and Accessibility Evaluation Principles
3.1 Environment and Use Conditions
Consider a variety of environments, use conditions, and other factors that can impact
flightcrew interaction with controls during aircraft operations that can be reasonably
expected in service, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appropriate representation of pilot population;
Bright and dark lighting conditions;
Use of gloves;
Turbulence and other vibrations;
Interruptions and delays in tasks;
Objects that may physically interfere with the motion of a control;
Incapacitation of one pilot (multi-crew aircraft);
Use of the non-dominant hand; and
Excessive ambient noise.

Since all possible environment and use conditions cannot be specifically addressed,
develop a representative set that includes nominal and worst cases. These cases should
cover the full environment in which the system is assumed to operate, given its intended
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function. This includes operating in normal, non-normal, and emergency conditions.
The following paragraphs describe the above list of environment and use conditions in
more detail.
Controls are designed with an assumption of a certain range of pilot attributes.
These assumptions may include physical attributes, such as body size and proportion,
and non-physical attributes, such as experience with a given type of controls.
Controls should be operable under foreseeable lighting conditions. Labels and other
information related to a control’s function and method of operation should be readable
over a wide range of ambient illumination, including, but not limited to:
• Direct sunlight on the controls;
• Indirect sunlight through a front window illuminating white clothing (reflections);
• Sun above the forward horizon and above a cloud deck in a flightcrew member’s eyes;
and
• Night and/or dark environment.
3.2 Layout and Organization
Controls shall be located so that they are accessible to the crew member to whom they
are assigned.
Controls for managing the information content of flight and navigation displays shall
be located in a prime position for each pilot. It is desirable that both pilots be able to
operate the controls of both pilots’ displays.
The controls of individual equipment which are functionally and directly related
shall be grouped together. Controls for equipment not clearly related by function can be
separated.
Controls which are likely to be operated simultaneously by both pilots shall be
located and arranged so as to minimize the risk of physical interference.
Normal operation of controls shall not obscure the associated display from the pilot’s
view.
For compliance with § 25.777, the flightcrew must be able to see, identify, and reach
the means of controlling the HUD, including its configuration and display modes, from
the normal seated position. To comply with §§ 25.777 and 25.1301, the position and
movement of the HUD controls must not lead to inadvertent operation [6].
For compliance with § 25.777, the flightcrew must be able to see, identify, and reach
the means of controlling the HUD, including its configuration and display modes, from
the normal seated position. To comply with §§ 25.777 and 25.1301, the position and
movement of the HUD controls must not lead to inadvertent operation.
The dimensions and location of the input device should be usable by the 5th through
95th percentile of the end user population, when appropriately clothed and equipped [7].
Pilots might wear gloves during operations, such as in cold weather. Design assumptions regarding skin contact (e.g., tactile feedback, system capacitive sensing), finger
size (e.g., button spacing), and other finger characteristics alone might not adequately
cover situations in which pilots wear gloves. Therefore, include gloved pilot operations
in environment and use conditions. In cases where controls cannot be operated with
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gloves, clearly describe any limitations or methods for determining limitations, in the
aircraft flight manual or flight manual supplement, as appropriate.

4 Operation and Usability Evaluation Principles
4.1 Movement of Controls
Control devices typically transform their movement and/or force to achieve a control’s
function. Ensure that the interaction between a control and its related elements (e.g.,
aircraft systems, displays, indications, labels) are readily apparent, understandable, logical, and consistent with applicable cultural conventions and with similar controls in the
same flight deck. Table 2 provides examples of conventional relationships between the
movement of a control and its function.
Table 2. Examples of Conventional Relationships between Control Functions and Movements.
Function

Direction of movement

Increase

Up, Right, Forward, Clockwise, Push

Decrease

Down, Left, Rearward, Counter-Clockwise, Pull

On

Up, Right, Forward, Pull, Depress, Rotate Clockwise

Off

Down, Left, Rearward, Push, Release, Rotate Counter-Clockwise

Right

Right, Clockwise

Left

Left, Counter-Clockwise

Up

Up, Forward

Down

Down, Rearward

Retract

Rearward, Pull, Counter-clockwise, Up

Extend

Forward, Push, Clockwise, Down

4.2 Sensitivity and Gain of Controls
Since many controls transform their movement and force to achieve a function, the gain
or sensitivity is a key design parameter. In particular, it strongly affects the trade-off
between task speed and error. High gain values tend to favour pilot comfort and rapid
inputs, but can also contribute to errors (e.g., overshoot, inadvertent activation). Low gain
values tend to favor tasks that require precision, but can also be too slow for the task.
Gain and sensitivity of the control typically need to be traded off to support the intended
function. Give special consideration to variable-gain controls. Accurately replicate the
response lag and control gain characteristics that will be present in the actual airplane,
and show that gain and sensitivity of the control are acceptable for the intended function.
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4.3 Feedback of Controls
Design the controls to provide feedback to the pilot when operated. Feedback from
controls provides pilots with awareness of the effects of their inputs, including the
following effects, as applicable:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical state of the control device (e.g., position, force);
State of data construction (e.g., text string);
State of activation or data entry (e.g., “enter”);
State of system processing;
State of system acceptance (e.g., error detection); and
State of system response (e.g., cursor position, display zoom, autopilot disconnect).

Feedback can be visual, aural, and/or tactile. If feedback/awareness is required for
safe operation, it should be provided to inform the flightcrew of the following conditions:
• State of activation or data entry;
• State of system processing (for extended processing times); and
• State of system response, if different from the commanded state.
Provide clear, unambiguous, and positive feedback to indicate the successful or
unsuccessful actuation of a control action. Feedback within the control device (such as
the tactile snap of a switch) without any other system effect should not be the sole means
of detecting the actuation of a control.
The type, response time, duration, and appropriateness of feedback will depend upon
the pilots’ task and the specific information required for successful operation.
The final display response to control input should be fast enough to prevent undue
concentration being required when the flightcrew sets values or display parameters
(§25.771(a)). The specific acceptable response times depend on the intended function.
Once a control device is activated, if processing time is extended it might be appropriate to display progress to provide the pilot with a sense of time remaining for
completion.
If control device position is the primary means of indicating the status of a function
(e.g., switch in the Up position indicates that the function is On), the control position
should be obvious from any pilot seat.
When a control is used to move an actuator through its range of travel, the equipment
should provide operationally significant feedback of the actuator’s position within its
range.
Show that feedback is adequate in performance of the tasks associated with the
intended function of the equipment.
4.4 Identifiable and Predictable Controls
Pilots must be able to identify and select the current function of the control with speed
and accuracy appropriate to the task, per § 25.777(a). Make the function and method of
operation of a control readily apparent (i.e., predictable and obvious), so that little or no
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familiarization is needed. Show that the intended pilot population can rapidly, accurately
and consistently identify and execute all control functions, assuming qualified and trained
pilots.
The applicant should evaluate consequences of control activation to show that the
consequences are predictable and obvious to each flight crewmember. Such an assessment would include evaluation of the control of multiple displays with a single device
and evaluation of shared display areas that flightcrew members access with individual
controls. The use of a single control should also be evaluated.
Controls can be made distinguishable or predictable by differences in attributes
such as form, colour, location, and labeling. For example, buttons, which are pushed,
should be readily discernable from knobs, which are rotated. Control shapes that are
easily determined with tactile senses can improve ease of operation, particularly during
periods when pilot tasks require significant visual attention.
Colour coding as a sole distinguishing feature is usually not sufficient. This applies
to physical controls as well as to controls that are part of an interactive graphical user
interface.
The labeling design should avoid hidden functions such as clicking on empty space
on a display to make something happen.
4.5 Labeling of Controls
Control labels must be visible, legible, and understandable for the population of pilots
that will use the controls, per § 25.1555(a).
Unless the control function and method of operation are obvious or indicated through
other means (e.g., form, location), the control labeling scheme should clearly and
unambiguously convey:
• The current function performed by each control,
• The method for actuating the control when performing the current function.
Size control labels to be easily legible from the pilot’s normally seated position [8].
For controls using icons in lieu of text labeling, substantiate that pilots, with the
minimum expected training program, can adequately perform their duties at an acceptable level of workload, as required by normal, non-normal, and emergency situations. If
appropriate, consider incorporating icons in controls to complement rather than replace
text labels (e.g., continuous text display, temporary “mouseover” display).
If multiple controls exist for the same function, clearly label all such controls. Exceptions can include alternate controls that provide flexibility to accommodate a wide range
of pilots.
If multiple controls exist (multi-crew aircraft) for the same function, show that there
is sufficient information or other means available to make each crewmember aware of
which control is currently functioning.
Use only one abbreviation and/or one icon for labeling a function. This is to prevent
confusion when a label appears in multiple locations.
Ensure that the labels resist scratching, hazing, erasure, disfigurement, and other
legibility degradation that might result from normal use.
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4.6 Controls Lighting
For controls with visual markings that are intended for use in low-light conditions, the
markings must be lighted in some way that allows them to be easily read, for compliance
with § 25.1555(a) and § 25.1381(a).
Ensure that lighting of controls is consistent with flightcrew alerting such as warning,
caution, and advisory lights (§ 25.1322).
For low-light conditions, make lighted controls dimmable to brightness levels commensurate with other flight deck instrument lighting. This allows for the flightcrew’s
adaptation to the dark, so controls are legible, and outside vision is maintained.
Ensure that lighting of controls from an internal source is not dimmable to brightness
levels so low that the controls appear inactive.
Ensure that lighting of controls from an internal source does not produce light leaks,
bright spots, or reflections from the windshield that can interfere with pilot vision or
performance.
Automatic adjustment of lighted controls may be employed. Consider preference
differences in multi-crew operations.
Ensure that lighted controls intended for operation in a night vision imaging system (NVIS) lighting-modified cockpit meets AC 20-175, 2-9.a through 2-9.e, and are
compatible with night vision goggles (NVG).
4.7 Prevention Inadvertent Operation of Controls
Protect controls against inadvertent operation. This type of error can occur for various
reasons, such as when a pilot accidentally bumps a control, or accidentally actuates one
control when intending to actuate a different control.
Provide mitigation for inadvertent operation as appropriate. Consider these questions
when designing and installing the control:
• Are there any safety-critical consequences if the pilot is not aware of the inadvertent
operation?
• What will the pilot need to do to correct an inadvertent operation?
• Is the control designed to support “eyes free” use (i.e., when the pilot is not looking
at the control)?
• Are there aspects of the design that will decrease the likelihood of inadvertent
operation?
• Are there aspects of the design that will increase the likelihood of the pilot detecting
an inadvertent operation?
The following paragraphs provide multiple methods that reduce the likelihood of
inadvertent operation of controls.
• Location & Orientation. Title § 25.777 requires controls to be located to prevent
inadvertent operation. Locate, space, and orient controls so that the operator is not
likely to strike or move them accidentally in the normal sequence of control movements. For example, switches located close to a frequently-used lever could be oriented
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so the axis of rotation for the switches is perpendicular to the axis of rotation for the
lever.
Physical Protection. Physical obstructions can be built into the design of a control to prevent accidental actuation of the control. Examples include: recessed controls, shielded controls, flip-covers, and guards. Make physical protections so they
do not interfere with the visibility or operation of the protected device or adjacent
controls. Physical protections should be appropriately durable to ensure continued
airworthiness.
Slippage Resistance. The physical design and materials used for controls can reduce
the likelihood of finger and hand slippage (especially in the presence of vibration).
For example, buttons can be designed with concave, textured, or tacky upper surfaces
to prevent finger slippage.
Hand Stabilization. Provide hand rests, armrests, or other physical structures as a
stabilization point for the pilot’s hands and fingers when they are operating a control.
This can be particularly useful for controls used in the presence of turbulence and
other vibration, helping the pilot make more precise inputs.
Logical Protection. Software-based controls and software-related controls may be
disabled at times when actuation of the control would be considered inappropriate, based on logic within the software. Make disabled (inactive) controls clearly
discernable from active controls.
Complex Movements. The method of operation for a control can be designed so
that complex movement is required to actuate it. For example, a rotary knob can be
designed so that it can only be turned when it is also being pulled out. Double-click
or push-and-hold methods are not recommended methods of protection.
Tactile Cues. The surfaces of different controls can have different shapes and textures,
supporting the pilot in distinguishing different controls when operating in a dark or
otherwise “eyes free” environment. For example, most keyboards have a small ridge
on the “J” and “F” keys, cuing the user to the proper placement of their index fingers.
Similarly, § 25.781 requires specific shapes for certain cockpit controls.
Locked/Interlocked Controls. Locking mechanisms, interlocks, or the prior operation of a related control can prevent inadvertent operation. For example, a separate
on/off control can activate/deactivate a critical control, or physically lock it in place.
Sequential Movements. Controls can be designed with locks, detents, or other mechanisms to prevent the control from passing directly through a sequence of movements.
This method is useful when strict sequential actuation is necessary.
Motion Resistance. Controls can be designed with resistance (e.g., friction, spring,
inertia) so that deliberate effort is required for actuation. When this method is
employed, the level of resistance cannot exceed the minimum physical strength
capabilities for the intended pilot population.

Any method of protecting a control from inadvertent operation should not preclude
operation within the required pilot task time, or interfere with the normal operation of
the system. If a control is inadvertently operated, multisensory information can assist
pilots in detecting the error. Feedback can include one or more auditory cues, tactile
cues, or visual cues. As a general rule, the greater the consequence of an unintended
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operation, the greater the prevention method needed, and the more salient the cues that
should be provided for detection.

5 Summary and Conclusions
The evaluation of flight deck controls should include a thorough examination of the
control location and mechanization. The physical arrangement of the controls on multiengine should be consistent with the physical location of the engines on the airplane as
far as left to right sequence. They should also be examined in conjunction with their
associated displays and warning indications when failures occur. Every effort should be
made to provide clear unmistakable indications to prevent these situations from occurring. Also, marking and lighting of the engine controls needs to be clear and distinct to
prevent any confusion to the pilot. Compliance testing identified in the human factors
certification plans should begin with analysis of initial engineering studies and continue
through mock-up, simulator and aircraft ground/flight test evaluations.
Acknowledgments. The author gratefully acknowledges the helpful reviews by Ph.D. Dayong
Dong and useful discussions with Dr. Wenjun Dong, Mr. Kaiwen Chen, Mr. Pu Hong, and Miss.
Yuan Wang.
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Abstract. Human-Machine Cooperation involves multiple fields and disciplines
such as automated vehicles, robots, machine manufacturing, psychological cognition, and artificial intelligence. As research in these areas progresses rapidly, it
is important to keep up with new trends and key turning points in the development
of collective knowledge. Based on the visualization method, we can quickly sort
out the ins and outs of this field in the vast literature and search for valuable and
potential literature. First, we introduced the principles of scientific visualization
of knowledge graphs. Then we extracted 3257 articles from Web of Science Core
Collection and established a research field of bibliographic records of representative data sets. Next, we carried out a visual analysis of the discipline Dual-Map
overlay, Co-words, Co-citation, and reviewed some key Highly-Cited documents.
Finally, we summarize and analyze the literature with high betweenness centrality, citation bursts, and Sigma value. This review will help professionals to have a
more systematic understanding of the entire field and find opportunities for future
Human-Machine Cooperation development.
Keywords: Human-Machine Cooperation · Knowledge graph · Domain
analysis · Systematic review

1 Introduction
Since the 1960s, research on Human-Machine Interface (HMI) or Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) has been extensively developed due to the rapid growth of information
systems [1]. And now, it has been covered in various Human-Machine interfaces (such
as robots, computers, mobile smart devices, etc.). However, the environment in which
we live is constantly becoming more and more complex. While we rely too much on
machines for convenience, it also causes many problems (such as friendliness, usability,
trust, transparency, acceptance, etc.). Hence, using the Human-Machine Cooperation
(HMC) method can effectively address the stakes caused by the uncoordinated interaction
between humans and machines [2]. Research on HMC has attracted widespread attention
in the community. Many scholars have tried to explain how machines (systems) and
humans can cooperate safely and efficiently, and create models to define the nature and
laws governing human and machine (system) interaction [3].
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 166–183, 2020.
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New scientific discoveries can expand and deepen existing knowledge, and can also
eliminate the original or even once brilliant cognition. The HMC literature that appears
in any time period may play a key role. Any perspective may bring new inspiration to
the HMC research, and any details may become the beginning of the next breakthrough
in this research. A systematic review can help us sort out the knowledge of an academic
field, and we can extract exciting clues from the vast academic literature. However,
in such a rapidly developing field of HMC research, any existing review may soon
become outdated, and the limitations of the reviewer’s personal cognition may miss
some very critical issues. The knowledge graph drawn based on the quantitative data of
the literature has unique advantages in clarifying the development context and trends
of a certain research field or discipline. It can help researchers quickly understand the
development history of this knowledge field, and find the key breakthroughs that trigger
future research point.
We used CiteSpace1 , a visual analysis software for scientific research, to analyze
3257 documents in Web of Science Core Collection about the field of Human-Machine
Cooperation. To understand the development status and future trends of human-machine
cooperation, we analyze discipline Dual-map overlay, Co-words, Co-citation, etc., and
reviewed some key High-Cited literature. Then, we summarize and analyze the literature with high betweenness centrality, citation bursts, and Sigma value, to clarify the
opportunities for the future development of HMC.

2 Related Work
Thomas S. Kuhn proposed the structure of the scientific revolution in the 1960s [4]. He
believes that the advancement of science is an endless process based on the scientific
revolution. People accept new ideas through one scientific revolution after another. The
importance of new ideas lies in whether they can make a more convincing explanation
of the objects we observe. Kuhn’s scientific revolution refers to the alternation of the rise
and fall of old and new scientific paradigms. If the scientific process is just as Kuhn had
observed, then we should be able to find the footsteps of the rise and fall of the paradigm
in the scientific literature. The specific expression of Kuhn’s paradigm shift in the graph
of scientific knowledge is the clusters that appear in one time period after another.
The dominant colors of the clusters reveal their prosperous years. For analyzing the
current status of HMC research, we use visualization software (CiteSpace) according to
Co-occurrence network relationships (such as literature Co-citations, Co-word analysis,
etc.) to find classic documents in the field. The review of classic and Highly-Concerned
literature will help understand the knowledge base in this field, to interpret the current
research status and find valuable research points.
Ronald S. Burt proposed the theory of structural holes research on social networks
and social values [5]. Burt found that people located around structural holes often have
a more significant advantage, and this advantage can often be attributed to the fact that
they have access to different types of information and thus have greater imagination
space. The theory of structural holes in social networks can be extended to other types of
1 http://cluster.ischool.drexel.edu/~cchen/citespace/download/.
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networks, especially citation networks. Burt’s structural holes connect different clusters,
from which we can gain a deeper understanding of how one cluster is connected to
another almost completely independent cluster, and which specific literature plays a key
role in paradigm shifts. Therefore, the idea of structural holes is reflected in the visual
knowledge graph as finding pivotal points with a high degree of betweenness centrality
[6]. In this way, we are no longer confined to the local contributions of specific papers, but
to focus on their role in the overall development of the academic field. This is precisely
the leap pursued by systematic academic reviews. From this, we can peek into the future
trend of HMC research by looking for pivotal points of betweenness centrality.
Besides, for predicting the future trend of research, we can also find the burst detection
points with the frequency surge in the knowledge graph. Chen, the founder of Citespace,
proposed the method of burst detection for detect terms [6]. If the frequency of citations
for an article increases rapidly, the most appropriate explanation is that the work of the
article has great potential or interest, and it acts as a very critical node in the citation
network. Therefore, he used the algorithm Jon Kleinberg [7] which can be used to
measure how fast a given type of events taking place. In the design of CiteSpace, the
potential papers can be detected by monitoring the possible response of the knowledge
system to new papers. Scientific knowledge itself is an adaptive and complex system.
Its input and output are not linearly related. New discoveries and new ideas may change
our beliefs and behaviours. If a new paper can be regarded as the signal received by
an adaptive complex system, then whether the modularity of the measurement system
changes will provide us with very valuable information to understand the potential.

3 Method
3.1 Data Collection
Based on the above theories and methods, this paper extracts 3,257 related documents
from the Web of Science Core Collection with the search topic: Human-Machine Cooperation, Human-Computer Cooperation, Human-Machine Collaboration and HumanComputer Collaboration. The four subject keywords are connected by “or” to expand
the search scope and ensure that relevant documents are included as much as possible.
From a practical point of view, as opposed to refining and cleaning the original search
results until all irrelevant research topics are excluded, an accessible and more effective
method is to keep them, then in the Knowledge Graph, skip these irrelevant branches
when interpreting [8]. The document time span is the full period in WOS from 1990 to
now (May 2020). From Fig. 1, it illustrates that the number of relevant bibliographic
records on Human-Machine Cooperation is showing an upward trend year by year, which
indicates more and more scholars are participating in research in this field.
3.2 Visualization and Analysis
We visualize and analyze the dataset with the software of CiteSpace. We use the knowledge graph visualization analysis software to analyze the collected data through some
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Fig. 1. The annual distribution of the bibliographic records.

methods such as Dual-Map overlay, Co-words, Co-citation, research hotspots, betweenness centrality, burst detection, etc. The document Co-citation analysis function in CiteSpace constructs networks of cited references and connections between references represent Co-citation strengths [8]. CiteSpace can establish a citation network that changes
with time according to the time slicing interval, and synthesizes these separate networks to form an integrated citation network for systematic analysis through quantitative
methods.
Through the scientific analysis of visual analysis methods, researchers are freed from
some Time-Consuming and Labour-Intensive burdens, focusing on more important and
critical analysis problems, abstract and creative thinking. This article will help get a quick
and iterative understanding of the development history, and has a systematic summary,
review, and outlook on the overall HMC research status and look for future futures from
new papers with potential research direction.

4 Results
To understand the current research status in Human-Machine Cooperation, it is feasible to
analyze initially from the Macro-level (discipline level). A Dual-Map overlay represents
the entire dataset in the context of a global map of science generated from over 10,000
journals indexed in the WoS [9]. In this Dual-Map overlay of the HMC literature (see
Fig. 2), on the left is the distribution of journals where the Co-cited documents are located,
representing the main disciplines where Human-Machine Cooperation belongs; on the
right is the distribution of journals where the cited literature is located, representing which
disciplines are mainly cited by Human-Machine Cooperation. This figure shows that
HMC literature is published in many disciplines such as computer science, engineering,
automation control system, education research, psychology, and so on. Literature in the
disciplines of computer science and psychology (shown in the map as curves in red and
cyan) are citing each other. This suggests that, in the field of HMC, it is necessary to
study two levels from the machine and human, and the disciplines of computer science
and psychology are directly related to those two.
Looking for topic keywords can intuitively understand the field research content from
the Micro-level. The topics involved in HMC can be delineated in terms of the keywords
assigned to each article in the dataset [8]. Figure 3 shows a minimum spanning tree
of a Keywords-Network and adjacent keywords are often assigned to the same articles
[9]. For instance, system, design, cooperation (collaboration) and Human-Computer
interaction are near to each other in the middle of the diagram.
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Fig. 2. A Dual-Map overlay of the HMC literature. (Color figure online)

Fig. 3. A minimum spanning tree of a keyword network based on articles published between
1990 and 2020.

Taking Human-Computer Interaction as the center (see Fig. 4 left), it can be found
that in addition to some large nodes such as cooperation and design, it is also closely
connected with small nodes such as artificial intelligence, human factor, behaviour, and
task. For another example, with cooperation as the center (see Fig. 4 right), small node
keywords such as automation, decision making, communication, and trust are related.
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Fig. 4. Keyword network centered on Human-Computer Interaction and Cooperation respectively.

4.1 Landscape View
Figure 5 is generated based on publications from 1990 to 2020. Top 30% of most Cocited or occurred publications in each period slicing (one year) are used to construct
a references network. This synthesized network contains 90370 references, 11 main
Co-citation clusters and 1,508 nodes. The modularity of network is 0.9545, which is
considered as extremely high (more than 0.5 is considered significant clustering, and
more than 0.8 is considered extremely significant [9]), suggesting that the effect of
clustering is very significant. Some other literature cannot form clusters because the
modularity value is too low. Therefore, the serial numbers of clusters are not continuous.
The mean silhouette value of 0.299 is relatively low mainly because of the numerous
small clusters. The mean silhouette score of the large clusters we are concerned with is
extremely high, so it has good research value.
The areas of different colors indicate the time when Co-citation links in those areas
appeared for the first time [8]. The top colours bar in Fig. 5 from left to right represents the
period from 1990–2020. The youngest cluster in the picture is #11 artificial intelligence,
and the oldest cluster is #27altrulism (the cluster colour is close to white). Among the
several largest clusters, the largest cluster cluster#0 is earlier than other clusters. The
naming of each cluster comes from headline terms, keywords, and abstract terms that
refer to the articles of the cluster. For instance, the Yellow-Coloured area at the middle
center is labelled as #0 shared control, indicating that Cluster #0 is cited by articles on
shared control. The size of the node represents the frequency of citations of this article,
the greater the number of times. And the big red node indicates that this is a burstiness
citation.
4.2 Timeline View
The timeline view explains the arrangement of clusters along the horizontal timeline,
with time increasing gradually from left to right, and clusters arranged from large to
small from top to bottom (see Fig. 6). Coloured arcs indicate Co-citation links added
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Fig. 5. A landscape view of the Co-citation network.

in the corresponding colour year. Like landscape view, the Co-citation and burstiness
citation nodes behave in the same way. Below each node, at most the three references
with the most citations are displayed.
Table 1. Temporal properties of major 11 clusters.
Cluster# Size Silhouette From To

Duration Theme

0

87

0.936

2007

2019 13

Shared control

1

78

0.951

2008

2020 13

Industry 4.0

2

59

0.934

2008

2017 10

Crowdsensing; gesture recognition;
Internet of things

4

56

0.957

2001

2015 15

Theory of mind

6

43

0.985

2008

2017 10

Holonic control solution; Multi-agent
system

7

35

0.971

2009

2016

Interactive-Predictive machine
translation

8

9

29

0.987

2010

2014

5

Collaborative problem solving;

11

27

0.998

2011

2018

8

Artificial intelligence; Social
sustainability; Logistics performance

13

25

0.998

2005

2016 12

risk analysis

23

15

0.955

2011

2017

Intelligent manufacturing systems;
Crisis management

27

13

0.996

1998

2008 11

7

Altruism

Fig. 6. A timeline view of the Co-citation network (Color figure online)
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The timeline view very intuitively shows the timeliness of the cluster, each cluster
has a different start time, end time, and duration. Table 1 lists the detailed information
of 11 clusters. Some clusters have a long lifetime, such as clusters #0, #1, and #4. Some
clusters have relatively short lifetimes, such as clusters #9 and #23. Until now, cluster
#1#2 has remained active. Some clusters are already inactive, such as cluster #27. Cluster
#6 on intelligent manufacturing systems ends by 2014, but some of its articles provide
references for other clusters.
4.3 Main Specialties
In the following discussion, we will particularly focus on the three largest clusters.
The research status and frontiers of a research field can be reflected through Co-cited
references and cited articles. The Co-cited literature shows that this reference has become
the basis of other people’s knowledge to some extent, and the citing literature is a new
reflection caused by referring to the views of others.
Cluster #0 – Shared Control. Cluster #0 is the largest group and contains 87 citations
in the 13 years from 2007 to 2019. Timeline visualization can be discussed in three
periods (See Fig. 7). The first period is from 2007 to 2011. During the period, there are
few studies on this cluster and few high Co-cited articles. But there is an article about
the classification, overview and future prospects of lateral control in car driving [10] as
the end of this period, which has attracted the attention of others.

Fig. 7. High-Impact members of Cluster #0.

The second period is from 2012 to 2016. In the top ten citation articles of cluster
#0, a total of 9 articles were born in this period (See Fig. 8). The types of High-Impact
articles that emerged during this period can be divided into:
•
•
•
•
•

Conceptual frameworks - [11, 12]
Interaction approach - [13, 14]
Concepts in System design - [15]
Human behaviour - [16]
Design and evaluation - [17, 18]
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Fig. 8. Top 10 most Co-cited articles to the largest cluster (#0).

In cluster #0 (also in entire Co-citation network), the highest Co-cited article is published by Flemisch about collaborative guidance and control of human and automated
vehicles [11] in 2002. Under different driving tasks, the driver engages in the guidance
by means of “ Conduct-by-Wire”, and can delegate the operation to the automation system through a special operation interface. This article proposes the H (orse)-Metaphor
framework, where human collaborate with automation through H-mode—that is, guidance and control are mainly through a tactile and effective interface. Flemisch believes
that cooperation is a key factor for the future development of human and automation
systems, especially for highly automated vehicles, cooperative guidance and control is
a research direction.
The second highest Co-cited article is the interaction method published by Abbink
that discusses haptic shared control between human and automation systems. Abbink
believes that the problem of persistence of interaction between people and automation
should be solved, and haptic shared control is a promising method when studying the
problem of HCI. Through experimental evidence, the authors conclude that haptic shared
control can bring Short-Term performance advantages—faster, more accurate vehicle
control, lower control effort, and reduced need for visual attention. And Abbink’s view
of future research on tactile shared control should pay more attention to issues related
to Long-Term use, such as trust, excessive dependence, dependence on the system, and
skill retention.
The third period is from 2017 to the present. Although no highly Co-cited articles
appeared during this period, the researchers still have a better understanding of the latest
development of the cluster. Most cited publications in this period include a study of the
human factors [19] and ergonomics science [20].
As mentioned before, the citing articles of the cluster help us understand the development of the cluster. According to the types of the top ten cited articles (See Fig. 9), they
can be roughly divided into the following categories, namely framework and approach
(3, 4, 7, 8), analysis and reviews (9), application of cooperation (1, 6, 8, 10) and design
and evaluation (2, 5) (Table 3). This is basically similar to the type of Co-cited literature,
indicating that the topic under discussion is still continuing.

Fig. 9. Top 10 most citing articles to the largest cluster (#0).
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Cluster #1 – Industry 4.0. For the second Largest-Cluster, cluster #1 containing 78
references that range a 13-year duration from 2008 to 2020. Both the duration and the
start and end times indicate that this is a fairly active cluster. Its silhouette value is 0.951,
which is slightly higher than the largest clusters #0, which means a better clustering
effect. This cluster is dominated by representative technologies and terms such as mixed
reality, augmented reality, IoT, and fog computing.
The development of cluster #1 has always been smooth, continuous, and stable. It
can be seen on this timeline (See Fig. 10) that the frequency of literature citations is relatively average, except that there are two articles with citation frequency. An article by
Michalos published in 2015 on the Human-Robot Collaboration in the assembly station
[21]. According to different assembly process specifications, operators need to implement different controls. The design of the assembly station includes the assembly process, components, robotic equipment and variable station layout. And, this collaborative
environment incorporates Real-Time monitoring of safety sensors, robot control safety
functions, and augmented reality to ensure the safety and efficiency of the environment.

Fig. 10. Two key members of Cluster #1.

Another article is that Zanchettin proposed a kinematics control strategy for related
practitioners in 2016 [22], which is used in a shared environment between humans and
robots to enhance high safety and maintain the maximum productivity of robots. In order
to meet different needs, according to the distance between human and robot, the speed
of the robot is constrained under the minimum separation distance standard. Finally, in
the open robot controller and the traditional closing scene, the Dual-Arm robot is tested
and control strategy is discussed.
There are some other fields of research that are Co-cited frequently (See Fig. 11).
The article by Woolley and Chabris [23] discovered evidence of collective intelligence
through a study of 699 people, and the factors that affect collective intelligence can
explain the performance of each group task. Among them, they proposed this “c factor” is
related to the average social sensitivity of the group members, the equality in distribution
of conversational Turn-Taking, and the proportion of females in the group. This discovery
may make some late researchers pay more attention to the sociality of different people
and gender differences in communication in team cooperation, since this may affect the
degree of collaboration.
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Fig. 11. Top 10 most Co-cited articles to the second cluster (#1).

Atzori’s survey paper [24] on the Internet of Things (IoT) emphasizes the integration
of multiple technologies and communication solutions, identification and tracking technologies, wired and wireless sensor and actuator networks, enhanced communication
protocols (shared with the next generation Internet) and the distribution of smart objects
intelligence is the most relevant factor in the development of the IoT. Any significant
contribution to the development of the Internet of Things must be the result of collaborative activities carried out in different fields of knowledge (such as telecommunications,
informatics, electronics and social sciences).
The articles on citing cluster members also provide us with Cutting-Edge information about the dynamics of this cluster #2. The top 10 citing articles ranked show
more development directions, such as the digital twin in Human-Robot collaboration,
occupational health and safety in the era of Industry 4.0, the future work scene of HumanRobot Collaboration, the Internet of Things for collective intelligence, and challenges
for employee qualification in Human-Robot Collaboration (See Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Top 10 most citing articles to the second cluster (#1).

Cluster #2 – Crowdsensing. The Third-Largest cluster(#2) contains 59 cited references. This cluster is active over 10 years from 2008 till 2017. There are two outstanding references from the timeline visualization of this cluster. One has a strong citation
burstiness, and those two highly Co-cited (See Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Two citation burstiness of Cluster #2.
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This highly Co-cited and strong burstiness article published LeCun Y in Nature is
about breakthroughs in the field of deep learning [25]. Deep learning allows a computing
model composed of multiple processing layers to learn data representations with multiple levels of abstraction. And by using a Back-Propagation algorithm, it indicates how
the machine should change its internal parameters and discovers complex structures in
large data sets. Deep convolutional networks bring breakthroughs in processing images,
video, speech, and audio, while recursive networks inspire sequential data such as text
and speech. The Second-Highest Co-cited reference in cluster #2 is a new method of convolutional neural networks. Krizhevsky [26] trained a deep convolutional neural network
to train recognition images, which greatly reduced the test error rate and enhanced the
GPU’s computing speed. These technological breakthroughs inject a driving force into
Human-Machine Cooperation and provide strong support for Multi-channel interaction.
Another highly Co-cited article published Quinn talks about the concept of human
computation [27]. Human computation can bring many novel ideas, aiming to organize
network users to do great things. This article classifies human computing systems to
help identify similarities between different systems and reveal “holes” in existing work
as an opportunity for new research.
As can be seen from the table cited in the top ten (See Fig. 14), the research field represented by cluster #2 is mainly about deep learning, convolutional neural networks,
data set training, and other related knowledge. This means that a large number of
research technologies and tools are being accumulated during this period, which is
also an indispensable stage of development for Human-Machine Cooperation because
smart machines (whether smart cars or robots) need to apply these new technologies to
a wider range of Among the application fields. The rapid development of technology
will greatly promote the progress of HMC research, and even change the transformation
of the collaboration paradigm (this can be seen from the citation literature to see the
direction of future transformation).

Fig. 14. Top 10 most Co-cited articles to the third cluster (#2).

The citing articles usually reflect the application field and future development of
the cited references (See Fig. 15). Zou [28] introduced the robust WiFi-enabled devicefree gesture recognition through unsupervised adversarial domain adaptation. Albini
[29] identifies human hands from robot skin measurements. Wang [30] proposed to
recognize human actions based on deep learning and predict the above mentioned related
Human-Computer Collaboration. Zhong [31] pays attention to the analysis of the deep
differences in face recognition with a similar appearance. The above article well reflects
that intelligent agents based on technology and tools (such as deep learning, neural
networks) can accurately recognize gestures, faces, motions, and even predict human
behaviour, and establish trust and collaboration with humans.
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Fig. 15. Top 10 most Co-cited articles to the third cluster (#2).

4.4 Notable Specialties
Excessive attention to the Long-Term accumulation of highly Co-cited articles may
ignore articles with short publication time but high value. Looking for some notable
specialties in Human-Machine Cooperation can help to find potential papers, and thus
find key breakthrough points that will trigger future research.
Betweenness Centrality. The betweenness centrality of a node in the citation network
measures the importance of the position of the node in the network [9], which is a key
node connecting one cluster to another completely independent cluster. Table 2 shows
the top 10 structurally crucial references in the citation network. These nodes are mainly
in clusters #0, #2, and #6, and each cluster is evenly distributed with 3 nodes. This
also makes these three clusters more connected to other clusters. In our broadly defined
field of Human-Machine Cooperation, these works can be regarded as crucial works that
trigger exchanges between more research fields.
Table 2. Co-cited citations with the highest betweenness centrality.
Rank

Centrality

References

Cluster#

1

0.04

Quinn AJ, 2011, 29TH ANNUAL CHI CONFERENCE ON
HUMAN FACTORS IN COMPUTING SYSTEMS, P1403

2

2

0.04

Wang FY, 2010, IEEE INTELL SYST, V25, P85

2

3

0.03

Abbink DA, 2012, COGN TECHNOL WORK, V14, P19

0

4

0.03

Flemisch F, 2012, COGN TECHNOL WORK, V14, V3

0

5

0.03

Mulder M, 2012, HUM FACTORS, V54, P786

0

6

0.03

Pacaux M P, 2011, IFAC P VOLUMES IFA 1, V18, P 6484

7

0.03

Lasota PA, 2015, HUM FACTORS, V57, P21

6

8

0.03

De Santis A, 2008, MECH MACH THEORY, V43, P253

6

23

9

0.03

Estelles-Arolas E, 2012, J INF SCI, V38, P189

2

10

0.03

Delton AW, 2011, P NATL ACAD SCI USA, V108, P13335

6

The first place is the survey of human computation published by Quinn [27] mentioned earlier in 2011. Quinn mentioned that many people working in the field of HCI
tend to focus only on one human computing method, and in addition to new algorithms
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and designs, there is a more urgent problem to solve the problems related to ethics and
labour standards. As designers, we should not only focus on the presentation of the
design carrier but also consider the work adjustment arrangements and fair wages of
workers who may face elimination due to the impact of technology. Future computing
systems may also be more social in nature while maintaining the characteristics of performing computational work. Wang proposed that the enabling platform technology of
CPSS (Cyber-Physical-Social Systems) will lead us into the era of intelligent enterprise
and industry [32]. In complex space, CPSS technology can quickly respond and effectively collaborate and integrate. Physical space, cyberspace, physical word, mental work
and artificial world form the CPSS system. But under the connected working environment and lifestyle supported by CPSS, social and personal safety will be an extremely
important issue.
Citation Bursts. Table 3 lists the top 10 strong citation bursts. It is worth noting that
there are 4 articles in cluster #10. Cluster #10 does not form a cluster because the
modularity value is too small, which cannot be reflected in the landscape and timeliness
graphs. But at the same time, due to its high burstiness, this kind of potential papers are
likely to become the classic literature of the next cluster.
Table 3. References with the strongest citation bursts.
Citation bursts

References

Cluster#

8.01

Hoc JH, 2001, INT J HUM-COMPUT ST, V54, P509

10

5.27

LeCun Y, 2015, NATURE, V521, P436

2

5.19

Kruger J, 2009, CIRP ANN-MANUF TECHN, V58, P628

6

5.14

Hoc JM, 2000, ERGONOMICS, V43, P833

10

5.02

Castelfranchi C, 1998, ARTIF INTELL, V103, P153

10

4.78

Suchman Lucy, 1987, PLANS SITUATED ACTIO

24

4.34

Olson GM, 2000, HUM-COMPUT INTERACT, V15, P139

12

4.09

Hoc JM, 1998, INT J AVIAT PSYCHOL, V8, P1

10

3.9

Panchanathan K, 2004, NATURE, V432, P499

27

3.83

Parasuraman R, 2000, IEEE T SYST MAN CY A, V30, P286

41

Hoc’s review [33] of cognitive collaboration has produced a great suddenness in
the citation network. On the HCI research community, the recognized cognitive science
knowledge system has achieved consistent results. However, under different frameworks
and complex problems, it is difficult to develop new areas of Human-Machine collaboration. Under the dynamic situation of the time, the formation of small teams can cooperate
on a cognition basis. Without neglecting the relevance of social methods and cooperation, it is very necessary to emphasize the collaboration of small groups to break through
the cognitive dimension under dynamic circumstances.
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Sigma. The Sigma metric measures both structural centrality and citation burstness of
a cited reference. If a reference is strong in both measures, it will have a higher Sigma
value than a reference that is only strong in one of the two measures. Table 4 lists the
top 5 with the highest sigma value, which is also the only 5 (the sigma value of the rest
article is 1). Interestingly, except for the third article from cluster #2, the rest exist in
small clusters.
Table 4. References with the strongest citation bursts.
Sigma Burst Centrality References

Cluster#

1.12

3.64

0.03

Pacaux M P, 2011, IFAC P VOLUMES IFA 1, V18, P 23
6484

1.06

5.19

0.01

Kruger J, 2009, CIRP ANN-MANUF TECHN, V58,
P628

6

1.01

5.27

0

LeCun Y, 2015, NATURE, V521, P436

2

1.01

3.9

0

Panchanathan K, 2004, NATURE, V432, P499

27

1.01

3.81

0

Fehr E, 2002, NATURE, V415, P137

27

These articles have different focuses. Pacaux [34] proposed a method to define task
sharing between operators and robots. Kruger [35] focused on investigating the form of
collaboration and available technologies between people and machines on the assembly
line. Panchanathan [36] showed that indirect reciprocity can stabilize cooperation. Ernst
Fehr [37] believes that future research on the evolution of human cooperation should
focus on explaining altruistic punishment.

5 Discussions and Conclusions
Through visual graph analysis, we review the development of Human-Machine Cooperation in the past few decades, which contains extremely rich content. In this Multiinterdisciplinary research, automated vehicle, robot, Internet of Things, deep learning,
convolutional neural networks, these Automation-Related keywords are involved in.
Shared control of human and automated vehicles has always been a topic of concern to
practitioners. Compared to lose the perception and control of cars because of excessive
dependence and trust, we are more inclined to have a relationship of guide and control.
In a collaborative working environment, production efficiency and safety are what people and machines pursue through different forms and strategies of collaboration on the
assembly line.
With the rapid development of various scientific technologies such as deep learning,
convolutional neural networks, and data set training, the collaboration between humans
and machines will become more convenient and diverse. In the same way that automation
brings countless conveniences to human beings, we need to be vigilant, not only to be
aware that excessive dependence may endanger our safety but also to consider the social
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issues that are replaced by machines. When people and machines collaborate in the
future, while maintaining the purpose of performing tasks, they may also have social
aspects of communication such as acceptance and trust by the public.
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Abstract. The growth in the number of non-developer open source software
(OSS) application users and the escalating use of these applications have led to the
need and interest in developing usable OSS. OSS communities do not generally
know how to apply usability techniques and are unclear about which techniques
to use in each activity of the development process. The aim of our research is
to adopt the HTA usability technique in the OpenOffice Writer OSS project and
determine the feasibility of adapting the technique for application. To do this, we
participated as volunteers in the project. We used the case study research method
during technique application and participation in the community. As a result, we
identified adverse conditions that were an obstacle to technique application and
modified the technique to make it applicable to OSS projects. We can conclude
from our experience that these changes were helpful for applying the technique,
using web artifacts like forums and collaborative tools like Cacoo, although it was
not easy to recruit OSS users to participate in usability technique application.
Keywords: Open source software · Usability techniques · Design · Hierarchical
Task Analysis (HTA)

1 Introduction
OSS has spread so swiftly that it now rivals commercial software systems [1]. OSS
communities do not as yet enact standard processes capable of ensuring that the software
that they develop has the attributes of good software [2]. The inadequate definition of
processes, activities, tasks and techniques within OSS development has led researchers
from several areas to gravitate towards this field of research with the aim of correcting
this situation. Usability is one of the key quality attributes in software development. In
recent years, OSS has come to be an important part of computing.
However, several authors have acknowledged that the usability of OSS is poor [3–
5]. In this respect, the empirical study conducted by Raza et al. [6] reports that 60% of
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 184–198, 2020.
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respondents (non-developer users) stated that poor usability is the main obstacle that OSS
applications have to overcome if users are to migrate away from commercial software. On
this ground, OSS projects must tackle the usability level and usability-related problems
at length [5].
On one hand, the HCI field offers usability techniques whose key aim is to build
usable software. However, they are applied as part of HCI methods and not within the
OSS development process. On the other hand, the OSS development process focuses
on source code and thus on the development of functionalities. The OSS development
process has a number of features (like functionality-focused development) which prevent
many of the HCI usability techniques from being adopted directly [7]. This community
has now started to adopt some usability techniques. Most of the techniques taken on
board by the community are for evaluating usability [7], whereas it has not adopted
many techniques related to requirements analysis and design. Some techniques have
been adapted ad hoc for adoption in OSS development projects [7]. Only a few research
papers have reported the use of the HTA technique in OSS developments [8]. The HTA
technique was applied in the Multiplex medical tool as described in Doesburg [8]. HTAs
were used to decompose and compare various tasks related to the intravenous medication
process. These HTAs were useful in comparing how various tasks are performed with
both the current infusion system and the proposed control system. Participants were
presented with five patient cases, designed with the help of an experienced ICU nurse
(Intensive Care Unit). The cases were carefully created so that the decisions made by the
participants do not influence the execution of the tasks. The tasks would be carried out
both in the simulated environment and in Multiplex, to then contrast the results. Clicks,
task time, errors and application response time were measured. The tests showed that
users had difficulty understanding the buttons, which increased the probability of errors
in the doses of intravenous therapies.
This paper addresses the research problem of how to adopt the HTA usability technique within the OSS development process, and particularly within a real OSS project
called OpenOffice Writer. To do this, we previously identified which problems had to be
solved in order to be able to apply the technique. Some authors claim that the main reasons for the generally poor usability of OSS developments are that OSS developers have
tended to develop software for themselves [9] and that the development community
is uninformed about who its users are [10]. HTA involves three linked stages: information gathering, diagramming, and analysis [11]. For the collection of information,
existing information is reviewed (for example, operating manuals, procedures, etc.) to
establish how things are done, what information is needed and whether or not the task
is performed satisfactorily. To carry out the diagramming, hierarchical trees are used
to facilitate the analysis of the tasks. The HTA technique was developed by Annette
and Duncan [12]. HTA is the oldest and best-known task analysis technique, which is
still valid, although there are new ways to apply the HTA technique [13, 14]. The main
purpose of HTA is to understand how a system works and whether or not it achieves its
objectives. This provides a functional analysis instead of a behavioral description. The
difference between HTA and other task analysis techniques (e.g., GOMS and ObjectAction Interface Model) is that in the other techniques a list of activities with cognitive
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aspects is made whereas in HTA the goals of the task are identified. On this ground, we
have selected the HTA usability technique for adoption in the OpenOffice project.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the research method followed
to apply the usability technique. Section 3 describes the proposed solution. Section 4
discusses the results. Finally, Sect. 5 outlines the conclusions and future research.

2 Research Method
In order to validate our proposal for adopting the HTA technique in OSS development
projects (particularly in OpenOffice Writer), we had to volunteer for this project. This
is equivalent to being members of the OSS community of volunteers. We used a case
study as the qualitative research method to validate our research [15]. We use a nonexperimental design, since we do not randomly assign subjects or control the groups.
From a case study, we learn about the experiences of applying usability techniques
adapted to OSS projects. The case study is the best research method for carrying out
this validation. On this ground, we followed the guidelines set out by Runeson et al.
[15]. This research method is used when the phenomenon under study (in this case, the
adoption of techniques with adaptations) is studied within its real-world context (in this
case, OSS projects).

3 Proposed Solution
In this section, we briefly describe the HTA usability technique applied in an OSS Project.
First, we specify the characteristics of the selected OSS project (OpenOffice Writer).
Second, we describe the HTA technique as prescribed by HCI, followed by the details
of the changes made to this technique for application to the OSS project. Finally, we
report the results of applying the HTA technique.
3.1 Case Study Design
The case study is one of the most popular forms of qualitative empirical research. A
case study investigates the phenomenon of interest in its real-world context. To be exact,
the phenomenon of interest for this research is the adoption of the HTA technique with
adaptations, whereas the real-world context is an OSS project. We will give a general
description of the procedure enacted to perform the case study. Our case study is based
on the research question: Is it possible to determine whether some adaptations of the
HTA usability technique would enable its adoption in a real OSS project?
OpenOffice Writer is the selected OSS project in which the HTA technique is to be
adopted. OpenOffice is currently one of the most popular OSS projects and a model of
a successful OSS project. It is a large-scale, well-organized and structured OSS project,
which also has a large user community.
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3.2 Changes to the HTA Usability Technique
On the one hand, Annett [16] acknowledges that the HTA is based on copying how tasks
are routinely performed, making it appropriate for task computerization projects (e.g.,
accounting records, product industrialization, etc.). On the other hand, Shepherd considers HTA as a strategy to examine tasks, focused on refining the performance criteria,
concentrating on the skills of the members, understanding the contexts of the tasks and
generating useful hypotheses to overcome performance problems [17]. Therefore, HTA
is a very detailed study of a group of users that allows us to understand the current system
and the information flows in it [18]. The HTA technique, belonging to the HCI Interaction Design activity, is an iterative process of identification and decomposition of tasks
into sub-tasks, together with the precision of such decomposition [19]. This technique is
very useful to structure the observed information about how the user organizes the tasks
that usually carries out in his work. Therefore, the use of this technique can complement
the Eduction and Requirements Analysis efforts when it comes to a system that aims to
support the user in carrying out their common tasks. Also, this technique serves to model
how users organize their activities and what means they use to carry them out [18].
Annett and Duncan [16] and other publications [13, 14, 19, 20] propose procedures
to apply the HTA technique. Although these procedures are very similar to each other,
for processes focused on user-centered development, a suitable approach is that of the
work of Preece et al. [19]. For this reason, we have used the version of Preece et al. [19]
as a reference, since it is the simplest among the authors studied to make the respective
adaptations.
To adapt the HTA technique, it must first be formalized. Subsequently, modifications
must be made to the formalized technique to be able to incorporate it to OSS development.
It should be clarified that the formalization of the HTA technique is carried out in
this work, since the proposed procedure is not explicitly defined by Preece et al. [19].
Below, the first five steps of the HTA technique by Preece et al. [19] are described
and the unfavorable or inconvenient conditions that hinder their incorporation into OSS
development are detailed.
The first step is the specification of the main work or task area, and it aims to
recognize the main functions of the software tool to determine whether a failure may
be occurring or not. Preece et al. [19] do not establish how to obtain the information to
establish which are the main tasks. To overcome this unfavorable condition, we propose
that this information be obtained by other means than those established by the HCI
(for example, forums and surveys). The second step of this technique is to break down
the main task into subtasks, each subtask corresponding to an action that needs to be
performed in order to complete the task. Preece et al. [19] suggest breaking down each
main task into four to eight subtasks specified in terms of objectives that cover the entire
area of interest of the selected software project. Tasks should be written in such a way
that they are easily recognized by the user. The output product obtained in this step is
the document “list of tasks and subtasks”. However, Preece et al. [19] do not specify the
format of the document associated with this step. The third step corresponds to including
the plans in the list of tasks and sub-tasks.
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The plans describe under what conditions the users will perform the sub-tasks. Also,
the plans control the order for the execution of the tasks. Preece et al. [19] do not specify
the format of the document associated with this step.
The fourth step is known as drawing the subtasks, which consists of drawing the
sub-tasks in an outline. Preece et al. [19] do not concisely suggest the type of schema to
use to draw these sub-tasks. The output product obtained in this step is the hierarchical
tree of tasks. This step does not explicitly identify the associated tasks for drawing these
schematics, nor does it specify the format of this product associated with this step. The
fifth step is to decide the level of detail that the decomposition of tasks requires and at
what point to stop since in this step a consistent treatment of the situation is ensured.
In this fifth step, Preece et al. [19] propose that the decomposition of tasks continues
until the information flows were more easily represented from a much lower level of
description to a higher level. In this step, it has been identified as a disadvantage that
developers must come together to validate the level of detail defined in the decomposition
of tasks obtained in the previous step. In other words, the developers must be physically
together, a condition that cannot occur due to the characteristics of the OSS projects.
Therefore, a modification to the technique must be made. To resolve this unfavorable
condition, it is proposed to request feedback from the project developers via email.
Table 1 summarizes for each step of the technique the unfavorable conditions analyzed and the main adaptations proposed. There are mainly three adaptations: (i) Users
participate online, (ii) it is necessary to obtain certain information to apply the technique
by means other than those prescribed by the HCI and (iii) that the expert can be replaced
by a developer or expert user of the OSS project. Particularly, in our case the expert was
replaced by an HCI student under the supervision of two expert usability researchers.
For this reason, there is no risk that the quality of the software will be negatively affected
when applying the adaptation proposed for the HTA technique.
3.3 OpenOffice Writer Case Study Results
In this study, steps from the original HTA technique have been added to facilitate its
application in OSS projects. Next, for each step in Table 2, the tasks carried out in the
adaptation of the proposed HTA technique are detailed. By defining each task, new unfavorable conditions arise, and new adaptations are proposed to incorporate this technique
into OSS projects.
To test the feasibility of our adaptation of the HTA technique, it was necessary
to apply it in OpenOffice Writer. This tool is a cross-platform word processor that
is part of the suite of applications of the Apache OpenOffice office suite. For the
first task (Specifying the main work area or tasks), an analysis was made of the
information obtained through means other than those established by the HCI (such
as forums, emails and surveys). This obtained information refers to: (i) the problems reported in the OpenOffice Writer online forum, (ii) the problems reported by
email and that are reported in the OpenOffice subscription lists and (iii) the results
obtained in the survey applied for the Personas technique [21]. The Personas technique was applied in the first phase of the research to obtain the user profile of the
OpenOffice Writer tool. In this step, we have specifically proceeded to extract and process the information from the following data sources: the “Personas” online survey,
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Table 1. Summary of the identified adverse conditions and the proposed adaptations for the HTA
technique.
Technique steps [19]

Adverse conditions

1. Specify the area of work or • It is necessary to obtain
main task
information (e.g.,
commonly recurring
problems) to apply the
technique in the way
prescribed by HCI
2. Break down tasks into
subtasks
3. Include the plans to carry
out the subtasks

Proposed adaptations
• The information necessary
to apply the technique is
obtained through other
means different to those
established by HCI (e.g.,
through forums)

• The tasks associated to
• The tasks associated to each
these steps are not explicitly
step are detailed
• The format for the output
identified
product is specified

4. Draw the subtasks
5. Deciding the level of detail • The face-to-face
• Ask developers for
that the decomposition of
participation of the
feedback through email
• The tasks associated to each
the tasks requires
developers is necessary
step are detailed
6. Deciding the level of depth • The tasks associated to
these
steps
are
not
explicitly
and amplitude of the
identified
decomposition of tasks
7. Assigning numbering to
tasks
8. Check the task analysis

• The tasks associated to
• The tasks associated to each
these
steps
are
not
explicitly
step are detailed
9. Present the task analysis in
•
The
expert can be a
identified
written format
• It is indispensable to
developer, an expert user of
employ a usability expert
the OSS Project or an HCI
• The format of the document
student (under the
associated to these steps is
supervision of a mentor)
not specified
• The format for the output
product is specified

the OpenOffice online forum, the Bugzilla repository, the emails received in Outlook
from the subscription lists (users@openoffice.apache.org, dev@openoffice.apache.org,
issues@openoffice.apache. org). Messages received from subscription lists were filtered
by words that may be related to the OpenOffice Writer tool.
Regarding the online forum, its members’ task is to support other users in their
learning or solving specific problems with the OpenOffice Writer application. In addition,
information was obtained on the specific page where errors are reported (bugs) of the
OpenOffice tool called Bugzilla. Within Bugzilla, the Writer product and the messages
with the User Interface (UI) component were examined, because this component is
related to User Interface problems and most likely with usability issues related to user
interaction with the application.
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Table 2. Steps and tasks of the HTA technique adapted to apply it in an OSS project

Steps of the adapted HTA technique

Tasks

1. Specifying the main work area or tasks

• Define the main tasks to be analyzed
• Specify names for the main tasks

2. Redrawing the hierarchical task tree

• Break down tasks into subtasks
• List each task and subtask in decomposition

3. Drawing the subtasks

• Diagram the hierarchical tasks tree
• Include plans that guide task development

4. Defining the level of detail for the
decomposition of tasks

• Define the limit of the system description

5. Deciding the level of depth and amplitude

• Decide the stop condition for task
decomposition
• Decide depth and breadth level for
decomposing tasks

6. Checking the task analysis

• Review task analysis

7. Requesting feedback for the task analysis

• Request feedback to improve task analysis

8. Selecting the users that are to participate in • Act with the users who confirmed their
the application of the technique
participation in the research through their
email contribution
9. Designing a format for data collection

• Design format for data recording

10. Executing the HTA of the defined tasks

• Executing the HTA of defined tasks with
real users

11. Analyzing and interpreting the data
obtained in the execution of tasks

• Analysis of the information provided by
users in the development of tasks from the
previous step

12. Redrawing the hierarchical task tree

• Perform the hierarchical tree diagram with
the results obtained in the previous step by
collaborative work
• Include plans for the new hierarchical tree

13. Submit task analysis report

• Make the report with the pre-analysis and
post-analysis of tasks
• Present the report with pre-analysis and
post-analysis of tasks

To extract the information from these two data sources (online forum and Bugzilla),
we opted to use the Python tool. This tool is very easy to use and has a fast learning curve,
which along with its versatility make it a high-quality language for data analysis. This
programming language was selected to easily implement a source code using libraries
that allow data mining. Once the information was extracted from these two data sources,
the data analysis was carried out with the R tool to determine the patterns of problems or
difficulties that users have with OpenOffice Writer. Table 3 shows some of the categories
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of problems identified in the online forum, emails and the Bugzilla website, as well as
the difficulties registered in the online survey “Personas”.
Table 3. Main problems reported in the forums, emails, Bugzilla and difficulties expressed in the
“Personas” survey.
Category reported in

Forum

Insert heading/footer

X

Insertion of images

X

Use of capital letters

X

Use of tables

X

Use of the contextual menu to
apply fonts

X

Design formulas

X

Emails

“Personas” survey

Bugzilla

X
X

X

X

Based on this list of problems, we have defined five main tasks related to the purpose
of our analysis and that are performed by users of the OpenOffice Writer tool. These
tasks are to: (i) Write a document with capital letters, (ii) write a story that includes
images, (iii) design a table with formulas, (iv) improve the design of a document, and
(v) write a help manual.
For step two (breaking down the main task into subtasks), once the main tasks to
be executed by OpenOffice Writer users have been defined, we break them down into
subtasks considering them to have a minimum of six and a maximum of eight subtasks.
As a result, we have the document “List of Tasks and Subtasks of task 1 Write a document
with capital letter”. For this step, it is proposed to use a conventional numerical system
that emphasizes the hierarchy of tasks (for example: 1, 2, 3 for the first level, 1.1, 1.2,
1.3 for the second level, etc.).
Table 4 shows a fragment of the document that lists the tasks and subtasks in a numerical scheme specifying the type of Action (sequence, decision or iteration). Column 2
shows the type of action to be taken ((A)ction, (D)ecision, (I)teration).
For step three (drawing the subtasks), we draw the tasks and subtasks in the form
of a tree diagram to have an overview of the tasks. The diagrams have been produced
with the online tool CACOO 2.0, which provides a manipulable means for exploring
information and increases cognitive resources, since it becomes a visual resource to
expand human working memory. Each task is drawn with a box and the tasks that cannot
be divided in turn are underlined (one line below the box). Figure 1 presents a fragment
of the hierarchical tree designed with the collaborative tool CACOO 2.0 and is related
to the main Task 1 (Writing a document with capital letters). The same was done for the
rest of the tasks.
In the fourth step (defining the level of detail for the decomposition of tasks), the
plans to control the sequence in which these subtasks are performed must be considered,
and they show the conditions that indicate when the subtasks are applicable. The purpose
of these plans is to exclude impossible scenarios and establish conditions for what can
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Table 4. Fragment of the “Writing a document with capital letters” task

GOAL: To write a document in 2 columns, which includes capital letters and a Type of action
page header
1. Open the application OpenOffice Writer

A

2. Write the title of the document: “The core of the processor”

A

3. Apply two formats to the title: centered and bold

A

4. Type the following text into the document: Processor manufacturers are
very clear; they want to create increasingly powerful PCs. To this end,
taking advantage of improvements in the manufacturing process, they add
the greater number of cores possible to the processor

A

5. Divide the document into two journalistic columns

A

Fig. 1. Hierarchical tree of the “Writing a document with capital letters” task 1.

be prevented and what can happen. For example, in Task 1 (Writing a document with
capital letters), PLAN 3: DO 3.1 THEN DECIDE BETWEEN 3.2 or 3.3, indicates that
we must first run subtask 3.1 and then decide between running subtask 3.2 or subtask 3.3.
Creating this detailed analysis of a main task in other simpler tasks has taken us a long
time, in order to make each step explicit and making it less likely that the user will ignore
any knowledge they require. At the same time, other opportunities have been identified
to improve the user experience. For example, knowing that applying a capital letter style
is a difficult option for a user to locate can influence the design and implementation of
new functionality in the OpenOffice Writer tool. Developers should consider increasing
the visibility of this option and making it easy for users to locate.
For the fifth step (deciding level of depth and amplitude), the detailed decomposition
is performed according to the PxC rule that calculates the efficiency of continuing the
analysis based on the probability of failure (P) x the cost of failure (C). In other words,
the decomposition of the tasks that requires additional effort to analyze is only carried
out when there are reasons to consider that the current performance is not acceptable. For
example, in objective 7 (Apply capital letter) of Task 1 (Write a document with capital
letters) (Table 3), we have considered this activity to be very important and difficult to
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execute (P = high and C = high), so all the additional effort of the analysis is concentrated
here. In this case, developers have not adequately understood what tasks are essential and
how the system should support users in performing them. Once we have defined the level
of detail and the two dimensions (depth and breadth) we consult the developers via email
if the decomposition of the tasks carried out in the previous step matches the conceptual
and functional model that they expected to have on the application. Our hierarchical task
analysis will allow any developer to quickly understand what their application does and
how its capabilities translate into the system user experience.
In the sixth step (checking the task analysis), an HCI student under the tutelage of
a mentor acts as an expert to perform the hierarchical task analysis check. Once the
task analysis has been checked, it can serve as a system documentation, so developers
can quickly understand how users interact with their software system. It is important
to mention that the developers of the OpenOffice project are very aware that there is a
need to look for new methods and practices of the HCI to improve the usability of this
project. Therefore, hierarchical task analysis is an effective means of raising awareness
among developers about reconsidering user engagement for software enhancement and
being willing to listen to end users for that purpose.
Regarding the seventh step (requesting feedback for the task analysis), to reinforce
the check of an initial version of the task analysis, feedback is requested from the project
developers via email. An improved version of task analysis allows developers to explore
various approaches to complete the same task or help optimize particular interactions
between a user and a software system.
In the eighth step (selecting the users that are to participate in the application of the
technique), the participation of representative users is necessary to discuss current or
future tasks, but it is impossible to obtain a group of users that we can consider representative because they do not have enough time. Consequently, we dialogued with a group of
volunteer users to collaborate with us in the application of the HTA technique. To do this,
we made contact via email with some of the OpenOffice Writer users whom we knew
were willing to participate in our research. Finally, we decided to invite an OpenOffice
Writer user who was not involved in task decomposition to check the consistency of the
task analysis.
In step nine (designing a format for data collection), once the diagrams of the tasks to
be executed by the OpenOffice Writer user were produced, they were analyzed to determine possible human errors, especially those related to procedures or usability problems
derived from the current design of the software product. This analysis is recorded in the
document “Task Analysis Table”. Table 5 contains the format of the document “Task
Analysis Table” and is made up of four columns: the first column indicates the action
performed by the user, followed by the cause and effect columns observed during the execution of the action and finally the redesign column where a possible task improvement
is provided.
For the execution of step ten (executing the HTA of the defined tasks) the physical
presence of users meeting with the evaluator or evaluators is necessary. This is impossible
because the users of the OSS communities are spread out across the world. Therefore, a
remote observing session is established to have an appropriate perspective with a guest
user. It is important to mention that evaluators may need to contact users as many times
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Table 5. Format of the document “Task Analysis Table”
TASK 1
USER NUM:
START TIME:
END TIME:
TASK DURATION:
ACTION CAUSE EFFECT REDESIGN

as necessary to clarify all the questions that are necessary. However, because the work
in the OSS community is done by volunteers in their spare time, it is difficult to apply
several iterations to achieve greater precision in task analysis. In the execution of the
HTA technique, it was agreed with the participant to carry out a remote observation
on a specific day and time, all communication had to be done electronically, including
explanations, supply of materials and data collection. Specifically, two tools were used:
Skype, to be able to talk to the user and see their reactions, and TeamViewer, to visualize
their interaction with the application by remotely accessing their screen view. Once
the HTA was completed, an HCI student under the tutelage of a mentor acts as an
expert to analyze and interpret the data obtained, which will finally allow the tasks to
be redesigned and organized appropriately within the software system. Also, developers
can be suggested to include new functions within the system and the user interface.
In step eleven (analyzing and interpreting the data obtained in the execution of tasks),
the task analysis process is not only based on the registration of existing subtasks, but
also provides possible improvements resulting from the introduction of new facilities
for the development of a task. The implications of potential changes to these tasks
should be re-recorded in the hierarchical task trees. Here the advantage of working
with the CACOO platform is that it allows simultaneous collaborative work, that is,
the same diagram can be edited at the same time by more than one person. This is
related to step twelve (redrawing the hierarchical task tree). Therefore, the redesign of
the hierarchical task trees was done jointly between the researchers and the developers of
the OpenOffice Writer application. Finally, in step thirteen, to present the task analysis
report, we designed a table that will document the details of the specific tasks, the details
of the interactions between the user and the current system, as well as any problems
related to these tasks. Table 6 presents a fragment of the document “HTA Report”,
which corresponds to the final product of the application of the HTA technique.

4 Discussion of Results
Communication with the OpenOffice community was troublesome because not all the
users were willing to participate in the application of the usability technique. However,
our experience of participating in large projects (e.g., LibreOffice Writer and OpenOffice
Writer) has revealed that it is very difficult to recruit real end users to participate in
the application of usability techniques in OSS projects generally [21, 22]. During the
application of the HTA technique to the OpenOffice Writer project, the key problem

Plan

PLAN 0: DO 1-2,
then 3-4-5-6-7-8

Higher-order task

Writing a document
with capital letters

Use of shortcuts

The user removes
centered and bold
and applies bold
without specifying
it as an action
Use of shortcuts

Type text

Format>Columns>2

Format>Paragraph>Initials>Show
Initials

4. Type the text that
will be contained
in the document

5. Dividing the
document into 2
journalistic
columns

6. Apply capital
lettering to the
first paragraph of
the first column

Type the title of the document

2. Write the title
“The core of the
processor”

Information the
user already knows

3. Apply formats to Apply formats: centered and bold
the title: centered
and bold

Start the OpenOffice Writer
processor

Information flow through the
interface

1. Open the
OpenOffice
Writer app

Subtasks

The user does not
easily locate the
“Capital Letters”
option

Pre-analysis notes

Table 6. Fragment of the document “HTA Report”

The user, confused,
reviews all the tabs
of the “Paragraph”
option to find the
“Capital Letters”
option

Post-analysis notes

Directly show the
Capital Letters
option in the Format
menu

Improvement in the
user interface
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was user availability, as many are volunteers and had very little spare time. This is
preliminary research. In the HTA technique, the main adaptations made were three
First, users participate online through web artifacts (forums). In the case of the HTA
technique, the use of the forum allowed a reliable analysis of the tasks for developers to
make decisions regarding improving the interface design. Second, the usability expert
is replaced by a developer, expert user, or HCI student under the tutelage of a mentor.
Particularly, in our case the expert was replaced by a team of junior experts supervised by
a main expert. Third, it is necessary to obtain certain information to apply the technique in
the manner prescribed by HCI. This information can be models or graphic representations
of the tasks performed by users, becoming low-cost alternatives to achieve the same
objectives that the HCI prescribes.
The HTA technique must be adapted and applied with the participation of users, for
a better understanding of the tasks to be carried out and that is more understandable for
the components of the team that are not accustomed to the notations typically of Software Engineering. Therefore, more cases studies are required to validate the proposed
adaptations. Note that there are other usability techniques (for example, user profiles,
heuristic evaluation) that might benefit from the proposed adaptations (for example, HCI
students supervised by a mentor standing in for experts) to enhance technique adoption
in the OSS development process.

5 Conclusions
The aim of this research was to evaluate the feasibility of adopting adapted HCI usability
techniques in OSS projects. To be precise, we adapted the HTA technique for application
in the OpenOffice Writer project. It was by no means easy to find users to volunteer to
apply the HTA technique. As mentioned, users generally have very little time, and it was
hard to get them to participate without an incentive. We identified three main adverse
conditions that are barriers to the application of HTA in OSS development projects:
(i) the need to have a usability expert to apply the technique, (ii) the unavailability of
on-site users and (iii) the need to obtain certain information to apply the technique in
the manner prescribed by HCI. In order to surmount these barriers, (i) a HCI student
or group of HCI students supervised by a mentor substitutes the usability expert, (ii)
OSS users participate remotely and (iii) the necessary information is obtained by means
other than those established by the HCI (for example, in forums). We believe that it is
necessary to educate users and OSS community members generally to raise awareness
of the importance of application usability and publicize existing usability techniques
in order to encourage participation. As future research, we intend to conduct further
case studies to adapt and apply more usability techniques in OSS projects in order to
validate the proposed adaptations and study new web artefacts that can be adapted to
OSS communities to improve communication. This pilot study will be expanded by
adapting and applying the HTA technique in the Libre OpenOffice project to confirm
our findings.
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Abstract. Building exceptional user experiences means designing for users of all
digital skill level. An increased emphasis on personalization and, with it, adaptive interfaces exacerbates the necessity for digital inclusivity. However, how
can designers ensure that they are meeting the needs of those with high and
low skillsets? The research reported here employed semi-structured interviews
to explore whether the Digital Native Assessment Scale (DNAS) can be used
as a tool to classify users and act as a surrogate for predicting their digital profiles. Sixteen participants answered questions about their everyday technology
behaviours, as well as their attitudes towards technology. Nine themes emerged
through thematic analysis, however only one of these themes was associated with
an even, dichotomous split between high scorers on the DNAS and low scorers
on the DNAS. Therefore, the DNAS only clearly indicated digital behaviour in a
limited number of issues and cannot be relied upon as a proxy for the participant
characteristics to be supported in interface design.
Keywords: User experience design · Participant selection · Digital inclusivity

1 Introduction
Understanding users, and building empathy, is a main objective of exceptional user
experience design, however this area, like the users themselves, is constantly evolving.
Inclusivity, and catering to vastly different digital skillsets, is the driving force behind
effective user experiences. This type of personalization is even more relevant with the
increased prevalence of machine learning and AI. Different user groups have unique
needs and demands that must be met to ensure a sufficiently pleasurable experience.
Two such user groups, digital native and digital immigrant, emerged from Mark
Prensky’s seminal 2001 paper, “Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants”. The concept of
‘digital natives,’ meaning a person who was raised during the cyber age (Prensky 2001a),
has sparked debate since it was first introduced. While its original ties to age have
been largely refuted (Adams and Pente 2011; Akçayır et al. 2016; Bakla 2019; Bennett
et al. 2008; Teo 2013), can the attributes Prensky identifies as the key characteristics of
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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‘digital natives,’ growing up with technology, comfort multitasking, reliance on graphics
for communication and thriving on instant gratification, be tied to specific attitudes?
Furthermore, can understanding these attitudes help designers better design for a wider
range of technological skill levels?
The Digital Native Assessment Scale (DNAS) (Teo 2013) was developed as a means
to identify whether or not an individual was a digital native. While predominantly used
in the education sector, there is a potential for use within user centered design. Can the
DNAS be used as a tool to identify different levels of digital skills?
This paper reports the parameters of effective user experience design, why they are
needed, and how adaptive interfaces are the future of UX. Next, it looks at understanding
digital natives and how the digital native assessment scale can be a possible means to
evaluate digital skill level. Subsequently, the study methodology is presented. Results
from the study are explained, then evaluated in relation to Digital Native Assessment
Scale scores. The next section summarizes the findings and highlights the important
conclusions. Finally, limitations are discussed, and future work ideas are presented.

2 Effective User Experiences
While user experience is present in all technology, there is a stark contrast between effective and ineffective experiences. In order to understand what would make an effective
user experience, it is first necessary to understand what user experience is.
The term ‘user experience,’ or UX, was first introduced by Don Norman to describe
the way an individual experiences reality around them (Norman 2016). This ‘reality’ can
manifest as how someone interacts with a service, product or device (Norman and Nielsen
n.d.). In 1991, Weiser proclaimed “…the most profound technologies are those that
disappear” (Weiser 1999). This decree is still relevant today, an effective user experience
is one that the user does not detect. The antithesis to this is the concept of ‘dancing bear’
software, where features are so good that users will overlook poor interaction design
(Cooper 1999). However, despite whether a ‘dancing bear’ software has success, it could
be exponentially improved with a good user experience (Cooper 1999). Ultimately for
users, the interaction equates to the system, thus if they are required to exert past their
normal effort threshold they will give up (Hartson and Pyla 2012). Larry Marine, a leader
in UX, concisely explains this concept as “if the user can’t use a feature, it effectively
does not exist” (Marine in Hartson and Pyla 2012). Good user experience is dependent
on users being able to access, and use, all features.
Designing for a wide variety of skillsets must be taken into account when designing
user experiences. A feature for one user with vast digital expertise may provide an
immensely different experience than for one with a limited amount of digital skill. Not
only are some hindered by their overall skill, but users have different ability levels
across applications and even across the same type of application (Fischer 2001). Thus,
there are multiple avenues in which ‘good’ user experience has the potential to become
obsolete. There have been a variety of avenues proposed to provide an inclusive user
experience, with varying degrees of success. One avenue investigated, adaptation of user
interfaces to fit with an individual’s skill level, has proven to produce higher performance
(Benyon 1993; Trumbly et al. 1993). The increased interest in Machine Learning and,
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with it, adaptive interfaces, demonstrates the need to develop experiences for multiple
eventualities. Many view experts view “AI as the new UI,” and thus, adaption as the most
important way forward for improving user experience (Brownlee 2015; Kuang 2013)
2.1 UX, Adaptive Interfaces, and User Testing
With an adaptive system, it is necessary to design, and conduct user testing, for multiple
eventualities. Adaptive user interface systems aim to automatically adjust the interface
based on context or demands (Gemmell et al. 2002; Kubat et al. 1998). This is typically
driven by user models and, more specifically, user modelling via stereotypes. Modelling
via stereotypes is becoming more useful in the European Union due to adoption of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), as this version can generate predictions
based on a more limited amount of data (Rich 1989). These stereotypes can direct the
user to experiences aimed at those with a high digital skillset or a low digital skillset.
However, these two distinct experiences must be designed and tested to ensure that they
achieve the desired interaction. It is paramount for designers to identify participants
with the optimum skillset to adequately test these diverse experiences. This study will
evaluate if the DNAS can serve as an effective measurement for participant recruitment.

3 Digital Natives
Rooted in the contrast of young and old or, more specifically, those born into a world
with personal digital technology and those born into a world without, Prensky (2001a,
b) presents the terms Digital Native and Digital Immigrant as the new way to describe
individuals in the 21st century. Digital Natives are characterized as born on or after
1980, used to receiving information quickly, multi-taskers, graphics driven, thriving on
instant gratification, and preferring games to ‘serious’ work (Prensky 2001a). Digital
Immigrants, on the other hand, were born before the 1980’s, turn to new technology
second, learn “slowly, step-by-step, one thing at a time, individually, and above all
seriously” (Prensky 2001a). Prensky’s first paper focused on the repercussions of this
divide on the educational community, as these Digital Natives learn differently to their
Digital Immigrant teachers. The second paper (Prensky 2001b) explained how the brains
of Digital Natives are different as they were socialized differently, surrounded by vast
amounts of digital input, from a young age.
Despite the two initial papers (Prensky 2001a, b), and the subsequent additions and
critiques (Kennedy et al. 2008; Stoerger 2009; Toledo 2007) it remains unclear what
defines a Digital Native (Akçayır et al. 2016). It seems an “academic moral panic”
arose with the introduction of the dichotomy, which presented those who resist the
characterizations of Digital Native or Digital Immigrant as out of touch with reality
(Bennett et al. 2008). Bennett et al’s critique is of the language used in this “moral
panic” which they say inhibits debate and gives creditably to unsupported claims.
3.1 Digital Native Assessment Scale (DNAS)
The Digital Native Assessment Scale (DNAS) was originally developed as a tool for
teachers to understand how their students interacted with, and learned with, technology
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(Teo 2013). It is a 21-item questionnaire that measures the degree to which an individual is
a Digital Native by asking questions that are associated with Digital Natives. The DNAS
uses a 7-point Likert scale that ranges from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree.’ The
sum of the results of each of the scale’s four factors, (1) growing up with technology,
(2) comfortable with multitasking, (3) reliant on graphics for communication, and (4)
thriving on instant gratifications and rewards, represents an individual’s level of digital
nativeness (Teo 2013). A higher score indicates that the individual is more digitally
native. The scale was originally developed with 1018 students in Singapore and has
been found to be “statistically valid and reliable” (Teo 2013). It has since been used in
a variety of other Digital Native studies, albeit limited to the education sector (Akçayır
et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2019; Teo 2016; Yong and Gates 2014).
Since its creation, the DNAS has served to inform Digital Native literature. However,
while the scale is a means of determining if an individual is a Digital Native, it does not
demonstrate how this score relates to other factors.

4 Methodology
This study comprised of semi-structured interviews with sixteen participants. The participants were drawn from a larger sample of 546 people who had completed an online
survey. This survey enabled the DNAS score of each participant to be calculated and also
indicated some of the behavioural and attitudinal factors that showed variability across
the sample. The latter were used as a starting point for the development of the interview
questions, to understand how high and low scorers vary in their technology behaviour.
4.1 Sampling Criteria
To be eligible for this study, participants needed to be:
1) Born between 1965–2001
2) A United Kingdom resident, as dictated by the UK immigration criteria
They also needed to take the Digital Natives Assessment Scale questionnaire, to
enable their individual score to be generated
4.2 Recruitment Method
A purposive sample was recruited based on Digital Native Assessment Scores gathered
in the previous online survey. Purposive sampling is used to achieve a sample that
has specific characteristics that are important to a study’s objectives (Palinkas et al.
2015). This type of sampling is often used in qualitative research, especially in selecting
“information-rich cases” to best utilize limited resources (Palinkas et al. 2015; Patton
2002). It is necessary as the aim of the interviews is to understand and make sense of
certain people’s lived experiences, not to be a representation of all people (Gill 2005).
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the rationale for the selection of participants. Figure 1 shows
the range of scores based on the original DNAS scale (Teo 2013). Figure 2 shows the
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range of DNAS scores for the online survey sample from which the interview participants
were drawn. The survey sample only included one participant with ‘low’ scores, the
reason may have been tied to the fact that it was an online survey. As the sample for
the interviews was drawn from this wider sample, a ‘constructed low’ of between 84
and 117 was used, along with a ‘constructed high’ of between 183 and 206. Eight ‘high
DNAS’ participants were recruited along with eight ‘low DNAS’ participants.

Fig. 1. Digital native assessment scale spread

Fig. 2. Previous study

Fig. 3. Participants in current study

The Table below presents the different individuals that participated in this study,
along with their DNAS scores, age, and self-reported gender (Table 1).
The interviews were conducted in Loughborough, Coventry, Glasgow and Derby.
They were captured on a voice recorder, then fully transcribed by the researcher. All
interviews fully complied with Loughborough University’s ethics procedures.
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Table 1. Participant table
Participant
number

Age

DNAS score

Sex

P1

27

182

F

P2

31

117

F

P3

38

107

M

P4

42

107

F

P5

47

183

M

P6

42

117

F

P7

25

197

F

P8

25

187

F

P9

25

206

M

P10

24

114

M

P11

26

195

F

P12

50

184

M

P13

35

186

M

P14

28

84

F

P15

31

115

M

P16

36

105

M

4.3 Design of Semi-structured Interviews
To generate questions for interviews, it was important that the researcher investigate the
background research fully. From here, it was necessary to develop a list of key topics that
the questions were based upon. While some moderators can go into an interview scenario
with only a list of themes, as these were semi-structured interviews, the researcher had
a list of questions to provide a framework for the interview and guide it along. The
questions developed to provide a framework were designed to stimulate information
that is “factual’, descriptive, thoughtful, emotional, or affectual” (Gill 2005). One of the
main benefits of semi-structured interviews over structured interviews is the ability to
adjust wording and order to best suit the participant (Bryman 2012). This deviation of
question order can be done in semi-structured interviews for the purpose of exploring
interesting areas and topics that might arise during the interview. While new questions
may be aggregated in the moment, generally all the questions in the question list will be
asked and in a similar wording (Bryman 2012).
The interviews comprised a core set of 24 open ended questions, with additional
prompts and follow ups included on a case-by-case basis to facilitate clarification or
expanding on answers. The topics covered by these questions were based on the results
from the previous online survey. As these were semi-structured interviews, the number
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of questions posed varied depending on how the participant answered. Questions were
added or adjusted based on the participant’s response to previous questions.
4.4 Recording and Transcription
Recording and transcription serve as important steps in the understanding and analysis
process. In order to fully immerse in the interview, audio recording is implemented as a
key tool. This allows the researcher to focus on interactions rather than the pressure to
put into writing every word of the conversation (Gill 2005). In addition to this, recording
provides a more accurate record of the conversation, and the nuances, than relying on
written notes (Gill 2005). However, the greatest benefit is the allowing the researcher to
listen to the conversation over and identify ideas that might have been missed during the
initial conversation (Gill 2005).
After each interview, the audio recording was transcribed by the primary researcher.
The transcription process occurred as follows: audio was assessed for quality by listening
to each recording and then was inputted into NVivo 12 (NVIVO 2020) transcribed, and
timestamped (Welsh 2002). This system makes it easier to compare transcribed data
with the original audio, maintaining the transcription’s validity (Kvale and Brinkmann
2009). While transcription can take time, it allows for a re-familiarisation which can aid
in data analysis (Crang and Cook 2012). NVivo 12 software was used as it can manage a
large amount of different types of data, as well as serving as a powerful tool for analysis.
Codes can easily be assigned and modified, if needed, to create more efficient analysis,
as well as providing data visualizations for a clear overall understanding. Welsh (2002)
elucidates that software such as NVivo “serves to facilitate an accurate and transparent
data analysis process whilst also providing a quick and simple way of counting who said
what and when, which in turn, provides a reliable, general picture of the data.”
4.5 Data Analysis
Aided by NVivo, an in-depth thematic analysis was conducted on the responses from
the interview. Thematic analysis is the method best suited to analyse semi-structured
interviews. It is defined as: “A method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns
(themes) within data. It minimally organizes and describes your data set in (rich) detail.
However, frequently it goes further than this, and interprets various aspects of the research
topic” (Braun and Clarke 2006).
Themes are “specific patterns of meaning found in the data,” and can contain manifest
content or latent content (Joffe 2011). Manifest content refers to explicit mentions of an
idea or phenomenon, whereas latent content provides implicit references (Joffe 2011).
The data analysis was carried out following the ‘phases of thematic analysis’ (Table 2)
that were identified by Braun and Clark (2006).
These themes were then evaluated against the DNAS scores of the participants in
each theme to understand how the digital behaviours and the scores related.
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Table 2. Phases of thematic analysis (Braun and Clark 2006).

Phase

Description of the process

1

Familiarizing yourself with your data

Transcribing data if needed, reading and
re-reading data, noting down initial ideas

2

Generate initial codes

Coding interesting features found in the data
in a systematic way across the entire set of
data, then collating data relevant to each code

3

Searching for themes

Assembling codes into potential themes, then
gathering data relevant to each probable
theme

4

Reviewing themes

Checking if the themes work in relation to the
coded extracts and the entire set of data, then
generating a thematic map of the analysis

5

Defining and naming themes

Ongoing analysis to refine the details of the
themes, as well as the narrative the data tells,
producing clear definitions and names for
each theme

6

Producing report

The last opportunity for analysis. Selecting
compelling examples, final analysis of
selected examples, relating the analysis back
to the research questions and wider literature,
producing a scholarly report of the analysis

5 Results and Discussion
Using thematic analysis, 9 overarching themes relating to how individuals behave with
technology were identified: (1) Attitudes, (2) Social Influence, (3) Tool, (4) Convenience,
(5) Extension of Self, (6) Propinquity, (7) Awareness, (8) Connection, and (9) Consistency. The following sections explain each theme in turn, with a discussion of whether
it showed a relationship with participants’ score on the DNAS scale.
5.1 Attitudes
Certain attitudes, or emotions, are identified as most prevalent when discussing technological behaviours. Participants exhibit strong inclinations towards different actions
in using smartphones and smart assistants. Confidence, trust, anxiety and curiosity portray different facets of users’ feelings towards the devices that they own. However, this
behaviour did not demonstrate a dichotomous relationship with DNAS score.
5.2 Society
Social norms dictate what is appropriate in society. These rules can vary among cultures,
as well as between individual people. Rules around technology can be even more nuanced
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(Tene and Polonetsky 2013). While individuals have their own set of rules for when it
is appropriate to use their phones, the ambiguity of these rules is prevalent. Participant
in this theme did not favor a behaviour based on their DNAS score.
5.3 Tool
A large number of participants see technology as a tool to use to achieve their goals,
however the emotion attached to this tool differed. Some participants regarded their
technology with no emotional attachment, that it is simply a vessel for information.
However, these differences were not divided by DNAS score.
5.4 Convenience
In this theme, participants prioritized making things easier for themselves by optimizing their technology. Overall, the push for convenience was driven by three different
mindsets: utilitarian with a lack of emotion, increasing speed of actions, or to bolster
muscle memory. While the three mindsets may have slightly leaned towards one end of
the DNAS scores, the relationship was not strong or direct.
5.5 Extension of Self
Technology is seen by some participants as an extension of the self, both physically and
metaphorically. The notion that the phone has replaced the phonebook and the need to
memorize phone numbers encapsulates this idea. Participants range from not caring at
all to demonstrating heavily reliance on technology. Most of the individuals that make
up this theme are in the high DNAS group, however there were a few on this theme from
the low DNAS group.
5.6 Propinquity
Propinquity can be defined as the ‘state of being close to something or someone’ (OED
2020). In this instance, propinquity relates to how users interact with technology and
those they are closest with, either by relation or by housing situation. Elements such
as family, house rules, and sharing devices arise as avenues of interest. Attitudes and
behaviours exhibited in Propinquity did not strongly indicate towards one end of the
DNAS scale.
5.7 Awareness
While some participants do not reflect on their technology use, and how it could negatively affect them, others are very aware of the role technology plays in their lives. This
understanding, and how it does or not affect behavior, is important to note as it relates to
a person’s aspirations and motivations. An even number of high and low were presented
in this theme.
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5.8 Connection
Participants articulate that the reality of constant connection is met with either strong
positive or negative emotions. Technology can serve to keep individuals connected, especially when they are physically distanced. Participants who are partial to the connectivity
benefits of technology, highlight the ease of staying in touch with those far away as a top
benefit. The current minimum expectation is that connection is always available, thus
frustration occurs when this threshold is not reached. Though many see connection as a
benefit to their lives, there are some see the perpetual availability as too much pressure
and prefer a more limited connectivity. This was the only theme with a clear, dichotomous split between behaviours. Participants with high scores on the DNAS favoured
constant connectivity and those with low scores preferred constrained connection.
5.9 Consistency
Uniformity among the same type of device, such as smartphones, emerges as an important
value for some participants. Users are particular about how their devices should be
ordered and structured. Even when updating devices, participants expect their technology
to stay consistent. These behaviours and expectations have no tie to either high or low
DNAS scorers.

6 Conclusion
Results suggest that the DNAS is not a completely accurate indicator of any specific
attitude or behavior, as most themes had a varied combination of high and low level
DNAS participants. The only theme in which behaviors are split by DNAS group is
Connection, with high scoring individuals highlighting constant connection as a priority
and low scoring individuals seeing the same connection as a negative effect of technology.
This is important for practitioners to consider when designing for a variety of user
groups, especially those with different levels of technological competence. While levels
of connectivity may be more closely associated with the dichotomy of DNAS scores, the
majority of attitudes and behaviours towards technology are not linked to a particular set
of scores. This research demonstrates that DNAS score alone cannot be relied upon to
define user groups for adaptive interfaces, thus it is not an effective tool for characterising
participants in user experience design.
Future research could further explore the nine themes in order to understand how
individuals vary according to the themes, whether clusters of themes can be used to
create personas, and how this understanding can be used to improve user experience in
system design.
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Abstract. Psychological experience possesses many different determinants of
affective, cognitive, and behavioral order in complex interaction and mostly hidden
to our consciousness. User experience models face this complexity by presenting
a reduced set of variables and interactions. Most of these models have been created
on a deductive but also largely intuitive basis. This poses three problems: First,
the UX models’ authors don’t propose a systematic response to the question of
“how to know what variables use into the UX model?” Second, most UX models
overlook the components that arise to the user’s consciousness. Third, even with
this multitude of UX models, UX designers continue to rely heavily on intuition.
Based on previous work, we propose the Aware UX Model, built systematically,
and gathering empirical users’ data. It focuses on the components, mostly thoughts,
and feelings, that arise in the user’s consciousness. The model provides their
characterization and a rational account of its emergence in the UX. In addition,
we propose a construction method for UX models based on our own process.
We expose a case study to substantiate the Aware UX model and to contribute
to its validation. Finally, we propose heuristics coupled to the Aware UX model
components.
Keywords: UX · User consciousness · User modeling

1 Introduction
Psychological experience possesses many different determinants of affective, cognitive,
and behavioral order. Their interaction is highly complex and mostly hidden to our consciousness: we manage to see just the tip of the iceberg. Most user experience models
try to tackle that complexity by presenting a reduced set of variables and interactions;
they simplify the user experience, UX, to decrease its complexity, turning it into a more
manageable phenomenon. Most of these models have been created on a deductive but
also largely intuitive basis. This poses three problems: First, the UX models’ authors
don’t propose a systematic response to the question of “how to know what variables use
into the model or, on the contrary, leave them out of it?”. Second, even if UX happens in
the user’s consciousness, most UX models do not focus on identifying and characterizing
what happens there. Ortiz-Nicolas (2014) shows that for 11 UX models, artifact, user,
interaction and context are the main dimensions, and the so-called aggregates or properties, are subjective, conscious, emotional, interconnected, and dynamics. However,
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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none of the 11 UX models specify what probably happens in the user consciousness;
this always appears difficult to specify and fragmented (Revonsuo 2009). In addition,
every component has a different definition and role among the models (Ortiz-Nicolas
2014). This has led to uncertainty about the UX components that are important in UX
design. Therefore, this poses a threat to the validity of those UX models too. Consequently, we want to propose a UX model that can specify what arises to the user’s
consciousness during the interaction: their inner thoughts, images, feelings of knowing,
and so on, which have no clear location and extension in phenomenal space (Velmans
2009, p. 297) but are present in the consciousness, and are essential for UX design.
Third, we believe that the large complexity of UX models, with so many components
and properties, avoids their application to UX design, making them hardly actionable,
and difficult to apply. Moreover, even with this multitude of UX models, UX designers
continue to rely heavily on intuition (Tonetto and Tamminen 2015). This makes that
many relevant aspects of the UX are missed, designers don’t know how those aspects
are related and don’t know either their relative importance. We believe that the persistence of UX designers in relying mostly on their intuition is because UX models are not
coupled to methods based on them. So, what type of UX design methods can be coupled
to a specific UX model? In this paper, we try to contribute with answers to these three
questions.
The paper is structured as follows: in the methods sections, we expose the methods
used to answer each of the questions. In the results section, we expose the results of
applying each method: for the first question, firstly, we reviewed the methods available to
identify UX components, and secondly, we expose a method to systematically build UX
models trying to avoid the biases from the researcher’s intuition. For the second question,
we propose the Aware UX Model resulting from the application of the aforementioned
systematic method. Moreover, we present a case study to show how the Aware Model
can explain the UX of a market successful product. For the third question, we propose
a UX design method composed of heuristics extracted from different sources. The final
section exposes the conclusions, limitations, and future work.

2 Methods
2.1 Question 1: How to Know What Variables Use into a UX Model or,
on the Contrary, Leave Them Out of It?
We reviewed the methods available to identify UX variables. We expose a method to
systematically build UX models trying to avoid bias from the researcher’s intuition.
2.2 Question 2: Which Are the UX Components Important in UX Design?
We applied the aforementioned systematic method to propose a UX model. Moreover,
we used the case study method to show how the UX model can explain the UX of a
market successful product with a UX desired by users.
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2.3 Question 3: What Type of UX Design Methods Can Be Coupled to a Specific
UX Model?
We propose a UX method composed of heuristics extracted from different sources.

3 Results
3.1 Review of the Methods to Identify Affective and Cognitive Conscious
Components
We have identified some approaches or methods to identify the human affective and
cognitive components present in UX. We’re just aware of the tip of the iceberg visible in
consciousness. Consequently, we’re not only interested in explicit, conscious, variables,
but also in the unobserved, latent ones; all of them are causes or consequences of the
user´s observable behavior (Hoyle and Duvall 2004). Then, we review phenomenology,
introspection, theory of mind, cognitive interviews (think-aloud protocols), self-report
methods, and the Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) technique.
Phenomenology. Phenomenology is both a methodology and a philosophy to understand complex individuals’ problems based on researching their intern and subjective
experiences. It emerged as a philosophical movement concerning how to look at the
world, providing insights to “understand certain phenomena” (Creswell 2007). Using it,
we can get a deep comprehension of a phenomenon as experienced by several subjects
(Creswell 2013). It provides an opportunity for systematic reflection on the lived experiences of people in certain circumstances. Its purpose is to “reduce individual experiences
with a phenomenon to a description of the universal essence” (Creswell 2007). It has
been used in organizational and consumer research but very few in product design. A
phenomenon would be “an ‘object’ of human experience (van Manen cited by Creswell
(2013), p. 163). These phenomena could be anything felt by the user while interacting
with a product (Creswell 2013): try to find a song in the smartphone, experimenting anger
because being unable to handle properly a drill, etc. Basically, the researcher collects
data from people who have underwent the same experience and makes up a description from these multiple sources of the essence of the experience for all those persons.
“This description consists of “what” they experienced and “how” they experienced it”
(Creswell 2013). This method allows participants to express their experiences, which
in turn, allow investigators to uncover the essence of the human experience (Creswell
2013).
What distinguishes phenomenology from other qualitative research is its emphasis
on the subjective point of view (van Manen 1990). In addition, it provides the tools for
discovering something meaningful and insightful, “through meditations, conversations,
daydreams, inspirations, and other interpretive acts, we assign meaning to the phenomena
of lived life” (van Manen 1990). However, one of the dilemmas of using a phenomenological method is whether it results in descriptive scientific research or in an interpretive
personal inquiry. Can researchers avoid imposing their personal experiences and biases
on the description or analysis of the experiences shared by the others? (Husserl 1982).
Ajjawi and Higgs (2007) argue that it is impossible to achieve total objectivity because
objectivity is situated in a reality constructed by subjective experiences.
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Introspection. Introspection is a means by which we pay attention consciously to the
mental conditions we are currently in (Rosenthal 2001). Introspection is different from
our informal, transient, and fuzzy manner we are conscious of a lot of our mental states.
Introspection encompasses the mental states being introspected and any mental representation of those mental states. Introspection collapsed as a psychological experimental
method because of its lack of reliability: the results from distinct laboratories using it frequently disagree (Rosenthal 2001). Moreover, it has been shown that people invent their
own introspective mental states to justify their behaviors as something acceptable or normal. However, many psychological experimental methods continue to rely on people’s
access to their actual mental states. All in all, introspection represents badly our mental
states and misses to uncover a lot of concurrent mental states, both in usual and exceptional situations. It is probable that introspection only reveals a little part of the mental
properties of the subject. As stated by Lashley’s (1958, cited by Rosentahl) dictum “introspection never makes mental processes accessible, only their results”. Nonetheless,
it is fairly used among design practitioners because it is informal, flexible, and low-cost
(Goodman-Deane et al. 2010). In conclusion, although introspection is easy to use, it is
an unreliable method.
Theory of Mind (ToM). ToM is a branch of cognitive science regarding the comprehension of our minds and others’ (Gopnik 2001). ToM is about our skill to attribute mental
states (desires, beliefs, intentions, etc.) to others and understanding others’ minds using
our ordinary and intuitive comprehension of the mind (Gopnik 2001). ToM has been
extensively researched in developmental psychology to understand when and how the
different abilities of ToM arise and develop. The knowledge provided by ToM is theoretical, both for the mind of others and ours. ToM is related to folk psychology because
it supports our comprehension of people’s behavior in terms of desires, beliefs, expectations, intentions, etc. When we attribute a belief, we make a hypothesis of a mental state
of the believer. The question is: do we have a method to understand our minds and others’? Some mechanisms of ToM have been researched, for instance, the ToM decoding
(Lee et al. 2005). This is defined as the ability to use context information available such
as tone of voice, body posture, and facial expressions, to identify and name precisely the
others’ mental state (Lee et al. 2005). However, we are talking about an innate ability
deeply ingrained in our minds that would be hard to formalize as a method, in order to
study the mental states of others. For instance, we’re able to interpret which emotions
someone is feeling by reading her facial gestures; notwithstanding, we’re not able to do
this on a systematic basis. For this matter, a method such as FACS, Facial Coding Action
System, should be used (Ekman and Friesen 1978). There are two dilemmas of using
an approach based on ToM to identify the UX components. First, it is easy to attribute
false beliefs to other people if the researcher is not well trained since some mechanisms
behind ToM acquisition are difficult to articulate to be easily tested at the neural level.
ToM is a rather abstract construct that could take many forms at both the behavioral and
neural levels (Mahy et al. 2014). Second, ToM’s application mostly focuses on cognitive
tasks rather than affective ones (Mahy et al. 2014).
Cognitive Interviews-Think Aloud Protocols. Cognitive interviews are a set of techniques for eliciting how a subject understands and responds to a diversity of situations,
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i.e., an interaction with a product. The most useful would be the think-aloud interviewing: the subject should say aloud what he is thinking while he is on a task (see “cognitive
interview” by Knafl (2008)). In think-aloud protocols the verbal reports of the subject’s
own thinking processes are used as data. Think aloud protocol could be used insofar it
was devised as a method to verbalize problem-solving activities, at every moment of
that activity (Ericsson and Simon 1993). Since its creation by Newell and Simon in 1972
(Newell and Simon 1972), protocol analysis has been a central method in cognitive science. Two drawbacks of protocol analysis are, first, the method has been used mostly to
study tasks where the cognitive elements are dominant, i.e., for sequences of thoughts:
many tasks of problem-solving character, decision-making, judgment, expert tasks performance and learning (Ericsson and Simon 1993). And, second, it is not adapted to
study affective phenomena.
Self-report Methods. Self-report is any method in which respondents relate their feelings, emotions, beliefs, etc., when they are asked to answer a question. Even if it is
a very used method, its nature and lack of verifiability are a matter of debate (Robinson 2009). When considering the complexity of a self-report, at least concerning emotion self-reports, there are two types of components of distinct nature: dialecticism and
granularity (Lindquist and Feldman-Barrett 2008). Basically, these two terms refer to
people’s ability to characterize their own experiences (Lindquist and Feldman-Barrett
2008). Dialecticism is the relationship between pleasant and unpleasant emotions as
inversely related or as a dialectic experience (not seeing pleasurable and displeasurable
experiences as opposed) feeling both pleasant and unpleasant emotions at the same time
(Bagozzi et al. 1999). The other component, granularity, is the skill to verbally report
the emotional experience precisely (Lindquist and Feldman-Barrett 2008). Emotional
granular people use emotion qualifiers (i.e., angry, afraid, sad, joyful, etc.) to “represent
discrete and qualitatively different experiences”. The criticism of using self-reports is:
one, self-reports rely on language which may not be equivalent to experience, sometimes experience is highly nuanced; two, we possess different skill levels to conceptualize or verbalize our experiences using language words. In this regard, a self-report
would always be a flawed image of experience (Robinson 2009). Moreover, self-reports
are problematic for cognitive scientists, on the one hand, because the conditions under
which self-reports are to be trusted are unknown; and, on the other hand, the inferences
from objective observations from states of consciousness are determined by the comprehension we have of the causal relations between the subjects’ conscious states and
what we observe on them (Natsoulas 2005).
Other Affective Information Assessment Methods. In this group, methods such as
emotion-related vocal acoustics, specific affect coding system (SPAFF), affect rating
dial, time sampling diary, facial image analysis such as FACS (Ekman and Friesen
1978), etc., should be used. Etc. These methods are highly specific focusing only on
one affective phenomenon, look to obtain a global measurement of affect, or are highly
complex and time-consuming. Consequently, they are not adapted to our needs.
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA). Even though latent variables cannot be measured
by direct means, we can obtain information about them by measuring observed variables
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that represent them (Everitt and Howell 2005), in other words, we can measure them
indirectly. Latent variables have the possibility of explaining a large number of behaviors using only a low number of constructs (Hoyle and Duvall 2004). Latent variables
should be inferred, statistically, from data showing associations among observed variables, which presumably, are caused, to some extent, by one or more factors (Hoyle
and Duvall 2004). Factor Analysis (FA) is a multivariable statistical analysis technique
appropriate to analyze large numbers of variables and reduce them to a more manageable number or factors (Field 2009). Researchers in education, psychology, and cognate
social fields have employed or evaluated their research with Factor Analytic procedures, including exploratory factor analysis (EFA) (Beavers et al. 2013). EFA describes
associations among a very large number of observed variables or indicators, using a
comparatively low number of factors (Hoyle and Duvall 2004). EFA works inductively
because it allows, based on the observed variables data, to determine, a posteriori, the
underlying factor model. None of the methods or approaches presented earlier to identify the UX elements seemed adapted to investigate our research problem. Consequently,
we trust in EFA because of its long tradition to investigate many different and complex
latent psychological phenomena, such as intelligence or personality (John and Srivastava
1999). EFA’s main limitation is that the results should not be considered to provide a
complete theory to a specific subject (John and Srivastava 1999). Nonetheless, a good
application of FA provides a conceptual foundation that helps to examine theoretical
issues and could be used as a base to develop further work (John and Srivastava 1999).

3.2 A Construction Method for UX Models
We propose a complete structured method to identify and characterize UX components
using empirical data from users. This method uses a combination of techniques traditionally used in experimental psychology. The present research looks for identifying
and classifying constitutive UX elements from an empirical study that integrates diverse
latent variables behind the UX. Instead of a deductive process, based on existing theories
on affective and cognitive phenomena to identify the UX elements, we propose a structured process of data gathering. The analysis is performed to finally identify, through
EFA, the components that are crucial for an experience to occur, i.e., that arise in the
user’s consciousness, and, in this way, making them visible. The construction method
has four stages responding to four objectives: first, identify the theoretical components
of the UX by using thematic analysis; second, measure how those components are experienced by gathering user’s data; third, reduce the number of components through EFA;
fourth, construct the UX model. The three first parts provide the input or “bricks” to
construct the UX model in the fourth part. Below, we expose the method.
First Part: Thematic Analysis. Use thematic analysis to identify systematically which
the components of the UX are from a theoretical point of view. This technique is explained
in Braun and Clarke (2006). It is very used to find patterns on a heterogeneous mass of
qualitative text. It allows a structured process of coding and pattern recognition within the
data avoiding researchers’ biases. It provides themes and subthemes of variables present
in the data, i.e., dimensions and groups and variables. These themes constitute the core
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for the construction of the further UX empirical study. One example of application in
the context of UX modeling is in Ariza and Maya (2014a).
Second: Gathering Empirical User Data. Gather empirical evidence about how the
different variables influence the final user experience. Construct a questionnaire transforming the theoretical variables into measurable ones; use Likert scales. Transform
each variable into an empirical one, using the sub-themes to describe the variable in a
more integral way. Improve the reliability and content validity of the instrument taking
as reference questionnaires previously validated for other UX components. Design a
protocol for the whole experiment. Select a product with features allowing to evaluate
instrumental and non-instrumental aspects, according to your objectives. Have in mind
that the product category will introduce a specificity in the people’s responses to the
whole experiment. Consider evaluating the UX in different stages corresponding to the
prior expectations, the participants’ immediate feelings, impressions and perceptions,
the aftereffects, and the accumulative aspects. Before, during, after and long-after are
common stages for this. Split the whole questionnaire into the questions corresponding to each stage. Propose a first draft of the questionnaire. Refine it by reviewing the
definitions and questions to ensure a good relationship and clarity. Do a pilot test with
some users. Design a sample according to EFA reliability requirements (usually in the
hundreds of people). According to Field (2009) and Beavers et al. (2013), an EFA’s good
sample size is conditional upon the strength of the factors and variables, rather than a
large sample size. These values must be validated while running the EFA. Apply the
questionnaire to measure how those components are experienced by a representative
group of users in real interaction with a product; to do so, choose, a free of disturbance,
appropriate context. This will increase the ecological validity of the whole experiment.
Allow the full manipulation and use of the product when needed. Use an online service
to host the questionnaire and collect the data. One example of the application of these
techniques for UX modeling is in Ariza and Maya (2014b).
Third: Apply EFA. Reduce the number of components to a manageable amount of
factors by using EFA. EFA is a data reduction technique. It analyzes many correlations
among observed variables reducing them to a more manageable number but retaining the
essential (Field 2009). The main decisions for setting up the EFA are: (1) define which
variables to include, (2) select a reliable sample, (3) determine the factor extraction
method, and (4) define the model-fit considerations, rotation method, and reliability
analyses. Choose a proper statistical package for EFA. Do the factorability test on the
data. If the test is ok, validate the strength of the variables’ relationships for the EFA study.
Check the questionnaire’s reliability by using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. Do a data
optimization to check if the data is factorable. Choose the oblique rotation if, a-priori,
the components are dependent, (i.e., they all belong to the UX). Finally, validate the
factorial model through a Monte-Carlo simulation (Mooney 1997): this is a resampling
technique that creates repeated samples from an original data sample while retaining the
correlations. This allows to overcome the generalization problems of the EFA. Naming
the factors in EFA is of paramount importance: look at the variable with the highest load
on the factor and use it as a reference to label and describe the factor. Examine the other
variables and see how they contribute to the full description of the component. This
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description should encompass the set of variables of the factor. The factors resulting
from part three are the input, or “bricks” to construct the UX model sought. See one
example of the application of EFA for UX modeling in Ariza and Maya (2014b).
Fourth: Construct the Model. Structure the factors to explain through a model how
the UX arises for similar products and interactions. The construction of the UX model
comprises several steps: (1) Rewrite the explanation of each factor to have a highly
coherent explanation of what the factor is and how their variables are related. (2) Take
the label alone of each factor to figure out how they are related and how is their temporal
dynamics, i.e., the order of manifestation in the user’s consciousness. (3) Propose a
graphical scheme of this relation. (4) Check the meaningfulness of the whole model.
(5) Check the explanatory capacity of the model by explaining the UX of three types of
products: one of a similar category, with a very good UX; one of a similar category but
with a failed UX; and one borderline case: a product with a UX where the model fails
to explain some UX components. Apply the case study method for this. (6) Adjust the
model following the pieces of evidence gathered through the three cases. (7) You will
have a pre-model, which is the basis to make a backward process: starting from it, you
have to devise an experiment to gather empirical data by operationalizing their variables
as a questionnaire in a similar way as explained in part three of the method. (8) Apply
Confirmatory Factor Analysis, CFA, to check if the factor model matches the relations
posed by the pre-model. (9) If the match is correct, the pre-model reflects validly the
user’s UX. Otherwise, adjust the pre-model as necessary and repeat the CFA process.
3.3 The Aware UX Model
We propose the Aware UX model. It results from the application of the aforementioned
systematic method until the case study step, which we use to begin its validation process.
The model was constructed using the MP3 headphones of Fig. 1 as stimuli. In the case
study, we explain the UX of a market successful product but of a different category
(electric chainsaw) to the product used to construct our model.

Fig. 1. Example of a product used in Ariza Maya (2014b): Sony WALKMAN® MP3 Player
NWZ-WH303 headphones. Photo: Ariza.
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The Aware UX Model Construction Process. In two previous publications we, first,
identified UX variables and their dimensions for product design using thematic analysis applied to 13 UX models, 10 UX definitions, and 10 review papers (Ariza and
Maya 2014a). Second, based on those dimensions-variables, we designed a study to get
empirical user data (n = 200) while interacting with the MP3 headphones. Through
an Exploratory Factor Analysis, we reduced the number of variables by identifying the
factors behind them (126 variables to 32 factors) (Ariza and Maya 2014b). A further Montecarlo simulation (n = 1000) allowed us to confirm the quality of the factorial model.
Based on that factor structure, we proposed the UX model below. The presentation of the
Aware UX model is composed of two parts. First, in the components section, we explain
each component of the model: we take each factor previously found and explained it
as a coherent whole as a group of correlated variables. Each of these components are
the different psychological constructs that would arise to the consciousness of the user
during interaction. The Aware UX model explains three stages of the interaction. We
only present here the components for the BEFORE Stage. For the DURING and AFTER
stage see the Appendix. Secondly, in the model section, we fully describe the Aware UX
model emphasizing the dynamics and causality relationships of the components.
A Detailed Explanation of the Components of the Aware UX Model for the BEFORE
Stage
1. Attractiveness and Interest/Novelty of the product. In everyday language, attractiveness is the characteristic of an object of being “very pleasing in appearance”, and
“…causing interest” (Cambridge Dictionary Online 2019). Interest is aroused when the
user needs to give selective attention to the product (APA 2015) because the product is
significant. Significance can be threefold. The product must look attractive for the user:
one way to arise the user’s interest is to show him an attractive product. Interestingness is the quality of a product that arouses interest rather than aesthetic pleasure (APA
2015). Attractiveness can be obtained through multiple ways: combining the product’s
form supports (shape, colors, materials, textures,), through, manipulation of perceptual
determinants (gestalt laws for instance) or cognitive determinants such as typicality,
prototypicality, familiarity, etc. Once the product has arisen interest, the user’s mood
comes to the fore.
2. User’s mood. Unlike emotions, the mood is an affective state “about nothing
specific or about everything” (Fridja 2009a). The user’s mood has cognitive effects.
These are mood-congruent: encoding facilitation, recall, judgment biases, and attentional
selectivity (Fridja 2009a). In other words, mood acts as a filter from a perceptual point
of view. Certain pieces of information will be of relative interest depending on the user’s
mood. There are effects of mood on processing. Pleasant moods lead to “more superficial
processing in precision tasks, and to more mental flexibility” while unpleasant moods
favor deeper processing (Fridja 2009a, p. 258). The user’s mood plays a paramount role
because it can lead the user to abandon the exploration of the product, or, on the contrary,
encourage the user to get more information from the product, i.e., to be more involved in
the interaction. Depending on the user’s mood, it leads to the product’s specific concerns,
component 3, or to 4, anticipation of buying and use.
3. Product’s Specific concerns. “Concerns are the dispositional sources of emotions”
(Fridja 2009b). Concerns are paramount for the interaction because they trigger emotions
in the cognitive appraisal process (Demir et al. 2009). Emotions are the main component
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of the user experience. A concern is a specific state of the world that is important for the
user. Many different types of concerns have been identified concerning the interaction
with products: needs, goals, interests, etc. However, four types of concerns are central
in the before phase of the user experience, from (3.1) to (3.5). (3.1) Interest in the
Product’s Functionality: ¿am I interested in this product’s functionality? Functionality
has been pointed out as the main need concerning a product (Jordan 2002). It is a gate
for the interaction because if the user is not interested in the product’s functionality,
the interaction could be halted. (3.2) How valuable is the product? How curious I’ll be?
Economic concerns are omnipresent in our lives, especially with technological products
that can be expensive. If the product is affordable for the user this judgment can lead
him to be more curious about it and to try to gather more information that could lead
him to the buying process. (3.3) Social approval: who uses the product. This concern
is relatively important for every product, but if the product is to be used in public it
becomes a very important one. This concern means that we want to know who uses
the product to gain more information about affiliation processes such as belonging to
the group of users of the product or being different from that group, even if oneself
is the user of the product (Berghman and Hekkert 2017). (3.4) Product’s professional
look. This concern reflects the desire for the user of possessing a product with high
performance, i.e., a robust product able to give a high-quality output for their main
functions and at the same time able to withstand to small accidents and rough conditions
during manipulation. This concern can be at the same time highly specific and highly
general. Highly specific for technological products because they are delicate and prone
to be easily damaged during rough manipulation. Highly general because it is a general
human concern related to the duration of products and to our attachment to them. (3.5)
Interest in the product’s technology. This concern is highly specific to technological
products specially if the product combines simultaneously different technologies in an
innovative way. This interest should feed the anticipation of buying and use because it
invites the user to judge different aspects of the product. This judgment made frequently
based on partial information could lead the user to a buying process.
4. Anticipation of buying and use. Anticipation is a user’s emotion involving an
imaginative speculation process. This speculation concerns the future use and possession
of the product. It is produced using information about the product or similar products
saved in the user’s brain. Anticipation can be pleasurable but at the same time a way to
deal with the stress of facing the use of a new and not so easy to use product (Skynner
and Cleese 1996).
The components for the DURING and AFTER Stage are explained in the Appendix.
The Three Stages of the Aware UX Model. For the BEFORE-UX and DURING-UX
stages, we have a small number of factors (components) which allowed us to directly
propose the model (Ariza and Maya 2014b). For the AFTER-UX stage, to have a more
manageable group of components, we clustered again the factors obtained in two ways:
using data from the EFA’s correlation matrices and using the KJ method. Finally, the
proposed model explains its components in terms of psychological constructs pertaining
to the affect, cognition or behavior of the user. It explains some relationship among
these components and some aspects of their dynamics while explaining what arises to
the consciousness of the user. Even if the model pretends to be a generalization of the
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categories presented in the precedent section, the influence of the product’s category
(MP3 headphones) is clear. The numbers for each component are the same used in Ariza
and Maya (2014b).
BEFORE Stage. For this stage, Fig. 2, (1) attractiveness and interest arise in the user’s
consciousness. The user is prompted to pay attention to the product because it offers
some novel features to him. Even if the user is finally interested in the product his mood
(2) modules his general affective tone: if good, all the downstream UX will tend to
be felt positively or the contrary if the mood is negative. Then, the user’s attention will
address some typical concerns with the product (3), its functionality (3.1.) being, maybe,
the most important. Other common concerns will pop up to the user’s consciousness,
not forcibly in this order: the value of the product (3.2), the social approval of the
product (3.3.), if the product has a professional look because it conveys the idea of a
sophisticated product (3.4.), and, finally, an interest in the product’s technology (3.5).
Probably, these concerns interact among them in an inextricable way. This stage finishes
with an anticipation feeling to buy and use the product (4): the user imagine himself
using and getting the benefits promised by the product.

Fig. 2. The Before Stage UX model.

DURING Stage. In this stage, Fig. 3, the user should know how to use the product (1),
he thinks or remembers how he has had previous experiences with similar products, (2),
and remembers what the product does and how should be used (3). Components (2) and
(3) make a loop where the user must figure out how to use the product to get all its
functionalities. As he probably doesn’t know how to use some functions, he tries the
product’s different controls and sees their effects; he iterates until he feels he’s able to
use the product at a minimum level. Due to its novel features, the product has different
functions, (4), which the user could not know how to use, but in the end, he’s satisfied
with the principal function. Obtaining the main function is a fundamental support for the
during stage; otherwise, if the user is not able to get it, he might abandon the interaction.
If the user is in trouble trying to get the main function, he comes back to components (2)
and (3) and the loop could be active again. When the product is working properly, the
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user would enter in a state of flow, (5), where no additional effort is required to get the
benefits of the product and where the user enjoys the interaction, i.e., being connected
to the product. When the user is in flow, components (2), (3) and (4) are no more of a
concern during the UX. After the flow experience, in (6), the user is aware of how he can
feel the aesthetic visual and tactile harmony of the product; he feels the product really
comfortable on his hands. In conclusion, this stage is highly stimulating for the user: he
felt the use of the product as very exciting and stimulating (7).

Fig. 3. The during stage of the UX model.

The AFTER Stage. This is the UX felt immediately after finishing the direct interaction.
This stage can be very rich in components, as shown in Fig. 4, even if the user is no
longer in contact with the product. This is the part of the Aware UX model that can give
the most information about the other two UX stages. This stage begins with a global
impression and general memory about the direct interaction that has just finished. This
impression is a consequence of two groups of components. On the left side, there is a
group of emotions made up of expectations that have been filled or not (3), if the user felt
disconnected from the world using the product, (7), and if a recall or even nostalgia arose
at the user’s consciousness. On the right side, counterbalancing emotions, there is a large
set of usability components. This demonstrates that a good usability is fundamental for
the AFTER stage, even if there is no direct contact with the product. The set begins by
the user asking himself if the product is easy to learn and understand, (2), which is a
crucial component in this part because a negative answer will stop this usability cycle
and would contribute to a very negative global impression. A clear entry point for the
interaction is important, (10); this is made possible by clear marking functions. In turn, if
the use of the product was possible, the user would ask himself how else he could use the
product, (6), and how to use it in a context different to the original one, (9). To finish the
usability group, there is a question about where the user can learn more about the product,
(17). The comparison between the global use dimension and the global emotional group
would lead the user to a reflection: he enjoyed using the product and he holds a position
about it (13). This is important because it is a first evaluation of the UX that has just
passed. If the enjoyment was present, the user would come into remembering details
of the interaction, in the form of concerns: if the product’s brand was ok, (11); if the
performance of the product’s technology was good (12); if the product’s use matched its
aesthetic appearance (14) and if the user looked good with the product in that context,
(5), which makes the user think of other products with similar style (15), in a loop. After
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these personal concerns, leading to product evaluations, there would be a change in the
user’s perception of the product (16) in the form of an afterthought. If this change in
perception is positive, the final component will be activated: the engagement with the
product (1). This is important: engagement would be the final goal of a successful UX
for designers.

Fig. 4. The After Stage of the UX model.

Discussion. The Aware UX model is different from most models in the literature because
is centered in the user and what arises to his consciousness. Even if the UX is felt as a
whole, the model is highly analytical decomposing the UX in its many components. In
this way, the model is explanatory. We do not hold that all these components arise in the
user’s consciousness during an interaction with a product similar to a headphone mp3;
just some of them. However, they probably will be behind the UX as latent variables,
influencing the contents of the user’s consciousness. We use the model to make designers
aware of the components by telling them that they exist, by explaining to them what they
are and how they would influence the UX. We request designers to not forget the Aware
model’s components, because, even if latent, they are always there when designing for
the UX.
A Case Study: The JawSaw Worx Electric Chainsaw
This case study concerns a market successful product: the JawSaw® electric chainsaw
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from Workx®, Fig. 5. Chainsaws are intimidating for new users. The JawSaw has a
safer chain saw to avoid accidents due to the exposed spinning chain. It was designed
to be safer for the novice user. It can operate directly on the ground, so the user does
not have to lift the logs off the ground and then bend down to cut them. It also has
an extension handle for pruning high branches. It has 291 ratings with an average of
4.5 on Amazon.com (Amazon 2020), and an average of 4.6 for 478 ratings in Worx
homepage (Worx 2020). The reviews of specialized sites were very good as well. For
instance, the ChainsawJournal.com site said in its review that the “JawSaw was the best
chainsaw alternative” (The Chainsaw Journal 2020). It won a Silver A’ in the A’ Design
Awards in 2012 (A’ Design Awards 2012). With this case study we want to substantiate
the Aware UX model: to see if it possibly explains many different thoughts and feeling
arising to the consciousness of a JawSaw’s user, and to see if they could offer a coherent
account of an UX. We did so by proposing supposedly user’s self-taking, thoughts and
feelings, belonging to each one of the stages and components of the UX Aware Model.
The results of this case study should contribute to answer two questions: Do all these
thoughts and feelings represent a whole UX experience? Are they important? We believe
that designers have the answer to these two questions.
BEFORE stage (stimulus: the promotional videos of the product). 1. That product
looks terrific in the video. Its shape is quite different, I’ve never seen one like that. 2. I’m
in a very good mood for gardening this Spring. 3.1. That chainsaw cuts perfectly and it
has many different safety features. 3.2. It’s only U$110; it’s worth the investment! 3.3.
My neighbor will like it as well. 3.4. It looks so sturdy to endure very harsh conditions;
it looks professional. 3.5. I don’t know how it works. It seems they developed three
patented systems for it. 4. I’m looking forward to buying it and use it.
DURING stage (stimulus: the real product in interaction). 1. Even if it looks different,
I already know how to use this chainsaw. 2. I’ve used many chainsaws in my garden,
some similar. 3. It cuts so well. I know how to cut the higher branches, it’s a little bit
tricky…I see it has security functions to avoid accidents. 5. What a pleasure to use this
chainsaw! I really enjoyed doing all the gardening in one day. 6. The product looks so
well. Its textures feel good; it’s completely comfortable. 7. I found its use so stimulating;
cutting logs on the ground for my first time was exciting, and without breaking my back!
AFTER stage (Stimulus is absent: the JawSaw is no longer present). 3. It’s my first
chainsaw to completely fill my expectations. 7. During the use I even felt disconnected
from the world; it was absorbing to the point of doing all the Spring gardening in one
day. 4. The use was terrific; I wonder when I would have the opportunity to use it again.
2. It was so easy to learn to use; I understood immediately all its functions. 10. The start
button was the first thing to use. 8. The controls showed clearly what they were for. 6.
If it’s able to cut logs on the ground I wonder how else I could use it. 9. I might use
it to cut branches over the roof if I use a proper ladder. 17. I wonder if there are more
training videos on the internet. My global impression is that I bought a terrific product, I
loved it! 13. I enjoyed its use all the time for my gardening. 11. That brand is very good
and well evaluated on the Internet. 12. The security items are patented, and it has a new
lubrication system. 14. Its shape was different which made its use different as well. 5. I
think I looked good with the product on my hands. 15. Its style is similar to a high-end
chainsaw’s brand. 16. Oh my gosh: it made me change my mind about home chainsaws!
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Fig. 5. Up, The Worx JawSaw electric chainsaw. Below, left, a close-up of the jaw system that
keeps the blade and chain retracted until they’re fully enclosed in the guard, avoiding accidents.
Center, the JawSaw can cut logs on the ground. Right, it has an extensible pole. Illustrations:
Angelica Rocha.

1. This chainsaw now has all my attention, It’s really interesting. I want to use it over
and over.
3.4 The Aware UX Heuristics Method
One criticism to UX models is that they are too broad and difficult to apply. Consequently,
we propose a UX method composed of heuristics extracted from different sources. This
is what a designer should do to design for UX. The features that are crucial for an UX to
occur and the components that favor meaningful user engagement are difficult to grasp
due to their different psychological nature. Therefore, instead of relying on highly structured methods for an already complex subject, those features would be easier to grasp
through the deliberate application of simple design heuristics chosen from scientific,
engineering and design literature. As an example, Table 1, we propose such heuristics
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for the DURING stage components. We propose two types of heuristics: the strategic
heuristics, to be applied from the beginning and all through the UX design process, and
component heuristics, to assist the design of the different UX design components of
the Aware UX Model. The number in the beginning is the component of the DURING
Stage. Strategic Heuristic: what the user wants during use is a lot of proper stimulation.
Table 1. Component Heuristics for the DURING Stage.
Component number Heuristic
1, 2, 7

Use a mental model that clearly fits your product

1

Provide clear marking functions

1

Provide a clear entry point to the interaction

3

Use a proper color set for the user interface

3

Provide keys, pads and other control surfaces with a pleasant touch

3

Provide keys, pads and other control surfaces with a pleasant mechanical
response and sound (clicks and other interaction sounds)

4

Make the product’s functionality perfect

4

Provide delighter items in the product according to Kano model (“I
didn’t know I wanted it, but I like it”)

5

Provide a flow experience while using the product (a smooth, pleasant
and trouble-free interaction)

6

Provide a product’s aesthetics high in unity

7

If the product’s prototypical shape has been strongly changed provide
clear clues to easily identify the product category

4 Conclusions, Limitations and Further Work
We believe that our work improves the theoretical and practical understanding of UX by
increasing the designer’s awareness of the UX, drawing her attention to many different
UX’s components that remain tacit and difficult to grasp and express, even for the
designer’s intuition. We identified and characterize the components of the UX with
an information-technology product for listening to music, but, through the case study,
we showed that the Aware UX model can explain the UX felt with products of other
categories. When UX designers continue to rely heavily on intuition, many relevant
aspects of the UX are missed, designers don’t know how those aspects are related and
don’t know either their relative importance. We provide an easy to understand model
that can be applied for different stages of interaction to always keep in mind that there
are latent components of the UX that are worthwhile to think of. We provided a set
of heuristics to do so. The granularity of all UX models is quite different among their
different components (Forlizi and Ford 2000; Revonsuo 2009). We believe that this
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makes their application difficult. Consequently, we tried to propose a UX model with
more regular granularity. We also hope that the factorial structure identified and used
for the construction of the UX model would allow the refinement of future UX models
and tools to improve UX design in design teaching and practice. One limitation of the
Aware UX model is that it is built on EFA, so the results should not be considered to
provide a complete theory to UX. We have to remember that what you put into an EFA
is what you get out. As further work, we will advance on the validation of the Aware UX
model by proposing more case studies and continuing to adjust the model all through
the stages of the method proposed here. We will extract more heuristics for all the UX
stages and evaluate the results of their application.
Acknowledgment. We would like to thank Universidad EAFIT for the grant awarded to the
authors during 2014–2015 that made possible this research. We also thank Maria Angelica Rocha
for the Chainsaw illustrations.

Appendix
The During-Stage Components of the Aware UX Model
1. I know how to use this product. This is a confirmatory belief of the user while using
the product. The user arrives to get the services promised by the product’s functionality
without a problem. To do so, the user has evoked an appropriate mental model of the
product. The mental models “are the conceptual models in people’s minds that represent
their understanding of how things work.” (Norman, 2013, p. 26). This belief recognizes
tacitly a correct usability with the product. Even if it seems a cognitive laden affirmation
it could imply a positive or neutral affective state in the user.
2. I have previous experience with similar products. Experience is one stimulus
that resulted in learning (APA, 2015). Being confronted with products with new and
different functions and usability entails a significant cognitive-affective effort. According
to the product appearance the user could take two paths. One, an exploratory path, where
he undertakes a trial and error process to see if his manipulation works on the product.
Two, he tries to recover appropriate mental models to use the product. Retrieval and
memory resources must be assigned to this task. When a piece of retrieved information
is good to solve the task at hand, mostly mental models of similar products, the mental
content of “having experience” might come to our awareness. This goes hand in hand
with part 3.
3. I remember what the product does and how it should be used. This confirmatory
belief could be formed based on 2 and previous manipulation and direct knowledge of
the product. It is a natural piece of thought in the flow of the experience because the
user should strive to get the different functionalities the product has promised through
advertising and other media. Especially during the first uses of the product, the user
cannot be able to get all those different functions, so the next piece of thought, 4, comes
up to experience.
4. It has different functions but the principal one is ok. This is the result of new
products offering new architectures and integrating multiple technologies: even if the
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user explores it and try to get other functions, when he perceives that the product is
offering him its main service, fluently, he stops exploring it. This is a necessary element
to go into a good emotional state with the product, 5, leading finally to a state of flow.
5. Flow: it is not boring to be connected to the product. Flow is a state frequently present in the user experience. Flow is what makes an experience enjoyable
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Flow is present when a more or less difficult task is being
faced effortlessly in a rather automatic way. The absence of negative emotions, such as
boredom, and the presence of stimulating activity, 6, are paramount to flow. When there
is flow the activities done with a product become autotelic, i.e., there is no reason to
do the activity except because the user wants to feel the experience they make possible
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997).
6. The product has harmony; it is comfortable. Harmony refers in everyday language to a balance among all perceptual elements, i.e., to a product presenting a consistent whole. In empirical aesthetics harmony refers to a product presenting perceptual
goodness, i.e. it has a good gestalt or Prägnanz (Palmer, Griscom, 2013). This factor is
interesting because it is a sensory aesthetic factor, different from all the other factors in
this stage (mostly of cognitive nature). This factor adds a layer of positive affect on the
user experience. Comfort is the aesthetic sensation for the kinesthetic sense (proprioception). It refers to pleasurable sensations linked to the movements and body positions
afforded by the product (Hekkert, & Leder, 2008).
7. Its use is exciting, very stimulating. The presence of a highly stimulating environment is, because of perceptual, 7, cognitive or affective reasons, essential for flow experience. By definition, flow is pleasurable (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Flow is a complex
construct with at least nine elements contributing to it (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Being a
complex construct, flow summarizes a good experience with a product by encompassing
different feelings at the same time.
The After-Stage Components of the Aware UX Model
1. Engagement with the product. I want to know more about it. Engagement is a
complex quality of user experience “characterized by attributes of challenge, positive
affect, endurability, aesthetic and sensory appeal, attention, feedback, variety/novelty,
interactivity, and perceived user control” (O’Brien, & Toms, 2008, p.938). This is the
foremost element in the after phase: with no engagement, the interaction does not go
further. Low levels of engagement lead to impoverished interaction. A user’s high level
of engagement with the product is an ideal objective. Engagement is a consequence of
a global positive challenging experience that has turned out well for the product’s user.
Moreover, and because of the presence of variety and novelty in the experience, the user
wants to gather more information about it, maybe to enrich his interaction through the
availability of more elements and to gain control over the interaction itself.
2. Easy to learn. I understand it and use it. Learning is crucial in user experience: is
a change in the user’s behavior or capacities “brought about by experiences” (Reisberg,
D., p. 460–461). Different forms of learning are caused in our interactions with products: associative learning and skill learning are common, especially to gain procedural
knowledge (know how to perform some action with it). Skill learning should lead to
automaticity for the skills involved during the interactions with the product, i.e., the skill
is “run off as a single integrated action”, (p.460) even though it was composed initially
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of many different actions. There is a learning curve reflecting how easy or difficult is to
learn to use a product for the first time (Reisberg, 2001).
3. It filled my expectations. Expectations are generated from current and past experiences; these are a mental construct serving to narrow down the range of possible
outcomes of an event (Geers, & Wellman, 2009). Expectations are beliefs about future
occurrences. If an expectation is filled, our prediction of an outcome had a small error
allowing us to give better responses to future contingencies, i.e. with more adaptive value
(Geers, & Wellman, 2009).
4. Recall and even nostalgia (reminiscence). It is well known that recalling an
experience can arouse emotions linked to that particular experience. Nostalgia, together
with longing and poignancy, are a group of complex emotions characterized by “both
hedonically positive and hedonically negative feelings” (Shaver, 2009, p. 243). It has no
simple cognitive appraisal because the product is mentally portrayed as highly desirable
but temporarily unattainable (Shaver, 2009).
5. I looked good with the product in that context. This is an aesthetic selfassessment (Palmer et al., 2019) of oneself on one’s behalf. This evaluation is done
by the individual but is referred to a context. “Looking…” has been identified as one
indicator of aesthetic response. This shows how it depends on different elements contributing to the aesthetic response such as background colors, materials, illumination,
etc.
6. How else could I use the product? This is imagination: it is a special “form of
human thought characterized by the ability of the individual to reproduce images or concepts originally derived from the basic senses but now reflected in one’s consciousness
as memories, fantasies, or future plans” (Singer, 1999). The user can reshape these memories into rehearsals or planning future manipulations of the product. The product, being
no longer in the user’s sensory field, imagination is an economical method to explore
and enrich the experience, all this happening in the user’s stream of consciousness.
7. Disconnect from the world: I get absorbed using the product. This is one of
the characteristics of the flow experience: distractions are kept out from consciousness,
making the user focused on the here and now with the product (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997).
8. Marking functions are clear. They make visible the product’s technical functions
showing “how the product is to be handled or operated” (Bürdek, 2005, p. 312). Unclear
marking functions make the user unable to get the service the product delivers through
its technical functions.
9. How to use the product in different contexts linked to other products. This
factor concerns how the user’s mental model of the product (Norman, 2013, p. 26)
shows the possibility of linking the product to other products in other contexts, i.e.,
connecting two different mental models. This factor is increasingly important due to
trends in extending products into services by connecting them to the Internet.
10. It has a clear entry point to interaction. Having an appropriate mental model
is not enough for the user to have a successful interaction: he must know where to begin
the operation of the product. This is achieved by using good marking functions (Bürdek,
2005) providing hierarchy to the interaction, for instance, by applying a contrasting color
to the product’s start button.
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11. Awareness of the product’s brand meaning. There are four meanings delivered
by the brand’s identity (Kotler, 1999, p. 572): attributes (labels associated to the brand),
benefits (customers buy benefits not attributes; they are functional and emotional), values
(symbolized by the company, they attract customers who believe in them) and personality
(similar to personality traits). Branding consists of developing this deep set of meanings.
Cognitively, a brand is a concept that is recalled due to a prompt in the perceptual field
of the user, for instance, the logotype of the brand or a certain brand’s aesthetic style.
12. The product possesses X and Y technological advances. This is a comparison
between the two product’s concepts. A concept is composed of features that, in this case,
are compared one to one to identify one as superior in a specific item. Product superiority
is “the differentiation in characteristics found between similar products that leads to one
product being perceived to be of higher value and/or quality to the customer” (Haverila, &
Fehr, 2016, p.570). This superiority is vital for customer and user satisfaction (Haverila,
& Fehr, 2016).
13. I enjoyed using the product in that context. Enjoyment is defined as “an emotional response to the experience of pleasure” (Sundarajan, L. 2009, p. 155). Enjoyment
can be experienced at three levels: first, as acceptance wriggles that are movements that
expand or increase the perception of the product (its sound, appearance, etc.). They serve
to explore the different aspects of the stimulus in an effort to continue interaction; they
can form an extensive repertoire (as in tasting wine (Fridja 2010)). Second, “enjoyment
is a reportable pleasure derived from the awareness of pleasure” (Sundarajan, L., 2009).
Third, enjoyment is like savoring: the user turns the event of use of the product over and
over in his mind; this contributes to extend enjoyment beyond pleasure.
14. The product’s use is original with that look. Consumers get bored with the typical appearance of their products, so an original and new product will get their attention
(Veryzer, Hutchinson, 1998). However, originality in the use might produce an intense
affective reaction because an incongruity of the use of the product with previous mental
models of the product’s usability can cause a higher arousal level. Consequently, solving
this incongruity will be strongly experienced (c.f. Snelders, Hekkert, 1999).
15. The product’s style is similar to products X and Y. Style conveys meanings
and arises aesthetic, and emotional feelings in the user. Style is a way to make a product
different or similar to competing products. Cognitively, presumably, comparing products’ styles asks the user to compare meanings, aesthetic and emotional feelings. Style is
important because it allows the user to belong to a group (the possessors of a product of
certain brand) but, at the same time, allows the user to be different of other people who
possess similar products but on other styles or brands (Berghman, & Hekkert, 2017).
16. Using the product implied a change in the product’s perception. Using a
new product implies new sensations for the user. Perception, by definition (Zimbardo
et al., 2009), creates new interpretations of sensations, therefore, by using the product,
a change in its perception is provoked.
17. Where can I learn more about the product? The question itself reveals the
motivation to learn more about the product. The user wants to expand the possibilities
of interaction with the product. This expansion is a consequence of a change in his preexisting thoughts and behavior. Different ways of learning exist when interacting with
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a new product: by imitation, by trial and error and, through insight. (Strickland, 2001,
p384-385).
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Abstract. Sencogi Quality Metric (SenQM) is a novel objective metric for video
quality assessment. SenQM infers video quality scores from the spatio-temporal
evolution of videos. The quality model behind SenQM is based on an algorithm
developed by Cogisen for modelling dynamic phenomena generated by complex
systems. In the field of video compression, Cogisen’s algorithm uses machine
learning to model human perception of video quality by extracting meaningful
information directly from the video data domain and its frequency representation.
The model has been trained over datasets of (i) x264 compressed videos as input
data and (ii) the corresponding subjective Mean Opinion Scores as ground truth.
This study introduces the model behind SenQM and how the proposed metric
performs in subjective video quality prediction compared to the most used video
quality assessment methods, i.e. PSNR, SSIM, and Netflix’s VMAF. Results indicate a significantly higher prediction performance in terms of monotonicity, consistency, and accuracy than the compared metrics. SenQM quality scores show
significantly higher variations for 352 × 288 resolution videos with equivalent
levels of degradation, and outstands PSNR, SSIM, and VMAF in predicting subjective scores of increasing levels of compression without being affected by either
the degradation level or the video content.
Keywords: Machine learning · Video quality assessment · Objective video
quality

1 Introduction
Today, the effectiveness of video service providers is strictly related to how they meet
the video quality expectations of their users. Subjective video quality plays an important
role in affecting the user’s quality of experience.
The Video Quality Assessment (VQA) methodology evaluates the quality of a video
as perceived by an average human observer either by subjective or objective methods.
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VQA is a key evaluation methodology for any digital video application that has a humanobserver as its end-user [1].
Subjective VQA methods follow standard recommendations to directly involve
human observers in assigning perceived quality scores to videos. This methodology
is time-consuming and requires high costs. However, evaluating video quality directly
with end users is still the most effective method to assess perceived quality [2].
Objective VQA methods have been proposed to predict video quality in a way that
would be faster and less expensive than subjective VQA. The fidelity of an objective quality assessment metric is measured by standard robustness metrics which assess objective
VQA methods compared to human video quality scores. VQA objective methods can
be classified into four categories: handcrafted feature based, handcrafted feature plus
learning based, feature learning based and end-to-end learning-based approaches [3].
Handcrafted feature-based methods include traditional methods for assessing
image/video quality, which extracts and combines handcrafted features of frames (i.e.,
derived attributes that are relevant in video-frames) for quality prediction. Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity index (SSIM) are the two most used
state-of-the-art handcrafted feature-based metrics [3]. PSNR measures the mean squared
error between a distorted video frame and its reference, pixel-by-pixel, returning a measure of distortion. SSIM computes the structural similarity between a distorted video and
its reference. Compared to PSNR, SSIM specifically computes its index of similarity
by weighting levels of luminance, contrast, and structure (i.e. how much pixel values
change together with their neighbors) [4]. PSNR and SSIM are a universal validation
standard for metrics comparison. In spite of their widespread use, PSNR and SSIM
are not accurate enough to replicate the perceived quality in the Human Visual System
(HVS) [5].
Developing VQA metrics that are consistent with the non-linear behavior of HVS
[5] and adapting to different video contents is still a challenge in the video compression
field [6]. As the understanding of human perception grows, incorporating brain-inspired
features to VQA metrics can help for accurately predicting subjective quality of a video.
Metrics that are based on machine learning algorithms, can find a more effective combination of features for visual quality prediction than only handcrafted feature-based
methods.
One of the most used machine learning based algorithms is Video Multi-Method
Assessment Fusion (VMAF) [7]. VMAF is a model that combines handcrafted features
to a learning-based model. It uses a classifier to combine four metrics measuring visual
information fidelity, loss of details, luminance, and noise. The model provides a Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) for each video frame compared to a high-quality reference video,
and returns an overall Differential Mean Opinion score (DMOS) normalized in the
range 0–100, with higher values corresponding to higher quality scores, such as in MOS
values. The main limit of VMAF is that the performance of the metric depends on the
effectiveness of the extracted handcrafted features [3].
To overcome the weaknesses that handcrafted features have, machine learning can
be directly applied to learn both the features and the model, either as subsequent steps
(e.g. dictionary learning) or in an end-to-end fashion, where features and model for the
VQA metric are learned jointly. The most successful end-to-end attempts reside in the
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deep learning framework [8–10]. However, the main challenge with deep learning is
that training a model requires a considerable amount of labelled data, often not available
in the context of VQA. Deep learning, though providing visual quality metrics that are
often more accurate than any other machine learning attempt, raises the computational
complexity. Metrics derived from deep learning have millions of parameters and their
eventual embedding in a Rate-Distortion Optimization schema would make the encoding algorithm extremely complex [3]. In the literature, there are few VQA models not
exploiting the deep learning framework, those proposed so far (e.g. [11–13] use higher
level features that are still manually designed, thus their effectiveness greatly depends
on the goodness of features design [3].
This work describes the assessment of a novel objective video quality metric called
Sencogi Quality Metric (SenQM), an end-to-end approach that accounts for the spatiotemporal relevant components of videos, learned jointly with the model to train. The
metric is based on machine learning training with the aim to estimate human perception
of video quality by extracting features from specifically chosen spatio-temporal data.
The non-linearity of the HVS is encoded in simple building-blocks within the model,
different from those classically used in deep learning.
SenQM is an application derived from a new machine learning algorithm developed
by Cogisen [14]. Cogisen’s technique is flexible to accommodate several application
to complex systems comprising dynamic phenomena that morph, such as video compression. Based on Cogisen’s machine learning algorithm, the SenQM model works on
selected portions of raw data from the input video. The model recombines selected pixels
into meaningful sequences and transforms the linearized spatio-temporal domain onto
relevant frequencies. Data in the transformed domain are combined into a model acting
as video quality predictor. The training for the video quality metric consists of data
selection and model parameters optimization, and it is driven by the fitting of subjective
MOS values. The model, differently from VMAF and SSIM, is not highly dependent on
the quality of the reference.
The study investigates the performance of SenQM as an objective video quality
metric. The results show that SenQM performs significantly better than PSNR, SSIM,
and VMAF in terms of prediction robustness, with higher variations of VQA scores for
videos with equivalent levels of degradation, and without being affected by compression
level and video content when predicting scores of increasing compression levels.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in detail the model behind
SenQM. Section 3 explains the methodology followed for the assessment of SenQM
through the comparison with the main metrics used in the literature. Section 4 shows the
results. Section 5 summarizes the findings.

2 Model
This section describes Cogisen’s algorithm, used for developing the proposed SenQM
quality metric, the dataset used for training, and how the training of SenQM has been
conducted.
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2.1 Sencogi Quality Metric
SenQM is obtained exploiting a new machine learning algorithm developed by Cogisen.
Cogisen’s algorithm is an original way of remapping data that does not exploit the deep
learning framework. The algorithm maps raw data into a space where information is
linearized and can be extracted with a high reduction in optimization parameters. The
training algorithm is capable of extracting information directly from data frames and
their temporal evolution [14].
The main steps of the method are summarized in Fig. 1 and can be called, in order of
presentation: pixel selection, frequency selection and spectral combination. The output
of the main steps is named feature
 (see Fi in Fig. 1). Features are obtained in parallel
and their linear combination ( i Fi ) is used as video quality regressor. The number of
features is a parameter related to the specific problem and its optimal value is decided
as part of the training algorithm.

Fig. 1. Pipeline of Cogisen’s algorithm. The main steps are underlined as separate boxes. We
have: pixel selection, frequency selection and spectral combination. Fi stands for feature, while
the final output, named (MOS ), corresponds to the video quality predicted by the algorithm.


Pixel sequences and frequencies are selected jointly. While frequencies are scanned,
a heuristic selects pixels from the video frames, reorders them, and evaluates their
goodness after a transformation on the selected frequency. More formally, calling
x = {x1 , . . . , xP } a generic pixel sequence of length P, extracted from the video frames,
its frequency transformation is named y(ωk ). Transformed data are combined in “zones”.
A zone is defined as the sum of Q power spectra, one for each of the pixel sequences
selected from the input video, see Eq. 1:
Q
yi (ωk )2
(1)
Z=
i=1

What we call feature is obtained combining two zones together, according to Eq. 2:
F=

|Z2 − Z1 |
Z1 + Z2

(2)
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During the training, the model parameters, i.e. the frequencies involved, the subset
of pixels, and the number of features, are selected by the optimization of a goodness
function. Specifically, the SenQM model evaluated in Sect. 3 is obtained minimizing a
Mean Square Error, where the error is defined as the Euclidean distance between the
ground truth, i.e. the MOS of a video, and the model output MOS .
Qualitatively, the strength of Cogisen’s approach lies in the fact that the algorithm is
able to extract the full relevant information from the dataset without any loss in accuracy
and generality. This is possible by selecting and recombining only a sparse subset of
pixels both in the input domain and the frequency domain.


2.2 Video Quality Dataset
The SenQM model was trained over a dataset derived from sixteen videos at three pixel
resolutions (426 × 224, 768 × 432, and 1920 × 1080) (Table 1).
The reference and compressed videos at 768 × 432 pixel resolution are taken from
LIVE Public-Domain Subjective Video Quality Database1 , which provides distorted
videos from reference using MPEG-2 compression, H.264 compression, simulated transmission of H.264 compressed bitstreams through error-prone IP networks and through
error-prone wireless networks. The distortion strengths of the selected LIVE datasets
videos were manually adjusted by the providers to guarantee a set of contours of equal
visual quality for each distortion category [15].
The reference videos at 462 × 224 and 1920 × 1080 resolutions are taken from
Netflix Video Quality Dataset2 . Selected videos were compressed by the x264 encoder
and at five Constant Rate Factors (CRF) values (10, 21, 27, 33, 43), in order to introduce
a wide variability of video quality levels.
The datasets are paired with the related MOS, assigned in the range 0–100 by a cohort
of observers. The MOS should reflect the human awareness of deliberate perception of
video quality and acts as dataset ground truth. The Single-stimulus method with hidden
reference [2] was used to obtain the MOS dataset. Five studies, with a mean of 30
participants each study, were used to compute the MOS. The Single-stimulus VQA
method and the whole procedure of the subjective VQA test are explained in Sect. 3.
More details about the datasets are summarized in Table 1.

1 LIVE Public-Domain Subjective Video Quality Database: https://live.ece.utexas.edu/research/

Quality/live_video.html, last accessed on 27 January 2020.
2 Netflix Video Quality Dataset: https://github.com/Netflix/vmaf, last accessed on 27 January

2020.
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Table 1. Details of the datasets used for training SenQM.
Video name

Resolution

Compression codecs
and type

CRF

Big buck bunny 1

426 × 224

h264

10

21 (×2)

27 (×2)

–

Crowd run

33

Tears of steel

–

Bouncing balls

–

Netflix ritual dance

–

Tractor

768 × 430

Rush hour
Blue sky
Station
Pedestrian area

Big buck bunny 2

1920 × 1080

- Reference
- h264
- mpeg2
- h264 compressed
bitstreams through
error-prone IP
networks
- h264 compressed
bitstreams through
error-prone wireless
networks
h264

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

33

Old town cross

–

–

–

33

Fox bird

21

27

33

–

–

–

33

43

–

27

–

–

Seeking

–

Tennis
Fox bird

VP9

2.3 Sencogi Quality Metric Training
The training was conducted on 63 videos (frame dimensions, 426 × 224, 768 × 430,
1920 × 1080) and their corresponding MOS values. Each video was separated into
chunks of 12 frames each, sharing the same ground truth.
The SenQM was trained applying a decimation on the frame size, reduced to 352 ×
288, and considering as search space, all the 12 frames for each chunk. The model finally
selected as SenQM metric was made of one feature only, comprising 66 sequences, 33
for each zone. Short sequences were preferred, with a length between 23 and 78 pixels
each.

3 Evaluation
The objective of the study is to evaluate the performance of SenQM in predicting subjective quality scores of videos different from those used for creating the SenQM model.
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The Single-stimulus method with hidden reference [2] was used to obtain the subjective
scores dataset for the assessment of SenQM.
The Single-stimulus method presents single videos to be assessed. The SS trials show
both the videos under assessment and their corresponding reference sequence, which are
presented without viewers being aware of it. The assessment trials are presented only
once, in random order. The same content is not presented twice in succession. Some
dummy sequences are shown at the beginning of the experiment to let observers practice
the test. Each video is shown after a mid-grey adaptation field lasting 3 s. The video
quality assessment scores are collected during display of a mid-grey post-exposure field.
An explicit viewing task was administered to human observers because specific
tasks are better at controlling top-down influences than free viewing tasks, thus avoiding
any intervening subjective factor [16]. A judgement task has been used as described in
Sect. 3.2.
3.1 Material
Eight reference videos in the YUV 4:2:0 format, 25 frames per second, and CIF (352
× 288) resolution, were selected by the publicly available ETFOS CIF Video Quality
(ECVQ) database3 [17, 18]. The selected videos were compressed in the h.264 standard
at three CRF levels (21, 27, 33). None of the videos used for modelling the metric was
used to assess the ability of the model to generalize video quality scores.
3.2 Procedure
At the beginning of the subjective test, an example of a high-quality video is shown, then
reference high quality videos and compressed videos are randomly presented to each
participant per session. Viewers are asked to rate the perceived quality of each video by
using a slider marked from 1 to 100. To help participants in their ratings, the scale was
divided into 5 equal parts labelled with the adjectives “Bad”, “Poor”, “Fair”, “Good”,
and “Excellent”. The experimental task of judging the quality of 32 videos, 8 videos ×
4 compression levels (reference, CRF 21, CRF 27, CRF 33) lasted about 15 min in order
to prevent errors due to subjects’ fatigue and loss of attention.
3.3 Assessment Metrics
Prediction, monotonicity, consistency, and accuracy define the robustness of a VQA
metrics. In this study, the corresponding metrics recommended by the Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU) were used to assess the SenQM prediction model as
described below [19].
Prediction monotonicity is the index of monotonic dependence on the level of degradation of a video. The index describes how much variation a VQA metric score has
for different videos with equivalent levels of degradation. The prediction monotonicity
of the objective metrics under assessment metric was measured by the Spearman Rank
Order Correlation coefficient (SROC).
3 Video Quality Group at Faculty of Electrical Engineering. URL: http://www.etfos.unios.hr/vqg/

Last access: 14 February 2020.
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Prediction consistency measures how well a VQA metric is able to predict subjective
scores without being affected by the degradation level of the video. The Pearson Linear
Correlation Coefficient (PLCC), after applying a nonlinear regression with a logistic
function [19] and the Outlier Ratio (OR) index were used in this study to assess prediction
consistency. OR is defined as the percentage of the predicted numbers that falls outside
2 times the standard deviation of subjective MOS.
Prediction accuracy measures how well a VQA metric is able to predict subjective scores without being affected by the content of the video. In this study, prediction
accuracy was measured by the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).

4 Results
This section reports the results of the comparison between the scores computed by the
proposed metric, SenQM, and the subjective video quality Mean Opinion Scores (MOS),
obtained from the test with subjects. The performance of SenQM is also compared to
the performance of the most used traditional metrics PSNR, SSIM, and Netflix’s VMAF
1.3.14.
4.1 Subjects
An experimental test with twenty-one non-expert viewers (mean age = 36.8 years old,
50% male, 100% English speakers) was conducted through a crowdsourcing platform
for psychological research called Prolific Academic4 . All subjects declared normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, normal contrast sensitivity, normal color vision, and no professional or extensive personal experience in dealing with video display systems or
devices. Participants were rewarded for performing the test.
4.2 Subjective Video Quality Scores
Table 2 shows the MOS and the Difference Mean Opinion Scores (DMOS) assigned
by each participant to each video (Table 2). DMOS were computed for each subject by
subtracting the raw quality score assigned to the reference video to the score assigned
to the distorted video. The internal consistency of the scale was validated by using
Cronbach’s alpha (alpha = 0.929) and Spearman Brown split-half index (rho = 0.848)
(Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.901 for the first half and alpha = 0.857 for the second half).
4.3 Performance Assessment of Sencogi Quality Metric
An analysis to see whether the metric is able to accurately predict human scores of
perceived video quality and the comparison with other state-of-the-art VQA metrics
was performed. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the predicted scores for each VQA metric under
assessment. Table 3 reports the results of the metrics used for assessing the robustness
of each objective VQA metric.
4 Prolific Academic. URL: www.prolific.co. Last access: 14 February 2020.
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Table 2. Subjective video quality assessment scores. Higher MOS scores mean higher perceived
video quality. For the DMOS scores, the higher the values, the worse the perceived video quality.
CRF 21 CRF 27 CRF 33
MOS↑
DMOS↓

58.345

54.673

43.679

2.911

5.935

17.500

Fig. 2. Normalized video quality scores of each metric under assessment (PSNR, SSIM, VMAF,
and SenQM) compared to the MOS assigned by the experimental subjects to videos at CRF 21.

Overall, SenQM obtained higher mean robustness scores compared to the other
metrics (Table 3). The only exception is for the VMAF scores at CRF 21, which had a
higher SRCC score than SenQM. SenQM returns lower RMSE compared to VMAF (t =
−5.602, p = 0.30) and SSIM (t = −37.758, p = 0.001) (Table 3). Comparisons among
the quality scores on all test videos (reference, CRF 21, CRF 27, CRF 33) returned no
significant correlation between the SenQM scores and the scores calculated by the other
objective measures (VMAF, rho = 0.076, p > 0.05; SSIM, rho = 0.239, p > 0.05; PSNR,
rho = −0.339; p > 0.05).
A repeated measures ANOVA indicated significant differences in mean scores
between SenQM and VMAF (F(1,31) = 198.512, p = 0.000), SenQM and SSIM (F(1,31)
= 138.811, p = 0.001). No significant difference was found between the RMSE scores
obtained by the SenQM scores and those obtained by the PSNR scores (t = 1.323, p >
0.05). Results on the OR analysis show that 75% of the values predicted by SenQM,
79% of the values predicted PSNR and 100% of VMAF and SSIM scores fall outside
±2 of the SD (Table 3).
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Fig. 3. Normalized video quality scores of PSNR, SSIM, VMAF, and SenQM compared to the
MOS of videos at CRF 27.

Fig. 4. Normalized video quality scores of PSNR, SSIM, VMAF, and SenQM compared to the
MOS of videos at CRF 33. The x axis reports the name of each video used for the assessment.
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Table 3. Statistical comparison between MOS and the objective scores computed by each metric
under assessment. Low values of Spearman Rank Order Correlation (SRCC) and Pearson Linear
Correlation (PLCC) mean high differences between the predicted score and the subjective MOS.
High values of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Outlier Ratio (OR) mean less ability to
predict subjective scores with low error.

SRCC↑

PCC↑

RMSE↓

OR↓

SenQM

VMAF

SSIM

PSNR

CRF 21

Rho = 0.286

Rho = 0.428

Rho = 0.071

Rho = 0.214

CRF 27

Rho = 0.635

Rho = 0.143

Rho = 0.083

Rho = −0.381

CRF 33

Rho = 0.786

Rho = −0.595

Rho = −0.147

Rho = −0.619

Mean

Rho = 0.569

Rho = 0.234

Rho = 0.232

Rho = 0.053

CRF 21

r = 0.624

r = 0.615

r = 0.083

r = −0.155

CRF 27

r = 0.769

r = 0.123

r = −0.124

r = 0.035

CRF 33

r = 0.635

r = −0.341

r = −0.147

r = −0.643

Mean

r = 0.676

r = 0.285

r = 0.005

r = −0.125

CRF 21

25.487

39.581

57.942

20.813

CRF 27

21.222

39.086

54.226

20.714

CRF 33

13.586

39.944

43.826

13.183

Mean

20.098

39.444

51.998

18.237

CRF 21

0.875

1.000

1.000

0.750

CRF 27

0.875

1.000

1.000

0.875

CRF 33

0.500

1.000

1.000

0.750

Mean

0.750

1.000

1.000

0.792

5 Discussion
The aim of this work was to verify whether SenQM is able to predict human perception
of video quality with higher robustness levels compared to the most used VQA metrics.
The results show that Cogisen’s model of subjective video quality provides a method for
predicting the subjective quality scores of videos that outperforms the most commonly
used objective metrics.
Results on MOS and DMOS confirmed previous VQA studies [20–23] indicating
that the higher the video quality degradation in terms of CRF, the lower the subjective
quality scores. Similarly, all the VQA metrics under assessment reflect a decreasing
trend in terms of quality scores (Figs. 2, 3 and 4).
SenQM scores to h264 videos, 352 × 288 pixel resolution, compressed at three compression CRF levels (21, 27, 33) obtained a significantly higher prediction performance
in terms of monotonicity, consistency, and accuracy when compared to the traditional
PSNR and SSIM metrics, and Netflix’s VMAF. In particular, SenQM had significantly
higher mean scores compared to the other metrics, thus indicating a higher variation
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of the SenQM mean scores for different videos with equivalent levels of degradation,
especially for CRF 27 and CR 33 quality levels.
The proposed model is better than VMAF, SSIM and PSNR in predicting subjective scores of CRF 21, 27 and 33 compressed videos, without being affected by the
degradation level and the content of the video. These results are likely because SenQM
is driven by the fitting of MOS values assigned by humans to model subjective video
quality in an end-to-end fashion. SenQM extracts meaningful information directly from
the data frames and their temporal evolution, independently from the effectiveness of
handcrafted features of video frames, such as for the other assessed metrics.

6 Conclusion
The study is the performance assessment of SenQM, a new metric for predicting the
human awareness of deliberate perception of video quality that leads to a judgement
process. The SenQM model is built on Cogisen’s machine learning algorithm, which is
able to recombine pixels into meaningful sequences and transform the linearized spatiotemporal domain onto relevant frequencies. SenQM model uses data in the transformed
domain to predict subjective video quality. SenQM model has been trained over datasets
of x264 compressed videos as input data and driven by subjective MOS values fitting.
The scores computed by SenQM and the most used VQA metrics (PSNR, SSIM and
VMAF) were compared with human MOS of video quality, derived from a judgment
task on a selection of videos compressed with different codecs and at different CRF
levels.
Findings show that SenQM is able to significantly predict subjective MOS of video
quality without being dependent on the quality of the reference in its assessment process.
The model outperforms the most commonly used video quality assessment metrics in the
literature. In particular, SenQM performs significantly better with 352 × 288 resolution
videos in terms of predicting robustness. The proposed metric showed greater variations
for videos with equivalent levels of the degradation introduced by compression, without
being influenced by the compression level or the video content when predicting scores
of increasing levels of compression.
SenQM is trained on human quality scores and, differently from the most used
metrics, it does not depend on the effectiveness of derived features of video frames
because it extracts relevant information directly from the spatio-temporal domain. The
machine learning algorithm behind SenQM does not demand for high amounts of labelled
data, and provides a VQA metric that does not involve high computational costs.
Future works will focus on extending SenQM to different degradation levels, pixel
resolutions, codecs, and viewing conditions (such as distance from screen, display size,
or device) in order to generalize the model and provide an objective VQA metric that is
consistent across wider ranges of variabilities.
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Play to Improve: Gamifying Usability
Evaluations in Virtual Reality
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Abstract. Objective: The research study focuses on evaluating how usability
engineering related activities would look like in virtual reality from an exploratory
point of view. Research questions for the study are: a) What quantitative impact
does an environment have on the usability evaluation of software interface components? b) How is this impact different in virtual environment as compared to
physical environment? c) What could be the best interaction design representation
in virtual reality which could have a similar mental model for the users as having
a mouse and keyboard in physical environment? d) What role does another user/a
virtual mannequin and other elements/objects play on influencing the usability
evaluation results in virtual reality?
Background: As per ISO 62366 and Food and drugs administration (FDA)
guidelines, simulating usage environment when evaluating software components
is crucial. However, with conventional lab environment usability testing sessions
have no environment simulated in it.
The research focuses on how the transition path (moving from physical to
virtual environment) would look like if a researcher wants to thoroughly evaluate
a design concept in virtual reality.
Method: Participants (N = 8) participated in the experiment to evaluate 3
interaction design concepts in virtual reality (1) gaze timer: seeing the virtual
monitor for 3 s to go to the next page in the workflow, (2) gaze click: seeing the
virtual monitor and using controller to aim and go to the next page in the workflow,
and (3) gaze gesture: seeing the virtual monitor and using controller to pick-dragdrop a page in the workflow stack to another location. The three interaction design
concepts varied in physical workload, cognitive workload, familiarity, learning
curve and readability. The experiment design was a within subject design.
Results: Participants preferred gaze click interaction design concept over gaze
timer and gaze gesture concept.
Conclusion: Having a virtual environment added to a conventional
lab/physical environment, transition could be possible. Replacement of controls
like mouse and keyboard could be done by adding gaze click interaction.
Application: Results of the study could serve as providing design guidelines
for simulation of software interfaces’ usability evaluation in virtual reality.
Keywords: Virtual reality (VR) · Usability Engineering · Food and Drugs
Administration (FDA) · Interaction design · Usage environment · Gamification
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1 Introduction
The first Healthcare software components when manufactured follow ISO 62366 in the
software development process they opt. As per ISO 62366, one of the major components to make the software products fail-safe from human error is to follow Usability
Engineering or Human Factors Engineering. Usability Engineering requires the software
manufactures to include multiple rounds of usability evaluation – formative and summative usability testing. This is also in accordance with the guidelines provided by Food
and Drugs Administration (FDA). Moreover, these guidelines also suggest simulating
usage environment when evaluating software components.
The type of environment or context – physical and social also effects the results
of the components’ usability evaluation as pointed by (Trivedi 2012). In this research,
the researchers defined physical environment as refers to the environment in which
user is tested and social environment as the environments having people involved. The
laboratory evaluations do not simulate the context when usability testing is done with
mobile phones, because laboratory settings lack the desired ecological validity. Similar
claim also comes from (Park and Lim 1999) where they state that simulating the use
settings is very hard, time consuming, expensive and lacks contextual factors. Field
testing takes place in a more natural setting.
With respect to social context (Trivedi 2012) mentions people involved in usability
evaluations can be the evaluators, the test monitors, the users, and other people who
may not be directly involved with the evaluation, however, their presence can have a
substantial effect on the results of usability evaluations.
(Tsiaousis and Giaglis 2008) examined the effects of environmental distractions on
mobile website usability. They categorized the environmental distractions into auditory,
visual and social. Results confirmed that environmental distractions have direct effect
on mobile website usability.
Study by (Jacobsen et al. 1998) examines the evaluator effect in the usability tests.
In their study four HCI research evaluators, all familiar with the theory and practice of
usability analyzed four video tapes. The results indicate that only 20% of the 93 unique
problems were detected by only a single evaluator. Severe problems were detected by
more often by all four evaluators (41%) and less often by only one evaluator (22%),
however, the evaluator effect remained substantial.
The product/prototype in the research study under focus offers an advantage over
the conventional usability evaluation method by extending the method to include
environment also as a component.
Similar work has been done by (Madathil and Greenstein 2011), where the
researchers propose a synchronous remote usability testing, also using virtual environment for introducing environment in the traditional lab environment. The significance
of this study is that the synchronous remote usability testing using virtual lab provides
similar results as of the traditional lab method and in some respects it works better than
the conventional approaches.
Interestingly, participants appeared to identify a slightly larger number of lower
severity defects in the virtual lab environment than in the traditional lab and WebEx environments. The results of this study suggest that participants were productive and enjoyed
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the virtual lab condition, indicating the potential of a virtual world based approach as
an alternative to the conventional approaches for synchronous usability testing.
Our research is novel in terms of the tools and the research methods opted. The
research also has prime focus on evaluating the effect of virtual environment for usability
evaluations (and less on remote usability testing). Also, due care was taken to address
potential concerns that could arise due to acceptance of the prototype as a tool for usability
evaluations. These concerns could arise because of user’s familiarity and mental model
with the tools used in the physical/lab environment for usability evaluations like mouse
and keyboard for instance. Moreover, as part of exploration process, we are evaluating the
contribution of different factors that would effect user’s immersion in the environment
and hence, acceptance of the prototype/tool.
As pointed out by (Rajanen and Rajanen 2017), for usability in gamification, there
are some guidelines – define business objectives, delineate target behaviors, describe
your behaviors, device activity loops, do not forget the fun and deploy the appropriate
loops. The prototype designed to answer the research questions is a game (see section
– prototype design) having components like instructions/demo given by a virtual mannequin, tasks being performed by the user, rewards obtained being the pleasure out of
evaluation of design.
However, with the inclusion of environment and including all the components in
virtual reality (that were part of physical environment), the accuracy of the results could
change and could be different as when validated in physical environment.
The research focuses on how the transition path (moving from physical to virtual
environment) would look like if a researcher wants to thoroughly evaluate a design
concept in virtual reality. Results of the research study could serve as providing design
guidelines for simulation of software interfaces’ usability evaluation in virtual reality.
These design guidelines if standardized by also including software as a medical device
(SAMD) components, could help further in the FDA submissions.
Research questions for the study are: a) What quantitative impact does an environment have on the usability evaluation of software interface components? b) How is this
impact different in virtual environment as compared to physical environment? c) What
could be the best interaction design representation in virtual reality which could have a
similar mental model for the users as having a mouse and keyboard in physical environment? d) What role does another user/a virtual mannequin and other elements/objects
play on influencing the usability evaluation results in virtual reality?
For answering the research questions, two research hypotheses were framed. For
the first research hypothesis, independent variable was chosen as environment realism
and dependent variable was chosen as task success rate. Environment realism could
be further segregated into components like social presence, objects in virtual reality,
lighting – textures – materials and audiovisual cartography. Second hypothesis describes
different constructs for the interaction modalities/prototype - independent variable and
its behavior with respect to task success rate - dependent variable.
Figure 1 shows the first hypothesis - difference in task success rate for different
environments with respect to environment realism.
Figure 2 shows the second hypothesis - difference in task success rate for different
interaction modalities/prototypes with respect to modalities’ properties.
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Fig. 1. First hypothesis graph showing effect of environment realism on task success rate

Fig. 2. Second hypothesis graph showing effect of interaction design concepts’ properties and
task success rate

The research hypothesis was framed considering the unified technology acceptance
model.
Environment realism variance is correlated to habit, effort expectancy, performance
expectancy factor, social influence, hedonic motivation, age, gender, experience and
facilitating conditions.
Interaction modality design intuitiveness is related to facilitating conditions and effort
and performance expectancy, age, gender, experience, habit and hedonic motivation.
The independent variables are related to performance and effort expectancy and
hence, user behavior (task success rate – dependent variable).
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2 Method
2.1 Apparatus
A stock Oculus Rift was used with the two controllers. However, for the experiment,
only right hand controller was used. The Oculus Rift also comes with two sensors for
setting the space/boundary, which was also used.
The computer used for simulating the experiment was HP ZBook 15 G3 with 16 GB
RAM and i7, 2.7 GHz.
In the experiment, Philips Ingenia 3.0 T MRi machine was simulated with appropriate
noise coming from the machine.
2.2 Ethnography Studies
To study the environment that has to be simulated in virtual reality, a site visit was done
where Philips Ingenia 3.0 T MR system is installed.
Philips Ingenia 3.0 T MR machine is a magnetic resonance machine by Royal Philips.
The machine has a software user interface also to control the machine.
Position and movement of the objects in the room, movement of hospital staff,
lighting and noise conditions were studied.
More importantly, tasks performed by the hospital staff were analyzed. In the room
next to the room where MR system is installed, the technologist is responsible for
initiating, capturing and analyzing patient’s scans. The administrator is responsible for
assisting the technologist with patient data entry and printing the scans.
2.3 Participatory Design Workshop
For ideation of the ethnographic research results, a participatory design workshop - Storyply was conducted. Storyply method was developed by (Atasoy and Martens n.d.). The
method describes 9 steps to convert a research problem into design ideas. When ethnographic research results were presented to the participants in form of research problem,
3 design ideas came out, out of one was included in the prototype design. Participants
suggested to have a demonstration of the usability session in virtual reality. This idea
was included in the prototype design in form of stage-1 of the game - instructions. Please
refer to section - prototype design for more details.
2.4 Prototype Design
Three set of prototypes were designed in virtual reality and each set was categorized
as 3 stages for the participant to complete – introduction, performance and exit. The
introduction and the exit was common across the 3 sets. Whereas, the performance stage
varied based on the research hypothesis (interaction design in this case) to be evaluated.
The prototype concepts were designed considering the heuristics suggested by (Sutcliffe
and Gault 2004).
The three sets consisting of 3 stages each are shown as a storyboard in Fig. 3. As
shown in the figure, based on the interaction design – gaze timer or gaze click or gaze
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gesture, the participants had to perform the task of undergoing through the workflow of
MR Ingenia 3.0 software interface. The workflow of the application consists of pages patient selection, exam routine selection, exam routine start, print area/layout mapping
and end acquisition. Other than gaze timer and gaze click, in gaze gesture, the workflow
pages were arranged as separate blocks (as a stack) on top of each other which the
participant had to pick, drag and drop to another location. In gaze timer and gaze click,
participants had to look at the pages (to initiate the workflow) and click using the right
controller.
Game sequence with
S.No.

stages - introduction,
performance, exit

1

Intro - User is standing
while the administrator
is giving instructions on
how to perform the
tasks in stage-2 performance

2

Movement of camera
to the MR room to
show the patient

3

Stage transition to
performance

Baseline - Gaze timer

Gaze controller

Gaze gesture

Performance - User
4

uses different concepts

to perform the tasks

User sees the virtual monitor for 3 screens to go the
next page in the workflow
5

Stage transition to exit

6

Exit - Camera movement to MR room
showing MR machine
bed movement (patient
coming out of MR machine)

7

User POV camera
showing game completion - administrator
greets the user by
saying "Great job,
thank you"

User sees the virtual monitor and uses the right
controller's R button to aim and move to the next
page in the workflow

User sees the virtual monitor and uses the controllers' bottom button to pick, drag and drop a
page in the workflow stack

Fig. 3. Storyboard showing timeline for actions in Concept A: Gaze timer, Concept B: Gaze click
and Concept C: Gaze gesture
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For gaze timer, the gaze was denoted as a circular cursor/crosshair as shown in Fig. 3.
For gaze click, the controller was used to aim at a point of any page followed by clicking
on controller’s ‘A’ button. The aiming was aided by showing a pink colored ray. In gaze
gesture, virtual hands were present to aid picking of pages from the stack.
The interaction design concepts varied (refer to section - introduction) in terms of
familiarity, learning curve, physical workload, cognitive workload and readability. For
Concept – A: Gaze timer, familiarity and task success rate was hypothesized to be the
highest followed by Concept B: Gaze click and Concept C: Gaze gesture. The hypothesis
was based on the fact that more the familiarity, more would be the task success rate. As in
Concept C, gestures were involved, it could come as something new to the participants.
Whereas, in Concept A, participant just had to look at the virtual monitor to go to the
next page in the workflow. Participants would be more familiar with the seeing task than
the inclusion of gestures in the task. Learning curve for Concept C would be highest
(with least task success rate) as participants would be least familiar with the gesture
system.
With respect to Concept C, physical workload would be highest as it involves physical
movements for picking-dragging-dropping the pages of a stack to another location. With
physical workload highest for Concept C, task success rate would be least as it would
take maximum time with respect to Concept A (just seeing would involve least physical
workload) and Concept B.
With respect to cognitive workload, Concept A had the highest cognitive workload
(with least success rate) followed by Concept C and B. For Concept A, participants would
be looking at the virtual monitor for 3 s with ‘proper focus’ to go to the next page in the
workflow. Concept B and C did not require participants to focus at the virtual monitor.
However, concept C involved pick-drag-drop functionality which requires participants’
attentional resources to complete the task.
In Concept-C pick-drag-drop functionality is provided, the participants can move a
page of the workflow closer to have a better look at the content of the page (unlike in Concept A and B). Readability improves with having affordance of having the functionality
to read the content of a page.

Fig. 4. Experiment design containing pre, during and post experiment sections
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The prototype designed is modular in nature i.e. the same prototype could be used
to evaluate any other system with the required adjustments in some components. There
is a base component to the prototype which could be kept as common across any system
evaluation.
Also, the 3 sets of game were designed keeping a time frame of 15–20 min into
consideration. A game set having this time duration would ensure the participants do
not feel cyber sick due to their continuous exposure to virtual reality.
As shown in the Fig. 3, the introduction stage had the assistant explaining the tasks
to be performed by the participant in stage 2 - performance. As mentioned by (Junglas
et al. 2007) trust in digital identities is crucial for immersion in virtual reality. To maintain the immersion levels, photorealistic mannequins were used with appropriate body
joint movements and synchronization with the speech. Also spatial auditory noise was
simulated to be coming from the MR room to enhance the immersion.
Furthermore, following the site visit done in ethnography studies stage, the usability
room was designed in virtual reality taking the site visited as reference – with appropriate
lighting, textures and materials applied on the objects in the room.
As pointed out in section – introduction, the virtual reality room was designed keeping the concept of gamification into consideration and designing different stages of the
game accordingly. Each stage has a transition in between to make the movement between
one stage to another a smooth one. With respect to the first and the third stage, some
animations were designed including camera positions with its movements and subtitles
on the footer.
2.5 Procedure
To evaluate the research hypothesis framed, a within experiment design was framed as
shown in Fig. 4.
All participants had to fill a pre-experiment survey before they started participating in
the experiment. The survey had questions related to participants’ demographics (including height and if they wear eye glasses), experience with virtual reality technology,
dexterity etc.
Due to the virtual mannequin of the assistant/administrator incorporated in the game
and the eye point of the participant in virtual reality, it was crucial to ask the participants
about their height. Also, the contrast of the overall prototype designed in virtual reality could have varied if the participants had eyeglasses. Hence, these parameters were
covered as part of pre-experiment survey.
After filling the survey, the participants proceeded with wearing the Oculus Rift
headgear. As mentioned before, the tasks to be performed by the participants were
incorporated as a ‘virtual speech script’ in the game’s introduction stage. The script also
described how to go about performing the tasks using the three interaction modalities.
As mentioned above, the three interaction design concepts had variation in physical workload, cognitive workload, readability ease, familiarity/learnability. After the
experiment was performed, the participants had to fill questionnaires pertaining to all
these parameters/dependent variables. For workload, NASA – TLX was consulted and
for acceptance/satisfaction – SUS scale was referred to.
Preference was also asked – which out of the 3 concepts would you prefer using?
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Also, change in posture due to movements of head, elbow, hands, fingers and upper
back portions of participants’ body when experiencing the interaction design concepts
was captured using rapid upper limb assessment (RULA) method.
Moreover, task completion rates were also captured.
Last but not the least, behavioral validity of the prototype having components like
presence, realism etc. was captured using igroup presence questionnaire (IPQ).

3 Results
A convenience sample of 8 user interface/experience designers working at Philips Innovation Campus was taken. Out of the 8 participants, 5 participants wore glasses. It was
critical to ask participants if they wear glasses as the virtual reality Oculus head-gear
they had to wear did not allow glasses. Without the glasses, readability of the content
could have been an issue.
Participants were also screened for health. All but one participant was found to be
healthy as per the questionnaire designed. A participant had a history of migraines, had
ear and balance problems and was claustrophobic.
Health screening questionnaire was essential to prevent participants feeling cyber
sick. For the same reason, the content in virtual reality restrained to 15–20 min.
With respect to the demographics questionnaire, 7 out of 8 participants belonged to
the age group 25–40 and one participant belonged to the age group 41–60. Gender wise,
5 participants were males and 3 were females.
All participants were working on different products and had no overlap in the work
they were doing.
Participants were also asked to mention any other design idea (other than the design
concepts) by which they would like to create a digital version of usability evaluations.

Fig. 5. General presence construct of IPQ scores for Concept A gaze timer, B gaze click and C
gaze gesture
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Fig. 6. Spatial presence construct of IPQ scores for Concept A gaze timer, B gaze click and C
gaze gesture

Fig. 7. Involvement construct of IPQ scores for Concept A gaze timer, B gaze click and C gaze
gesture

Most of the participants had varied feedback varying from having voice feedback commands to having augmented reality based mobile application. Also, as per the participants, they considered having a digital version of usability evaluations as highly useful
(75%) and neutral (25%).
Hands’ dexterity was also asked from participants and majority were right-handed.
One participant was ambidextrous. This question was essential to ask as participants had
to use their right hand for controlling the right controller while evaluating concept B and
C.
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Fig. 8. Experienced realism construct of IPQ scores for Concept A gaze timer, B gaze click and
C gaze gesture

Fig. 9. System usability scale (SUS) scores with threshold value of 68 for Concept A gaze timer,
B gaze click and C gaze gesture

Moreover, the most important need and most critical task if participants were playing
a radiologist or a technologist was also asked. The tasks given as options were reading
content, scrolling up/down or zooming in/out and using mouse to go to the next screen.
Whereas the needs given as options were learnability of the application, readability of
the content and comfortable workflow. Reading the content and comfortable workflow
were the options majority of the participants marked as most important task and need
respectively.
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Fig. 10. Mental demand construct scores (Task load index – TLX) for Concept A gaze timer, B
gaze click and C gaze gesture

Fig. 11. Physical demand construct scores (Task load index – TLX) for Concept A gaze timer, B
gaze click and C gaze gesture

First dependent variable being general presence, the order varied with different concepts as shown in Fig. 5. Concept C had the highest general presence followed by Concept
A and B. Other than Concept A, normality tests (Shapiro wilk) showed the significance
as more than 0.05. Hence, both ANOVA and Friedmann tests were conducted. Friedmann tests showed x2 = 2.381, df = 2, p = 0.304 > 0.05. Furthermore, Mauchy’s test
of sphericity showed approx. x2 value as 0.325 with p as 0.850. Hence, Huynh Feldt test
was conducted to study effect of different concepts on general presence variable. It was
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Fig. 12. Temporal demand construct scores (Task load index – TLX) for Concept A gaze timer,
B gaze click and C gaze gesture

found out that F(2,14) – 1.727, p = 0.214 > 0.05 and quadratic trend was non-significant
with F(1,7) – 2.054, P = 0.195 > 0.05.
Spatial presence being the second dependent variable has the order variation with
different concepts shown in Fig. 6. Concept B had the highest spatial presence followed
by Concept C and A. As per Shapiro-wilk test of normality, no concept had normally
distributed data as significance for all concepts were more than 0.05. Hence, Friedmann
test was done further. Friedmann tests showed the effect of different concepts on spatial
presence as non-significant - x2 = 0.471, df = 2, p = 0.79 > 0.05.
For involvement, the order variation with different concepts is as shown in Fig. 7.
Concept C had the highest score followed by Concept B and A. Shapiro Wilk’s test
of normality did not show any significance for any concept and hence, Friedmann test
was followed to test significance of effect of different concepts on Involvement scores.
Friedmann test showed x2 = 0.4, df = 2, p = 0.819 > 0.05.
Normality tests – Shapiro Wilk showed no significance for experience realism as per
different concepts. Friedmann test was followed to test significance of effect of different
concepts - x2 = 2.471, df = 2, p = 0.291 > 0.05. The order for values of experienced
realism as per different concepts was Concept A had the highest value followed by
Concept B and C (Fig. 8).
For system usability, system usability score (SUS) was the highest for Concept B
followed by Concept A and C. Normality tests – Shapiro Wilk showed significance for
no concept and hence, Friedmann test were conducted to test effect of different concepts
on system usability - x2 = 1.742, df = 2, p = 0.419 > 0.05 (Fig. 9).
For task load index, Mental demand had the highest score for Concept C followed
by Concept A and B. Normality tests – Shapiro Wilk showed significance for no concept
and hence, Friedmann test were conducted to test effect of different concepts on Mental
Demand - x2 = 6.467, df = 2, p = 0.039 < 0.05 (significant) (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 13. Performance construct scores (Task load index – TLX) for Concept A gaze timer, B gaze
click and C gaze gesture

On the other hand, Physical demand scored highest for Concept C followed by
Concept A and B. Normality tests – Shapiro Wilk showed significance for no concept
and hence, Friedmann test were conducted to test effect of different concepts on Physical
demand - x2 = 6.870, df = 2, p = 0.032 < 0.05 (significant) (Fig. 11).

Fig. 14. Effort construct scores (Task load index – TLX) for Concept A gaze timer, B gaze click
and C gaze gesture

Temporal demand construct had the highest score for Concept A followed by Concept
C and B. Shapiro Wilk test for normality showed no significance for any concept and
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hence, Friedmann test was conducted to test effect of different concepts on Temporal
Demand - x2 = 5.067, df = 2, p = 0.079 > 0.05 (Fig. 12).

Fig. 15. Frustration construct scores (Task load index – TLX) for Concept A gaze timer, B gaze
click and C gaze gesture

Fig. 16. Preference rank for Concept A gaze timer, B gaze click and C gaze gesture

Performance scored highest for Concept C followed by A and B. Shapiro wilk, the
test for normality showed no significance for any concept. Friedmann tests concluded
x2 = 3.267, df = 2, p=0.195 > 0.05 (Fig. 13).
Effort scored highest for Concept C followed by A and B. Shapiro wilk showed no
significance for normality of any of the concepts. Friedmann test scored x2 = 5.429, df
= 2, p = 0.066 > 0.05 (Fig. 14).
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Frustration had highest score for Concept C followed by Concept B and A. Shapiro
wilk showed significant normality for just Concept B. Friedmann test scored x2 = 1.786,
df = 2, p = 0.409 > 0.05. Whereas in ANOVA Mauchy’s test for sphericity showed
approx. x2 value as 0.788 with p as 0.674. The effect of concepts on frustration was
non-significant, Huynh Feldt scored F(2,14) – 0.549, p = 0.59 > 0.05. Linear trend of
the frustration scores was also non-significant F(1,7) – 1.305, p = 0.291 > 0.05 (Fig. 15).
Rapid upper limb assessment (RULA) scores for concept B and C were measured
and it came out to be 2 and 4–6 respectively showing actions needed for concept C.
However, posture was acceptable for Concept B.
Most importantly, Preference scored rank 1 for Concept B, rank 2 for Concept A
and rank 3 for Concept C. Normality test – Shapiro Wilk showed significance for all
concepts. In ANOVA Mauchy’s test of sphericity showed approx. x2 value as 2.433 with
p as 0.296. The effect of concepts on preference rank was non-significant, Huynh Feldt
– F(1.818,12.727) – 2.333, p = 0.140 > 0.05. The quadratic trend for different concepts’
preference ranking was significant – F(1,7) – 7, P = 0.033 < 0.05 (Fig. 16).
For Concept A, qualitative feedback included comments about the timer – “timer
was less, it should be more than what it is right now (3 s)”, easiness – “The task was
easy, no physical demand was required”, control – “no control was sensed, I was not
aware when I was controlling”. A word cloud is shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Word cloud for comments and improvement suggestions received for Concept A gaze
timer
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Fig. 18. Word cloud for comments and improvement suggestions received for Concept B gaze
click

Fig. 19. Word cloud for comments and improvement suggestions received for Concept C gaze
gesture

For Concept B, feedback was positive – “I am able to control my actions, easy and
smooth”, “I am doing what I want to do” and “No focus required to complete the tasks”
(Fig. 18).
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For Concept C, feedback was mixed – “It takes effort to complete the tasks”, “Readability is good”, “Requires learning”, “Tasks were not realistic with respect to physical
model of screens in a monitor”, “Experience was good as I can have more screens in front
of me”. Other improvement suggestions included having the functionality of grabbing
the screens from a distance to avoid bending in the posture (Fig. 19).

4 Discussion
In this study, we used a prototype to simulate environment for the conventional usability
lab environment. The prototype was designed to answer the research questions and were
inclined towards the research hypothesis framed.
With respect to the first research question, as per (Trivedi 2012), physical and social
environment can influence results in usability evaluation of a software component.
With respect to influence of different factors like visual, auditory and social on
usability evaluation results, (Tsiaousis and Giaglis 2008) confirmed that environmental
distractions have direct effect on direct impact on usability. Also, (Jacobsen et al. 1998)
showed the impact of having another evaluator (social presence) on usability evaluation
results.
For virtual environments, system usability scores (SUS) for the three interaction
concepts designed namely, gaze timer, gaze click and gaze gesture had mean scores
falling below the threshold value of 68. This shows that virtual environment does affect
the usability when virtual environment interaction concepts are used (as compared to
mouse or keyboard used in physical environment).
Moreover, positive correlations were found between gaze gesture concept and
involvement construct (spearmann rho – 0.723, p-0.043) and experienced realism construct (spearmann rho – 0.704, p-0.051). Gaze gesture concept having lowest usability,
had highest involvement and lowest experienced realism as compared to the other two
interaction concepts.
For the third research question, participants preferred concept B: gaze click the most.
Evidently, participants prefer to have control on the actions they are performing – similar
to mouse and keyboard. Moreover, RULA scores also showed an acceptable posture for
the concept. This is also in line with the usability scores (highest), mental demand scores
(lowest), physical demand scores (lowest), temporal demand scores (lowest) and effort
scores (lowest).
When making a transition from a physical environment or a conventional lab environment to having a virtual environment, gaze click concept can be used to control the
workflow of pages. This guideline can be used further by other researchers working on
usability engineering in virtual reality theme.
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Abstract. Survey-based measuring plays an important role in exploring human
behavior. In organizational context, self-reporting of behaviors, attitudes, norms
etc. can often lead to people responding in line with expectations rather than reality.
Particularly when answering sensitive questions, respondents can disguise the truth
for various reasons. This is called a social desirability effect (SDE) and poses a
key problem in the field of behavioral studies because it can significantly bias the
findings of research. A number of methods to prevent or detect SDE exist. The
aim of the paper is to test selected techniques for decreasing SDE in survey-based
measuring of information security behavior and to propose an improved scale,
minimally susceptible to SDE. We used a cross-sectional survey design with a
split-ballot experiment across three companies of critical infrastructure in Slovenia
(n = 414). Four groups of employees received versions of information security
behavior scale with different combinations of negative, positive and forgiving item
wording. No universal group and item type effect of forgiving and alternating item
wording was found with testing of the Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding
(BIDR) scale. However, it turns out that the content of items matters because one of
methods perform differently for different types of behavioral items. Moreover, the
part of analysis showed that combination of forgiving and alternating item wording
might be effective in minimizing SDE. Items with best properties were chosen to
establish new information security behavior scale. The majority of items were
chosen from groups with alternating item wording, especially the one combining
positive and forgiving items.
Keywords: Information security behavior · Social desirability effect ·
Cybersecurity · Forgiving wording · Alternating item wording · Balanced
Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR) scale

1 Introduction
In the last years a number of concepts were developed that address the human factor in
information security, but it is clear that the most critical element is employee’s behavior
when using IT devices on workplace [36, 46]. Risky behavior increases the potential for
various abuses and thus threatens the overall organizational security [7, 21].
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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It is thus very important to assess to what extent behaviors of employees are acting
(in)securely. Currently different methods exist, from phishing simulations, to collecting
data streams of employees’ uses of IT devices as direct observation, and indirectly with
surveys which enable more sophisticated statistical analyses. The latter remain especially
important in attempts to provide socio-psychological explanation and predictions of user
behaviors. While all methods have certain limitations, assessing behavior of employees
via self-reporting can be problematic as respondents might provide answers in line with
what is expected from them and not what is the reality. As employees are aware of the
importance of information security, they may avoid providing honest answers regarding
their activities. In social science research methodology this phenomenon is captured with
the concept of social desirability effect (SDE), which can significantly bias the results of
empirical study and hinders the validity and objectivity of research. This consequently
leads to organizations making bad decisions [31]. Research offers a number of scales for
survey-based measuring of information security behavior, but it is obvious that they are
susceptible to social desirability bias [24]. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to present
and test selected techniques to examine SDE in survey-based measuring of information
security behavior and propose an improved scale considering the SDE. More specifically,
we will examine to what extent forgiving and alternating item wording are prone to SDE
in comparison with the negatively worded scale of information security behavior.

2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Information Security Behavior
Information security behavior is a key element to maintain the organizational information security [22]. The term is derived from organizational behavior, which signifies
the patterns of employee’ activities toward improving organizational performance and
effectiveness [29, 37]. Therefore, information security behavior refers to employees’ set
of security activities and responses in critical moments that are manifested in the form
of their behavioral patterns in their daily work [32, 39]. Some researchers define information security behavior as intention or actual compliance with information security
policy [16, 21, 32, 47], which explicitly means following established rules regarding
information security [16]. Information security behaviors are related to the interaction
with organizational information and communication technologies (ICT) and are manifested through (a) device use (handling computers/mobiles), (b) internet use (opening
e-mails and links/attachments, downloading software, Wi-Fi), (c) password management
(handling and sharing passwords) and (d) dealing with organizational data [5, 13, 19, 40].
There are different versions of information security behavior. For example, risky behavior refers to behavior when employees intentionally disregard the information security
policy even though they know it (the knowing–doing gap) [7], and insecure behavior
that is mostly unintentional where employees subconsciously perform dubious security practices [13]. On the other hand, secure (compliant) behavior refers to expected
and exemplary acting according the rules of information security. Within the theory
of enlightened self-interest, the knowledge-attitude-behavior (KAB) model, which has
been already studied in field of information security, substantiates that secure behavior
is to some extent related to security knowledge [22, 33].
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2.2 Social Desirability Effect
Social desirability reflects the tendency of people to deny socially undesirable traits and
prefer to identify themselves with socially desirable traits that presents them in the best
possible manner [9, 30]. Consequently, SDE is considered as a cognitive bias, resulting
from the insincere responding to questions. Such answers may skew the findings of the
study in terms of validity and reliability, especially in behavioral studies. From the view
of information security behavior, most problematic are the individuals who (self)report
more secure behaviors than they actually perform in their workplace. Therefore, this is
a problem for researchers and organizational decision makers because they do not get
insight into the true state of affairs regarding organizational information security. Main
reasons for insincerity and socially desirable responses of employees are (a) a lack of
self-confidence to disclose their true views, (b) intrusive (awkwardly asked) questions
that encourage an individual’s sense of embarrassment and discomfort with interfering
with his privacy, (c) awareness or potential threat of disclosure to third parties in terms
of anonymity and (d) a sense of satisfaction in a socially desirable response [11, 18, 45].
Threat to anonymity, in particular, might be most relevant in terms of organizational
context, as employees have a sense that survey is intended primarily for their evaluation
and the results can affect their career (in a negative or positive way). Another reason
might be an employees’ good feeling when giving a socially desirable response, as they
often know what is the proper security behavior while acting differently.
In exploring human factor of information security, the possible bias of self-reporting
was highlighted by Lebek et al. [24], while the issue of social desirability bias specifically has received only little (indirect) attention in this area [15]. Researchers used
various techniques to reduce SDE, such as enabling anonymity, offering no incentive
for participation and adjustments to the introductory text [16, 38], designing items with
a fictional character scenario [27, 28] or hypothetical situations [17]. Furthermore, the
predominant methods to detect SDE are inclusion of the Marlowe-Crowne social desirability scale in the survey questionnaire [48], testing the bias with the method of single
unmeasured latent factor [15, 16] and analyzing the reliability of the over-claiming items
[26]. Social science methodology offers numerous approaches to reduce the SDE using
preventive or detective techniques. Preventive techniques seek to reduce the SDE prior
to data collection, while detection techniques discover the SDE after it. In addition to
above mentioned techniques, there are other useful (and suitable for online surveying)
preventive methods like indirect questions, forgiving wording [23], negative formulation
of questions [31] and others. In this paper we focus on three techniques for exploring
SDE; preventive techniques of forgiving wording and alternating item wording and a
detective method of Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR) scale. None
of them have not been used in the field of information security.
2.3 Forgiving Wording and Alternating Item Wording
The forgiving wording technique refers to modifications of survey items by adding a prior
(introductory) soothing sentence or a set of words with soothing function to a sensitive
survey question or statement. The purpose of forgiving wording is to reduce the sense
of intrusion and to explain the legitimacy of the question in the sense that each answer
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is correct or equally acceptable [10]. In this way, respondent is provided with socially
acceptable reasons for his/her potentially unwanted social thinking or behavior [23, 45].
Consequently, this relieves the pressure of respondent on more sensitive topics and gives
a hope for his/her response as honest as possible. Research on the use of such technique
has shown that forgiving wording significantly contributes to the sincerity of answering
on different sensitive topics [1, 2, 4]. Forgiving wording has a similar effect to the more
often used technique of indirect questions because with both techniques we want to
minimize the SDE using a prudent sets of words. They only differ in a way of presenting
the questions; using forgiving wording we want to alleviate the critical situation with prior
addressing, and with indirect questioning we use examples of hypothetical situations or
characters and similarly do not put the respondent directly in an unpleasant position.
Alternating item wording is a common method to reduce acquiescent and extreme
response bias. Acquiescent response bias reflects a tendency to select a positive response
option without considering the question, while extreme response bias similarly reflects
a tendency towards either lowest or highest response option. The alternation of positive
and negative items encourages participants to consider the content of a question and thus
provide a more meaningful response, thereby minimizing both biases [42]. We assume
that more meaningful responses, elicited by alternating item wording should be less
contaminated with SDE.
2.4 The BIDR Scale
The BIDR scale is commonly used measure of social desirability in surveys and it places
a great deal of emphasis on exaggerated claims about an individual’s positive cognitive
attributes. Therefore, it is often treated as a measure of defense - people who achieve
imaginary high self-esteem defend themselves against negative criticism by exposing
inflated thinking stemming from their excessive self-evaluation [34]. In this way, they
often express overconfident opinion in terms of rationality and sound judgement. The
original scale consists of 40 statements on a 7-point Likert scale (where 1 means “Not
true” and 7 means “Very true”). It was found out that short version of BIDR-16 demonstrates a high level of validity and reliability as well [14]. While the Marlowe-Crowne
scale assumes one-dimensionality, the BIDR scale has two dimensions, self-deception
enhancement (SE), which measures an individual’s sincere but overly positive response,
and impression management (IM), which measures the bias towards liking others [25].
However, the BIDR scale has not been used in the information security research so far
but there are indications that it may perform well in this context as well [23].

3 Methodology
The data was collected in the context of master’s degree [44] by means of a web survey
that was prepared on platform 1KA. The design of our study combined a split-ballot
experiment with a scale of information security behavior. It consists of 10 items on
the 5-point Likert scale (where 1 means “Definitely not true” and 5 means “Definitely
true”). Some items were adopted from one of previous studies [20], while others were
formed by authors of this study. The experiment included one control group (insecure
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behavior scale) and three experimental groups with different versions of information
security behavior scale, differentiated based on the two methods of preventing SDE.
The effect of forgiving wording was examined in one experimental group and the effect
of alternating item wording was examined in another group. The final experimental group
combined the effects of both methods together. Additionally, the shortened version of the
BIDR scale (6 items) was included in the last part of the questionnaire and was identical
for all experimental groups. The empirical study was conducted in three companies
of Slovenian critical infrastructure among 1320 employees. 448 questionnaires were
returned with an overall response rate of 34%. Additionally, 34 units were deleted due to
incompleteness (quick breakoff). The total sample size for the analysis is 414 employees.
We used a pairwise deletion for treating the missing data. Table 1 presents basic sample
characteristics.
Table 1. Basic sample characteristics.

f/%
Returned questionnaires
Response rate

448
34 %

Gender
Male

77.5 %

Female

22.5 %

Age
Up to 29 years

3.8 %

30 to 49 years

61.0 %

50 years and more

35.2 %

Education
High school or less

28.0 %

Undergraduate

64.0 %

Postgraduate

8.0 %

Table 2 presents the experimental design with detailed description of items and
differences among groups. It also includes the example of one item per each group to
illustrate different versions for different experimental groups.
In order to investigate the effect of forgiving and alternating item wording on susceptibility to SDE, we analyzed the item nonresponse, group means and distribution of
information secure behavior items and their correlations with the BIDR scale. Firstly,
in terms of item nonresponse, it was reported that more sensitive questions get more
refusals [43]. Consequently, low item nonresponse rate using one of SDE prevention
methods may indicate that these item versions are perceived as less threatening. Thus,
they should be less prone to SDE. Secondly, reports of more common insecure behavior
in a certain experimental group, indicated by a higher group mean and/or lower skewness
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Table 2. Experimental design.
Description

Control group
(n = 99)

Experimental group –
forgiving wording
(n = 103)

All 10 items referring to insecure behavior (negatively worded
items)

All 10 items of insecure behavior with forgiving wording

Experimental group –
alternating item wording
(n = 96)

Five items of insecure behavior
and five reversed into secure
behavior (positively worded
items)

Experimental group –
forgiving and alternating
wording
(n = 116)

Five items of insecure behavior
(as in group 3) using forgiving
wording and five reversed into
secure behavior

Example of item
I log into public (unsecured) Wi-Fi networks (e.g. at
the airport, in bar), when
I'm not at work.
Because I need the internet
to use my time off work
productively, I log on to
public (unsecured) Wi-Fi
networks (e.g. at the airport, in bar).
I do not log into public
(unsecured) Wi-Fi networks
(e.g. at the airport, in bar),
when I'm not at work.

See example item from
experimental group 2 and 3

coefficients, might reflect more honest employees’ responding. Thirdly, we calculated
the scores of the BIDR scale. In scoring, each extreme answer (5 for SE and 4 or 5 for IM)
yields one point (taking into account the alternating item wording). Higher scores are
obtained by those respondents who give more socially desirable answers. The variable
is an interval scale, ranging from 0 to 5. In this way we want to find out the sincerity
of the respondents’ answers and detect a size of SDE on employees’ reporting about
in(secure) behavior. Lastly, we also investigated the correlation between information
secure behavior scale and employees’ knowledge about information security, as theoretical framework of KAB model evidences the correlation between both variables [22].
Knowledge was measured as an index of four quiz questions, composing an interval
scale, ranging from 0 to 4.

4 Results
We divided the results into four sections; the first part tests the effect of item wording
on the overall insecure information behavior score, and the second part is intended to
test the associations of items with the BIDR scale. The third part deals with correlations
between behavioral items and knowledge. In the last section, we compose a new scale of
information security behavior with minimized SDE out of best performing items, based
on previous analyses.
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4.1 Effect of Forgiving Wording and Alternating Item Wording
Table 3 presents some basic descriptive statistics (mean, skewness and kurtosis) of all
behavioral items by experimental groups. We report all statistics (including five secure
items in Group 3 and Group 4, marked with *) so that higher arithmetic means represent
more insecure behavior.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of information security behavior scale.
Items

Group 1
M

Skew Kurt

Group 2
M

Skew Kurt

Group 3
M

Skew Kurt

Group 4
M

Skew Kurt

Item 1

1.61 1.82

2.35 2.05 0.93

-0.71 2.16 0.73

-0.87 1.96 0.85

-0.18

Item 2

1.50 2.14

4.07 1.32 2.52

5.65 1.72 1.24

0.38 1.45 2.18

5.33

Item 3

2.24 0.48

-1.11 2.18 0.70

-0.90 2.04 1.05

0.46 2.09 1.10

0.40

Item 4

1.35 2.53

6.67 1.35 2.52

7.66 1.51 2.34

5.27 1.68 1.65

1.99

Item 5

2.07 0.88

-0.53 2.08 0.84

-0.63 2.61 0.21

-1.37 2.35 0.38

-0.96

Item 6

1.86 1.25

0.54 1.63 1.49

1.42 2.28 0.60

-0.91 1.62 1.38

1.59

Item 7

1.88 1.30

0.15 2.18 0.65

-1.23 2.08 0.96

-0.69 2.27 0.63

-0.91

Item 8

1.27 2.89

8.04 1.46 1.99

3.09 1.46 2.29

4.78 1.61 1.74

2.19

Item 9

2.29 0.69

-1.08 1.70 0.98

-0.09 1.57 2.03

4.26 1.63 1.77

3.27

Item 10

1.99 0.98

-0.27 1.77 1.17

-0.11 1.88 1.19

0.27 2.12 0.84

-0.53

Grand M 1.81 0.86

0.88 1.77 0.66

0.14 1.93 0.48

-0.22 2.13 0.34

0.12

Note: * reporting a negative wording item (recoded from the positive)

All items across the groups have right-skewed distributions, some of them are somewhat extreme (for items 4 and 8 in all groups). Three items from Group 2 (items 2,
7 and 8) have lower values of skewness than in Group 1 and similarly the majority
of items from Group 3 have considerable lower skewness coefficients than those from
Group 1. Grand (pooled) means of information security behavior items vary among
groups (M 1 = 1.81, SD1 = 0.55; M 2 = 1.77, SD2 = 0.55; M 3 = 1.93, SD3 = 0.50;
M 4 = 2.13, SD4 = 0.39). ANOVA showed significant differences between them (Welch’s
F = 213.55, p < 0.001), indicating that at least one group mean differs from another.
Games-Howell and Tamhane’s T2 post-hoc tests elaborated statistically significant mean
differences between Group 4 and all others (p < 0.001 for Group 1 and 2; p = 0.012
for Group 3). Thus, the group with forgiving and alternating item wording shows a
higher average compared to other groups. This might indicate it represents a truer state
of employees’ information security behavior. A more thorough analysis of group and
item effect on SDE was done in 4.2.
The means of item nonresponse rates are 1.2% for Group 1, 3.9% for Group 2, 3.3%
for Group 3 and 2.9% for Group 4. The lowest mean of nonresponse rate was obtained
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for Group 1 that (relatively) substantially differ from other three groups. Furthermore,
item nonresponse rates vary across groups from 1.0% to 2.0% for Group 1, from 2.0%
to 4.9% for Group 2, from 3.1% to 5.2% for Group 3 and from 2.6% to 5.2% for
Group 4. The smallest variability of item nonresponse rate was also found in Group 1
(1.0%), while other groups have relatively higher variability (from 2.1% to 2.9%). We
can conclude that items from Group 1 (negatively worded) obtained noticeable lower
item nonresponse rates than from other three groups, indicating that forgiving wording
did not decrease the nonresponse rate and therefore did not help reduce this aspect of
SDE. It is important to note that experimental groups are approximately of same number
of units so the findings are not dependent to this issue.
4.2 Item Correlations with the BIDR Scale
Our short version of the BIDR scale has a mean of 2.82 and is approximately normally distributed (SD = 0.77, skew = −0.65, kurt = 1.29). Confirmatory factor analysis
of shortened BIDR scale with two factors showed a good fit after excluding one item
(χ2 /df = 1.194; GFI = 0.995; CFI = 0.991; RMSEA = 0.023; RMSR = 0.021). Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for both factors are somewhat poor (0.459 for SE and 0.387
for IM) but it is common to find low values (e. g 0.50) on short scales with few items.
For the reason of unattained restricted assumptions about Cronbach’s alpha, it is more
appropriate to report the mean inter-item correlation for the items. Briggs and Cheek
[3] recommend an optimal range for the (mean) inter-item correlation between 0.2 and
0.4. In this case, all inter-item correlations on both factors are statistically significant.
The mean inter-item correlation is 0.26 for the SE factor, and 0.24 for the IM factor.
Composite reliability coefficient of the overall BIDR scale is 0.511 (below 0.60, but
acceptable for the above reasons).
Table 4 presents Pearson’s correlation coefficients of behavioral items with the BIDR
scale across experimental groups. Absence of correlation between item and the BIDR
scale indicates an item without SDE, while negative (or positive) correlation implies that
item is problematic from perspective of SDE. Negative correlations mean that employees
with more tendency for social desirability reported less insecure behavior on a certain
item.
Each item of the information security behavior scale exists in either two or three
versions, as shown in Table 4. First, we analyze items with three different versions
(items 1, 3, 4, 9 and 10). There is no obvious item type effect. For example, positive
wording yields the best result for item 1, but only in Group 4. For item 4, all but forgiving
item wording performs well. Lastly, for item 9 both forgiving and positive wording (in
Group 3) are acceptable. The next set of items (2, 5, 6, 7 and 8) consists of only two
different versions of insecure behavior. As found before, no item type effect is apparent.
For example, negative wordings of item 7 perform better than its forgiving version.
Conversely, forgiving wording works better than negative wording for item 8.
We also found noticeable differences among items’ overall performance. Item 3 has
negative correlations in all four groups (−0.18 to −0.27) indicating that the item is prone
to SDE in any case. On the other hand, all versions of items 5 and 6 seem to be acceptable
(correlations from −0.01 to −0.13 and −0.10 to 0.16, respectively), indicating lower
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Table 4. Correlations of behavioral items with the BIDR scale.
Items

Group 1

Group 2

Item 1

-0.303** (f)

-0.203*

Item 2

-0.125

(f)

Item 3

-0.187*

Item 4

-0.006

Item 5
Item 6

Group 3
-0.229*

(s)

-0.067

-0.015

-0.121

(f)

-0.186*

(f)

-0.211** (s)

-0.193*

(s)

-0.266**

(f)

-0.322** (s)

-0.035

(s)

-0.091

-0.010

(f)

-0.125

-0.056

(f)

-0.022

0.003

(f)

0.036

-0.096

(f)

0.156

Item 7

-0.128

(f)

-0.286**

0.117

(f)

-0.316**

Item 8

-0.203*

(f)

0.074

-0.171

(f)

-0.090

Item 9

-0.329** (f)

-0.102

(s)

-0.016

(s)

-0.169*

Item 10

-0.110

-0.158

(s)

-0.277** (s)

(f)

(s)

Group 4

-0.088

Notes: * 0.05 < p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05
(f) – insecure behavior (forgiving wording/item)
(s) – secure behavior (positive wording/item)
(no mark) – insecure behavior (negative wording/item)

tendency towards SDE. Some items, for example items 8 and 9 perform better when
using one of selected preventive methods.
Lastly, we analyze if same versions of items perform differently in different groups.
Small correlation differences (relative values from 0.004 to 0.099) of negatively worded
items in Group 1 and Group 3 indicate no group effect on SDE. Comparison of items
with forgiving wording in Group 2 and 4 does not show a clear trend. Items 2 and 6
perform better in Group 2, while item 5 performs better in Group 4. Items 7 and 8 are not
equally prone to SDE, regardless of group (2 or 4). Similar findings apply to positively
worded items (secure behavior). For example, positive wording in Group 4 works best
for items 1 and 10 (r = −0.07 and r = −0.09 respectively). Interestingly, positive
wording of both items gives a very different result in Group 3, where negative correlations
(r = −0.23 and r = −0.28) imply a sensitivity to SDE. The situation is exactly opposite
for item 9, where the same item version (secure behavior) performs better in Group 3.
To confirm previous findings, we performed two one-way ANOVAs with 40 items
as data units, their correlations with the BIDR scale as the dependent variable and either
item type or item group as factors. Results showed no significant main effect for either
item type (F = 0.31, p = 0.74) or item group (F = 0.31, p = 0.82) on items’ sensitivity
to SDE. From this analysis no prominent experimental group which consists of only (or
mostly) acceptable items was found.
4.3 Item Correlations with Information Security Knowledge
Index of knowledge has a mean of 1.35 (SD = 1.65, min = 0, max = 4) and is not normally
distributed (skew = −0.57, kurt = −1.43). More than half of employees (56.8%) have
low or no knowledge about information security. Concurrent criterion validity is used
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to test the existing scale with a criterion variable which should demonstrate the same
underlying concept [8]. The concurrent criterion validity across experimental groups as
four different scales of information security behavior was examined by the correlation
with employees’ knowledge about information security. In general, higher correlations
implicate higher degree of validity1 . Pearson correlation coefficients according to group
averages are −0.15 for Group 1, −0.20 (p = 0.051) for Group 2, −0.26 (p = 0.015)
for Group 3 and −0.28 (p = 0.003) for Group 4. In our case, negative correlation with
items of information security behavior scale reflects that people with better knowledge
of information security behave less insecurely. The highest and statistically significant
correlation was found in Group 4 but it is still quite low to confirm the criterion validity. To
provide a deeper insight of item correlations with knowledge, Table 5 presents Pearson’s
correlation coefficients across experimental groups per item.
Table 5. Correlations of behavioral items with knowledge.
Items
Item 1

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

-0.114

(f)

-0.236** (s)

-0.209*

(s)

0.020

Item 2

0.052

(f)

-0.114

Item 3

-0.113

(f)

-0.063

(s)

0.095

(f)

-0.050

-0.147

(s)

-0.174*

Item 4

-0.159

(f)

-0.135

(s)

-0.178** (s)

-0.006

Item 5

-0.021

(f)

-0.050

-0.114

(f)

-0.006

Item 6

0.015

(f)

-0.033

-0.131

(f)

-0.131

Item 7

-0.132

(f)

-0.176*

-0.260** (f)

-0.201**

Item 8

-0.116

(f)

0.008

0.104

(f)

-0.217**

Item 9

-0.022

(f)

-0.085

(s)

0.102

(s)

-0.150

Item 10

-0.200* (f)

-0.063

(s)

-0.261** (s)

-0.165*

Notes: * 0.05 < p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05
(f) – insecure behavior (forgiving wording/item)
(s) – secure behavior (positive wording/item)
(no mark) – insecure behavior (negative wording/item)

None of the correlations exceed the value of 0.3, although low negative correlations
can be observed for each item in at least one group. In general, highest (but still low)
correlations were found in Groups 3 and 4, where alternating items were used. Among
them items 1, 4 and 10 perform better in Group 3, while items 3 and 9 perform better in
Group 4. In case of forgiving wording only item 2 works better in Group 2, while items
6, 7, and 8 give best results in Group 4 as well. Although, two one-way ANOVAs with
1 The methodological literature in the field of behavioral sciences suggests that criterion validity

coefficient is expected to be up to 0.6 [12]. Although, according to some newest literature, the
criterion validity is achieved if the coefficient is above 0.7 [35] or at least above 0.5 [41]. Anyway
the majority max out at around 0.3 [6, 41].
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40 items as data units did not show significant main effect for either item type (F = 0.62,
p = 0.54) or item group (F = 0.13, p = 0.95) on items’ relatedness to knowledge.
4.4 Establishing a New Scale
As found before, no group or item type effect about SDE were determined. Therefore, the
content of items seems to be important. Based on combination of two selection criteria we
propose a new scale that minimizes the SDE in measuring information security behavior.
In the first step we selected the items according to smallest correlations between items
and the BIDR scale. If there were no substantial differences among different versions of
items, we considered higher item correlations with knowledge to form the most proper
scale. Table 6 presents the chosen items according to experimental group and type of
behavior.
Table 6. Information security behavior scale with minimized SDE.

Group
(item type)

Content of item
Item 1

Under no circumstances I do not give my password to my
colleagues.

4 (s)

Item 2

If the e-mail contains an attachment, I open it regardless of
its content because of my curiosity.

2 (f)

Item 3

-

-

Item 4

I do not enter my personal information (e.g. e-mail address,
phone numbers, etc.) into unknown web pages.

3 (s)

Item 5

When I'm not at work, I log into public (unsecured) Wi-Fi
networks (at airport, in a bar).

3

Item 6

I store sensitive data on a USB.

3

Item 7

Less than once a year I change my password to log in to my
computer.

3

Item 8

Because of numerous and complex passwords I write them
down on the sticky notes I have on my desk not to forget
them.

4 (f)

Item 9

Before reading an e-mail, I check whether the subject and
the sender are reasonable.

3 (s)

Item 10

When I leave the office, I log out of my computer.

4 (s)

Notes: * 0.05 < p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05
(f) – insecure behavior (forgiving wording/item)
(s) – secure behavior (positive wording/item)
(no mark) – insecure behavior (negative wording/item)

It was found that item 3 behaves badly when detecting SDE so we didn’t include
it into the final scale. Of the remaining nine items, eight items were selected from
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experimental groups 3 or 4. It could indicate that alternating item wording has some
effect in minimizing the SDE, since both experimental groups use a combination of
positively and negatively worded items. The forgiving version of only items 2 and 8 were
acceptable. This supports previous findings that forgiving wording solely is not effective
in preventing SDE, but could be effective together with the method of alternating item
wording.

5 Discussion and Limitations
This paper focuses on testing of SDE in survey-based measuring of (in)secure behavior.
We employed two methods (forgiving and alternating item wording) to minimize the
SDE. It turned out that using different wording methods separately did not have an
effect on minimizing SDE. When testing with the BIDR scale, no group or item type
effect was found. Nevertheless, some results point out that combination of forgiving and
alternating item wording might reflect a truer state of employees’ information security
behavior. Furthermore, we aimed to draft a scale of information security behavior scale
which is least prone to social desirability bias. The majority of items were chosen from
groups with alternating item wording and a combination of alternating and forgiving item
wording. As stated before, this might indicate that combining both methods to minimize
SDE could prove effective and provides a starting point for further research with a slightly
different experimental design. Due to the length of the overall questionnaire we were
only able to include six items of the BIDR scale, resulting in a lower degree of reliability.
Since the BIDR scale has not been used in the field of information security before, we
only tested items based on an overall score. Besides, its two-dimensionality enables
further analysis of correlations with the two factors of BIDR (SE and IM). Anyhow,
this was a first attempt using these methods to deal with SDE in the studies of security
behavior.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the Slovenian Research Agency within the
“Young researchers” program [grant number P5-0168].
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Abstract. This work demonstrates the process of mapping real participants from
the co-creation session in the user personas. The personas development that were
used in co-creation sessions with older adults is presented. This paper provides
also insights into how the ongoing user acceptance evaluation research has created
a feedback loop into the development and enhancement of personas. The feedback
collected improved the real users versus persona distribution while at the same
time could provide early enough insights for the market research and drive the
exploitation map.
Keywords: Co-creation · Personas · User acceptance evaluation · Technology ·
Older adults

1 Introduction
User-centered design (UCD) is vital for the design and implementation of technological
and computer-based devices. Personas are a large part of UCD however there is limited
research on describing the persona creation process in the health IT field [1]. A persona
is typically a fictional representation of the target group (or market) of the technology
or device, which can effectively communicate to developers the requirements, wants,
needs and motivations of the group [7, 9]. Research from Holden and colleagues [5]
maintains that while personas are used extensively in many fields, there is a dearth of
persona use in the health sector where e-health or health technology is concerned.
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When creating a persona, high level information will often be included such as names,
gender, age, location (e.g., country/living status etc.), photos and personal attributes.
More key information of interest to the developers will support the development of
their technology or service. According to some research [12], personas can be used by
developers to support qualitative research sessions with a group of individuals. They can
often be a discussion point, providing a way for group members to examine the life of
the persona in a way that is less personal making them more inclined to discuss issues.
As a result, researchers can more clearly identify the motivations and requirements of
the user group.
In addition, recent trends in eCare and eHealth markets are showing patients evolving
into consumers as their share of health and care spending grows continuously [3]. This
trend opens opportunities for innovative technologies to increase competition and drive
further disruption into the market. Consequently, stakeholders will gain the means to be
informed decision makers. This opens the ability to integrate feedback from different
sources (persona) already in the development process and to consider stakeholders’
interactions, values and unique selling propositions (USPs) in the design of business
models and value-chains.
Personas can more than assist developers to construct and test their prototypes. The
prototype will be developed with the persona in mind and during testing, participants
can discuss how the persona may interact with the technology and their experiences of
doing so. In 2019 research [6] considers how personas can also be used to make more
effective decisions in the design of technology and services. From a HCI standpoint,
the persona will influence developments from the earliest stages. Personas can also be
used by organisations to demonstrate to target groups how technology or a service can
be useful to themselves in their daily lives. Further, it can assist organisations in their
marketing strategies. Research [8] was conducted to determine the specific benefits of
personas on research based on the responses of experienced persona users. Their panel
of experts identified several main benefits to persona use in research. These included
re-focusing designers priorities on the user and their goals, prioritizing the requirements
of the product/service and, ensuring designers do not design with their own requirements
in mind. A lack of consistency was identified [5] in persona development and the lack of
specific steps required for their development. However, personas can be developed using
thematic analysis, affinity diagrams or even factor analysis of quantitative data. This view
was supported [8] and further suggestions were made inferring that the development
process is often incorrectly viewed as a singular procedure; something to be accepted or
rejected, when in fact there are numerous methodologies which can be applied.
There are two major categories of personas, a proto-persona and a research persona
[6]. Proto-personas are often developed as a precursor to work with participants. They
involve the estimation of life details and are developed through indirect contact with the
target group. They are based on assumptions and can often be influenced by stereotypes
[8]. This assumed knowledge can enforce believability in a persona and ensures their
‘story’ is engaging [8]. While stereotypes can ease the cognitive load associated with the
creation of personas [1], developers should be alert to the pitfalls associated with ethnicity
and gender. While stereotypical personas may result in unintentional confirmation bias,
they can also be used as an effective contradictory tool. Initially, the personas designed
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further validated the perspective of the frail older adult. However, the new personas
better reflect a modern older adult perspective complete with varying abilities in digital
literacy (a concept not previously included).
Further steps were recommended [6] when developing proto-persona and research
personas. These include; creating a basic template, adding details, analyzing and merging personas, prioritizing important features and, design informed by qualitative data
collection. The proto-persona will inform the development of the research persona. In
this way, an enhanced persona is created which can lead to a ‘gap analysis’ to identify
the breath of distance between the personas to provide developers with further insight
in future persona development. However, some research [6, 9, 10, 13] has demonstrated
serious faults with persona development. A time consuming process, the personas age
rapidly and require regular updating and testing for validity. Often, personas are not
used early in the design process and are less effective when design features have already
been decided upon. Further faults were described in [9] including low representation
rates when compared with big-data and the increased cost manual persona development
incurs.
After completing this review, it is clear that the methodology described below is
the best formulation to attain well developed personas based on the type of research
being conducted. CAPTAIN is an iterative piece of design research with a small sample
size and no real-time data capture abilities (at the time of writing). As such, initial
proto-personas will be designed, followed by the creation of research personas. It is
important to be able to validate the quality of the designed personas. Along with statistical
demographics which will be discussed in the results section of this article, an evaluation
of the personas based on the persona perception scale (PPS) [11] will be included.
The scale distinguishes persona validity through the following dimensions, credibility,
consistency, completeness, willingness, usefulness, empathy and similarity. Participants
completed the PPS for both sets of personas (original and enhanced) and the results are
discussed below. As a result, this paper is uniquely positioned to provide a review on
the development of older adult personas in general, and specifically an account of the
application of the PPS scale.

2 Methodology
2.1 The CAPTAIN System
The research presented in the current paper was conducted during the H2020 CAPTAIN
project [4]. CAPTAIN aims to create an unobtrusive, virtual coach assistant that will
support older adults in their everyday life at home. CAPTAIN provides support in four
domains, cognitive and physical activity, nutrition and social participation using technologies for unobtrusive monitoring like 3D depth cameras for recognition of movements, speech recognition and generation as well as facial emotion recognition. The
information is provided to the user through projection generation wherever and whenever
needed leaving the home untouched when the system is not used.
Given the innovative nature of CAPTAIN, based on radically new ICT concepts an
incremental, iterative delivery and empirical feedback approach was adopted that followed co-creation principles and methodologies was adopted. An active, trans-national
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and multidisciplinary community of stakeholders was engaged as the main source of
requirements for the CAPTAIN system. This stakeholder’s community has been meeting throughout the project’s life cycle in order to assess the direction of the individual
components of CAPTAIN during shorter development lifecycle, referred to as “Sprints”.
In order to engage stakeholders early enough in the design process, the first version of
user requirements produced for the system was based on literature and consortium expertise. User personas were created to gain a deeper understanding of the users and these
were used to enhance the methodology and capture user expectations and anticipated
behavior beyond demographics. CAPTAIN personas had a dual contribution, building
understanding and empathy in the consortium and in end-user comprehension of the
system’s objectives.
2.2 First Matching Iteration
The first version of personas for the CAPTAIN system were created during face-to-face
plenary project meeting. Five user personas were presented, that were based on the
project’s objectives and user groups, demographics and ethnographic details. Discussion was held on ideas that can offer some solutions to the problems, thoughts, fears
and opinions of the personas previously created. The proposed template for the CAPTAIN proto-personas is shown below Fig. 1. The proposed solutions were gathered and
consolidated in order to create a structured version of Personas. After that, one round
of feedback from the stakeholder community took place, involving 2 older adults (1
healthy, 1 with mild cognitive impairment), 2 facilitators and 2 formal caregivers.

Fig. 1. CAPTAIN persona template

The resulting personas were used in participatory workshops in which older adults
and other stakeholders were engaged, and the primary goal of which was to identify
older adults’ everyday life problems and needs. A larger group of participants (52 older
adults, 29 healthcare professionals, 10 informal caregivers) were engaged during the first
co-creation session in 5 European countries (Greece, Italy, Spain, Ireland and Cyprus)
and provided feedback that was incorporated into the personas.
Following the creation of proto-personas and the enhancement of same from user
feedback gathered, the intention was to investigate if the group of personas created
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can effectively represent the group of stakeholders that participated in the session.
For each participant an enrolment booklet requesting mainly demographic information
was collected. The existing personas also contained such information. The following
table (Table 1) summarizes the demographics information that are available for each
participant and the relative information from personas.
Table 1. CAPTAIN participant general demographics

Age range

Living condition

Information from participants

Information from personas

[60, 70)

[60, 70)

[70, 80)

[70, 80)

[80, ∞)

[80, ∞)

Live alone at home

Live alone at home

Live with a formal caregiver

Live with a formal caregiver

Live with a partner at home

Live with a partner at home

Live with an informal caregiver
Other
Support needed

Physical impairments

Instability

Physical exercise

Insecurity with ADLs

Activities of Daily Living

Nutritional style

Nutritional style

Socialization/social participation

Social participation

Frailty

Frailty

Memory issues

Other

None

None

Leg motor impairment

Leg motor impairment
Arm motor impairment
Hemiplegia
Tetraplegia

Sensory impairments

None

None
Minor hearing impairment
Minor visual impairment
Major hearing impairment
Major visual impairment

A matching procedure was defined in order to understand how many participants can
be adequately represented by existing personas. For each category in the previous table,
actual participant’s information matching the persona’s information receives 1 point
towards the persona. For example, participant GR001 is in the same age range category,
living condition and has the same physical impairments as the persona ‘Carlo’, but does
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not share the same needs (2 needs per persona) so achieves a score of 3/5. If the score was
0.6 or higher, the participant was considered as matched with the persona. If a participant
was matched with more than one persona, the higher score was taken into account.
2.3 Persona Enhancement
Following the first analysis of proto-personas, it was obvious that there was important
information missing from the personas. First and foremost, information about digital
literacy, technology acceptance and perception are an important addition to the personas
profile. The digital literacy score was based on the aggregated score from a questionnaire that was administered to the participants before their first interaction with the
system. Digital literacy refers to the participants level of comfort using technology and
participants scores were grouped as low, medium or high.
In order to create the new personas, a prioritization of information that will drive
the persona enhancement was completed. The real participants are considered to be
representative of the CAPTAIN target audience. Age and gender were considered as
important demographic information. ‘Living condition’ is a factor that can influence
a user’s acceptance of the CAPTAIN system which is designed for in-home use. Low
digital literacy may dissuade people from using a technology like CAPTAIN, which is
why people with different digital literacy levels should be addressed, both in the personas
and in the feedback Sprints. Lastly, the willingness to be supported and the impairments
are considered the least significant factors that influence CAPTAIN system’s acceptance.
As a result, the priority of information was decided as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gender
Age
Living condition
Digital literacy
Willingness to be supported
Impairments (motor and sensory)

For each enhanced persona, the gender and age were decided first based on the
gender and age distribution of the real participants. For the remaining information a
similar approach was followed, always taking into account real participants’ data. The
information gathered for each persona were then analyzed in order to create a consistent
story. Particular attention was paid to coherence and not to include multiple pieces of
information that diverged from persona’s scope and personality. Last but not least, the
personas’ photos were decided.
After the profiles of the new personas were created a new matching iteration was
performed. Each new persona has a maximum score that can be achieved from a real
participant as each has different types and numbers of support needed as well as deficiencies. A participant is considered matched to a persona only if the score percentage
is higher than 60% and each participant is matched only with the persona having the
highest percentage match.
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3 Results
3.1 Persona Comparison
The enhanced persona creation was driven entirely by the participants’ information. The
gender and age distribution are presented in the following image (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. CAPTAIN participants breakdown by gender and age

Based on that data three male and four female personas were created, two of the
personas were in the first age range, three in the second and two in the third. In the
previous version of personas there were three male and three female personas, four of
which were in the second age range, one in the first and one in the last. Regarding the
living condition, in the enhanced personas four are living with a partner at home, two are

Fig. 3. Distribution of participants ages and digital literacy versus living conditions
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living alone and one is living with an informal caregiver. In the previous version, there
was no persona living with an informal or formal caregiver. The digital literacy group
that the persona belongs to was decided taking into account both the living condition
and the age range. For example, a persona that lives home alone and is in the higher age
range will have low digital literacy (Fig. 3).
Below we present an original (Fig. 4) and the corresponding enhanced (Fig. 5)
persona for comparison.

Fig. 4. Original persona
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Fig. 5. Enhanced persona

An important difference between the two personas is that the digital literacy that was
included in the enhanced persona completes the narrations and improves the consistency.
Some information is removed, e.g., “…going on road trips and driving his car”, as it does
not add to the persona’s narrative or personality and seems like surplus information.
3.2 Persona Mapping
The objective of this work is to define personas that can adequately represent the actual
users of the designed system. For this reason, two mapping iterations were performed, for
the original (Fig. 6) and the enhanced (Fig. 7) persona version., following the methods
described in the Methodology section.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of real participants to original personas

Fig. 7. Distribution of real participants to enhanced personas

In the distribution of real participants across original personas, we notice that most
participants are not matched with any persona and the user group is under represented.
Though some participants may not be fully represented by the enhanced personas either,
the distribution is wider.
3.3 Persona Perception Scale
Personas are a widely used technique in many technology-driven fields. However, until
recently, there was no way to accurately assess the personas that were developed. The
persona perception scale [11] was created to provide researchers with a way to test
and validate the accuracy and credibility of development personas. The scale assesses
personas based on a series of factors that are described in detail in their 2018 paper. The
scale was assessed (Table 2) and high reliability scores were identified.
Upon analysis of the PPS, it was determined that there was no statistical difference between the original and enhanced personas. Inspection of the general descriptive
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Table 2. The persona perception scale – factor reliability
Factor

Cronbach’s Alpha

Credibility

0.90

Clarity

0.83

Completeness

0.93

Consistency

0.80

Empathy

0.94

Familiarity

0.90

Friendliness

0.91

Interpersonal attraction

0.84

Liking

0.89

Similarity

0.94

Usefulness & Willingness 0.93

statistics identified an interesting gender difference. PPS scores all improved for the
male personas whereas, the female personas all got worse after being enhanced. The
small sample size of our study may also have limited our ability to detect a significant
difference (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Persona perception scale scores for original vs enhanced personas
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4 Discussion
As a part of the agile methodology of the CAPTAIN system development, older adults
were invited to discuss the wants, needs and requirements to create a system that would
support them in the home. To assist these discussions, six personas were created. These
personas included some personal information including; age, gender, marital status and
some physical/sensory/cognitive impairments the persona may experience. These personas were supplemented by images (See Fig. 9 below) to help create a more realistic
character.

Fig. 9. Original Persona Images

In the group sessions, only five personas were used due to time con-straints. Participants were asked to discuss the issues that may be experienced by these personas
and what solutions may be offered to help these characters. Some participants would
have preferred that the images used were a little younger, whereas others found the
biographical information supplied to be an issue. Participants in Ireland found the personas to be unrealistic and at times, stereotypical. Participants suggested that the persona
descriptions suggested that the personas were much ‘older adults’ than they represented
themselves. Researchers also found some cultural differences across the personas which
were a challenge. From a practical point of view, continental European health services
appear to offer a substantial amount of support in the form of homecare assistance. However, in Ireland, participant’s joked that individuals would be doing well to receive two
hours of similar assistance. As a result, Irish participants did not feel the personas were
realistic. Further, participants in Ireland had a more ‘get-up-and-go’ mentality, with very
little patience for personas who were unable to manage their health or who spent undue
time worrying about it. There was an expectation that everyone should just ‘get on’
with things, regardless of the issue. As such, this was a barrier to the Irish participants
identifying with the personas in the way the researchers had hoped.
As populations age, and with over 149 million adults over the age of 65 expected
to reside in the EU by 2050 [2] and more research is con-ducted with these population
participants’ concern about the stereotyping they felt was used in the creation of the
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personas is an issue of high importance. While some research [8] discusses stereotyping
in persona creation, it focuses more on the gender misrepresentations rather than ageist
views. Older adults are not satisfied with past views and many want others to accept that
they are healthy and involved in their lives. The language and images used to create personas for adults over 65 is a vital area in the creation of realistic and relatable narratives.
Terms like ‘oldest old’ to describe the older, older adults (85+) are used throughout the
literature. However, even this term is being viewed negatively by participants.
After creating the new personas (see Fig. 10) based on the statistical demographics
collected from 70+ older adults, they were offered to participants to evaluate based on the
persona perception scale. The scale included items such as ‘the persona seems like a real
person’ and ‘I feel like I understand this persona’. These questions provided a complete
view of participants’ views of the personas. As such, this questionnaire was offered
with the original personas along with the enhanced personas to provide researchers
with information which could be directly compared. The results indicated that while
there was no statistical significance between the original and enhanced personas, the
male personas did receive more favorable results. This is interesting as only the male
personas were improved upon, whereas the female persona scores got worse. Further
study and discussion is required to determine whether there is a reason why participants
found the female personas to be lacking. However, upon reflection, the researchers felt
that simply asking participants to score a series of personas may not be enough for them
to fully evaluate them. A simple group discussion before each personas is scored may
have allowed participants to ‘get-to-know’ the persona first, before evaluating them.

Fig. 10. Enhanced persona images

4.1 Limitations
A further issue with the development of the personas was identified just after the initial
data collection. There was confusion surrounding the term ‘willingness to be supported’.
Some of these issues arose due to language constraints and cognitive difficulties. Asking
some older participants to imagine if ‘they would be willing to be supported in the future
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if they developed a series of difficulties’ was a challenging concept to understand and
translate. After further discussion with participants another factor was identified which
may have led to difficulty answering this item of the questionnaire. For younger older
adults who were asked to report what areas they would be willing to be supported in,
in the future, ‘the future’ was a further away concept than for the ‘older’, older adults.
As a result, researchers thought it was possible that statistically, ‘older’ older adults
who took part in the study would be less likely to agree to support in areas. However,
there was no statistically significant difference between the two groups of older adults.
Rather, with the exception of activities of daily living (ADL’s), where more ‘younger’
older adults were willing to be supported, ‘older’ older adults were either as likely or
more likely to be willing to be supported in the future. There is a possibility that older
adults may be under-reporting their willingness to be supported in group discussion
settings. By answering the question on willingness, the participants may be faced with
exposing potential vulnerabilities or acknowledging concerns they have for the future.
This may result in a form of dissonance which prevents the participant from thinking
about the question fully. Using alternative methods might elicit responses of more detail
and fidelity.
The presented personas and persona development methodology depends entirely on
data from older adults. However, the CAPTAIN stakeholders’ community and potential
customers comprised a wider user group including healthcare professionals, informal
and formal caregivers, and older adults’ family members. Data from these groups can
also be exploited to create more personas. This work focuses only on older adults as
they are the primary user group of CAPTAIN technology.
4.2 Future Directions
Unlike the proto-personas and the research personas discussed above, data-driven personas incorporate a continuous stream digital data collected while the user engages with
a service or piece of technology [9]. Data-driven persona development also addresses the
issue associated with research personas. The time spent developing personas is decreased
significantly and personas can be updated regularly [10]. However, this process cannot
be completed without any human interaction. Due to the current limitations of technology (i.e., natural language processing), and issues such as the perception of personas
including persona bias, human intervention is required.
There are several methodologies which can be used to direct data-driven persona
development but these all require large quantities of quantitative data to be collected
while the users are engaged with a service or piece of technology. Due to the small
number of participants included in the research and the nature of data collected, it was
not possible to use this methodology to inform persona development. However, as this
process is being enhanced step-by-step (proto-persona, research personas) it is possible
that when the CAPTAIN technology is available the real-time data that is collected
could inform a round of data-driven persona development. As technology continues
to advance, the amount of personal data which can be collected from technology is
increasing. Effective data management, the regulatory environment (e.g. EU-GDPR and
the ethical implications of data-driven persona development must be considered.
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5 Conclusions
User-driven innovation is a key competitive factor for CAPTAIN; in this regard, one
essential focus point for the definition of the value-generation chains and the service
delivery models is not only the identification of stakeholders, but moreover their involvement to understand, at an early development stage, their expectations and the degree
of acceptance of proposed systems. Persona development and research is valuable to
empathize with the stakeholders and improve system acceptability. Furthermore, personas are valuable tools that can be used for customer validation and market analysis.
Personas are potential customers that provide information to the marketing team on how
to empathize with them and create targeted marketing plans.
The presented personas and persona development methodology depends completely
on data from older adults. However, the CAPTAIN stakeholders’ community and potential customers are comprised of a wider user group including healthcare professionals,
informal and formal caregivers and older adults’ family members. Data from these groups
can also be exploited to create more personas. This work focuses only on older adults
as they are the primary user group of CAPTAIN technology.

Appendix A
Persona Perception Scale
Persona Perception Scale - Salminen et al. 2018
Factor

Items

Consistency

The quotes of the persona match other information shown in the
persona profile
The picture of the persona matches other information shown in the
persona profile
The persona information seems consistent
The persona’s demographic information (age, gender, country)
corresponds with other information shown in the persona profile

Completeness

The persona profile is detailed enought to make decisions about the
customers it describes
The persona profile seems complete
The persona profile provides enough information to understand the
people it describes
The persona profile is not missing vital information

Willingness to Use

I would make use of this persona in my task of *[creating the
YouTube video]
I can imagine ways to make use of the persona information in my
task of *[creating the YouTube video]
This persona would improve my ability to make decisions about the
customers it describes
(continued)
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(continued)
Credibility

This persona seems like a real person
I have met people like this persona
The picture of the persona looks authentic

Clarity

The information about the persona is well presented
The text in the persona profile is clear enough to read
The information in the persona profile is easy to understand

Similarity

This persona feels similar to me
The persona and I think alike
The persona and I share similar interests
I believe I would agree with this persona on most matters

Likability

I find this persona likable
I could be friends with this persona
This persona feels like someone I could spend time with
This persona is interesting

Empathy

I feel like I understand this persona
I feel strong ties to this persona
I can imagine a day in the life of this persona

* [YouTube video] replaced with [designing the CAPTAIN technology]
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Abstract. The purpose of the paper is to analyze and study the visual literacy
of regional cultural experience in the product shaping design. First, the author
collects the factors contributing to the formation of visual elements of the audience
under the contexts of different regional cultures, learns about cultural differences
under the influence of different cultural backgrounds and Kansei factors such as
style and preference under regional culture and further clarifies the consumption
demands of the audience in terms of style, preference and inclination under the
cultural differences. Second, by studying the dynamic and interactive perception
of factors such as cultural experience and analyzing the Kansei demand factors of
visual literacy of customers under different cultural backgrounds in terms of their
emotional experience in product shaping design, it will help us master these visual
literacy factors of regional cultural experience in product shaping design and lay a
theoretical foundation for design research. It will help designers grasp these design
elements and infuse them into the creation of shaping, modeling and functions
of the products, thus designing product shaping that meets the expectation of
customers and enhancing the added value of product shaping.
Keywords: Product shaping · Design · Visual literacy · Kansei

1 Introduction
1.1 Research Background and Purpose
In our product shaping design, there are varied cultural differences such as regional
characteristics, local conditions, folk customs, religion, art and values, which contribute
to the Kansei demand of visual literacy in the corresponding product shaping design.
The customers from different regions and cultural backgrounds vary in the establishment
of visual literacy in the product shaping design (Zhiguo 2013). The visual literacy of
regional cultural experience needs to be supported by knowledge and information of different disciplines. Therefore, it raises high requirements on cognition and understanding
of visual literacy in product shaping, which facilitate the transformation of visual literacy information into visual performance of shaping. Therefore, on the basis of regional
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 299–306, 2020.
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cultural experience, the paper conducts a Kansei study on the visual literacy in product
shaping design, analyzes and studies the Kansei factors contributing to visual literacy
and its impacts, finds out the common demands of customers and provides references to
development strategy for the conceptual design of product shaping.
1.2 Scope and Methodology
The author analyzes related literature and works, proposes methods for the concept of
visual literacy in the course teaching of product shaping design and analyzes the cultural
information consultation and visual system in product shaping design, thus improving
the customers’ understanding of visual literacy in product shaping.
Kansei engineering technology is mainly concerned with the following four
directions (Canqun et al. 2006).
(1) To understand the feelings of customers in product shaping through the evaluation
of human factors and psychology.
(2) To find out the design characteristics of product shaping from the feelings of
customers.
(3) To establish a set of Kansei engineering for human factor technology.
(4) To correct the direction of product shaping design with the changes of society and
the preference trend of the people.

2 Theoretical Support
Visual performance and its substance have always attracted attention from anthropologists and art scholars. The research is designed to reflect and analyze the regional
traditions and material culture. The early focus of the academic circle is the development of the concept of art or traditional handicraft, which is mainly reflected in the
diversified cultural landscapes and differences displayed by the connotation of regional
culture and traditional culture and arts integrating music, ballads, dances, costumes and
architectures, all of which show aesthetic effect in an artistic framework and form.
2.1 Concept of Visual Literacy
The argument of visual literacy is based on the high cognitive value of aesthetic effect
(Qianwei 2002). From the perspective of visual symbol presentation, understanding
the substance of regional culture and arts and analyzing the topics related with culture
and aesthetics is the foundation of argument to interpret the regional culture and arts
and development. Visual elements cover regional characteristics, local conditions, folk
customs, religions, arts, etc., which are differences of visual elements that arise from
inside out. Like the requirements and preference in architectures, it is an aesthetic habit
supported by living environment, lifestyle and spiritual belief. Visual literacy is an ability that can be acquired, which can accurately explain visual information and create a
message.
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Visual literacy consists of three parts. First, visual thinking, which refers to the physical process of visual perception where thoughts, ideas and information are transformed
into pictures, patterns or images that help convey related information. Second, visual
communication. When pictures, patterns and other images are used to express ideas or
conveyed to the audience, in order to achieve an effective visual communication, the
audience should be able to construct a meaning out of the visual images they have seen.
Third, visual learning, which refers to the learning process through pictures and media
2.2 Concept of Interdisciplinary Visual Literacy
The main components of visual literacy are design language, visual effects and forms.
These components are produced in many ways and convey and explain different information in different communication environments. Therefore, visual literacy can be applied
in almost all fields, the views and explanations of researchers from different disciplines
and can be studied from the perspectives of different disciplines such as arts, biology,
commercial demonstration, communication and engineering (Jin 2019). Visual literacy
has attracted enough attention from the society. In the author’s view, when we study
communication and related issues, we need to consider language and visual information. That is the reason why consultation and design of different areas may play an
important role in vision.

3 Kansei Analysis of Visual Literacy in Product Shaping
The main duty of a product shaping designer is to infuse form and content to product
shaping and convey a meaningful symbol of the product itself. The Kansei cognition
of visual literacy is very wide in the area of product shaping design. Therefore, very
complex fields of knowledge are required. People from different regions show interest
in visual literacy and different demands. A good utilization of visual literacy Kansei
factors is necessary to product shaping design.
3.1 Influence of Human Factors and Mentality of Visual Literacy on Product
Shaping
The visual literacy knowledge of products is very wide, which requires very complex
fields of knowledge. Many people from different backgrounds show keen interest in
visual literacy and shaping design. This occurs in different regions of the world. Product
shaping design has its origin in different fields. Yet today it is a “receiving” discipline.
Viewed from the process, the development of new application programs echoes with
established disciplines. The experience, knowledge and skills acquired from visual literacy and product shaping design can be “infused” into many disciplines as a “catalyst”
for the development of new product innovation language. New topics are conveyed to
different audiences in specific fields. This might be the main trend of visual literacy and
product shaping design in the future. All communication knowledge of these fields is
necessary, particularly for the design of information. Visual literacy is utilized to propose
a good design concept, which is a combination of the theory and the actual structure. For
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example, product shaping design requires theoretical knowledge and operating skills,
which is intended to give a rational and effective response to theory and practice.
Meanwhile, visual literacy shows the influence and impetus of different cultural
fields on design. In product shaping design, we should establish corresponding concepts
based on related theories and knowledge acquisition and operating skills to describe the
shapes. It indicates that the basic principle of product shaping design is to enable the
audience to easily understand and access the complex data. In fact, visual literacy exists
in all aspects of our daily life. Proper product shaping designs will appear in our life, so
the information source of visual literacy itself will come up on its own.
3.2 Design Characteristics of Regional Product Shaping with Kansei Factors
of Visual Literacy
With the changes of society, the data-based exploration ways of visual literacy keeps
changing. The flexible uses of 5D technology, interactive technology and sound
technology have been blended into all aspects of daily life in the form of digital
information.
The origin and root of aesthetic literacy concerning product shaping design lie in the
disciplines of language, arts and aesthetics, communication, behaviors and cognition,
commerce and law, and to be more exact in construction and production. Among these
wide fields, people have realized that visual information needs a clear, well-arranged
and reliable introduction and explanation. It is difficult to define product shaping design,
which is often replaced by other names. The author will describe product shaping design
as follows.
To satisfy the information demands of intended receivers, product shaping design
covers analysis, planning, demonstration and understanding of the content, language
and form of information. Whatever medium is selected, well-designed information will
satisfy the requirements of aesthetics, economy and consistency with ergonomic. Most
product shaping designs contain the subjective factor of the designer. Under some situations, for example, those things with common values are expressed in a neutral way. In
addition, some other yardsticks can test the effective shaping design. Repeated issues can
be easily solved with such kind of measurement and evaluation. All these are issues that
can define the new forms of product shaping design in the 21st century. The conveying
form of information itself will become a meaningful signal (Fig. 1).
3.3 Kansei Design of Human Factor Technology in Visual Literacy of Products
Viewed from the perspective of vision, regional culture is abundant and diversified
in traditional images. Therefore, by analyzing the texts of traditional images, we can
interpret the connotation and value system of regional culture and arts. The interpreted
images should be considered as a whole composed of symbolic elements, behind which
there are associated meanings. Specific elements are extensively used or combined and
arranged habitually, which may be the aesthetic judgement standard rooted in the cultural
system (Yanzu 2003). When discussing regional culture and artistic images, we shall
clarify that culture and its traditional social structure have a certain influence on the
use of symbols. Under such an influence, the images that are applied repeatedly in
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[Shaping designer]

Beautiful
Psychological de-

Analysis

Economical

mands
Consistent with ergonomic
Planning

Infor-

Content

Language

Form

mation materials

Demonstration

Fig. 1. Model of product shaping design (source of data: summarized in the research)

visual expression should be of a special significance, because in the process of cultural
inheritance, it usually forms an aesthetic expression specific to the regional culture and
becomes a common aesthetic standard to the population (Table 1).
Design does not remain unchanged. Similarly, product shaping keeps evolving, while
new knowledge fields are developing. Such an expansion speed is usually based on
excellent studies. Kansei factors of visual literacy have a great impact to product shaping design. Under many situations, Kansei factors of visual literacy are not just a presentation of visual effects in product shaping design, but more importantly a kind of
communication and exchange between human and products.

4 Formation of Visual Literacy in Product Shaping
Visual literacy is a basic literacy of the public, which must be analyzed from the perspective of traditional culture and characteristics. Regional culture is closely connected
with land and natural ecology and originates from traditional faith, lifestyle and common
memory of a population. Therefore, the regional culture and handicraft reflect the conditions and characteristics of each population, family and community, and preserve the
traits such as handicraft, nature, cultural perception and diversity. Such traits also continue to inherit and nourish the artistic creation of local culture. Different traits manifest
the symbolism of corresponding regional culture (Table 2).
Basically regional culture represents the diversified decoration and beautification of
costumes, accessories and articles for use, etc. Aesthetics exists in the demonstration of
living contexts and ceremonial behaviors, which indicates the close connection between
aesthetic judgement and emotions and cultural dignity. Whether cultural performance
or visual form and elements, under the exhibition and exchange of artistic visual fields,
the common experience, perception and awareness bring forth cultural aesthetics. The
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Table 1. Glossary of terms to describe the culture (source of data: summarized in the research)
Japan

Taiwan

Korea

China

Texture

High tech

Innovative

Digital

Function

Fashionable

Thinness

Portable

Comfortable

Taste

Compact

Top-grade

Minimalist

Simplistic

Fashion

Delicate

Charming

Exquisite

Style

Pioneering

Handy

Durable

Colorful

Individualistic

Individualistic New

Handy

Light

Cute

Popular

Particular

Popular

Light

Neat

Function

Eye-catching

Epochal

Particular

Smart

Extraordinary

Advanced

Individualistic High tech

Creative

Compact

Intelligent

Curvaceous Classical

Simple

Handy

Smooth

Boutique

Reassuring

Cute

Palmary

Reserved

Delicate

Classical

Shine

Luxurious

Exquisite

Thinness

Cute

Elegant

Gorgeous

Senior

Charming

Cute

Expressive

Young

Sport

Unusual

Senior

Business

Crazy

Dynamic

Straight

Leisure

Magic

Cool

aesthetics of product design is closely connected with the complex and prudent social
structure and the derived national spirit, which is then expressed, received, exchanged
and conveyed through various behaviors. Nowadays the ability to perceive and handle
visual information has received more and more attention in life. The visual literacy
level will naturally influence the delight and quality of people’s life. It is a basic visual
literacy and ability to discover and establish many intrinsic connections among things.
People’s aesthetic feelings are different from the sensory pleasure of animals, because it
contains the elements of conception and imagination. Aesthetic is not an ordinary form,
but a “significant form”, because it has accumulated the natural form of social contents.
Therefore, aesthetics exists in form, yet it is not form. Without form (natural form), there
is no aesthetics. However, form (natural form) itself cannot guarantee aesthetics. Clive
Bell argues that “aesthetics is a significant form”. This famous argument emphasizes the
aesthetic nature of pure forms (such as lines). However, his theory is stuck in circular
reasoning. “Significant form” depends on whether it can arouse a special perceptual
cognition. Defined and explained with the above theory of aesthetics accumulation,
this is an outstanding theory on form (Chengli 2009). The visual literacy in product
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Table 2. Cultural traits and symbolism of visual literacy of products
Type

Description

Shaping trait

Composed of or transformed from natural shapes or geometric shapes
Symbolism: As the era evolves, the organic and geometric forms in the
shaping are often endowed with new meanings

Color trait

The color using habit of a regional culture is implied in national
character. If a people is enthusiastic, its products are often of bright and
gorgeous colors. If a people is serious and precise, its products are often
of conservative and pure colors
Symbolism: Different cultures vary a lot. For example, yellow is noble
and elegant, of a positive meaning in the East; while of a negative
meaning in the West

Living behavior trait Living behaviors develop into a unique culture with the passage of time.
The image of behaviors and implements that are used will also become
representatives of the culture
Symbolism: The humankind’s ceremonial behavior and the
corresponding ceremony of products will contribute to different
relationships among the human, objects and environment. Take the tea
ceremony of Japan as an example. Other than tea drinking, it puts more
emphasis on the emotional exchange among people

shaping in fact evolves from the realistic images. Its significance is accumulated in it
and becomes “formal beauty”. Thanks to its unique form of conception and imagination,
it is different from the common emotions, affection and feelings, and becomes a specific
“aesthetic taste”. It contains a lot of conception and imagination elements, yet it cannot
be interpreted clearly with reason, logic and concept. When it evolves and accumulates
into sensory feelings, it naturally becomes a deep emotional response that cannot be
described and expressed with concepts. Psychologists attempt to explain its mystery
with the human’s model of collective sub-consciousness. In fact, it is not mysterious. It
exists in the form of accumulation and specific social contents and feelings. However, it
is noteworthy that with the passage and change of time, the originally “significant form”
has gradually lost the significant form and become regular and common formal beauty
because of repeated imitation. As a result, this specific aesthetic feeling also gradually
changes into a common sense of form. As such, such geometric ornamentation has
become the earliest sample and specimen of various ornamental and formal aesthetics.
Product shaping design is a designing process of communicating with people and an
inter-discipline of design and information construction. The design approach not only
gives consideration to the establishment of information other than aesthetics in media,
but also pays attention to the creation of new media form for conveying information to the
intended receivers (Fei 2016). Product shaping design attempts to attract and stimulate
people to respond to information for active changes, which might be the promotion of a
brand, the change of sales or the fulfillment of other humanitarian purposes. This process
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involves thoughts of business strategy or the uses of approaches such as market research
and creativity.

5 Conclusion
Through the above research, it indicates that visual literacy is very important in product
shaping design and many other fields. Under many circumstances, the Kansei of regional
visual literacy not only plays a certain role in the study of visual effect of product shaping.
It is also a combination of information to be considered and studied when we study
interaction with products.
The main duty of product designers is to endow contents with a form and convey the
unique signal of the form itself so that it can become a symbolic sign. As long as there
is a clear and confirmed target, it will be significant. Product shaping design is aimed
to enable the audience to easily understand and access the complex data. In fact, such
information exists in all aspects of our daily life. Properly designed product shaping will
bring us an intimate perceptual cognition. The Kansei study of visual literacy requires a
very wide scope of knowledge in terms of product shaping design. Under many situations
and in many disciplines, it is necessary to apply visual literacy in product shaping design
so that a good design and concept can be created and a rational and effective response
can be made in theory and practice.
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Abstract. Academic research on servicescape is mainly concentrated in the field
of management, among which “connotation and dimension of servicescape” and
“principle of servicescape” are the research focuses. The above studies are all
based on actual cases. At present, there is a lack of research on servicescape innovation methods. Design thinking is an influential, efficient and widely used way
of innovation. Design thinking can be widely expanded and integrated into all
areas and levels of society. The focus of this paper is to combine design thinking with servicescape innovation, integrate the two frameworks, and explore a
design method suitable for servicescape innovation. Firstly, the paper reviews the
research results of servicescape and design thinking, and proposes the modification of servicescape dimensional model based on the innovation of servicescape.
The research team proposed to use “Social Dimension”, “Artificial Dimension”,
“Natural Dimension”, “Time Dimension” as the four dimensions of servicescape
innovation. Secondly, integrate the four dimensions of servicescape innovation
with the process of design thinking, and explore the servicescape innovation model
composed of “personage-site-time- event “. Finally, the research team applied the
servicescape innovation method to the innovation of a design project. The results
show that the servicescape innovation method based on design thinking can effectively innovate servicescape, the basic method is to cross combine the various
dimensions of the servicescape to form the matters scenario of “personage-sitetime-event”. Such scenario organization will help designers to deeply understand
the core matters faced by each project.
Keywords: Design thinking · Servicescape · Innovation method · User
experience

1 Servicescape
Customers pay gradual attention on overall quality of commodities and service,and
customer-experience-based mode has been dominate logic to market competition with
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the development of service economy. As far as service enterprise is concerned, servicescape, which “will make possible main component to competition between services
enterprises (Kotler, 1973)”, is the significant component of commodity and service. The
experiential service consumption such as theme shop, theme restaurant, theme parks,
hotel, playground for children, rural complex and rehabilitation center, has already been
consumption hotspots. Customers, who pay more attention on service environment of
service enterprise, spend more time staying at sites, so service environment turns into
the important component to make customer experience better.
Bitner [1] pointed out that “servicescape” was used to various environmental elements elaborately designed and conducted on sites, which has gradually been the general
term when studying service environment. Bitner said that customers generally consume
and experience in a tangible scape to analyze quality of service according to various
tangible factors (here they are not visible ones but generally refers to all appreciable factors, such as odor, temperature). Servicescape may have effect on physiology, emotion,
cognition of customers, and farther on their evaluation on quality of service as well as
consuming intention. Bitner (1992).
Later, a collection of scholars did research about effect caused by environmental
variables such as the external environment, effect and mechanics of servicescape, the
interior(temperature, music, odor and color), layout and decoration, identification and
decoration as well as servers in terms of effect and mechanism of servicescape, and
they have obtained abundant research achievement, which provides dominant theoretical
basis and practice guidance for servicescape management. However, we find that present
research is bent on effect on physiology, emotion, cognition of customers caused by
physics factors of servicescape after combing existed literatures. Related research on
social element of servicescape has not got sufficient concern.
1.1 Dimension of Servicescape
Bitner (1992) divides servicescape into three dimensions, which are atmosphere elements, space layout and function, as well as identification, symbol and crafts, on the
basis of which, “servicescape model” is creatively established to disclose the its function on user behaviors. Among them, “atmosphere elements” refer to music, temperature,
lighting and odor; “space layout and function” refers to layout of facilities and furniture
and their spatial relation; “identification, symbol and crafts” refer to pilot identifier and
ornamental and so forth.
Interpersonal elements and social elements are involved in servicescape by Baker
and so forth (1994) [2] who believes that servicescape ought to contain atmosphere
elements, designing elements and social elements, among which, social elements refer
to person-related elements, including other customers and servers.
By means of reviewing years of research, Turley and Milliman (2000) divide stimulation elements, one element of consumption environment, into external variables and general interior variable, layout and decoration variables, point-of-purchase and decoration
variables, and human variables.
Rosenbaum (2009), however, takes attention restoration theory to disclose the essential effect of natural stimulation elements of servicescape on the field of public health,
who classifies the natural elements into servicescape. On the basis of view raised by
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Bitner (1992), servicescape model is expended by Rosenbaum and Massiah (2011) [3],
including its physical dimension, social dimension, socially symbolic dimension and
natural dimension, and among them, there is the same content both of physical and the
servicescape, raised by Bitner (1992), which refers to those conductive, observable and
measurable stimulation elements. The content of servicescape of servicescape model,
mainly referring to servers, other customers, others’ emotions and social density, has
been extended by social dimension. Socially symbolic dimension refers to some identification, symbols and crafts which are of great symbolic significance to some groups.
Its symbolic significance has different influence on individuals because of their various
identities and status. Currently, researches on socially symbolic dimension focus on the
point that servicescape has a special symbolic significance on some special consuming
groups (such as certain nation, subcultural groups or marginalized social stratum),such
as Jewish symbol (Rosenbaum, 2005). Researches on natural dimension are laid more on
application of servicescape model into public health to arise a discussion on how to help
customers recuperate, and disclose the essential effect of natural stimulation elements
to public health. For example, some natural elements contribute to lighten customer’s
fatigue, such as boredom and depression.
Judging from development history of dimension classification of servicescape, its
content has been constantly extended, which contains almost all elements present, not
only tangible scape of sites. There are some difficulties and arguments on dimension
classification, so classification standards are various. The main difficulty is that some
elements are divided into “subjective and objective aggregation”, such as atmosphere,
symbol, which make sense on the basis of trace of people. Atmosphere dimension raised
by Bitner refers to “music, temperature, lighting and odor”. However, they are related
to “space layout and function” as well as people. Atmosphere dimension is thus overall
experience. Therefore, it is not suitable to make the atmosphere dimension an independent dimension. So does Baker dimension classification. When it comes to Turley and
Milliman’s, there are the same contents on “interior variables”, “layout and design variables” and “point-of-purchase and decoration variables”. Thus, dimension classification
raised by Rosenbaum and Massiah is stricter relatively.
But there exist some matters if we make “socially symbolic dimension” independent,
because symbolic significance both relies on external image and each independent individual. And individuals have different indexical meaning on the same image. Therefore,
it is suggested to turn physical dimensions into artificial dimension, including symbolic
subitem. Social dimension and natural dimension are as they were before. In addition,
given that there exists a hidden important element for all scape, time, which is natural
or artificial, but a new fictional definition which is related to user experience faithfully.
So, it is necessary to add time dimension to be studied with other dimensions crosswise. According to specialties of specific items. The dimension contains first-degree
subitem, second-degree subitem, even the third-degree subitem. (Table 1, servicescape
dimension) such dimension classification applies not only to servicescape management,
but also to servicescape creation. Basically, servicescape is about relationship between
people and site. Natural dimension shall enlarge the application of scape, such as scape
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experience involving abundant natural elements such as “rural complex”,” tourist destination”, and “resort hotel”. Therefore, the “site” contains “natural dimension” and
“artificial dimension”.
Table 1. Dimensions of servicescape
Dimensions

No First-degree subitem

Second-degree subitem

Social dimensions

S1

Interested parties

List of interested parties

S2

Interest appeal point

List of interest appeal point
(behavior, psychology, economy)
of interested parties

S3

Benefits consistency

List of benefits consistencies of
interested parties

S4

Conflict interest

List of conflict interest of
interested parties

Artificial dimensions H1 Status of artificial environment Buildings, Internal environment
and external environment
H2 Potential artificial environment Potential materials, tech, facility,
furniture, decoration,
furnishings, lighting and colors,
and so forth
Natural dimensions

Time dimensions

N1 geographical environment

Natural landscape

N2 Climatic environment

Airflow direction, illumination
and temperature and so forth

T1 Typical daily schedule

Workdays (daily routine), days
of rest

T2 Seasons

Spring, summer, autumn and
winter

T3 Special period

Festivals and so forth

With constantly thorough research on servicescape, scholars lead related knowledge
of environmental psychology, cognitive psychology, managing organization behavior,
and health professions into servicescape research. Transdisciplinary and multi-angle
research makes the content of servicescape concept more and more abundant. Servicescape has been a transdisciplinary proposition focusing on relationship between
people and site.
1.2 Organization Method of Customer-Experience-Based Servicescape
Early research pay attention on interaction of environment variables or effect of some
environment variable for the sake of servicescape on the basis of cognitive psychology
and environment psychology. Artificial elements such as music, lighting, temperature,
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odor, noise, color, layout and design, has prominent effect on psychological benefits such
as customers’ emotion, cognitive, service experience and satisfaction, behavior intention, and actual behavior. When studying these physical elements, scholars realized that
some natural attributes or physical characteristics of those elements are closely and complexly connected with customers’ emotion and cognitive, which includes volume, tone,
rhythm and style of music; intensity of lighting; coordination degree between odor type
or density and products or environment; color tone(cool color or warm color), lightness,
saturation, high or low temperature, item location, spatial layout, internal decoration and
furnishings in a shop. Recently, scholars concentrate on various distribution of artificial
elements. For example, artificial elements shall match itself with target customers’ preference, and different artificial elements ought to coordinate with each other at the same
time to create harmonious scape atmosphere. For example, whether background music
in shops are coordinated with sweet odor may prominently affect duration of stay as well
as satisfaction of customers in the shops; the coordination between music style and its
rhyme could obviously improve customers’ evaluation on shops to promote their assessments and repurchase will. Subsequent researches emphasize the overall impression
of customers on servicescape based on various element cognitive about servicescape.
Various scape elements are regarded as an entirety by scholars, main effect and interaction effect caused by which to customers’ emotion, cognitive, will and behaviors under
the background of various service modes. As we look at some of those studies, on
the one hand, all dimensions of servicescape have the prominent effect on customers’
emotion; on the other hand, servicescape will also affect customers’ cognitive and evaluation to service. Related research discloses the progressive psychological process of
customers from cognitive (perceived service quality) to emotion (emotional reactivity)
even to higher level emotion (perceived service value), which provides more thorough
comprehension of relation between servicescape and customer behavior intention.
Servicescape is not only for the sake of satisfying functional consumer demand, but
also for the sake of society demand and phycological demand, such as acquisition of
self-identification, self-esteem, sense of belonging, social communication, social identity and social support. There are more scholars who have noticed socially symbolic
elements transmitting certain social meaning. They found that symbolic elements shall
arise customers’ sense of belonging to make them feel welcomed by the site that is their
“third space”, and thus they repeatedly consume in the same shop, and set up long-run
friendship with other customers or servers there. Researches on natural stimulation elements about customer—environmental behavior mainly focus on psychological area and
medical area, with attention on natural effect on human health.
Research on mechanism of action of servicescape generally follows three theoretical pathways. The first one is based on the S-O-R(stimulation—organism–reaction),
which believes servicescape, as external stimulation, applies to customers to cause them
emotional reactivity, and eternally give rise to their advent behavior or avoidance behavior to service sites. Although S-O-R has the important significance on studying customers’ environmental psychology, it is undeniable that emotion (perceptual elements)
could merely provides partial explanation for relation between servicescape and customer behavior. Thus, some scholars such as Smith and Lazarus (1992) came up with
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another theoretical pathway—customer-based intermedium variables(customers’ cognitive, image, perceived service quality, perceived service value on servicescape), which
stresses that customers will take shape of cognitive and image to servicescape on the
basis of various elements, and these shall affect their cognitive and evaluation, even their
will and behaviors internally.

2 Design Thinking
2.1 Features of Design Thinking
At present, there exists no unified views about cognition of design thinking, because even
there are some arguments on this term itself. From different perspectives, scholars come
up with their own views. There is a common view that people oriented could build the
future. People oriented is not people based, but involves lots of relevant shake holders,
taking nature, artificiality, society and time as a system to creatively arrange, and thus
achieve fresh value.
Design company, IDEO [4] defines design thinking as necessary rules available at
technology and business strategy, transferable into customer value and market opportunity based on designers’ perception and method. Therefore, design thinking shall be
regarded as a new method and pathway to make innovation possible.
SIMON [5] defines design thinking as a process to search a better scheme with the
existing conditions. In other words, we need to come up with a good idea or plan B that
satisfy customers’ need from the perspective of designer-styled thinking and method. He
believes that design thinking involves three specific levels—cognitive, emotion express
and interpersonal activity. So, what is different from traditional thinking (management,
analysis) is that design thinking is a kind of design attitude and method on the basis of people based, a progress of generation, structure and realization of definition. This progress
takes customers’ need and behaviors into consideration as well as the possibilities on
technology and commerce at the same time.
Method tackling problems by design thinking could also be used to handle management problem. The restraint regarded as implementation obstacles in traditional management thinking shall work as key element to promote design thinking progress. Because
the essence of design thinking is abductive reasoning, not the simple deduction or induction in traditional management thinking. At the same time, design thinking has got its own
analysis pattern, which is different from the traditional one. Such thinking lays importance on actual interactive effect among form, relation and behavior of human together
with emotion. It is a kind of attitude with people-oriented features. Positive, contributive
and experimental design thinking could analyze and tackle customer demands better,
and find the requirements to satisfy those demands.
Design thinking stresses “customer value” ,“open thinking”, and regard language as
tools to promote group work to explore creative solutions. In addition, design thinking is
divided into transdisciplinary area, which requires thorough consideration in the process
of setting up multi-domain groups with various background as well as communication
at different stages. In order to make the whole progress more effective, it is necessary
to be different among designers. Coordination with multi-domain companies, between
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research department and factories, between factories and market is a must to extend
innovative view to search for new opportunities.
There are two basic elements to successful design thinking.
First, keep an open mind without preconceived concepts or expectations;
Second, place the mind in a space of possibilities, allowing and embracing breakthrough ideas. In general, design thinking is a people-based with universal applicability,
and interdisciplinary approach, a new way to discover solutions to problems and stimulate
innovative thinking in a variety of ways.
2.2 Basic Approach of Design Thinking
Design thinking provides a way to stimulate customer demands and then generates
a series of fast and simple problem-solving prototypes, and ultimately converges to
innovative solutions finally. As a process of thinking, design thinking emphasizes the
balance between image and abstraction, divergence and convergence, analysis and synthesis, logic and intuition. Design process is a high-level synthesis of image thinking and
abstract thinking, which involves process of thinking such as association and intuition
especially the intuition, which is difficult to be simulated by the computer, but which is
often the necessity in the process of creative design. Design thinking is defined as an
analytical and innovative process all the time that exposes customers to experiment, creation, domain model planning, feedback collection and redesign. From the perspective
of customers, design thinking is an iterative process from the generation to test, even to
implement actions about knowing more about customers, and about generating the idea.
From the point of view of designers, they define (redefine) the matters or make them
framework regularly in the process of design thinking by firstly applying the overall
thinking mode, and then by sketching the prototype of possible ideas in the process of
design. Collectively, the process of design thinking brings together different stakeholders to join in the discus, and quickly share or test their ideas, and then make a balance
to arrive at actionable solutions.
When taking the economic and social elements into consideration.
In the actual operation of design thinking, researchers also provide certain strategies,
patterns or processes on how to operate or implement it. CROSS [6] believes that there
are three key strategic elements about design thinking in the matter of design theories:
1. The designer has extensive and systematic understanding of the matter, rather than
just a fixed conditions matter;
2. The designer constructs the matter in a different or sometimes a personalized way;
3. The designer carries out the design on the basis of “first principles”.
In BROWN’s research, design thinking is divided into three stages:
1. Inspiration phase: collect opinions of related personnel l and search space for the
expansion plan;
2. Conceptual phase: analyze actual customer demands to generate, develop and test a
lot of concepts;
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3. Implementation phase: record the process of program development, and apply the
selected concepts, and then make improvements through monitoring, review and
reporting. At the same time, BROWN believes that the process of design thinking is
not a series of regular steps, but a system with overlap space, which are inspiration
phase, conceptual phase and implementation phase. The three phases are called
spaces rather than steps for they are not sequentially operated. The above three
phases may be repeated more than once in a process to improve the original idea and
explore new directions.
The D. school group at Stanford University has presented a five-stage process model
of design thinking, which can be summarized as follows.
1. Empathy: At this stage, designers’ cognition is expanded and enriched by talking with
experts or conducting user surveys. On the basis of empathy, our understanding of
customers’ potential demands is expanded by means of experiencing the livelihood
experienced by customers, by investigating mode of action between sites, action,
customers and surroundings.
2. Definition: Transform user requirements obtained through empathy into deeper
insights in order to describe “solutions to problems challenged by customers”, which
ultimately guides what changes can be taken to make the user experience better.
3. Concept generalization: At this stage, the ideas of all relevant people are collected.
The basic principle makes no evaluation or restriction on generated ideas. the number
of ideas and the co-operated ideas are emphasized at this stage Its main characteristics
are creativity and imagination, which are embodied in the divergent thinking in
order to explore wider solution space, including the numbers and differences of new
concepts.
4. Prototyping: The expression of ideas in the mind is emphasized at this stage. A
prototype can be anything substantial, such as a sketch, a wall covered with notes
or an object. It is a method to express an idea at a high rate of speed. During the
process of prototyping, a quick and flexible approach is needed to experiment with
prototypes, and the earlier problems are identified, the better the process of design
will be. Meanwhile, the process of prototyping can analyze whether a solution is too
complex or too simple, whether a scope is too broad or too narrow so as to ensure
rapid learning and the balance among different possibilities.
5. Testing: What is feasible and what is unfeasible will be found out at this stage and
then make alteration repeatedly based on feedback. The purpose of testing is to
refine and improve the solution. Place the solution in a real operational environment
to connect the immature prototype with user’s life by repeatedly testing to come up
with a better solution with the help of advantages and disadvantages of parameters
metric.
On the basis of d.school, the later researchers make supplement and improvement, for
example “self-learning” stage, which requires learning and mastering the background
in the field of innovation, design thinking and related knowledge to make the design
thinking and its related contents generate a better understanding, is put before “empathy” stage by LUGMAYR. ARAUJO combines the “empathy” and “definition” stages
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into the “research” stage while RATCLIFFE has divided the “empathy” phase into two
substages— “understanding” stage and “observation” stage in order to implement and
operate design thinking.

3 Innovative Method of Servicescape Based on Design Thinking
Both design thinking and servicescape take user-experience-based thinking mode essentially. Design thinking provides the whole process for tackling matters, while servicescape provides a framework for thinking on matter analysis. The following is a
case study of combining various stages of design thinking with the servicescape, which
is proposed by D. School group.
3.1 Empathy Stage
At this stage, the designer conducts research on experts, users and sites. The dimensions
of servicescape as well as their subitems provide a more comprehensive survey of objects
and specific issues. In the process of research, users are often blind to their own demands.
The value of design often lies in mining the potential demands of users, rather than
simply following the instructions of users. Therefore, setting up a more comprehensive
and open question library will be helpful for the in-depth research. The servicescape
is composed of four dimensions. Variables of each dimension can be cross-combined
with others to evolve the scene-based question library. The question scape consists of
“personal - time - places – events”. Dimensions may be of different importance in
different items, so you can crossly combine them according to specific situations to find
valuable question scape. The “Interested parties” subitem of the social dimension is to list
as many stakeholders involved in each project as possible. The “Interest appeal points”
is the basis for a full understanding of the concerns (or potential impact on stakeholders)
of each stakeholder. “Interested parties” and “interest appeal points” are juxtaposed, and
“Benefits consistency” and “conflict interests” are explored by means of ligature.
Example: In a residential community in Beijing, China, there was an architectural
design studio with a small shop outside the studio. The shop housed a family of four. It
was also an entrance to an underground air works inhabited by migrant workers. Due
to the limited space here, there were often a lot of sundries piled up outside, mainly
including beer boxes, cartons and so forth, and even their clothes were hung out there.
(Fig. 1: the original condition of the design project), which has brought a negative impact
on architectural design studios, which often required a good image. At this stage, the
design group found the matter by means of listing “Interested parties” and “interest
appeal points”.
3.2 Definition Phase
The definition phase is the generalization and refinement of the above problem scenarios
to clarify design issues, and provide initial ideas for problem solving. Stakeholders in
this case include a family of four of the shop owners, design studio staff, basement
residents, property management department, residents committee, community residents,
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Fig. 1. Original situation of the project

studio visitors, etc. Through the investigation, it is found that the interest demands of all
parties are different. Shop owners are more concerned about whether their business is
good or not, and whether their life function will be affected. The design studio is more
concerned about its brand image. In addition, due to the limited space, whether it is a
shop or basement dwellers, design studio staff, residents of the community, hope that
there are some places outside the shop can be carried out sitting, chatting and other rest
functions, which is the interest of consistency. The conflicting interests are reflected in
the destruction of public space by the living function of the canteen and the studio’s
demand for the brand image. If it can improve the external image of the shop and can
be compatible with its living functions, it is also beneficial to its operation. Although
this image confusion is caused by the canteen, the canteen has little incentive to change
the environment. Therefore, if the environment is to be renovated, the main cost will be
borne by the studio, and they do not want to invest too much on in this matter. Therefore,
the demand of design can sum up as a simple question: how to create a beautiful and
inexpensive space device that can accommodate leisure functions and life functions?
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Combination of subitems of different dimensions
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3.3 Concept Generation
To solve the design matters, the team brainstormed what materials, structures and techniques could achieve the “beautiful and cheap” goal. “Extreme thinking” tools were
introduced for analysis. “Extremely cheap” means that the materials used for construction are themselves free of charge for the entire life cycle of the project, and even do
not incur transportation costs, installation costs, demolition costs, and transportation
costs after demolition. Following this line of thinking, the design team first looked at
whether there were materials that could be obtained from the site and that could be selfconstructed to solve the construction matters. Finally, the beer box in the clutter came
into view! If the structure is feasible, the beer box can be used for modular construction
to build a “Functional Complex for Beer Box” : beer boxes can continue to be used to
fill bottles, plant flowers and plants, set up chat seats, store items, and even set up some
cultural interesting content. A little study on the structure of the beer box shows that
this standardized box can be overlapped in both vertical and horizontal directions, but
it needs to be reinforced in the structure to prevent the strong wind in Beijing autumn
and winter and children from collapsing when climbing. In order to accommodate both
leisure and living functions, the “beer box functional complex” is designed as a continuous “landscape wall”, with holes in the orthogonal areas for people to sit and talk. The
side of the “landscape wall” towards the design studio becomes a good image interface,
while the side towards the canteen forms a storage space for the previously exposed
sundries. As the beer crates are used as construction materials, the quantity of sundries
is also reduced objectively.
3.4 Prototyping Stage
After the concept is generated, a picture of the solution becomes clear. Then the floor
plan, elevation and perspective drawing are drawn according to the scale of the site using
design software. (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Design prototype
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To solve this spatial contradiction, a total of 320 beer crates were used, which were
fixed vertically with PVC square pipes and fixed horizontally with steel bars. The structure was stable enough, but it was easy to dismantle. The dismantled beer crates can
be used again without environmental waste. This solution is the result of innovation
through the fusion of design thinking and servicescape. Although this is a small case,
the dimensions of the servicescape involved are relatively simple. Still, this can be used
as an innovative model for more complex projects.
3.5 Testing Phase
For ordinary products, the production and use of samples can be tested after the prototyping stage, but for environmental products, it is almost impossible to complete the
pre-production testing. Therefore, post - use evaluation (POE) is the basic method in this
field. The method of servicescape can also be combined with POE to study post usage
evaluation. A special study on this topic will be carried out later. As far as the project
is concerned, the major stakeholders are satisfied with the completion of the project.
The design studio here solved the matters of the image of the external space, and the
canteen solved the matters of insufficient space. For other stakeholders, improvements
in the health and image of the community are also welcomed. (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Comparison before and after construction

4 Conclusions
The servicescape innovation method based on design thinking combines the two theoretical fields to seek innovative solutions to matters. The basic method is to cross combine
the various dimensions of the servicescape to form the matters scene of “personagesite-time and event”. Such scene organization will help designers to deeply understand
the core matters faced by each project. For the first three stages of design thinking,
“empathy”, “definition” and “concept”, the servicescape approach is conducive to the
expansion of information and thinking. Combined with tools such as “divergent thinking” and “extreme thinking”, servicescape innovation based on design thinking has more
possibilities.
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The case presented in this paper is a simple scenario, but such conflicts of interest are
common in real life. Sometimes it is not necessarily the conflict of interests of different
stakeholders, but the conflict of different interest demands of the same stakeholder (or the
same group). More complex scenes are only composed of small and superimposed scenes
such as a commercial complex or a resort hotel, hospital, etc. There are many different
experience scenes, but these scenes can be hierarchically classified and modeled. The
following research will select a composite scene to further explore the innovative method
of servicescape based on design thinking.
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Abstract. With developments related to the Internet and digital technology, consumers have shifted from passively receiving products to actively playing a role
in new product development. This aim of this study was to elucidate how a
technology-based startup cocreates value with customers to develop an Internet of
things–based product and service. A single case study was conducted to identify
a startup’s cocreation motivations, cocreation forms, and engagement platforms
throughout the entire new product development (NPD) process. Open-ended interviews with a set of cue cards were used for the research inquiry. The results show
that customer cocreation occurs in all the stages of the NPD process, and the role
of customers varied from ideation to the postlaunch stage. Customer cocreation
assists startups in refining their offerings, generating content on a virtual platform, and establishing an active user community. We suggest that entrepreneurs
consider customer cocreation as an open innovation method and search for viable
cocreation opportunities to grow their business.
Keywords: Customer cocreation · Technology-based startup · New product
development

1 Introduction
The boundary between consumers and producers is becoming blurred. Empowered by the
Internet, consumers can participate in the new product development (NPD) process and
serve as external resources for companies [1]. Companies are facing uncertainties related
to this process in complicated and ever-changing markets. Therefore, companies have
adopted various approaches to involve consumers in the NPD process to enhance their
competitiveness. Several companies have embraced customer cocreation and pioneered
the possibilities of cocreation with consumers through the Internet. Lego, for example,
built the website “Lego Ideas,” which invites consumers to submit their ideas. Such
ideas are transformed into commercial products once the idea gains a certain level of
support from others. The website “My Starbucks Idea” represents another approach to
encouraging consumers to share their ideas and suggestions regarding the company’s
offerings, services, and even social responsibilities.
Compared with the aforementioned enterprises, startups have limited resources and
R&D scales, which might hinder their innovation extent. Given that cocreation serves
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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as an external resource for implementing open innovation projects, value cocreation
with customers could be a solution to compensate for startups’ small size and the lack
of internal research labs and structures. Value cocreation with customers enables startups to access customer knowledge and gain insights that can improve the chances
of success from new product development [2]. Recently, many startups have set forth
innovative ideas and solutions for the market. The number of technology startups has
increased considerably. Many of these startups create Internet of things (IoT) products
and services according to the IoT Startups Report & Database 2019 by IoT Analytics
[3]. IoT technology has evolved in different industries; it has been involved, for example, in making health devices, vehicles, and home appliances “smart.” Analysts estimate
that IoT revenue worldwide will be $1.1 trillion by 2025 [4]. This provides considerably opportunities for startups and other companies to develop innovative products and
services by leveraging existing and new technologies, leading to the formation of new
business models. However, developing smart appliances with IoT technology poses a
challenge for startups because the product concept is novel and requires entrepreneurs
to devote effort to proving that the concept is feasible and desirable. With inputs from
consumer cocreation, startups could optimize the use of limited resources and retrieve
knowledge and usage patterns from customers to create and modify their offerings. This
aim of this study was to understand how a startup develops an IoT product and its business through customer cocreation. To achieve the goal of this research, we adopted a case
study methodology. In doing so, we contributed to the literature on customer cocreation
in terms of entrepreneurship and the NPD process.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Ever-Changing Role of Consumers
With the evolution of the Internet, the role of customers has changed considerably.
Previously, customers passively accepted products and services provided by enterprises,
representing a unidirectional relationship between providers and recipients. However,
currently, in the Web 2.0 context, bidirectional communication flows enable consumers
to share their ideas and opinions with companies and others. Prahalad and Ramaswamy
[5] discussed the new roles of customers and new possibilities for involving customers
in the NPD process. Customers can actively play various roles in the NPD process as
idea providers, makers, innovators, or brand advocates. Their inputs allow companies to
discover consumer insights and needs that have not yet been met by the market [6]. This
transformation suggests an unprecedented means for businesses to harness customers’
ideas and knowledge.
Levine et al. [7] argued that markets are conversational and consumer roles in the
production-consumption system have changed with the digital revolution, with consumers becoming prosumers. The term “prosumer” is a compound word made up of
“producer” and “consumer.” It was coined by Toffler in1980 [8] to describe consumers
who produce goods and services for their own consumption. Digital technology empowers consumers with the time, ideas, and capital to become active consumers by becoming
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involved in various activities in the NPD process. In the proliferation of digital technology, the relationship between companies and users has changed to one with the potential
for cooperative competition.
2.2 Cocreation
Chesbrough [9] advocated the concept of open innovation and stated that good ideas
do not generated in internal departments; rather, they can also be produced by external
actors. The need to collaborate with external partners has fostered the emergence of
a new approach to generating innovations. Knowledge provides a competitive advantage because it fosters innovation [10, 11]. From a business perspective, cocreation with
external actors can help businesses retrieve external knowledge to enhance their innovation and unlock new resources to create a competitive advantage [12]. Cocreation
involves the actions of various entities or actors under the company’s network, such as
customers, suppliers, and distributors, to create value together [13]. The study focused
on one stakeholder of companies: customers. Customer cocreation, as a form of open
innovation, provides a crucial and promising direction for managers who wish to enhance
their product quality, reduce risks, and increase market acceptance.
Hoyer et al. [14] proposed a conceptual framework of consumer cocreation in which
cocreation can be valuable at all stages of the NPD process, including ideation, product
development, commercialization, and postlaunch. Moreover, participation in the NPD
process and cocreation with a company create an engaging experience for consumers
[15]. This experience leads to an enhanced perception of the related brand and helps
consumers develop a relationship with the company [16, 17].
Customers participate in several NPD activities, including product design, testing,
and support [18]. To help firms identify cocreation opportunities, Frow et al. [19] proposed a structured framework for cocreation that incorporates multiple design dimensions and categories for revealing various cocreation opportunities. The framework outlines six dimensions: cocreation motivation, cocreation form, engaging actor, engagement platform, engagement level, and engagement duration. Each dimension contains
specific categories. The cocreation design framework allows firms to discover viable
cocreation alternatives through the formation of different morphotypes and by choosing
suitable categories from relevant cocreation dimensions.

3 Methodology
A single case study was adopted, and a technology-based startup was selected as a case of
successful consumer co-creation of an IoT product. The startup, Alchema, was selected
because it represents a rare case of cocreation in the IoT product sector and among
startups. Its first product was a smart homebrewing machine that empowers consumers to
master making wine, mead, beer, and sake (Fig. 1). The brewing machine, featuring IoTdriven technology, has sensors that measure temperature, atmospheric pressure, alcohol
level, and sweetness, and the data are sent to a cloud-based platform and analyzed
through a tracking algorithm developed by Alchema. Additionally, the machine comes
with an UV-C LED sanitizer for disinfecting the container and built-in weight sensors
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for automatically informing users of the quantity of ingredients added. The built-in scale
and fermentation monitor track the progress from start to finish, instructing consumers
about each step via the paired app. The mobile app, which is connected to machines
and an IoT cloud service, guides users to finish the process, explore recipes, produce
their own flavor, and monitor the progress of fermentation. The app contains hundreds
of ready-to-use recipes created by Alchema and other users for brewing wine.

Fig. 1. The brewing machine, featuring IoT-driven technology, developed by Alchema *1

The aforementioned smart brewing machine and the app have not yet appeared in
the market. Alchema conducted user research and engaged homebrewers and experts in
cocreation activities to develop and verify the homebrewing flow through IoT technology. The device attracted the attention of the HAX hardware accelerator, which helped
the company demonstrate a working prototype at Target and Brookstone. The founder
of Alchema, Chang, was featured in the 2018 Forbes 30 Under 30 Asia List, which
highlights 300 young entrepreneurs and innovators across 10 industries.
3.1 Data Collection and Analysis
A qualitative approach was adopted for data collection as the phenomenon under investigation is novel. Furthermore, the aim of the study was to understand how a startup
conducts cocreation activities with customers to create a successful business using IoT
products and services. Yin [20] proposed a combination of different sources of evidence
for data collection. In the current study, interviews with the founder and secondary
data, including nonparticipant observation of the website, documentation, and archival
resources, were adopted. The primary data were collected through in-depth interviews.
An artifact-based interview method was employed. On the basis of the cocreation design
framework proposed by Frow et al., we developed a cocreation canvas and cards (Fig. 2).
Cocreation cards contain various categories under the six cocreation dimensions: cocreation motivation, cocreation form, engaging actor, engagement platform, engagement
level, and engagement duration. The interviewee, the Alchema founder, was asked to use
the cards to illustrate how they cocreated with customers during the different stages of
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the NPD process. The interviewee was then given a semi-structured questionnaire covering (a) cocreation motivation, form, engagement platform, and engaging actor in each
stage of the NPD process; outcomes of cocreation activities; the challenges involved;
and questions about the overall results.

Fig. 2. Cocreation cards and canvas

The interviews, conducted face-to-face, were recorded, transcribed, and sent to the
participants for their comments and approval. The secondary data covered media documentation, publicly available registers, and company social media, which ensured
data triangulation through multiple sources of evidence. This data analysis involved
defining the analysis content, analyzing the collected data, and discussing the implications. Regarding content analysis, we focused on understanding customers’ cocreation
throughout the NPD process, including ideation, development, commercialization, and
postlaunch stages.

4 Results
4.1 Cocreation in the Ideation Stage
In the ideation stage, motives for cocreation activities were access to resources, hastening product development, creating competitive offerings, and enhancing customer experiences. The engagement platforms involved the use of working prototypes, physical
spaces, and mobile applications. Alchema invited homebrewing aficionados and experts
for cocreation. The cocreation included coevaluation, cotesting, and copromotion.
Cotesting. Alchema engaged participants in cotests on a series of working prototypes.
The process was iterative, with Alchema creating several initial working prototypes and
modifying their functionalities based on testing and feedback. The concept of a smart
homebrewing machine embedded with sensors and connected to a mobile app is an
innovative idea. Homebrewers could use the working prototype to produce wine and
offer their usage experience and feedback to Alchema. The initial prototype had a pH
sensor embedded in the top cap to maintain a certain pH level during fermentation.
According to the testing feedback, Alchema modified the prototype by replacing the pH
sensor with a UV-C light that keeps the pitcher sterilized and added sensors to monitor
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the temperature and air pressure during fermentation. The third version of the prototype
had a weighing scale at the bottom of the machine because users must know the quantity
of ingredients added. This version did make improved the results of homebrewing;
however, Alchema observed that many participants placed the prototype in the living
room, and sunlight affected fermentation. Therefore, they redesigned the prototype with
a side door to prevent sunlight influencing fermentation. The product design involved
iterative development based on a cyclic process of prototyping, testing, analyzing, and
refining (Fig. 3). Moreover, the mobile application and algorithm were refined through
the testing process. The participating consumers played the role of testers and thus
assisted Alchema in creating an innovative homebrewing machine.

Fig. 3. Working prototypes were developed according to iterative cotesting activities (Courtesy
of Alchema)

Coevaluation. In addition to cotests, Alchema involved homebrewers in online questionnaire surveys and interviews to evaluate insights gained and problems identified
through cotests. The results of interviews and online questionnaires helped Alchema
gain a better understanding of user requirements. Through cotests and coevaluations
with homebrewers, Alchema gradually mastered product development and transformed
the design concept into a market-ready product.
Copromotion. The series of cocreation activities, cotests, and coevaluations created a
community of homebrewers at an early stage. The community mostly consisted of active
homebrewers and early adopters. Many of them are influencers and willing to introduce
the innovative homebrewing approach to others. This helps a startup with less resources
form a homebrewing community and increase the new product’s exposure through word
of mouth.
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4.2 Cocreation with Customers in the Product Development Stage
Alchema, as a startup, needed to raise fund to bring the product concept to manufacturing
in the development stage. As crowdfunding can provide nascent entrepreneurs with
access to capital, Alchema initiated a crowdfunding campaign through Kickstarter. The
Alchema founder acknowledged that a crowdfunding campaign functions as a cocreation
platform that attracts early adopters and active users to financially support the project
and offer constructive feedback. The cocreation forms were colaunching, coevaluation,
and copromotion.
Colaunching. To raise money to move to full production and market testing, Alchema
initiated a crowdfunding campaign, which attracted 899 backers and raised US $344,231.
Crowdfunding opened a new channel for accessing funds, and those backers financially
supported the brewing machine and assisted Alchema in launching their business and
initiating product manufacturing.
Coevaluation and Copromotion. Many backers not only sponsored the campaign
project to facilitate its launch in the market but also helped promote the product through
sharing the project with others During crowdfunding, Alchema received various questions, comments, and inputs from people who were interested in the novel method of
homebrewing.

4.3 Cocreation with Customers in the Commercialization and Postlaunch Stage
In the commercialization and postlaunch stage, the cocreation forms become varied, including cooutsourcing, coevaluation, copromotion, coexperiencing, and cocreating meaning. The engagement platforms were homebrewing machine, the mobile
application, social media, and events.
Cooutsourcing. Providing users with various recipes can enhance their experience of
using the machine to develop diverse beverages. In addition to providing recipes developed by Alchema, the mobile app allows users to explore and share recipes. The recipesharing on the platform represents a type of user-generated content, contributing to the
recipe database. Furthermore, Alchema analyzes user preferences according to their
usage data and recommends recipes that may match their preferences. The platform
and recommendation system effectively encourage users to experiment and share their
recipes and insights. A community of recipe testers and editors has been built to enrich
the recipe database.
Codeveloping. Alchema continuously develop new offerings to ensure the continued
operation and growth of the firm. Involving customers in codevelopment activities at
the postlaunch stage assists Alchema in improving their offerings and inspires them to
develop new product lines. Customers may participate passively or actively in codevelopment activities in the postlaunch stage. Passive participation is that through the IoT
system, which tracks the brewing progress of users using various recipe and ingredients. These data allow Alchema to understand user experiences and preferences, and
they company can further improve related algorithms and develop new products or services to satisfy unmet requirements. Additionally, Alchema has hosted various events for
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which users and interested consumers are invited to drink homebrewed wine and share
their experiences and insights of using the smart brewing machine. On the basis of the
data gathered from user feedback, Alchema collaborated with other partners to develop
new product lines such as ingredients to provide consumers with better homebrewing
experiences.
Cocreating Meaning and Copromotion. Homebrewing is new in Taiwan, and it will
take time to cultivate a related culture. Alchema users act as homebrewing advocates through sharing their homebrewing experiences with others and creating meaning
together. Alchema maintains its user community on social media and regularly hosts
gatherings to engage both current and potential customers, such as wine tasting events,
homebrewing contests, and drinking meetups. The participation of their customers contributes to giving a meaning to homebrewing and as associating it with a particular
lifestyle.

5 Discussion
5.1 Outcomes of Customer Cocreation for a Startup
Cocreation with customers is a strategy that involves collaborating with customers
and harnessing their knowledge to achieve innovative product development. Customer
knowledge serves as valuable resource for startups with a small budget. The present case
study demonstrates how a technology startup created an innovative product (and service)
and grew the business by conducting various co-creation activities with customers. The
roles of customers in cocreation activities varied throughout the NPD process. During the ideation stage, homebrewers were invited to engage in cocreation activities
as coevaluators and cotesters. Through repeatedly testing and validating product ideas
with participants, Alchema obtained useful feedback to make decisions regarding the
functionalities, user experience, and appearance of their homebrewing machines. The
cocreation process allows a firm to develop a new product that meets customer needs,
thereby increasing the possibility of success [21–23].
Moving to the product development stage, Alchema used crowdfunding to raise the
funds needed to manufacture the product. The crowdfunding campaign became an effective cocreation platform, where backers could be involved in coevaluation, colaunching,
and copromotion. Their participation enabled the firm to continuously optimize their
products and services, access capital for manufacturing, gain exposure to increase brand
awareness, and establish a customer base. Crowdfunding can be used as a channel for
sourcing marketing intelligence in a rapid and cost-effective manner.
In the commercialization and postlaunch stages, Alchema has maintained a relationship with its customer community through social media and physical events. Alchema
regularly organizes workshops, experience-sharing events, and homebrewing contests
to attract users and people interested in homebrewing to participate in offline events. At
the events, users, particularly power users, share experiences and knowledge of homebrewing by using the machine with other participants, thus crafting an experience with
the smart machine. Moreover, the mobile application becomes a platform for users to
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share and create recipes, and the recipes shared by community members contribute to
product content. The IoT system can be a platform for cocreation at the postlaunch
stage. IoT-generated data can identify users’ usage patterns and preferences; businesses
leverage these to offer personalized items or services that enhance customer experiences.
With the IoT system, Alchema collects data to optimize fermentation algorithms and
user experiences.
5.2 Multiple Engagement Platforms
Effective cocreation requires an engagement platform that enables actors to share their
resources and adapt their processes for use by others. The case study demonstrates that
multiple platforms were adopted to engage customers in different forms of cocreation.
The engagement platforms can involve multiple approaches to of engaging customers in
the NPD process. Four main platforms were identified from the present study, namely
working prototypes, an internet-based platform, offline events, and an IoT system. Working prototypes serve as an effective platform for engage homebrewing aficionados and
experts in the cotesting activity at an early stage to obtain useful feedback and improve
the product. As the smart homebrewing machine is a novel concept, collaborating with
homebrewers is crucial to understanding usage patterns and verifying the concept’s functionality and desirability. In addition to physical artifacts, the Internet-based platform
involves the use of online surveys, social media, and crowdfunding websites, which
provide entrepreneurs with an economical and efficient method of reaching potential
customers and harnessing their opinions and knowledge. The advancement of Internetbased infrastructure offers firms with an unprecedent method of running a business and
achieving innovation, such as by sharing, collaborating, and cocreating [24].
Although Internet-based platforms are beneficial, physical events are still essential
as they allow a firm to have face-to-face interacts with current and potential customers.
Events with a personal touch and engagement offer experiences that cannot be replicated
online. Alchema regularly hosts meetup events to work on coexperience and cocreating
meaning. The events help users build personal relationships with Alchema staff and
share homebrewing experiences of using the smart machine. The founder of Alchema
noted that their users, especially people in their 30 s, value real-life experiences and
lifestyle. The gatherings allow Alchema and participants to cultivate a new meaning for
homebrewing in modern life.
The homebrewing machine and service represents an unprecedent cocreation platform. IoT systems consist of sensors, and sensor-generated data provide useful contextual
information, leading to improvements in the fermentation algorithm and a deeper understanding of customer usage and flavor profiles. The IoT system offers a novel opportunity
for a company to collect data generated by users to synthesize multiple inputs and create
new insights on optimizing products and services. In the IoT system, users contribute to
data generation and obtain a positive user experience in return, leading to a new form of
cocreation.
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6 Conclusion
Open innovation strategies are often required for startups due to the lack of internal
resources [25, 26]. Customers are valuable resources for companies, and the relationship between a company and its customers is not simply that of a one-off transaction.
This case study demonstrates that successful cocreation with customers can occur, and
customers can make further contributions at different stages of the NPD process. Customer cocreation can assist a startup in refining its offerings, increasing its access to
capital and exposure, and establishing an active user community. The advancement of
Internet-based infrastructure and technology enables companies to involve customers
in the NPD process. Multiple engagement platforms and various cocreation forms were
identified in the case study. The findings described herein provide entrepreneurs with a
reference for discovering viable cocreation opportunities to grow their businesses.
Note
*1 Fig. 1 is retrieved from the official website of Alchema: https://www.alchema.com/
pages/how_it_works.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to investigate how can prototypes contribute to the requirements elicitation for smart services in the early development
stages. Smart services are delivered to or via intelligent objects and are characterized by context awareness, connectivity, and data-driven value creation. Smart
services and prototyping are emerging topics in requirements elicitation and pose
challenges to existing approaches. This article creates a fundamental understanding for the requirements elicitation by characterizing smart services in a layer
model that illustrates the structure, processes, and interaction of the networked
components. Based on this, the strategies outline ways how prototypes for smart
services can be composed in a result-oriented way and applied in requirements elicitation. The models are based on the results of a comprehensive literature review
and demonstrate their relevance using case studies from the mobility sector.
Keywords: Requirements elicitation · Smart service · Prototyping · Early
development stages · Mobility

1 Introduction
Technology has the potential to make users smart and overcome the limited capacities
of the human mind [1]. To exploit the potential, it is important to understand how we
can elicit user requirements and design solutions, to move from smart technologies to
smart services that add value to users [2, 3]. In recent research on radical innovation,
development of prototypes holds a considerable role [4, 5]. In tangible, fast learning
cycles, the prototypes can be used to investigate newly emerging user behaviour and
preferences and finally convert them into requirements.
Thus, the main objective of this article is to investigate how can prototypes contribute
to the requirements elicitation for smart services in the early development stages. Based
on the fundamental clarification of the concept of smart services, the theoretical section
of the article examines the relevance of existing prototype approaches for applying to
smart services. The lack of understanding of prototypes in the field of smart services
is what motivates the attempt to define strategies for smart service prototypes. The
strategy for prototypes defines the systematic design of the prototype components. The
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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goal is to systematically influence the way participants perceive and interact with the
prototype to achieve the desired prototyping aims. Due to the high complexity of smart
services, a comprehensive understanding of the nature of smart services is indispensably
for the requirements elicitation. By discussing existing models for smart services, the
layer model for smart services is established. This model aims to create a common
ground, necessary for the understanding and prototyping of smart services in the early
development phases. The findings are based on an extensive literature review and a
multi-case study. Using case studies from public transport, a structured investigation
will be carried out to determine to what extent strategies for prototypes can be applied
to the field of smart services.

2 Background – a Literature Review
2.1 How Smart Services Are Understood in Current Research
Smart services go beyond the traditional understanding of services. The term “smart”
is thereby assigned a variety of capabilities or requirements, from connected [6] to
context-aware [7], data-based [8], intelligent [3] and even ubiquitous [9]. A comparison
of the origins of the definitions reveals that each discipline has its understanding of smart
services and sets its focus (see Table 1).
According to the theories of service science, the composition of a system of people, processes, technologies, physical evidence, and other resources is a prerequisite
for smart services and thus essential for the creation of value [15]. In addition to the
system thinking, the effects of smartness on value creation are investigated to better
understand the nature of smart services and their evolution [7]. In contrast, service
engineering explores new technologies and methodologies to improve the scalability
[16]. This requires an intensive analysis of the networking of products and services and
their technical implementation using integrated platforms [17]. Emphasis is placed on
how services are combined on the integrated platforms. The individual service components are no longer orchestrated in a supplier- but rather in a customer-oriented manner
[18]. According to Spohrer [16], service management deals with the question, how to
invest to improve service systems. The focus lies on the investigation of the capabilities of smart services to optimize the value to customers and the cost efficiency for the
providers simultaneously.
The comprehensive view into the disciplines helps to understand the diversity of the
different approaches. A common capability emphasized by most approaches is the use of
data. Based on this observation, services can be described as data-based, where the use of
data plays a central role in the creation of value. In the first definition of smart services
given by Allmendinger and Lombreglia [6], they also describe the basic prerequisite
for data-driven value creation: “To provide them, you must build intelligence - that is,
awareness and connectivity - into the products themselves”.
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Table 1. Comparison of smart service definitions from different disciplines
Author

Definition

Allmendinger and Lombreglia [6] Smart services go beyond the kinds of upkeep and
2005
upgrades you may be bundling with your products, both in
Service Management
their value to customers and in their cost efficiency to you.
To provide them, you must build intelligence - that is,
awareness and connectivity - into the products themselves.
And you must be prepared to act on what the products then
reveal about their use
Wünderlich et al. [3]
2015
Service Management

A smart service – that is delivered to or, via an intelligent
object, that is able to sense its own condition and its
surroundings and thus allows for real-time data collection,
continuous communication and interactive feedback [6].
The intelligent object of a smart service may be associated
with an individual customer (e.g. health monitoring), a
group of customers (e.g. family home monitoring) or a firm
(e.g. monitoring of industrial equipment). Managers can
use the information gathered through intelligent objects to
improve their service offerings and let customers benefit
from customized service features

Kagermann [8]
2015
Service Engineering

The Smart Service World is centred around the users who
employ services in their respective roles as consumers,
employees, citizens, patients and tourists. As far as the
customer is concerned, smart services mean that they can
expect to obtain the right combination of products and
services to meet the needs of their current situation,
anytime, anywhere. Smart service providers therefore
require an in-depth understanding of their users’
preferences and needs. This calls for them to intelligently
correlate huge volumes of data (smart data) and monetise
the results (smart services). To do this, they require
data-driven business models. In order to develop these
business models, providers need to understand the user’s
eco system and situational context. This understanding is
based on data and its analysis. All the actors in a network
collect data
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Author

Definition

Lim et al. [7]
2019
Service Science

Smart service systems are service systems in which value
co-creation between customers, providers, and other
stakeholders are automated or facilitated based on a
connected network, data collection (sensing),
context-aware computation, and wireless communications.
These systems enable customers to accomplish their tasks
efficiently and effectively. Using data from people and
things (e.g., specific objects, processes, and resources) is
the key in smart service systems to manage and improve
the value co-creation and system operations

Carrubbo et al. [10]
2015
Service Science

Smart service systems can be understood as service
systems that are specifically designed for the prudent
management of their assets and goals while being capable
of self-reconfiguration to ensure that they continue to have
the capacity to satisfy all the relevant participants over
time. They are principally (but not only) based upon ICT
as enabler of reconfiguration and intelligent behavior in
time with the aim of creating a basis for systematic service
innovation [11] in complex environments [12, 13]. Smart
service systems are based upon interactions, ties and
experiences among the actors. Of course, among these
actors, customers play a key role, since they demand a
personalized product/service, high-speed reactions, and
high levels of service quality; despite customer relevance,
indirectly affecting every participating actor, smart service
systems have to deal to every other actor’s behavior, who’s
expectations, needs and actions directly affect system’s
development and future configurations

Spohrer and Demirkan [14]
2015
Service Science

Smart service systems are ones that continuously improve
(e.g., productivity, quality, compliance, sustainability, etc.)
and co-evolve with all sectors (e.g., government,
healthcare, education, finance, retail and hospitality,
communication, energy, utilities, transportation, etc.). […]
Because of analytics and cognitive systems, smart service
systems adapt to a constantly changing environment to
benefit customers and providers. Using big data analytics,
service providers try to compete for customers by (1)
improving existing offerings to customers, (2) innovating
new types of offerings, (3) evolving their portfolio of
offerings and making better recommendations to
customers, (4) changing their relationships to suppliers and
others in the ecosystem in ways their customers perceive as
more sustainable, fair, or responsible
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However, the question is still open what exactly makes services smart? The comparison of the disciplines shows that there exists a lack of a common understanding. To
approach a common understanding, a perspective from the user-centred design is used.
Following Norman [19], designers who create modern, complex systems are studying
the functionality, handling and interaction between humans and technology. Applying
Norman’s approach to smart services, the following questions need to be clarified for a
comprehensive understanding:
– Structure of smart services – What elements and resources are required to provide the
functionality?
– Functionality of smart services – What visible and non-visible functionalities are
provided by a smart service for the user?
– Characteristics of smart services – What characteristics influence the handling and
interaction between user and smart service?
2.2 Role of Prototypes in Requirements Elicitation
Creative thinking in the requirements engineering field is crucial to create new visions and
discover requirements for future information systems [20, 21], such as smart services. A
starting point for fostering creative thinking in requirements elicitation is the integration
of creativity techniques [22]. Jensen et al. [23] consider that the use of prototyping
techniques has significant potential to support the elicitation of requirements, especially
when it comes to identifying uncertainties and unpredictability. In doing so, the prototype
acts as a representative model or simulation of the final system [24]. A prototype can be
interpreted as an approximation of the product or service along one or more dimensions
of interest [25]. In addition to increasing creativity, prototypes pursue three main aims
across disciplines. They allow early evaluation of design ideas, help designers to think
through and solve design problems, and support communication within multidisciplinary
design teams [26].
In contrast to general prototyping research, the investigation of the role of prototypes
in requirements elicitation is still in its early stages. In prototyping research exist different streams that study prototyping and its effectiveness. Previous research has focused
mainly on the following areas: Purpose of prototyping, prototyping process, anatomy of
prototypes, involvement of users, and domain-specific application.
Above all, Houde and Hill [27] should be mentioned with their study on the purpose
of the prototyping. They deal with the question which aspects of a product or service can
be manifested by prototypes. They argue that by focusing on the purpose of prototyping,
better decisions can be made for the structure of a prototype and its design. Houde and
Hill [27] introduce three fundamental questions: “What role will the artefact play in a
user’s life? How should it look and feel? How should it be implemented?”
Numerous works are dedicated to the prototyping process. In addition to the process
itself, the dominant topic is the approaches of rapid prototyping. Holtzblatt and Beyer
[28] mention, for example, that the primary requirement of the prototyping process is
ease and speed of building. Further research work addresses the simultaneous use of
several prototypes. According to Dow et al. [29], parallel prototyping leads to better
design results, more divergence, and increased self-efficacy. Furthermore, the design of
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the prototypes is also being researched. For example, Lim et al. [30] create with the
anatomy of prototypes a fundamental and systematic understanding of the structure and
design of prototypes. On this basis, it is investigated which correlations exist between the
prototype shape and the results of the prototyping. Several examples show how the levels
of functionality influence the outcome of a prototypical interaction [cf. 5, 31, 32]. The
aim is to show and measure the possibilities and limits of a design idea most simply and
efficiently. Besides the prototypes themselves, other work focuses on the participatory
design approach in prototyping. At the centre of this research is the use of prototypes
with the active involvement of users to discover and create new solutions [cf. 33]. Finally,
applied prototyping research is also worth mentioning. In this field, new techniques,
such as hybrid prototyping, are investigated in particular. Hybrid approaches combine
physical prototypes and digital models in virtual reality [34]. Complementing this, the
transfer and application of prototyping approaches to other disciplines, such as service
prototyping, is being studied [35, 36].
The present article focuses on the study of the prototype composition and more
detailed on the design of prototypes for the requirements elicitation of smart services.
2.3 The Composition of Prototypes and the Existing Design Approaches
Discussions concerning the design of prototypes are mostly influenced by the approaches
of horizontal and vertical prototyping as well as by the debate on fidelity. The motivation behind prototyping is to reduce the complexity of the implementation by eliminating
parts of the entire system [37]. Horizontal prototypes reduce the level of functionality
and therefore represent the user interface in its breadth. In contrast, vertical prototypes
reduce the number of functions and implement the selected features in-depth. Nielsen’s
concept is complemented by scenario prototypes [37]. To meet the requirements of rapid
prototyping, the number of features and the depth of the functional implementation is
reduced. As a result, a minimum of the system will be implemented in one scenario,
resulting in cost and speed benefits.
Another ongoing controversy is how exactly a prototype should represent the final
product in form and function. This debate relates to the fidelity of prototypes and
discusses whether prototypes must be complete, realistic or reusable to be effective
[38]. In designing the prototype, the question of costs is always part of the equation.
For this reason, the use of low-fidelity prototyping techniques has been emphasized,
especially in the early stages of development [38]. Although the fidelity approach is
helpful for orientation in prototyping, several research results show that the simple
distinction between low and high fidelity prototypes can be problematic [39, 40]. The
concept leads to the fact that several aspects of the prototypes are considered in their
entirety [40]. Mostly it is not obvious whether the low fidelity refers to the degree of
functionality, interactivity or other aspects, for example. McCurdy el al. [40] demonstrate
the effectiveness of a mixed fidelity approach by combining low and high fidelity on
different dimensions of the prototype. Lim et al. [39] also show that besides fidelity,
other factors such as the material of the prototypes and the test settings affect the results.
The debate on these approaches is focused on the discussion of methods instead of
further analyzing the underlying composition of prototypes. According to Lim et al.
[30], a lack exists in the fundamental understanding of the prototypes themselves. They
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describe research in prototyping as a constant attempt to find out what to do with prototypes without understanding what they actually are [30]. This discourse stresses the
distinction between prototypes and prototyping. A prototype is a representative model
or simulation of the final system [24]. Consequently, this is an approximation of the
product along one or more dimensions of interest [25]. Prototyping, on the other hand,
is the process of developing such an approximation [25] and describes the activity of
making and utilizing prototypes [30].
McCurdy [40] confirms this view and calls it an oversimplification of the prototypes.
The existing approaches to characterize prototypes are too crude to ensure that prototyping resources can be used efficiently and that the prototype provides the desired output.
Instead, authors from the discipline of human-computer interaction advocate designing
prototypes along various orthogonal dimensions [40–42].
From the different approaches, five core dimensions could be extracted for the
characterization of the prototype composition: Breadth of functionality, depth of
functionality, level of interactivity, level of visual refinement, and level of data model.
Besides the discipline of human-computer interaction, authors try to develop dimensions that are valid beyond disciplinary boundaries. Lim et al. [30] with the “anatomy
of prototypes” can be named as representative of these classification efforts. The proposed anatomy of prototypes includes filter dimensions and manifestation dimensions.
In analogy to the approaches from human-computer interaction, the filter dimensions
consist of appearance, data, functionality, interactivity, and spatial structure. With these
dimensions, the designer can focus on certain areas within the design space and exclude
other areas that should not be investigated. Also, the cross-disciplinary classification
approaches broaden the focus and consider the manifested form of the prototypes [30,
43]. Lim et al. [30] recommend in detail the consideration of material, resolution, and
scope as further dimensions (Table 2).
In the scientific discussion, however, the question remains open to what extent the
discussed dimensions can be transferred to smart service prototypes. Moreover, previous research focuses on the anatomy of the prototypes and how the anatomy changes
when the dimensions are consciously influenced. However, the anatomy itself does not
instruct engineers and designers how to design prototypes [30]. This research gap will
be investigated with the strategies for prototypes in the present article.

3 Research Design and Methods
The design of the study is structured in three steps to take into account the different
facets of the research work. The first two steps are characterized by theoretical studies.
In the beginning, a comprehensive research review describes and evaluates the status
quo of research on smart services and prototyping. The authors combine a systematic
literature search in relevant scientific databases with a search using the snowball method.
In a second step, the different theories and approaches are combined in new theoretical
models: The layer model for smart services, the two-part prototyping diamond, and the
strategy for prototypes. Based on the findings of the theoretical work, the third step is
the analysis of a multi-case study. Based on three cases from the public transport sector,
a structured investigation is carried out to determine the extent to which the identified
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Table 2. Dimensions for prototype design in different disciplines

Author

Dimensions of prototype

Arnowitz et al. [41]
2007
Human-computer interaction

Interaction design and navigation model
Visual design
Editorial content
Brand expression
System performance/behaviour

McCurdy et al. [40]
2006
Human-computer interaction

Level of visual refinement
Depth of functionality
Breadth of functionality
Level of interactivity
Depth of data model

Virzi et al. [42]
1996
Human-computer interaction

Breadth of features
Degree of functionality
Similarity of interaction
Aesthetic refinement

Blomkvist and Holmlid [35]
2011
Service design

Fidelity
Representation

Lim et al. [30]
2008
Transdisciplinary

Filtering dimension:
Appearance
Data
Functionality
Interactivity
Spatial structure

Extner et al. [43]
2015
Transdisciplinary

Form study
Material study
Proof of concept
Proof of principle
Proof of process
Proof of function

Manifestation dimension:
Material
Resolution
Scope

prototype strategies can be applied to the field of smart services. The evaluation of the
case studies is based on secondary data collected by the authors in the context of three
research projects.

4 Results
4.1 Understanding of Existing Smart Service Models and Implications
for Prototyping of Smart Services
Service offerings are enabled by complex service systems [cf. 18]. Maglio et al. [15]
define these systems as configurations of people, processes, technologies, physical evidence and other resources that enable value co-creation. For providing smart services,
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connectivity is a fundamental requirement [6]. Connectivity describes “the ability of a
computer, program, device, or system to connect with one or more others” [44]. The
existence of connectivity in smart services thus indicates that their underlying composition is characterized by systems structures. In addition to technological systems, e.g.
for the communication of mobility data, socio-technical systems also arise out of the
interdependence of stakeholders, such as in public transport between bus companies,
car-sharing providers and passengers. Therefore Lim et al. [7] understand smart services as a system “in which value co-creation between customers, providers, and other
stakeholders are automated or facilitated based on a connected network, data collection
(sensing), context-aware computation, and wireless communications”. In an idealized
way, a smart service system consists of a triangular relationship between customers,
providers, and things [7]. As representatives of the discipline of service science, Lim
et al. [7] describe the structure of smart services from the perspective of value creation.
Service engineering, on the other hand, understands smart services as integrated
platforms that enable data acquisition, data storage, data analysis and the design of
smart services [17]. The focus here is on the resources required for the provision of
services. To structure the smart service platforms, Bullinger et al. [17] divides them into
three levels (networked physical level, software-defined level and service level) and thus
provides a basic framework for service production. Across the different levels, smart
service offerings can be composed by services, digital services, and intelligent products
[cf. 17, 45].
All models listed are abstractions and simplifications of reality and therefore show
only partial aspects [46]. Each of the previous approaches illustrates the structure and
complex interrelationships of smart services from an isolated perspective. Lim and
Maglio [7] emphasize value co-creation with their model. Bullinger et al. [17] focus
on service production with a focus on the required resources and their feasibility. It is
therefore important that a model is adequately meaningful for the situation and problem
in prototyping. For a model in prototyping, value, look and feel, and implementation
are particularly valuable perspectives [27, 36]. These enable engineers and designers to
determine and analyse the object of investigation for prototyping.
Layer Model for Smart Services. The basic structure of smart services can be
described as a layer model. In this representation, all components and functionalities
required for the provision of a smart service are vertically orchestrated. The structure
thus comprises five related layers: Smart space, smart product, smart data, smart service
[cf. 8] and, smart interface. Horizontally, the sequential character of the service becomes
apparent. Smart service is not a point interaction of components and functions, but rather
generates its value in use [cf. 47], usually along the user journey. This phenomenon is
indicated by the process, which is composed of individual activities of the user.
Perspective implementation—From a technological point of view, the realization of a
smart service requires a complex structure of different resources. Using the layer model,
the interplay between the components and functionalities of a smart service can be
made transparent and provide valuable insights for the implementation. For example, in
public transport smart service is used to inform passengers in real-time about changed
departure times and available seats in the vehicles [cf. 48]. Buses and trains themselves
act as smart products. Via sensors and microprocessors in the vehicles, the required
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information is transmitted to the control center system. The basic prerequisite for this
communication is usually digital radio. It forms an intelligent environment (smart space)
in which digitally connectable objects and devices, such as the on-board computers of
the vehicles, can be networked. Coupled with smart space as the technical infrastructure,
the networked information provider (smart products) form the prerequisite for the smart
data layer. In this layer, the extracted data is collected, bundled and evaluated. Finally,
at the service platform level, the data is combined and extended to smart services using
context-specific algorithms and finally provided to users via the smart interface. For
passengers, this means that they can use the passenger information system to request a
forecast for departure times and seat occupancy directly from the control system and thus
assess whether they will take their bus as planned or look for a more suitable alternative.
Perspective Value Creation—The value of smart services is created by the direct interaction between the user, the provider and the smart products. The central element here
is the data, which is collected in the various layers, refined and provided to the user in
the form of services. By analysing the different actors, components and functionalities
along the data transformation process, the direct and indirect contribution to the value
of a service can be identified. Using the value creation perspective in the model, it is
thus possible to understand how the smart value chain is shaped by the data transformation. Continuing the example of public transport, it becomes apparent that the simple
information about a free seat from the networked vehicle increases in value if this data
is combined with the personal trip route of the passenger and is updated continuously.
Perspective Interaction—The difference between the layer model of smart service and
other models is the interaction perspective. This perspective emphasizes the sequential
nature of smart services and shows that user perception and feedback depend on the
interaction with the provider and technology. Services are dynamic processes consisting
of user and provider activities that extend over a certain period [49]. Shostack [50] distinguishes between activities visible to the user that directly influence the process and
invisible activities in the background that indirectly affect the service (line of visibility).
In the so-called backstage area, a distinction can be made between the physical infrastructure (line of infrastructure), which is the technological prerequisite for networking,
and the software level. Both layers differ in their characteristics. The latter can, for
example, use cloud computing to provide its activities largely independent of location.
4.2 Classification of the Strategy for Prototypes
The strategy for prototypes defines the systematic composition of a prototype. The goal
is to systematically influence the way in which test persons perceive and interact with
the prototype to achieve the desired prototyping aims.
To show the strategy and its significance, the strategy should be integrated into the
concept of prototyping. For this purpose, the two-part prototyping diamond is introduced.
The model structures the decision processes that engineers and designers have to face
during the prototyping stage.
With the aim in mind, the fundamental question is raised: Why is a prototype created
and what shall be achieved. It is common practice to use prototypes for the exploration,
evaluation, and communication of future solutions [cf. 25, 27, 36, 51]. In the next step,
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the initial situation for prototyping is further specified by the object of investigation.
For each prototyping iteration, it should be defined which aspect of the solution is being
investigated. Houde and Hill [27] distinguish three main objects of investigation: “Role”
investigates how the new solution creates value for users, “look and feel” explores the
appearance and usability of the solution, and “implementation” looks at the feasibility
of the solution. In addition, they introduce the “integration” as an additional object of
investigation. The “integration” combines all three perspectives. Investigating how the
various aspects work together in a prototype is also a relevant object of investigation for
smart services. With the prototype and process, it now follows two elements in the model,
which both influence the test persons and thus affect the output of the prototyping. In
prototyping, designers are faced with the challenge of finding the simplest manifestation
of the object of investigation without distorting the understanding of the whole [30].
The composition of prototype is always varied along different dimensions. The
authors’ field studies have shown that the dimensions representation, scope and functionality, interactivity, appearance as well as data model are particularly valuable for the
design of smart service prototypes. Overall, the quality of the prototyping is evaluated
by the achieved output. The prototype serves quasi as a means to an end, to collect the
desired findings with the test persons. This is where the prototype strategy comes in. The
strategy designs the composition of prototypes according to a systematic procedure. The
goal is to design the interplay of the individual dimensions in such a way that certain
perceptions and responses are triggered in the test persons. Similar to the prototype, all
efforts in the process are focused on the output to be achieved. The process includes all
questions concerning the prototyping sequence and defines the methodological framework. For example, it is defined which method is used for data collection, whether several
prototypes are tested in parallel and how many iteration loops are performed.
All decisions concerning the process must also take into account their effects on
the probands. Because their feedback is the primary motivation for prototyping. Traditionally, this role is taken by the future target group. But for the prototyping purpose
communication, for example, when the prototype is presented to the management and
decision-makers, then these stakeholders take on the role of the proband. Even the
designer himself can test the prototype. In this case, the designer himself is the test person for the prototype. In addition to the selection of test persons, the questions of how
many test persons participate in the test and to what extent the approaches of participatory
design should be applied in prototyping must also be clarified.
The endpoint of the model represents the output. The findings are extracted from
the aggregated perceptions and responses of the probands. The overall quality of the
prototyping is revealed by reflecting the findings with the aims defined at the beginning.
This reflection thus closes the circle and can lead to research questions for the new
prototyping iteration.
4.3 Strategies for Smart Service Prototypes
The quality of a prototype is defined by the information and insights gained with its
help. In accordance with this maxim, the prototype strategy is faced with the challenge of
designing the prototype in such a way that a maximum of new and correct insights can be
collected. For the sector of smart services three relevant strategies for prototypes in other
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design disciplines could be identified: Functional prototypes, experience prototypes and
contextual prototypes (Fig. 3).
Each strategy has its own focus and thus influences how the prototype is perceived
by the probands. The focus of a prototype is derived from its composition. For smart
services, the composition consists of six different dimensions, along which a prototype
can be characterized (see Table 3). A prototype can be designed and implemented for
each of these six dimensions with low or high fidelity, depending on the findings the
engineers or designers intend to gather as output. In the strategy, the dimensions are
consciously selected to provoke responses from the probands with regard to the object
of investigation. Despite the emphasis on one dimension, the test persons do not perceive
the individual dimensions in isolation, but the probands are influenced by the interplay
of all involved dimensions [cf. 38].
Crucial for the selection of a strategy is the assessment of the test persons. In line
with Nielsen’s findings in usability engineering [37], knowledge about the participants
and their individual differences can also improve the outcome of a study in the requirements elicitation for smart services. To make a decision, engineers and designers have
to ask themselves which strategy will produce the highest quality output from the test
persons. In addition to the respondents, the prototyping diamond indicates two further
dependencies for the selection of the strategy (see Fig. 2). The object of investigation
should always be included in the strategy considerations, as well as the process.
Functional Prototypes Traditionally, the functionality of a prototype increases during the design stages with the understanding of the product [25]. However, innovation
research in product design that aims to create radical innovations emphasizes the value of
different functional prototypes already in the early stages of development [cf. 5]. Jensen
et al. [23] as representatives from product design have developed the prototrials approach for this purpose. Prototrials cover high-functional prototypes used in the concept
development phases for requirements elicitation, but with low fidelity compared with the
final product [23]. Exactly this approach is used in the strategy of functional prototypes.
According to the name, the dimension functionality is very prominent. Considering the
layer model of smart services (see Fig. 1), it becomes clear that the layers below the line
of visibility are the subject of these prototypes. Besides the software-based functionality
in the smart service layer, the dynamic interdependencies and data transformation are
also relevant for a functional investigation. This leads to the fact that elements from
the layers smart data and smart product are also represented in functional prototypes.
Engineers and designers must, therefore, decide which level of fidelity is sufficient for
the dimension data in the prototype. Furthermore, the question also arises to what extent
a representation of the smart products or a visualization of the data flows is relevant for
explaining the functional relationships.
In research work for public transport, the orientation and navigation within subway
stations were investigated from the passengers’ point of view. One of the aims was to
develop a tool that identifies the right wagon for the passenger according to individual
needs when entering the subway [52]. In the first step, a prototype was developed to test
its feasibility. The object of investigation was the data transmission and processing in
real-time as well as whether the identification of a wagon is possible with the beacon
technology. The researchers tested the prototype with 15 probands with the aim of
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Table 3. Dimensions for the prototype composition of smart services
Dimension

Definition

Representation The representation indicates how prototypes are presented, what they actually
look like and how they are materialized [cf. 35]. Due to its immateriality, the
representation in services design focuses on the service encounter to make the
intangible parts of service tangible [49]. In smart services, the interaction
takes place in the layer smart interface (see Fig. 1), but it can also be relevant
to show the physical infrastructure and its relation to the software in the
representation of the prototype
Scope

The scope defines the range of what is covered and manifested within the
prototypes [30]. For smart services, this decision is challenged primarily by
the service process and the context awareness of the services. Along the
service process, it must be defined which touchpoint and which context of use
should be considered in the prototype

Functionality

The functionality dimension contains the functions that can be simulated by
the prototypes. Focusing on this dimension, engineers and designers determine
to what level of detail is any one feature or sequence represented [40]

Interactivity

Interactivity defines how interactive elements are captured in the prototypes
and communicated to the users [40]. The focus is on the way test persons can
interact with the system, e.g. through feedback, input behaviour, operating
behaviour and output behaviour [30]

Appearance

Appearance can occur in a variety of forms, especially in smart services.
Above all, it is the visual refinement that shapes the appearance. For example,
digital artefacts are represented on the low end of the fidelity scale with
hand-drawn sketches and in contrast, the high end includes pixel-accurate
screen designs. Apart from the visual appearance, the auditory and haptic
aspects can also be relevant for the service interface, as well as the spatial
context in which the interface appears

Data model

The dimension defines to what extent the data in the prototypes represent the
actual domain data. The data model is relevant for two segments in the case of
smart services. On the one hand, it must be decided to what extent real data
must be presented to the test persons in the smart interface. On the other hand,
it must be defined to what extent real data are relevant for the simulation of
data acquisition, transmission and processing in the layers below the line of
visibility for the findings of the prototyping

eliciting new requirements for further development. The prototype focused on the data
exchange between beacon and a rudimentary information display on the smartphone. In
addition to the functionality, the data had a high level of fidelity. For the test, real data was
exchanged in real-time between the subway wagons and the smartphone. By integrating
the wagon and the smartphone into the test, the probands were able to understand the
dynamic interrelationships of the smart service. Compared to the final application, the
dimensions of interactivity and appearance were hardly pronounced.
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Fig. 1. Layer model for smart services

Fig. 2. The two-part prototyping diamond

The emphasis on the functional dimension leads the test persons to a structureoriented view of the prototypes. In this way, the probands observe the functional elements
of a system and their relationships, whereby the dynamic mechanisms and processes are
of particular interest [cf. 46]. The focus is on how the functions are used to generate
value for the user. Due to the concentration on the functional aspects, these prototypes
have a significant demonstration character and only a low potential for immersion and
involvement for the proband during the prototyping session.
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Fig. 3. Strategies for prototypes of smart services

Experience Prototypes. By the term “experience erototype” Buchenau and Suri [53]
mean to emphasize “the experiential aspect of whatever representations are needed to
successfully (re)live or convey an experience with a product, space or system”. The
objective of the experience prototypes is the discovery of the probands’ user experience.
Based on the perceptions and responses of a test person resulting from the use of the
system [cf. 54], new insights are generated for service development. The interaction of
the test persons with the system is used as the central stimulus for the emergence of the
user experience. Considering the experience prototypes in the layer model (see Fig. 1),
it becomes clear that these prototypes concentrate on the smart interface layer. Experience prototypes can be described using the technique wizard of oz. While a test person
interacts with a system that feels real, an engineer or designer simulates the system in the
background [cf. 55]. The goal is to create a high degree of interactivity while maintaining
low functionality in the prototype at the same time. The focus is on the dialogue between
user and provider, which is made tangible through user inputs and system feedback. In
service prototyping, there are special requirements due to the characteristics of the services. Stickdorn [49] therefore stresses that intangible services should be visualised in
terms of physical artefacts. In general, the immaterial character of smart services is further reinforced. The reason for this is that interaction in smart service is characterized
by automation and implicit interactions, which are fostered by adaptivity and context
awareness. As a result, users perceive only a fraction of the activities of smart service.
The majority of the activities are carried out in the backstage that is not visible to the
user (see Fig. 1). For this reason, experience prototypes face the challenge to make the
interaction tangible for the proband using the dimension representation. Another challenge for experience prototypes is the sequential nature of smart services. Stickdorn [49]
recommends that the service should be visualised as a sequence of interrelated activities.
For the prototype, this means that within the dimension scope all touchpoints along the
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user journey should be checked for relevance to the prototype. The focus on interaction
promotes the behavioural analysis of the prototypes. The probands are primarily concerned with system behaviour and the generation of value creation during use, rather than
focusing on internal, functional relationships. Furthermore, the interactive character of
the experience prototypes promotes active participation [53] and the immersion of the
probands in the test scenario.
Figure 4 shows a lego serious play prototype, which was carried out in combination
with the technique service walkthrough. The aim of this experience prototype was to
discover new requirements in the early phases of the research project within the first
study with six test persons. The project explored the networking of local public transport and car-sharing with electric vehicles in a digital mobility platform [56]. Concretely,
the process, as well as the interaction at the charging station and in the vehicles, was
investigated. The basic structure for the session was defined using the service walkthrough method. Along the user journey, the test persons visited selected touchpoints,
which became tangible artefacts for the test persons in the form of lego objects. At the
individual touchpoints, interactions with the digital platform were simulated using paper
prototypes to capture the mobility experience of the travel chain [cf. 57].

Fig. 4. Examples of contextual prototype (left) and experience prototype (right)

Contextual Prototypes. “Context […] characterize the situation of an entity. An entity
is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user
and an application” [58]. Contextual prototypes thus emphasize the situation in which
the system is applied. At the same time, they take the context of use as a stimulus
for the test persons in the prototyping session. Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay [26] use
the term “scenario prototypes” in this context and stress that prototypes are used in a
more realistic scenario to simulate the system under real conditions. Hutchinson et al.
[58] went one step further with their technology probes approach. Technology probes are
simple, flexible, adaptable technologies that combine the social science goal of collecting
information about the use and the users of the technology in a real-world setting [59].
Contextual prototypes use the realistic representation of the usage situation as a stimulus
for the participants in the prototyping session. Consequently, when constructing the
prototype, the usage context within the scope dimension must be considered in addition
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to the interaction at the touchpoint. Bittner [60] speaks in this context of servicescapes
and mentions the possible factors influencing the user experience: Ambient conditions,
spatial layout and functionality, signs, symbols, and artefacts as well as service typology,
and environmental dimensions.
Due to the context awareness of smart services, contextual prototypes play a double
role and contribute to the clarification of two questions. First, they provide information
on how the context can hinder or improve the usage and experience of smart services.
In this case, the focus of the prototypes lies on interactivity in combination with the
representation to enable realistic interactions. Secondly, contextual prototypes offer the
potential to understand how collected data from the usage context can contribute to the
value generation of smart services. In doing so, no high fidelity in the dimensions data
and functionality is required, but rather the logic of the system behaviour in the usage
situation must be simulated. Both points lead to the fact that the participants analyse
the prototypes from an environment-oriented perspective. The test persons perceive the
external factors from the usage situation and their influence on the prototypes. Due to the
real-world setting, a high level of immersion is generated among the probands during
the prototyping session.
Figure 4 shows an example of a contextual prototype from a mobility research project.
The project explored the agenda planning as a new mobility planning approach [cf. 48].
In this study with 25 test persons, it was examined how, for example, changed opening
hours of shops and the current seat occupation of vehicles can be integrated into a digital
planning application. The aim was to identify new requirements in the early development
phases. The prototype included a rudimentary digital smartphone application that could
be used in the local bus and train network. When composing the prototype, the focus
was on interactivity and the usage context. It was important that all participants could
perform their tasks independently in real-life usage situations.

5 Discussion—Contribution to Requirements Elicitation for Smart
Services
The strategies for prototypes define the composition of prototypes and thus systematically influence how a prototype is perceived by the test persons. They constitute the
missing link between the dimensions of a prototype and the targeted output. Based on
the presentation of the strategies and the case studies carried out, the authors see two
major contributions to requirements elicitation in the early development phases.
First, the strategies provide a critical thinking approach. The strategies can be used
to better predict in advance of the requirements elicitation how a prototype will affect the
test persons and which results can be achieved as output. The engineers and designers
can thus better understand which features are important for prototyping in requirements
elicitation. Furthermore, the strategy is the consequent continuation of the economic
principle: “The best prototype is one that, in the simplest and the most efficient way,
makes the possibilities and limitations of a design idea visible and measurable” [30]. By
means of the output-oriented analysis, it is possible to assess in advance to what extent
the effort for prototyping is cost-effective. Secondly, the strategies provide a guideline for
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the creation of prototypes in requirements elicitation. Following the example of a pattern
language [cf. 61], the strategies provide engineers and designers a kind of pattern for the
composition of the different prototype dimensions. On the other hand, in conjunction
with the layer model of smart services, the strategies show which dimensions are relevant
for the investigation of the different layers.
As a limitation, it must be noted that the strategies are a mindset for the composition
of prototypes for smart services. The strategies do not contain concrete recommendations
for the efficient use of prototype resources in economic terms. This requires controlled
and detailed studies to prove the effect of single dimensions on the output of prototyping
[cf. 32, 39, 62]. Furthermore, the three strategies for smart service prototypes are only a
selection. Although the various strategies have proven themselves in practice, they have
their origins in other design disciplines. The question remains unanswered whether new
strategies are better suited for requirements elicitation in the early development phases.
With novel approaches, the complex structure of smart services could be addressed more
precisely. One possible approach would be to focus on data-driven value creation, for
example.

6 Conclusion
In this article the question is investigated, how can prototypes contribute to the requirements elicitation for smart services in the early development stages. An elementary
prerequisite for the use of prototypes in requirements elicitation is the comprehensive
understanding of smart services. The present article reveals through extensive literature
research that the understanding of smart services varies from discipline to discipline
and that the existing models address only rudimentary prototyping issues. To overcome
this shortcoming, the authors introduce the layer model of smart services and build the
foundation for the investigation of smart service prototypes. The review of the existing
approaches for the systematic design of prototypes shows that the relationship between
the composition of a prototype and the output has been insufficiently investigated so far
but is becoming increasingly relevant for smart services. The layer model demonstrates
that five layers with different functionalities are required for the provision of smart services and that a conscious focus must, therefore, take place every time a prototype is
created. The lack of discussion motivated the authors to define the strategies for the
composition of prototypes and to work out the approach for the requirements elicitation
of smart services. The strategies systematically guide the composition of prototypes in
order to influence how a prototype is perceived by the test persons. They thus form the
missing link between the dimensions of a prototype and the targeted output. For smart
services, the authors identify three relevant strategies in related design disciplines: Functional prototypes, experience prototypes and contextual prototypes. The relevance of the
defined strategies is reviewed and illustrated by case studies from the mobility sector.
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Abstract. Kansei adjectives have the advantage of close to consumers’ perception
of a product. But consumers may show hesitation and opinion discrepancy while
expressing their preferences through comparative Kansei adjectives. To address
this, this article investigates hesitant linguistic expression and its application in
product Kansei decision-making. An integrated framework is firstly presented
based on hesitant fuzzy linguistic term sets (HFLTSs), which involves a consensus model for assessing consistency of consumers’ preferences, particle swarm
optimization (PSO) method for adjusting Kansei opinions when agreement fails,
and the technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS)
for yielding ranked product solutions. An example of charging piles design was
used to illustrate the necessity of considering consumers’ hesitation in Kansei
decision-making. With the proposed method, the consensus level of consumers’
preferences is enhanced from 0.8339 to 0.9052, and the overall satisfaction degree
is also improved. Furthermore, the results of Kansei decision-making through
optimizing Kansei preferences are significantly different from that without optimization. This improvement demonstrates that hesitance and consensus change
will influence design decision-making and they should be considered in product
Kansei decision-making. The given example shows the validity and suitability of
the proposed approach.
Keywords: Kansei engineering · Product Kansei decision-making · Hesitant
fuzzy linguistic term sets · Consensus reaching · Particle swarm optimization

1 Introduction
In today’s rapid growing and competitive market, consumer-centered approach has
attracted increasing attentions of many companies as a vital strategy for product development. It can help enterprises to enhance their market competitiveness and save time
and costs during product development. The core of consumer-centered approach is to
have a better understanding of consumers’ requirements, which includes two aspects:
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physiological and psychological. The former mainly involves functional attributes of
products while the latter refers to subjective needs and feelings [1]. It is widely believed
that similar products will have equivalent function, and it may be difficult for consumers
to differentiate products only by their function [2, 3]. Moreover, good quality products
are not enough for a company to survive in the increasing competitive market [4]. In
this regard, satisfying consumers’ needs not only depends on the reliability and physical
quality of products, but also the affective aspects evoked by various product design elements [5]. One of the influential factors is attractive product appearance, which can affect
consumers’ intuitive perception and first impression, generate affective resonance, and
lure them into making purchase decisions. The unique emotional value related to beauty
or aesthetics of a product is also used to attract the attention of potential consumers [6].
To study the affective influence on consumers, Kansei Engineering (KE) has been
proposed and used to link emotions to product properties [7, 8]. Covering the meanings
of sensibility, impression and emotion, Kansei means all the senses of an individual’s
subjective impression and recognition from a certain artifact, environment, or situation,
as described by Nagamachi [9]. KE methodology aims to integrate consumers’ psychology and translate them into appropriate product design elements [10]. It has been
proven that this technique is capable of testing the different feeling and shows their relation with characteristics of real production requirements by associating with consumers’
physiological and psychological feelings [11]. For decades, KE has been developed as a
consumer-oriented technique and connected to the industrial world to create numerous
successful products and innovations [12].
An important KE type is KE modeling for assessing consumers’ feeling of Kansei
words [7]. It mainly involves attribute classification, preference modeling, and priority
analysis [13]. When performing these operations, a common practice taken by many
researchers is to convert users’ Kansei preferences to numerical values for quantifying
qualitative perception. However, it may result in loss of information because consumers
tend to prefer Kansei adjectives or words to express their preferences rather than numerical values [14, 15]. Another common practice is that users’ preferences are depicted
by discrete concrete numbers or fuzzy numbers. Nevertheless, this may not accurately
reflect the true intentions of users due to respondent bias when users are unable or unwilling to provide accurate answers. The third issue for Kansei assessment is hesitance in
making preference, which reflects consumers’ uncertainty about comparative linguistic
terms. For example, a consumer’s perception may be irresolute and swing between “very
comfortable” and “comfortable”, but the exact description cannot be given and the final
perception may be “no worse than comfortable”. In this situation, both “comfortable”
and “very comfortable” should be used for preference representation. The three issues
mentioned above are the key to elevating the quality of design decision-making and
affect consensus reaching of group opinions.
In general, Kansei preference data is better to be treated as semantic variables than
SD method [16], and using fuzzy linguistic term sets to deal with consumers’ Kansei preference as continuous variables is more in line with their perception. Besides,
hesitance and opinion discrepancy often happen when consumers make a choice. However, these problems have got little attention in product Kansei decision-making process.
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Aiming at these issues of product Kansei decision-making, this paper presents an integrated framework based on hesitant fuzzy linguistic term sets (HFLTSs), which involves
a consensus model for assessing consistency of consumers’ preferences, particle swarm
optimization (PSO) method for adjusting Kansei opinions when agreement fails, and
the technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) for yielding ranked product solutions. Accordingly, the remainder of the paper is organized as
follows: Sect. 2 introduces preliminaries of the proposed method, including linguistic
variables and HFLTSs. In Sect. 3, an integrated framework is proposed. Then, a numerical example is provided to illustrate the detailed implementation of the proposed method
in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 makes the concluding remarks and contribution of this paper.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Linguistic Variables
The essential part of fuzzy linguistic approach are fuzzy sets as they provide a means
of modeling vagueness underlying most natural linguistic terms [17, 18]. For Kansei
decision-making problems, adjectives of emotional connotations can be regarded as a
fuzzy set U defined by its membership function μ : U → [0, 1], where U is a nonempty
set [19]. With fuzzy sets, fuzzy linguistic approach can be founded based on linguistic
variables introduced by Zadeh [20–22], which takes words or sentences to model the
linguistic information. A linguistic variable is formally defined as follows.
Definition 1 [20].
A
linguistic
variable
is
characterized
by
a
quintuple (L, T (L), U , S, M ) in which L is the name of the variable; T (L) denotes
the term set of L, i.e., the set of names of linguistic values of L, with each value being a
fuzzy variable that is denoted generically by X and ranging across a universe of discourse
U, which is associated with the base variable u; S is a syntactic rule (which usually takes
the form of a grammar) for the generation of the names of values of L; and M is a
semantic rule for associating its meaning with each L, M(X), which is a fuzzy subset of
U. With triangular fuzzy numbers, the composition of a quintuple of Kansei adjective
“comfortable” is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Using ordered linguistic term sets, Xu [23] defined a set of linguistic terms as
S = {sα |α ∈ {−τ, · · · , 0, · · · , τ }} with 0 as the symmetric center and odd number
of linguistic terms. Let τ = 3 then we can get a Likert-7 scale which is often used in
measuring consumers’ Kansei preferences, shown as follows:
S = {s−3 : not at all, s−2 : low, s−1 : slightly, s0 : neutral, s1 : moderately, s2 : very, s3 :
extremely}.
With ordered finite subset of consecutive linguistic terms, it is obvious that sα ≤
sβ ⇔ α ≤ β. If a negation operator exists, then we can have Neg(sα ) = s−α .
In order to preserve all given information, Xu [24] further extended the discrete
linguistic term set S to the continuous linguistic term set S = {sα |α ∈ [−t, t]}, where
t is a sufficiently large positive integer. In general, the linguistic terms sα (sα ∈ S) are
given by decision makers while the extended linguistic terms s̄α (s̄α ∈ S̄) only appear in
operations.
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Fig. 1. A quintuple of the Kansei adjective “comfortable”

Let μ, μ1 , μ2 > 0, sα , sβ ∈ S̄. The basic operation rules of linguistic variables are
as follows [25].
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

sα ⊕ sβ = sα+β ;
μsα = sμα ;
(μ1 + μ2 )sα = μ1 sα ⊕ μ2 sβ ;
μ(sα ⊕ sβ ) = μsα ⊕ μsβ .

2.2 HFLTSs
For product Kansei decision-making, consumers’ preferences may sway or hesitate
between two or more options. In such situation, singleton linguistic term may be not suitable to represent their judgment. To denote the hesitancy over several linguistic terms,
HFLTSs are employed to represent and aggregate consumers’ Kansei preferences.
Definition 2 [26]. Let S be a linguistic term set, S = {sα |α ∈ {−τ, · · · , 0, · · · , τ }}. An
HFLTS, H S , is an ordered finite subset of the consecutive linguistic terms of S.
Using the example from the previous section, we can get two different HFLTSs as:
HS1 = {s−1 : slightly, s0 : neutral},
HS2 = {s1 : moderately, s2 : very, s3 : extremely}.
The basic operations and computations that will be performed on the HFLTS in this
paper are as follows.
(1) The upper bound H S+ and lower bound H S− :
HS+ = max{si |si ∈ HS }, HS− = min{si |si ∈ HS }.
(2) The envelope env(HS ) of the HFLTS:
env(HS )= [HS− , HS+ ].
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In order to operate correctly when comparing two HFLTSs, Zhu and Xu [27]
proposed a method to add linguistic terms in a HFLTS:
H̄S = ξ HS+ ⊕ (1 − ξ )HS−

(1)

where ξ(ξ ∈ [0, 1]) is an optimized parameter. ξ = 1 and ξ = 0 correspond with
the optimism and pessimism rules, respectively. Without loss of generality, we set
ξ = 0.5 in this paper.

3 An Integrated Framework for Kansei Decision-Making
On account of the function of HFLTSs for aggregating consumers’ Kansei preferences,
an integrated framework of product Kansei decision-making is proposed, including a
consensus model, PSO and TOPSIS. The flow chart of the proposed framework is shown
in Fig. 2.

Kansei Adjectives

Consumers

Linguistic Term Sets

Kansei Decision-making
Matrix

Operation Rules

Consensus Measurement

HFLTSs

Consensus
Model

Consensus Degree of
Decision-making Matrix

Reach Consensus
Threshold?

N

PSO

Y
TOPSIS

Output Decision-making
Results and Ranked
Product Solutions

Optimized Kansei
Decision-making Matrix

Fig. 2. The integrated framework of the proposed method

In the framework with HFLTSs employed, a consensus model is built to gauge their
consistency, as is expected that the final decision should be reached based on a wide
enough agreement. When disagreement fails to meet an acceptable consensus degree,
PSO will be adopted to adjust the Kansei opinions and finally the ranked product solutions
will be output with TOPSIS. The following expounds the details of the framework.
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3.1 Consensus Model
Let D = {d1 , d2 , · · · , dq } (q ≥ 2) be a set of consumers who are invited to participate
in product Kansei decision-making about a set of product design alternatives X =
{x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } (n ≥ 2). Assume that the set of Kansei indicators is C = {c1 , c2 , · · · , cm }
(m ≥ 2). A linguistic term set, S = {sα |α ∈ {−τ, · · · , 0, · · · , τ }}, is used to collect
consumers’ preference information. Then we have the decision matrix of HFLTS:
(k)

A(k) = [Hij ]n×m

(2)

(k)

where k = 1, 2, · · · , q; Hij represents the judgment of product alternative xi given by
consumer dk in terms of Kansei indicator cj .
In product Kansei decision-making process, the opinions of consumers will be aggregated when they reach a certain level of agreement or consensus to assure a high reliability of decision-making result. In order to evaluate the consistency of decision matrix,
similarity function is an effective tool, which is usually used to build mathematical
consistency model by measuring the proximity of consumers’ preferences [28].
For a Kansei indicator, suppose that HS1 = {sδ 1 |sδ 1 ∈ S} and HS2 = {sδ 2 |sδ 2 ∈ S}
l

l

l

l

are two HFLTSs given by two consumers, and l(HSk )(k = 1, 2) represents the number
of elements in HSk . Then the Euclidean distance between HS1 and HS2 can be defined as
[29]:
⎛

  ⎞1/2
L
δ 1 − δ 2  2

1
l
l
⎠
D(HS1 , HS2 ) = ⎝
(3)
L
2τ + 1
l=1

where L = l(HS1 ) = l(HS2 ) (otherwise, the shorter one should be extended by adding
the linguistic terms given as Eq. (1)).
Let wj (j = 1, 2, · · · , m) represent the weight of Kansei criteria. The distance
(k)
(l)
between two product Kansei decision matrices A(k) = [Hij ]n×m and A(l) = [Hij ]n×m
can be described as:
d (A(k) , A(l) ) =

1 
(k)
(l)
wj d (Hij , Hij )
n
n

m

(4)

i=1 j=1

Accordingly, the consensus degree between A(k) and A(l) can be computed as:
CON (A(k) , A(l) ) = 1 − d (A(k) , A(l) )

(5)

Then the consensus level of all consumers whose judgements are represented in the
set (A(1) , A(2) , · · · , A(q) ) can be obtained as follows:

1
CON (A(k) , A(l) )
q(q − 1)
q

CONS =

q

k=1 l=1
k=l

(6)
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3.2 PSO for Consensus Reaching by Adjusting Consumers’ Preferences
Agreement of the majority of consumers is essential for design decision-making. However, it is likely not to reach a consensus easily due to cognitive discrepancy. Comparing
to ask consumers to change their opinions, it is more effective to employ intelligent algorithms to search for satisfactory solutions of consumers’ opinions that meet a consensus
threshold instead of finding the optimal value. With the advantage of ease of implementation, high degree of stability and fast convergence to acceptable solutions [30–32], PSO
is suitable for consensus optimization. As a population based self-adaptive, stochastic
optimization technique [33], all population members in PSO survive from the beginning
of a trial until the end rather than are selected and evolve in evolutionary algorithms.
Due to that particle interactions result in iterative improvement of the quality of problem
solutions over time with few or no assumptions about the problem being optimized and
can search very large spaces of candidate solutions [34], the PSO techniques are taken
to seek consensus with adjustment of consumers’ preferences. Each candidate solution
in PSO, called a particle, flies in the N-dimensional search space according to a speed.
Suppose that there are M particles in the swarm, and then particle pj has a position
T , pT , · · · , pT )T and a velocity v = (v , v , · · · , v ), where pT , pT , · · · , pT
pj = (p1j
2j
mj
1j 2j
mj
1j
2j
mj
represents the automatically adjusted preferences of consumers. The velocity decides
the flying distance and direction, and Eq. (6) is used as target optimization function.
Thus, the velocity and location updating of a particle can be calculated as follows:
vαβ (t + 1) = ωvαβ (t) + c1 r1β (t)(pbestαβ (t) − xαβ (t)) + c2 r2β (t)(gbestβ − xαβ (t))
xαβ (t + 1) = xαβ (t) + vαβ (t + 1)
(7)
where t is the iteration number; vαβ (t), xαβ (t) represent the velocity and position of
particle α in the β dimension, respectively; pbestαβ (t) is the current best position of
particle α; gbestβ shows the best fit that any particle of the swarm has ever achieved;
r1β (t) and r2β (t) are two random numbers ranging from 0 and 1; c1 and c2 are two positive
constants, denoting the cognitive and social components respectively; ω is the inertia
of the particle which is employed to improve the convergence of the swarm. Linearly
Decreasing Inertia Weight (LDW) is often used to enhance the global exploration ability
for searching in a larger space by increasing the value of ω when the evolution speed
of the swarm is fast, and maintain the particles searching in a small space to find the
optimal solution more quickly by decreasing the value of ω if the evolution speed of
particles slows down. ω can be calculated as follows [35]:
ωmax − ωmin
×t
(8)
ω = ωmax −
t_max
where t_max is the maximal iteration generations of PSO; ωmax and ωmin represent
the maximum and minimum of ω respectively. Generally, ω linearly decreases from 0.9
to 0.4.
3.3 TOPSIS
When consumers’ preferences come to an agreement, the TOPSIS [36] method will be
employed to determine the orders of product alternatives. The basic principle of TOPSIS
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is to calculate the distance between each HFLTS and the hesitant fuzzy linguistic positive
ideal solution, and the distance between each HFLTS and the hesitant fuzzy linguistic
negative ideal solution, respectively. The closer to the positive ideal solution and the
farther from the negative ideal solution, the better the alternative.
Kansei adjectives utilized to describe consumers’ perceptions reflect their expectations about a product. They are benefit-type criteria. Hence, for each HFLTS in
(k)
A(k) = [Hij ]n×m , utilizing the upper bound H S+ and lower bound H S− , the hesitant
fuzzy linguistic positive ideal solution A+ and the hesitant fuzzy linguistic negative ideal
solution A− can be defined as follows:
A+ = {HS1+ , HS2+ , · · · , HSm+ }
A− = {HS1− , HS2− , · · · , HSm− }
j+

where HS (j = 1, 2 · · · , m) =
min

i=1,2,··· ,n
k=1,2,··· ,q

(k)

(9)

(k)

j−

max {sδl |sδl ∈ Hij }, HS (j = 1, 2 · · · , m) =

i=1,2,··· ,n
k=1,2,··· ,q

{sδl |sδl ∈ Hij }.

For ranking the product design schemes according to the idea of TOPSIS, the dis(i)
tance between each HFLTS and the positive ideal solution A+ (denoted by d (Aj , A+ )),
and the distance between each HFLTS and the negative ideal solution A− (denoted by
(i)
d (Aj , A− )) are computed using Eq. (4) respectively. Then the Kansei satisfaction degree
of a product design alternative can be defined as:
(i)

q
(1 − θ )d (Aj , A− )
1
η(xi ) =
q
θ d (A(i) , A+ ) + (1 − θ )d (A(i) , A− )
j=1

j

(10)

j

where the parameter θ denotes the risk preferences of the decision maker: θ > 0.5 means
that the decision maker is pessimists; while θ < 0.5 means the opposite. Without loss of
generality, we choose θ = 0.5.

4 Case Study
A case study of charging piles design for electric vehicles was used to determine the
proposed method’s ability for reaching consensus in product Kansei decision-making
process. To collect consumers’ Kansei needs effectively, various charging piles were
involved in this research, covering current production and concept design. 43 Kansei adjectives about product samples were collected from websites, literatures, product
manuals, magazines, experts, industrial designers, experienced users and dissertations.
Adjectives with antonyms were paired up and others were endowed with right antonyms,
and based on this we used an NDSM-GA based approach which was discussed in our
previous research [37] to cluster consumers’ Kansei needs into several categories and
clarify primary adjectives. Finally, we obtained 4 Kansei adjectives to evaluate consumers’ response about product design alternatives, shown as follows: (1) technological;
(2) dynamic; (3) modern; (4) futuristic. 3 industrial designers were asked one each to
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Fig. 3. Charging piles design solutions

give a design solution according to consumers’ Kansei needs and the requirement of the
principal, who requested the product to be processed by sheet metal (seen in Fig. 3).
Through questioning the designers, the styling features of 3 product solutions were
articulated to consumers. 5 consumers who intended to buy or use charging piles were
randomly selected and invited to give their preferences about the alternatives according
to the Kansei indices, which were represented through linguistic terms of S = {s-3 : not
at all, s-2 : low, s-1 : slightly, s0 : neutral, s1 : moderately, s2 : very, s3 : extremely}.
The Kansei decision-making matrices are shown below:
⎡

⎤
{s2 , s3 } {s2 , s3 } {s3 } {s1 , s2 }
A(1) = ⎣ {s1 } {s2 , s3 } {s1 , s2 } {s2 } ⎦;
{s2 }
{s1 }
{s1 , s2 } {s0 }
⎡
⎤
{s3 } {s2 , s3 }
{s2 }
{s2 }
A(2) = ⎣ {s1 , s2 } {s1 , s2 } {s1 } {s0 , s1 , s2 } ⎦;
{s1 }
{s2 } {s0 , s1 } {s−2 }
⎤
⎡
{s1 } {s−1 , s0 } {s1 , s2 }
{s0 }
A(3) = ⎣ {s1 , s2 } {s1 , s2 } {s1 } {s0 , s1 } ⎦;
{s , s , s } {s , s } {s1 , s2 } {s1 , s2 }
⎡0 1 2 0 1
⎤
{s1 , s2 } {s−1 , s0 } {s2 , s3 } {s1 }
A(4) = ⎣ {s2 } {s1 , s2 } {s0 , s1 , s2 } {s1 } ⎦;
{s2 }
{s0 }
{s , s } {s−1 }
⎡ 1 2
⎤
{s−2 } {s0 , s1 } {s2 } {s−1 , s0 }
A(5) = ⎣ {s1 , s2 } {s0 } {s1 , s2 } {s0 , s1 } ⎦.
{s1 , s2 } {s0 } {s−1 , s0 } {s1 , s2 }
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The 4 Kansei indices were given equal weight by investigating consumers’ opinions.
Using Eq. (1)–Eq. (6), the consensus matrix can be obtained as:
⎤
⎡
1
0.86363 83287 0.86980 0.79250
⎢ 0.86363
1
0.83630 0.82562 0.80895 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
CON =⎢ 0.83287 0.83630
1
0.84212 0.84917 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎣ 0.86980 0.82562 0.84212
1
0.81783 ⎦
0.79250 0.80895 0.84917 0.81783
1
The consensus threshold value was set as 0.9, and the overall consensus of consumers
was 0.8339, which did not reach the specific threshold and the Kansei decision-making
matrices should be adjusted using PSO.
Generally, particle swarm size ranges from 10 to 50 depending on different applications and problems [30], and here its value was set as 10. c1 and c2 belong to the range of
[0, 4], and c1 = c2 = 2 may be preferable. t_max was set to 500. By asking consumers’
advice, the adjustment space of consumers’ preferences was set to [− 0.5, 0.5]. Yet the
adjusted value should fall in the range of −3 and 3. There were 120 parameters that
would be adjusted and searched in the bound. The adjustment rules are as follows: (1) if
there is only one element in an HFLTS, it will be extended to three equal elements; (2) if
there are two or three elements, the lower bound and the upper bound will be extended
by −0.5 and 0.5 respectively, and the intermediate elements are calculated according to
Eq. (1).
After 100 operations by using PSO, the optimal consensus value distribution was
obtained, shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the convergence process of the algorithm and
Fig. 6 depicts the mean deviation change in one of the operations. It can be seen that the
optimal consensus value was found in each generation and mean deviation between the
optimal matrix and the original matrix did not outnumber 0.07.

Fig. 4. Distribution of optimal consensus value in 100 operations
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Fig. 5. The change curve of optimal consensus value

Fig. 6. Mean deviation change curve

However, the optimization results failed to meet the expected requirement of consensus threshold. In terms of the mean deviation and consumers’ suggestion, the adjustment
space was extended to [−0.6, 0.6] and the consensus value was recalculated, shown in
Fig. 7. The results show that the optimal consensus degree reached the threshold requirement in operations of 4, 12, 20, 28, 31, 41, 43, 46, 52, 60, 66, 68, 72, 76, 79, 83 and 86.
The maximum appears in the 43th operation which equals to 0.9052. The distribution
of mean deviation shown in Fig. 8 demonstrates that the overall deviation between the
optimal matrix and the original matrix does not exceed 0.032.
The adjusted Kansei decision-making matrices are listed as follows:
⎡
⎢
(1)
At = ⎣

⎤
{s1.4 , s1.9 , s2.4 }
{s1.4 , s1.9 , s2.4 }
{s2.4 , s2.4 , s2.4 }
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
⎥
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
{s1.4 , s1.9 , s2.4 }
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
{s1.4 , s1.4 , s1.4 }
⎦
{s1.393513 , s1.3967565 , s1.4 } {s0.128705 , s0.128705 , s0.128705 } {s1.4 , s1.4 , s1.4 } {s1.3984 , s1.3984 , s1.3984 }
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Fig. 7. Distribution of optimal consensus value in 100 operations after extending the adjustment
space

Fig. 8. Distribution of mean deviation in 100 operations after extending the adjustment space
⎤
{s1.4 , s1.4 , s1.4 }
⎥
{s0.6 , s1 , s1.4 }
⎦
{s1.4 , s1.4 , s1.4 }
{s−0.01036 , s0.19482 , s0.4 }
{s−1.4 , s−1.4 , s−1.4 }
{s1.398742 , s1.398742 , s1.398742 }
⎤
⎡
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
{s−0.4 , s0.1 , s0.6 }
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
{s0.6 , s0.6 , s0.6 }
⎥
⎢
(3)
At = ⎣ {s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 } {s0.605709 , s1.2481525 , s1.890596 }
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
{s0.6 , s0.99972 , s1.39944 } ⎦
{s0.6 , s1 , s1.4 }
{s−0.01046 , s0.19477 , s0.4 }
{s1.253859 , s1.3269295 , s1.4 } {s1.393535 , s1.3967675 , s1.4 }
⎡
⎤
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
{s−0.4 , s0.1 , s0.6 }
{s2.398064 , s2.399032 , s2.4 }
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
⎢
⎥
(4)
At = ⎣
{s1.4 , s1.4 , s1.4 }
{s0.4 , s1.1455025 , s1.891005 } {s0.6 , s1.193672 , s1.787344 } {s1.119032 , s1.119032 , s1.119032 } ⎦
{s1.390762 , s1.395381 , s1.4 }
{s−0.4 , s−0.4 , s−0.4 }
{s1.4 , s1.4 , s1.4 }
{s0.6 , s0.6 , s0.6 }
⎤
⎡
{s−1.4 , s−1.4 , s−1.4 }
{s0.6 , s1.1 , s1.6 }
{s2.6 , s2.6 , s2.6 }
{s−0.4 , s0.1 , s0.6 }
⎥
⎢
(5)
At = ⎣
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
{s0.6 , s0.6 , s0.6 }
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
{s0.6 , s0.998952 , s1.397904 } ⎦
{s1.390743 , s1.3953715 , s1.4 } {s0.129997 , s0.129997 , s0.129997 } {s−0.4 , s−0.125955 , s0.274045 }
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
⎡

{s1.4 , s1.4 , s1.4 }
{s2.4 , s2.4 , s2.4 }
{s2.400927 , s2.400927 , s2.400927 }
⎢
(2)
At = ⎣ {s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 } {s0.609128 , s1.2445585 , s1.879989 }
{s1.6 , s1.6 , s1.6 }
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After getting the adjusted matrices of consumers’ Kansei decision-making about
charging piles design solutions, Eq. (9) and (10) will be used to determine their ranking
orders. The positive ideal solution A+ and the negative ideal solution A− of adjustment
matrices are as follows:
A+ = [{s2.4 }, {s2.4 }, {s2.6 }, {s1.6 }]
A− = [{s−1.4 }, {s−0.4 }, {s−1.4 }, {s−0.4 }]
Table 1 shows the satisfaction degrees of each product solution. In contrast, the
satisfaction degrees calculated with the original matrix are also included in the table.
Data from Table 1 displays that the ranking order of charging piles design solutions
according to adjustment of consumers’ preferences is NO.1
NO.2
NO.3, which
is significantly different from that without optimization (NO.2 NO.1 NO. 3). With
the consensus level lifted from 0.8339 to 0.9052, the overall satisfaction degrees of
consumers have also been improved. The satisfaction degrees of scheme 1 and 2 are
promoted, while that of scheme 3 is slightly reduced.
Table 1. Comparison of satisfaction degrees
Charging piles design
solutions

Satisfaction degrees of
adjusted HFLTSs

Satisfaction degrees of
original HFLTSs

1

0.71764

0.64303

2

0.70790

0.67383

3

0.53812

0.55172

5 Conclusion
As continuous linguistic variables are more in line with consumers’ perception than
concrete values or discrete Kansei adjectives, and hesitance and opinion difference exist
extensively in Kansei decision-making process, it is conducive to employ HFLTSs to
analyze consumers’ preferences with the characteristics of uncertainty, imprecision and
subjective vagueness. By studying the theories and operation rules of linguistic variables and HFLTSs, a consensus model is constructed to analyze the consistency of consumers’ Kansei preferences. When disagreement fails to meet an acceptable consensus
degree, PSO is deployed to adjust consumers’ opinions aiming at lifting consensus level.
With adjusted Kansei preferences, the final decision-making results are determined by
HFLTSs-based TOPSIS. The case study of charging piles design for electric vehicles is
taken as an example to verify the proposed method’s ability in product Kansei decisionmaking process. Results show that with the consensus level lifted from 0.8339 to 0.9052,
the overall satisfaction degrees of consumers have also been improved.
However, it should be noted that hesitance will affect preference consistency. The
normalization of HFLTSs to ensure that the HFLTSs have the same number of linguistic
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terms mainly relies on the subjectivity of decision makers, but the determination of risk
preference is an intractable task, which may distort the original preferences and will
be further studied. Future research will focus on the development of Kansei decisionmaking software for dealing with consumers’ perceptual opinions, and hesitance of
online consumers’ Kansei preference with big data technology.
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Abstract. The approach of Participatory Design (PD) is the direct involvement of
people as participants in the process of shaping design artifacts. Thus the facilitation of participant engagement is a priority for designers and researchers within this
field. However, there are few reviews of how PD research interprets and employs
the concept of engagement. In this paper, we shall first briefly introduce the related
concepts. Then provides a systematic literature review of engagement on 81 PD
related (PD, co-design, co-creation, etc.) publications, concerning its diverse perspectives, engaged participants, interpretations, and facilitation. We provide the
attributes of participant engagement to further define this concept, as well as a
guideline for the strategy of facilitating it. In the end, gaps within the literature
have been pointed out as the challenges and opportunities for further work.
Keywords: Participant engagement · Participatory design · Co-design · Design
process

1 Introduction
Participatory design (PD) emerged in the early 1970s in Scandinavian, motivation to
involve people in the policy-making to empowering the end-users for catalyzing democratic engagement [1]. Over the years of development, it derived various forms and
concepts include co-design, co-creation, etc. As a distinct set of the design approach, it
has been applied extensively in various fields including the design of products, interactions, services and thought [2], mainly intended to facilitate user engagement and target a
specific group of users, for example, disabled children, elderly people, hospital patients,
etc. The designers invite them or other stakeholders to participate in certain phases of
the design process [3, 4]. In practice, organizing effective participation is one of the
cornerstones of PD [5], it largely depends on the engagement of participants. However,
it is a concept that continues to pose challenges for researchers and designers. How to
interpret engagement in the context of PD? What is the relation between participation
and engagement? What contributes to and supports participant engagement?
1.1 From Participation to Engagement
Participation is a defining trait of PD and related activities [1]. summarize five fundamental perspectives of participation has interpreted and manifested from the central
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 367–379, 2020.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-60114-0_25
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literature of PD research (See Table 1). Although it remains a central concern for PD
researchers, the implication of it is rarely defined and polyvocal [3]. In spite of a large
amount of research as well as a rich diversity of practices address participation in their
central concern, due to the complexity and the blurred boundary, designers are still facing an army of challenges related to facilitating participation in the design process. With
this in mind, engagement as a smaller scope of concept turns out to be used to describe
the positive state of experience of participants in PD with high frequency.
Table 1. Fundamental perspectives of participation.
Perspectives

Description

Politics

People who are affected by a decision should have right to influence it

Users

People play critical roles in design by being experts in their own lives

Methods

Methods are means for users to gain influence in design processes

Context

The use situation is the fundamental starting point for the design process

Product (out-comes)

The goal of participation is to design alternatives, improving quality of
life

A difference can be distinguished between “participation” and “engagement”. “Participation” tends to emphasize a perspective of methodology and outcome of the PD
process [1]. While “engagement” more to underline participant’s autonomy, needs, motivations. Promising the potential contribution to design activities by facilitating positive,
interesting and immersive experiences [6].
On the other hand, several authors arguing that design activities include PD is a social
process where involves communication, negotiation and entering compromises [7–9].
They claim that designing the design process itself is of equal importance as designing
the final artifact. Many scholars shared this view in the later research, and also stresses
that participant engagement is a crucial indicator of organizing effective participation.
It should be concerned and designed in the design process [5].
1.2 Related Concepts
For the motivation of design engagement, it is most frequently interpreted as a dynamic
state [10]. Several definitions were cited in different situations, the most singled out
one is from Sidner et al.: “By engagement, we mean the process by which two (or
more) participants establish, maintain and end their perceived connection. This process
includes initial contact, negotiating a collaboration, checking that other is still taking
part in the interaction, evaluating whether to stay involved and deciding when to end the
connection” [11].
O’Brien and Toms frame engagement as a favorable experience with detailed
attributes: “Engagement is a quality of user experiences that are characterized by challenge, aesthetic and sensory appeal, feedback, novelty, interactivity, perceived control
and time, awareness, motivation, interest, and affect [10].” Douglas and Hargadon bridge
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it to the theories of gaming, immersion, and flow, they state engagement with a distinct
hedonic perspective: “The pleasures of immersion stem from our being completely
absorbed within the ebb and flow of a familiar narrative schema. The pleasures of
engagement tend to come from our ability to recognize a work’s overturning or conjoining conflicting schemes from a perspective outside the text, our perspective removed
from any single schema [6].” Similarly, Laurel connected engagement to an emotional
joy state: “Engagement refers to the emotional state of mind the user must attain to enjoy
the representation, that is, a willing suspension of disbelief [12].”
The concept of engagement has been employed to understand user experience
(McCarthy and Wright 2004), facilitating learning motivation [13], investigate online
interaction [14, 15], guide autonomous systems [16], understand video game model, and
evaluate technologies for wellbeing, civil services, social networks, etc. [17–19]. Definitions can be different by context due to the diverse purpose and motivation, Doherty
explained a feasible way to further defining this versatile concept is to reduce its scope
by applying an appropriate prefix [20]. For instance, user engagement as a concept,
linked individuals’ experience with the designed system, is become a universal goal in
the design of products, interactions and services [20]. We shared this concept by using
participant refers to the user when the context shifted into PD.
However, comparing to “users”, participants in PD are experience hybrid states,
engagement that “take place neither in the users’ domain, nor in the technology developers’ domain, but in an in-between region that shares attributes of both spaces” [21].
This unique position leads to more conflicted and hidden interpretations. Difficulties
persist in adopting the concept in PD research and practice.

2 Review Methods
2.1 Search Criteria
Concern the questions
1. How to interpret and understand the concept of engagement in the process of PD.
2. How to facilitate participant engagement in PD related activities.
This paper presents a systematic review from multiple sourced literature, include the
ACM indexed publication of PDC (participatory design conference), CHI (Conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems), journal of Codesign, CoCreation, etc. Across
the disciplines and fields of design, HCI, computer science, psychology, Sociology and
so on.
The review material was searched and collected from the July of 2019. A initial
search gathered 440 results included the keywords “participatory design” or “co-design”
in title, and the keyword “engagement” in either title or abstract. The first round minimal
exclusion has been carried out based on the criteria of
1. If the material is dissertation format.
2. It is book format or chapters of book.
3. It did not focus on engagement of human been.
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Finally, after a round of full-text review, this method resulted in 81 samples. Those
were ruled out during the second screening if
1.
2.
3.
4.

It did not address descriptions, cases or experiments of PD related activities.
It only concern user engagement as a outcome of design.
It addresses the term of engagement with certain prefixes.
There is a limited discuss on the design process in the paper.

2.2 Coding
Samples have been coding during the analyze process according to several aspects.
1. General coding: recording each paper’s date, title, authors, department of authors
and the publisher.
2. Content coding: recording the goal and the conclusion of the paper, as well as
methods, focused field, cases and experiments.
3. Engagement coding: recording the definitions, descriptions and theories mentioned
toward engagement, as well as recording the participatory methods in design process
for facilitate engagement.
The coding scheme (see Fig. 1) leading to a detailed analysis of the current
engagement research in the context of PD, explained in the next section.

Fig. 1. The coding scheme (portion).
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3 Unfold Participant Engagement
Designers in decades face the unique and messy challenge related to facilitating participation in PD process [1]. The term engagement then becomes a priority use to describe
the state of participants when they are motivated in a PD process. However, although
practitioners continuously design for participant engagement, there is a surprising lack
of detailed defines of this concept: most of the publications that adopt engagement without a definition. Facing this challenge, we turn to first investigate what approaches and
methods are applying for engaging participants in PD (See Table 2). Then analyze the
different perspectives of the engagement and the attributes of the engaged participants.
(The approaches and methods mentioned are sometimes overlapping, one PD case may
applying multiple methods.)
Table 2. The approaches and methods for engaging participant.

Approaches and methods for engagement

Mentions

Game and play

18

Board/card games, gamification, game/toy pieces, playful challenges, roll-play, etc.
Tangible prototyping

17

Prototyping with/by participants, prototype/product presenting, mapping, drawing, etc.
Telling and talking

13

Stories telling, brainstorming, interviewing, playing video, inspiration card, etc.
Create atmosphere

10

Trust-building, creating friendly/freedom/relaxing atmosphere, design fictions, etc.
Physical actions

9

Bodystorming, physical space design, acting, etc.
Others3
Offering money/gifts, free lunch, etc.

3
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3.1 Perspectives of Engagement
As the value of, an identity transformation between end-users/stakeholders and designers
is the priority result of participant engagement. Therefore, we put forward an analysis
of how these approaches and methods facilitate this transform with three perspectives:
emotional, cognitive and behavioral [22–24].
Emotional. Laurel suggests that engagement should primarily be understood as emotions [12]. An emotional perspective may lead to a more subjectively interpretation
of engagement. People could have diverse outcomes of experience like identification,
belonging, encompassing, attitudes, disappointment or desperation evoked by different
emotions such as interest, boredom, stress, sadness, etc. These emotions are the key
indicators of the assessment of engagement. Schelle et al. emphasize the need for consideration of several problems related to PD engagement. For an emotional concern, the
problem of keeping the vitality, prevent participants from getting distracted or tired and
tasks being too complex. As well as the ice-breaking between participants and facilitators/participants also efforts to avoid the facilitation of negative emotions such as
embarrassing, nervousness and suspicion [25]. Gennari et al. adopted the control-value
theory to link children’s engagement, emotion, and performance in a PD experiment [26].
In a game and play based activity, the research found that by the evidence of the activity
triggered positive emotions more than negative emotions (the intensity of enjoyment and
relaxation is higher than anxiety and boredom), on average, the PD activity engaged the
children successfully. Like Churchill positions engagement as a state between boredom
and stress [27], the employ of flow theory in PD process design is another significant
example of this perspective [28]. Flow theory declared an immersive and enjoyable
emotional state evoked by the design of balanced challenge, authorization of control
and immediate feedback [29]. Approaches based on a game metaphor could encourage
multiple flow symptoms often employed as emotional indicators of engagement. Contrary, an unbalanced challenge is most likely to reduce the participant’s engagement. A
sense of nervousness caused by too challenging tasks can be considered as a sign of
disengagement [26]. Approaches for creating atmosphere also have a significant impact
on facilitating positive emotions. Multiple authors emphasize that the key to engagement
is to build trust and create a friendly and relaxing atmosphere [30, 31].
Cognitive. Cognitive engagement is valued the most in PD activities for educational
purposes. Conscious components like effort [24], awareness [31], and attention [32]
are all considered as secondary objectives in numerous PD cases. Moreover, compared
with the emotional and behavioral perspective, cognitive components can potentially
shape a long-term engagement, which is an exclusive goal in this situation. In general,
there is also a widespread concern in PD related to the cognitive factors: Problems of
expectation management, how to taking users’ points of view and letting participants
recognize appropriate expectations [25]. Review shows that the approaches of tangible
prototyping made the major contributions to the cognitive aspect, for example creating
the right attitude and showing value through a tangible prototype [33]. Participation in the
tangible making instead of design an intangible concept can make participants recognize
their importance and being critical enough. This focus of engagement also provides
a feasibility to quantify measure the engagement in PD. Fredricks et al. developed a
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cognitive engagement scale to evaluate and measure engagement based on an individual’s
voluntary efforts to understand and master challenging tasks [34]. However, so far, it
seems there are few similar measure methods adopted in PD related research.
Behavioral. The perspective of behavior emphasizes the actions of participants especially physical actions, which occupy a large proportion of methods in the actual design
stage (different from the stage of ice-breaking, background telling, feedback, etc.). PD
cases are more or less report effectively adoptions of action-based methods. For instance,
tangible making and playful action. Research shows the maker movement could encourage participants to play a strong role in shaping technology design [35]. participants
especially teens and children are express on multiple occasions that playing the game
(generalized game-like activities in ice-breaking, ideation process, evaluating prototype, etc.) is the most enjoyable part of the project [25, 36]. Similarly, body storming
as a more physically action (compare to brainstorming) are adopting increasingly in PD
projects [37]. behavioral components of engagement promising more objective analysis.
Observation methods have been used toward behavioral matters [26].

3.2 Engaged Participants
To understand different engaged participants always require the consideration of their
age, gender, profession, motivation, expectation, predispositions, and also their role in
PD. For example, Harrington et al. organized community-based PD research among
low-income, African-American, older adults in Chicago. The traditional PD tools have
been using to facilitate the ideation process (materials include markers, colored pencils,
sketching paper). The participants however put forward that the materials provided were
“infantilizing and belittling”. Researchers believe that due to multiple reasons related to
the history and participants’ characteristics, classic materials and activities might lead
to an implication of their participation and contribution were not being taken seriously
[38]. Despite the diverse participants features lead to numerous interpretation of engaged
participants, there is still a consistency based on the objective of each PD projects. As
followed, we present an analysis of three types of engaged participants with considering
their role played in PD primarily.
Interested. In the most common situations, engaged participants can be interpreted
primarily as being interested. Review shows that PD studies link game metaphor the most
to engagement [39]. Game and play based methods are proved can facilitate positive
emotions which could potentially immerse participants in the PD activities. Nicholas
et al. describe the “uninterested and unengaged participants” as the people who have
less concern or experience on the design objective, who potentially hold negative views
[31]. As an example, teens are likely to consider that doing taxes is less favorable and
boring. This predisposition may let them being “design excluded” when issuing a design
project toward tax-related policies [31]. As expected, research shows that action-based
activities especially playful design facilitate most engagement of these teens.
Empowered. From a historical perspective, the emphasis of democratic empowerment
is a distinguishing set of traditional participatory design rooted in the Scandinavian
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approach of cooperative design. The famous UTOPIA project was set to democratic
empowering workers by engaging them to co-design to improve their work situation
[40]. Today PD activities are not necessarily to facilitating democratic empowerment,
but the empowerment of awareness, willingness, and ability of design persist.
Sanders et al. present a framework of the Tools and Techniques using for organizing
PD activities. They further explain the purposes of tools and techniques include: encouraging engagement by probing participants and priming them aim to immerse them in the
domain of interest, understand their current experience, and generate ideas or concepts
for the future [36]. Thinyane et al. shared this view as the purpose of common PD activities [41]. The interpretation of engagement here still remains the focus of interest, and
also an emphasis on empowering participants. The engaged participants are empowering
to control the design project and gain feedback from it. The design ability, willingness,
awareness are also empowered aim to let them making self-expression, which is seen
as one of the core insights that designers can be gain within participants. Hansen and
Iversen carried out a project “LiTiRUM” to develop an augmented school installation
and new social technology application that aims to support informal learning in public
schools. They emphasized that the students as participants were involved and endorsed
as experts instead of invited as pupils. Researchers gave the student enough recognition
and control, in return, they were taking the design project seriously and been encouraged
to participate [42]. There is a large number of cases reflect that in certain PD project,
end-users are involved as experts of “been themselves”. High school students participate
in PD as experts of been teenagers, elders as experts in their everyday lives of being old
[30, 37, 43, 44].
Aroused. Across the PD literature, researchers also link the engagement with not only
the PD process but also an outcome of it. Most commonly, adopting the PD method to
promote user engagement of the final artifact. However, despite the extended scope, the
engaged participants still played the same role as been “experts of their everyday lives”.
Designers gain insight from the participation expect for the designed outcome can promote greater engagement towards the broader range of end-user who may share some
characteristics with their participants in the PD process. However, the review shows
that there is an increase in the PD project’s effort to build long-term engagement with
participants. Especially when the PD object related to civic/public engagement and educational purposes. Schofield organized a participatory interaction design project “Time
Telescope” in an art gallery, aims to engage teenagers with the heritage of their local
area. The design objective is to strengthen the gallery’s links to its younger audiences.
During a year-long project, the teenagers have participated in every stage of the design,
from brainstorming to rapid prototyping. By the end of this project, participants showed
a strong interest and a sense of belonging towards local heritage even began to volunteer to continue research [45]. Similar to exteriorly engaging students in PD for doing
tax [31], but the real goal is towards civic responsibilities education. In these cases, the
engagement of participants tends to emphasize a state of arousal, may lead to the absorption of knowledge, change of mindsets, attitude, reception of negotiation, compromises,
and a possibility to remain a long-term engagement [25, 42, 46].
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3.3 Attributes of Participant Engagement
Participant engagement is a versatile concept. Interpretations can be distinct and conflicting due to numerous different goals, focus, participants, methods, etc. Through the
investigation of each perspective of engagement and the engaged participants, consistency can be summarized. As a result, we present a description of the attributes of participant engagement and link it with the approaches which could potentially contribute
to it (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Attributes of participants engagement and the connection with engagement approaches.

Participant engagement shall first generalized interpret as a sense of interest. Due to
a surprising consistency of hedonic inclination, shared with numerous definitions and
interpretations out the scope of PD, a sense of interest can be considered as fundamental of engagement. Ideally, a sense of interest may lead participants to certain positive
emotions includes enjoyment and relaxing, finally immerse them in the PD process even
possibly enter a state of flow. However, participants who have hybrid experience (inbetween user and designer) [21] are expected to not only hedonic engaged but also in
need of empowerment to contribute to the design projects. Empowerment can be reflected
in two perspectives. 1. Through PD tools, techniques, systems and/or facilitators’ assistance, non-designers can empower more capability and willingness to make self -express,
thereby contribute more to design projects. 2. Based on the principle of “people should
have the right to participate in the design of politics if they are potentially influenced by
it [1]”. Link to democratic empowerment, amplify the end-users’ voices by giving them
control and feedback in the design process. Engagement in certain PD also reflects an
educational purpose. Participants are expected to be aroused towards certain attitudes,
mindsets, attention, knowledge, etc.

4 Discussion
Motivated by the potential of the versatile implications of engagement, numerous suggestions, intimations, and hidden interpretations have addressed without consensus in
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PD research. We consider one primary reason for this situation is too flexible language.
The result of this review to some extent could facilitate more clearly articulating towards
this concept. Further, analyze and adopting this concept still requests an awareness of
the limitations and contributions of each perspective. A diverse methodology should be
embracing in the future work.
4.1 Gaps Within the Literature
There are several gaps been found through the review. Due to the complexity of design
activities and the blurred understanding of engagement, few studies conducted a measurement of engagement in PD research. In contrast, the conception of engagement is
very often tied to measurement in other fields. There are many approaches to measurement in HCI and gaming studies including questionnaires, interviews, measures of
outcomes, and digital behavior logging [21]. Is it possible to adopt similar approaches
to measure engagement in the context of the PD process?
From a practice perspective. A game metaphor is widely used for engagement. But
regard that Patricio’s suggestion of gamification “engagement should go hand in hand
with coordination…. Although actors may be engaged in the process because it is playful
and more relaxed, coordination is necessary to maintain the focus on the project goals
[47]”. As well as the finding of higher degrees engagement does not always imply
improved learning, wellbeing, or experience [48, 49]. It is crucial to understand which
symptoms of engagement can promote focus participation in the PD process, and which
are invalid or even obstacles. This requires a detailed understanding of how the game
metaphor triggers motivation toward PD activities.

5 Conclusion
The paper position participant engagement at a central concern of PD related research,
presents a detailed mapping of the landscape of PD related research regarding the concept
of participant engagement. By the evidence scattered in the literature and the analysis
of multiple perspectives, the review provides a result of engagement attributes. We have
examined the motivations and results of approaches and methods applied for engaging
participants, linking to the engagement attributes, we present a potentially guideline of
the strategy of engaging participants in practice. At last, we point out the gaps in the
literature and identify them as challenges and opportunities for future work.
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Abstract. We present the redesign of the Slovenian avalanche bulletin, published
regularly during the winter season to warn against avalanche danger and to provide
specific information for advanced users. The former version included an estimation
of danger on a scale from one to five with supporting text for the whole country,
while the new one offers an additional graphical description, specified for several
geographical regions. The paper highlights the importance of usability testing with
users to understand how they think about avalanches (problem first vs location
first), what information they use to decide etc. Among the key findings is the fact
that the word “danger” should be emphasized in all aspects of communication of
avalanche conditions, starting with the name of the bulletin.
Keywords: Usability testing · Avalanche danger · Warning systems

1 Introduction
Behind the idyllic scenery of snow-covered mountains lies a hidden threat of unstable
mass that can unpredictably slide downhill.
Avalanches endanger local communities in the mountain villages, road and railway
traffic and infrastructure, ski resorts and winter sports enthusiasts away from secured
ski runs. More than 150 people are killed worldwide each year due to avalanches. The
majority of fatalities occurs in the European Alps (about 100–40-year average (Techel
et al. 2016)), followed by the USA Rockies (about 28 – 10-year average (Page et al.
1999)). The numbers have increased over the years and shifted from controlled terrain
(settlements, transportation corridors) to uncontrolled terrain (Techel et al. 2016); all due
to the popularity of winter sports. Climbers, backcountry skiers, out-of-bounds skiers,
and more recently snowmobilers constitute the majority of the victims (Techel et al.
2016; Page et al. 1999). The numbers however show the benefit of avalanche prevention
strategies: the number of deaths decreased among groups that benefit from avalanche
control programs (Page et al. 1999).
Avalanche warning services (AWSs) issue regular avalanche bulletins to warn the
endangered population and to inform the public about the current snow and avalanche
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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situation. The sources on which the forecasters base their warnings depend on characteristics of each AWS. Among these are automatic measurements and observations of
weather and snowpack conditions, manual measurements by AWS team, terrain reports
from other sources (mountain rescue service, winter sports enthusiasts etc.), results from
numerical models (weather forecast and analysis, snowpack structure, avalanche simulation etc.) and, above all, the forecasters’ expertise to combine their knowledge with the
information provided. The created warning is disseminated through established channels
for communication with users, mainly web pages and mobile applications. The bulletins
are aimed at “all those who are exposed to potential avalanche danger in the mountains in
winter, whether in a professional or recreational capacity, and those who are responsible
for the safety of others”
To improve avalanche safety of the public, the local, regional and national AWSs
in Europe formed the European Avalanche Warning Services (EAWS) in 1983. Since
then, the AWSs jointly develop standards, exchange experiences and operational procedures and prepare graphical output guidance. Their 5-scale European avalanche danger
scale (Fig. 1) is universally accepted in Europe as the most fundamental description
of avalanche danger. The AWSs are renovating their bulletins in accordance with the
guidelines, which helps users that transit from one region to another to comprehend the
local bulletin easily and thus improves the efficiency of the warnings, a common goal
of all the AWSs.

Fig. 1. Internationally recognized and used 5-point avalanche danger scale. Each level has an
associated description of snowpack stability and avalanche triggering probability, see http://www.
avalanches.org/eaws/en/main_layer.php?layer=basics&id=2.

To add to this common knowledge, the current case study presents the renovation
process for the Slovenian avalanche bulletin and the lessons learned.
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2 State of the Art
The structure of bulletins should, according to the EAWS, have the form of information pyramid with 6 levels, from most important to least important information: danger level, avalanche prone locations (aspects, elevation), avalanche problems, danger
description, other information (snowpack, weather) and measured values (unchecked
raw data). Because bulletins with well implemented use of graphics perform best in
presenting critical information (Burkeljca 2013), as much content as possible should be
presented in a graphical way. The icons for danger level and avalanche problems are
already agreed upon and promoted by EAWS, the others will likely follow. The majority
of AWSs have adapted the guidelines and put much information into internationally
understandable graphical components of the bulletin. For example, the extensive renovation of the Swiss bulletin and accompanying processes is well documented, evaluated
and presented in a series of articles (Ruesch et al. 2013; Winkler et al. 2013; Winkler
et al. 2014]. The benefits of renovation, as stated by the Catalan AWS (Marti et al. 2010),
are the possibility of avalanche forecasts database and improved dissemination options
(e.g. pdf, xml). From the forecaster’s point of view, the application allows to elaborate
the bulletin in a friendly way while the hierarchical structure allows the user to reach
more detailed information step by step (Marti et al. 2009). The findings from these renovations are very useful guidelines for other AWSs, of course for each in extent of their
resources

3 Renovation Process
The first step of the redesign, performed by Slovenian Environment Agency, was an
extensive study of other avalanche bulletins to find examples of good practice and of
visualization options. In the second step, the extent of the information that would be
presented in the new bulletin had to be decided. On the one hand, the bulletin needs
to be as informative as possible while avoiding information overload and, on the other
hand, we had to balance the resources needed to provide the data for the bulletin, e.g.
data availability and human resources needed to process the data. Based on the agreed
extent of information, several drafts of the new bulletin were prepared and tested with
target groups. The third step was to design a new database and interface to support
forecasters’ new workflow. The fourth step was to achieve further improvements by
asking stakeholders (mountain rescue service, mountain guides, alpine association etc.)
for comments on the nearly-final version. After the final corrections, the new bulletin
was issued along with explanatory material and a follow-up survey.

4 Methodology of User Testing
The aim of testing with user was to answer the following research questions: 1) which
version of the bulletin is most effective for the users, 2) which information is most
relevant for the users (danger level, problem description etc.), 3) how fast and successful
are users when searching for relevant information, 4) how well is the placement of the
information aligned with the cognitive processes of the users, 5) how well do the users
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understand the icons used, 6) for each version of the bulletin, which are the tasks most
quickly and effectively completed by the users, 7) which are the most emphasized pros
and cons of each version of the bulletin, 8) how does the interactivity of the bulletin
fulfill users’ expectations?
4.1 Avalanche Bulletin User Profiles
Avalanche bulletin users are people who visit mountains in snow conditions. Based on
their motivation to visit mountains and frequency, we can divide them in two groups:
Group A: users who have to go to the mountains (mountain rescue workers, lodge
managers, ski slopes workers, mountain unit of the army, plow drivers) and Group B:
Users going to the mountains for “sport” (alpinists, tourers, hikers, snowmobile drivers).
Users have different levels of knowledge, but we assume all are aware of the existence
of threats, the avalanche bulletin and the five-level danger scale.
4.2 Study Outline
The study was exploratory in nature and collected qualitative data. The design of the
study was within-subjects (all participants performed all tasks, with the order of the
tasks different to counter the effect of accommodation to icons when evaluating different
versions). The timeframe of each session was around 55 min (2 min introduction, 2 min
mountaineering habits survey, 30 min moderated tasks using think-aloud, and 10 min
after-test interview).
Evaluation of Different Versions of the Bulletin. The most important goal of the test
was to evaluate three different versions of the bulletin. Versions vary by the amount of
information on the bulletin:
– Version 1 (Fig. 2 left): Danger level across all regions and a more detailed description
of the danger also across all regions
– Version 2 (Fig. 2 right, Fig. 3 left): Danger level across all regions, while a single more
detailed description for the whole of Slovenia with only one major problem exposed
Version 3 (Fig. 3 right): One danger for all regions and a detailed description for the
whole of Slovenia, but for two main problems (sometimes it can be only one).
The main difference between the bulletins is in the detailed description of the danger
(for Slovenia or individually by regions) and the main problem (one or two for Slovenia
or individually by region). In this regard, it was necessary to establish: 1) do users
(especially Group B) decide in advance where to go or they choose the region based
on the situation, 2) are users interested in general information about hazards wherever
they are going or only in detailed information about the particular region of interest, 3)
are users aware of the different types of problems at all, and 4) if users are aware of the
various types of problems, how important are they to them?
Order and Naming of Icons on the Bulletin. Regarding the icons, which explain in
detail the danger associated with the avalanche, the questions were whether they are
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Fig. 2. Version 1 describes all regions at once (left), version 2.1 describes each region separately
placing location first (right).

understandable to the users and which ones are the most important to them. The icons
used represented the aspect of slopes with higher danger for avalanches (Fig. 7 top), the
altitude above or under which the danger is more pronounced (Fig. 7 middle), the time
of pronounced danger over the course of the day due to temperature increase over the
day (Fig. 7 bottom), the main cause for the avalanche (Fig. 4), the type of avalanche
expected (Fig. 5) and the tendency of avalanche danger in the course of the next 3 days
(Fig. 6).
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Fig. 3. Version 2.2 describes each region separately placing problem first (left), version 3 describes
each region separately while emphasizing two problems for each region if two problems occur in
nature (right).

The question of understanding icons is crucial for proper communication of the
danger level, while the importance of the icons is related to the mental processes of the
users. For example:
– “In Julian Alps, cornices formed. Due to this, the danger increases above 1700 m and
on northern slopes. The danger increases during the day. Slab avalanches may occur.”
or
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Fig. 4. Typical avalanche problems (from left to right): persistent weak layers, new snow, winddrifted snow, wet snow, gliding snow, stable snowpack

Fig. 5. Types of avalanches (from left to right): glide-snow avalanches, loose-snow avalanches,
wet-snow avalanches, slab avalanches, cornice fall.

Fig. 6. The tendency of avalanche conditions over the next days (Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday).

Fig. 7. Top: Representation of slope aspect with pronounced danger (darker color indicates higher
risk); Middle: representation of altitudes with pronounced danger (darker color indicates higher
risk). Attitude is also communicated explicitly with a number below the icon; Bottom: Representation of the time in day with pronounced danger if this is the case due to changes in temperatures
during the day.

– “In Julian Alps the danger increases above 1700 m and on northern slopes. The danger
increases during the day. The danger is caused by cornices and by slab avalanches.”
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To test the user’s understanding of the icons, we showed them to the users without
a description and asked to identify what the icon is about. After that, we showed the
descriptions as well and asked if s/he thinks the icons and descriptions match.
Information About the Textual Part of the Bulletin. The textual part of the bulleting
is the one that gives the forecaster space to express situations that are too complicated to
fit in slots defined by the graphical aspect of the bulletin. Here, we wanted to know what
the users’ preferences in terms graphics vs. text are, which parts of the text (as usually
produced by the Slovenian Environment Agency) is relevant to the users and which not,
is the textual part too short or too lengthy and whether there is some information missing
and how this differs across user groups.
General Questions. Finally, we tested two basic assumptions: 1) are the users are fully
aware that with snow there is always danger of avalanches and 2) the users are familiar
with the 5-level avalanche danger scale.
Testing Protocol. Testing took place in our lab on two consecutive days. 9 participants
came in on scheduled times; besides the moderator and observer, a recorder taking notes
was present. Testing was filmed after written consent from the participants. Testing
resulted in 9 h of footage. After analysis, videos were deleted. The participants completed
the following three tasks with paper prototypes of the bulletin:
– Task #1: You are headed for ski touring on Grintovec mountain. To be sure, you
check the avalanche bulletin for the next days and based on what you see, you decide
whether you will actually go or not. Describe the snow conditions for each day, your
decision about going or not and the reasons for your decision in as much detail as
possible.
– Task #2: On Tuesday your boss surprises you with news that you can be missed at
work for one day in the current week. You are happy and plan to spend this day in the
mountains. You immediately go online to check the avalanche bulletin and, based on
given information, you decide on which day and where exactly will you go. Please
explain your decision and the reasons for it in as much detail as possible.
– Task #3: On Thursday, December 17th (2015), a friend calls you in the morning.
He tells you he has just parked his car near the barracks on Pokljuka plateau and
intends to go ski touring with his wife on Viševnik mountain. He forgot to check show
conditions prior to departure and asks you to check the bulletin for him and describe
it over the phone.

5 Results and Discussion
The new bulletin was positively accepted: All users complimented the design and
content of the redesigned bulletin.
The new bulletin should further accentuate the danger of avalanches: According
to some users, the bulletin understated the danger associated with snow avalanches,
which was also confirmed by testing with less experienced users - some of them were
not aware that the bulletin was talking about danger at all but was interpreted only as a
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description of snow conditions. They were only aware that the situation was problematic,
when presented the versions of the bulletin that explicitly used the word “problem” to
describe the type of avalanche. Regarding the danger of avalanches, experienced users
talked about ‘acceptable’ or ‘unacceptable’ level of risk and therefore suggested that the
bulletin should be named, for example, the “Avalanche danger bulletin”.
Knowledge and experience are an important factor in decision making:
Advanced users decide whether to go in the mountains and where to go primarily on the
basis of their own knowledge of avalanches, knowledge of micro-location and experience. They are mainly interested in weather forecasts and weather and snowpack conditions in the past days. The degree of danger is only an indicative information for them,
while for less experienced users, the degree of danger is the main decision factor.
Problem first, aspect second: Concerning the importance of the problem for the
user, we encountered two different mental models, which largely depend on the user’s
experience. More experienced users first think about the problem, and only then about
the location, aspect and altitude, while less experienced users think in reverse - location,
aspect and attitude first, problem second. We believe this is caused by the lack of a deeper
understanding of avalanches and awareness of the danger involved.
Given the expressed desire of users that the bulletin emphasizes the danger more
clearly, the layout of the icon with the problem in the first place appears reasonable.
Such an arrangement considers, inter-alia, the educational aspect of the bulletin, since
it informs the users of the importance of the problem itself.
The type of avalanche and the problem are related and should appear next
to each other: Due to the association of information on the problem and the type of
avalanches, more experienced users suggested that these two icons be placed together.
General meteorological forecast: All users used weather data directly or indirectly
in their decision making. Most users also explicitly expressed the desire for a weather
forecast.
The desire for additional information in graphic form: the temperature, wind
direction and intensity, the increment of the snow cover and the height of the snow
cover at different altitudes: The most frequent response to the question “Do you miss
any key information in the bulletin?” was “specific weather information, preferably in
graphic form” and with the history of the last few days. This helps create a picture of
the developments in time.
Missing legend and explanation of the avalanche danger scale: Since the vast
majority of users, including the most experienced, do not know the icons of the avalanche
danger scale by heart, they expressed the desire that the full scale should always be clearly
displayed on the bulletin.
The textual part of the bulletin is especially important for advanced users: In the
case of advanced users (guides and rescuers), we noticed that they based their decisions
primarily on the basis of text and detailed information in it. Some of them had entirely
skipped the graphic display at the top.
Users expect the text to change in days, not just the graphic display: Most users
expected that the text was adapted to each day, as users of the text did not perceive it as
a general description of snow conditions on the day the bulletin was issued (in Slovenia
the bulletin is not issued every day).
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Users would choose Version1: After performing the tasks, we asked what version
users would choose. Version 2 was the most intuitive, but Version 1 was chosen as it
contains more information.
Version 3, which emphasizes two problems, creates confusion: The two-problem
version was generally poorly understood. It was not clear to most users why it had two
problems. They wondered which region the icons relate to and which problem is more
important. After presenting the main idea of Version 3 to users, they appreciated the
larger amount of information, but decided it was too complex.
The tendency is not evident from the graphic display: At first glance, only two
users found out that the snow conditions worsened. Most of them answered negatively
when asked “Do you think the tendency of snow conditions is evident from the graphic
part of the bulletin?” Following explanation that this is evident from the colors of the
tabs, they appreciated the solution as sensible and imaginative.
The icons combined with labels are sufficiently clear: We showed the users the
icons for avalanche type and avalanche problem without labels. Given the complexity
of the problem presented by icons, the degree of recognition among experienced users
is satisfactory. If using labels, all icons were completely clear to all users.
The initial theoretical work done before designing the first prototypes payed of as all
were considered satisfactory and a huge improvement over the old version. Reviewing
available bulletins and literature as well as current procedures needed to issue bulletins
allows everybody involved in the redesign to better grasp the problem. This was essential
especially because the problem is very specific and characterized by a gap between how
it is seen by those who are familiar with it (forecasters who issue bulletins, expert
mountaineers) and those not (less experienced mountaineers, designers or other outside
experts who might be working on the redesign). This initial step helps getting everybody
on the same page and allows those issuing the bulletin to get an understanding of what
are the areas of avalanches and avalanche warnings that are obvious only to them and
not others. On the other hand, external experts working on the redesign get an initial
understanding of the problem, how it can be solved and, most importantly, what are the
limitations when issuing bulletins (e.g. resources available to update in real time or on
a daily basis).
The usability testing then lead to the following actionable items and improvements
to the bulletin: 1) version V1 is used, 2) the title of the bulletin is corrected to “Bilten
plazovnega tveganja” (eng. Avalanche risk bulletin), 3) above the textual part, the title
“Snow conditions on the day [date of issue of the bulletin]” is added 4) at the date of
the issue of the bulletin, the anticipated date of issuing the new bulletin and the link to
the archive of the bulletins is added, 5) for the naming of icons, the terms “problem”,
“avalanche type”, “aspect”, should be used, 6) the icon for the avalanche problem is
placed first, the avalanche type icon is second, 7) a general weather forecast is added to
the bulletin, 8) the legend of icons is added, especially for the five-level danger scale,
9) in line with the educational purpose of the bulletin, a link to a general description
of possible problems related to snow conditions, a description of the various types of
avalanches and information related to their occurrence should be added.
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6 Conclusion
The presented case study offers insight in an avalanche bulletin redesigned process and
highlights the importance of testing bulletins with users. We would advise all AWSs to
perform such tests to better understand how their users think and what they expect. In
our case, user testing helped us sort out graphical and layout details, but also showed
us the importance of textual information to expert users and, most importantly, revealed
the fact that the word danger should be over-emphasized to achieve the desired warning
effect of the bulletin.
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Abstract. Purpose: Ten-year Plan for the Development of Education Informatization (2010–2020) was issued in China, which had its unique impact on improving
the quality of education, promoting the evolution of educational concept, and cultivating the innovative talents with international competitiveness. This paper was
to explore why and how we could establish virtual reality for traditional ethnic
minorities’ sports, and aimed to teach traditional ethnic minorities culture, achieve
visualization and retention with virtual reality and cloud computing technologies.
Methods: We choose archery, firecrackers, and curling to construct 3D models
of sports field, participants, costumes, and facilities of the three sports. Students
putting on VR/AR gargles to immerse in and interact with virtual scenes.
Results: 1. The construction of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports virtual
reality is aiming to meet the need of P.E. development, apply the computer simulation technology, and realize the digitization, visualization, and operationalization
of P.E. discipline. 2. The laboratory is consists of three sections: computer room,
exploration zone, and observation zone. The processes of the lab were modeling 3D scene, constructing traditional ethnic minorities’ sports, interacting with
virtual scenes, and evaluating the previous interaction.
Conclusions: By the help of cloud computing and VR technology, MUC is
aiming to protect and inherit the culture of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports,
realize the visualization and operationalization of traditional ethnic minorities’
sports, and enhance students’ understanding of those sports and the culture of
traditional ethnic minorities’ sports.
Keywords: Traditional ethnic minorities’ sports · Virtual reality · Physical
education

1 Introduction
The Virtual Lab has been rapidly developed around the world since it was first proposed
by Professor William Wolf of the University of Virginia in 1989. At present, many
universities in the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Spain, New
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Zealand, and India have established virtual reality laboratories and are committed to
building a virtual simulation experimental network platform covering the whole country. With the continuous development of the information industry, the informationization
of education has received great attention from China. According to the Ten-year Plan for
the Development of Education Informatization (2010–2020), education informatization
has its unique impact on improving the quality of education, promoting the evolution
of educational concept, and cultivating the innovative talents with international competitiveness, etc. It is also a momentum for the process of education modernization in
China (Zhai 2014). In the public document Notice on the Construction of National Virtual Simulation Experimental Teaching Center, the ministry of education points out that
‘virtual reality experimental teaching is an important part of information construction
of higher education and of experimental teaching center construction, it is also the indepth combination of information technology and discipline construction.’ Now that
Minzu University of China (MUC) is supporting the establishment of virtual reality
experimental teaching center, it is a great opportunity for MUC to improve its education
quality and train more innovative talents. Meanwhile, virtual reality is known for its scenario construction, the ultimate goal of physical education (P.E.) is to improve students’
emotional, cognitive, and physical ability. As a result, virtual reality (VR) technology
can help physical education to ‘build up scenarios’ in order to expand the depth and
range of teaching materials, and to extend the teaching time and space. To fulfill MUC’s
goal of executing the ‘Double First Class University Plan’ and to meet the need of the
development of Faculty of Physical Education, traditional ethnic minorities’ sports VR
laboratories are required to be built.

2 Virtual Reality Lab Overview
2.1 The Meaning of Virtual Reality Lab
Based on virtual reality, human-computer interaction, multimedia, database and network
technologies, etc., the virtual simulation laboratory is used to build highly simulated virtual experimental environments and experimental scenarios. Under the conditions of
virtual experiments, students can independently carry out virtual experiments, select
experimental subjects, change control factors, observe different experimental results
and conduct diagnosis analysis of the results, and write experimental reports to meet
the requirements of the syllabus. The development of virtual reality experiments cannot
be separated from the development of virtual reality resources. Virtual reality resources
refer to various explicit or hidden conditions and elements that can be used. They generally include four parts: simulation model, simulation data, simulation software, and
simulation platform. They involve all available infrastructure and software equipment.
2.2 Features of Virtual Reality Lab
High Simulation and Intelligence. In the virtual experiment scenario, all the equipment provided by the virtual reality laboratory has high simulation and intelligent setting functions. Students can conduct simulation experiments, operate autonomously, and
observe experimental phenomena just like the actual experimental environment.
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Intuitive and Open. Virtual simulation experiments can visually display some abstract
concepts through animation, making up for the lack of traditional experimental teaching.
Moreover, virtual simulation experiments can strengthen students’ understanding of
abstract concepts, promote the improvement of teaching effects, and be able to break
time and space constraints. Users can log in to the interface to enter the virtual experiment
platform at any time.
Security and Immunity. Some of the traditional experiments with toxic side effects
or high risks are difficult to carry out. Virtual simulation experiments can overcome
adverse factors and carry out simulation experiments to deepen students’ understanding
of knowledge. In addition, the virtual simulation experiment can avoid the situation that
the experiment cannot be carried out on time due to factors such as instrument failure
and poor contact, and has certain anti-interference performance.
Economy. The virtual simulation laboratory can effectively avoid problems such as
aging, damage, and depreciation of the instrument, and can meet the requirements of
repeated use by users. Therefore, it can save teaching expenses and reduce experimental
costs.

3 The Construction of Virtual Reality Lab of Traditional Ethnic
Minorities’ Sports Conforms to MUC’s Requirement
Among all the universities of nationalities in China, MUC is the only one that participates
in the construction of ‘Double Frist Class University Plan (Class A)’. It represents MUC’s
leading position in fulfilling national strategies, promoting national unity, serving ethnic
minorities, accelerating economic and social development in regions inhabited by ethnic
minority groups, and constructing the consciousness of Chinese national community
(Zhang 2018). At present, the main tasks for MUC are to make solid progress in the
construction of first-class disciplines to have its own characteristics and to improve social
visibility. The development of P.E. is lagging behind other disciplines, so it needs to seize
the opportunity and become a first-class discipline. Meanwhile, the development of P.E.
can help MUC to form its own characteristics and improve its social visibility.
Among the world’s top 100 universities, almost 50% of them are located in the U.S.
Why would more and more Chinese parents send their children to the U.S. regardless
of the huge cost? Are they simply following suit or is there a gap between China and
the U.S. in education? In terms of scientific research achievements, student training,
and student services, China might be able to keep up with the universities in the U.S.,
but their long history of physical education has far exceeded that in China. According
to the mission statement of Stanford University, ‘from its founding in 1891, Stanford
University’s leaders have believed that physical activity is valuable for its own sake and
that vigorous exercise is complementary to the educational purposes of the university.’
On the webpage of Brown University, it says, ‘The athletic program plays an essential role
in teaching students to conduct themselves with honesty and integrity, make sacrifices,
strive for excellence, persevere through adversity, and compete with dignity and pride
while developing a commitment to teamwork and service to the community. (Yang 2011)’
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A student from University of South California remarks, ‘for students from USC, nothing
can be more important than watching a match!’ Students from University of Florida have
reached a consensus that, ‘Life is movement! College life cannot be full without football
matches!’ In conclusion, P.E. can help universities to reach their educational objectives
and cultivate fully-developed talents.
The development of P.E. in MUC has a comparatively short history, so it is essential to
sort out the discipline’s characteristics for its future progression. Each year, the discipline
of P.E. is responsible for thousands of students, and it always faces the challenges
as follows: the lack of spaces and facilities, bad weathers, the lack of teachers, the
small selection of courses due to safety concerns, students’ lack of enthusiasm for P.E.
classes, etc. The construction of virtual reality experimental teaching center for P.E.
will expand the depth and breadth of learning. Students can enhance their cognition and
understanding for sports, and build up motivations of learning through man-machine
interaction. Thus, they can also establish the life-time habit of exercising their bodies.
Traditional ethnic minorities’ sports, on the one hand, can help improve people’s health,
on the other hand, is the heritage of traditional ethnic culture. As a result, it has the
function of carrying on ethnic culture and enhancing the consciousness of Chinese nation.
In conclusion, the establishment of VR laboratory of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports
conforms to MUC’s requirement of becoming a ‘Double First Class’ university.

4 The Characteristics of the Traditional Ethnic Minorities’ Sports
VR Laboratory
Based on the concept of ‘Double First Class University Plan’, the construction of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports VR laboratory is aiming to meet the need of P.E. development, apply the computer simulation technology, and realize the digitization, visualization, and operationalization of P.E. discipline. The characteristics of the laboratory
are as follows:
4.1 Discipline Characteristics
As is required by the ‘Outline of Physical Education Instruction for Undergraduates’
issued by Ministry of Education, MUC has set up courses for public P.E., among them,
‘Traditional Ethnic Minorities’ Sports’ is one of the optional courses. However, due to
the lack of teachers, the limitation of facilities, and the replacement by western sports,
traditional ethnic minorities’ sports are gradually forgotten. As a result, even though
MUC has offered the course, there are only a few traditional sports for option, and only
a few classes are taken.
The disciplinary background of MUC has laid a solid foundation for the Faculty
of Physical Education to choose traditional ethnic minorities’ sports as the teaching
content. In order to enhance the competitiveness and to raise the profile of the Faculty of
Physical Education, MUC has to focus on developing the discipline of traditional ethnic
minorities’ sports, so as to build characteristics for the Faculty of Physical Education. To
solve the problems faced by the course of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports, including
the lack of teachers, the limitation of facilities and spaces, the endangerment of some
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sports, and the high level of risks of some other sports, MUC is planning to build VR
laboratories to teach students about traditional ethnic minorities’ sports culture and
national solidarity.
4.2 VR and Cloud Computing Technologies
VR technology uses computer to generate 3-dimensional realistic images and uses
graphic technology to generate sounds, touch, vision and other sensations that simulate a user’s physical presence in a virtual environment. By implementing the VR
technology, Faculty of Physical Education can realize the visualization, enablement,
and operationalization of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports. This is because, students
would only enhance their understanding of and cultivate their interests on traditional ethnic minorities’ sports when they experience them sensually. Moreover, the simulation of
costumes, rules, and scenarios can enhance the education in ethnic minorities’ traditional
culture and the mutual-understandings among ethnic groups. Thus, it improves national
unity.
With the help of the advanced cloud computing technology, students can download
the application on their phone before taking classes, so that they can watch videos, read
articles about traditional ethnic minorities’ sports, and get prepared for their future study.
4.3 Digitalization and Permanent Preservation
Traditional ethnic minorities’ sports are originated from people’s daily life, so they have
distinctive national characteristics and a broad mass base. It is not only an essential part
of China’s physical culture, but it is also a significant part of China’s traditional culture.
According to the statistics, there are over 900 types of traditional ethnic minorities’
sports. In the quadrennial National Traditional Games of Ethnic Minorities, there are 17
different sports including fire cracker ball, pearl ball, wooden ball, shuttlecock, dragon
boat, single-bamboo drifting, swing, crossbow, spinning top, and Tibetan tug of war.
The courses opened in MUC including fire cracker ball, stilt race, spinning top and so
on. The options are limited, but each of the course has its own characteristics.
By the help of cloud computing and VR technology, firstly, the depth and breadth of
traditional ethnic minorities’ sports education can be expanded in a way that it enables
the dangerous but popular sports, like horse-riding and archery, can be learned in the
VR classrooms. Secondly, through VR technology, students can be introduced to the
costumes, culture, and game rules that could not be presented in traditional classrooms.
These show that VR laboratories of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports can realize
the digitalization of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports: it does not only promote the
development of P.E., but it also protects and inherits the culture of traditional ethnic
minorities’ sports, so that the culture can be used and kept in a long-term basis.
4.4 High Level of Visibility and Operationally
In the laboratory room, a computer is set up to generate various scenarios of traditional
ethnic minorities’ sports, so as to realize the visualization of the learning projects and
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help students to understand. In the experience area, students can wear VR/AR glasses
to interact with the virtual scene and experience the learning process of skills. There is a
large screen projection in the laboratory’s observation area, for students to watch virtual
games.

5 Experiment Script
5.1 Purposes
• Expand the depth and range of teaching materials, and extend the teaching time and
space of the teaching content of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports.
• Protect and inherit the culture of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports with the
technology of cloud computing and VR.
• Realize the visualization and operationalization of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports,
enhance students’ understanding of the sports and of the culture behind the sports,
and motivate students to participate in the sports.
5.2 Principles
VR technology can help traditional ethnic minorities’ sports to ‘build scenarios’, expand
the depth and range of teaching materials, and extend the teaching time and space.
Traditional ethnic minorities’ sports is the heritage of fine traditional culture of
different ethnic groups. However, due to the limitation of space, faculty, facility, rule,
and security concern, some of the most popular sports cannot be introduced into the
classrooms. With the help of VR technology, faculty of physical education can provide
students a much more abundant amount of information, from the origin of the sports to
their costumes, and further to the match scenarios. Besides, students can have both the
visual and the sensual experience of the sports.
5.3 Overview and Processes
Overview of the Laboratory. The laboratory consists of three sections: the computer
room, exploration zone and observation zone. In the computer room, there are computers
that can generate scenarios for different traditional ethnic minorities’ sports. In the initial
period of laboratory construction, the room requires 5 high-performance computers,
servers, and graphic cards. It can provide service for 20 students at the same time. In the
exploration zone, students can put on VR/AR gargles and interact with virtual scenes.
In the initial period of laboratory construction, the sports being chosen, archery, fire
cracker ball, and curling, are the sports that are widely practiced in ethnic minority
areas. These sports have a certain level of complexity and are popular among students.
In the observation zone, there are giant screen projection for students to watch virtual
matches.
Processes. 3D scene modeling: In the initial period of construction, the three sports
chosen are archery, fire cracker ball, and curling. The main task is to construct 3D
models of sports field, participants, costumes, and facilities of the three sports.
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Constructing traditional ethnic minorities’ sports: to organize, set rules and do
behavioral modeling for the three sports mentioned above.
Students putting on VR/AR gargles to immerse in and interact with virtual scenes,
so that they can obtain virtual experience of participating in the sports.
Evaluating the previous interaction.
5.4 Progress of Lab Construction
The “National Traditional Sports Virtual Simulation Experiment Project” was approved
for the Beijing Virtual Simulation Experiment Teaching Project in 2019, and was also
recommended by Beijing as a national project. This project has been registered in the
national virtual simulation experimental teaching project sharing platform. Through
3D modeling, animation, speech recognition, human-computer interaction and other
technologies, the project not only created “scenes of tall horses, pearl balls, gyro and
other projects” in the “virtual environment” but also restored the historical origins, skills
of these three projects, tactical rules and the process of the game. The picture is as
follows:

6 Sustainable Development
6.1 Professional Team
The research team formed by the faculty of physical education can be ranked as the
top in China, as MUC has a number of researchers (including Professors and PhDs)
who are experienced in the area of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports. The experts
and researchers from the team are the guarantees of establishing characteristics for the
discipline. Meanwhile, MUC will cooperate with Universities that also have courses
related to traditional ethnic minorities’ sports, including Yunnan Minzu University and
Jishou University from Hunan Province, to build VR laboratories together.
Among the laboratory construction team, there are a professor who has been working
on the research and development of virtual reality technology for many years with his
company team. Professional technicians are guaranteed of constructing laboratories.
6.2 Laboratory Site
The laboratory consists of three sections: computer room, exploration zone, and observation zone. There might be some obstacles in the initial period of construction, but the
project can start in a smaller-scale and the site of laboratory can be expanded when the
new campus of MUC is built.
6.3 Funding
With the financial support of MUC for building the VR laboratories, faculty of physical
education can have the opportunity to build VR labs, and it is possible to establish
their discipline characteristics through building traditional ethnic minorities’ sports VR
laboratories. At the same time, this project has gotten its approval from the Beijing Key
Laboratory, and will get sustainable funding from that.
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6.4 Sustainable Development
The construction of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports VR laboratories is a sustainable
task. The education of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports culture is essential for all
MUC students, and this physical education resource can be shared by other universities.
Over 600 traditional ethnic minorities’ sports are the treasures of Chinese traditional
culture. It is a long-term and sustainable task to digitalize and visualize those sports, and
keep them in permanent preservation.

7 Conclusion
Virtual reality experimental teaching is not only an important part of information construction of higher education and of experimental teaching center construction, but it
is also the in-depth combination of information technology and discipline construction.
By the help of cloud computing and VR technology, MUC is aiming to protect and
inherit the culture of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports, realize the visualization and
operationalization of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports, and enhance students’ understanding of those sports and the culture of traditional ethnic minorities’ sports. By all
counts, this project has a wide-spread prospect.
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Abstract. This paper visualizes and discusses the data collected in an iterative
design project to improve the design of instructions for how to use naloxone kits.
In addition to a discussion about participant demographics, it presents the usability
testing data and will use several data visualizations to illustrate the information that
could be found, information that was used correctly and accurately, and overall
performance level achieved. This paper will also present the observations that
were made in the testing and comment on how the variations in design affected
the comprehension of the instructions. It will visually explain and discuss the
data collected in the design and comment on the importance of data collection
and visualization in an interdisciplinary health design project. The project has
proven the need for an evidence-based, human centred design approach to the
redesign of any kind of procedural instruction that is to be read and understood in
an emergency situation.
Keywords: Data visualization · Healthcare · Design thinking · Usability testing

1 Introduction
The broad accessibility of data and digital tools has dramatically increased the quantity of
information directed toward policy makers and the general public. By some estimates,
the average person is inundated with the information equivalent of 147 newspapers
daily [7]. Because infographics leverage the brain’s most dominant capacity—visual
processing—they can be a faster and more effective way of communicating information
than text alone. As Noel, Joy and Dyck [6] acknowledge, healthcare is one of the areas
where data visualization is most useful. Quality Improvement (QI) projects are familiar
for those in healthcare as projects that aim to improve processes or services for patients,
but the way that the data collected from these initiatives is used is still not well understood.
A different sort of data visualization is noticeable in the public health field with
the use of infographics to inform the public of everything from outbreaks of listeria
in the United States to the global health worker shortage [1]. Information visualization
is also becoming a more accepted way of showing research studies in healthcare as
well, however there is little known about how to do it effectively. Given the enormity
of data used in healthcare, it may be surprising to designers that user-centered design
is not firmly entrenched in this field. In order to use data to drive action, data must be
meaningful to people [5].
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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2 Context
In December 2018, a group of designers and design researchers undertook the evaluation
and redesign of the Community Based Naloxone Kit (CBNK) instructions for Alberta
Health Services (AHS) in Alberta, Canada. The province of Alberta, Canada, in the
last 3 years has seen some frightening statistics: in 2016, more people died from opioid
overdoses than from motor vehicle crashes [2].
Naloxone kits are used to help people – specifically individuals who are not medically trained – inject an antidote (naloxone) into someone who is experiencing opioid
poisoning. This could happen in an emergency situation, after emergency personnel has
been called, but before they have time to respond. Often it is a bystander, and not a
medical professional, that intervenes in these situations. For example, a friend or a family member may find themselves in the presence of someone who has overdosed from
opioid poisoning. Sometimes the person that intervenes has had experience dealing with
injections, and sometimes they have not. While we usually hear about the overdoses that
are due to the use of recreational/street drugs, it is important to realize that anyone has the
potential to be a victim of an opioid overdose. Studies have found that most overdoses
occur in the presence of another person; this provides an opportunity for someone to
intervene [2]. The Community Based Naloxone Kit instructional sheet was designed by
medical professionals in response to an opioid epidemic in Alberta, but had not been
formally evaluated prior to implementation.
The Alberta Health Services (AHS) Harm Reduction team develops programs and
initiatives aimed to reduce risks and harm associated with the use of psychoactive substances, which includes overseeing the province’s naloxone kits. The team identified an
opportunity to improve the design of the naloxone kit instructions, as they were thought
to be too clinical, as opposed to being designed for a more novice audience. An initial
analysis of the naloxone kit instructions by our research team found several shortcomings
(Fig. 1) including:
• Insufficient and unclear labelling of contents in the kit. A photo of the kit contents
show overlapping medical equipment and contents are not labelled.
• The hierarchy and importance of the information was not clear. Subtitles within the kit
did not allow people to understand the sequence of the procedure and did not provide
detail on how to use the contents of the kit.
• Critical information was hard to find. It was not clear that calling 911 before starting
rescue breathing is essential.
• Lack of information on how to inject naloxone, dispose of the needle, and care for the
patient.
• Use of medical jargon. Words were written from a medical perspective rather than in
layman’s terms.
• Overuse of acronyms and unintuitive icons.
• Inadequate sequencing of the procedure.
• A disconnect between the images and the text.
• A folding layout was used that did not consider the context of use.
The challenges identified with the current instructions are significant when the task
and context of use are considered. Naloxone kits are intended to be used to save the life
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Fig. 1. Original naloxone kit challenges and opportunities for improvement

of someone who has overdosed, which is an inherently stressful task, and even more so
for individuals that have no experience with needles or giving injections. Because of the
clear patient safety risks associated with an inability to quickly and accurately follow the
instructions in the naloxone kits, a quality improvement project was initiated to improve
the design of the instructions of the kits. “Quality improvement (QI) in healthcare refers to
the varied initiatives across healthcare organizations that aim to improve health outcomes
for patients” [6]. Often the context for QI initiatives is inpatient populations, however,
in this case the focus was on opioid users, who are a vulnerable, high risk, marginalized
population. QI projects can focus on a range of issues and outcomes, and there is no
standardization in terms of how data is collected or analyzed. Often these projects use
quantitative comparisons to measure the effectiveness of an intervention, however a
clear measure of success is not always available. Consequently, sometimes QI projects
are more subjective in nature. In the naloxone kit study, it was not possible to use a
single measure to determine the effectiveness of each new iteration of the instructions
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(i.e. it was not possible, or ethical, to implement each new design of the instructions
and compare how many overdoses were successfully prevented). Rather, a number of
individual data points were collected including background demographics as well as
errors and completion rates during scenario-based usability testing. There was a clear
need for a structured framework to make sense of the wide range of data collected in
order to apply the results to future iterations and ultimately produce a final, usable design.
In addition, in this, as well as other, quality improvement initiatives, there is a need to
be able to present the collected data in a clear and compelling manner to the stakeholder
team who are ultimately responsible for deciding whether to implement the outcome of
the improvement initiative or not. This research study was approved by the Research
Ethics Board of the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

3 Description of Methods
3.1 Literature Review
A literature review was done to understand and gather scientific evidence with regard
to the design of the documents. A number of relevant themes were identified in the
literature:
Plain Language and Word Order. Use plain language and short, concise phrases clarify content. As, Wright, who has often written about the benefit of graphic communication over written communication suggests, it is helpful to have “the order of mention
match the order of action” [9]. For example, in an instructional sequence such as “Call
911, then proceed to rescue breathing” is much more effective than the sentence, “Before
rescue breathing, call 911”.
Layout and Typography. Use short sentences with few words and bullets wherever
possible to aid comprehension. Waller, in his writing about type, emphasizes this point
by adding that typography “adds the diagrammatic quality that can make such a structure
accessible to the browsing or less committed reader” [8]. Using this logic, the large
numbers, and short subheadings should make the steps in the procedure salient and
easier to read, providing a “typographic roadmap” [8]. The typographic roadmap in
these instructions are emphasized by the steps that are in the same place down the lefthand side of the insert and the headings which, when read alone without the detailed
instructions, will allow the reader to understand the procedure.
Pictorial Simplification. Images should provide visual information to the reader. This
is different than in other publications where they are used to provide pleasure or visual
stimulation. Goldsmith says that “semantic unity requires recognition of the image, and
representation adequate for this purpose relies not on slavish imitation of an object, but
on the clarity of distinguishing features which give relevant information” [3].
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3.2 Usability Testing
An iterative approach to designing and testing the naloxone kit instructions was used.
A total of 40 participants participated in three rounds of usability testing, with each
round testing a new version (i.e. prototype) of the instructions. Participants included
individuals who had used opioids and those who had not. The sample also included a
mix of individuals who had used a naloxone kit and those who had not. A description
of the sample of participants can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Participant demographics

Each prototype was designed with consultation from a Human Factors Specialist as
well as members of the local Harm Reduction team from AHS. Through consultation
with medical experts, the design team was able to define performance specifications.
These performance specifications are goals of the instructions that isolate information
that needs to be tested with users.
Participants needed to be able to do three types of tasks with the instructions (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Types of tasks involved in successful completion of naloxone administration

Each usability testing session involved a participant completing a simulated scenario
in which they used the naloxone kit instructions to administer naloxone to someone who
had collapsed. The simulated scenario involved a CPR mannequin on a table and a facilitator who re-enacted an emergency situation. Rather than injecting into the mannequin,
participants were instructed to inject the naloxone into a training device that is designed
to be punctured, and to indicate on a diagram which body part they would have injected
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in. As the participants completed the scenario, they were asked to verbalize what they
were thinking and doing, including anything that is confusing or frustrating. Throughout
the scenario, an observer recorded whether the participant successfully completed each
key step in the naloxone administration process (i.e., whether the performance specifications were achieved), any errors that occurred, and any challenges that were observed
or verbalized. At the end of the session, a debrief session occurred with predetermined
open-ended questions. The goal of the debrief was to understand if the participants understood key information contained in the instructions, how they used the instructions, if
there was anything they did not understand, and any improvement opportunities. Following each round of usability testing, the data was compiled, and recurring challenges and
errors were identified. A design solution was identified for each key challenge, which
was translated into the next prototype.

4 Results
All results provided show the combined data from the three rounds of usability testing.
4.1 Overall Performance
Figure 3 illustrates participant performance on each step of the naloxone administration
task. This data was used to identify areas to focus on during each round of redesign.
For example, the task of calling 911 was missed during 44% of the simulated scenarios,
so this information was made more salient in the final version of the instructions. In
step 3, most participants (91%) Attempted rescue breaths, but only 58% of participants
performed them correctly, meaning that this needed to be clarified in the instructions. In
addition, participants only re-evaluated the person correctly 69% of the time. When it
came to injecting naloxone, 94% of participants were able to do this, but only 78% were
able to do this in the correct location on the body. This led to design changes that drew
attention to the injection location in the instructions.
4.2 Role of experience
Experience as an opioid user – especially experience with injections – played an
important role in evaluating the participants’ performance. The two groups were:
• Experienced: participants who had previous experience using opioids.
• Inexperienced: participants who did NOT have previous experience using opioids.
Performance of experienced and inexperienced participants differed for each step
of the naloxone administration process (Fig. 4). Participants who did not have previous
experience using opioids performed better than those with opioid experience on a number
of measures including: checking response with sternal rub (75% vs. 65%), knowing
rescue breaths were required (100% vs. 65%) and performing them correctly (71% vs.
41%), calling 911 (100% vs. 32%), and injecting in the correct location (86% vs. 73%).
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Fig. 3. Frequency of correct completion of each step in the procedure for administering naloxone
using the new instructions.

Conversely, the experienced group performed better than the inexperienced group on
successfully drawing up naloxone (68% vs. 50%), knowing the needle would retract after
the injection (67% vs. 0%), and knowing that administering naloxone to someone who
had not actually overdosed would not cause harm (32% vs. 14%). Despite the differences
in performance on individual tasks, the average percent completion was similar between
the two groups: 73% in the inexperienced group versus 71% in the experienced group.
Separating the results by user group allowed the design team to understand additional nuances about the data that led to targeted improvements to the instructions. For
example, it was mentioned that the step of calling 911 was only performed by 44% of the
participants, but when this was broken down further, it was revealed that this step was
only missed by participants with opioid experience. This indicates that the problem may
not be related to the saliency of this instruction, but a result of other variables such as the
notion that opioid users may feel reluctant to call 911 in fear of a negative experience.
Understanding this allowed the design team to consider including language informing
users of the kits that dialing 911 would not result in any repercussions.
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Fig. 4. Percentage of experienced and inexperienced participants that correctly completed each
step

4.3 Additional Detail on Errors
Figures 5 and 6 are data visualizations that expand on the errors described in Figs. 3 and
4. Figure 5 displays information about the relationship between effectively drawing up
naloxone and injection locations. Although 94% of participants were ultimately able to
inject naloxone, only 67% were able to draw up the naloxone from the vial correctly.
Visualizing the specific challenges related to drawing up naloxone allowed the design
team to isolate and clarify shortcomings in the instructions. For example, in order to
draw up naloxone the vial must be inverted. This is a critical step that would not be
known by many users of the naloxone kits, so must be salient in the instructions, but
was not clear in the early designs. In addition, there is a small, plastic cap on the top of
the vial that participants must see and remove in order to insert the syringe into the vial.
Again, this must be clear in the instructions. This level of data was required in order
to determine how to address some of the high-level errors identified, e.g. not able to
successfully draw up naloxone.
Ensuring that naloxone is injected in the correct location is also critical, as naloxone
travels through the bloodstream much more quickly with an intramuscular injection.
78% of participants injected into the correct location, meaning that 12% of participants
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Fig. 5. Percentage of participants who successfully drew-up and injected naloxone using the new
instructions with common errors from participants who did not perform the steps correctly

injected into other locations such as the shoulder, arm, or under the knee; locations that
would not be effective in an emergency. This led the design team to further clarify and
emphasize the image of the intramuscular injection site in the instructions with a drawing
and additional highlight using colour.
Figure 6 displays information about the safety of administering naloxone. A
bystander may come across someone they think has overdosed, but it may not be clear
that they have. In these cases, it is safe to inject naloxone and there will be no adverse
effects if the person had not actually overdosed. Only 39% of participants knew that it
was safe to inject naloxone in someone who is not having an overdose. The majority
responded that nothing happens after it is injected, however, some indicated that they
thought that patients may become angry, they may have a potential allergic response,
would make them “high” again, or it might result in withdrawal.
In contrast to the 39% of participants who said that naloxone was safe, 58% of
participants indicated that they did not know the effects of naloxone, or whether or not
it was safe to inject. Interestingly, 2% indicated that it was unsafe. It is important that
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Fig. 6. Percentage of participants who thought it was safe to inject naloxone in someone who had
not actually overdosed

the people who are using naloxone kits feel safe and empowered to do so. Information
related to consequences of injecting naloxone was not included in earlier iterations of
the instructions but was added based on these results. Being able to clearly understand
the misconceptions held by participants provided the researchers with specific content
to include in the instructions.

5 Discussion
The data that was collected indicates that there needs to be general information provided
to experienced and inexperienced users about what naloxone is, as there are a number of
existing misconceptions. As demonstrated in Fig. 6, while people can inject naloxone,
they often cannot tell you why it is important to do so, or what will happen as a result.
In addition, people may feel reluctant to administer naloxone to someone if they are not
clear on the consequences of doing so, whether the person has actually overdosed or not.
This speaks to a need for a general, consistent education program where messaging about
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naloxone, its use, and effects is communicated clearly to audiences both experienced
and inexperienced with opioids.
5.1 Following Directions vs. Using Previous Experience
This study showed that people with and without opioid experience may benefit from
different components of the instructions. Participants who did not have previous experience with opioids performed better than those with opioid experience on a number of
technical steps including checking response with sternal rub, providing rescue breaths,
calling 911, injecting in the correct location. It is suspected that this performance is
due to the fact that due to the lack of experience with opioids and naloxone kits these
participants relied more heavily on the instructions provided in the kits, which is what
was observed to be the case during the evaluation. Conversely, participants who had
used opioids performed better on tasks related to the use of the needle itself, such as
drawing up the naloxone and expecting the needle to retract. Often, people who use
drugs are familiar with naloxone kits, and are used to having to act in an emergency
situation. Experienced users generally know that naloxone kits save lives, however, they
may be less likely to follow all the steps or get all the technical details correct, such as
completing a sternal rub, providing rescue breaths correctly, and injecting the naloxone
into the correct location. This is why the graphic presentation of the information is critical. For example, it is important that instructions in naloxone kits isolate the spot where
a muscular injection should be and it should be easy to read and understand, without
complexity in an emergency. Overall, experienced participants were less likely to rely
on the instructions, which further highlighted the need to make them short, clear, and
pictorial.
5.2 Considerations for Other Languages
People learn through pictures and words together, but consideration needs to be given
to people whose first language is not English. Going forward, there needs to be consideration into the design for people who use English as a Second Language. Participants
noted: “Get rid of the words, just keep the pictures.”; “Make it more efficient and better
for people who are ESL”; and “Translation may be required for foreigners. It’s pretty
much good. Pictures are good”. Notably, they scored higher when they checked for a
response to the casualty than native English speakers (Fig. 7).
5.3 Training
It was discovered that participants who had previous training on the use of naloxone kits
were successfully, at 100% accuracy, able to check for rescue breaths, evaluate whether
the person is breathing, prepare naloxone, inject naloxone, and locate the correct injection
location. Those who had training were able to recall that the needle retracted and that they
should re-evaluate after injection. In contrast, the participants who had had no training
on how to use the kits were able to inject correctly in the correct location, likely due
to their use of the instructions, but most of themdid not know that the needle retracted.
However, when they used the new instructions, they were all able to know that the needle
would retract and successfully re-evaluated the person after the injection.
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Fig. 7. Percentage of participants that were able to perform the procedure correctly, incorrectly
or did not perform whose first language was not English

5.4 Stress Leading to Inaccuracy
Of all of the steps to be performed in the procedure, participants started off well but erred
in later steps thus failing to complete the procedure accurately. Completing a procedure
in a simulated stress situation may impair function and cognition in short term memory.
In this study, participants were able to follow a sequence of steps but were often unable
to follow through on the entire sequence. For example, 91% of participants attempted
rescue breaths, but only 58% performed rescue breaths correctly. Similarly, 94% of
participants were able to inject naloxone, but the percentages fell as soon as participants
were asked to locate where the needle is inserted 67% percent of participants were able
to draw up naloxone.

6 Conclusion
In this study, the data visualizations were crucial in making the large data set meaningful
and translating the findings into design changes. For example, initial findings and trends
that were observed such as that participants did not often call 911 were clarified through
subsequent visualizations that broke the data down by participant group. Had this not
occurred, the design change would have been to make the instruction to call 911 larger
and more salient, rather than focusing on the reasons why an opioid user may feel
reluctant to call 911 for help. In addition, using graphics to illustrate the variety of
specific challenges experienced by participants trying to inject naloxone was a quick
and obvious way to identify design improvements but also communicate the challenges
to the rest of the design team. This enhanced the efficiency of the iterative design process
and allowed the entire team to quickly get on the same page and understand key themes
in the data.
The results of this study underscore the need for data visualization in QI projects.
In QI, just as in data visualization, there is no one-size-fits-all solution. It must be recognized that for each type of data set, optimum data solutions require different data
visualizations. Just as in healthcare, practitioners diagnose a problem and then come up
with a solution that best suits the diagnosis. Information design is similar and many parallels can be drawn between these two disciplines proving the need for more willingness
to acknowledge each other’s working processes. As Jones suggests, “These two fields
are similar in many ways. Both are performed as an expert-informed skilled practice that
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is learned by doing. And both are informed by observation and feedback, by evidence
of their beneficial effects. Both disciplines are motivated by a deep desire to help people
manage and improve their lives, individually and culturally. Modern medicine is guided
by scientific inquiry much more than design, but then designers and engineers in healthcare often have scientific backgrounds. In medicine, evidence of outcome is gathered by
measures of health and mortality, controlled experiments, and validated in peer-reviewed
research. For clinical practice and organizational change, however, validation is often
based on the proof of adoption in practice. Design interventions in healthcare are often
assessed by the analysis of empirical evidence, but in few cases would experimental
validation be appropriate for service or interaction design. Different evaluation methods
are valid in their contexts, a proposition that may not yet be acceptable across healthcare
fields” [5].
Data must be visually compelling and well-designed, enabling frontline staff to work
effectively and save lives. In this study, we demonstrated that gathering data from a QI
study and then displaying it graphically could demonstrate opportunities for improvement in a set of instructions. The instructions, as a result, went through another round
of iteration and design and were eventually included in first aid kits in Alberta. Welldesigned healthcare information will resonate and affect change in the healthcare system.
In any QI project, designers and their colleagues must consider their audience and the
context of use for the designs for in order to be able to make significant change possible.
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Abstract. This article presents the work on social media analysis-driven policymaking platforms that are powered by classic social media analysis technologies,
such as policy modelling, linguistic analysis, opinion mining, sentiment analysis
and information visualization. The approach examines the user design perspective
towards user experience in policymaking for all the innovative modules used. The
technology behind such complex task is presented while the resulting platform
is appraised on the potential for real world application. The findings drive the
development and the requirements for the summative usability assessment tests.
We also report on the level the practitioners adopted the policy formulation tools.
Keywords: Policy making · Social network analysis · Opinion mining · Content
analysis · Natural language interfaces · User experience

1 Introduction
The increasing computational power and the adoption of modern software frameworks
have driven the development of more and more impressive user-friendly interface designs
for different users’ requirements [1]. Successful approaches formulate the suitable
design, functionalities and satisfying user experience for their target users as main stakeholders [2]. It is evident that identifying correctly the stakeholders needs, even analysing
and visualizing various sources of big data on any level (quantitative, qualitative, semantic, etc.), is a prerequisite. Identifying the end-users and what they really need from an
interface, module or application can make the difference between success and failure of
the design, especially in complex environment like the policy making stages [3].
The article examines a set of Information Communication Technology (ICT) tools
in the policy making process especially in parliamentary policy cycle. These tools use
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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crowdsourcing, data analysis, brand monitoring, content analysis and opinion mining to
visualise critical insights to assist the decision makers. The decision makers utilise the
integrated policy making analytics tools to gain a clear and fast overview of the citizens’
arguments, sentiments, opinions and trend analyses in the policy making arena.
The relevant market for software products, offers several tools for policy formulation
and validation, but it is relatively new and limited when it comes to dedicated analysis
for policy making. On the other hand, the market for data collection, sentiment analysis,
opinion mining, argument extraction, linguistic analysis for web content is already quite
developed and highly competitive as there are solutions from a variety of organisations
already in market [4–6].
One may find several applications for potential customers like political institutions,
mass media organisations, individual politicians and policy makers based on the social
media analysis. But these tend to ignore the user experience of these stakeholders and the
accuracy of the data provided. It must be noted that it is rather difficult to create, promote
and distribute an integrated tool suite for policy making as a package. During the last
10 years, a lot of individual stand-alone modules were advertised and sold individually,
especially in the more competitive market of big data, artificial intelligence and content
analysis. That is why in this work the end users or the major stakeholders evaluate the
tools for policy making before the general public.
This work presents results from multiple usability assessment tests, as well as contributes towards best practices in user-driven design. The proposed methods are implemented and validated by users/participants in formal evaluation. The findings and UX
facilitator meta-evaluation provide insights that can lead to optimization towards the
number of participants, selection of evaluators and problem severity identification via
specific views from domain experts as they have been utilised in this work.

2 Related Work
An array of new ideas, research projects, platforms, techniques and products are emerging through the massive use of the social web into the policy-making process, based
mainly on social media analysis. The empowerment of citizens, businesses and other
organizations is a strategic priority realised through the use of new technological tools
facilitating digital interaction between administrations and citizens/businesses for highquality public services. Such empowerment would aim at giving citizens access to better
services, designed around their needs and in collaboration with them, while, at the same
time, allowing their effective involvement in the policy-making process [7].
The basic framework concept and the actions derived from this strategic priority are
incorporated in the following words: Listen, Analyse, Receive, Act (Fig. 1).
Listening and Monitoring what people say, then Analysing with ICT tools the conversations and get the main stakeholder opinions in order to Receive all responses and
data properly displayed for an effective use and finally Act based on this information.
In this way, citizens could be directly involved in the policy making stages of the
Policy Cycle (Agenda Setting, Policy Formulation, Policy Adoption, Policy Implementation, Policy Evaluation) using simple ICT tools with social networks and userfriendly capabilities offered by Web 3.0 tools and channels. Recent research introduced
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Fig. 1. Policy makers concept framework.

approaches that exploit the identification of “reputation models” [8] with advanced linguistic analysis of social web texts, emphasising on policy implementation and evaluation
[9, 10].
Additionally, organisations like Parliaments and mainly NGOs, Civil Society Organisations or Governmental Institutions in several European Countries have developed a
series of non-sustainable tools, online platforms for public consultation, crowdsourcing,
citizens’ engagement and e-participation in the law making process [11].
Although there is not a clear methodology, roadmap or pathway from user design to
user experience covering all the stages of policy making. overall, based on the results of
several research projects, it seems that there is a need for user-friendly integrated ICT
tools that allows policy makers to have, among others [12]:
• an interpretation of citizens’ discussions, for or against a policy agenda (Agenda
Setting Stage and Evaluation Stage),
• a stable feedback loop between the vast amount of crowd opinion on the web and the
agenda of the decision-maker, for a given policy during the Policy Formulation Stage,
• a clear and complete plan on the understanding of how the citizens’ opinion, arguments and needs can (or should) affect the policy-making agenda during the Policy
Formulation Stage,
• a novel and valuable resource of ideas and opinions for the Policy Formulation Stage,
• a complete set of tools for the discovery, aggregation, analysis and visualization of
arguments, expressed in the web in support or against a given policy, during the
discussion in the Policy Adoption Stage and during the Policy Implementation Stage,
• a continuous usability testing bringing closer digital transformation and the digital
society, as a continuous horizontal process,
• a full integration of multimedia archives (video, image, text) with customized services
addressed to citizens’ needs,
• transparent, with access to interconnectivity, open prototypes, open source tools, open
data and open architecture,
• evidence-based accountable results in the Policy Evaluation Stage, and
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• an integrated platform or a tool suite with a modular, open architecture, naturally
lending itself to future improvements on each of its modules (and the techniques each
one applies).
Meanwhile, the past decade, research in policymaking, tried to elaborated prototype web-based tools having as main purpose to provide the decision-makers, users
and stakeholders with a semi or fully automated solution for data acquisition, argument
extraction, opinion mining, sentiment analysis, argument summarization and visualization that works in a collaborative form in the policy-making regime [13]. Primary, it was
foreseen to create an integrated Tool Suite that successfully integrates all selective modules that perform the aforementioned tasks under a simple work environment making it
easy for the users to switch between these modules. The following figure indicates the
perception of the policy lifecycle that is rather compatible with the five Policy Stages
described before [14], having four Policy Stages –as the Policy Implementation is not
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Fig. 2. The Hellenic Parliament policy making framework.
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part of the Parliamentary Work– incorporated in the following scheme of the policy cycle
that has been used in the use case of the Hellenic Parliament (Fig. 2).

3 Innovative ICT Approaches in Policymaking
The main two constraining factors that hinder the generation of a trusted relationship
between citizens (and especially young people) and decision makers are (a) existing ICT
approaches that focus on tools/modules/components for isolated stages of the decisionmaking cycle, making it impossible for decision makers to adopt a unified and coherent
solution that covers their needs and satisfies engagement requirements for more than
one decision-making cycle, and (b) the undisputed fact that public opinions and outputs
are not considered sufficiently by decision makers, because of the lack of practical and
technical opportunities, as well as knowledge, on how to embed them into the formal
decision-making mechanisms.
In essence, there was a need for an open source, trusted cloud-based service-delivery
prototype that will:
1. Link the different steps of the public decision-making process with existing tools
and services used by parliamentary institutions.
2. Support decision makers to choose the right blend of tools and services through a
guided template that will evaluate a-priori the impact of their generated actions (in
terms of engagement) based on open service cataloguing.
3. Deliver case-specific and customised service mashups to public authorities in a smart
and integrated manner to allow for instant deployment and operation without the need
for intense ICT investments.

Fig. 3. ICT tools in the policy making cycle.
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4. Cater for the innovation growth of software developers by offering the option for
promoting their services through an open innovation platform where various tools,
services and components may be included and promoted (Fig. 3).
Having at hands these policy-making stages, the users/stakeholders and their needs,
the question that arises is which ICT tools, modules or innovative approaches could be
used in a parliamentary environment.
The development and application of the mentioned policymaking tools has the additional advantage of fitting nicely into the greater European interoperability Framework,
as provided through the ongoing ISA2 programme [15]. More specifically, the greater
objectives of legal Interoperability, i.e. to enable smooth implementation of European
public policies through better legislation, can be essentially supported by appropriate
configuration of the policymaking tools. Furthermore, digital support of evidence-based
decision and policymaking is difficult to be imagined without appropriate, structured
data formats and xml-based web-standards, exactly as proposed in the tested solution.
For this reason, the proposed Integrated ICT approach should be a sustainable open
platform that integrates tools for policy making.
To summarize, it is more than evident that the users need a customised integrated
web-based accessible policymaking analytics approach that successfully integrates all
policymaking tools under a single work environment making it easy for users to switch
between tasks and applications, while allowing them to complete all steps of the policymaking cycle. The following paragraphs refer to the tools that have been found to be of
use for end-to-end policymaking.
3.1 Policy Model Authoring Environment
The Policy Model Authoring Environment is the environment for authoring the models
with respect to policy domains and the policies themselves. This tool allows for the visual
representation of the policy argumentation models. It facilitates the needs of non-ICT
skilled end-users to assist policy makers in policy formulation on a conceptual level and
deliver a machine-readable representation of the respective models. The authoring tool
enables the domain experts that support policy makers with creating and maintaining
policy models. It supports authoring of the policy models for all domains, it deploys
all the computational tools necessary and it brings together the arguments about the
introduced policies.
User interface visualization aids users to create advanced and complex models with
minimal cognitive load. It could be an integral part of the system, seamlessly allowing the
authorship of policy models, also being fully compatible with all modern web browsers
[16]. This solution is highly portable, only requiring the use of the web interface. It can
be easily accessed by policy makers, assistants, researchers and other end-users, using
simple user accounts. Other potential users like NGOs, market researchers and business
analysts could make use of it as well.
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3.2 Open Data Acquisition and Analysis
Open data has generated a great deal of excitement around the world for its potential to
empower citizens, change how government works, and improve the delivery of public
services. Analytics powered by open data can help uncover citizens’ preferences, reveal
problems, anomalies and variations in public administrations’ performance [17]. This
module can communicate with and draw data from a variety of text sources, based on
ad hoc needs. The sources can be websites, RSS feeds, search engine results, such as
Google or Yahoo, and social media, such as Twitter and Facebook.
It provides a unique point of entry for the gathering of data from a variety of sources,
minimizing the effort for configuration. The module can be critical for a variety of
domains, such as reputation management, news updates and policy making. All these
domains of application require a constant stream of information from multiple text
sources to enable acting and reacting efficiently. The module is built as a web service, which enables integration in any system setting that uses web services [18–20],
practically all contemporary applications.
The module is usable by and useful for any company that exploits online text. For
example: news agencies, reputation management service providers, online analytics
providers and decision-support system designers. It must be noted that there are several
companies that focus on a specific data provider, Twitter, for instance, or provide analytics services, such as SumAll, BigPanda, Looker and AWS Data Pipeline. However,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no unified, broad solution for textual data
gathering from all the aforementioned sources.
3.3 Linguistic Analysis
This module analyses and pre-processes textual information that collected from a variety
of sources to transform free text into a set of structured data, usable by business analytics
or text analytics modules. It provides a unified set of well-established tools that can be
used to pre-process and structure free text for follow-up use by business intelligence
tools. The cleaning up of data can reflect significant effort. Its lack, on the other hand,
can lead to erroneous or nonsensical business analysis results. The Linguistic Analysis
module, also built as a web service, covers a variety of aspects from character encoding
considerations to tokenization and sentence splitting in the pre-processing of free text,
so as to provide a common, established tool, useable in a data analytics pipeline [21].
3.4 Argument Extraction
The Argument Extraction module can discover and extract arguments from free text
(including texts from social media, blogs, news sites, etc.) [22]. Thus, it can help gain
intuition and understanding to support a claim, be it a proposed policy or a generic subject
of conversation. The module is the only known software detecting and extracting arguments in many languages, such as English, Greek and German. It can provide precious
information regarding a policy or a product, empowering business intelligence with the
logic of every internet user. The module can detect tendencies and stances related to
specific subjects, so that a policy maker can act and react in a timely, efficient manner,
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taking into account the public (or target-group) arguments on a subject, such as a policy
or a product. This is also built as a web service [23, 24].
3.5 Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis
This module, offered as a web service, can assign sentiment values (positive, negative,
neutral) to multi-lingual text and especially to arguments. Thus, it can provide at-aglance information about the public (or target-group) reaction to an issue, an event or
a policy. It provides a unified solution for sentiment analysis across different languages
(e.g. English, Greek, and German). The module can be critical for a variety of domains,
such as reputation management, news updates and policy making. All these domains of
application analyse the public sentiment from text data, to enable acting and reacting
efficiently [25].
3.6 Visualisation
The visualization modules provide intuitive access to the data crawled and analysed
by external text analysis techniques, similar to the works presented in [26, 27]. It is
realized as a web application and can therefore be accessed via a browser [28]. The
visual interface supports the exploration of statistical features within thematic categories
identified in the underlying content. Besides the quantity of information present for the
respective categories, the extracted sentiment scores (from positive to negative) are
depicted. Moreover, the content of the respective documents can be accessed via most
frequent terms. Both the analysis of the evolution of thematic categories over time and
of demographic information about the authors of the screened documents are supported
(Fig. 4).
The visual interface enables the view on the underlying data structures from different perspectives. The techniques used constitute the front-end of a document processing
pipeline. The techniques have been chosen and designed in order to allow for a comprehensive view on the evolving topics and sentiments of the discussion. In addition, the
user may pursue its interests from different perspectives. In effect, through application of
design principles from information visualization, “questions to the data” may be asked.
The visual interface enables users to analyse the evolution of topics with respect
to sentiments, keywords and quantitative information. It supports the user to extract
emerging trends in predefined categories and to compare different audiences with respect
to their underlying opinions. The user gains a detailed insight about the supporters or
opponents of a given opinion.
The visual interface can be used as Graphical User Interface to access any data
reflecting the described structure. These again are analysed and stored in a database. The
main stakeholders to be addressed with this solution are policy makers. However, the
visual interface offers a generic view on textual content that is categorized and analysed
with keyword extraction and sentiment analysis techniques. Therefore, it can also be
considered for application in the domains of journalism or marketing, with respect to
brand monitoring.
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Fig. 4. Policy and argumentation visualisation.

3.7 Public Dialogue
This module provides public dialogue capabilities, including discussions, comments,
forums, feedback services, deliberation and structured argumentation systems. It ensures
seamless integration with major social media networks, similar to the works presented
in [29, 30], allowing citizens to use popular and familiar discussion services and, thus, to
increase the visibility and outreach. The module is using graph visualization technologies
and can be easily accessed, among others, by policy makers, aids and researchers using
simple user accounts. The Public Dialogue module would also be fully compatible with
all modern web browsers, which can again be accessed by other modules and users [31,
32].
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3.8 E-Participation Services
The right to petition constitutes one of the basic rights all citizens enjoy, characterized
by such essential traits as extension, compulsion, popularity as well as participation
[33], and actually entails the capability of the former to freely, either alone or as part
of a group. The Petition Tool is accessible in external locations allowing users to create
petitions easily and at any time, mostly for free, through user-friendly interfaces. It
aspires to leverage e-petitioning to provide an additional channel for connecting citizens,
communities and other groups of people, especially the young generation, with decision
makers, and thereby inducing action, political or not, with regard to issues that are of
interest to a great mass of people [34].
Another facet of democratic participation and engagement in the decision-making
process is manifested through voting. The voting Tool combines the best of breed features of current online polling approaches (e.g. user-friendliness, simplicity, ubiquitous
engagement, prevention of fraud etc.) to provide appropriate voting tools that will allow
on one side decision makers to obtain tangible evidence on what citizens think and on
the other will enable citizens to voice their opinion and actively drive developments on
various social levels.
3.9 Social Media Campaign
This Module monitor how social media activity might be a useful capability, especially
from a policy perspective, both for detecting new or emergent issues, as well as for getting
a better situation awareness of how citizens react to a particular issue or person (e.g. MP,
Policy, discussion). The focus will be put upon improving public authorities’ ability to
actually listen & communicate directly through social media with the population/citizens,
especially youth and take into consideration their discussions in all Social Networks for
a certain Policy domain [35]. By defining the scope, concept and needs of each user,
i.e. of each public authority, it will propose the services and tools that suit each user’s
needs best [36]. Thus, this integration of innovative services and tools in one platform
or tool suite, enhances aspiration to make the most out of social media, by gleaning data
and actually listening to what targeted audiences, especially young people, have to say
about a certain issue, as well as by analysing the gathered data, in a similar way that a
recommender system works [30, 37, 38].

4 Evaluation
Before the assessment of the users’ acceptance, the authors evaluated the use of these
modules as innovative ICT approaches in policymaking. The main research question
is their suitability in the different stages of policymaking. Table 1 presents the Policy
Making Stages, the main users involved and their needs versus the main ICT modules
that satisfy them.
The mentioned suite can be used and marketed as an integrate tool to assist evidencebased policymaking. The next table presents a SWOT-like analysis of the tool’s strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats concerning its positioning within the future software market. The SWOT analysis was based on the evaluation results, the users’ needs,
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Table 1. Using the appropriate ICT components for all policy making stages.
Policy making stages

Users

Needs

Target analysis

Agenda setting

Government,
MPs

Discussions

Dialogue, opinion,
sentiment, argument,
open data, E-participation, social media

Policy formulation

Citizens

Crowdsourcing, opinion,
feedback

Authoring,
visualisation,
E-participation,
social media

Policy adoption

MPs

Aggregation

Linguistics

Policy implementation

Government

Transparent, user friendly

Visualisation

Policy evaluation

MPs,
Citizens,
government

Effects,
accountability

Dialogue, opinion,
sentiment, argument,
open data, E-participation

the analysis of the ICT environment and the components related to digital strategy of
the Strategic plan 2018–2021 of the Hellenic Parliament [39] (Table 2).
Table 2. Evidence-based policymaking SWOT analysis.
Strengths
Satisfactory interaction with users
Empowers citizens’ participation
User friendly
Integration of different features

Weakness
GDPR ethical issues
No accuracy of arguments
NLP processing difficulties
Time consuming

Opportunities
Emerging markets
Growing societies
Web 3.0 research opportunities

Threats
Niche market
Similar software business products
Advanced ICT technologies

Despite the above-mentioned difficulties, the tool Suite can benefit from the fact
that it is a unique product that aims to address specific audiences, including policy
makers, advisors, governmental officials, NGO’s, academics, communication specialists,
researchers and media institutions.

5 Validation in Parliamentary Settings
Complex applications require intuitive design and respective usability testing that can
provide feedback to accommodate the proposed design. The specific problem of “too
much data from many interaction modules” is tackled through collective problem severity
identification by involving a mixed-initiative (as opposed to top-down or bottom-up)
appropriateness selection of usability testing assessments and rules for adaptation. This
approach contributes to the mitigation of the “observer effect”, which is one of the most
pronounced problems in the design and testing of complex applications.
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5.1 Use Case Scenario
Using the Evaluation Results, Hellenic Parliament Users participated in a study to validate a policy domain (in our case, Energy) with the aforementioned tools following the
steps indicated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Use case scenario deployment in the Hellenic Parliament.

Table 3. Use case scenario in the Hellenic Parliament.
Use case description

User

Relation to the policy stages

Create the ENERGY domain model

Domain author

Agenda Setting/policy
formulation

Add terms on the domain

Domain author

Agenda setting/policy
formulation

Load the domain

Domain author to policy scientific
assistant

Agenda setting/policy
formulation

Create the model for the “green energy”
policy and “renewable energy” policy

Policy maker & policy scientific assistant

Policy formulation

Add policy components for the relevant
policy

Policy maker/scientific assistant

Policy formulation

Load the domain model

Scientific assistant

Policy formulation/policy
argumentation

Load existing policies on renewable energy

Scientific assistant

Policy formulation/policy
argumentation

Get sentiment for the domain entities

Policy maker, policy advisor

Policy formulation/policy
debating

Filter sentiment for the domain entities

Policy maker, policy advisor

Policy formulation/policy
debating

Predict sentiment for the domain entities

Policy maker

Policy formulation/policy
evaluation

Add new arguments for the policy
Policy analyst/scientific associate to
component of the RES policy model as a key policy makers & standing committee
component in optimizing the policy model

Policy argumentation

Upload new policy structure

Policy makers

Policy evaluation

Browse argumentation polarity

Policy makers & standing committee
members

Policy evaluation

Filter argumentation polarity for the
selected policy model

Policy makers & plenum

Policy evaluation

Predict the evolution of polarity for the
arguments in the selected policy model

Policy makers & plenum

Policy evaluation
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Table 3 lists the tasks, the target users that engage in the tasks and the respective
policy formulation stages.
5.2 Results
Two rounds of evaluation have been conducted with 22 participants in total. MPs, governmental officials, scientific advisors, policy domain experts, researchers, administrators
and policy consultants were part of the evaluation design, which included three phases.
The goal was to evaluate the load of information presented in real time to the user in
order to achieve completeness and informativeness in real time. The authors also evaluated the analysis modules and the integrated tool for policymaking before the general
public. Furthermore, the participants were asked to fill in an online form after the end
of all sessions (a typical procedure, performed in many research works [40, 41]). Each
session was adapted to the feedback from the preceding one.
After presentation of the modules, the participants were debriefed on the interaction
experience and system feedback, mainly on the visualization module and the authoring tool. Furthermore, an online questionnaire survey was compiled, and focus group
discussions were organized to collect feedback and opinions, to better identify the necessary features of the proposed approach. The focus groups involved 4 Members of
the Parliament, 3 politics-oriented advisors, 2 policy experts, 5 parliamentary officers,
4 policy analysts as scientific advisors, 2 Political Parties representatives, 2 interaction
and content designers.
The main outcomes of these sessions were the following:
• The suite could use public consultation results from selective websites (e.g. OpenGov.gr) directly and feedback from the legislative process (Stage 2 Policy Formulation)
• Missing transparency of the suite background process, such as which modules
presented each set of results, accuracy, demographics and web sources reliability,
• Modules are more appropriate in post-legislative scrutiny [42] assisting the parliamentary control function (Stage 5 Policy Evaluation),
• Tool Suite and modules sustainability is an issue that the authors need to take care of
based on the results of the SWOT evaluation.
However, the use of innovative ICT tools poses significant challenges to parliaments,
many of which do not seem to be technology-affine [43].
The perception of individual participants was more or less positive, in a Likert scale
of 1–5 they have provided the following validation results:
– Usability score: 3.59;
– Suitability to Policy Making score: 3.52;
– Technological readiness score: 3.19.
As a result, the users/stakeholders have acquired some knowledge of standard analyses and the social media analytics, but most have not yet been able to use them in a
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highly successful manner or yet to incorporate them efficiently into their working procedures. These facts are also certified by recent research, as the aforementioned innovative
approaches failed so far to widely involve important stakeholders, both on the policy
and the society side, in the overall process [13]. Moreover, it is at hand that there are still
many unsolved challenges regarding the use of ICT in policymaking. Such challenges
do not allow policy makers to provide sustainable and inclusive decisions and citizens to
engage in policy-making stages [44]. However, the use of state-of-the-art intuitive integrated tools such as the ones that have been demonstrated in this article has the potential
to advance digital transformation of the policy cycle.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
This work reports on the need to fine-tune accurate analysis to efficient approaches to
for collaborative policy formulation. The integrated tools included nine modules, the
results of which had technical complexity requiring extensive user training sessions and
several iterations of design prototyping, in order to ensure usability. The results of the
investigated tool adaptation in the four Policy Cycle Stages, particularly during the Policy
Formulation Stage where a lot of users/stakeholders are typically involved, appear to
be rather limited. On the other hand, the market for crowdsourcing, consultation, data
collection, sentiment analysis and argument extraction for Web 3.0 content is already
quite developed and highly competitive.
Future work includes the use of the proposed methodology with recommender systems and especially incorporation in social related recommendation applications [45,
46] and combination with collaborative filtering techniques [47–50] in order to have
flexibility on the users’ perspective, their preferences and to capture inherent subtle
characteristics.
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Abstract. With the rise of the wave of personalized consumption, the emergence
of emerging technologies can often push the arts and tourism industry to break
through the traditional bottleneck, thus creating a new tourism experience. Emerging technologies and applications including Cloud Computing, 5G, AI (Artificial
Intelligence) and Big Data are changing the existing pattern of the cultural and
tourism industry. Information technology is opening a new chapter in the development of the cultural and travel industry. The 2019 Government Work Report points
out that China’s development of new momentum has grown rapidly over the past
year. New kinetic energy is profoundly changing the way of production and shaping China’s new advantages in development. The government keeps encouraging
the application of information technology to enhance the protection of cultural
relics and the inheritance of intangible cultural heritage.
Keywords: Modern museums · Smartable design path · IP · Cultural and
creative product design · Digital upgrade · AI

1 Typical Features of Modern Museums
Modern museums can be traced back to two ancient origins, one is the “muse” as the
prototype of the pursuit of knowledge and education, and the other is the “rare treasure
chest” as the symbol of the display and collection of objects. Nowadays, the forms and
functions of the museum are expanding and enriching. However, traditional physical
museums are constrained by time and space, unable to let the audience visit whenever
they want and wherever they are. In addition, the static display form of traditional
museums gives only a one-dimensional experience. This kind of spatial presentation
and narrative form only allows the audience to passively accept knowledge, lacking new
technologies to achieve more interactions between the audience and the museums.
Modern museums have two characteristics: national and epochal. Nationality refers
to the integration and collision of different languages, religions, morals, thinking habits,
aesthetic concepts, social conditions, and local customs in a certain region and a certain
nation, forming its characteristics that are different from other regions. The epochal
nature of the museum, that is, the manifestation of people’s technology, culture, aesthetic
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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consciousness and value orientation on exhibits in a certain period and era, reflects the
cultural features and aesthetic characteristics of that era. The museum is a treasure
house of local human geography and cultural connotation, the carrier of the protection
and dissemination of the achievements of human civilization, and an important symbol
of the continuous progress of social civilization. For a long time, traditional museums
have formed a decentralized management model, resulting in poor communication of
information and difficulties in sharing resources. It urgently calls for the support of new
technologies to complete the intelligent transformation, thus breaking the restrictions of
the physical wall to better spread the culture of Jingzhou.

2 Analysis of the Current Situation of Jingzhou Museum
Jingzhou’s history and culture are rich and diverse and have a long history. Jingzhou
has been an upper class since ancient times. During the Six Dynasties, it became a
political, economic, and military center at the time. Therefore, it has always been said
that “Jingzhou is a place where soldiers must fight”. In the late Eastern Han Dynasty,
Jingzhou was carefully created by Liu Biao to avoid the war and attracted a large number
of bachelors to avoid chaos, solemnly become the late Han Dynasty national academic
center. Among them, Jingzhou School is a key school of ideological academic transformation. The influence of Jingzhou school is multi-faceted, including academic, political,
ritual system and art, resulting in more academic works. In ancient China, Jingzhou was
the political, economic and military center of the Six Dynasties. Now, Jingzhou Museum
is the most important display platform for Jingzhou history and culture.
For a long time, traditional museums have formed a decentralized management model, resulting in poor communication of information and difficulties in sharing
resources. The outdated and extensive operation management model lacks the overall
planning of one-stop services of visitor management, resource management, service
management, safety management, and traffic management. It has been unable to cover
the increasingly diversified and personalized scenes, leading to museum visitor experience not good enough. In terms of hardware facilities, the traditional static display
form of the Jingzhou Museum has not been able to meet the viewing needs of tourists
conveniently and efficiently, and the phenomenon of queuing, congestion, and insufficient commentary by tour guides during the visit will also affect visitors’ perception of
history and culture. On the other hand, the traditional museum, for the sake of cultural
relics protection, often has a limited amount of cultural relics displayed, thus restricting
the function of the museum’s social education and cultural communication. Among the
supporting facilities, the Jingzhou Museum lacks a resting place. When tourists need
to rest, they have to sit on the bench next to the flower bed in the museum or near the
entrance of the museum; There are fewer restaurants around Jingzhou Museum and lack
of local specialty snacks, and parking spaces are relatively scarce during the peak holiday
period; Lack of dedicated transportation and transportation guidance systems connected
to the attractions. Traffic accessibility, parking convenience, resting places, and catering
services need to be improved; In terms of interactive product display, the application
of information exhibits based on artificial intelligence and virtual reality in Jingzhou
Museum is not widespread enough. Due to the limitation of space and time, visitors cannot observe ancient cultural relics in close range, for a long time, and immersively. In
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terms of online operation, Jingzhou Museum’s relatively single mode of communication
has limited the viewing effect, and the degree of informatization is obviously lagging
behind. The Jingzhou museum is a typical example, with the problems of the obsolete
exhibition form, insufficient integration of online and offline activities, lack of delicacy
management and propaganda strategy, low tourist satisfaction, etc. It urgently calls for
the support of new technologies to complete the intelligent transformation, thus breaking
the restrictions of the physical wall to better spread the Jingzhou culture.

3 The Smartable Design Path of Jingzhou Museum
As a high-quality historical and cultural resource carrier in a specific area, modern
museums urgently need to be equipped with engines of new technologies to move towards
the future “smart city vision”. In response to the opinion of the State Administration of
Cultural Relics on “The Internet and the Construction of Chinese Civilization”, Jingzhou
Museum should rely on the Internet, based on traditional Chinese culture and spiritual
civilization, and continuously promote Jingchu cultural heritage and innovation through
intelligent design ideas and applied practices.
3.1 Creative Product Design Based on IP of Jingzhou Museum
In today’s “Internet Plus” environment, IP (Intellectual Property) as the core of the
cultural production becomes one of the new trends in the new era. There are four types
of IP, including story IP, image IP, product IP and cultural IP. The specific story is called
the story IP; a concrete cultural relic or historical figure is the image IP; story IP or
image IP generates a series of product IP; by extracting historical and cultural elements
from the above three types of IP and evolving them into souvenirs with the symbol of
cultural, it comes the cultural IP. Ways to develop new media communication resources
with cultural heritage as the theme, mainly including digital creative product forms, such
as online news, short videos, H5, panoramas, applets, APPs, online videos, e-books, 3D,
micro movies, VR, Online games, anime, MV, etc. Based on the IP creative design of
Jingzhou Museum, it will promote the creation of a widely influential local cultural
symbols and promote the unity of cultural value and industrial value.
For example, the Jingzhou Museum can achieve “digitalization of traditional culture”
by developing IP-themed silk mobile applications. On the client, Jingzhou Museum can
vividly display the full picture of silk fabrics in the museum through LBS technology,
and provide visitors with online exhibits overview, route planning, location search, cultural relics explanation, catering, accommodation, customer service consulting and other
services. At the scenic spot, Jingzhou Museum can establish analysis of tourist characteristic behavior data, master big data of user portraits, and then tap the deep value of big
data to help provide services and construction of Jingzhou Museum. IP-based Jingzhou
cultural and creative product design not only combines digital creativity with traditional
culture, but also provides the feasibility of achieving a complete and high-quality offline
supply chain: creative interaction, design research and development, packaging proofing,
product production, mini-program e-commerce, Logistics and other links throughout the
industry chain. Jingzhou Museum can develop a creative interactive mobile application,
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in which visitors can DIY their own “customized swords of the king” online, and order
to purchase the physical swords with one-click. The extension of the cultural industry
chain turns content IP into one of the selling points to attract tourists and stimulate
consumption, so that the commercial profits of museums come from different revenue
channels in every part of the industrial chain (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. IP-based cultural and creative products

3.2 Digital Upgrade of the Museum’s Resources
As a new form of service, “Internet Plus” holds the idea of integrating the online operation
mode with the offline experience service. It requires that the interactions of the intelligent
terminals should be more suitable to museum’s resources. In the context of “Internet
Plus”, the digital upgrade of the Jingzhou Museum is imperative. For online, digital work
requires scientific methods to process and store documents in electronic format, and to
be able to efficiently insert, delete, modify, retrieve, provide access interfaces and protect
information resources. As to offline, smart end devices such as mobile phones, iPads and
ticketing devices are increasingly used in museums, such as the Crystal Bridge Museum
of Art in the United States, where iPads are installed as digital tags on the left side of
artwork, and visitors can view artist biographies, artists’ works, and a voting question
about their work. The upgrade of the collection’s resources and smart terminals not only
makes it easier for visitors to learn more about the exhibits at the Jingzhou Museum on
their mobile devices, but also gives visitors a refreshing viewing experience.
Jingzhou Museum can try to use classic features such as The Sword of GouJian,
Taoist Ancient Architecture Groups and Triple Courtyard Architecture Art to develop
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some games, movies and so on, including the online and offline ones. The digital upgrade
of the Jingzhou Museum will not only effectively develop the collection resources, but
also vigorously promote the integrated development of the Jingzhou Museum business
and the cultural industry. The digital form of Jingzhou Museum will essentially realize
the content of sharing and dissemination.
3.3 Intelligent Operation and Maintenance of Background Management System
The background management system of modern museums supervises the background
operation of infrastructure networks and other critical equipment, which is a strong guarantee for the efficient operation of digital museums. Jingzhou Museum may formulate a
standardized digital backstage management system, in order to facilitate the allocation,
storage and management of the museum’s digital resources.
Take the Cleveland Museum of Art as an example. The museum has used DAM
(Digital Asset Management System) for several years. During these years, it has added
three integrated systems: main system, collection online and ArtLens. The management
system (CMS) is integrated as an externally-oriented interactive application for dynamic
use. Specifically, the main system of the digital asset management system (that is, the
internal system) stores all artwork photos, editable photos, and images to be filtered for
archival purposes for library staff. The digital asset management system is connected to
the collection management system. It mainly provides: (1) the digital asset management
system supports collections online and provides additional content such as electronic
publications and course programs for the website; (2) the collection management system
is the collection in the exhibition area. The wall and the ArtLens mobile app provide
artwork descriptions and images, which can not only do a lot of supporting work for
a large number of multimedia and themed tours, but also provide more than 1,000
video materials. The main source of metadata for all visual art works on the Cleveland
Museum of Art collection walls and on the ArtLens mobile app is the ArtLens catalog.
It is composed of about 100 tables, which can provide 40 customized views and more
than 20 storage methods, enabling it to provide the latest dynamic collection catalog data
for the collection wall. The success of the Cleveland Museum of Art’s back-end system
provided valuable experience for the Jingzhou Museum to build an excellent back-end
system.
3.4 The Construction of Digital Cloud Exhibition Platform
In 2018, the National Cultural Relics Bureau commissioned the Cultural Relics News
Agency to build an “Online Museum Exhibition” cloud platform, which reflects the
future direction of the transformation of modern museums. And there are more than
100 exhibitions on the line, including the Palace Museum, Nanjing Museum, Shanghai Museum, Shan Xi History Museum, Qin Emperor’s Mausoleum Museum, China
National Museum, Digital Wuhan Museum, The Digital Museum of The Traditional
Village in Southeast Fujian, etc. (Fig. 2).
Digital cloud exhibitions in modern museums include physical exhibitions and virtual
exhibitions. Applications in physical exhibitions in major museums include augmented
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Fig. 2. Digital cloud exhibition platform of the Palace Museum

reality technology, giant screen projection technology, and holographic projection technology. Applications in virtual exhibitions include phantom imaging technology, virtual reality technology. For example, in the future digital cloud exhibition process, the
Jingzhou Museum can use phantom imaging technology to tell the public the stories
behind artifacts such as jade, lacquer, and silk. Based on the combination of “real-world
modeling” and “phantom” optical imaging, the captured images (people, objects) are
projected into the main model landscape in the set box, and then an innovative spatial
narrative interpretation method is formed. It is characterized by a combination of realworld environments, creating a magical atmosphere and cool three-dimensional effects
that allow visitors to have an immersive experience without wearing 3D glasses.
It should be emphasized that in the construction of the Jingzhou Museum cloud
exhibition platform, the integration of traditional spatial display and narrative form with
digital media technology will become an important point of modern museum research.
The multi-dimensional and multi-sensory experiences provided by the museum can make
the audience understand cultural relics through perception rather than simply browsing
the exhibits and reading the introduction, which also gives the audience the right to think
dialectically and objectively. It makes the audience possible to switch roles from viewer
to participant, collector, commenter, and finally creator.
3.5 The Intelligent Application of AI
After the era of personal computer, network and mobile, the whole society has entered
into the era of Artificial Intelligence. Some AI technologies such as intelligent robots,
smart ticketing, smart navigation, smart recommendations and virtual experiences can be
applied to modern museums. Artificial intelligence has reached or surpassed the human
level in many aspects such as visual image recognition, speech recognition, and text
processing, and it has also begun to emerge in the visual arts and program design, which
is amazing.
1. Intelligent robot. In recent years, the state has introduced policies to continuously
promote the application of service robots in venues. For example, in the National
“13th Five-Year Plan” for cultural heritage protection and public cultural science
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and technology innovation, it is mentioned that the use of artificial intelligence
technology and human-computer interaction technology, the development of natural
language dialogue can be achieved service robots, reduce the intensity of personnel
work, improve service quality. Now China’s major museums also have “you catch
up with me” competition to try to introduce robots, for example, cheetah mobile
robot “Panther small secret” figure has been all over Shanxi Geological Museum,
Zhejiang Deqing Geographic Information Technology Museum, Jiangxi Jingdezhen
China Ceramic Museum, Shandong Art Museum. “small robot” which based on
Baidu AI technology were used in Hunan Province Museum landing pilot, become
the front desk smart small assistant. Smart robots will gradually develop into “new
employees” of museums.
Smart Ticketing. Jingzhou Museum’s smart ticketing system can be used by electronic tickets. Visitors can make reservations through this system, purchase, and the
museum’s daily visitor numbers will be more scientifically planned. The information
can be connected to the Internet and can be obtained remotely. Jingzhou Museum
can also be equipped with handheld mobile terminal equipment or vertical electronic
access control, to achieve automatic identification of tickets.
Wisdom guide. Jingzhou Museum’s intelligent navigation system can provide users
who are visiting the site with accurate navigation and cultural relics based on the
user’s location. Through graphics, audio, video and other ways to provide users
with a set of display, interaction, explanation, entertainment in one of the integrated
navigation and navigation services. When the user is not on site, it can also remotely
pass through the system for virtual tour, and support to watch and listen to the
explanation (Fig. 3).
Smart recommendation. Based on artificial intelligence, Jingzhou Museum’s own
data and OTA data collision, you can pull some of the data away, visitors can be
restored to a three-dimensional image. On the one hand, one-on-one marketing
actions can be achieved, such as Jingzhou local food recommendations, souvenirs or
creative products recommended, and then stimulate tourist demand for tourism. On
the other hand, under the decision-making of artificial intelligence and the service of
intelligent terminals, it can provide visitors with personalized tour route recommendations, cultural relics recommendations that may be of interest, cultural activities,
etc.
Virtual experience. On the one hand, Jingzhou Museum can interact with the user
through VR, AR, MR as the representative of the three-dimensional panoramic technology, so as to obtain the immersive experience and greatly enrich the user’s sensory experience. Based on multimedia and VR technology, the interaction of static
two-dimensional interface has developed into the interaction of multi-dimensional
information, so that users can enjoy a visual feast from the art of cultural relics in a
virtual environment, and can carry out high-quality visibleimmersive virtual interaction experience, which not only narrow the distance between Jingzhou Museum
and the viewer, It is also convenient to display Jingzhou Museum and cultural relics
in all aspects. On the other hand, in the rapid development of artificial intelligence,
the use of robots or artificial intelligence can customize their own story lines, so that
visitors can according to their own preferences for interactive viewing, and everyone
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Fig. 3. XiaoDu AI Robot

comes to different exhibition halls with their own unique and exclusive emotional
experience (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Lost in Play2
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4 Summary
With the development of the technology, traditional museums like Jingzhou Museum
will be transformed into a innovation-driven, cultural inherited and scientific museum.
In order to better spread the history and culture of China, the modern museums should
rethink the exhibition methods, derivative design and cultural industry. Through the
application of AI technology, modern museums can expand the cultural connotation, and
upgrade the traditional museums’ authoritative, educational, and indoctrinating styles
into participatory, immersive, and heuristic styles. Thus to reach the realm” Beyond The
Form, Get The Hub”, that is, beyond the appearance to get the essence of history, culture,
aesthetic and philosophy.
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Abstract. In the field of Multisensory Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
Design, integration of chemical senses has been increasingly explored. Nevertheless, smell and taste senses are still underrepresented in HCI. This underrepresentation limits Environmental Health Communication, which should incorporate
those senses. The exploratory study presented in this paper describes Multisensory HCI design process with the chemical senses as mediators of environmental
health communication. To do so we formulated design hypothesis and divided
our research design process into two phases: the chemical sense experience for
cross-sensory analogies research and the digital media experience for meaning
and communication research. Thereby, we describe the conceptualization, design
and evaluation of our design project Earthsensum. Our approach accomplished
symbolic displaying of smell and taste and led us to a new multi-sensorial interaction system using Mobile Virtual Reality (MVR) and Mobile Augmented Reality
(MAR). The results of our findings confirmed our design hypothesis, and showed
that the purposed interaction system lead not only to a better understanding of
smell and taste perception, as well as of environmental challenges. We discuss our
results in the context of the HCI design strategies for chemical senses inclusion.
Keywords: Multisensory HCI design · Sustainable HCI · Chemical senses ·
Environmental health communication · Mobile virtual reality · Mobile
augmented reality

1 Introduction
Based on the recognition that human health and well-being are intimately linked to the
environment, raising environmental literacy within communities and citizens is crucial to
foster pro-environmental behavior [1]. By definition, environmental health is the science
and practice of preventing human injury and illness, promoting well-being by identifying
and controlling environmental sources and hazards agents [2]. These comprise all the
physical, chemical, and biological factors external to a person, and all the related factors
impacting behavior [3]. Present environmental problems, such as global warming, reflect
human activities impact since the Industrial Revolution [4]. Recent report trends are
pointing towards progressive global socio-economic pressure [5] and population health
risks [6–8]. These trends were announced already by pioneering studies of 20th century
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 441–463, 2020.
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[9] alerting that the quest of unlimited economic growth would lead to system collapse,
due to the earth’s limited resources. Meanwhile, the 21st-century evolving environmental
hazards have led to new policy efforts [10], such as transition to low-carbon economy
and sustainable food systems [11]. These lines of actions fall within the scope of the
latest environmental health strategies recommended by the World Health Organization
(WHO) [12]. These includes the commitment to sustainable patterns of consumption
and production, as well as it tackles the misuse of natural resources and the large-scale
generation of waste. WHO argues that if these strategies could be implemented on time,
more economic and health risks could be reduced. Accordingly, we assume, that the more
people know how to interpret their environment, the more they will act in accordance
with these transition strategies.
Our goal is to test these environmental health communication design strategies benefit from multisensory interaction systems which include chemical sense experiences. Our
approach relies on the fact that human organism can be reached by environmental exposure vectors through air, food, soil and water conditions [13]. This implies that through
breathing and ingestion, environmental pollutants enter imperceptibly into the human
body triggering health issues [13–15]. To evidence these events, the chemical senses are
the most relevant. They comprise the senses of smell (olfaction), taste (gustation) and
trigeminal stimulation which rely on signal transduction by the human brain. The olfactory bulb is stimulated via orthonasal and via retronasal route. By “sniffing” air through
the nostrils (orthonasal) or by swallowing reaching the back of the throat (retronasal),
neural signals are sent to key areas of the brain involved in speech, emotions, memories
and reward [16]. Taste involves sensations that arise from the stimulation of the tongue’s
taste buds, which comprise sweet, sour, salty, bitter and umami [17]. When smell is
fused through the retronasal route with taste information, it generates flavor perceptions
[18]. Trigeminal stimulation also contributes to flavor experiences, as involved biting
and chewing actions process temperature, spiciness, body and touch information in the
mouth and tongue [19]. Hence, chemical sense perception results from these intertwined
senses, leading to interpretation and communication.
We state that smell and taste lead to multi-sensorial experiences which convey multilayered information about environmental events [20]. However, to the best of our knowledge, these senses are usually absent when those events are represented in digital systems.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) enabled multidimensional environmental systems [21] to evolve since the event of the World Wide Web (WWW) [22]. As broadband
and technological advances provided web mapping and location-based services, which
enabled the public to interact with geographic data. Platforms and services have evolved
to collect, monitor, predict and interpret environmental data through governmental and
public sources [23, 24]. Nevertheless, the chemical sense dimension is absent from these
representations. Despite reporting tools are improving related to environmental smell
experiences [25, 26] there is no correlation with taste. Overall, there is a lack of design
solutions which embraces the inherent representative dimensions [27] of this correlation.
In this paper, we describe our exploratory study, which aims to demonstrate how
chemical senses allow representing environmental problems within digital forms and
how Multisensory HCI Design can be used for non-scientific audiences to communicate
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environmental health. We wanted to know if by providing tools to acknowledge and communicate smell and taste experiences, people could make sense of environmental events
and make more informed choices. Our Multisensory HCI design project Earthsensum,
offered environmental smell and taste experiences about real geolocations to participants
of the study. These experiences were represented digitally using Mobile Virtual Reality
(MVR) and Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) prototypes. The project comprised two
main design phases. The first phase provided smell and taste experiences without contextual clues. The second provided the contextualization using digital media. Finally,
we describe the qualitative and quantitative results from the participant’s evaluation of
these experiences.

2 Related Work
This research is rooted in Multisensory HCI framework pursuing chemical sense inclusion in digital systems [28]. Ongoing efforts tackle digitalization of smell and taste [29,
30] for delivery, transmission or substitution of senses. Within this context, stimulation occurs via chemical exposure (LOLLio [31]; InStink [32]; oPhone [33]), electrical
or thermal stimulation (Digital Lollipop [34]; Vocktail [35]) as also acoustic levitation (TastyFloats [36]). Regarding sensory interpretation, cross-modal correspondences
research [37, 38] has shown how sensory modalities interaction (e.g. sound, colour)
influence smell and taste perception [19]. Application of these studies in Multisensory
HCI are projects that explore sensory substitution, such as how senses can be altered by
its appearance or scent (MetaCookie [39]; Straw-user Interface [40]). However, attempts
of digital representation of those senses as communication systems, have shown limited success [32, 41] mainly due to inter-subject perception and interpretation variances.
Despite overall experiments proved technological feasibility, its dissemination depends
on relevant consumer centred application developments [42]. This work refers also to
Sustainable HCI, a research field that studies how technology is applied to increase environmental awareness by giving users information about the environmental impact of their
actions, and hopefully motivating pro-environmental behavior [43]. Within this context,
inspiring HCI projects include Smell Pittsburgh, a collaborative system that enables community members to report and track air pollution. Public online available data reports
comprise air quality metrics, self-reported health symptoms and personal stories with
images. These reports are sent directly to the local health department and visualized on
a map along with air quality data from monitoring stations [44]. SmellyMaps is an interactive map that captures urban “smellscapes” from social media data (i.e., tags on Flickr
pictures or tweets) of some cities. It lets sort city’s streets by emissions, nature, food,
waste and animal smell with 258 smell triggers classified in ten categories. Specific
categories (e.g. industry, transport, cleaning) correlate with governmental air quality
indicators. Additionally, it also provides basic emotional dimensions correspondences.
ActNow.Bot is an interactive and responsive chatbot harnessing Artificial Intelligence
(AI) to engage people to take climate action. Conceived as a social media campaign, it
recommends and tracks daily actions to reduce human carbon footprint. By registering
and sharing these actions, it aims to inspire these behaviors collectively [45]. From the
Sensory Arts and Design field [46] we highlight Climate Pod, an art installation made
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up of five geodesic domes, emulating polluted environments in cities globally. Within
each dome, the air quality of five global cities is recreated. It starts with breathing clear
smelling air of Tautra (Norway) and then continuing through to the cities of London
(United Kingdom), New Delhi (India), Beijing (China) and São Paulo (Brazil). It aims
to raise awareness about air pollution and health in different regions of the world [47] by
providing the public with the near to real situation of breathing in distant places. Ghost
Food Project is an art installation which explores cross-modal research. It includes a
customized food truck, trained performers, synthetic scents and a lab-made olfactory
device which is worn on the face and positions a pod with a scented displayer under
the wearer’s nose. Three taste experiences are offered based on scent-food pairings that
simulate the taste experiences of foods threatened with extinction due to the impact of
climate change. Sensory substitution of the perceived scent combines a facsimile food
with a custom-designed synthetic smell. When ordering a taste experience from the
menu, the visitor expects to get something, which is combined with the simulation via
the olfactory device [48]. The ultimate goal is to raise questions about safe food systems
and climate change. Whereas, Talking Noses is an art installation which aims to translate
the urban “smellscape” of Mexico City in olfactory terms. Using headspace technology,
key smells of neighbourhoods were decoded and recreated in a scratch and sniff map of
the city. These smell displays are accompanied by looping video footage of Mexico City
residents close up sniffing noses. Only words are heard in the video, describing smells
with words. In this manner, the artwork translates the invisible olfactory narrative of the
city in terms of its identity and also of its surroundings, such as air pollution [49].
Summing up, the background research helped us to reflect on HCI which include the
chemical senses. From our perspective, a transdisciplinary approach of science, engineering, design and art [50] could benefit utmost environmental health communication
strategies.

3 Earthsensum Multisensory HCI Design Process
Based on the recognition that human health and well-being are intimately linked to the
state of the environment, raising environmental knowledge capital within communities
and citizens is crucial to pursue mitigation and adaption of new environmental conditions.
Our design study rationale is based on the statement that chemical senses, elements and
places are in a continuous relationship with the environment. As the world is compound
by atoms and molecules, humans and environment exchange these through breathing
and ingestion. Breath and food are then vehicles which transfer into human blood cells
not only oxygen and nutrients, as also air, water and soil conditions of the environment.
Targeting the non-scientific public, we presume that the communication of this intertwined environmental-human health relationship could lead to enhanced environmental
literacy and foster behaviour change.
Our exploratory study aims two answer research questions: (i) How can chemical
sense experiences communicate environmental health information on digital systems?
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(ii) How is the Design of such Multisensory HCI System? Targeting non-scientific audiences, we wanted to explore how chemical senses could represent environmental problems within digital forms and how these can be applied to communicate environmental health. We wanted to inquire if by providing tools to acknowledge and communicate smell and taste experiences, people could make sense about their chemical sense
experiences, environmental events and behaviour change. To answer these questions,
we applied research through design methodology within HCI research [51], based on
hypothesis formulation [52]. We build our Multisensory HCI Design process considering synesthetic design methodology [53] for Earthsensum prototype ideation. Its guidelines provide design process strategies to encompass sensory modal connections. They
include aligning cross-sensory analogies with congruent iconic, symbolic and semantic
attributes. The process implies first a first step “selecting those strategies which enable
connecting modalities with respect to the intended product” [53, p. 16], followed by a
second step in which these strategies are fused into the product conceptualization. Therefore, this design process builds up along two main design phases - first, a cross-sensory
analogy and symbolic construction layer, followed by a meaning and communication
construction layer. Earthsensum’s first design phase offered environmental smell and
taste experiences about real geolocations without contextual clues. It comprises exploring cross-modal association data for digital representation research purposes. The second
provides the contextualization of the experience for meaning-building. Strategically, we
opted for Mobile Virtual Reality (MVR) and Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) technology, as they provide technical features which support our design intent. This phase
comprises prototype development for proof-of-concept validation which we describe in
this section.
Design Hypotheses. To proof our design concept baseline’s comprehensibility and
feasibility, we formulated two design hypotheses for prototype development.
Design Hypothesis 1. An educational tool exploring immersive technology provides
virtual tours to environmental hazard locations related to smell or taste experiences. Its
mission is to transfer the user into remote places where environmental problems happen.
By having tasted or smelled an ingredient, to which its related remote location the user
is transferred, we assume it is possible to establish an association between a geographic
location and the chemical senses. This cognitive association is then complemented with
additional meaning layers. These are delivered by multimedia contents, addressing topics
such as condition influences, human life impact and prevention.
Design Hypothesis 2. Building an annotation tool of smell and taste experiences enables
to articulate cognitively an otherwise volatile perception. By providing a symbolic representation system, these personal chemical sense experiences can be communicated
and shared with wide audiences. In this line, augmented reality technology allows to
index smell and taste representation by geographic coordinates and link these to geocontext driven information. Thereby, the platform has the ability not only to provide
chemical sense annotation facilities but also deliver local related environmental health
information. Hence, the content design addresses multi-purpose objectives: information,
education and behavior change.
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Considering both design hypothesis, we believe that Multisensory HCI Design
framework enables successfully to communicate environmental health with the chemical senses, fostering environmental awareness and behavior change. Positive evaluation
results of its conceptual design and impact on environmental awareness, would prove if
where right.
Participants. In total, 16 participants (Females = 2) between the ages 17 and 64 years
(M = 18.5 years, SD = 13.46) volunteered to take part in the study. They were recruited
on an opportunity-sampling basis. The education level of participants ranged from undergraduate (n = 11), bachelor (n = 3) and doctoral degree (n = 2). Reported expertise
area comprised “Technology and Informatics” (n = 13), “Augmented Reality” (n = 1),
“Chemistry” (n = 1), and “Research and Development” (n = 1). Participants agreed
about the outline and procedure of the complete test setting. We asked permission to
audio and video recording, as also taking photos. All volunteers read and signed an
informed consent before participating, not receiving any compensation. The experiment
was conducted at Tech Start Up company “Aromni” equipped Showroom, located on
the University Campus of FCT NOVA - (Faculty of Science and Technology - New
University of Lisbon). Our study adopted a within-group design. We assigned eight participants for the smell experience group and eight participants for the taste experience
group. Each experiment was carried on separate time schedules.

3.1 Design Phase 1: Chemical Sense Experience
In this section of our study, we explore cross-sensory analogies and symbolic construction layer of our Multisensory HCI design process. It encompasses defining an
“environmental chemical senses correspondence chart”, selecting and producing stimuli
samples and providing association attribution options.
Stimuli Selection. We circumscribed emergent environmental themes about environmental health [54], world trade [55] and pro-environmental strategies, [56, 57]. For each
topic, we selected its representative smell or taste. Next, we defined an “environmental chemical sense correspondences chart” organized by stimuli; molecule highlight,
location, geo coordinates, sample source and call for action themes (Table 1). This categorization provided basic guidelines for content development throughout Earthsensum’s
conceptualization process.
Stimuli Production and Presentation. Our ammonia sample was produced by diluting
3 ml household ammonia in 300 ml of water. The hydrogen sulfide sample by leaving
one fresh egg yolk in an unclosed recipient for seven days on open air. Whereas dimethyl
sulfide sample resulted from soaking dry wakame algae in 300 ml seawater for seven
days. These samples were presented in the form of three jars and were manually delivered.
Each jar was also wrapped in tape paper to avoid visual cues of its content. This procedure
is based on previous studies in the fields of experimental psychology such as Velasco et al.
[58]. Taste sample production of chlorophyll resulted from cooking fresh spinach leaves
with steam vapour. Soybean experience consisted of cooked white rice seasoned with
Shoyu Soy Sauce by Clearspings. For clove’s eugenol experience we seasoned cooked
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Table 1. Chemical Sense correspondences chart for sample and content development.
Sample

Stimuli

Molecule
highlight

Location

GPS

Sample
Source

Call for
action themes

Smell A

Solid
waste

Ammonia

Waste
treatment
Station,
Portugal

38.744959,
−9.326482

Household
Ammonia

Waste
prevention
and recycling

Smell B

Cellulose

Hydrogen
Sulfide

Pulp
industry,
Portugal

40.053199,
−8.865728

Rotten
Eggs

Paper waste
reduction

Smell C

Sea

Dimethyl
Sulfide

Seacoast,
Portugal

38.804254,
−9.484806

Seaweed

Plastic waste
reduction;
Sustainable
fish and
seafood
consumption

Taste A

Spinach

Chlorophyll

Tehran, Iran 35.664816,
51.359608

Spinach
Leaves

Car use
reduction;
Plastic waste
reduction

Taste B

Soybean

Water

Beijing,
China

39.907256,
116.375481

Soy Sauce

Discarded
electronics
reduction;
Meat
consumption
reduction

Taste C

Clove

Eugenol

Dhaka,
Bangladesh

23.811389,
90.421289

Biryani
Spice

Clothing
waste
reduction

white rice with Bombay Biryani Mix by Shan. These food samples were served on
ceramic spoons as “amuse-bouche”, inspired on previous cross-modal study by Spence
et al. [58].
Procedure and Methods. After participants aforementioned agreement protocol and
explanation of the proceedings, they were guided to the test setup. Smell and Taste
experiments were performed at different times with different participants. Concerning
the smell experience, jars with smell samples were displayed on a table. Participants were
instructed to hold each jar 20 cm away from their nose while sniffing. We suggested the
smelling order by increasing arousal properties (from low to high). Whereas for the
taste experience, ceramic spoons were displayed on a table with food samples. We
recommended participants taking small bites suggesting taste order by arousal intensity
(from low to high). After completion, we asked participants to translate their perceptions
by associating semantic, haptic, graphic and affective attributes.
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(Step1) Semantic Associations. Olfactory and gustatory language is predominantly
shaped by cultural factors and vocabulary [59–61]. Hence, we wanted to study participants skill and preferences to describe chemical sense experiences. To this end, we
applied two methods: (1) choosing words from a predefined list and (2) description with
own vocabulary. For the first method, we compiled a list of smell and taste descriptors organized by source, category and affect (Table 2), based on different sources of
classification systems [62–64]. Immediately after stimuli experience, participants were
asked to choose any words from the list which best matched their stimuli perception
for quantitative analyses. The second method was performed at the conclusion of this
section of the study. We asked participants to recall what they perceived and express it
their own words, for qualitative analyses. At this stage, we also inquired about method
description preference.
Table 2. List of Semantic descriptors for smell and taste experiences.
Smell descriptors

Taste descriptors

Source

animals, cleaning, coffee, complex,
construction, emissions, food/beverage,
humans, industrial, nature, non-food,
smoke, subway, synthetic fragrance,
tobacco, waste

dairy products, fruits, leaves, legume,
meat, poultry, root, seafood, seeds,
spice, whole grain

Category

acid, ammonia/ruinous, bakery, burnt,
chemical, cold, decayed, fish, flower,
fruit, garlic, grass, musky, sour, spices,
sweaty, sweet, warm, wood

bitter, bland, crunchy, dry, greasy,
moist, piping hot, rich, salty, savory,
scrumptious, sour, spicy, sugary, sweet,
tasty

Affect

agreeable, aromatic, bad, characteristic,
delicate, delicious, delightful, disgusting,
distinct, evil, exquisite, faint, fresh,
grateful, heavy nasty, nauseous,
offensive, peculiar, penetrating, pleasant,
powerful, pungent, rich, sickening,
strange, strong, suffocating, unpleasant

amazing, appealing, appetizing,
delectable, delicious, delightful,
disgusting, divine, enjoyable, enticing,
excellent, exquisite, extraordinary,
fantastic, finger, heavenly, licking, lip
smacking, luscious, marvelous,
mouth-watering, palatable, pleasant,
pleasing, satisfying, scrumptious,
strange, superb, tantalizing, tasty,
terrific, unpleasant, wonderful, yummy

(Step2) Haptic associations. In general, our surroundings are perceived by colours, patterns and structures engaging all sensorial modalities. Within this context, we looked into
Gestalt psychology research [65] for non-verbal communication processes. Considering our project scope, we wanted to study how volumetric shapes and textures represent
chemical senses experiences [66]. We selected three shape options of round, point edged
and angular objects (tennis ball, trigger ball, cube) and three texture options of rough,
regular and soft (sandpaper, denim, velvet). Shape objects and textures were displayed
on a tray in random order. Participants were instructed to choose one shape and one
texture option for each stimuli experience for quantitative analyses (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Left image shows participant selecting haptic associations for smell experience. Right
image shows graphic associations process of taste experience.

(Step3) Graphic components associations. Form and colour enable symbolic construction of meanings [67]. Hence, we wanted to study what graphic forms, textures and
colours would represent smell and taste perceptions. We provided basic geometric shapes
based on their symbology [66, 68] (triangle, square, circle), colour palettes based on
Plutchik’s wheel of emotions [69] and graphic texture representations (zigzag, diagonals, waves, circle) based on visual communication formulations [70] for quantitative
analyses. Participants selected these components by handling a paper interface prototype
that we build for this purpose [71] (see Fig. 1).
(Step4) Affective associations. Sensorial experiences are mediated by emotional
responses. In this line, we measured psychometric variables with Bradley’s SelfAssessment Manikin (SAM) scale [72]. We asked participants to fill out online SelfAssessment questionnaire answering questions about Pleasantness - “Did you like the
smell/taste? (1 = “Strongly Disagree”; 5 = “Strongly Agree”)”; Valence - “How does
this smell/taste make you feel? (1 = “Sad”; 5 = “Happy”)” and Arousal - “What impact
has this smell/taste on you? (1 = “Calm”; 5 = “Excited”)”.
Results. In this section we summarize the main findings from Design phase 1, following
the four main association dimensions.
(Results Step 1) Semantic Association. The first method applies quantitative analysis
focused on the word association task. Figure 2 presents the most frequently selected
words for each chemical sense experience. Figure 3 provides a summary of these words.
The size of the words depends on their frequency of use, with larger words being more
frequent than smaller words. Words like “strong”, “chemical” and “powerful” were
more often selected when describing the ammonia smell experience. Whereas the most
words associated with hydrogen sulphide were “burnt”, “decayed”, “fish”, “fruit”, “sour”
and “sickening”, among others. Finally, “grass”, “food”, “nature”, “wood”, “agreeable”
and “aromatic” were dimethyl sulphide’s word choices. Regarding the taste experience,
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spinach most associated words were “enjoyable”, “leaves “, “legume” and “moist”. The
soy experience comprised “seafood”, “seeds” and “spice”. At last, the clove experience
most frequent word choices were “spice”, “moist” and “piping hot”.
The second method applies qualitative analysis to determine participants personal
translation strategies of these experiences. Two main themes emerged: functional and
creative. The functional theme contains essential descriptive word choices. The creative
theme refers to the use of metaphors. We present herein representative quotes for each
smell and taste experiences. Ammonia: “Burning” (P3); “Disgusting, urge to escape,
a terror movie” (P5). Hydrogen sulphide: “Industrial” (P2); “A day of autumn” (P4).
Dimethyl sulphide: “Strange” (P8); “It is a soft and characteristic smell” (P7). Spinach:
“Unpleasant” (P13); “Feels like a connection with pure nature” (P14). Soy: “Neutral”
(P15); “Rice fields, rivers and birds” (P16). Clove: “Spicy and horrible” (P11); “Above
the real world, sublime” (P16). Out of total 16 participants, the preferred description
method is from a predefined list (56,25%). Pointed reasons are convenience and speed.
Selecting words from a list helps to overcome lack of vocabulary and it is perceived as
a faster method than using personal vocabulary.

Fig. 2. The most frequently selected words smell (upper row) and taste (lower row).

(Results Step 2) Haptic Association. Quantitative results of volumetric shape and texture
options revealed a collective sensorial profile. Ammonia was perceived as a point shape
object (6P) with a rough texture (6P); Hydrogen sulfide an angular object (6P) with a hard
texture (6P); Dimethyl sulfide a round object (5P) with a soft texture (8P). Regarding
taste association, Spinach was represented by a round object (5P) and regular texture
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(5P); Soy an angular object (4P) and soft texture (4P); Clove as a point edged object (7P)
and rough texture (7P) (see Table 3 for data distribution, Fig. 3 for results overview).
(Results Step 3) Graphic Components Association. Quantitative analysis revealed that
graphic representation options enabled individual abstract communication of smell and
taste experiences. Data collections disclosed a collective formal representation of these.
Table 3. Haptic association attribution of smell and taste experiences evaluated by 8 participants
(100%) of each group.
Variables

Shape

Texture

Smell A
(Ammonia)

Smell B
(Hydrogen
Sulfide)

Smell C
(Dimethyl
Sulfide)

Taste A
(Spinach)

Taste B
(Soy)

Taste C
(Clove)

%

%

%

%

%

%

12,5%

75%

12,5%

37,5%

50%

12,5%

Tennis Ball 12,5%

12,5%

62,5%

62,5%

25%

0

Trigger
Ball

75%

12,5%

25%

0

25%

87,5%

Denim

25%

75%

0

62,5%

37,5%

0

Sandpaper

75%

25%

0

0

12,5%

87,5%

Velvet

0

0

100%

37,5%

50%

12,5%

Cube

Table 4. Graphic association attribution of smell and taste experiences evaluated by 8 participants
(100%) for each group
Variables

Color

Texture

Shape

Smell A
(Ammonia)

Smell B
(Hydrogen
Sulfide)

Smell C
(Dimethyl
Sulfide)

Taste A
(Spinach)

Taste B
(Soy)

Taste C
(Clove)

%

%

%

%

%

%

Purple

50%

37,5%

0

5%

25%

25%

Orange

25%

25%

0

0

12,5%

75%

Green

12,5%

25%

37,5%

62,5%

12,5%

0

Blue

12,5%

12,5%

62,5%

12,5%

50%

0

Zigzag

62,5%

25%

0

0

12,5%

75%

Wave

12,5%

62,5%

12,5%

12,5%

37,5%

12,5%

Diagonal

12,5%

12,5%

37,5%

87,5%

0

0

Circles

12,5%

0

50%

0

50%

0

Square

12,5%

87,5%

0

25%

62,5%

12,5%

Triangle

75%

0

25%

37,5%

12,5%

50%

Circle

12,5%

12,5%

75%

37,5%

25%

37,5%
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Ammonia was purple (4P), zigzag texture (5P), triangle shape (6P). Hydrogen sulfide
was purple (3P), wave texture (5P), square shape (7P). Dimethyl sulfide was blue (5P),
circle texture (4P), circle shape (6P). Spinach was green (5P), diagonal texture (7P),
triangle shape (3P) and circle shape (3P). Soy was blue (4P), circle texture 4P), square
shape (5P). Clove was orange (6P), zigzag texture by (6P), triangle shape (4P) (see
Table 4 for data distribution, Fig. 3 for results overview).

Fig. 3. Overview of haptic (first row), graphic (second row) and semantic associations (third row)
results for smell and taste experiences.

(Results step 4) Affective Associations. We performed quantitative analyses pleasantness,
valence and arousal response. Data revealed that Ammonia was “strongly unpleasant”
(6P), evoked feelings of “unsatisfied” (4P), and had an “excited” (3P) arousal effect
on participants. Hydrogen sulfide was “unpleasant” (6P), evoked feelings of “unsatisfied” (5P) and arousal effect was “dull” (5P). Whereas, Dimethyl sulfide was rated as
“neutral” either for pleasantness (5P), valence (4P) and arousal (6P) dimension. Spinach
was “pleasant” (5P), its valence “neutral” (4P), with a “calm” (5P) impact. Soy was
perceived as “neutral” for pleasantness (5P), valence (4P) and arousal (5P) dimensions.
Clove instead was ranked as “pleasant” (5P), evoking “happy” feelings (4P) with arousal
dimension of “excited” (3P) and “dull” (3P) (see Fig. 4).
Summary of Design Phase 1. In this section of our study, we explored cross-sensory
analogies and symbolic construction possibilities of semantic, haptic, graphic and affective association with smell and taste experiences. Association features allowed individuals to describe smell and taste perceptions. Additionally, data collection sets enable
collective profiling of these experiences. Adaptation of these association features on
interface modules enables symbolic displaying of chemical sense experiences. This first
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Fig. 4. Results of participants affective evaluation of smell and taste experiences for pleasantness,
valence and arousal dimensions.

design phase provided smell and taste experiences without contextual clues. The second
design phase provides the contextualization of these experiences using digital media.

3.2 Design Phase 2: Digital Media Experience
In this section of the study, we explore the meaning and communication construction
layer of our Multisensory HCI design process. We present the conceptualization, design
and implementation of digital media experiences, following our design hypothesis formulations. The main objective our study was to explore if by providing tools to acknowledge and interact with smell and taste experiences, people could make sense about their
chemical senses, environmental events and pro-environmental behaviour. To this end
we developed a Mobile Virtual Reality (MVR) App and a Mobile Augmented Reality
(MAR) App.
Mobile Virtual Reality App. Based on the aforementioned design hypothesis 1 formulation, we developed the Earthsensum’s MVR App for prototype evaluation.
Specifications. Entering the main scene, users are guided to take time to “Breath” on
the virtual location as also to “Smell your Environment” or “Taste your Environment”.
Following, the main menu options are displayed. These include “molecular signature”,
“context story” and “call for action”. The contents provide information about molecules,
location, economic activity, cultural tradition, as also associated environmental impacts
and courses of action to mitigate them.
Design Development. For the purpose of our design hypothesis evaluation, we decided
to implement a basic demo prototype. Requirements comprised interaction with User
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Fig. 5. MVR prototype implementation process with Unity 3d. Left image present the starting scene suggesting the user to “breath” local air of Dhaka, Bangladesh. Right image shoes
“Molecules” section option featuring 3d eugenol molecule composition on Dhaka location.

Interface (UI) components and moving through the scenes. Our design process covered user flow analyses, information architecture diagram, storyboard for content flow
planning and asset production. We produced all graphic assets and motion design. For
imaginary we took 360º photos with Samsung Gear 360 Camera, otherwise we used
“Street View Download 360” online tool [73]. For background audio we used online
service providers [74, 75], whereas locution audio was recorded with Voice Memo
App for iPhone. Finally, digital 3D model libraries [76] supplied featured Molecule
compositions.
Interaction Design and Implementation. We decided on eye-gaze based interaction as
input method for a natural sense of navigation with a standalone Head Mount Displays
(HDM). We followed common VR methodology design recommendations for Human
Ergonomics [77]. Interaction zones for content placement where defined by its range
of motion attributes. Main menu options were placed on the main content zone for
easiness, whereas section options were placed on the peripherical zone to stimulate
content exploration through head movement. Graphic elements, motion graphic and 3d
Models were placed along depth axis of 1 m to 10 m, to guarantee comfortable depth
and content separation effects. Next, [78] we tested navigation and content flow with
Low-Fi wireframing. Final demo prototype was implemented with Unity3D [79] and
exported as a standalone app (see Fig. 5).
Mobile Virtual Reality App Evaluation
Apparatus and Test Procedure. We used mobile device Samsung Galaxy S8 coupled
with Samsung Gear VR, a standalone Head Mounted Display (HMD). At start of session,
participants were given a spoken introduction and written task scenarios to complete:
• Smell Experience Task - “You pass by a location. A distinguished smell has an impact
on you. You want to know more about this smell”.
• Taste Experience Task - “You pass by a street food market. You have tasted a certain
ingredient. You want to know more about this ingredient”.
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We explained the navigation settings and demonstrated them on an external screen
and handed out the HMD. Next, participants tested the VR experience while seated in a
revolving chair as recommended for experiments involving 360-degree contents [80].
Evaluation Method. We applied the walkthrough method [81] for the prototype evaluation. We took notes about verbal and non-verbal clues while keeping an eye on what the
participant was looking at and how they interacted. Additionally, we recorded navigation flow and body movements. At conclusion, we inquired about the system and content
experience. To this end, we adapted Witmer’s questionnaire [82] for navigation and presence evaluation, besides inquiring about emotional engagement and content exploration.
At last, we asked participants about the usefulness and environmental awareness impact.
Answers were registered through self-report questionnaires with Likert evaluation scale
(5-point).
Evaluation Results. All 16 participants executed movements and navigation actions with
success. Navigation targets were recognized “easily” - smell group: 75% (6P); taste
group: 100% (8P). Presence perception of having a sensation of being in the real place
was “somehow” for 50% (4P) of each group. The average number of total participants
enjoyed the scenes and contents were rated as comprehensible. 75% (6P) of each group
confirmed that a clear message was provided. Near all rated the content experience as
useful - smell group: 75% (6P); taste group: 87,5% (7P). Out of total 16 participants 75%
(12P) would recommend the VR App as an education tool. Regarding environmental
behaviour impact, the average of both groups agreed that content experience improved
their awareness about the environment - 68,75% (11P), made them think about their
behaviour towards the environment - 75% (12P) and inspired them positively to take
action towards their environment - 87,50% (14P).
Mobile Augmented Virtual Reality App. In line with the aforementioned design
hypothesis 2 formulation, we developed the Earthsensum MAR App for prototype
evaluation.
Specifications. Interaction modules providing formal, hedonic and semantic associations options enable chemical sense annotation. These allow to build a personal visual
symbol in accordance with user’s geolocation. Signing up to the Earthsensum community allows the user to consult his area for previous “geolabeled” experiences and
decide to “join” or to “place” a symbol. To join a symbol means that a predominant
sensory experience is prevailing in the area. To “place” a new symbol represents a
new experience. Finally, the user is able to consult, connect and share this data with
the community (Fig. 6). Additional information is provided through main content sections of “Molecules” and “Take Action”. The “Molecules” section enables to access of
molecule information and air quality indicators pulled by official data sources in realtime [83–85]. Its most accentuated indicator determines what molecular information
is displayed. By contrast, the taste experience is labelled by its ingredients. Databases
identify the most common molecule presence for an ingredient (e.g. Spinach – Chlorophyll) and provide information about the main export country [55]. This process enables
to approach air quality indexes of the remote location to which the ingredient is related.
Finally, the main section “Take Action” provides further contextualized information
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about social-economic and behaviour change information. Users are able to suggest
their own pro-environmental actions to Earthsensum’s community.

Fig. 6. MAR prototype concept (a). Example of wireframe development of association options
(b), symbolic representation summary (c) and map view of icon placement (d).

Design Development. For the purpose of our design hypothesis evaluation, we implemented a basic interactive prototype based on graphic images. We also build a paper
prototype to study interaction functionality with graphic association components. Our
design process covered visual design development as also functional specification and
content analyses.
Interaction Design and Implementation. Common design recommendations for Augmented Reality [86] guided our design process. To avoid information overload, we
decided symbols display blending with the physical world should be placed facing the
same direction. Symbol information would be also displayed on map visualization mode.
Main and second level menus display lists of related options following User Usability
Principles [87]. For navigation fluidity, we applied navigation drawers for association
components (Fig. 6). After defining the information architecture, Low-Fi wireframing
[88], allowed us to test navigation and content flow. Next, we build our Hi-Fi prototype
with web-based online tool [89] for heuristic evaluation [90].
Mobile Augmented Virtual Reality App Evaluation
Evaluation Apparatus and Test Procedure. We used a MacBook Pro Desktop for heuristic evaluation through walkthrough methodology. At start of the session, we introduced
product concept and its underlying technology with visual and spoken information. Next,
we presented three task scenarios to complete:
• Task 1 - “You perceive a certain smell/taste in your environment. You want to label
and share this experience on your location”.
• Task 2 - “You want to find out more about this kind of smell/taste”.
• Task 3 - “You would like to have a more participative attitude towards your
environment. You want to know how to take action”.
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Evaluation Method. We applied the first click testing method [91] and took notes of
participants interaction behaviour. At the test conclusion we conducted a qualitative and
quantitative study. We provided self-report questionnaires with Likert evaluation scale
(5-point) and conducted semi-structured Interviews. We asked about system experience
(navigation) and content experience (relevancy, satisfaction, usefulness). At last, we
asked participants about environmental awareness impact.
Evaluation Results. Total of 16 participants, all recognized navigation targets easily.
Relevancy evaluation of the experience design was high, as near all participants declared
that their smell and taste awareness increased - smell group: 87,5% (7P); taste group:
100% (8P). Participants confirmed that the system enabled them to express chemical
sense experiences - smell group: 75% (6P); taste group: 100% (8P). All participants
enjoyed the content experience. They rated it as useful - smell group: 87,5% (7P); taste
group: 100% (8P), and recommend it as an education tool - smell group: 100% (8P); taste
group: 87,5% (7P). Finally, 87,5% (14P) confirmed that the chemical sense annotation
system increased their environmental awareness.
Summary of Design Phase 2. In this section of our study, we explored the meaning
and communication construction layer of our Multisensory HCI design process. Using
digital media, we provided the contextualization of smell and taste experiences. We
conceptualized and developed two design hypotheses for prototype evaluation: (i) MVR
experience for educational purposes addressing remote environmental events and (ii)
MAR experience consisting of enhancing a smell and taste annotation system with
local environmental information. Evaluation of these design concepts was positively
rated in terms of system, user and content experience. Furthermore, results revealed
awareness increment about chemical senses and environmental challenges, after the
prototype experience. Regarding our goal to know if by providing tools to acknowledge
and communicate smell and taste experiences, people could make sense of environmental
events and make informed choices, our results are encouraging.

4 Discussion
Two key factors influenced our experience design: the natural environmental setting
and the situational context. We evoked the natural setting by presenting smells and
tastes derived from the real world. Technology mediated the situational context by communicating the environmental setting. As environmental events are bounded to time
and space of occurrences, MVR experience brought closer remote events, whereas the
MAR experience evidenced local events. Our study design implied from the start participants engaged with smell and taste experiences, followed by the experiences with
prototypes. The experiment sequence assumed that participants had to engage with their
chemical sense perceptions before elaborating about their environmental meaning correspondence. We observed how participants showed surprise and curiosity while they
progressed along the experiment path. As attribution choices were mandatory, they ended
up discovering new perspectives about their sensorial experiences. When they engaged
with the prototypes, participants were already imprinted with their previous chemical
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sense experience and thereby more available to construct meaning through the digital
content experience. This strategy may have contributed to the overall positive results.
Haverkamp stresses that “intuitive strategies based on cross-modal analogy, association
and symbolism are suitable for creating a design that provides connections between the
senses, which directly appear appropriate and easy to interpret” [53, p. 139] Nevertheless, to avoid misinterpretation it is prerequisite “that associative and symbolic contents
are known to the user” [53, p. 139]. This cognitive association congruency has to be
consistent along the design process, taking into account contextual factors. Regarding
our design concepts, even if smell and chemical perceptions and associations did not
rely on universal assumptions, participants of the study were able to uncover their connotations and message. In fact, we found that both digital media experiences increased
their chemical sense and environmental awareness. Overall, the conceptual approach of
linking smell and taste to environmental events was understood and highly supported
as an innovative concept for environmental health communication. Our study results
revealed that linking chemical senses with environmental health benefits environmental
health communication strategies.
Verbeek states that interaction design is “designing relations between humans and the
world, and, ultimately designing the character of the way in which we live our lives” [92,
p. 31]. If we pretend to attain a more sustainable future, we have to design these desirable
actions. Addressing chemical sense education first, to unfold its application possibilities
could benefit Multisensory HCI design. By this means the foundations would be placed
upon which its framework could expand.
Limitations. The main limitations of our testing were related to the early stage of
the prototypes. Participants had high immersive expectations while testing our basic
prototype demos, but they could not observe digital object blending with the physical
world. This fact did not interfere with their prototype conceptual evaluation. However,
it might influence scores like presence and satisfaction.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we provided a description and reflection about the design and evaluation of
Earthsensum, a Multisensory HCI design project with smell and taste to inform the design
of future interactive technologies in the context of environmental health communication.
We wanted to know if providing exploration and annotation tools that capture smell and
taste experiences, can be an enabler for individuals to make informed health choices. Our
approach was based on the recognition that human health and well-being are intimately
linked to the state of the environment and raising environmental knowledge capital within
communities and citizens is crucial to foster pro-environmental behaviour.
This work explored the link between chemical senses and environmental problems,
reflecting on the fact that human organism can be reached by environmental exposure
vectors through air, food, soil and water conditions. We suggest that the chemical senses
are fundamental to put in evidence these events. Trough breathing and ingestion, environmental pollutants enter imperceptibly into the human body triggering health issues.
We formulated design hypothesis which addressed the design of (i) MVR experience for
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education on remote environmental events and (ii) MAR experience which combines
annotation features of smell and taste with local environmental information. We believed
that these design experiences would result in higher literacy about smell and taste perception and its connection with environmental health. Results of our study validated
positively our conceptual approach and hypothesis assumptions. This work makes specific contributions. First, it provides guidelines on how to design with chemical senses for
digital systems. Secondly, it adds new perspectives on environmental health communication strategies with Mobile Virtual Reality and Mobile Augmented Reality technologies,
contributing to the role of HCI in the challenges of sustainibility.
Future developments intend to develop the conceptual approach with more technical
refined prototypes. We aim to explore further our chemical sense annotation system
in terms of association possibilities and interaction modules for mixed and immersive
media platforms. We also aim to test these systems on real locations where smell and taste
experiences occur, instead of lab indoor environment. Our ultimate goal is to develop
further our environmental health communication strategy with chemical senses, centred
on behaviour change.
Acknowledgements. This Work is funded by Foundation for Science and Technology – grant
FCT (SFRH/BD/52545/2014).
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Abstract. This paper discusses a multisensory approach to data representation
with a specific focus on haptic media. In this, I provide a philosophical and methodological overview of my design process informed by the following themes and
topics: 1) the haptic subject; 2) touch as political; 3) co-formed knowledge; and 4)
arts-based research methods. The overview is further contextualized by a thorough
analysis of collaborative work Vibrant Lives, a 4-year project that includes a suite
of unique, custom-designed, vibrotactile interfaces that give audiences a real-time
experience of their own personal data output. I continue my analysis by sharing
observations from a series of workshops I conducted with haptified archive data.
In conclusion, I reflect on issues of user ethics, agency, and control when designing
touch-based experiences of data in a multisensory installation setting.
Keywords: Haptics · Data representation · Ethical design · Arts-based design

1 Introduction
Multisensory data representation is a complex and complicated endeavor, in part because
of our extensive use of data visualization. Given the use of visual media in data creation
and collection, the dominance of data visualization may come as no surprise. This form
of data representation is pervasive to the point that imagining data outside of a predominantly visual context to many may be an interesting artistic exploration in aesthetics,
rather than a deep inquiry into the politics of information and interface. However, new
research into the possibilities of data sonification (auditory data representation) [1] and
more recently data haptification (tactile data representation) [2] have seen a dramatic
increase in the last two decades. Furthermore, efforts to sonify and haptify data thoughtfully weave aesthetic exploration into transdisciplinary research approaches that investigate important questions of what it means to understand, witness, and be in relation
with data. Questions such as: How are we creating stories about our world through the
use of data? What stories are best told in a multisensory context? How can multisensory
data representations impact users’ data understanding and experience? The goal here
is not to argue for a reworking of sensorial priority, nor is it to claim that tactile or
auditory representations must be researched in isolation from vision to ‘catch up’ with
visualization research. The aim is instead to consider how we might begin to understand our other senses’ role in building data representations that allow us to interface
with data’s affective and cultural contexts. Given that we experience our world through
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 464–480, 2020.
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all our senses, I am more interested in creating work that thoughtfully includes touch
and sound within a multisensory framework. To do this I employ collaborative practices
within an arts-based research approach to better understand how we work with touch and
sound as compositional tools. Furthermore, I encourage approaches that build frameworks for understanding touch and sound without reducing them to a set of standards or
best practices.
In this paper I will discuss my philosophy and approach to designing multisensory data representations and interfaces with a specific focus on haptic media. This
discussion extends my research in embodied practices for interaction design [3] and
non-taxonomic methods for designing touch [4]. The broader philosophical discussion
articulated throughout this paper will be augmented with design examples from my work
Vibrant Lives, a collaboratively designed haptic/sonic infrastructure that gives people a
real time sense of how much data they output from their personal mobile devices [5].
Methods cultivated in Vibrant Lives extend into my current research designing multisensory data representations of archival data with a focus on haptic aesthetics. In this
paper, I discuss novel methods for representing large, complex datasets in multisensory
formats that are both immersive and legible.

2 Transdisciplinary Approaches to Sensory Research
Comprehending the complex web of haptics research requires a broad understanding
of the practices, trends, politics, and ethical dilemmas manifested by engaging haptics as an area of study, particularly within user experience. This is in no small part
because we are in a time where how we create haptic media determines the processes
and protocols we will effectively use to define the field. In my work, I address problems
with designing haptic interfaces that reinforce sensory isolation, efficiency, utilitarianism, knowledge acquisition, and bodily control. Whether or not these are the explicit
design intentions, it’s worth articulating that such priorities are embedded in the cultural
and methodological fabric of many contemporary user design processes, particularly
those with empirical roots and aspirations toward adoption by industry. As such, the
following section discusses tensions between scientific sensory research methods and
haptic design. Furthermore, I highlight a growing body of haptics research that extends
beyond empirical design methods into the areas of media studies, digital music, dance
and movement practices, philosophy, and sociology to name a few. The purpose here
is to highlight some key issues and topics that inform my own work in multisensory
data representation design, including the following: 1) the haptic subject; 2) touch as
political; 3) co-formed knowledge; and 4) arts-based research methods.
2.1 The Haptic Subject
The transformation of touch into a conscious target of empirical study and computational
mediation lead to the emergence of what Parisi calls the haptic subject.
This haptic subject embodies the self-conscious efforts of scientists, engineers, and
marketers made to transform touch, as they sought to give tactility a new utility
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in a political economy of sensations vital to a society with a growing dependency
on the circulation of information through sensing bodies [6, p. 4].
The haptic subject is marked by a need to control, reproduce, and commodify touch
as a concept or even object that can live outside of the subjective lens of any one person,
community, culture, or society. To do this, researchers aspire to transform touch into an
acultural commodity that can be controlled by scientific methods and tools. Efforts to
simplify or standardize touch are pursued so that findings may be shared and reproduced;
however, such efforts also pressure users to normalize their touch experience to that which
can be defined within the scientific parameters bound to the haptic subject. Furthermore,
as Classen points out, attempts by science to define touch speaks more to the culture
of science than to any possible standard features of touch. [7, p. 4] Research working
toward the haptic subject is often articulated as a necessary response to participating
in contemporary society as it relates to validation, valuation, and access to monies and
resources. Returning again to Parisi, he discusses the technologizing of touch as including
the following interrelated developments:
[…] the institutionalized and formalized knowledge production networks that rose
up around touch, the new intellectual and financial resources funneled into the
study of touch, the training and regimentation of tactility demanded by the new
machines, and the motivations – explicit and implicit – of the various researchers
who set themselves to work at the immense challenge of bringing touch under the
control of scientific and technical apparatuses [6, p. 10].
The collective scientific hopes for a haptic subject speaks to a yearning for touch
research to be validated within the constructs of empirical epistemology, which has very
specific assumptions about how knowledge and information should be organized and
handled as a utility largely decoupled from personal, subjective, cultural, and communal
readings of touch experience.
2.2 Touch as Political
The decoupling of touch from its connection to lived experience is what Erin Manning describes as a process of normalization in which bodies become “stabilized within
national imaginaries in preordained categories”. [8, p. xv] Politics are often affiliated
with the workings of governments, but the term “politics” can also be used to describe
decision-making and enforced organizational control over a group of members. Considering touch within a dialogue of politics, Manning points to the inherent political nature
of engaging and mediating touch as a static, finite object or thing. In this, the haptic subject props up the politically organized, collective consciousness of science–prioritizing
that which can be rendered visible, logical, quantifiable, and categorizable. Conversely,
that which eludes, evades, or escapes the bounds of the haptic subject is rendered unnecessary, invaluable, irrelevant, and even problematic. This not only includes physiological
experiences of touch, but subjective and cultural understandings of touch that do not fit
within the empirical framework and related political imaginary of the haptic subject.
Normalizing here is also considered a form of policing, not only of our sense of touch,
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but of what bodies are, can be, and should do. How we choose to ask users to physically
engage with an interface expresses our own beliefs about how bodies should act and
behave.
Further complicating the politics of mediated touch is how haptic technologies are
appropriated across fields and design practices. Haptic technologies such as tactile transducers and force feedback devices are often adopted by designers working outside the
device’s originally intended application. Teoma Naccarato and John MacCallum discuss the ethical dilemmas posed when appropriating technologies in their work with
biomedical sensors [9]. Their paper investigates the “ethical and aesthetic implications
of the appropriation of biomedical sensors in artistic practice” and discusses the pitfalls of
appropriating any form of technology from one field for use in another [p. 1]. Their work
highlights the importance of acknowledging that the transition of a technology outside
its intended domain is not only an appropriation of technologies and their functional
uses, but also an appropriation of cultural practices specific to the original discipline
in which it was used. This cultural appropriation happens whether we recognize it or
not, and can result in a wide array of consequences, some of which deeply impact user
experience. Here, they suggest adopting a critical appropriation:
Critical appropriation involves the process of intentionally and explicitly deconstructing the ontology of technologies in order to rebuild them with and through
a value system shared by all participants in the collaboration [p. 6].
Building new interface designs means that we are not only responsible for our own
design intentions, but we must also be aware of how we are introducing the design goals
of those who made the technologies we use. While Naccarato and MacCallum do not
explicitly talk about the haptic subject, they observe a similar socio-political transition in
how biosensors are being used within the design process that reinforce a need to control
and police the bodies observed. In their observations, the results can be deeply impactful
for those whose bodies do not conform to normalized interaction settings, as is seen in
this example from their paper:
As Tom improvised with the particular movement patterns and qualities available
in his body, the software had trouble tracking his gestures, and as such, kept losing
him. The choreographer repeatedly asked Tom to “just stand still”, so that the
tracking system could calibrate his skeleton. It was not possible for Tom to “just
stand still”. Jokingly, but perhaps also with a hint of frustration, the choreographer
said to Tom “you broke my system”. Because Tom’s particular movements did not
conform to the expectations of the software (as preset by the human designers),
his body was literally invisible to the tracking system. Despite the choreographer’s
desire to market his motion-tracking system for people with disabilities, he created
a program that was very limited in its capacity to process—never mind embrace—
bodily differences [p. 5].
2.3 Co-formed Knowledge
Knowledge is co-formed in the relationship between those in the exchange. One does
not inform the other. One is not static while the other transforms. Both transform and
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become new. Returning to Manning, she writes, “I accept this paradox and offer Politics
of Touch not as a reading of what touch is, but as an exploration of what might happen
if we are willing to direct our thinking toward movement, toward a relational stance that
makes it impossible to pin down knowledge but asks us instead to invent”. [8, p. xvi]
What does it mean to design a user experience from this perspective? For me, it means
the following: 1) creating experiences that acknowledge the mutually transformative
act of exchanging touch and its vast impact on a shared experience between users and
interface; 2) designing tactile interfaces as an invitation to co-create meaning; and 3)
engaging the design process as an act of facilitation rather than as a series of commands.
It is impossible to fully control, impact, manipulate, or know the outcome of a mediated
touch experience. In explicitly naming its impossibility, I recognize I am not stating
something novel. Rather, I name the futility of controlling touch to emphasize that to
design with the intention of inciting control is not only futile, but potentially an act of
violence.
Susan Kozel highlights the potential for violence in her thoughtful reflection on
performing in Paul Sermon’s installation work, Telematic Dreaming [10]. In this installation performance, two separate rooms with beds were projected upon each other using
livestream camera feeds. Kozel performed on one bed and audiences were invited to
interact with her on the other bed so that each body was projected onto the other space.
[p. 439] While the interactions between Kozel and audience members were digital, she
describes the physical responses she had to various forms of digital touch including pain
when being virtually punched, sexual intimacy when digitally caressed, and the threat of
violence when virtually accosted with a knife. Kozel’s work demonstrates a very clear
co-formed techno-mediated exchange between herself and other. Similarly, I suggest
that touch experiences between users and digital interfaces can elicit similar visceral,
physical responses.
2.4 Arts-Based Research Methods
Artists and artistic methods have been longtime contributors to design methodology.
More specifically, somatics and first-person, arts-based research methods are widely
engaged within cognitive science and human computer interaction to augment the rise
in embodiment research within these fields [11]. Contributing to this, artists have engaged
haptics within various contexts. Musician Lauren Hayes designs haptic interfaces that
explore haptic/acoustic relationships that extend beyond a simple reinforcement of touch
as an extension of sound [12, 13]. Her work is informed by musicians such as Eric Gunther and Sile O’Modhrain [14], and Kaffe Mathews and Lynn Pook [15] who similarly
explore haptic aesthetics in relation to sound and music. Within dance and somatic practices Susan Kozel [16] and Thecla Schiphorst [17] explore first-person design approaches
to haptic media in performative wearable technology design. When creating her work
soft(n) Schiphorst explored a “somaesthetics of touch” to investigate a poetic approach
to touch design supported by somatic practices and first-person arts-based research
approaches in designing mediated touch experiences.
A poetics of interaction supports a somaesthetics framework because it acknowledges that meaning is simultaneously constructed on multiple levels: conceptual,
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experiential, material, and computational (or technological). Meaning derives from
our experience and the imaginative interplay between our self and our environment
[18, p. 2432].
Arts-based approaches to design, particularly those informed by self-study, firstperson methods, and somatic practices by their very nature resist the haptic subject.
By integrating personal experience into the design process, subjective human experience becomes entangled with the resulting design. This work is not without structure or
repeatable methods, rather it focuses on methods for facilitating shared exploration and
reflection through the use of workshops, open questions, dialogue, and iterative refinement. For example, when creating whisper[s] Schiphorst held a series of workshops
that focused on various sensory experiences such as hearing one’s own body or making
physical contact with another participant [19]. The purpose here, “was to explore how
people pay attention to their own body states and share those states with others in a
space [19, p. 226].” Users were asked to improvise and interact with various props and
objects and then respond to open-ended questions such as, “What did it feel like?” [19,
p. 227] Similarly, Loke and Khut engaged workshop participants in activities specifically informed by the somatic practice Feldenkrais and used this work to create design
workshops in which people somatically explored interactive systems [20]. Building from
these somatically-informed, arts-based design methods, my own work engages in various models of facilitated exploration, reflection, and discussion – all of which influences
the resulting design choices.
2.5 Moving Toward Multisensory Data Representation
I envision my work as an ongoing effort to refine a process of design inquiry, rather
formalize a specific haptic infrastructure. The results of which are not standardized
systems, but a stronger protocol for designing faciliatory touch experiences between
users and data. In my design process, I consider many aspects of touch, not only including
the vibrotactile actuators themselves, but also the material, shape, and texture of the
interface and the user’s physical action of approaching the interface. My interest in
bringing touch into the domain of data representation is twofold. Firstly, I am interested
in haptic aesthetics that are not explicitly concerned with replicating real-world touch
experiences, which is a common feature of contemporary haptic design [21]. Secondly,
I wish to explore the potential for haptic data representations that make the cultural
contexts, stories, and people embedded within the data more intimate, palpable, and
emotionally resonant to users. This second point amplifies the import of engaging haptics
outside of the haptic subject and recognizing the power of touch politics. In my case, I
see the intimate, personal, cultural, and political resonances of touch as an asset to my
work, rather than a hinderance.

3 Vibrant Lives
My research began with a 4-year exploration of haptic data through the project Vibrant
Lives, which includes a suite of unique, custom-designed, vibrotactile interfaces that give
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audiences a real-time experience of their own personal data output [5]. The project was
constructed through a series of intimate workshops and unique performance installations,
conducted with my core collaborators Jaqueline Wernimont and Eileen Standley. User
interfaces include wearable devices, hanging tapestries, and large sculptures that engage
audiences in personal data output (see Fig. 1).
Over the course of four years, Vibrant Lives evolved into multiple, unique installations that offer various bodily, spatial, auditory, material, and social relationships between
people, interface, and data. Across all iterations, we used a software/hardware system
specifically designed for the project that reinterprets people’s mobile phone data output as auditory and vibrotactile feedback. Simply described, as users produce more
data through their mobile phone activities the sound volume and vibrotactile sensation
increases. Conversely, when their activities produce let data output, the sound and sensation decrease. The custom system includes vibrotactile actuators, a sound-producing
smartphone app, and custom server software. Together, our haptic infrastructure allows
people to feel and hear their data output in real time. (see Fig. 2) A detailed description
of the technical infrastructure is discussed in a previous publication [5]. Throughout
the design of Vibrant Lives, I conducted several individual and collaborative workshops
exploring haptic aesthetics and data representation, including workshops at the following
events and locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACM Tangible, Embedded and Embodied Interaction Conference, March 2019.
Dance Program at Davidson College, February 2018.
Alliance of Women in Media Arts and Technology Conference, February 2018.
ART Lab at University of New Mexico, November 2017.
Synthesis Center at Arizona State University, November 2016.
Signal/Noise: FemTechNet Conference on Feminist Pedagogy, Technology, & Transdisciplinarity, April 2016.

The haptic workshops served as an open forum for user exploration, discussion, and
participant documentation and observation.
3.1 Initial User Study
Conceptually grounding Vibrant Lives was a question of how to give users a very real
sense of the massive amounts of data their mobile devices output in a given moment.
Also embedded within our line of inquiry was a critical investigation of how and why
companies and governments find user data acquisition to be a useful and necessary
activity. Given the gravity of a discussion about personal data acquisition, we knew we
were asking people to move into a space of possible discomfort and unease. Our first
user study included guided discussions about the initial interface design [5]. Once users
connected to our wireless network and opened the custom mobile phone app, I asked them
to set aside their phones as I led them through a series of verbal prompts meant to heighten
their sensory and spatial awareness using proprioceptive, kinesthetic, and cutaneous cues
[22]. After I completed verbal prompts, users returned to their phones, ran the app in
the background, and experienced the feeling of data output via the portable/wearable
tactile transducer. The app ran in the background as they conducted various mobile phone
activities. During and after user exploration, I asked the following questions:
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As you navigate, what do you notice?
What stands out to you?
What do you feel (from the device) and how does that make you feel?
What thoughts come to mind?
How does this inform you/make you feel about your own data output?
How does this experience inform you/make you feel about your mobile phone?
What does this make you want to do (if anything)?
What part of this experience was the most impactful for you?
What will you take away from this experience?

Fig. 1. The images represent the various interfaces created for Vibrant Lives. The top-left image
shows the hanging crocheted tapestry, the bottom-left image is of three wood/fabric sculptures,
and the right image is of the portable/wearable tactile transducer users connected to their mobile
phone.

User responses were permeated with sadness, frustration, confusion, surprise, and
curiosity as to who is gathering their data, how, and why. A full overview of the study is

Fig. 2. This image shows the system used for all iterations of Vibrant Lives. Users connect to our
custom server via our wireless network. Their data output is then captured and sent back to their
mobile device using our mobile phone application. The mobile phone application creates a data
sonification, which is transformed into vibrotactile stimulation using the tactile transducer.
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available in an earlier publication [5]; however, I highlight this work because it greatly
impacted how we moved forward with our various installation designs. We thought
deeply about what it meant to foster environments of curiosity and compassion rather
than spaces that reinforced the themes of surveillance and governmental monitoring
so easily elicited by the project. This is where visual elements became critical. We
integrated bright colors, playful, improvisatory dance performances, and surprising use
of other tangible media such as torn paper, dust, and household objects to reinforce our
conceptual themes without reinforcing the negative and oppressive undertones of the
tactile infrastructure. The visual elements that augmented our haptic infrastructure were
devised during movement workshops involving various contributors that flowed in and
out of the project.
During the first movement workshop we brought in a group of dancers to engage
with cyber security experts and digital humanists. We discussed packet sniffing and
packet capture software uses, devised various physical gestures and choreographies, and
composed touch-based exercises that elicited the characteristics and behaviors of various
data acquisition protocols. This process created a suite of rich, mutually understood
physical, tactile, and visual metaphors we then used to anchor the performative and
visual elements. This process helped us create interactions that avoided some of the
common sociocultural affiliations with vibrotactile interfaces, such as relaxation or erotic
pleasure. To see video of the performative elements of the work, visit the online video
documentation [23].We also learned the importance of including performers whose job
was to “host the space” by verbally and nonverbally inviting users to touch and physically
interact with the haptic data infrastructures. This helped users drop into the experience
and consciously focus on their own touch experience with the haptified data.
3.2 Sculptures and Shared Data Experiences
The first public exhibition of Vibrant Lives invited users to feel their personal data output
by holding or wearing a tactile transducer while navigating a multi-room installation. The
exhibition was in conjunction with a dance concert at Arizona State University, and the
Vibrant Lives audience was mostly comprised of concertgoers. During the exhibition, we
noticed that while users were able to navigate the installation together, the solitary nature
of the wearable/portable haptic interface kept people from interacting. (see Fig. 1). This
created a quiet space in which individual people were absorbed in their own experience.
We would see and hear people talk to each other at times, but only on occasion or with
prompting. Also, several users shared their discomfort with having the mobile phone app
on their phone when exiting the exhibition. All audience members were assured that the
Vibrant Lives project was not saving any of the data captured through the custom server,
but our assurances did not assuage the visceral experience of feeling one’s own data
output. The act of having to download and use the mobile app on a personal device was
its own act of political touch. We learned from the first installation that this performative
gesture of touch was incredibly powerful, prompting users to uninstall the app quickly
after navigating the installation. We decided to make the mobile app a unique feature
of the first installation. In later iterations, the project’s software/hardware infrastructure
stayed relatively the same; however, we transitioned from engaging individual data to
working with the collective data output of every device connected to our custom sever.
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The group data vibrated larger objects that could be touched by multiple people. This
includes a series of large sculptures and tapestries that allow for a shared experience of
data output. The transition from individual to collective data haptification meant users
did not need to download the mobile phone app, only connect to our server network.
Logistically, removing the additional mobile phone app step made it easier for users to
move in and out of the installation experience.
Vibrant Lives: Data Play. The second iteration of Vibrant Lives included a suite of
three wood sculptures upon which we attached large bass shakers called ButtKickers.
(see Fig. 3) We worked with artist Bobby Zokaites to design and construct the sculptures, which were exhibited at large, family-friendly festivals and outdoor events. The
sculptural nature of Vibrant Lives: Data Play allowed for multiple users to sit, stand,
and lie on the same structure. This collective experience meant people could co-witness
haptic data output and more easily dialogue about their shared experience. We often saw
families sit together and collaborate to discover different methods for interacting with the
installation. The soft, curvy design of the sculptures also invited a playful interaction that
offered many possibilities of physical contact with various bodily surfaces. We intentionally created shapes that leveraged a cultural familiarity with benches, ottomans, and
chairs without offering obvious, flat surfaces. The precarity of this design choice hinted
at the possibility of sitting but invited other possibilities, which many users explored.
Some of the activities we saw were rolling, sliding, lying down, and climbing.

Fig. 3. The left images show the ButtKickers attached inside the sculptures. The right images
show users collectively and individually engaging with the completed interfaces.

Additionally, our reference to a socially familiar object meant that people would often
happen upon the haptics themselves, sitting down and then expressing surprise when
they felt sculptures vibrate. Many users expressed subtle joy in discovering the dynamic
haptic feature of the sculptures, which prompted them to seek out information about the
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sculptures’ intent. We always kept an installation host on hand to answer questions, but
users would most often find each other and willingly share their knowledge about how
the installation worked. The opportunity for self-discovery and collective knowledge
sharing across users were strong attributes of Vibrant Lives: Data Play; however, the
sculptures also quickly became jungle gyms for family audiences – particularly when
the installation saw large waves of people. In these moments, the busy activity of the
space decreased the likelihood that people would spend time with the haptic data.
From our conversations with users, we learned that people were fascinated by the
conversation of data output and surprised by the haptic representation of personal data.
Users most often expressed a sense of excitement, enthusiasm, and play. Overall, the
affective response to Vibrant Lives: Data Play was much more positive and joyful than
the first installation. User response was fostered by the ease in which they happened
upon a collective experience of the data, which allowed for users to maintain a sense of
agency in their own experience and discovery process. The affective user response is also
due to the event environment. Users were often with other family and friends enjoying
an outdoor festival. This was a very different environment than the initial installation,
which was an indoor exhibition connected to a contemporary modern dance concert.
Finally, users were able to come and go from the installation without downloading the
mobile app, which avoided some of the concerned response we received from earlier
users.
Vibrant Lives: The Living Net. Our final iteration was Vibrant Lives: The Living Net,
which involved a vertically hung crocheted tapestry visually designed to look like a
generic data visualization. (see Fig. 4). Tactile transducers were crocheted into the nylon
cord, which transmitted vibration across the tapestry. Our goal with the installation was
to create a piece that could grow and evolve over the duration of an exhibition. During
exhibitions, I continued to crochet the net across various objects and surfaces in the
space, increasing its size and reach. (see Fig. 4). This performative element served two
purposes. First, it enlivened the haptic interface by giving it sense of growth and spread,
which reinforced previous user observations about the pervasive, creeping nature of
their own data. Second, it allowed me to be nearby as the installation host without idly
standing and waiting for people to ask questions. Users appeared to be comfortable
with my presence, even though the installation was mostly preformed in quiet gallerylike spaces. In our first performance of Vibrant Lives: The Living Net, I invited dance
performers to improvise and transform the space by moving and reshaping objects. This
prompted users to also rearrange and transform the space. In later iterations, we invited
users to leave personal objects behind and annotate their contribution on a tag. We would
crochet the objects into the net, essentially leaving visual traces of those who touched
the installation. (see Fig. 4).
The flat, two-dimensional nature of the net combined with the personal objects
meant people most often assumed the piece was meant to be a visual sculpture until
invited to touch or lean upon it. These moments of host invitation resulted in many rich
discussions, but also impacted the sense of personal agency to create one’s own touch
experience. Users often referred to me as the host for the “correct” way to experience
the work, ultimately predefining the interaction. This was something we were seeking
to avoid in our design process. To help users discover the haptic elements, we used
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Fig. 4. The top-left image shows the net after being crocheted across the room during live performance. The bottom-left image shows the tactile transducer crocheted into the net. The right
images show users’ personal objects crocheted into the net.

speakers to amplify the data sonification that drove the tactile transducers. The sound
was very effective in inviting users to touch the tapestry for much longer than when it
was not present. I also noticed that the reinforced sound amplified the haptic experience.
When the sound would increase, users would perform visceral responses through facial
expressions of surprise, a deep inhalation, and/or a slight postural receding from the
installation. Conversely, as sound volume decreased, users would soften in their stance,
at times leaning toward the installation.

3.3 Haptifying Data Archives
The initial work with Vibrant Lives provided many rich, multilayered experiences from
which to consider haptic design. As described in Sect. 2, data haptification is a relatively
new concept. Since people are generally accustomed to looking at data, there is a nuance
to providing enough context so that people can settle into a haptic data experience
without providing so much information that people don’t feel the need to touch data to
feel satisfied with their own understanding of how it works. We found that if a haptic data
experience was over explained, either by an installation host or accompanying signage,
people were less likely to physically engage with the work. Also, what initial information
we provide and how we provide it drastically impacts user experiences. Fortunately, in
the case of Vibrant Lives the relationship between personal data and haptic sensation was
tightly coupled to users’ physical interactions with their own mobile devices. Meaning,
when people engage with their mobile devices and simultaneously feel vibration, there
is a very clear pairing of the user’s physical gesture and the haptic output. It is worth
noting here that sculpture installations still required users to use connect their mobile
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device to our network to generate data output. While the haptified data was a sum of all
mobile data moving through our custom server, users were often still able to feel their
individual spikes in activity. We learned about the power of this implicit gesture/haptic
pairing when we began working with archival datasets.
In the case of archival data, the data is still about people and human activity, but it is
not directly connected to user activity. The separation of data from the physical gesture
of a user adds another layer of complexity and requires a more thorough investigation of
how we contextualize the haptic/data relationship through a multisensory experience.
3.4 Haptic Archive Workshops
I have conducted a few small experiments with archival datasets along with my collaborators Jaqueline Wernimont and Eileen Standley. We used various sonified archival
datasets to resonate tactile transducers connected to unique materials and objects. (see
Table 1). None of the installations were visually encoded with explicit details about
the dataset parameters used to create haptic feedback. As such, users typically needed
a thorough verbal overview of the dataset parameters before they could drop into the
haptic experience. In this, we were compelled to verbally describe how the data was
rendered over time, much like describing a graph. Once users had an understanding of
the data, they could experience it in haptic form. However, for several users, the simple
verbal description of the data itself was enough to satisfy their curiosity. As a result,
some users would spend little time with the haptic data before moving onto the next
installation. This was particularly true for installations in which the structure, texture,
and gesture toward the haptified object did not elicit any strong metaphors for how the
data should be understood.
Table 1. Dataset/object pairings.
Title

Dataset

Haptified object

The Sandbox

Global Warming data

plastic bin with play sand

The Balls

Eugenic Rubicon data

white beachballs

The Braid

Iraq War Body Count
data

hand braided cotton rope

The Skirt

Vibrant Lives real-time
data

women’s hoop skirt

The most compelling objects were the white beachballs and the sandbox. The white,
inflated beachballs resonated with data from the Eugenic Rubicon project, which represents the over 20,000 voluntary and forced sterilization recommendation records from
the state of California from 1920–1960 [24]. Most workshop participants chose to hold
the balls near their chest or abdomen with their hands or arms so that data was felt across
the upper torso and limbs. The use of a large circular object conjured many metaphors
and images across users. Given the size and shape of the ball, it fostered connections to
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fertility, pregnancy, and the loss of the ability to bear children by those forcibly sterilized.
For some, this experience was quite powerful and helped them connect to the data; however, for others our form of data representation was considered too intimate, exploitative,
and even a misrepresentation of the data itself. Some participants also found the use of
beachballs inappropriate because they were objects of play. In these cases, users were
not able to decouple their experience from the cultural connotations of what a beachball
is and is used for. The Eugenic Rubicon installation led to many deep discussions about
who the data is for, who should have access to it, and how to appropriately represent
data.
The small sandbox represented global warming data, which sonified and haptified
global warming trends over time. Participants would rest or dig their hands into the
sand to feel the data. The use of sand was a very clear metaphor for global warming,
inciting images of deserts and dry land. Some users would almost caress the sand or find
themselves shaping it in ways pleasing to them. One person said they felt it necessary
to take care of the sand as they felt the data. Like the ball installation, users found the
sandbox compelling because the installation’s physical materials intuitively connected
to the data itself.
The initial workshop explorations helped us understand what to consider when haptifying archival data within a multisensory installation. The first is the importance of
intentionally pairing the physical elements of the installation with the data itself. In this,
we learned not only to consider size, shape, structure, and texture of the physical installation elements, but also: 1) user’s personal and cultural familiarity with the objects and
materials, 2) likely user gestures for entering into, exiting, and sustaining touch, and 3)
discrete visual and aural information for contextualizing the dataset parameters. These
considerations and how I use them are highly contingent upon the user group and larger
environment in which the data representation is situated.

4 Discussion
The design of tactile data representations surfaces many questions that are not only
specific to touch but elicit deeper questions about how we are using data as a form of
storytelling. Offering data as touch heightens awareness of the people and human infrastructures present enmeshed with the data. In the case of Vibrant Lives, users became more
attuned to the unnamed people who were collecting their data, often asking questions
such as, “Who wants my data and why?” During our first installation, one participant said
she already knew her data was being collected by companies, but in touching her data,
she felt far more implicated by her decision not to change her behavior or do something
about it. This points to the livingness of the data installation as it takes on qualities of
movement. Haptic data evokes the materialist theories of Jane Bennett, who inspired our
initial conceptual work on Vibrant Lives. In this, our work amplifies the ways in which
non-living things like our devices and data are themselves “quasi-agential” forces that
shape lived experience [25]. In all iterations of my work, users were not so much focused
on discrete data points or static renderings of the data, as one might see in a static data
visualization, rather users focused on the overall changes in haptic sensation over time,
noting major spikes and drops in sensation. These major shifts would become places
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for inquiry and discussion, mostly of what the data represented and why such representations were meaningful to various stakeholders producing, using, and consuming the
data.
4.1 Ethical Data Representation
Initially, my research goal was to understand the ethical implication of using haptic
aesthetics in data representation. This is a key area of my research and something I
continue to engage throughout my work. However, moving my work toward data archives
surfaces many questions related to data representation. The first is, how are we treating
the people embedded within the data, and do we have the right to work with the data at all?
Working within Vibrant Lives, the data we used throughout our preliminary research was
inherently our own. I began to make intimate relationships with the information. When
a colleague would share their data with me, it was conducted with great generosity
as a gesture of self-offering. We were able to cultivate a mutually respected ethos of
care between the data creator, researcher, and research process because we were all
physically in the same room. However, working with archival data means engaging with
people who are not in the room and thus, do not have the ability to decide if and how
the data should be used. In these cases, how do we make a mutual contract of care
between those within the data, the designers, and the users? How do we create ethical
processes for publicly representing data when the people represented cannot participate
in the ethical debate? I don’t think these questions are important just because I am
working with touch, or because I continue to work with highly political and emotionally
charged datasets, but the importance of these questions is more palpable because I am
working with haptics. I feel the implications differently, and I am ever-ruminating on
the ethical implications of data representation as a form of storytelling and narrativizing
information. Discussions such as this would have perhaps been merely an intellectual
exercise rather than a serious consideration prior to beginning my haptic research. Now,
I am deeply considering ethical questions of access and use before moving forward with
future archival datasets.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, I discuss my philosophy and approach to designing multisensory data representations and interfaces with a specific focus on haptic media. This includes designing
for both real-time data and data archives. I discuss the importance of resisting the haptic subject and thus separating users from their personal and cultural understandings of
touch. I also articulate why I consider touch design as an inherently political act in which
knowledge is co-formed. The results of my design work suggest that the physical materials imbued with haptic data impact how users interpret the data itself. When designing
physical infrastructures for data haptification, I suggest considering not only size, shape,
structure, and texture of the physical installation elements, but also: 1) user’s personal
and cultural familiarity with the objects and materials, 2) likely user gestures for entering
into, exiting and sustaining touch, and 3) discrete visual and aural information to help
contextualize the dataset parameters.
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Throughout my work, my goal is to create multisensory experiences that thoughtfully generate dialogue between the information inscribed within the data and the users
themselves. The process of entangling users with various data attributes imbues data
representations with palpable, culturally specific elements that speak to the broader histories and social contexts of the data. I do not wish to eradicate data visualization from
the design process, but to balance its impact on the user experience by deprioritizing
vision as the primary means of consciously consuming and analyzing data. I do this as
an embodied mediation between people and data, examining what it means to care for
and create affective spaces for large datasets that are often about people but leave little
trace of human experience within their representations.
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Abstract. Long-term exposure to air pollution can cause adverse health effects.
Many efforts are underway to develop affordable, portable, and accurate technologies to help people monitor air pollution regularly. Although personal, wearable
air pollution monitoring technologies are popular among some technology enthusiasts and citizen scientists, we know little about air pollution monitoring practices
and preferences of lay individuals. We conducted a sequential explanatory mixedmethods study (n = 321) to understand people’s current air pollution monitoring
practices and their requirements for personal air pollution monitoring technologies. Although concerned about the adverse effects of air pollution (94%), less than
10% reported checking the levels of air pollution at least once a week. Respondents were more likely to carry a monitoring device as a bag accessory (74%) or
wear it on their wrist (42%), than around their shoes, waist, or neck. If monitoring
were available, however, it was unclear how much that would manifest behavior
changes in individuals. We discuss how our findings can inform future technology
design.
Keywords: Air pollution monitoring · Wearable · User survey · Ubiquitous
computing · User requirements · Design

1 Introduction
Long-term exposure to air pollution is a well-established risk factor for several chronic
diseases [1–3]. The World Health Organization attributes about 7 million premature
deaths globally to air pollution [4]. Most recently, an increase of 1µg/m3 in PM2.5
exposure was reported to be associated with an 8% increase in the COVID-19 (coronavirus disease) death rate [5]. Air pollution exposure accumulates over time, as individuals repeatedly come in contact with air pollutants, such as Carbon Monoxide (CO),
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2 ), Ozone (O3 ), or Particulate Matter (PM).
Traditionally, air pollution exposure is assessed retrospectively, at the population
level, using kriging or land-use regression modeling based on highly sophisticated monitoring networks that collect data over time [6, 7]. In recent years, many low-cost air
quality sensors have emerged. While there are some limitations to their performance,
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including sensitivity to relative humidity and aerosol composition [8–10], the latest
generation of sensors have been found to have good long-term performance [9] and reasonable accuracy and precision with calibration [11, 12]. These sensing advances have
inspired many ubiquitous computing solutions to better understand the air pollution
landscape of urban areas—via mobile measurement stations [13–15] or participatory
urban sensing [16, 17].
The advances in low-cost air quality sensors have also made personal air pollution
monitoring feasible, i.e., directly monitoring one’s own exposure to air pollution over
time. While the traditional air quality sensors (found in governmental monitoring stations) are large, expensive (>$20,000), stationary, and needs routine maintenance, the
latest sensors are small (~5 cm), mobile, low-cost ($50–$500), and do not require domain
expertise to use when paired with appropriate data processing algorithms. Systems utilizing these low-cost air quality sensors can now (reasonably) accurately measure different
air pollutants—from volatile organic compounds, like CO and O3 , to particulate matters,
like PM10 and PM2.5 [17–20].
Nevertheless, the design and development of personal air pollution monitoring systems have just begun. Although portable and stationary indoor air quality monitoring
devices have garnered some popularity among mainstream consumers [21], wearable
environmental monitoring systems [22] still largely cater to citizen science and scientific research [17, 20, 23, 24]. Only a few, introduced most recently, target the general
public [25, 26]; the extent of their acceptance, challenges, or use, however, remains
unexplored.
Although prior research has repeatedly demonstrated the technological feasibility
of affordable and accurate personal air pollution monitoring wearables [18, 19, 27],
we know little about how people currently monitor air pollution around them or their
preferences in personal air pollution monitoring technologies. To address this gap in the
human-computer interaction (HCI) literature, we conducted a mixed-methods study to
understand people’s current air pollution monitoring practices and elicit their requirements for personal air pollution monitoring technologies. Drawing on empirical data,
this paper contributes user requirements and design tradeoffs for personal air pollution
monitoring technologies.

2 Methods
We adopted a sequential explanatory mixed-methods design to examine air pollution
monitoring practices and preferences [28]. A mixed-methods design combines quantitative and qualitative methods to complement each other and allow for a more robust
analysis than using only either one of the methods. A sequential explanatory mixedmethods design includes two distinct phases: collecting and analyzing quantitative data
followed by collecting and analyzing qualitative data. The quantitative phase informs
the research questions of the qualitative phase. In turn, the qualitative data provides
refinement and explanation of the statistical results in the quantitative data.
In our study, a set of qualitative interviews with technology probes (n = 7) followed
an online survey (n = 314). Next, we discuss the quantitative results from the survey in
Sect. 3 and the qualitative interviews in Sect. 4.
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3 User Survey
3.1 Method
We designed an online survey with twenty-seven multiple-choice questions (Appendix
A) to elicit (1) air pollution monitoring practices, (2) preferences about monitoring
air pollution exposure, (3) sociodemographic characteristics, and (4) environmental attitudes. The survey was open for responses between April and November 2019. The target
population was adults living and/or working in a metropolitan area. Recruitment occurred
via advertisements on social media outlets, university mailing lists, and distributed by
local community organizations. One participant was randomly selected to receive a $50
gift card. This study was reviewed and approved by the university’s institutional review
board (IRB).
3.2 Results
Demographics. A total of 314 respondents completed the survey. Respondents were
53.8% male and 43.3% female. Most of the respondents were between 18 to 44 years old
(88.8%), Caucasian (44.1%), and employed (63.7%). Nearly half of the respondents’
annual household income was less than $50,000 (46.6%), and only a quarter reported
to be in a technical industry (25%). Respondents were largely from the greater Chicago
area in the midwestern United States. Detailed demographics are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Most of the respondents lived in a residential area (73%) and worked in a downtown area
with high rises or a residential area (62%).
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Table 1. Participant Sociodemographics.
Participant characteristics (n = 314)

Descriptive statistics

Gender, n (%)
Male

169 (53.8)

Female

136 (43.3)

Other

9 (2.9)

Age, n (%)
18–24

164 (52.2)

25–44

115 (36.6)

45–64

24 (7.6)

65 or older

11 (3.5)

Ethnicity, n (%)
Caucasian

137 (44.1)

African American

24 (7.7)

Hispanic or Latino

52 (16.6)

Education Level, n (%)
Less than 4-year college

127 (40.5)

4-year college or more

187 (59.5)

Annual household income, n (%)
Less than $50,000

132 (46.6)

$50,000–$100,000

84 (29.7)

More than $100,000

67 (23.7)

Employed, n (%)

200 (63.7)

Primary industry, n (%)
Scientific or Technical Services

29 (10.2)

Software

42 (14.8)

Computers and Electronics Manufacturing 17 (6)

Most respondents lived in a residential area (73%), worked in a downtown or residential area (62%), and went to work by car (Fig. 1). Most respondents considered
environmental pollution as an important global problem and expressed concern about
the adverse health effects of chronic exposure to air pollution (Fig. 2).
Pollution Monitoring Practices. Although concerned about air pollution and its
adverse effects (Fig. 2), less than 10% of the respondents reported checking the levels of air pollution at least once a week. A majority of the respondents (60%) never
checked air pollution levels (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. A majority of respondents showed concern about the adverse health effects of air pollution.
(5-Point Likert Scale)

Fig. 3. Most of the respondents reported never checking the levels of air pollution around
them. Among those who did, the top three sources of information were news, mobile apps, and
government websites.

Among respondents who did check the air quality around them, diverse sources
of information were used, including: the news (38%), mobile apps (22%), government
websites (21%), or other websites (12%). Only nine (2.9%) respondents (either college
students or people with an annual income of $100,000 or more) reported using any
air quality monitoring devices. Those devices varied widely, from custom-made sensor
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boards to off-the-shelf products, like AirBeam1 , Dyson Pure Cool2 , Foobot3 and, Awair4 .
Two respondents reported using air purifiers as air quality monitors, although such
devices do not directly offer air quality data to users. One person referred to his body as
an air pollution monitoring device.
Most respondents were aware of how to minimize exposure to air pollution when air
quality was poor, such as: to use a dust mask (74.5%), minimize time outdoors (69.4%),
or close the windows of a room (78%). Respondents, however, rarely took all those steps
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Most respondents were aware of how to minimize exposure to air pollution, but few always
took those steps. (*survey conducted before the 2019–20 coronavirus pandemic)

Pollution Monitoring Preferences. Majorities of respondents wanted to know how
much air pollution they breathe in, both over the long-term (e.g., over the last year,
84%) and short-term (e.g., during last evening’s commute, 84%). While 82% of respondents were willing to have a portable air quality monitoring device at home, 59% were
willing to wear one. Most respondents (76%) valued portability in an air quality monitoring device (Fig. 5). When suggested that a personal device may more accurately
measure their exposure to air pollution than estimates across neighborhoods from fixed
monitoring sites, respondents were more likely to carry a device as a bag accessory
(74%) or wear a device on their wrist (42%), than a device on or near their shoes, waist,
or neck (Fig. 6).
Summary. In a convenience sample of 314 people living/working in a midwestern US
metropolitan area, who were concerned about the adverse effects of air pollution, we
1 https://www.habitatmap.org/airbeam.
2 https://www.dyson.com/purifiers/dyson-pure-cool-overview.html.
3 https://foobot.io/.
4 https://getawair.com/.
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Fig. 5. The majority of respondents (84%) wanted to know how much air pollution they breathe
in with time and were more willing to have a portable air quality monitoring device at home (82%)
than to wear a device (59%).

Fig. 6. The top two form-factor choices for a personal air quality monitoring device were bag
accessory and wristwear.

found a considerable preference for monitoring personal pollution exposure (Fig. 5).
However, most respondents reported that they currently do not check or measure air pollution levels around them (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, more people wanted to have a portable
at-home air quality monitoring device than a wearable (Fig. 5).
Greater Chicago has relatively low air pollution than many other parts of the world,
which may have been why many respondents in this study reported never checking air
pollution levels. The infrequent use of air pollution monitors may be due, in part, to the
relatively high cost of consumer-grade air quality monitoring devices ($200+), and/or
their recent availability in the marketplace.
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With respect to the design of personal air quality monitoring devices, respondents
preferred to clip it on a bag or wear it on the wrist (Fig. 6). Note that the age of our
survey respondents was skewed toward the young (Table 1); thus, all our results may
not extend to an older population. Furthermore, the levels of education and income do
not appropriately reflect the full gamut of socioeconomic statuses (SES); air pollution
monitoring practices and preferences of people with low SES or less formal education
might be different from our survey findings.
While the survey results indicated a general preference toward personal air pollution
monitoring, the data could not clarify 1) why people might not want to monitor air
pollution, 2) why they preferred a keychain or wrist-wear-like form factor, and 3) how
would they use the monitoring data (given that most people rarely take actions to reduce
their air pollution exposures). To find out, we designed an in-depth qualitative study with
a technology probe.

4 Technology Probe Study
4.1 The Technology Probe
Technology probes are commonly used in HCI to collect information about the use
and users of a technology. In this approach, users explore a fully functional technology
prototype to think about how and whether the technology can support their needs and
desires [29]. As a technology probe, we designed a personal air pollution monitoring
tool using off-the-shelf air quality monitoring sensors (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Using a low-cost, off-the-shelf air quality sensor (a), we developed a technology probe
for our interviews—a keychain device (b) with a companion smartphone application (c).

The probe used a $30 off-the-shelf particle concentration sensor, Plantower
PMS7003 (48 mm × 32 mm × 12 mm). The PMS7003 operates using the principle of light scattering to measure the number concentration of airborne particles with
aerodynamic diameters <2.5 µm (PM2.5 ) in real-time. The sensor was mounted on a
third-generation single-board computer, Raspberry Pi 3b+(85 mm × 56 mm × 17 mm),
which included a 1.4 GHz 64-bit quad-core processor, a Bluetooth module, Wi-Fi, 1 GB
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RAM, and 16 GB storage. The Pi was powered with a 1000 mAh rechargeable LiPo
battery at 3.7 V (30 mm × 40 mm × 7 mm). The device weighed about 100 gms.
Python scripts read data from the PMS7003, wrote data to a local or cloud database,
and sent data to a companion smartphone application. When the device could connect to
a wireless network, the sensor readings were logged to the cloud database (Amazon Web
Services); otherwise, sensor readings were logged onto the smartphone via Bluetooth and
sent to the cloud by the app when an internet connection became available. An Android
application visualized the airborne particle concentrations so that users could monitor
their current exposure to PM2.5 (Fig. 7c) and logged geolocation using the smartphone’s
global positioning system (GPS) receiver.
4.2 Method
In this phase, we targeted people who resided near an industrial area and/or belonged
to a vulnerable group (e.g., older adults, people with cardiovascular or respiratory conditions). We chose this group as they could get a more immediate advantage from personal air pollution monitoring technologies as well as have specific system requirements
that might not have emerged from the survey. Participants were recruited via social
media posts and partnerships with local community organizations. Participants were not
affiliated with the authors’ institution.
Participants explored the technology probe, asked questions about it to the
researchers, and then discussed whether they would use similar technology, why or
why not, and how. The study session lasted for about 30 to 40 min. The study was
approved by the institutional IRB and participants were compensated with a $10 gift
card for their time. Sessions were audio-recorded and iteratively analyzed for themes
via memoing and group discussions (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. A study participant exploring the technology probe during the study.
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4.3 Results
We interviewed seven individuals residing in the greater Chicago area. Their demographics are shown in Table 2. All participants reported strong concerns about the adverse
health effects of air pollution. The first and last authors open coded the data to uncover
themes. Initial themes included how people see or smell air pollution around them, health
concerns due to bad air quality, behaviors around bad air quality, advocacy, and interest
in monitoring air pollution exposure. After further reflection and analysis via memoing
and axial coding, the following five themes emerged5 .
Table 2. Participant Sociodemographics
Participant

Age

Gender

Characteristic(s)

1

35

Male

Lives in/near a heavy industrial area

2

72

Female

Older adult, cardiovascular condition

3

27

Female

Chronic respiratory condition, lives near a heavy industrial area

4

55

Female

Chronic respiratory disease

5

70

Male

Older adult

6

69

Female

Older adult

7

47

Male

Chronic respiratory condition

Smaller, Lighter, Modular. Participants wanted a system they could use both on-the-go
and at home:
I’d think just with you. And then if you’ve it on your home, you could just
mount it, if it needs to be charged, and that’s your home system —P1
I think it should be… especially for people like me...I have sinus problems
and dust triggers sinus I think it will be very beneficial for people to use everywhere...in and out...with asthma and sinus infection —P7

After exploring the technology probe, people wanted a smaller and lighter version
(“consolidated, compressed…size, maybe half of this”, “an option of a watch is a good
one”, “like a television remote control”, “it’s too bulky”), something modular enough to
wear, carry, or stow at home:
You can use a bigger one at home because you are putting it in one place [...]
and then much more portable when you are out —P5
Or almost similar to the air fresheners they have in the car and as you are
driving wherever you go ... in the same context...because then you could just
bring it home —P1
5 Negative or less than enthusiastic comments about personal air pollution monitoring are

emphasized in red.
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To Monitor or Not to Monitor. Monitoring attitudes differed across participants.
Some wanted to know the air quality in their immediate surroundings to take actions,
while others expressed apathy, anxiety, and almost a comfort in not knowing.

Well I guess I’d avoid if it was indicating that it was high levels ... I’d try to
avoid it [the place] —P2
It’s good to know if the air around us is polluted with some of these [...]
that could cause cancer at the long run right. So we get ahead of that [...] if
we can detect it early enough then we can save the younger generation
—P7
Would I like to [monitor air quality]? Well ... the problem is if you monitor
it what can you do about it. [...] To me it’s almost better not to know. —P6
If we went from red green yellow [...] will it give a person a sense of panic to
a certain degree [...] I will be panicked..I will be like I gotta get out of here.
I mean it’s good but like do I really wanna panic all the time about seeing
something..uhm..I don't know. —P3
Access to Longitudinal Data. People wanted easy access to their long-time exposure
data—to understand triggers to their chronic health conditions, inform others, and be
aware of their neighborhood air quality.

Yeah, I think year long would be good. Just because I’ d like to know if the
pollutions are actually irritating me more and when ... are they really correlating to when I get sick because it’ s the cold or they're correlating because
there is something in the air. —P3
[...] it could tell you the quality of the air per where you were in the day. So
now you have a better idea ok the air was terrible [...] you could look at
where was I, what was I doing while I was there, and then you could even
send that back to those people and say hey can you do something about your
air quality there —P1
I might consider at some point where can I move to where there is less pollution. If I can compare like living here in the city to maybe [...] depending
on how it affected me personally like noticing that my health was being affected where can I live that there’ s less of this —P4

Ambivalence toward Lifestyle Changes. If personal pollution monitoring were available, how much people would change their behaviors to reduce air pollution exposure
was fraught with ambivalence. Some were optimistic about actions they could/would
take, while others were realistic about the lack of actionable steps outside home.
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I will analyze it and see how safe to live in that area and if it is not safe either we do something about it and if it’s not in our power we move —P7
how can I better it like presenting this stuff to your bosses and you coworkers to say this is how bad the air is here, what can we do to clean it —P1
If it’s indoors [...] I can maybe install a filtration or air cleaning system. I
don’t know what I can really do about it [pollution] as far as what’s outside
unless we start wearing those [...] protective masks or walk around in those
hazmat suits —P4
There’s not much really that you can do other than promote like carpool or
walking —P3
Advocacy Goals. An interest in using the data to advocate for environmental changes
at a community or state level emerged.
well if your neighbors all had something similar you could petition to your alderman to do something about the air quality or if there’s a city bureau. I mean if you
have data that’s why you go up there [town hall, local government] you don’t use
opinions—P6

4.4 Summary
The interview data elaborated our survey findings. The limited options in controlling
personal exposure to air pollution appeared to demotivate the use of any personal air
pollution monitoring tool. The qualitative data also elaborated the form factor requirements of a personal air pollution monitoring tool beyond a particular accessory type.
Different ways of using exposure data emerged, such as to correlate with sick days, to
decide which neighborhood to live in, or to share it with community leaders to facilitate changes beyond one’s personal control. Next, we discuss the user requirements that
emerged from the mixed-methods study and identify the associated design tradeoffs.

5 Discussion
Study results indicate that among people who are concerned about the adverse effects of
air pollution, there is a high preference for monitoring personal pollution exposures over
time (84%, Fig. 5). However, despite that, and the current pollution monitoring technologies available at no additional cost, such as government websites6 or smartphone apps,
most people never check the levels of air pollution around them (60%, Fig. 3). One could
reasonably argue that this might be because those widely available air pollution monitoring technologies are rarely personal; they offer air pollution estimates at the county or
neighborhood level. For instance, there are four PM2.5 governmental monitoring stations
in greater Chicago, and most operate on a 1-in-6 or 1-in-4-day sensing schedule [30].
Nevertheless, other factors emerged from our study that has important implications for
the future uptake and use of personal air pollution monitoring technologies.
6 https://www.airnow.gov/.
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5.1 Design Issues
Our study revealed a set of preferences for a personal air pollution monitoring device,
such as high mobility, lightness, and easy access to longitudinal data. From what we
know technologically about how current personal air pollution monitoring works [22],
user requirements did not always align with the optimal operating conditions. User preferences for form factors may have been biased by the ubiquitous computing devices
in wide use today, like smartphones and smartwatches. Table 3 lists the user requirements that emerged from our study, some design solution examples, and design tradeoffs
associated with those solutions. In describing the design requirements for personal air
pollution monitoring systems, we do not anchor to a particular technology or sensor;
rather, we acknowledge the current technological limitations in the personal air pollution
monitoring field [22].
5.2 Socioeconomic Issues
Very few people (2.9%) reported owning/using an air pollution monitoring device.
Furthermore, higher levels of education and income correlated with the ownership of
a personal air pollution monitoring technology. This was expected given the current
innovation stage of personal pollution monitoring technologies. As sensing technology
advances, these systems are expected to get affordable and widely available.
Nevertheless, the qualitative data indicated that people perceive air pollution as
a public health issue, not a personal issue. Thus, participants expected air pollution
monitoring devices to be made freely available by the city or state as a utility, not
something they would want to buy personally. This view was expressed by three older
participants (P4, 55; P5, 70; P6; 69) in our interviews. Older adults, however, are more
vulnerable to air pollution and could get a more immediate advantage from personal air
pollution monitoring. Note that participants self-selected for our study, which already
indicated an interest in the technology. We observed that the willingness to pay (WTP)
widely varied by age. Future controlled studies with larger sample sizes are needed to
confirm this trend. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that personal air pollution monitoring
can be most beneficial to older adults and people with low SES.
5.3 Sociotechnical Issues
Our interviews revealed that even if an affordable and accurate air pollution monitoring
device is available, some people may not want to use it regularly because of the lack of
tangible steps available to an individual to reduce personal air pollution exposure. This
finding unveils an interesting dichotomy. If enough people are monitoring and trying
to reduce their personal air pollution exposure, apart from individual lifestyle changes,
their awareness and advocacy can bring about big societal changes. Unfortunately, the
prospect of only a long-term reward may not be enough for general technology adoption
and use. Future personal monitoring systems must think about how to present tangible
steps to users to not only monitor their air pollution exposure but significantly reduce it
over time and thus, get personal health benefits. For example, predicting to a runner how
running at a different time of the day or taking a different route may result in x% less PM
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Table 3. User Requirements for Personal Air Pollution Monitoring Systems.

User requirement

Design solution
(for example)

Associated design tradeoff(s)

A small, light, carriable
system

A wearable wrist-worn
• Accuracy may be unreliable
monitor using low-cost sensor
at certain concentrations of
components
air pollutants
• A smaller battery implies
repeated charging
• Human skin emissions may
interfere with air pollutant
readings

Good accuracy

A correction model to
calibrate the sensor
performance

• Additional environmental
sensors may be needed to
achieve good calibration;
thus, making the system
bulkier and/or larger
• Multiple calibrations may be
needed to address sensor
aging effects, seasonal
changes, or any prior
calibration errors

Easy access to daily, weekly, Offer a companion
• Long-term air pollution
monthly, and yearly average app/website with daily,
exposure affects health
air pollution exposure data
weekly, monthly, and yearly
outcomes differently for
average air pollution exposure
different demographics, but
and levels for adverse health
that research is still in its
effects
early stages and not yet fully
standardized
• Data may generate anxiety
and helplessness among
users without the means to
take any steps to reduce
pollution exposure
Tangible actions to reduce air Use time and location (GPS)
pollution exposure
information to identify
pollution hotspots

• Asking users to always have
their GPS on will have
privacy issues
• Logging users’ location
information to aggregate
long-term pollution exposure
data will make them
vulnerable to security
breaches

exposure in the next month compared with the last. In sum, this is a hard sociotechnical
problem that remains to be addressed.
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5.4 Study Limitations
Our study is not without limitations. The survey used a convenience sample, which may
have impacted the results. Greater Chicago does not have pollution levels comparable
to some of the most polluted areas globally. People residing in those areas may have
different perceptions and practices toward air pollution monitoring, not only because of
the levels of pollution but also due to sociocultural factors. Future studies focusing on
vulnerable populations may elicit additional user requirements that we missed due to
our participant demographics.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented empirical data on people’s air pollution monitoring practices
and preferences. Results indicate a preference for air pollution monitoring devices that
can be used both outside and inside home. Whether people would adopt and heavily use
personal air pollution monitoring devices will depend on how monitoring devices offer
tangible steps for them to reduce pollution exposures. At present, few people monitor the
levels of air pollution around them, and way fewer own or use an air pollution monitoring
device. But the increasing affordability of these systems, as technology advances, may
increase adoption in the future. Nevertheless, the sociotechnical issue of short-term vs.
long-term reward may hinder a wider uptake and use of personal air pollution monitoring
technologies.
Acknowledgments. We thank all our participants for their time and the City Tech Collaborative,
Environmental Law and Policy Center, and Chicago Hyde Park Village for their assistance in
study recruitment.

Appendix A: Survey Questions
Q1. How often do you check the levels of air pollution (i.e., air quality) around you?
Never Less than once a month Monthly Weekly Daily
Q2. When did you last check the air quality in your immediate surrounding? (e.g.,
measured using a device or visited a government website, such as https://airnow.gov)
Never More than a year before More than a month before Last month Last week
Q3. How do you get information about air quality? (Choose all that apply.)
News Government website Other websites EPA AIRNow mobile app Other
mobile apps Other I don’t
Q4. Do you use any air quality monitoring devices?
Yes No
Q5. Do you own/use any of the following air quality monitoring devices? (Choose all
that apply.)
Dylos
Airbeam
Foobot
Dyson Pure Cool
Xiaomi Mi Air Purifier
Pro Awair uHoo PurpleAir Healthy Home Coach by Netatmo AirVisual Pro Blueair
Aware Other I don’t own any device.
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Q6. The air quality in your immediate surrounding is bad. Now consider the following
statements.
I should cover my mouth with my hand.
Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat
agree Strongly agree
I should cover my mouth using a scarf.
I should cover my mouth using a dust mask.
I should cover my mouth using a N95 respirator.
I should stay indoors or minimize time outdoors.
I should close the windows of my room.
Q7. The air quality in your immediate surrounding is bad. How often do you?
Cover your mouth with your hand.
Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat
agree Strongly agree
Cover your mouth using a scarf.
Cover your mouth using a dust mask.
Cover your mouth using a N95 respirator.
Stay indoors or minimize time outdoors.
Close the windows of your room.
Q8. Research has shown that pollution levels measured with a personal device are little
different and more personal than estimated across neighborhoods from fixed monitoring
sites. Please state how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.
I would like to know how much polluted air I breathe in over time (e.g., during last
year).
Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat
agree Strongly agree
I would like to know how much polluted air I breathe in sometimes (e.g., during last
evening’s commute).
I am willing to wear a device to measure the polluted air I breathe in.
I am willing to put a device at home to measure the polluted air my family and I
breathe in.
It is important that the device measuring air quality around me be portable.
Q9. You are offered a device that can measure your daily exposure to air pollution.
The device needs to be worn outside, over your topmost layer of clothing, to accurately
measure the air quality around you. How likely are you to wear or carry a device like
this? Please rank in the order of your preference. (Rank 1 means highly likely, rank 5
means least likely. Images show some examples.)
– on or near your bag
– around or near your waist
– around or near your neck
– on or near your shoes
Q10. Please state how much you agree or disagree with the following statements:
Environmental pollution is an important global problem.
Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat
agree Strongly agree
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High levels of air pollution can adversely affect my health and my family’s health.
Breathing in polluted air for many years may cause cardiovascular diseases.
Breathing in polluted air for many years may cause cognitive impairments.
Demographics
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Abstract. Slot sharing phenomena are often observed in the liner shipping industry. When some liner shipping companies are providing container transportation service, they oﬀer slots on board of their possessory vessels to their competitors in a cooperative manner. The liner shipping companies are amplifying their physical transport network coverage
jointly and shortening service time accordingly. Such physical transport
service is implemented nowadays after associated shippers book the service via online portals, i.e., E-platforms. The physical network and its
related layout of the physical transport network has been changing dramatically during the past ﬁve years. The behavior of combining service
links in the network and its related design of the E-platform could be
interesting to practitioners as well as researchers. The booking business
existing in the liner shipping alliances is similar to the booking system
in the airline industry. However, the containers are not as selective as a
human passenger when she/he is booking seats. Therefore, the potential
design of the E-platform of the slot sharing business is diﬀerent in its
own way. By considering the similarities and diﬀerences, in this paper we
propose some ideas regarding the design of the slot-sharing E-platform.
Keywords: Slot sharing · Liner shipping
Smart shipping · Complex networks

1

· E-platform · Design ·

Background

Disparities in wealth distribution, turbulence of real economies as well as instability of the location advantages could cause global supply chain vulnerability
and maritime shipping disruptions [3]. As a result, by providing transport service for containerized goods, e.g., relatively high valued trade, the liner shipping
business sees great dynamics especially in the past ﬁve years [1,35]. Before 2014,
small-to-medium-size liner shipping carriers were mostly engaged in setting up
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cooperative container shipping networks to compete against the largest liner
shipping companies, as found by research in [5].
However, as the horizon in front of the world trade is keeping ﬂuctuation,
individual liner shipping companies have to keep organizing their ﬂeet management and slot agreements based on demand forecasting, collaborative trends [2]
on one hand, and even the largest liner shipping companies started to join slot
sharing agreements which is diﬀerent from what [5] has previously found. On
the other hand, these liner shipping companies deploy mega ships to cater for
the long hauls [24] and to negotiate better tariﬀs at ports and push for volume discounts [17]. Consequently, some links between involved ports might have
imbalanced trade volumes. Therefore, idle slots onboard occur. Based on that,
some liner shipping companies become slot providers and some others become
slot charterers, or some liner companies play both roles simultaneously, i.e., slot
sharing [34,35]. Nevertheless, liner shipping companies have to deal with the
problem of assigning container slots onboard to the right customer (including
both end customers and slot charterers) at the right price to maximize their
revenue [42].
This paper is devoted towards enhancing insights into slot sharing Eplatforms. After some literature review we discuss mechanisms (Sect. 3) as well
as modeling aspects (Sect. 4). Finally, we conclude with some managerial implications.

2

Literature Review on Slot Sharing E-Platform

E-platforms could facilitate the data ﬂow and the information quality of slot
sharing agreements in the liner shipping business, due to the fact that Eplatforms are actually implementations of theoretical communication frameworks between various actors [9]. However, the impacts and performances of
the E-platforms can only be positive if all actors involved have the willingness of
using these E-platforms. Aforementioned actors include slot providers and slot
charterers. Based on the willingness and capabilities of implementing the idea of
E-platforms, a review on categories and designs of slot sharing E-platforms in
the liner shipping industry is performed in detail in this section.
2.1

Categories of Slot Sharing E-Platforms

Several in-operation E-platforms of the liner shipping business are investigated and categories are groomed based on E-platforms of slot providers and
pure 3rd party service integrators and pure 4th party engines. Characteristics of the abovementioned E-platforms are identiﬁed, and deigns are discussed,
respectively.
– E-platform initiated by slot providers
An example in this category can be found in a liner shipping company associated platform [13], which is a slot provider and charterer simultaneously.
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– E-platform initiated by 3rd party service integrators
An example in this category can be found in a third party freight forwarder
associated platform [26,32], which is not a slot provider.
– E-platform functions as pure 4th party engine
Such an E-platform can be regarded as an online marketplace where slotrelated service is provided by multiple third parties with transactions processed by the marketplace operator [16]. By far, such 4th party engine
enabling a slot sharing E-platform has not been widely accepted by practitioners though there are some pilot projects.
2.2

Design of Slot Sharing E-Platforms

Besides the fact that physical transport networks are often investigated, some
vital research problems in the information networks and systems are often
addressed, too. They need to be reﬂected and improved in the E-platform design.
The design might result in diﬀerences of performance of computational processes
and simulation, for instance, when it comes to the ‘recommendations’ provided
by the slot providers to their customers. In this context, the interpretation of
complex slot-sharing networks and forecasting techniques on link related behavior would be of relevance. Other than that, there exists ﬂocking behavior from the
capacity provider side along certain links in the liner shipping network, which
is deﬁned as overcapacity in business reality, i.e., too many idle slots, along
some regional routes or international trade lanes. Therefore, abovementioned
free capacities are to be shared among the consortium or strategic alliance [22].
However, from time to time there also exist slot sharing agreements with some
parties who are not within the same consortium or alliance [18,36]. Both former
and later business scenarios imply that the design of a slot-sharing E-platform
in such context can consider slots as inventory where an operational policy is
designed for an integrated inventory system with controllable lead time and
buyers’ space limitation [40].
The E-platform then would help to balance between the slot rates (slot price)
collected and the actually implemented slot costs paid in the physical transport
network, and do not recommend such slots to its customers. Therefore, timeline
of structuring internally and recommending externally to the outside customers
are both vital, and need to be reﬂected in the E-platform via diﬀerent levels of
authorities. When it comes to the question of slot allocation, pricing and revenue management, many existing literatures investigated feasible revenue management models and mechanism designs [15,28,37]. Some literature investigates
feasible inventory routing models with a focus on the routing perspective [31,38].
Some literature on coordination with a focus on inventory policies [23,41], and
its consignment agreement representing the storage-holding costs could also be
replicated in slot agreement containing slot pricing tactic.
Furthermore, although slot and empty container are two diﬀerent terminologies in real-world business, there are some similarities when overcapacity is investigated and congestion is caused in some nodes of transport networks. Idle slots
onboard can be regarded as one kind of overcapacity and empty containers can
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be regarded as another kind of overcapacity. An example of an empty container
exchange E-platform can be found in Germany [8]. There are also diﬀerences
between idle slots and empty containers. Idle slots have the feature of perishable
products such as, e.g., ‘newspaper’ and ‘ﬂower’ in classic operations research
problems, due to the fact that these obtained but unused slots of a slot charterer
become ‘out-of-date newspaper’ and ‘withered ﬂowers’ once the associated ships
depart the ports. Empty containers could bear relatively longer time windows
without so tight restriction. Therefore, pricing strategies [7] could also advance
the research of slot agreement. When designing inventory and pricing policies
for perishable products, return policy plays a role [11,21] and back-order discounts have been investigated [39] However, regarding slot agreements there is
yet neither return policy nor back-order discount considered in practice, which
could also be an aspect to advance designing of the slot-sharing E-platform.
Regarding the feature of perishable products, slots onboard of container ships
and seats in aircrafts share similarity. For controlling seat inventory of aircrafts,
airlines develop fare class ‘buckets’ and ‘last-minute discount’ so to manage the
overall yield [4]. A theoretical discussion on swap allowance in terms of sensitivity
analysis on slot purchase prices has been conducted in [30]. However, in practice
there is no such pricing buckets and discount strategy so far oﬀered by liner
shipping companies, which could also be an angle to advance designing of the
slot-sharing E-platform.
Based on above discussion, it is obvious that deploying slot-sharing agreements involves the decision on numbers of slots to be either shared or purchased, as well as the decision on price. The numbers of slots under consideration should take into account some demand forecast, i.e., mostly a deterministic
approach for slot-sharing on a yearly basis, and mostly a stochastic approach
for slot-chartering (purchasing) on a spot basis. When designing a slot-sharing
E-platform, priorities could also be distributed with diﬀerent degrees to yearlybased agreements and spot contracts. Such priority policies have been reﬂected
in the existing literature [12]. Especially the prices of slots would need to consider a dynamic pricing scheme with stochastic demand over ﬁnite horizons [19],
and an empirical analysis is conducted to test the inﬂuences of changing slot
price for sale [30].
One step further, once we take into account the ﬂocking behavior of deploying
slots in advance, i.e., overcapacity by taking into account demand forecast, then
the distribution of slots via E-platforms can embed features of complex networks.
Complex networks can further be optimized by either decentralized or centralized
control mechanism [33]. Decentralized mechanism would work, to some extent,
as motivation to related stakeholders with information asymmetry [14]. Similar
to centralized and decentralized mechanisms, to better discuss fair risk sharing
between the parties involved in agreements, an overview and classiﬁcation of
coordination contracts is conducted from both viewpoints of cooperative games
and non-cooperative games [20].
From the perspective of progressive evolution of the liner shipping business
game, new levels of organization evolve when the competing units on the lower
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level begin to cooperate. Accordingly, in the liner shipping industry, cooperation
at the level of regional slot agreement may lead to cooperation at the level of
strategic alliances later on [27].
From the perspective of compatibility of slot-sharing agreement parties, trade
imbalance in some legs of the liner shipping networks would need to be considered
so that load factors of each leg could be leveraged [29]. On designing the slotsharing E-platform, it is not compulsory to satisfy the exact amount of demand.
In contrast, partial satisfaction of demand is allowed [25], which is reﬂected as
non-static load factors of container ships.
From the perspective of cooperation structure, the ‘small-world’ network
could interpret the high connectivity between nodes (or in other words, low
remoteness among the nodes) [6]. Other than that, hierarchical structure of the
complex liner shipping networks is also observed on a global level [10]. In the
liner shipping business setting, these properties shed light on slot related agreements, e.g., the connections among ports can in fact create clusters of small
specialized ports that function as satellites and feeder ports around a hub port.
Then purchasing slots to reach feeder ports that are not called by its own ships,
makes it possible for the liner shipping company to build a more sophisticated
service network and to attract its ﬁnal customers.

3

Mechanisms Designed for a Slot Sharing E-Platform

In this section, we deﬁne a slot as the speciﬁc space on board a container ship to
be occupied by a container. Service retailing in the liner shipping business has
created an unprecedented market place for the slot owner (potential provider
of slots) and the slot charterer (buyer of slots and competitor of the slot owner
simultaneously) to cooperate on distributing as well as oﬀering their slots as service to ﬁnal consumers, i.e., shippers in the liner shipping market. Recently these
business structures have entailed the continued creation of innovative forms of
contracting arrangement between liner shipping business partners, i.e., slot owners and slot charterers, for managing their commercial relationship. Such innovative forms include slot sharing E-platforms. In this section, we do not distinguish
the commercial relationships including slot sharing and slot chartering in detail.
Slot chartering agreements are also included in a slot sharing E-platform, because
eventually a ‘slot’ is the target to be either shared with or without monetary
payment. To simplify and generalize, a slot sharing E-platform is dealing with
contracts (agreements) between partners who buy and sell a deﬁned allocation
of slots on a ‘used or unused’ basis at an agreed price and for a minimum deﬁned
period of time or selected legs of physical transport networks.
Based on the practices of the slot sharing related business, understanding the
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of these contracting arrangements has in turn become
a major interest of practitioners as well as academic researchers. The economic
impact of coordinating E-platforms is of importance; however, their design is
often inadequate in real-world commercial operations. Therefore, there is a need
to investigate this mechanism design problem thoroughly in the liner shipping
business, including pricing schemes and structures of E-platform participants.
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Pricing Schemes

The following pricing schemes can be distinguished:
– Capacity-based pricing means that the price of using a slot depends on the
capacity constraints given by the liner carriers. An apparent example is the
soaring freight rate retained to an upcoming peak season, i.e., when supply
falls short of demands. Despite the carriers being competitors all the time,
they might build a temporary pricing partnership so that each of these carriers
can obtain a freight rate increment simultaneously.
– Time-based pricing means the price of using a slot depends on the Total Travel
Time (TTT) of this speciﬁc voyage. When a service ordered by a shipper
cannot be performed by one single voyage, one or more transshipments occur.
Generally speaking, the more transshipments are involved, the longer the
TTT can be expected. However, the liner carrier might oﬀer some priority to
certain carriages so that even if transshipment is involved, these carriages can
still enjoy quite eﬃcient connections, which results in shorter TTT. Obviously,
such time-saving service as fast-lane or quick-connection, no matter how to
name it, costs more to the shipper.
– Service-based pricing means the price of using a slot depends on the service
quality oﬀered by the carrier. For instance, in case a reefer container is to
be carried, the price of providing carriage of such cargo is expected to be
relatively high.
The above mentioned pricing scheme is set between the seller (provider) of
the slots and the buyer (charterer) of the slots. The seller can be the owner of
a container ship and/or operator of container ships. The buyer of the slots, in
most cases, can be a shipper and/or consignee. However, taking into account
the cooperation among liners, the buyer of slots can also be a liner who rents
slots, i.e., buys service from her business partner based on designed slot charter
agreements.
Among these three pricing schemes, the capacity-based pricing more likely
happens during highly congested seasons or speciﬁc capacity-restricted geographical regions. Some of the objectives of adopting a slot agreement mechanism are
to have a best possible interplay between covering as much of a service network
as possible and deploying the smallest capacity (or handling volume) as possible,
and obtain maximal expected proﬁts. Therefore, the pricing scheme also plays a
vital role as one aspect of general principles of slot agreements.
3.2

Structuring Agreements

In this subsection, the E-platform participants’ agreements and actions are structured as follows. A seller of slots can choose the retail price based on the pricing
schemes in the previous subsection as well as listing quantity for selling his loaded
slot at the slot charterer online marketplace, and the slot owner collects a fee
from the slot charterer based on the slot charter agreement only when a slot
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related service is sold. The slot owner calculates the fee to charge based on a
predetermined percentage of the list price of a loaded slot.
Towards gaining managerial insights on this issue, we consider building a
slot related agreement consisting of one slot owner and one slot charterer. The
slot owner incurs a constant unit cost to oﬀer a slot with unlimited shipping
capacity, and the slot charterer incurs a constant unit cost for chartering and
later selling the slot to the liner shipping market. As a start of this line of
research, we assume that market demand for the liner shipping service during a
selling season is uncertain and depends on the freight rate oﬀered.
Prior to the selling season, the slot owner announces a revenue share, as the
percentage of the list price for the slot (e.g., 55% in the slot owner’s case), that he
wants to charge the slot charterer for each slot sold. In response to this revenue
share, the slot owner chooses the list price for chartering out a slot. Based on this
list price and the predetermined revenue share, the slot charterer then decides
the ﬁnal freight rate for selling the slot to the market and a corresponding slot
charter order quantity. This ﬁnal freight rate chosen by the slot charterer is the
actual price that the shipper will pay for using the slots, and it does not have
to be equal to the list price set up by the slot owner. The calculation of the slot
charterer’s fee payable to the slot owner on each unit sold, however, is always
based on the list price.
We assume that demand information, about the service price-sensitivity and
its nature of uncertainty, is common knowledge to both participants of the slot
related agreement. All decisions, i.e., the revenue share, the list price, the ﬁnal
freight rate and the slot order quantity, have to be made before the start of
each selling season (i.e., every year or every half year to match existing business
reality). In addition, for simplicity, we assume that there is no salvage value or
disposal cost for any unsold slot at the end of voyages, and there is no shortage
penalty beyond the loss of proﬁt margin for any unmet demand.
We model the above decision-making procedures as a 3-stage Stackelberg
(leader-follower) game. At the ﬁrst stage, the slot charterer, acting as the
Stackelberg-leader, oﬀers the Slot owner a take-it-or-leave-it contract, specifying the percentage allocation of the revenue between these two parties. At the
second stage, the slot owner, acting as the follower, chooses the list price, which
is actually the unit cost of this speciﬁc slot charterer of using the slot. At the
third stage, the slot charterer determines the freight rate per unit as well as the
slot charter order quantity.
3.3

Decision Making Procedures

In this subsection, we will characterize the solutions of non-cooperative behaviors
under the two kinds of agreements in Subsect. 4.1 and Subsect. 4.2, respectively.
In order to provide a brief framework on these two kinds of agreements, i.e.,
the General Slot Agreement and the Modiﬁed Slot Agreement, players and their
decisions are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. General and modiﬁed slot agreements

Participants

General slot agreement

Modiﬁed slot agreement

Slot owner provides

- list price

- list price
- quantity of slots to sell to
the slot charterer

Slot charterer decides - quantity of slots to buy
- selling price of the slots to
- selling price of the slots to the market
the market
- stocking factor

4
4.1

Model
Assumption Based on Collective Decision

Consider a liner shipping service where a slot owner provides slots and sells slots
through a slot charterer to the market. The slot owner, i.e., the carrier, produces
the service at a constant unit cost of cs , and the slot charterer incurs a unit cost
of cR for handling and re-selling the service via the E-platform to the market.
Deﬁne c = cs + cR as the total unit cost, and α = ccR as the share of the collective cost that is incurred by the slot charterer (or by the slot agreement-based
business). Market demand for the service, denoted by D, is price-dependent as
well as uncertain. We use the following multiplicative function form to model
demand:
D(p) = y(p) · 
(1)
p is the freight rate oﬀered to the ﬁnal customer, i.e., shipper; y(p) is a
deterministic and decreasing function of p, and  is a scaling factor, representing
the randomness of demand. Let  ∈ [A, B].
Assume y(p) takes the following form:
y(p) = ae−bp

(2)

with a, b > 0.
Before the implementation of the slot charter agreement, the slot owner provides Q units of slots and delivers them to the slot charterer who consequently
tries to sell them to the liner shipping market at selling price (i.e., a freight
rate) p. The slot charterer and the slot owner operate according to a slot charter agreement that speciﬁes who makes which decisions and how payments are
transferred between the participants. We will consider and compare two diﬀerent
contractual arrangements, to be labeled as the General Slot Agreement and the
Modiﬁed Slot Agreement, respectively.
When operating the slot charter business under the General Slot Agreement,
the slot charterer and the slot owner negotiate sequentially in three stages, which
can be shown as follows.
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– Negotiation Stage 1: the slot charterer sets up a payment schedule which
states that for each unit of the product he sells to the market, he pays (1 − r)
% of a list price pL to the slot owner.
– Negotiation Stage 2: the slot owner chooses the list price pL to determine the
ﬁnal payment he will get back from the slot charterer for each slot sold.
– Negotiation Stage 3: the slot charterer decides the quantity Q for the slot
owner to deliver and the ﬁnal freight rate p of selling the slot to the liner
shipping market.
Then, in order to derive a solution to such agreement, a backward-induction
procedure is applied for analyzing these stages.
For the rest of this section we derive the optimal solution for a cooperative
behavior, which will serve as a benchmark for comparing the performance of
the Slot Charter Agreements. In the case of a slot charter business based on
cooperative behaviors from both parties, the slot charter agreement between the
slot seller (i.e., slot owner) and the slot buyer (i.e., slot charterer), the decision is
to simultaneously choose the selling price p and the quantity Q with the objective
to maximize the expected collective revenue which can be written as:
Πc (p, Q) = pE{min(D, Q)} − cQ = pE{min(y(p), Q)} − cQ

(3)

Q
and call it the stocking factor of unused idle slots, which to
We deﬁne z = y(p)
some extent reﬂects the service level of the slot owner. Then, due to the one-toone correspondence between (p, z) and (p, Q), for maximizing Πc (p, Q), choosing
(p, Q) is equivalent to choosing (p, z). Furthermore, based on the demand function form (1) that for given (p, Q), the stocking factor is computed as:

Ps {D(p) ≤ Q} = Ps { ≤

Q
= z}
y(p)

(4)

For a given distribution of , each z value corresponds to a unique stocking
factor, and thus choosing a value for z is equivalent to setting up a service
level for the slot owner. Substituting Q = y(p)z into the formula, the objective
function can be rephrased as:
 Z
Πc (p, z) = y(p){pE[min(, z)] − cz} = y(p){p[z −
(z − x)f (x)dx] − cz}, (5)
A


where Λz =

Z

(z − x)f (x)dx.

(6)

A

To ﬁnd the optimal solution, denoted as (p∗c , zc∗ ), which maximizes πc (p, z), we
ﬁrst ﬁnd the optimal price p∗c (z) for any given z, and then maximize πc (p∗c (z), z)
with respect to z to ﬁnd the optimal zc∗ .
For any given z ∈ [A, B], the unique optimal freight rate p∗c (z) is given by:
p∗c (z) =

z−

Z
A

cz
(z − x)f (x)dx

+

1
b

(7)
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Moreover, if the probability distribution function f (·) satisﬁes the property
of increasing failure rate (IFR), the optimal zc∗ that maximizes Πc (p∗c (z), z) is
uniquely determined by:
z−

Z
A

cz
(z − x)f (x)dx

+

c
1
=
b
1 − F (zc∗ )

(8)

Then,
Πc∗

−b{

= ae

∗
czc
1

∗ − Z (z−x)f (x)dx + b }
zc
A

zc∗ −

Z

(z − x)f (x)dx
b
∗
∗
∗
czc
1
−b{ z∗ −Λ(z
∗ ) + b } zc − Λ(zc )
c
c
= ae
b
A

(9)

At Stage 3 of the decision procedure, for a given revenue share r, allocated
by the slot charterer at the Stage 1, and a given list price pL , chosen by the slot
owner at Stage 2, the slot charterer’s problem is to simultaneously choose the
selling price p and the order quantity Q to maximize her own expected proﬁt
which can be calculated as:
Πd,R (p, Q | r, pL ) = [p − (1 − r)pL ]E{min(D, Q)} − cR Q.

(10)

Q
. Then, for the slot charterer, choosAs before, the stocking factor is z = y(p)
ing (p, Q) is equivalent to choosing (p, z). Hence, the above proﬁt function can
be rewritten as:

Πd,R (p, z | r, pL ) = y(p){[p − (1 − r)pL ][z − Λ(z)] − cαz}

(11)

Although the selling price p via the E-platform to the market is decided by
the slot charterer, it should be close to or almost the same as the slot owner’s
oﬀer to the same market in case the slot owner would like to sell directly these
slots to the market (shippers). Note that in the liner shipping market, a slot
owner and a slot charterer can be liner shipping carriers at the same time, which
means that, generally speaking, they simultaneously are competitors besides the
fact that slots are chartered from one player to the other on some speciﬁc voyage,
i.e., some legs of the liner shipping service networks.
4.2

Performance of the Designed Model

Backward-induction is applied in this subsection so that stages of decision making procedures are analyzed. The decision making procedure 1 is applied during Stage 3. In other words, the decision making procedures follow a reversed
sequence of the negotiation stages. Decision making procedures are listed as
follows:
– Decision making procedure 1: The slot charterer decides the selling price
– Decision making procedure 2: The slot owner decides the list price
– Decision making procedure 3: The slot charterer decides the revenue share
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Slot Charterer Decides the Selling Price. In order to ﬁnd the optimal
solution, denoted by (p∗d , zd∗ ), for maximizing the output of the proﬁt function Πd,R (p, z|r, pL ), the optimal selling price p∗d (z) for any given z needs to
be derived. Then the optimal zd∗ that maximizes Πd,R (p, z|r, pL ) with respect to
z is to be determined. The results are summarized as follows.
For any given z ∈ [A, B], list price pL > 0, and revenue share r ∈ (0, 1), the
unique optimal selling price p∗d (z) is given by:
p∗d (z) = (1 − r)pL +

1
cαz
+
z − Λ(z) b

(12)

In addition, if the demand distribution satisﬁes the property of IFR, the
optimal zd∗ that maximizes Πd,R (p∗d (z), z|r, pL ) is uniquely determined by:
zd∗

1
cα
cαzd∗
+ =
− Λ(zd∗ ) b
1 − F {zd∗ }

(13)

The IFR, i.e., h(x) = f (x)/(1 − F (x)) being increasing in x is a relatively
weak condition satisﬁed by most commonly applied probability distributions like
normal, uniform, and exponential distribution, etc., Eq. (13) implies that under
this condition about the demand distribution, the optimal stocking factor zd∗
is in fact independent of the list price pL and revenue share r. Rather it is
uniquely determined by the demand distribution and other system parameters.
Furthermore, Eqs. (12) and (13) indicate that the slot charterer’s optimal selling
price p∗d consists of two main parts, i.e., the amount paid to the slot owner,
namely, (1 − r)pL , and for each unit sold plus a constant revenue margin for
herself, namely, cαz/(z − Λ(z)) + 1/b.
Note that the slot owner provides the slot charterer a list price according to
z. Later on in the following analysis, we will further discuss whether z and the
list price really aﬀects the expected revenue.
Slot Owner Decides the List Price. At this stage of the decision making
procedure, namely stage 2, knowing that the slot charterer chooses according to
(12) and (13) at stage 3, the slot owner aims to set the list price pL to maximize
his own expected proﬁt, for any given revenue r proposed by the slot charterer
at Stage 1. The slot owner’s proﬁt function, denoted by Πd,s (pL |r), is expressed
as:
(14)
Πd,s (pL |r) = (1 − r)pL E{min(D, Qd )} − cs Qd
After integrating D = y(pd ) and Qd = y(pd )zd into (14), the following
equation can be obtained:
Πd,s (pL |r) = y(pd ){(1 − r)pL {zd − Λ(zd )} − c(1 − α)zd }
−bpd

(15)

(p∗d , zd∗ )

and
are determined in (12) and (13) during
Since y(pd ) = ae
Stage 3, (15) can further be rephrased as:
(cαz ∗ )

1
d
−b{(1−r)pL + (z∗ −Λ(z
∗ )) + b }

Πd,s (pL |r) = ae

d

d

{(1 − r)pL {zd∗ − Λ(zd∗ )} − c(1 − α)zd∗ }
(16)
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For any given revenue share r ∈ (0, 1), the slot owner’s unique optimal list
price p∗L (r) is given by:
 cz ∗ (1 − α)
1
p∗L (r) = 1/(1 − r) ∗d
+
zd − Λ(zd∗ ) b

(17)

From (17) we can see that the optimal list price p∗L is increasing in slot
charterer’s revenue share r. Since the optimal zd∗ does not depend on the revenue
share r, (17) further implies that the amount earned by the slot owner on each
unit sold, namely, (1−r)p∗L , is a constant. For instance, if the slot charterer raises
her share r of the revenue, the slot owner would accordingly increase the optimal
list price p∗L to ensure the amount that he gets from each sold unit is not aﬀected,
which is very realistic in the liner shipping business. This is as expected, since
from the slot owner’s point of view, given that all money transfers are based on
the units sold, what matters to himself is how much he earns on each unit sold.
This also indicates that the slot charterer does not create any real bargain power
by moving ﬁrst, as a leader of this game, to set up the revenue share scheme, as
what can be seen based on Stage 1 of this section of the analyses. Incorporating
(17) into (12), we then have:
p∗d (zd∗ ) = (czd∗ )/(zd∗ − Λ(zd∗ )) + 2/b

(18)

Therefore, the slot charterer’s bargain power might superﬁcially been
reﬂected as revenue share. However, the slot charterer’s optimal selling price
does not really depend on that revenue share allocation r. This is a vital ﬁnding
of this research as food for thought for the slot charterer, which is beyond the
slot charterer’s ﬁrst instinct over the slot agreement related business.

5

Implications to the Slot Agreement Business
Stakeholders

In this paper, we have investigated slot sharing E-platform mechanisms and
modeling for liner shipping services. Finally, some implications to stakeholders,
i.e., E-platform designers, slot owners (providers) and slot charterers (buyers)
are provided.
– Roles of slot owners (providers), slot charterers (buyers) and customers need
to be clearly deﬁned in the design of the E-platforms. By so doing, all kinds
of participants obtain feelings of ownership of the slot agreement E-platform
and it might increase the overall number of participants involved.
– Timeliness of making decisions internally and externally makes sense for the
overall performances of the E-platforms. An E-platform could pop-up options
via user interfaces either to slot owners (providers) or to slot charterers (buyers) step by step according to the designed decision procedures, respectively.
– Centralized or decentralized structure of the E-platforms aﬀect their outcome,
therefore, the design needs to take into account business scenarios in various
contexts, which could be further investigated in future research.
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Abstract. The City of Prague decided to prepare and implement a new wayfinding
system for public transportation. The analytical part of the project is being prepared
for the second year and will culminate with a call for participation in the international graphic competition. The project outputs are the result of interdisciplinary
research and idea disputes of many experts and stakeholders.
The cross-sectional paradigm of the project is to increase the economic, social
and environmental sustainability of the city through its more attractive and accessible public transport. Project preparation demonstrated the need for greater interaction between different disciplines and the need to confront their professional
dogmas.
Although the methodological, creative and technological framework of the
wayfinding system is described more than enough, there are countless specific
problems that hinder their innovation.
A separate topic is the elaboration of substantive and formal parameters of the
competition, taking into account the specificities of the project and the necessary
legislative framework of public procurement.
Keywords: Design competition · Prague · Public transport · Smart city ·
Wayfinding system

1 Introduction and Purpose
1.1 Wayfinding System
Wayfinding refers to information (today graphic, architectural, electronic, and virtual)
systems that guide people through the physical environment (indoor and outdoor) and
improve their understanding of the place. It´s a very interdisciplinary field that goes
beyond the limits of graphic design. A good wayfinding system is increasingly important
in the environment of cities (including railway stations, airports, hospitals and other large
complexes).
Complex systems for wayfinding often combine maps, colors, symbols and other
units of communications. When designing wayfinding systems, the crucial application
is the paradigm of the semantic concept of design. These systems integrate interactive
interfaces, smart phone applications and other digital technologies.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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The approach to wayfinding systems is changing. It can be said that they are constantly improving, responding to more specific needs and challenges, their content is
also reflecting the global character of traveling public.
1.2 Smart City Concept
The Smart City is a concept of an environmentally, economically, and socially sustainable city. It mainly includes technological (mobility, energy, buildings, environmental
infrastructure, digital technologies, etc.) and social (participation, community, housing)
components, which are characterized by a high level of innovation (use of best available technologies), extensive data use, and sophisticated management. Many smart city
projects concern sustainable mobility and the use of data in transport. Optimization
of driving, walking or parking, use of public transport and other data applications are
becoming part of navigation systems.
One of the paradigms of the Smart City concept is also the attractiveness of public
transport, the restriction of individual car transport and the motivation to walk and use
public space. The Smart City is also the most harmonized way of managing cities and
regions using the highest achievable level of knowledge, and the sustainable development
of cities and regions is a key objective and determinant.
In practice, two types of smart city projects are generally realized:
• Long-term, interdisciplinary projects at the level of the whole city or an integral part
(urban district).
• Sector related project, i.e. mobility, renewable energy sources, housing.
• Individual, rather autonomous, but highly innovative (infrastructure, social, environmental) projects based on BAT, the impact of which meets the concept and objectives
of Smart City (and compatible with the public interest).
Smart City projects usually have a public character and are implemented mainly at
the level of towns, partially regions (self-governing territorial units) or through state
(state-controlled) organizations, so municipalities are therefore a key partner. The Smart
City concept is (unfortunately) also often just a marketing label and a business channel.
The upgrade of the Prague wayfinding system is directly related to the Prague concept
of the smart city titled Smart Prague 2030. A significant part of its projects concerns
transport and information related to it. Information on the functioning of public transport
cannot be dealt with autonomously. It is important to interact with other information
determining the movement in the city, the use of data and sensors.
1.3 Prague Public Transport
Prague Public Transport (the exact name of the system is Prague Integrated Transit) is
an integrated transport system, including metro, trams, railways, trolleybuses, city and
suburban bus lines, cable car, several river ferries and a network of P+R (Park and Ride)
car parks. It covers the territory of the capital city of Prague and a large part of the
Central Bohemian Region.
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Several organizations participate in the provision of public transport: ROPID (coordinator of Prague integrated transport), the Prague transport company, private carriers,
railways, transport companies of the cities of the Central Bohemian region, taxis etc.

2 Historical Aspects
First thoughts on the underground railway in Prague date back to the period before WWII,
but the project was introduced in the 1960s. The Prague metro is one of the key construction projects of the so-called normalization period (socialist regime in Czechoslovakia
after 1969) and its showcase. Therefore, the best available resources were concentrated
on its implementation. Although its model was the Moscow metro and the USSR participated in the construction, the aesthetic language of the metro reflected the style of
post-war modernity.
The level of graphic design used in post-war Czechoslovakia was ambivalent. On
one hand, we adore theater and film posters and some books of the time, on the other
hand, the denial of the market economy has actually degraded the level of corporate
identity, packaging design, advertising and most print media. A large qualitative barrier
was also the technological deficit of reproductive technologies. The profession of graphic
designer was exclusive, tied to membership in a trade union and conditioned by loyalty
to the regime. At the same time, however, there was a tradition of pre-war design, of
which the most prominent figure was probably Ladislav Sutnar1 .
The design of the wayfinding system in the Prague metro was designed by two
important graphic designers: Jiří Rathouský and Rostislav Vaněk. At the time of its
inception, there was an orientation system that was competitive with the level of design
in the world. Their design is an integral part of the aesthetic face of the metro, whose
architecture was also shaped by the authors of ceramic tiles, sculptures, reliefs, furniture,
etc. From today’s point of view, the wayfinding system is perceived as iconic.
A special font was designed for the stations, the whole system uses pictograms
harmonized with the typography.
The orientation in the metro also includes architectural elements in the stations
and their colors. This ambitious project was to include an orientation system for other
transportation means (tram, bus), but it was never implemented. The navigation of surface
transport was reduced to the bare minimum, ascetic, gray, unaesthetic – like all public
space and life of the time.
The last thirty years have brought visual smog advertising to the subway and also the
need to renovate stations. The interventions of architects and traffic engineers into the
wayfinding system were often fatal and nonconceptual. In the metro, various variants of
logotypes, pictograms, and color scales multiplied. Not all authors of the new stations
understood the paradigm of metro navigation. The current situation is still functional,
but it is far from comparable with the level of similar metropolises (and not at all with
innovated wayfinding systems, e.g. in London).
Nevertheless, the design of the Prague metro is perceived as a cult matter (Pavelková
2013). There are several reasons: it is undoubtedly a well-functioning transport system,
1 Ladislav Sutnar (1897–1976) was Czech-American graphic designer, a pioneer of information

design and information architecture.
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tourists also perceive it positively (EY 2019), and the interest in brutalist and technical
architecture of the post-war period (1960s to 1980s) has revived in recent years. With
growing awareness of the quality of design and the importance of public space, a debate
also began about the need to deal with the problem of navigation, not only in the metro,
but in the whole Prague public transport system as well as in the cityscape itself.
Although sentiment towards the current system can be expected (as one of the few
quality graphic design projects from the times of normalization), the professional public
prefers a radical and complex change and solution, including underground transport. The
main reasons are the fragmentation of this subsystem as a consequence of desynchronized
reconstructions of metro stations.

3 Wayfinding System Requirements
3.1 Strategical Project Goals
The project reflects the requirements of the Strategic Plan of Prague, Smart City Prague
concept and the Plan for Sustainable Mobility of Prague (and the metropolitan area). The
project set the following requirements for a new system of orientation and navigation in
public transport and public space:
• Wayfinding will be an important part of the overall presentation of the city and its
branding.
• It will address all types of mobility (public, pedestrian, bicycle and individual motor
transport) with an emphasis on the preference for sustainable types of mobility and
the promotion of multimodality.
The following strategic goals were defined for the project implementation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raise public awareness with an emphasis on mobility services.
Increase the comprehensibility of information.
Increase the share of sustainable types of mobility.
Increase the quality of public spaces.
Increase the cultural identification of residents with the city.
Increase the efficiency of administration and maintenance of the information and
orientation (navigation) system.
• Unify the design and increase the quality of providing the information and orientation
system while respecting the visual style of the city of Prague.
3.2 Environmental, Social and Economic Aspects
Wayfinding systems are similarly quite standardized in their visible (graphic) and basic
form. There are several reasons: globalized adopting of the best case studies, international
standards for accessibility for the disabled, technological globalization and unification
of traditional inactive interfaces. Nevertheless, the quality of design that affects public
space varies from country to country and city to city.
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3.3 Public Interest
From the beginning, the paradigm of fulfilling the public interest through this project was
emphasized. Any project is better promoted through the argument that it fulfills already
adopted strategies, policies and action plans. The emphasis on such a fact confirms that
it fulfills the codified public interest. For decision makers from different sectors, it is
difficult to accept the cost of (not necessary) redesign. The analysis therefore emphasized
the positive impacts of the project on solving environmental and social problems and its
positive externalities.
The following aspects were emphasized:
• Promoting the environmental, economic and social sustainability of a city directly
dependent on attractive, socially non-stigmatized, accessible and easy-to-use public
transport.
• The need to develop the competitiveness of the city and the adjacent region, which is
limited, among other things, by the quality of public space and includes the intention
to support the creative industries in the metropolis and build the concept of Smart city.
• Building and protection of cultural heritage (of which the wayfinding system is a part).
• The need to improve the quality of the physical public space and the motivation for
its use.
• Maintaining a sufficient degree of social cohesion also dependent on quality public
transport.
• Ensuring the permeability and accessibility of physical public space, as well as
maintaining the accessibility and permeability of the city for the disabled.
• Ensuring the maximum possible information intelligibility for the inhabitants of the
city and its visitors.
• The intention to support a sustainable tourism industry in the metropolitan area.
• The intention to support the brand of the capital, whose reputation is directly affected
by the quality of public transport and of which the new wayfinding system should
become a visible part.
• Meeting the objectives of the political representation program statement2 .
3.4 Accessibility Issues
From the beginning, the issue of inclusion of the wayfinding system for the disabled (in
terms of sight, hearing, or movement) and for users who cannot use electronic devices
for any reason was addressed. It turned out that the standards of the Czech Republic are
stricter than the EU standards. Devices for visually impaired users work (from a design
point of view) independently and sufficiently.
The mandatory condition for participation in a design competition is compliance
with all the necessary standards, thus a methodology reflecting this issue is required.

2 This is a formal but key argument for the political enforcement of the project.
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4 Interdisciplinary Approach and Confrontation of Professional
and Sectoral Paradigms
4.1 Project Management
Contracting authority of the project of innovation of the unified information system
(wayfinding system) was ROPID – Regional Organizer of Prague Integrated Transport.
This organization, managed by the capital city of Prague, harmonizes transport in Prague
and in the metropolitan area around Prague, a significant part of the self-governing
Central Bohemian Region, from which 140,000 inhabitants commute daily to Prague.
The analytical part of the project was implemented by the consulting company Ernst
& Young and the consulting company CEDOP (Center for Efficient Transport). The team
also included representatives of the Institute of Planning and Development of Prague,
the Prague Transport Company and later also representatives of the city management.
The output of the project for the preparation of a new wayfinding system for Prague
public transport is six implementation studies. The new wayfinding system will emerge
from the author’s competition. The implementation of the navigation system will be
divided between the institutions managed by the capital city of Prague and coordinated by
ROPID. The project is currently awaiting the approval from the political representation.
The planned budget of the project is approximately EUR 150 million.
4.2 Conflict of Professional Approaches
Participation in the public contract for project preparation was conditioned by strict
requirements for formal qualification and real competence of members of the expert
team. This condition reflected the high degree of interdisciplinarity of the project and
a similar approach was reflected in the preparation of the author’s design competition.
The team included an architect and designer, traffic engineers, economists and project
managers. In a wider team of experts from the organizations that the project was to
affect, then also lawyers, vehicle technicians and others.
It turned out that participation of different professions is necessary to balance and
harmonize the various expert, often fundamental, approaches that needed to be corrected.
Several fundamental and conflicting approaches can be described as follows:
• Fetishism of (changeable) norms, binding (not always relevant) to the legislative
framework and bureaucratic caution typical especially of corporate lawyers. The flexibility of the project management of a large corporation (transport company) is limited
(legal framework of public tenders, powerful unions etc.).
• Aesthetic relentlessness of architects and professions associated with the protection of
culture heritage. The project had to overcome the distrust of fans of existing navigation
design and at the same time explain the need for some technological interventions in
public space. It was also necessary to set a realistic approach to the existence of
advertising in the public transport premises.
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• One-dimensional perception of public space by transport engineers, who tend to
reduce the city to transport infrastructure and mobility only as a matter of logistical efficiency. It was also very challenging to enforce the emotional, psychological
and aesthetic aspects of mobility in the city3 .
A typical example of the conflict of different approaches was the question of the
intensity of the deployment of navigation elements in the city. Fundamentalists from the
transport sector were confronted with the fact of various (medieval, modernist) urban
structures of the city or the agenda of cultural heritage protection. Architects had to accept
that the design of a wayfinding system is not just an agenda of creative disciplines.
4.3 Participation and Project Communication
The participatory dimension of the project was absolutely crucial. For this reason, a PR
agency also joined the implementation consortium. The communication of the project
proved to be a key determinant of its success. Participation and communication had to
solve the following problems, barriers and risks:
• Ensuring the support of municipal political representation. The implementation of the
project is ensured by organizations that are established or managed by the capital city
of Prague. In case of disagreement of the capital’s management, the project will not
be executed. Currently (May 2020) the project is awaiting approval. Politicians were
concerned about how the public would accept such an expensive redesign, because
only some of its constituents are aware of the need of change. The change in the
approach of part of the new political representation with a different value framework
was positive (one of the politicians is a top graphic designer).
• Trust in professionals. There is a (gradually disappearing) distrust of public tenders
among graphic designers. There are many cases where the impartiality of a jury or its
competence can be questioned. Many contracts were won by low level suppliers due to
the very low bid price (or non-transparent or incompetent procurement management).
Different generational attitudes are represented by two organizations: the Union of
Graphic Design and the Association of Applied Graphics.
• Internal resistance to change. Especially within the Prague transport company, the
atmosphere was not conducive to changes that are not considered important and
involve large costs. Some employees also have a strong affection for the original
design.
• The topic of the wayfinding system is sensitive for experts who deal with this issue
(no one wants to be left out). Communication with stakeholders was also a guarantee
of their loyal or at least neutral attitude towards the project.
• The results of quantitative research (EY 2019) have shown that the public and tourists
are satisfied with the current state of the information system. It is very difficult
3 We can say that e.g. architects are more aware of the cultural and social dimension of the use

of public space including public transport. City dwellers choose less logistically efficient, but
subjectively more pleasant (more stimulating, safer, etc.) ways to achieve their goals (Gehl 2010).
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to inspire the public to change the information infrastructure, when benefits of the
upgrade are perceived only by experts4 .
Therefore, the project also included extensive individual interviews with stakeholders
(including graphic designers, publicists and theorists, local politicians and other opinion
makers). At the same time, institutional negotiations took place with representatives
of non-governmental organizations representing disabled citizens, with experts for the
protection of cultural heritage, and organizations associating graphic design.
There were three large multimedia streaming presentations in cooperation with the
Prague Institute of Planning and Development, two workshops with graphic artists and
representatives of art schools, a public opinion poll and ongoing presentations of the
project in the media.

5 Key Parameters of the Proposed Wayfinding System
5.1 General Paradigm
From the confrontation of various expert approaches, the analysis of examples of good
practice from abroad, interviewing public transport users, and taking into account other
activities of the city (redesign of furniture, smart city concepts), the requirements for a
new wayfinding system were distilled.
It turned out that the public interest associated with the implementation of this project
is identical to the public interest, which fulfills the smart city concept. General support
for smart cities can also be a crucial factor in promoting and funding a project5 .
In general and in accordance with the strategic plan, the Prague wayfinding system
innovation project must positively contribute to the environmental, social and economic
sustainability of the city and region, to the physical and social permeability of the city,
support smart city approach (data use, climate protection) and sustainable forms of
mobility.
5.2 Quality Requirements
The specific requirements for the new wayfinding system were formulated in areas as
follows:
• Complexity. The wayfinding system must support all types of mobility as well as all
system statutes, situations and planned and extraordinary traffic events.

4 Exaggerated emphasis on participation can also have a negative effect. For example, the Vienna

Public Transport company included an unsuccessful (too naturalistic) pictogram of a sports hall
in its wayfinding system. Its form was selected in a survey.
5 The project was brought to the attention of the planned investment platform for Smart cities
in the Czech Republic, which should use the financial instruments of the European Investment
Bank.
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• Accessibility. The information must be provided in such a way that it depends as
little as possible on the user’s knowledge of the territory, language skills, information
literacy, physical and sensory abilities or ownership of electronic devices6 .
• Openness and multimodality. The system must be open to future changes in the
transport system7 .
• Ubiquity. The system must ensure the information security of the passenger at all
times (where he is, what his options are, what will follow)8 . The system must support
passengers’ decision-making at all times (even at the cost of more frequent repetition
of information) and provide information in various forms.
• Safety. The wayfinding system must not conflict with safety rules and promote the
safe behavior of all transport participants.
• Validity and flexibility. The system must be ready to update information quickly.
• Connectivity. The system must interconnect other information and navigation
systems (railways, airports) and support their use9 .
Traffic information should respect the following principles:
• The principle of mass. The form of communication is determined by the number of
recipients.
• Speed of information. Reduced but fast information is passed on to people on the
move. In other cases, the maximum amount of structured information is preferred.
• The rule of entropy. Standard conditions require less information than emergencies.
Extraordinary events should be covered by multiple information channels.
• User friendliness. In addition to accessibility standards (readability, comprehensibility), a client approach based on maximum user friendliness must also be taken into
account. The passenger is not the enemy.
• Intuitiveness and semantic logic. The same type of information is presented by the
same means and using the same graphic attributes in all media.
• Hierarchisation of information. Prediction of decision-making processes must be
reflected in the form and quantity of information provided.
• Continuity of objectives. Once set, the goal must not be neglected.
• Specification of minimum and confirmatory information.
• Same place for wayfinding system. Navigation information must be maximally concentrated in one place. Concentration of navigation information in one (intuitively
searchable) place facilitates their search and increases the subjective comfort of
passenger transport.
6 Many public transport users are dependent on their smartphones. It turned out that people move

differently on familiar routes and differently in an unknown neighborhood, subway station, etc.
Navigation uncertainty often motivates them to use a car (EY 2019).
7 Such a change may be new modes of transport, shared means of transport, new types of urban
infrastructures, requirements for the resilience of the city, changes (extension of lines, etc.).
8 This requirement applied to walking in the city was the subject of disputes with architects. Architects do not want to prioritize navigation over design. It is a conflict of professional paradigms
and priorities.
9 This can be achieved, for example, by unifying the signage, duplicating, combining or
substituting the labeling of public transport elements.
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• Association of basic and supplementary information. Presentation of information
in various forms (color, pictogram, number, text, possibly also architectural elements,
sound, etc.).
All of this shows how important it is to confront the knowledge bases of different
fields. Relatively well and extensively codified rules for wayfinding systems are not
applied in the design of interactive interfaces. It is governed by other paradigms, often
technologically or professionally conditioned.
The socio-demographic aspect also has a great influence. Different generations (and
different social groups) receive information in different ways and have different preferences. This aspect must also be taken into account, for example, in order to maintain the
social cohesion and social permeability of public transport and public space.
5.3 Design as a Tool of Smartification
The concept of smart cities in Prague is based on the Strategic Plan of the City of
Prague, the very concept of smart city is then codified in several European and Czech
methodologies10 .
In the Czech Republic, SC projects are methodologically based on documents prepared in the university and research sectors for the needs of the public sector (government,
cities) and NGOs. Methodological trends associated with SC projects are as follows:
• Links to Industry 4.0 and Company 4.0.
• Greater accent on social projects, regional cohesion and social innovation, which
reflect demographic challenges in the near future.
• Higher participation (public, stakeholders) rate.
As part of the Prague Strategic Plan and the Smart cities concept, the preparation
of a new wayfinding system fulfills several specific objectives, including objectives that
are part of EU cohesion policy:
•
•
•
•
•

A smarter Europe supporting innovative and smart economic transformations.
A greener Europe with low CO2 emissions.
A more interconnected Europe that increases mobility and makes ICT accessible.
Social Europe.
Europe closer to the citizens and promoting the sustainable and integrated development
of all regions through local initiatives.

10 Czech SC approach is based on two upgraded documents: Smart Cities methodology (Ministry of

regional development): Methodology for the preparation and implementation of the Smart Cities
concept at the level of cities, municipalities and regions (2019) and Project outputs SMART
Czechia, prepared on the premises of the Union of Towns and Municipalities of the Czech
Republic (2020). In addition, there are partial sectoral methodologies, especially for the area of
environment protection, urban and spatial planning, housing, Industry 4.0 and mobility.
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Meeting these objectives increases the chance of at least partial use of ESIF 2021–
2027 or EIB financial instruments. The redesign of the wayfinding system also fulfills
five priorities for the Czech Republic:
•
•
•
•
•

Low carbon economy and environmental responsibility.
Development of knowledge economy.
Educated and cohesive society.
Availability and mobility11 .
Sustainable development of the territory12 .

If an attractive wayfinding system is implemented for the Prague metropolitan
area, more positive impacts compatible with the goals of the smart city concept can
be expected. Prague suffers from suburbanization (urban sprawl), which generates too
much individual car traffic. Part of this traffic load is transferable to public transport,
provided that it will be (especially emotionally, functionally) an attractive alternative.
The intention to build an attractive city brand is also related to the redesign of its communication attributes. Higher physical and consequently social permeability is the key
to cohesion. Attractive public space is a tool for reducing car traffic. More similar effects
of improving the wayfinding system on quality of life, cohesion and sustainability can
be found.

6 Design Competition
6.1 Design Competition Goals
The design competition is the key part of the project. The result of the design competition
is the design of graphic attributes and the related use design of a unified information
style of Prague integrated transport system, as well as the public spaces in the capital.
That is, a functional and comprehensive orientation and information system for all types
of mobility.
The ambition of the new wafinding system must be a top quality proposal, ranking among the best projects in the world, reflection of new (smart) technologies and
the paradigm of sustainable mobility. The general public (unlike the professional) will
not evaluate the current design very critically and the new wayfinding system will be
critically compared with the original one. Although the analysis can greatly refine the
assignment of the project, the quality of the result depends on the ability to interpret the
requirements into the subtle nuances of the graphic language.
The aim of the competition is mainly:
11 Specific objectives: Development and improvement of transport infrastructure, development

and improvement of transport integration, introduction of new technologies for organization of
transport and reduction of traffic load, efficient use of multimodal freight transport, increase of
use and availability of alternative drives in transport.
12 Protection, development and support of cultural heritage, improvement of public spaces,
sustainable tourism, quality of public space, development of non-motorized transport.
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• Selection of a qualified supplier of wayfinding system design with proven competence and capacity to design it in its entirety and capable of long-term contractual
cooperation.
• Obtaining a quality proposal that is competitive in the international context, which
will enable its further development and implementation in the next decades,
• Providing functional documents for the subsequent implementation of the project,
• Effective progress and fulfillment of the overall objectives of the project.
6.2 Competition Parameters
The parameters of the competition were mainly influenced by the public status of the
contracting authority, positive and negative experiences from similar competitions, participatory activities and the attitude of stakeholders and, above all, the goals to be
achieved.
The competition parameters are designed13 as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

International competition.
Anonymity of applicants and proposals.
Requirement for the level of qualification of the research team.
Two-phase competition.
Public tender based on relevant Czech legal framework.

International benchmarking will be applied to the outputs. Graphic design is a completely internationalized sector of the creative industry, in the field of design of so-called
wayfinding systems determined by universal global standards.
The international character of the competition will be reflected in the composition of
the jury. Inviting foreign candidates can have a positive effect on its competitive nature
and level of innovation, ensure a reflection of current discourse and trends in the field and
eliminate the effects of the jurors’ subjective perception of reputation and competence
of candidates.
With regard to the interdisciplinary nature of the project, it is also required to meet the
qualifications of the supplier team. The supplier must be able not only to prepare a tender
proposal, but also to develop it into a comprehensive system. The team must understand
the methodological framework of wayfinding systems, links to the smart cities agenda,
understand the psychological, technological and social aspects of mobility.
The anonymity of candidates and proposals should enforce the independence of the
competition. At the same time, it is conditioned by the chosen legislative framework14 .
The applicant’s qualification requirements reflect the interdisciplinary character and
importance of the project, the financial ambitiousness of its implementation, the need for
the holistic approach and to the knowledge of the professional discourse, the project’s
impact on public space and last but not least the expected scope of proposals.
Each candidate must demonstrate that he has the following qualified experts:
13 But not yet announced (delayed due to the COVID-19 as well as political reasons).
14 Two options were discussed: a competitive dialogue and finally a selected design competition,

followed by a dialogue with a maximum of three selected teams.
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• Graphic designer with history of experience in wayfinding systems.
• Methodologist with demonstrable knowledge of standards, technical and legal aspects
of wayfinding systems.
• Typographer with demonstrable experience in the design of author’s fonts.
• UX designer.
• Architect or designer/ sculptor with experience in spatial realizations,
• Sociologist, psychologist.
The requirements for the composition of the jury are that it be internationally, generationally, institutionally and regionally diversified. Only experts can vote on the proposals
in the jury. The participation of independent non-voting opponents and representatives
of the contracting authority is limited.

7 Conclusion
The preparation of a project for the new Prague wayfinding system is an example of
the interdisciplinary nature of design. The conflict of interests of different stakeholders
and the confrontation of many expert approaches underlined the importance of design
management. At the same time, it uncovered what the design can provide to the current
environmental, social and technological challenges, including those, associated with the
concept of smart cities.
The information system should be designed to support the natural movement of the
city, to remove mental barriers in understanding of the city and to support the spatial
memory of the inhabitants. It should also serve as a means of navigation between individual types of public transport, especially their interconnectivity. Last but not least,
it should lead the people to prefer sustainable modes of transportation, in particular
walking, cycling and public transit.
The new Prague wayfinding system for public transport and public space has the
ambition to become not only a functional navigation system for the city, but also one of
the pillars of its city image and a mirror of the value system of its inhabitants.
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Abstract. In times of extended awareness regarding climate change and
emission control, the use of public mass transit comes into the forefront of
discussions regarding mobility of people especially in metropolitan areas.
This includes multiple modes such as subway, light rail, bus and many
others. In this paper we survey the state-of-the-art regarding bus station
design and extend earlier approaches by combining mystery shopping as
a marketing-oriented method with appropriate modeling (using Business
Process Modeling Notation, BPMN) and concepts from virtual reality.
Moreover, we reﬂect on possible disturbances and bus station design.
Keywords: Public transport · Bus station design · BPMN
reality · Mystery shopping · Disturbance · Covid19

1

· Virtual

Introduction

Whenever we use public transport, we are supposed to reach a target place,
leaving some origin and arriving at some destination. We have a purpose and
possibly walking is too much, a bicycle not available (or the hill is too steep)
and the car may be diﬃcult to park. So, we use public transport. This could be
subway, bus, many others. And we have a given system that provides us what we
want. Does it? Very often it works, but there is also hesitation in many places
around the world. For instance, in the United States we often hear that public
transport is for poor people, those who cannot aﬀord a big car. This is prejudice,
though, but unfortunately not always untrue.
Whenever we want to use public transport, we need information; for instance,
which means of transportation is available at what time, how much do we need
to pay and how to access transport? We expect that clever people have done
some proper investigation and that everything works. This would be an ideal
world. Then, however, we meet disturbances, problems and alike (for a recent
survey see [14]). This could be a small delay and it could be a major pandemic
like Covid19 with a lockdown. It could be a high-probability low-impact event or
a very low-probability very high-impact event. No matter, the question remains
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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on how could we make the public transport system better (or, better, those who
are responsible for running the system)?
An interesting observation is that many people including the general public
are discussing about the quality of public transport, even if it might only be
handwaving. But then nothing changes. May be the users should pay attention.
May be the users could even provide some input on how to improve the public
transport system. May be, we are not properly trained in marketing but that
might even be an advantage. We are not bound to use predeﬁned, sometimes
useless (sorry), knowledge from academia. May be, we just need to be careful
in observing. In that sense we could all be so-called mystery shoppers in public
transport.
Extending earlier work [17,18], this research focuses on modeling and analyzing bus stations within public transit. As an example, consider a Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) station. BRT refers to a “bus-based rapid transit system that
can achieve high capacity, speed, and service quality at relatively low cost by
combining segregated bus lanes that are typically median aligned with oﬀ-board
fare collection, level boarding, bus priority at intersections, and other quality-ofservice elements (such as information technology and strong branding)” [22]. The
components of BRT include: vehicles, stops, stations, terminals, and corridors. A
wide variety of rights-of-way, pre-board fare collection, use of modern information and communication technologies (ICT), all-day service, and brand identity
can be aligned with a BRT system. To be speciﬁc, consider the TransMilenio
system, as it is found in Bogota, Colombia (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Typical layout of a TransMilenio station, from [37]
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Classical concepts like BPMN for modeling or also living labs [33] may help
to advance the knowledge about bus stations as major access points for public transport. Nevertheless, when it comes to improving the mobility needs of
todays’ populations in metropolises and mega-cities, new avenues of research
need to be undertaken. That is, beyond classical modeling approaches, one may
use a virtual reality environment as well as the concept of mystery shopping to
gain new insights into the design of bus stations. Virtual reality (VR) deals with
the computer-generated emulation of real-world environments or the creation of
ﬁctional environments [34]. Users can immerse themselves in three-dimensional
digital environments and simulations through the use of devices such as headmounted displays. Augmented reality (AR) is concerned with enhancing the perception of a real-world environment with virtual eﬀects or additional information
as opposed to the entirely virtual environment created by VR [5]. That is, a user’s
perception of the surroundings is extended through information that would not
be visible in reality by use of digital devices such as digitally-enabled glasses or
displays.
Mystery shopping (MS) is a concept mostly used in marketing when it comes
to measure quality of service (QoS), or compliance with regulation, or to gather
speciﬁc information about products and services [41]. With the combined use of
these technologies, i.e. VR and MS, new insights may be gained at the interface of
people using public transport systems and the system itself, especially allowing
the consideration of diﬀerent user groups that may want to use public transport,
as there are, among others, elderly, handicapped, young children or pregnant
women. A major takeaway from our research is that classical questionnaire-based
research as it is commonly found in recent literature (see, e.g., some contributions on https://link.springer.com/journal/volumesAndIssues/12469) is too
short-sighted when it comes to advancing and inﬂuencing the managerial insights
of policy makers within public transport. AR, VR and MS in combination are
able to change this.
The exposition of the subsequent sections ﬁrst elaborates on various aspects
regarding bus station design and provides a related survey. Then, Sect. 3 is
devoted to MS and its use in public transport. This is moderately interleaved
with our intention to combine this topic with modern ICT. Section 4 concludes
and summarizes some future research needs.

2

Bus Station Design

Bus stations are access points to public transport systems (and, as the name
says, especially bus systems). They can be just simple sign posts for a single
stop of a single line and they can be versatile transfer centers where many bus
lines or even diﬀerent means of transport meet and allow for transfer. Various
aspects need to be considered when designing a bus station as there are, foremost,
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functionality requirements and safety. Moreover, it may need to be subjectively
pleasing, fulﬁll information management requirements as well as other types of
aspects.1
2.1

Functionality

The initial functionality requirement refers to a station being an access point to
public transportation. Whatever one sees gives a ﬁrst indication. And certainly
the (mystery shopping) views in Fig. 2 are not necessarily typical ones.
Various measures are related to the functionality of bus stations including
size, location, capacity, time of use and alike. Moreover, beyond functionality
various other factors may be considered. As we started with a BRT system in the
previous section, let us focus on BRT. The BRT Standard is an evaluation tool
for world-class bus BRT based on international best practices. It is also meant to
be a tool to exemplify a uniﬁed view on BRT systems. The somewhat initial 2014
Standard reinforces the basic BRT elements and provides some modiﬁcations to
earlier drafts. The latest version dates back to 2016 [22].
For the case of Stockholm (Sweden), [2] undertake a study regarding the
capacity of bus terminals. While the study does not clarify to full extent why
a speciﬁc Swedish way is needed (as claimed), the study is interesting in its
own right, taking into account various indicators to provide insights into the
capacity of those terminals. In the same spirit, but more comprehensively, [39]
also consider capacities. A microscopic simulation study is performed to analyze

Fig. 2. Sign posts; traveling through the world as a public transport mystery shopper
(Source: own ﬁgures; Lisbon, Portugal, on the left, Brisbane, Australia, on the right
and Melbourne, Australia, as the inset)
1

Our survey is supposed to be narrative rather than a so-called structured one as in
the latter case important aspects would be lost.
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capacity. In the ﬁrst of two stages, a mathematical model is presented for busside capacity with bus to bus interference and in the second, a model is used
to estimate the relationship between average queue and degree of saturation.
Results are conducted for various dwell times. A comparison between diﬀerent
BRT systems is provided in [19].
Especially for larger stations the question arises whether traﬃc ﬂows resulting
from transfer needs have to be directed in an appropriate way to avoid clashing
or colliding of diﬀerent ﬂows with implied delays; see, e.g., related thinking based
on [18] and Fig. 1. The functionality and design are also considerably aﬀected
by the size and location of a station. A location may be (to some extent) small,
positioned at the curbside (with its relative location towards, say, the beginning,
middle or end of a street segment). Beyond this, type, position and size may
also be inﬂuenced by the street-side circumstances like the types of traﬃc ﬂow
considered in the streets where a station is built. An example of a related model
based on ideas from cellular automata is given in [8]; other references include
[16].
A survey has been conducted by [13]. The authors used existing transit
agency manuals to gain state-of-the-practice information on bus stations. Moreover, transit agencies have been investigated and questioned. The results of [12]
can be used to aid in the selection of a preferred bus stop design for a given
location and traﬃc volume. Their analysis is divided into two separate studies: curbside versus bus bay/open bus bay, and queue jumper versus no queue
jumper.
While being a silent observer, not to say a MS, we may see or encounter
deﬁciencies [17]. If everything follows some predeﬁned rules, everything would
be nice. But this seems not the case. According to various authors including [38]
one can distinguish diﬀerent time periods associated with a bus stop. Assuming
the perspective of a bus and also assuming a single berth, these periods can be
speciﬁed as follows: Queuing time is the time spent by a bus in a queue prior
to entering the bus stop, if at all (see also Fig. 7 below). Clearance time is the
minimum [theoretical] time between the departure of one bus and the arrival of
a subsequent bus in the bus berth. Dead time is the time that elapses in opening
and closing of doors plus the time associated with extending ramps/lifts/other
equipment to facilitate alighting and boarding of disabled persons, if any. Passenger service time is the time elapsed while passenger exchange takes place.
Internal delay is the time spent by a bus waiting to leave the bus berth after it is
ready to leave, but cannot actually leave as it is obstructed by other bus(es) in
the bus stop area. External delay is the time spent by a bus waiting to leave the
bus berth after it is ready to leave, but cannot actually leave as it is obstructed
by other traﬃc outside the bus stop area. Having stated this, a case study in a
British context can be found in [1].
In [23] we see the description of a model that includes not only a set of
elements to determine the safety level of a public transport company but also a
set of indicators and criteria to evaluate these elements by a team of auditors
Regarding safety we also see the development of low-ﬂoor vehicles and related
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bus stations for improving the accessibility of urban buses to mobility-restricted
people. In [10] we see some research and development project for the public
transit system in Grenoble (France) that attempts to reduce the gaps at bus
stations. Investigations regarding operating conditions of accessibility equipment
on the buses (kneeling, access ramp) as well as driver capability to dock at the
bus station are described with the result of an improved bus station design.
Bus stations are also social areas. An interesting study may be to observe
passengers while using a bus station. This relates to accessing, deboarding and
eggressing as well as waiting. Depending on various design criteria of a station this may be varying considerably. Diﬀerent postures of waiting passengers
can be observed such as sitting or upright standing and leaning against a wall,
depending on diﬀerent bus station designs. Culture may require queuing or people are just walking around. In [42] the authors investigate diﬀerent standing
postures providing an ergonomic perspective towards bus station design. While
the implications from this study are still limited, they open up an area that
deserves consideration regarding the comfort of passengers in diﬀerent ways. As
a next step one needs to diﬀerentiate passengers due to their speciﬁc needs, e.g.,
when mobility-restricted people are concerned. For instance, in [44] indicators
are described measuring to some extent the quality of a station in this respect
(considering aspects such as being barrier-free, incorporating height diﬀerences
and alike).
Diﬀerent user groups may require diﬀerent design aspects based on their speciﬁc needs. These groups can be related to elderly, handicapped, small children,
pregnant women etc. Speciﬁc examples considering related requirements include,
e.g., [27], who provide a ﬁrst investigation of the case of a kindergarten-based
safety requirement.
Functionality requirements also include safety. Then the question arises,
whether unexpected disturbances are included, too; see, e.g., Sect. 2.4 to think
about corona-based design. Finally, we mention the issue of service systems being
required to be subjectively pleasing (and eventually causing happiness [11]).
2.2

The Arts Component

Bus stations may reﬂect cultural aspects of a city and can be used not only
regarding their functionality but reﬂect also other measures that might reﬂect
more arts-based functionality or touristic aspects, but this may need further
investigation. In [26] the idea of building a harmonic bus station in light of the
surroundings and the culture of the place to be reﬂected is considered.
Researchers from the Oﬀenbach University of Design (Germany) are concerned with the question of the role of design in promoting multimodal mobility
behavior. Mobility design, focusing not necessarily on vehicles but on the design
of infrastructure like bus stations and processes like accessing a station, have
been an integral part of studies and research. Examples of some projects that
they are developing use new visualization methods such as AR and VR. Examples include the service points of German railways as well as a related bus station
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design operationalized in South Korea [20]. The possible design of a mobility hub
as a new extended project is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Mobility hub from [20]

2.3

Information and Communication Technology

Over time passenger information and modern ICT of the related times had been
incorporated into the interplay of customers with the public transport system
and especially with their access to the system; older ideas and systems as envisaged years ago [9] have now been incorporated into station design as a natural
endeavour [28].
The use of various techniques can be simulated in various ways. Living labs, as
an example, can be seen as a real simulation environment that can be enhanced
by various other technologies; see, e.g., Fig. 4, [33]. Extending this towards new
designs is realized on a continuous basis; see, e.g., the examples in Fig. 8 below.
Marrying this with AR allows for extended visualization and information provision; see, e.g., Fig. 5.
2.4

Miscellaneous

Beyond the issues raised above, several additional aspects may be considered.
This may be, e.g., the question of how to get energy to and at the bus station
if needed (see an example for a case study in [3]) or the recent case of modiﬁed
thinking related to social distancing as indicated below.
The recent pandemic has inﬂuenced all areas of life. For instance, in times
of a lockdown the operations of public transport (including bus, rail, ferry and
taxi) have been suspended or at least been reduced considerably in many places;
cf. Fig. 6. Stations were temporarily closed or not served. For instance, in Wuhan
as a starting point of the Covid19 pandemic, the municipal government expropriated, among others, bus stations to build shelter hospitals rather than using
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Fig. 4. Living lab bus station from [33]

them for public transport purposes [45]. Obviously, following the requirements
of a pandemia like in the case of Covid19 requires quite a few drastic changes in
public transport. For instance, if social distancing is followed in an appropriate
way, then systems that are already beyond their limits might need even more
capacity and infrastructure. Handwaving says that not only countries like India
require a multitude of buses to allow commuters to eﬀectively perform social distancing.2 Bus stations require diﬀerent forms of queuing. Complying with social
distancing already applies during access implying rethinking of station design.
Similarly, bus station maintenance requires diﬀerent and more intensive thinking
in the same spirit.3 The question of social distancing may also ask whether this
can be enforced by the station design. Regarding the above-mentioned concerns
of enabling eﬃcient transfer becomes even more important if social distancing
can be enforced through a clever assignment of buses to berths allowing for
appropriate (separated or non-overlapping) transfer paths.

3

Mystery Shopping

As indicated above, mystery shopping is a marketing research-based method
intended to measure QoS, gather speciﬁc information about a market, com2

3

See, e.g., https://www.intelligenttransport.com/transport-news/100881/india-req
uires-24-times-more-buses-to-allow-commuters-to-social-distance-eﬀectively/, last
access June 19, 2020.
See, e.g., https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-programs/safety/fta-covid19-resource-tool, last access June 19, 2020.
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Fig. 5. Augmented reality adoption in bus usage

Fig. 6. Decline of bus patronage worldwide; https://moovitapp.com/insights/en/
Moovit Insights Public Transit Index-countries, last access June 19, 2020.

petitors, or even economies. Mystery shoppers are intended to mirror common
consumer behavior and to investigate the habits of customers, sellers and service
providers. It is also a tool allowing to measure compliance with regulations etc.
General considerations include [29,41].
The history of MS goes way back into the 1940s. The focus was on manufacturing and retail with the ﬁnancial sector coming next. Speciﬁc observers or
people were trained to act as normal customers realizing or simulating real sales
and customer situations.
MS as a tool in the service industries has been explored especially in [41].
Other sources include [24]. While known and applied in practice, MS in public
transport has not yet been fully explored in academic literature and only few
papers are available including [7,15,35,40]. Those are building the base of our
elaboration below. Finally, with mystery shopping in mind we return towards
bus station design.
Another option to undertake mystery shopping is to some extent known
under the name of field studies.
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Questionnaire-Based Studies in Public Transport

Customer satisfaction surveys are part of important research. For instance, once
performing customer surveys, public transport companies or authorities gain
insights into the areas where possible improvements are needed. Our criticism,
though, is that recently quite a few of these studies have been published or submitted for publication without bringing any additional value. That is, while this
methodology is important for public transport companies and regulating bodies, their one-dimensional application in academia is often lacking good reasoning. Older questionnaire-based papers with that type of reasoning for existence
include [13,21,31].
What we should gain are factors inﬂuencing QoS and also hints on how to
use scarce ﬁnancial resources. While it seems interesting to see whether, just
to name a few examples, station cleanliness and on-time arrival of buses are
important in one place or another based on some, say, 384 interviewees being
users of a public transport system, the resulting numbers might not really tell us
on how to use scarce ﬁnancial resources to improve the system and they also lack
to explain anything about non-users of the system if they are not considered.
In that sense we claim that other types of methodology should be appended (as
indicated below) while public transport companies still undertake these studies.
They should also be published, but rather as company-oriented quality reports
than academic papers.
Again, a major concern relates to those who are involved into customer satisfaction surveys, i.e., is it just customers or also non-customers (those who
might be interested or even need to be motivated to switch to public transport).
Moreover, detailed information regarding access points and places where questionnaires were handed out are often missing (like enhancements by additional
information about the station design etc. considering using a single signpost
versus major transfer stations).
3.2

Examples for Mystery Shopping Applications in Public
Transport

To exemplify, we refer to four cases as they are London (UK) [40], Thessaloniki
(Greece) [15], Moscow (Russia) [35] and Hamburg (Germany)4 .
Copying from [29], one may ask upfront about how to set up a MS application.
Among several steps one should start with the scope of the MS assessment (e.g.,
which attributes are to be tested). Next, the way on how to conduct the study
should be deﬁned. This may include benchmarking, a way to ﬁnd out about
the strengths and weaknesses of something or an ongoing eﬀort to continuously
measure and improve an oﬀered service. Then comes the simulation of an actual
4

Quality reports from HVV are available including mystery shopping hints; see, e.g.,
https://www.hvv.de/resource/blob/29930/3e91642bcb98d022ed75fadcf71f4f8a/
qualitaetsbericht-2018-data.pdf for 2018 and https://www.hvv.de/resource/blob/
22478/5b50e752c34a9924c40dcb6fe8863879/qualitaetsbericht-2017-data.pdf
for
2017; access on June 19, 2020.
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customer experience. Beyond that, quite a few additional mostly self-explanatory
aspects need to be considered touching base regarding the way MS results are
reported, how employees are informed about the implementation of MS etc.
An interesting question relates to who is going to set up the mystery shoppers.
For instance, in case of several transit companies working together in a transport
association (say the Hamburger Verkehrsverbund (HVV) in case of Hamburg,
Germany), should it be the single bus company or the association. In case of
Hamburg, the above mentioned reports are provided by the association and the
MS program is set up to allow for year-round check-ups. The diﬀerent modes of
transportation within the HVV have diﬀerent sets of quotas. That is, all buses
and half of all bus stops are visited at least once a year. There are three groups
of indicators for buses and ferries and their corresponding attributes:
– Stop sign/mast: stop-symbol, name line, tariﬀ line, route line, color of mast
– Passenger information (related to the bus station): schedules, tariﬀ information, possibly network plan
– The stations themselves are also monitored, but the responsibility for them
lies often not with the HVV member, but other parties, which poses another
issue.
For London the well-documented study of [40] focuses more on London
Underground rather than the bus system, but they provide useful reasoning
why MS should be superimposed on customer satisfaction results. Especially the
allocation of funds regarding diﬀerent attributes requires detailed business cases
deﬁning the scope of the study. MS teams of two were deployed four times a year
on strictly speciﬁed routes. On their journey they collected measurements of 26
train-speciﬁc and 116 station-speciﬁc attributes using a paper questionnaire.
Also the Moscow study of [35] focused more on metro than other means
of transportation, though, testing a comprehensive number of vehicles overall.
Diﬀerent from Hamburg and London this was a one-shot endeavour in summer
2014. Moreover, the extent of the study was to some extent focused (cleanliness,
wiﬁ quality etc.). The Thessaloniki case [15] is interesting in its own right as the
related authority had no prior experience on MS so that a pilot study is reported
providing insights on how to set up such an endeavour.
3.3

Mystery Shopping and Bus Station Design

While the previous sections revealed the possible use of MS in public transport it
has not really been used in literature for bus station design. Modeling attempts
like the one in [18] may be extended but have not used the concept of MS.
Narrative papers could also be seen as educated MS attempts on how to design
bus stations, like in [25,46], but the real attempt is still missing.
As a ﬁrst attempt, we utilize the visualization tools of some simulation to
design an ideal bus station; see, e.g., Fig. 7 for a ﬁrst step in that direction. This
may overcome some of the deﬁciencies encountered in various places in the world
as very brieﬂy sketched in [17]. That is, if a way can be found to let bus drivers
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behave appropriately and train them in a sustainable way, that might help a
lot. Moreover, issues as those related to ICT adoption in bus station design as
indicated in Fig. 8 may be encountered, too, especially if they can be married
with those attempts performed related to the living lab concept of [33]. VR would
allow to let MS with diﬀerent background to not only use the system but also
to envisage possible design changes in a simulated environment. While this does
not compensate for the real experience, it still allows for upfront measures to
incorporate meaning and comprehension of mobility restricted people, minors or
pregnant women, just to mention some groups of interest. For the hybridization
of BPMN and VR, tools are available; see, e.g., [32]. That is, regarding bus
station design MS may provide a lot of food for thought.

Fig. 7. Simulation of a bus station

• Passenger information system
• Passenger counting
• WiFi
USB charging
• Air conditioning / heated seats
• Bike rental

Fig. 8. ICT adoption in bus station design
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Conclusions

In this paper we have looked at bus station design based on selected literatures.
Implicitly an information management approach and incorporating a marketingbased mystery shopping idea as well as modern ICT (including augmented reality and virtual reality) gave us a slightly diﬀerent edge over existing references.
In passing, we have seen quite a few issues that are worth being explored further. In that sense we can see the value of this paper as one providing food for
thought and initializing further research. Let us distinguish between some food
for thought and some explicit future research directions.
The upcoming idea of autonomous vehicles allows to conceptualize quite a
few ideas of innovative public transport systems, including private rapid transit (PRT) and mobility-as-a-service (MaaS) [43]. During the 1990s, PRT was
mainly envisaged for automated people movers in airports, but more recently,
individualized solutions seem to become more and more possible. While these
systems are built and/or simulated, their possible station design needs to be
considered, too. The interesting issues relate to diﬀerently-sized vehicles that
need to be accommodated in an appropriate way, like car-sized electric vehicles
running on a separated (say, underground road) network; see, e.g., [30,36]. In
[4,6] the authors suggest layouts and operations strategies for transfer stations
between PRT and heavy rail.
Moreover, we claim that public transport companies need more research on
mystery shopping married with augmented and virtual reality-based simulation
rather than academic questionnaire-based studies. This methodology should be
applied inhouse by public transport companies, though. While this methodology
seems well understood, especially if they consider the sharing of scarce resources
(which many of them do not do), ideas on mystery shopping still seems to be
underrepresented and need more evidence.
Acknowledgement. We appreciate the fruitful discussion with our former bachelor
student Marc Rebal as well as the support from Leonard Heilig regarding Figs. 8 and 5
and Figen Guenyar regarding Fig. 7.
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Abstract. An autonomous medical response agent (AMRA) is envisioned to help
astronauts address medical complaints, develop a differential diagnosis, and guide
self-treatment until a healthy state is restored. AMRA develops a process of personalized diagnosis and treatment through a Bayesian predictive control system
that recommends therapeutic control actions to crewmembers (Menon 2020). The
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) lab from NASA Ames Research Center’s
(ARC) Human Systems Integration Division has collaborated with Nahlia Inc. in
order to develop a human-centered design for AMRA. Funded by the Translational
Research Institute for Space Health (TRISH), this design introduces an interactive
user-interface prototype that guides astronauts through self-diagnosis, treatment,
and rehabilitation while communicating with remote specialists in ground support (most notably a patient’s flight surgeon). The interface prototype, AMRA
Aggregate Information Display (AMRA AID), is an integrated information system for comprehensive autonomous medical guidance of in-flight medical conditions experienced by crewmembers. This paper describes the interaction design
process contributing to the user interface design and workflow of a crewmember
using AMRA AID, developed through user research, iterative prototyping, and
usability testing.
Keywords: User experience · Autonomous medical response · Space medicine ·
Space health · Intelligent agent · Medicine for extreme environments ·
Wilderness · Environmental medicine

1 Introduction
1.1 Project Objectives
Future long duration exploration missions (LDEM) operations will require an astronaut
crew to self-monitor health more autonomously than current spaceflight missions and
pose new risks to the management of crew health compared to current International
Space Station (ISS) operations. Unlike ISS operations, Private Medical Conferences
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 543–562, 2020.
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(PMCs) will not be possible with flight surgeons and seeking definitive medical care
on Earth could take days, weeks or even months. Major challenges for astronauts in
future LDEMs will be that crewmembers are not expected to be medical professionals,
may be under high workload and stress, are facing physiological challenges caused by
spaceflight, and will have limited, delayed voice communications with medical support
from Earth.
For LDEMs, an autonomous medical response agent (AMRA) is envisioned to help
astronauts address medical complaints, develop a differential diagnosis, and guide selftreatment until a healthy state is restored. An intelligent, on-board medical system
requires an interface that enables an astronaut and a caretaker to work with AMRA
in reviewing, diagnosing, and treating a chief medical complaint. AMRA’s algorithms
monitor the crew’s normative or healthy state, provide a means for developing a differential diagnosis, and identify a protocol for diagnostic and treatment response to a medical
incident. AMRA’s interface must therefore communicate and synchronize with human
health monitoring from ground support so that feedback, interventions and treatments
may be communicated appropriately. Despite the fact that communication between the
crew and ground will be challenging due to time delays and bandwidth limitations, flight
surgeons on the ground will still need an effective means to monitor astronaut health for
LDEMs (Love and Reagan 2013).
An autonomous medical response agent must consider decision-making support
systems for self-diagnosis of medical complaints in times when feedback or guidance
from ground support is not immediately available, and must consider recommendations
of appropriate treatment protocols which integrate with pre-existing databases of medical
manuals for spaceflight and otherwise. As such, our team set out to design, validate,
and assess a prototype interface that: 1) provides an optimal work flow of actionable
recommendations for self-care of the crew while 2) building trust between Mission
Control Center (MCC) flight surgeons and astronauts on LDEMs with limited bandwidth
for communications.
The final project prototype introduced an enhanced workflow and treatment guidance for two medical scenarios (headache and shortness of breath) for a non-specialist
user base with various levels of medical training. The interaction design process considered speech (conversational user interface) elements and on-screen interactions to
be developed in future iterations of the project, and determined communication design
and functional requirements relevant to self-care versus caring for another astronaut.
The AMRA AID prototype was tested for usability with an international space medical
community.
1.2 Impact for Earth and Space
Numerous analogous domains identified within our research, particularly medical care in
extreme environments such as military hospitals, submarine missions, disaster response,
or scientific expeditions (i.e. Antarctica), will benefit from the development of AMRA
corresponding between crew and a remote support team (mission control), as they
demonstrate parallels to the experience of crewmembers in LDEMs.
Our project subscribes to the Medical System Concept of Operations developed
by NASA’s Human Research Program’s Exploration Medical Capabilities Element
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(ExMC), which considers transit operations only (not surface, extravehicular activity,
or launch/landing operations) (Urbina et al. 2016). We are assuming a Mars design reference mission transit phase with a crew of 4 or 5 individuals, where return to Earth
will take months. Unlike the International Space Station (ISS), there is no evacuation
capability and there is no potential for definitive medical care in transit. Because there
will be limited real-time telemedical consultations for information guidance, no regular
resupply (hence limited pharmaceutical resources), and a high level of risk, technologies for autonomous care throughout diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation must be
advanced (Urbina et al. 2016).

2 Problem Space
Future LDEM operations will require an astronaut crew to self-monitor health more
autonomously than current spaceflight missions, and pose new risks to the management
of crew health as compared to current ISS operations. To date, human spaceflight missions have operated with near-instantaneous two-way communication with Earth. As
crews venture beyond low-earth orbit, the time delay of communications will increase.
For example, the one-way light travel time from Earth to Mars can range from 4 to
22 min. In contrast, this communication delay was about 1.25 s for the Apollo astronauts on the moon missions. Unlike current ISS operations, real-time Private Medical
Conferences (PMCs) will not be possible with flight surgeons and seeking definitive
medical care on Earth could take days, weeks or even months. Individual crew training
and experience will vary in future LDEMs and the crew may or may not have specialized
medical expertise or training relevant to unplanned or emergency medical procedures
arising in a mission.
Currently, medical treatment on board the ISS relies not only on extensive emergency medical manual protocols but on the availability of mission control to provide
real-time help and guidance. ISS and exploration-class missions require radically different capabilities from an on-board medical system; and while AMRA AID comes to
demonstrate a number of hypothetical ‘chains of command’ between the autonomous

Fig. 1. Representation of communications between the crewmember in space, AMRA’s onboard
medical system, AMRA’s projected ground based medical system on Earth, as well as ground
control.
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medical response technology, the crew, and mission control, new protocols relevant to
communication will need to be identified and validated (see Fig. 1).
2.1 Scoping
For the purposes of this project, our scope was to demonstrate diagnosis, treatment,
and management of patient care in addition to demonstrating the requirement (from
a human systems integration perspective) that the front-facing user interface for the
medical system integrate mission-critical information from flight sub-systems such as
vehicle information and crew schedule. While a technology platform such as AMRA
may potentially provide and integrate resources for in-flight training and task execution
support, our focus was restricted to demonstrating that the medical system synthesize
and aggregate pertinent updates relevant to crew decision-making over the course of
an unplanned medical incident. Our scope was also restricted to demonstrating user
interactions between a patient-crewmember, crew medical officer (CMO) or caregiver,
and AMRA over the course of two unplanned medical scenarios: headache and shortness
of breath.
2.2 Assumptions
The following are assumptions relevant to the scope, process, and research of this project:
State-of-the-art in Medical Response. Our research indicated that medical response
hardware, medical response protocols, and computational processes relevant to diagnosis and treatment for future LDEMs are still in early development. Furthermore, the
consistency with which ground support will be able to receive updates from the in-flight
medical system for reliable vitals monitoring remains inconclusive. The capability and
protocols for high-bandwidth communications with crew (audio and video) rather than
simply text communications over the course of a mission must be examined in greater
detail (Krihak et al. 2019). For these reasons, we tailored our approach to being as
technology- and system- agnostic as possible for long-duration spaceflight.
Level of Care. NASA-STD-3001 has designated basic medical Level of Care capabilities. The NASA Human Research Program’s Exploration Medical Capabilities Element
(ExMC) has expanded these standards and applied them to 5 design reference mission
architectures ranging from <8 day missions in LEO to 210+ day lunar or planetary
missions. Assumptions relevant to Mars Exploration Mission Medical System ConOps
include that: both crewmembers and caregivers have varying medical skill sets and the
Medical System will complement the Caregiver’s skillset, and furthermore the Medical
System has varying levels of support and the Caregiver can utilize the system as much
or as little as needed (Mindock et al. 2017). Therefore, within Level of Care V, the
physician-caretaker is considered self-sufficient, relies on ground support for consultation and advice, and may choose whether to follow the recommendations of a medical
support technology. For this reason and others, our project prototype supports a range of
autonomy from ground. Maintaining ground awareness despite the capability to interface with AMRA remained an integral concept for promoting trust between ground and
crew.
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Crew Makeup. The stakeholders relevant to the two high-impact medical response
scenarios are: an astronaut onboard a future LDEM with some emergency response
training but limited expertise in medicine, a CMO who will likely be a trained physician
on-board, and a flight surgeon monitoring and responding to crew medical incidents
from ground control and reporting mission-critical incidents to the flight director. While
our project initiated with an assumption that medical support and guidance should be
provided as universally as possible to crewmembers with little to no medical expertise,
our research indicated that we must assume individuals on exploration class missions will
have had sufficient medical training to stabilize a patient-crewmember in an emergency,
as an example.

3 Process and Methodology
As part of domain-specific user research, a literature review was conducted of NASA
guidelines and standards (e.g. NASA STD-3001; NASA 2007), current medical training
protocols (NASA JSC-48522-E4 and Ball and Evans Jr. 2001), as well as previous
medical incidents in spaceflight including how they were managed (Clement 2014). For
analogous domain research, we reviewed the current state of the art for medical care in
extreme environments (e.g. Antarctica). We reviewed examples of emergency medical
care such as in telemedicine and synthesized lessons learned from these analogous
domains. In collaboration with Nahlia Inc., we hosted multiple collaborative review
sessions with Nahlia Inc. stakeholders to coordinate and synthesize ongoing research.
Next we identified and methodically outlined sequence flows for headache and shortness of breath user scenarios within a mission context. In our project, a headache scenario
was chosen to represent a chronic illness. Shortness of breath was chosen as an acute
emergency condition. These two scenarios were chosen to demonstrate AMRA’s capability to guide astronauts through both complex short term and long-term self-treatment.
The design prototyping process consisted of: establishing an overall information architecture for the interface, paper prototyping & wireframing for the user interface, establishing essential interactions and core features of a minimum viable product (MVP), and
establishing additional features or interactions to be considered in future stages of the
project. Astronauts, physicians, flight surgeons as well as non-experts were identified
for user testing. Multiple rounds of usability testing were conducted using both heuristic
evaluation as well as think-aloud evaluation methods (Nielsen 1993, 2000) with practitioners of space medicine as well as HCI. Our goal in user testing was to iteratively
verify that the features and interactions of the interface provided: intuitive recommendations requiring minimal training, improved efficiency, improved usability, and improved
satisfaction over the course of self-treatment in a medical response scenario.
3.1 Headache Scenario
The headache scenario represents a chronic condition and demonstrates integration of
diagnostic exams within the interface and the integration of a follow up procedure.
In the scenario, the patient experiences a mild headache, prompting AMRA to ask
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four diagnostic questions to arrive at a preliminary evaluation of whether the patient’s
condition is extreme or not. AMRA validates that the headache is ‘not extreme’ and
prescribes Tylenol to the patient. AMRA identifies where in the vehicle the Tylenol may
be found, updates vehicle inventory, and autonomously schedules a follow up with the
patient. Our project focused on integration of the medical response technology within
the context of a mission to demonstrate needed integrations between the medical system
and other vehicle systems.
3.2 Headache Follow Up
The headache follow up scenario demonstrates additional development significant to
defining the requirements for data integration of the on-board medical system with
vehicle and other mission-critical information. In this portion of the scenario, an hour
passes since the patient had last taken Tylenol for a mild headache. The patient reports
back to AMRA that the headache has worsened, and simultaneously high CO2 levels
are reported within two areas of the vehicle. AMRA then prompts all crewmembers to
report on any potential symptoms. AMRA then recommends a neurological exam be
administered by the CMO. By prompting the involvement of the CMO, the headache
follow up demonstrates a potential communication workflow where collaboration with
multiple crew members may be required. Once confirmed, AMRA provides reference
material for the neurological exam and sends a summary report of the incident and exam
results to ground once the exam is completed.
3.3 Shortness of Breath Scenario
The shortness of breath scenario represents an emergency condition necessitating collaboration from the CMO (the caregiver) and demonstrates a potential communication
workflow with limited pre-established protocols. We decided to focus on an emergency
pneumothorax condition to demonstrate how AMRA might recommend a routine ultrasound procedure to the crew. The extent to which the autonomous medical response
technology might interfere or interact with the crew in an emergency condition remains
questionable. We demonstrated how AMRA may play a supporting role to the CMO
within the emergency scenario. AMRA recommends an ultrasound procedure be scheduled as a follow up to the incident, however mission critical tasks prevent the ultrasound
from being scheduled that day. AMRA communicates the schedule conflict directly to
mission control, demonstrating needed integration of the medical system with vehicle
and mission communications.
3.4 Prototype Development and Static States
The user scenarios determined the interactions and functional requirements necessary for
AMRA’s capability as an on-board medical response assistant. The user scenarios were
diagrammed as sequence flows and were instrumental to derive key portions of information communication and integration. The scenarios were selected and developed to
examine collaboration between the patient, crew medical officer, and AMRA while keeping the flight surgeon in-the-loop. Requirements for an MVP for the interface prototype
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are summarized below. Most significantly, the features, interactions, design and integration requirements specified here may equally be applied to the design of autonomous
medical decision support technologies in multiple analogous domains identified within
our research—such as in (terrestrial) remote medical response, disaster response, or
scientific expeditions:
Communication Design Requirements:
• Straightforward, conversational interactions with the medical system requiring littleto-no training to engage all aspects of diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation.
• Leveraging the potential of natural-language processing to establish an intelligent
conversational user interface for seamless data input and hands-free interaction with
the medical system.
• Individual communication channel provided between the patient, medical response
agent, and ground support.
• Individual communication channel between the patient, caregiver (if relevant), the
medical response agent, and ground.
• Individual communication channel for all crewmembers, the medical response agent,
and ground support.
• Ability for the flight surgeon (or remote support) to offer feedback or input relevant
to a recommendation from the medical response agent.
Medical System Integration Requirements:
• Integration with vitals monitoring as well as prior medical history for crewmembers.
• Integration with medical system protocols for treatment, diagnostic tests, and
rehabilitation.
• Integration with reference and training materials.
• Integration with crew schedule for scheduling medical procedures but also for general
purposes of developing symptomatology.
• Integration with vehicle and environmental monitoring of pressure, oxygen levels,
CO2 levels, etc.
The sequence flows identified hypothetical communication orders between the
patient, caretaker, AMRA, and ground input for seamless diagnostic evaluation and
treatment to occur while considering the ramifications of a 20-min communications
delay. Within the project’s final prototype, one such communication order was identified
and demonstrated.
The sequence flows were then used to derive ‘static states,’ or non-interactive screen
representations of a hypothetical user flow, for AMRA’s user interface. The static states
capture key interactions, changes, and updates within the interface representative of key
moments the user will likely confront when interacting with the prototype. The static
states show how mission-critical information could be interrelated to the medical system
without assuming a causal relationship. The static states were used to develop key interaction features within the preliminary, low-fidelity prototype of the interface. Over the
course of our design process, four prototype iterations were created, beginning with low
fidelity prototyping and culminating in a high fidelity, multi-screen interactive prototype
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compiled within the InVision platform. With each iteration, key research findings and
evaluations were synthesized and ranked to inform changes and revisions in subsequent
iterations.

4 AMRA AID Prototype
AMRA AID is an integrated information display system for comprehensive autonomous
medical guidance, diagnosis, and treatment of in-flight medical conditions experienced
by crewmembers. AMRA AID refrains from relying on input from ground or mission
control for self-treatment of medical issues—though ground awareness and communication with ground is maintained as a means of ensuring trust between mission control
and crew. AMRA AID demonstrates how the crew’s on-board medical system might
integrate with information from vehicle monitoring and crew schedule without assuming causal relationships. The 4 screens within AMRA AID include: AMRA Log, Crew
Medical System, Vehicle & Environmental Manager, and Crew Schedule; these screens
are intended to be viewed simultaneously by users. AMRA AID’s comprehensive view
enables efficient information access for both crew and ground support, reducing cognitive burden in the event of an unplanned or emergency medical incident and enabling
informed analytical decisions to be made based on both crew and vehicle health (see
Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the AMRA AID user interface

4.1 AMRA Log
AMRA Log functions as the communications interface for crew to report a medical incident, ask AMRA questions relevant to crew health, respond to AMRA’s diagnostic questions following a chief complaint, and for AMRA to provide references to procedures,
manuals, or other informational resources. AMRA Log guides crewmembers through
diagnostic questions relevant to a chief medical complaint and makes recommendations
to the crew relevant to diagnosis and treatment.
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We assume that reliable voice-to-text capabilities will enable AMRA to function as
a conversational user interface, enabling crewmembers to interact with AMRA handsfree should that be required in patient caretaking or in responding to unplanned medical
incidents. As mentioned previously, we are assuming a time delay of 20 min for any
message to reach Earth, and likewise for any message from Earth to reach the crew.
To promote trust and confidence between crew and ground support, flight surgeons
and ground support retrieve time-stamped information through AMRA Log in order
to: acknowledge protocols have been followed successfully, offer additional guidance
to a patient following a recommendation or diagnosis made by AMRA, or provide
general medical input or feedback should it be needed. AMRA Log develops features
supporting asynchronous communication as demonstrated within Playbook’s Mission
Log, a multimedia chat software interface provided within Playbook, an execution webapplication for mission operations (Marquez et al. 2019).
4.2 Integration Functionality
AMRA Log communicates the integration of crew schedule and vehicle information
with the health status of each crew member in a manner that would be most informative,
efficient and productive for both the crew and the flight surgeon. Both planned and
unplanned medical incidents will demand situation-awareness of information such as
crew schedule, the health state of fellow crew members, and vehicle performance. Three
supplemental screens are provided to convey and integrate information crucial for both
medical support and the mission overall. The Crew Medical System features an individual
crewmember’s health records, diagnostic test results, vital signs information, as well
as training and reference material. The Vehicle & Environmental Manager (V&EM)
monitors environmental conditions and tracks inventory aboard the vehicle. Finally Crew
Schedule features information on the mission as well as scheduling.
Comprehensive and inclusive access to data from mission operations, communications, and vehicle/environmental information will be critical to integrate with the onboard
medical system from a human systems integration perspective. The in-mission medical
system should therefore be viewed as a component of the overall integrated vehicle system, and when appropriate, medical data and information should be shared with other
vehicle system components, and vice versa (Mindock et al. 2017). To best align with
the assumptions developed for the ExMC medical scenarios, we considered all medical
resources (e.g. equipment, medication, software) to be a subset of the medical system
and represented these resources within the AMRA AID interface accordingly. Additionally, we assumed the medical system will use the vehicle system for communications to
ground. Lastly, we assumed the vehicle system would monitor the environment. These
assumptions are consistent with and parallel the medical scenarios developed by NASA
and ExMC to date.
4.3 Prototype Development and Demo
The visual and interactive elements of the AMRA AID user interface (UI) were determined based on functional requirements and validated within the static states. These
states were expanded and developed into two demo scenarios described below. Each
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demo scenario presents a potential user interaction with the AMRA AID prototype in
order to highlight key features, interactions, and information integration requirements
relevant to AMRA as an in-flight medical system. A demo was created for both user
scenarios researched within the project—headache and shortness of breath.
The Headache scenario demonstrates the patient’s chief complaint, AMRA’s initial
diagnostic questions, AMRA’s evaluation that the headache is not extreme, recommendation for Tylenol as well as reference to location and inventory of Tylenol aboard
the vehicle, and autonomous scheduling of a follow-up. Within the Headache follow
up demo, AMRA initiates a communication thread between the crew medical officer
(CMO), the patient, and the flight surgeon in order to conduct a neurological exam on
the patient, whose headache has now worsened. Information pertinent to a neurological exam is provided within the Crew Medical System, V&EM, and the procedure is
updated in the Crew Schedule. Within the shortness of breath scenario demo, AMRA
recommends an ultrasound as a follow up to an emergency pneumothorax procedure. A
mission critical activity prevents the ultrasound from being scheduled for the patient and
crew medical officer (also the caretaker). AMRA initiates communication to the flight
director via the V&EM informing of the issue.

5 Usability Testing
Four iterations of AMRA AID were designed and tested. The following represents the
version iterations of AMRA AID as well as user subjects involved within testing and
evaluation of those iterations:
Table 1. Version iterations of AMRA AID prototype and testing relevant to each iteration.
Prototype version Usability testing

Test subjects

V.1

Heuristic Evaluation & Think-aloud Subject matter experts at Johnson
Space Center and in remote
video-conferencing which included:
3 NASA scientists affiliated with
ExMC, 3 emergency medicine
specialists, 2 current and 2 former
NASA flight surgeons, 1 current and
1 former NASA astronaut

V.2

Think-aloud

Internal AMRA AID team within the
Human Computer Interaction Group

V.3

Think-aloud

1 Subject matter expert in remote &
emergency medicine, also a former
NASA flight surgeon

V.4

Heuristic Evaluation & Think-aloud 8 Members of the NASA-ARC
Human Systems Integration
Division (Code TH) in the Human
Computer Interaction Group
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5.1 HCI Evaluation Methods
We conducted heuristic evaluation on the interface iterations as a usability engineering
method for finding and addressing usability problems (Neilson 1993, 2000). In this
process, the interface was examined and its compliance with Jakob Nielsen’s usability
heuristics was evaluated (Nielson 2000). Nielson’s research has identified that utilizing
five evaluators is generally recommended, as this number has been demonstrated to be
most effective in discovering approximately 75% of all usability issues, with diminishing
returns found with the participation of additional evaluators.
Think-aloud testing is another usability engineering method championed by Jakob
Nielsen and is a direct observation method of user testing that asks users to report on
their cognitive process as the demo occurs in real-time (Nielsen 1993). Users are asked
to share thoughts with each interaction in the demo as a means of identifying what
information the user pays attention to, how the user brings prior knowledge to bear,
and what the predominant usability issues may be based on the user’s reasoning. Thinkaloud testing was instrumental in determining users’ expectations while interacting with
AMRA AID and in identifying what aspects of the multi-screen interface the user found
confusing.
Versions 1–3 of the prototype were tested with subject matter experts as well as
non-experts in space and emergency medicine (see Table 1). Version 4 of the prototype
was tested with a target audience of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) practitioners
from NASA-ARC Human Systems Integration Division who had experience identifying
usability issues with the interfaces and user experiences. None of the participants considered themselves to be medical specialists or have any medical or emergency response
training. Users did not have prior knowledge of protocols referenced within the scenarios. A goal of testing with the Ames HCI group was to reveal friction points of the
multi-screen AMRA AID experience and illustrate confusing experiences relevant to
information integration over the course of the two medical incidents. Factors used to
test the prototype’s usability included: 1) the capacity for AMRA AID to integrate mission critical information required for situation awareness as medical decision support
recommendations are offered, 2) intelligibility and clarity in communication design of
recommendations provided, as well as 3) visual appeal and clarity of the interface to the
user.
5.2 Usability Testing: Sessions and Evaluation Tasks
Usability testing sessions evaluating the V.4 AMRA AID prototype lasted approximately 1 h per participant and consisted of the subject using the AMRA AID graphical
user interface followed by an interview to evaluate the software, tools, and capabilities
demonstrated in the AMRA system. In user testing the prototype, subjects viewed all
four screens of AMRA AID simultaneously yet were only asked to interact with AMRA
Log. The interface guided the user through a “medical incident” scenario and the user
was prompted to input “symptoms” to the interface, which then guided users through
treatment options, follow-up procedures, or information on possible diagnoses. In Scenario 1 users were asked to respond to AMRA in the first-person as the patient. Users
were given a description of headache symptoms and were instructed to report these
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symptoms to AMRA and respond to its recommendations and suggested workflow. For
Scenario 2, users were informed of a series of events taking place over the course of
an emergency needle thoracostomy (needle procedure) performed by the Crew Medical
Officer (CMO), on a patient-crewmember with tension pneumothorax. Once the patient
is stable and the needle decompression procedure is complete, the CMO reports the
incident to AMRA, and a series of interactions between the CMO, patient, and AMRA
were then demonstrated in the interface.
5.3 Usability Testing Findings
Usability issues were categorized as either: a usability catastrophe, a major severity, or
a minor severity. The severity of a usability problem is a combination of the frequency
with which the problem occurs, the impact of the problem (whether it might be easy or
difficult for the users to overcome), and the persistence of the problem. In this context,
a usability catastrophe is classified as a problem imperative to fix before the release of
a product, a major usability problem is important to fix and thus should be given high
priority, a minor usability problem should be given low priority, and cosmetic problems
need not be fixed unless extra time is available on a project (Nielsen 1994). Nielsen
elaborates that using the mean of a set of severity ratings from just three evaluators is
satisfactory for practical purposes. For this reason, results (below) are discussed as either
being demonstrated by all users, a majority of users, or few users (less than 50%).
The key usability findings from testing the V.4 AMRA AID prototype are as follows:
a. In regard to the capacity for AMRA AID to integrate mission critical information
required for situation awareness as medical decision support recommendations are
offered—a majority of users understood the general premise of AMRA AID as
an information integration tool as well as assistant in integrating multiple pieces of
mission critical information. A majority of users identified the information displayed
within the secondary screens had some relevancy (though not necessarily a causal
relationship) with the scenario development. For example, all users identified that
the “All Crew” notice to report individually on symptoms was a result of changing
(potentially problematic) vehicle conditions. A majority of users identified that the
inventory and location of Tylenol was being identified within the V&EM. A majority
of users identified that AMRA found an appropriate opening in schedule as the
highest likelihood for autonomously scheduling a follow up procedure because of
constraints.
b. In regard to intelligibility and clarity in communication design of recommendations
provided—all users understood AMRA’s conversational mode of issuing diagnostic
prompts, recommendations for treatment, and updates relevant to information being
sent from ground or to ground.
c. In regard to visual appeal and clarity of the interface to the user—a majority of users
found great benefit in being able to see all four screens of AMRA AID at once.
A majority of users felt the color scheme between the different screens assisted
the legibility and separation of information. All users understood the relationship
between the icons representing AMRA Log, V&EM, Crew Schedule, and Crew
Medical with their corresponding screens with ease.
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Significant usability issues introduced through testing also included the following:
• Usability catastrophe: A majority of users did not notice an update within the ‘All crew’
message thread, and thus were unclear the ‘All crew’ message thread must be clicked
on to proceed in the demo. This issue prevented users from advancing within the demo.
Within a mission context, an information gap caused by an inability to adequately alert
‘All crew’ of a message could potentially have catastrophic consequences.
• Major Severity:
– Some users were unclear how the “Acknowledge” or “Confirm” buttons embedded
within a message might differ from natural-language (spoken) interactions.
– A majority of users felt that profile icons (currently with initials) are difficult to tell
apart. This issue obstructs the intelligibility of the interface and if improved may
result in improved usability.
– Few users failed to understand the significance of ‘Caregiver Mode’ or why this
would be necessary within the emergency (Shortness of breath) scenario.
– Few users felt the Summary Report sent to the flight surgeon should also be
referenced in the patient’s medical and health record.
– Some users were unclear as to the meaning of “Diagnostic Calculations” or why
this was being provided as a hyperlink.
Consequently, key recommendations relevant to the AMRA AID graphical user
interface within the current demo include to: differentiate message threads and updates
conversations more substantially, differentiate graphical user icons more substantially
(especially from AMRA), and provide updates relevant to individual screens in separate
messages, so the user can better identify which screens are updating relevant to individual
tasks.

6 Research Findings
Based on the two elaborated LDEM medical scenarios—headache and shortness of
breath—the research demonstrated the need for additional data relevant to information
integration, confidentially, and communications to enable trust. The following represent
the core research findings and takeaways. Numerous possibilities for advancement of
present research are likewise introduced. These findings may reasonably be applied to the
design of autonomous medical response agent technologies within analogous domains
in remote and emergency medicine.
6.1 Integration Requirement
Our research validated that integration of mission-critical information and vehicle data
with autonomous medical decision support technologies is critical from a human systems
integration perspective. The onboard medical system should provide comprehensive
health management relevant to prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and long-term management of crew health. The onboard medical system should also: minimize crew burden
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while using the system, share a common user interface with the overall vehicle system to
minimize crew training and cognitive burdens, reduce operations complexity, and lower
mission medical risk (Mindock et al. 2017).
The expectation for crew to collect and input data to the medical system over
the course of an unplanned medical incident, consolidate that data, and then send to
ground will likely add unnecessary workload and stress to the crew and inhibit situation
awareness. Despite the fact that future design reference missions empower and enable
physician-caretakers to operate with full autonomy from ground, we must ensure capabilities for flight surgeons to remain updated and be provided with sufficient just-in-time
information so that they may offer guidance in the event of a medical emergency. Automated data capturing of unplanned incidents by the autonomous medical response agent
(or its equivalent) would be of significant benefit to the crew, particularly if this information could be parsed from the on-board medical system and sent to be synchronized
with the ground medical system automatically and in a routine manner. Ensuring that
the medical system does not add additional workload to the crew in the event of an
emergency will be critical, and relying on crew for time-dependent input of information
may prove unreliable.
6.2 Crew Autonomy
Technologies for medical decision support are critical to augment and enable crew autonomy—but the degree of autonomy will depend on the communication time delay and the
training of the crew. The assumed or implied agency of an autonomous medical system
such as AMRA within an emergency scenario where a physician-crewmember cares
for a patient-crewmember is particularly under-examined. ExMC rightly specifies the
caretaker as a physician, and not just a CMO. The mission physician-astronaut serves
as director of care during real-time medical events and thus acts as the primary source
for in-mission medical decision making. Therefore, autonomous care models for exploration require flight surgeons and other medical support staff on the ground to take on a
consultant role and their input may be considered secondarily (Mindock et al. 2017).
All the same, an emergent scenario introduced by our research poses the question
of what happens when the mission physician-astronaut becomes ill and needs care? We
assume that in future LDEMs, to best empower and augment the autonomy of the crew in
circumstances of unplanned, remote medical care, medical decision support technologies
must be provided. The onboard medical system should provide enhanced resources to
complement both the physician-astronaut and other crew members’ knowledge base in
the form of onboard medical references and decision support systems (Mindock et al.
2017). The crew, regardless of their level of expertise, will need enough information and
instruction to respond to both time-critical incidents and as well as chronic conditions
independently and without specialist support.
6.3 Crew Confidentiality
Designing for or assuming crew confidentiality (such as in protecting the privacy of personal health information) in future LDEMs requires further research and investigation.
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We found there is insufficient data indicating how crew confidentiality would differ substantially from ISS medical operations, and additional research is necessary to identify
how the role of the mission physician-astronaut will replace or impact the role of the
flight surgeon in mission control today. Crewmembers (not just physicians or CMOs)
may need access to another crewmember’s health information in the event of a medical
emergency. In such circumstances a CMO may also be a patient. The flight surgeon is
generally the go-between between the crew, those handling vehicle information, and the
flight director. In rethinking the role of flight surgeons in autonomous crew operations,
it is important to consider that the commander may not be aware of medical conditions
that have operational consequences.
6.4 Communications Protocols
Emergency (pre-approved) protocols (such as in medical manuals) will still be extremely
critical when time is of the essence. Today aboard ISS, the crew is instructed to go
through the Medical Manual checklist and then call a flight surgeon for next steps.
The establishment of communications protocols for self-care of an unplanned incident
between the patient, on-board medical system, and ground versus directed care through
both planned and unplanned incidents with a patient, caretaker, on-board medical system,
and ground is a significant area of research with unique requirements still demanding
consideration. Guidance must be provided on when and in what circumstances decision
support technologies should replace the need for directed communication with the flight
surgeon and ground. There is an implicit understanding that the role of the flight surgeon
will change, and the crew will need to be empowered to have more decision-making
capabilities.
ISS currently relies heavily on real-time communication for guidance and recommendations. Real-time video and audio communications with ground through Private
Medical Conferences are integral aspects of crew medical treatment and care. A flight
surgeon or physician can distinguish key differences in tone of voice, behavior, physical
appearance, etc. through real-time video, which proves integral to quickly formulating
diagnoses. In future LDEMs, there may be times in which video, audio, or text communications be regulated due to bandwidth limitations. Which modes of communication
that would be most appropriate for distinct medical tasks and levels of risk is an area of
research requiring additional investigation. Additional research is needed to determine
the limitations, types, and frequency of high-fidelity communications (audio and video)
over the course of routine medical check-ins for chronic conditions or for unplanned
emergencies (Krihak et al. 2019).
6.5 Ground Awareness and Trust
Crew to ground synchronization of medical records (such as the EMR) and documentation of unplanned incidents will prove challenging and represent an unprecedented
paradigm shift from ISS. Regardless of whether an acute or chronic condition is being
diagnosed or treated, information must be sent to flight surgeons on the ground in order
to remain ‘in-the-loop’. The on-board medical system will maintain ground awareness
of crew health as flight communication constraints permit (Mindock et al. 2017). Even
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though the synchronization of in-mission and ground medical data systems depends on
a variety of factors such as telemetry bandwidth, distance from earth, priority of data,
and more, ground support must continue to be informed on the state of the crew to assess
impacts to the mission and provide support as needed. (Mindock et al. 2017).
While we did not measure trust specifically, and while the flight surgeon interface
was not demonstrated in the final prototype, the following hypotheses can be drawn
to support trust between ground support and crew. Mirrored, delayed data presentation
for situational awareness may augment trust within medical emergencies or when time
is of the essence. In the event of an emergency, critical information to be provided to
the flight surgeon such as vital signs information and responses from advanced cardiac
life support algorithms would ideally be packaged and sent to the flight surgeon for an
immediate response without requiring the crew collect and integrate information. In such
circumstances, a simple, one-sentence update may be more valuable than a data-dump
in treating a chronic condition or an unplanned medical incident when time is of the
essence. These updates may reasonably be provided by an autonomous medical support
technology. The frequency of such updates (given bandwidth capabilities, for example)
and their content requires further consideration.

7 Conclusion
In conclusion, AMRA AID proposes a multi-screen dashboard which frames the inmission medical system as a component of the overall integrated vehicle system, and
demonstrates how we might ensure crew autonomy, increase the crew’s medical capabilities, and decrease cognitive burden within a front-end user interface. AMRA AID
refrains from relying on input from ground or mission control for self-treatment of medical issues—though ground awareness and communication with ground is maintained
as a means of ensuring trust between mission control and crew. This project arrives at
critical findings regarding usability needs, communication requirements, and integrated
information requirements for a future technology interface aimed to increase confidence
between ground support and LDEM crewmembers.
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Appendix
(See Figs. 3, 4 and 5).

Fig. 3. Screenshot of AMRA AID user interface.
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of supplementary screens.
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Fig. 5. Screenshot of AMRA Log.
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Abstract. With the growing importance of User Experience (UX), Kansei design
become the key elements of competitive advantages between products, and consumer demand gradually changes from functional to psychological. As the first
medium contacted between consumers’ senses in the process of consumption,
previous researches on Kansei engineering have paid more attention to the image
of products and materials.
Blister packaging is common in the marketspace, and its physical factors and
texture changes are rarely discussed. Thus, the purpose of this study is to investigate
the correlation between perceived meanings and the hardness of blister package
in order to explore the image of blister package through Kansei engineering and
establish the relation between geometric form, hardness and the image.
The results showed the importance of package hardness on consumer psychology, indicating that the high hardness package provided the sense of luxury and
delicate. It is also found that the hardness of tactile is similar with the Fechner law.
Meanwhile, geometric perceptions affect sense of touch. Our results contribute
to the HCI community by delivering knowledge about the packaging design of
interaction.
Keywords: User Experience · Packaging · Kansei engineering · Tactile · Visual

1 Introduction
Previous review has revealed that User Experience (UX) is an important factor in influencing consumers in an environment of market commodity diversity. In order to satisfy
the consumer experience, information can be collected through the human senses, which
contain the sensations of the stimuli received by the human five senses [1]. Using the
information derived from the five senses to create a more attractive design is currently
an object that the Kansei engineering is committed to exploring. Kansei engineering
is a consumer-oriented technology approach designed to develop new products, and
its consumer-centric thinking design model, which translates consumer perceptions and
images into new product design elements. With the improvement of product performance
and technology, perceptual design become the key to competitive advantage between
products [2]. Nowadays, Kansei engineering is widely applied in products, perceptual
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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design can affect consumers’ behavioral motivation, enhance customer evaluation and
even brand impressions [3].
On the other hand, Kansei research in the past were mostly focused on products,
materials and vision [4], and less on packaging, an important medium between products
and consumers. Packaging has basic functions such as cladding, protecting products,
and experiencing product content [5]. With the evolution of consumption habits, there
are strong competitiveness between products and the emotional design in the packaging
become one of the factors to increase product value and drive consumers’ purchasing
behavior [6], which has also become a vital part of marketing, packaging can influence
consumer perception of product features and their consumption value, which affects
purchasing motivation and brand impression [7].
In order to meet people’s psychological preferences, recent years have explored how
to improve the emotional design of products and confirmed the importance of consumers’
emotional needs [8]. But previous studies have focused less on plastic packaging and its
physical properties. In the process of consumption, the interaction between consumers
and packaging affects the target behavioral motivation through the senses [9]. Thus, this
paper conducted a questionnaire, semi-structured interviews and tactile experiment, to
investigate consumers’ perception about blister packaging.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Blister Packaging
Blister package (see Fig. 1) is made by vacuum forming (see Fig. 2), which is a thermoforming method. The manufacturing principle is to heat the thermoplastic material until
it is softened and then to stretch and mechanically compress the plastic material to the
mold [10].

Fig. 1. Blister packaging

Vacuum forming can be used to produce a wide range of products, such as product
packaging, modelmaking, carrying trays and etc. [11]. Because of its low cost, high
reuse rate, fast production speed, vacuum forming has become a widely used plastic
processing method. The process can be divided into the following three stages:
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1. The heating stage: the machine first places the plastic sheet, and then uses the heating
device to soften the material.
2. The molding stage: when the plastic sheet is heated to the softening point, the plastic
sheet will be pressed onto the mold by vacuum and then form.
3. The release phase: after forming, wait for the plastic to cool down and then it can be
separated from the mold.

Fig. 2. Process of vacuum forming

2.2 Sensations and Perceptions
The sensation of human organs can usually be divided into five sensory systems, which
are vision, touch, smell, taste and hearing. Each system is interconnected and interdependent [12]. It is a continuous process between sensations, the basis of perception,
and perceptions. Sensation is a psychological response triggered by the physiological
sensations of the body’s senses receiving from the external environment. Meanwhile,
perception is the psychological function of the sensory message that is processed by the
brain.
Visual. Visual is the most developed system in human. Visual can receive messages,
such as the shape, size, color, proximity and etc. At least 80% of the messages in life are
obtained through vision [13]. When the human body interacts with any object, vision
is often the first sensory re-impact of receiving messages [14]. Vision can also provide
the most information in the shortest possible time, so visual cognition, before other
sensory messages are involved, is the primary factor to influence individual actions such
as making decisions and evaluating judgments [15].
Tactile. Tactile is also known as sense of pressure which is caused by skin irritation.
Tactile is the first sense of human connection to the outside world, but the message of
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complex cognitive mechanisms are less explored [16]. In the process of consumption,
when experiencing products and touching the surface, tactile is the most important
source of perception [17]. The various sensory stimuli and messages presented by the
commodity, which in turn affect personal cognition, are among the factors that contribute
to the motivation of consumption, especially when the human body comes into contact
with the object, and the information generated by the senses of touch is irreplaceable by
other senses, such as temperature, hardness and texture [18].
Scholars Elder and Krishna [19] point out that using visual to describe a product
would visualize mental simulation, and tactile can increase confidence in the product.
Thus, if the sense of touch can be involved in the process of consumption, it not only
increases consumers product experience, but also increases the purchasing intention
[20]. In addition, Peck and Shu [21] indicated that the emotional connections between
objects and human beings occur immediately while touching products.

2.3 Kansei and Kansei Engineering
Kansei. The word sensibility means the psychological feeling and image of events or
objects, or the expected psychological feeling of something. Sensibility can be divided
into three parts: the sensibility process (emotion analyzing system of brain), sensibility
medium (how human body feels) and sensibility outcome (the result of sensation analysis). The sens outcome is the comprehensive sensory delicate of the meaning, viewpoint
and value of the environment created by humanity in the process of perceptuality [22].
Kansei Engineering. Kansei Engineering is to provide market information and design
applications for products [23]. Kansei engineering is a technique that translates people’s
sensibility and impressions into physical design elements. The purpose of Kansei engineering is primarily to translate the sensory perception and demand of consumers on the
product into design [24].

3 Method
In this article, we conducted a questionnaire, semi-structured interviews and tactile
experiment, to investigate the perception of blister packaging among consumers. Prior
researches on Kansei engineering were reviewed to have a comprehensive understanding
of perception. Through the tactile senses can distinguish the surface characteristics and
feelings of the object, the way of touch will also be related to the shape of the object,
different object shapes will induce the toucher different touch movements, so there are
different aspects of the surface texture of the object, and human through the hands to
perform touch action on the object to evaluate.
In an experiment, scholars Lederman and Klatzky observed the behavior patterns of
subjects when touching objects, and the results showed that most people used typical
actions, called tactile exploration, to organize a total of six haptic ways of exploring. For
example, when the subject wants to feel the hardness, they will apply force to press the
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material, and if they want to feel the overall shape, they will be covered objects with his
hand [25].
We referred to the studies form Lederman and Klatzky [25]. During the experiments,
we asked the subjects to feel the geometry and hardness of the sample by pressing and
covering the sample with touch (see Fig. 3). The sample size is based on the average
size of adult palms in Taiwan [26].

Fig. 3. Two ways to touch the samples. Pressing to feel the hardness, covering to feel the geometry

3.1 Kansei Vocabulary and Questionnaire Design
Kansei Vocabulary. Through literature review, we collected about 200 Kansei vocabularies, and invited six industrial designers to conduct focus group method. The selected
vocabulary will be used in the questionnaire design. The vocabulary selection steps are
explained below:
1. First, explain the research purpose to six industrial designers, provide the 200 Kansei
vocabularies collected previously as a reference, and then ask them to screen the
vocabulary for blister packaging images.
2. Use the KJ Method to group and rename the screened vocabulary.
3. Finally, six groups of Kansei vocabulary were selected. In order for the vocabulary
in the questionnaire to comprehensively cover the product experience dimension,
we confirmed that all Kansei vocabularies fit the five categories of sensory perception, “object/measurable”, “evaluative/aesthetics”, “social status and positions”,
“emotion” and “interface delicate”, etc. [27].
Questionnaire Design. In order to avoid the confusion caused by too many choices for
a single question, and reduce the accuracy of the evaluation, the five- and seven-point
semantic difference method can more accurately, and the results are more significant
[28]. Therefore, this experimental questionnaire uses five-point Semantic Differential
Method (SD Method).
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3.2 Product Form and Hardness
Product Form. Scholar Lauer and Pentak [29] pointed out that most figurative objects
are composed of several geometric shapes. After simplification, these shapes can be
distinguished into basic geometric components. The decomposed geometric elements
help researchers to study on pure forms to obtain people’s psychological feelings about
geometric forms [29].
Therefore, we collected about 100 samples of Blister Packaging on the market, and
then analyzed them through a focus group of six industrial designers to restore the basic
geometric form. Finally, we used card sorting method to classify the two main shapes,
arc and square.

Fig. 4. The sample of experiments (arc and square).

Hardness. The hardness of the blister pack is controlled by the thickness of the plastic
sheet. After discussing with three experts who have more than five years of experience
in blister packaging production, in order to obtain the consumer’s perceptual image of
different hardness, the most commonly used plastic sheet thickness in the industry was
selected as the sample material, allowing the subject to perceive the change in hardness.
Plastic thickness: 0.4 mm~0.8 mm, a total of five thicknesses.

3.3 Tactile Experiment
The tactile experiments were conducted in a one-to-one manner, and the subjects evaluated the blister packaging by haptic. In the experiment, the samples will be placed in
a dark box to prevent the subject from visually associating past experience and thus
affecting the experimental results. The subject touches the sample in a prescribed manner (see Fig. 4). Score the Kansei vocabulary on the questionnaire and accept interviews.
The experimental content includes two shapes, five hardness, and six groups of Kansei
vocabulary.
The subjects were all educated in design for four years. The subjects who were
educated in design are more sensitive to material texture changes and can clearly express
and understand the meaning of Kansei vocabulary.
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We eventually gathered 15 valid data from aged 20 to 25. Next step, we used SPSS
software to analyze our data based on the scores from each item in our questionnaire.

4 Results
First, we performed reliability analysis (Table 1) on two questionnaires to ensure the
accuracy of the questionnaires.
Table 1. The reliability between two questionnaires.
Questionnaires

Cronbach’s alpha

Arc questionnaire

.895

Square questionnaire .886

We then analyze the questionnaire scores of the square and arc shapes. In order to
know the image scores of the two shapes in each hardness, the SPSS software was used
for ANOVA analysis. Therefore, we served the number of groups of hardness as the
independent variables, and the seven groups of Kansei vocabularies as the dependent
variables for comparing the differences between the groups.
4.1 Cheap/Luxury
There is significant association between cheap, luxury and thickness (p < .01). In the
shape of square, there are differences between thickness 0.4 mm and thickness 0.7 mm,
0.8 mm and 0.9 mm. There are differences among thickness 0.6 mm, 0.8 mm and 0.9 mm,
however, there is no difference between thickness 0.6 mm and 0.7 mm. On the other
hand, there is no difference between the thicker samples such as 0.8 mm and 0.9 mm,
but each of them is different from others.
When it comes to arc, there is no difference between thickness 0.7 mm and 0.8 mm,
but the thickness 0.9 mm is different to the lower thickness (see Fig. 5).
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4.2 Traditional/Modern
Traditional and modern are found to be related to thickness (p < .01). A square of
thickness 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm only have significant differences with the higher thickness
0.8 mm and 0.9 mm, and there is no significant differences in the thickness 0.7 mm. In
the shape of arc, the results are similar to the results of square (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 5. Cheap/luxury meaning scores of prototypes.

Fig. 6. Traditional/modern meaning scores of prototypes.
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4.3 Simple/Delicate
There is significant association between simple, delicate and thickness (p < .01). The
significant differences of square shape are only found among thickness 0.4 mm, 0.6 mm
and 0.9 mm. As the arc shape, there are significant differences between 0.4 mm, 0.6 mm,
0.7 mm and 0.9 mm (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Simple/delicate meaning scores of prototypes.

Fig. 8. Softness/hardness meaning scores of prototypes.
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4.4 Softness/Hardness
Softness and hardness are found to be significant (p < .01). In the case of square shape
package, the thickness 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm are significant different from all the other
thickness, so does the thickness 0.6 mm. Therefore, above the thickness 0.7 mm there
are significant different from the lower thickness such as 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm.
When it comes to square, there are no difference between the thickness 0.4 mm and
0.6 mm, and above the thickness 0.8 mm there are significant different from the lower
thickness such as 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm (see Fig. 8).
4.5 Nature/Geometry
Nature and geometry are found to be significant (p < .01). In the shape of square, there
are differences between 0.4 mm, 0.6 mm and 0.9 mm. And the results of lower thickness
0.4 mm and 0.6 mm of square package are similar with the square package (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Nature/geometry meaning scores of prototypes

4.6 Fancy/Practical
There is significant association between fancy, practical and thickness (p < .01). The
significant differences of square shape are only found among thickness 0.4 mm, 0.6 mm,
0.8 mm and 0.9 mm. As the arc shape, the results are similar with the results of square
(see Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Fancy/practical meaning scores of prototypes

5 Discussion
On square packaging, the sense of luxury is easy to detect after the thickness reaches
0.8 mm, while the arc packaging is detected at 0.9 mm. When the thickness is higher,
the square and curved packaging samples are considered to be more modern, especially
when the thickness of the arc packaging reached more than 0.8 mm, is the most obvious. Similarly, the higher the thickness, the higher the sense of touch is delicate to the
packaging of both shapes.
Participants also find the blister packaging with higher thickness to be more hardness than those with lower thickness blister packaging, when square packaging reaches
0.7 mm in thickness and arc packaging reaches 0.8 mm in thickness, the sense of higher
hardness is the most obvious. Blister packaging that are at the extreme hardness with
0.4 mm and 0.9 mm thickness received higher meaning scores, and the blister packaging
close to extremes (0.6 mm and 0.8 mm thickness) received meaning scores similar to
extremes.
Similarly, packaging with lower thickness are found to be fancy whereas packaging
with higher thickness are found to be more practical. As for the effect of thickness on
geometric and nature Kansei vocabulary, it is more affected by the shape of the package
itself, but the increase in hardness will still increase the tactile perception of geometry.
Results suggest that overall Kansei vocabularies presents a positive relationship to
thickness. Regardless of blister packaging shape, when the thickness become higher, they
are all considered as more luxury. Through interviews, the participants also indicated
that through the sense of touch, the feeling of blister packaging can be easily sensed,
and the feeling will vary with the change in hardness. Through the results, it was found
that after the hardness of the square blister packaging reached 0.7 mm and arc packaging
reached 0.8 mm, the other evaluations of the package also increased. Depending on the
hardness change, the shape of the package will also affect the tactile feeling. According
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to the data, it can be found that the arc shape is considered to be fancy, nature and
softness, but delicate and modern than square.
However, the research still needs to be improved, increasing the number of participants and different groups of participants, so that the research can be more effectively.
In the future, the research can be directed to the research of cognitive behavior impact
on the operation interface of plastic materials.

6 Conclusion
The current study investigated the influence of physical qualities of packaging, particularly hardness, on perceived meanings. The results suggest that a minor change in
thickness might lead to a greater impact on perceived meanings, when the packaging
have lower or higher hardness, subjects’ perception of Kansei vocabularies will be more
obvious, whereas their perception are fuzzier when the hardness of blister packaging is
in the middle of the range.
In this study, we classified the Kansei vocabularies of blister packaging, and finally,
six groups of Kansei vocabularies which can be used to operate perceptual elements in the
design of blister packaging. Moreover, we have collected the common blister packaging
styles in the market and classified them into two geometric forms, square and arc, and
analyzed consumers’ image towards the geometry of packaging. This paper discovered
the importance of the hardness change of blister packaging on consumer psychology,
similar to the Fechner law, the packaging after reaching a certain hardness affected the
feeling of the tested and improved the evaluation.
In conclusion, the past research of Kansei engineering has mainly focused on products and visual applications. However, with the increasing importance of user experience,
the role of packaging in the consumer experience process is worthy of discussion. The
research results are based on preliminary research on blister packaging and the findings
of the study contribute to HCI Community by delivering knowledge about packaging
design of interaction. The results can provide suggestions for packaging interaction
related on the design of hardness and geometry, and as the basis for subsequent research
on the interface of plastic materials.
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Abstract. This paper investigates how the use of privacy indicators in
app stores can inﬂuence user behavior, and if the added information can
improve consumer transparency. After a pre-study on the design and
symbology, a visual privacy indicator was implemented and evaluated in
an app market prototype. A total of 82 participants were asked to select
a number of task-speciﬁc apps. By varying the degrees of participatory
background information, we show that impact of a privacy indicator
on app selection behavior has statistical signiﬁcance and such privacy
preserving behavior can be invoked by mere presence of the indicator.
Keywords: Privacy · Transparency · Indicator design
making · Mobile interface · User study

1

· Decision

Introduction

The telephone with a wire has transformed into smartphone over the last couple
of decades and became a charismatic tool with an ability to keep human beings
captivated for a considerable amount of their life-time. Users remain of the opinion that the services oﬀered would be free of charge while their personal data is
being monetized by Big Data. Though users pay with personal data, the price is
invisible for them. Certainly, there is much to gain from such data analysis, but
the notion to brush privacy risks under the carpet poses new challenges ahead.
Users face hindrances to be aware of and to take preventive measures because of
poor means to observe and to assess the consequences of data disclosure. Though
users can solve numerous daily-life problems through ﬁnding a convenient app
from online stores, their decisions to grant access to personal data could result
to privacy implications [3,17,45]. Thus, informed decision making about privacy
by an ordinary user is hard to come by.
Today’s app market oﬀers popularity-based ranking which is entirely dependent on crowd-sourced user opinion. Convenience, ease of use, rich features and
functionality are the established criteria for rating an app [20]. The excessive
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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data harvesting nature of apps hardly features in the rating procedure [19]. As
this negative attribute is rather kept hidden from the interface, apps’ privacy
invasive behavior mostly does not play an important part in a users’ decision
making process while selecting an app. This paper addresses this shortcoming
and seeks for introducing a privacy indicator within app selection scenarios. We
chose the Android app market for our study due to the open source nature of
the platform and implementation feasibility.
In order to address the aforementioned issue, we hypothesize that providing
privacy-indicating cues in the app-store, could help the user in making informed
decisions. The main research objective of this study is to analyze the impact of
such ex-ante 1 cues [37] on the decision making process of users and to address the
following questions: (a) Is the privacy indicator able to lead to a better judgment
regarding the apps’ trustworthiness and to provide the ease of selection? (b)
Is there a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in privacy-preserving decision making behavior
while selecting an app for a certain task? and (c) Is the indicator an adequate
tool to illustrate the intrusiveness of apps in terms of privacy?
This paper presents our design, implementation and evaluation processes of
a privacy indicator for the app-store. Our contributions are: (i) Through an
online study and an empirical study that included 82 participants, we show that
the impact of privacy indicators on app selection behavior has statistical signiﬁcance. (ii) By varying the degrees of participatory background information
and introduction, we show that the mere presence of the indicator caused participants to select more privacy-friendly apps for six out of eight app categories.
(iii) For Messaging and Video-call categories, the indicator had limited or no
impact. We suspect this is because of background preferences for very popular
apps, suggesting that privacy concern decreases with respect to app popularity.
The rest of this article is organized as following: Sect. 2 provides a brief
overview of prior research works conducted within this area. Section 3 describes
how we designed indicators, conducted the online study and selected an indicator that is easy to perceive. Section 4 documents how the empirical study was
performed along with the results collected from it. Section 5 elaborates interpretations, evaluation, limitations of the ﬁndings and our future research plans. We
draw a conclusion of this paper in Sect. 6.

2

Background

There are numerous prior research works on the security and privacy aspects
of Android apps. This section outlines the related work on apps’ security and
privacy issues, eﬀorts to aid the user to protect privacy and users’ decision
dilemma. Studies were also conducted to report on users’ awareness and concerns
regarding privacy, identifying privacy leaks, the usability challenges of privacy
controls. Hence, many solutions were introduced to aid users in managing privacy. We brieﬂy discuss the relevant background to formulate the problem and
hypothesis.
1

Before the event (data disclosure) takes place.

Inﬂuencing App Selection Decision with Privacy Indicator

2.1
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App Behavior and Privacy Friendliness

The Android operating system relies on a permission-based access control model
that is placed to guard user data and sensors [13]. Depending on type of permissions, approval from the user is required during the ﬁrst use of the app
for granting access to resources [12]. As the platforms oﬀer binary choices
(accept/decline), it is diﬃcult to perceive consequence for granting access and
assess the risk, if not impossible. Moreover, information is hardly available about
the usage of user data once access has been granted. So, a white-card privilege
to the available system resource is given to the app that leaves access decisions about sensitive personal data to arbitrary programs and services. This is
a problem for the data subject who suﬀers the lack of appropriate information
to make decisions regarding privacy preferences. Several prior works pointed out
this problem that mostly put emphasis on apps’ data access potential, frequency,
consequences and privacy implications [16,19,21,32,34,36].
We intend to consider the outcome of app behavior analysis as the input to
our indicator ranking mechanism. For example, [19,35] judge app behavior based
on four parameters: data access potential (permission requirement), frequency
of resource usage (runtime access), regulatory (GDPR—General Data Protection Regulation [9]) compliance according to corresponding privacy policy and
user review analysis. Before including a comprehensive privacy score generating
mechanism into our research, the prime goal is to ﬁnd out whether a privacy
cue can make a diﬀerence in user decisions within this evolved context or not.
However, indicator ranking mechanism remains out of scope for this article.
2.2

Addressing Decision Dilemma

Though a decent amount of research eﬀort has been invested to study app behavior, the app market is mostly inclined with ratings that are harvested from crowdsourced user feedback. So, apps’ data access potential is not easy to unearth and
the user usually struggles to deal with individual privacy while deciding upon
installing mobile apps [1,5,26]. There exists an array of prior works that shed
light on users’ remorse and struggle with understanding privacy risks associated
with apps [39,41,43,46] and oﬀer solutions to aid the user [2,33,42].
Rajivan and Camp used visual cues to support the user in decision making
before giving consent to requested permissions [38]. Kraus et al. used a permission scale to communicate potential risks to the user [27]. Gu et al. concluded
that a high level of malaise is perceived by users when an app requires accesses
to rights (perceived permission sensitivity) [18]. This raises users’ privacy concerns while downloading apps. In contrast, the apps’ popularity reduces these
concerns and the eﬀect of justifying access rights on privacy concerns is heavily
dependent on previous bad experiences that the user has faced regarding privacy
with mobile devices.
Kelley et al. found that certain contextual notices, such as privacy symbols,
can be eﬀectively used to inﬂuence the subsequent use of privacy [25]. In [26],
Kelley et al. performed another study which contained 20-participant lab study
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and a 366-participant online experiment. In this study, participants were presented with a short display about privacy facts that included a brief description
about potential consequences. However, all these privacy cues from [25–27,38]
are addressing secondary user interface—app details to communicate privacy
risks. It is possible to see the privacy cue after selecting an app which implies
to decisions being made without cues’ inﬂuence. Once the user has selected an
app and become aware of the warning from privacy cue, it is cumbersome to
go back to the app selection; although the user is aware of the aggressiveness of
the app. Therefore, these studies are not supporting decision making comparison
in primary interface—app store and they require more cognitive eﬀort besides
technical knowledge, e.g. permission.
Moreover, these studies were conducted in a diﬀerent context compared to
ours because, Androids’ access control model had gone through several changes
and before evolving into the current one; most notable changes were the runtime permissions in 2016 [14] and restrictions on app-behavior in 2018 [11]. So,
the user does not see permission requirements prior to installation because their
consent is required during run-time. Thus, it can be deduced that privacy hardly
plays any part in decision-making process of the user while choosing an app for
installation. These signiﬁcant context changes require pursuing exploration with
renewed challenges.
2.3

Considering Privacy in Decision-Making

Understandably, users hardly pay attention to data disclosure and/or to permission requirements prior to app installation [4,40]. However, users are more
concerned about their privacy when they realize that their decisions have put
them at risk of data leakage through third-party apps [15,23,44]. Also, revealing
apps’ data access and sharing practice can upset the user [43] and thus, they
seek for remedy [46]. So, we can infer that privacy-facts (that inherit complexity) under-perform against app-ratings (that come with simplicity) while users
decide upon app installation.
Two signiﬁcant research eﬀorts can be noticed from prior works: (a) to
develop a comprehensive mechanism to determine apps’ privacy-friendliness and
(b) to communicate privacy risks to the user through an easily perceivable illustration. We see the potential to ﬁll the gap between them through this work.
To address the challenge against overcoming complexity issues and support
informed decision making in ex-ante scenarios, we put priority on designing
easy-to-perceive indicators. To keep the eﬀort of users’ as low as possible when
selecting an app, the indicator should bring a high degree of intuitiveness. Hence,
we ﬁrst elaborate on the design process of privacy indicators and then, evaluate
them based on their cognitive appeal.
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Fig. 1. An instance of the app-store demo with arrow-scale meter, one of the ﬁve
indicators, for online survey.

3

Pre-study: Indicator Selection

Here, we elaborate on the design process of ﬁve diﬀerent variants of the privacy
indicator. Then we describe how an online survey was run to choose an indicator
that is easy to perceive, to understand and has the potential to cause awareness.
The outperforming indicator was then implemented in a simulated app market
for conducting a user study that is going to be discussed later. Our approach
to design a privacy indicator and results from an online study to choose an
outperforming indicator are detailed in this section.
3.1

Finding an Appealing Indicator

In the design phase, we addressed one question—How can we construct an easily
perceivable indicator with potential to yield spontaneous awareness? For a comparative analysis, ﬁve indicator instances were chosen to demonstrate diﬀerent
levels of privacy risks associated with apps which are shown in Table 1. Our
indicator design process is elaborated in this section.
Designing Indicators. In [24], Kelley et al. presented privacy labels with
detailed privacy facts, similar to nutrition facts on labels of food produce. We
argue that complex and multi-dimensional information could compel the user to
ignore. So, a goal was set to design a unidirectional information based and cognitively easy to perceive indicator. In this design process, color is considered as
a critical attribute for accurate identiﬁcation, while other attributes such as size,
brightness, and shape can vary without aﬀecting identiﬁcation [7]. In [8], Cimbalo
et al. conducted a study of children and students in terms of emotionally-colored
images and color choices. Green is always attributed to happy and therefore positive emotions, while red is more likely associated sad and negative emotions.
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In [6], Benbasat et al. conducted a study that classiﬁed information as more
understandable and better in terms of decision-making when it was presented
in multiple colors compared to monochrome. Thus, for our design, we adopted
subdivision of the indicator into ﬁve diﬀerent color sections from dark-green to
light-green, yellow, and orange to red. The indicator should require little cognitive eﬀort to understand it, so that the information provided can be better taken
into account in decision-making. The visual cues, in this case, the color-coded
symbols of the privacy indicator, contribute to informed decisions as previously
demonstrated by Hibbard and Peters in [22].
Table 1. Statistical description of survey on diﬀerent privacy indicators. Respondents
(N = 168) could rate the indicators between 1–10. Label bar stood out among the rest,
based on calculated average and standard deviation (SD).

Having decided on a color-coded indicator, the next task was to ﬁnd the
right shape for it. An extensive literature research unfortunately did not yield
any further information about an optimized indicator shape. Due to this reason,
a focus group (participated by several researchers from two research groups)
discussion yielded indicators that can also be found in everyday life and that
are already familiar to the users: (a) Arrow-scale bar from the thermometer, (b)
Label bar from the product test, (c) Arrow-scale meter from the speedometer,
(d) Smiles from the evaluation of customer satisfaction in retail, and (e) Bubbles
from a traﬃc light. Both a and c show range of the scale and point towards the
indicating instance. On the other hand, d and e visualizes the indicating instance.
Only b shows the instances with written descriptions.
Furthermore, we decided on a ﬁve-point scale, because of the cognitive limitation of humans to process information. In [31], Miller states that a human being
can keep 7 ± 2 units of information (chunks) in the short-term memory. This
ability is genetic with individual exceptions and cannot be increased by training.
We took the lower limit of chunks that can be stored in short-term memory, so
that the majority of end-users can use the indicator with low cognitive eﬀort.
In addition, we opted for an odd-numbered scale so that apps can be labeled as
moderate besides secure or insecure.
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Online Survey. To verify which design is the most appropriate one, an online
survey was conducted. The participants were presented with app store demo as
shown in Fig. 1, but with ﬁve variants of indicator as shown in Table 1. They
were asked to rate each scale from 1 to 10 according to following attributes:
Discriminability: Are the colors discriminable?
Ambiguity: Is the indicator/graphic unambiguously/clearly understandable?
Readability: How well readable is the information that is presented by the
indicator/graph?
Comprehension: Do you understand the information which is illustrated by
the indicator/graphic?
Color (Appeal): Is the intensity of the color of the indicator/graphic appropriate?
Size (Appeal): Is the size of the indicator/graphic appropriate?
Their rating scores were recorded to determine visual and cognitive appeal
of the indicators. The survey was active from the end of August, 2018 until the
end of December, 2018. During this time, a total of 55 individuals participated
in the survey. Unfortunately, only 28 individuals completed the questionnaire
with all ﬁve indicators. So, only the completed results are taken into account.
The survey consisted of 28 people, who gave ratings in the six categories, and in
the end, it resulted in 168 ratings per indicator.

Fig. 2. Demography of participants in lab study.

3.2

Pre-study Results

The descriptive evaluation in Table 1 shows the following mean values, Standard
Deviation (SD), in descending order for a span of one to ten: Label bar M = 8.25
(2.28), Arrow scale bar M = 7.80 (2.50), Smiles M = 7.64 (2.51), Bubbles M = 7.02
(2.68) and Arrow-scale Bar M = 6.64 (2.66). The data sets of the responses
of each scale were then tested for normal distribution using the KolmogorovSmirnov test [29]. The outcome was signiﬁcant for all scales (p < .000), so that a
normal distribution can not be assumed. Then a non-parametric Friedman test
[10] was used and it resulted in a signiﬁcant diﬀerence (x2 = 54.35, p < .000).
In addition, we compared the individual groups of pairs with the help of the
Wilcoxon test and found signiﬁcant diﬀerences in all pairs with p = .000 apart
from the pair Arrow Scale Bar and Bubbles with p = .188.
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Based on the analysis of ratings from respondents, a favoritism for the
Label Bar could be recognized. The Friedman test showed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the scores of each scale, so a decision regarding implementation
was made in favor of the Label Bar. Justiﬁcations for the assessments were not
included in the study. However, there is reason to believe that the Label Bar can
be interpreted with less cognitive eﬀort than the other indicators and therefore,
has received better rating. It can also be considered as achromatopsia-friendly.

Fig. 3. An overview of the lab study procedure.

4

Lab-Study: User Preference

This section elaborates the lab-study to illustrate user preference towards privacy indicator on app store. First, we discuss the study’s work-ﬂow and the
corresponding parameters that we measured. Second, We describe the results,
highlighting on the app selection behavior of participants. We also reﬂect on the
statistical signiﬁcance of our ﬁndings and feedback from participants regarding
the privacy-indicator-embedded app store.
4.1

Empirical Study Procedure

To evaluate the outcome of the pre-study, we implemented the Label bar in an
app-market prototype. As shown in Fig. 3, the Label bar was placed right next to
the app logo, so that the user could view and compare the list of apps along with
their data access potential and make a decision on the primary interface without
needing to explore details of every app. We then invited people to participate
in a semi-structured lab study. Our goal was to determine users’ app selection
behavior during given scenarios. They were asked to perform selection tasks and
then interviewed to explain their actions.
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Table 2. Statistical signiﬁcance of participants’ app selection behavior: Highest and
lowest mean values amongst the four groups per category are colored in green and red,
respectively.
Groups
A: indicator with detailed
description & explanation

Messenger Video-call Weather E-mail Music Fitness Games News
3.10

4.24

4.00

4.10

4.05

4.71

4.38

4.86

N
21
St. dev. 0.94
B: indicator with description Mean
3.00
& explanation on-demand
N
20

21
0.54
3.90

21
1.00
3.65

21
0.94
3.30

21
0.22
4.55

21
0.64
4.74

21
1.07
4.70

21
0.65
4.60

St. dev 1.03
Mean
2.57

20
0.64
4.09

20
0.99
3.33

20
1.30
3.48

20
0.51
4.00

20
0.81
4.33

20
0.66
4.29

20
1.05
3.86

N
21
St. dev. 1.12
Mean
2.95

21
0.83
3.80

21
1.32
2.65

21
1.36
3.00

21
0.95
3.90

21
1.20
3.30

21
1.15
2.95

21
1.56
3.10

N
20
St. dev. 0.68

20
0.89

20
0.93

20
0.65

20
0.72

20
1.59

20
1.10

20
1.52

C: indicator without
description or explanation
D: app store without any
indicator

Mean

Ethical Consideration. Our study was approved by the Ethics Committee
with appropriate authority. In compliance with the prescribed policies, the most
important precautions to minimize the risk for human participants are considered. An appropriate ratio of the investigations’ beneﬁt and subjects’ risk was
established in the investigation. Further, it is assured that participants take part
voluntarily and all regulations for the protection of privacy are adhered, too.
As a result of the review by the Ethics Committee, the tests in the framework
of this research project have been deemed as ethically unobjectionable by the
committee unanimously.
Recruitment of Participants and Demography. Advertisement of our
study was circulated through online platforms which included blogs, social media,
etc. as well as oﬄine means that included posters hanging on notice boards of
several institutions located within reachable proximity. Due to the fact that participants need to be physically present in the lab, most of them are recruited
from our geographically convenient location. Nonetheless, majority of the participants have a background that is diverse due to the cosmopolitan nature of a
big city. Each subject has been compensated e10 for participating in the study.
If the study lasted longer than one hour, the subject was compensated with an
additional e2.50 per 15 min elapsed.
A total of 82 German-speaking individuals participated in the lab study who
were aged between 18 and 68. Among them, 43 were male and 38 were female;
one person identiﬁed thyself as neither male nor female. Their educational background varied from middle school to higher academic degrees: 6 went through
middle school level, 28 had high school diploma, 7 had vocational training and
41 possessed higher academic degree from universities. Figure 2 illustrates the
demography based on age, sex, highest educational qualiﬁcation obtained and
technology aﬃnity (time spent on mobile phone per day).
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6
5

Score

4
3
2

Music
Fitness
C: Indicator without any description

4,86
4,60
3,86
3,10
4,44

4,38
4,70
4,29
2,95
4,45

4,71
4,74
4,33
3,30
4,59

0
Messenger
Video-call
Weather
E-mail
A: Indicator with introduction
B: Indicator with description on demand

4,05
4,55
4,00
3,90
4,19

4,10
3,30
3,48
3,00
3,63

4,00
3,65
3,33
2,65
3,66

4,24
3,90
4,10
3,80
4,08

3,10
3,00
2,57
2,95
2,89

1

Games
D: No Indicator

News
A+B+C

Fig. 4. Comparison of participants’ app selection behavior. Distribution of participants:
Group A—participants received introduction and explanation about indicator, Group
B—explanation was provided to subjects on demand, by clicking on the privacy indicator, Group C—app-store interface is presented with privacy indicator, but without any
explanation, and Group D—app-store interface is presented with no privacy indicator
(control group).

Distribution of Participants. This empirical study was constructed with a
4 × 1 between-subjects design. The subjects were randomly assigned, considering
a mix of age, sex, occupation, academic and geographical backgrounds, to one
of the following four groups with diﬀerent experimental conditions, based on the
diﬀerent availability of information in the app market. Thus, the subjects from
one group only went through one of the four experimental conditions:
– Group A: An app-store interface is presented with privacy indicator, along
with a detailed description as an introduction.
– Group B: An app-store interface is presented with privacy indicator, along
with a detailed description on demand, by clicking on the privacy indicator.
– Group C: An app-store interface is presented with privacy indicator, but
without any detailed description.
– Group D: An app-store interface is presented with no privacy indicator. This
group represents the control group of this experiment.
Our aim was to ﬁnd out if the participants were paying attention to the
privacy indicators, to analyze the decisions they make and to combine them
with a questionnaire.
Scenarios and App-Categories. The app-store demo consisted of eight categories and they were associated with mock up scenarios. Each category had
ten apps and their ratings were removed due to possibility of interference in
decision-making. All the participants had to go through each of the scenarios.
The scenarios and app-categories are described below:
1. Messenger: Imagine you want to schedule a dinner with a friend. Write her a
short message.
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2. Video calling: Imagine you are on a trip and want to talk to a friend. Start a
video call with her.
3. Weather: Imagine you are packing your suitcase for a trip and want to look
at the weather forecast to pack the right things.
4. E-mail: Imagine you want to invite a friend to a concert. Write her an e-mail.
5. Music: Imagine you want to hear a song from the current charts on your
smartphone.
6. Fitness: Imagine that you want to track your physical activities. Set up a
ﬁtness app for it.
7. Games: Imagine you are about to board on a long ﬂight. For entertainment,
you want to download the game Sudoku, which you can play on your smartphone.
8. News: Imagine you want to know the latest news. Open a news app.
Workflow of an Experimental-Session in Lab. Participants are left
unaware of the purpose of the study. They decided to join the study under
the pretext to rate the usability of an app-store. Upon appointment conﬁrmation, they are randomly assigned to group A, B, C, and D. Figure 3 shows the
lab environment. To accelerate the study for each and every app, an account was
already created, if needed. Upon completion of all tasks, they were interviewed
and had to complete a questionnaire to examine acceptance, trustworthiness,
and usability. To identify the interference in decision making, they were asked if
the apps used in the experiment were already installed in their private devices.
The steps of the lab-session are listed below in a chronological order:
1. The participant comes in the laboratory.
2. An elaborate description is provided to them in both written and oral form
in order to explain the purpose of experiment (this step varies based on
group).
3. The participant gets the form to declare freely given consent regarding processing of data collected during the experiment.
4. The procedure of the experiment is told and being demonstrated to them.
5. An eye-tracker-mounted glass is worn by them.
6. The device (a mobile phone - Nokia 5) is handed over to them.
7. The eye tracker glass has to be calibrated before commencing the ﬁrst task.
8. The ﬁrst scenario is read aloud orally.
9. The participant is presented with the app store on mobile interface.
10. They choose an app according to the scenario presented to them and carry
on completing the tasks.
11. They are asked to repeat from the step 8 for rest of the scenarios (if they
are confused, spontaneous explanation and/or assistance is provided against
queries, depending on which group they belong to.)
12. They participate in a semi-structured interview using recorded video to
provide feedback reﬂecting on his/her own app selection decisions.
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Table 3. Responses from participants about ease of app selection and apps’ trustworthiness. Highest mean values among the four groups per category are colored in
green.
Category

Statement

Group A

Group B

Group C

Group D

Mean N SD Mean N SD Mean N SD Mean N SD

4.2

Messenger Apps was easy to choose 6.24

21 1.04 6.35

20 0.93 5.86

21 1.24 6.45

App seemed trustworthy 4.43

21 1.75 5.10

20 1.45 4.62

21 1.12 3.70

20 1.81

Video-call Apps was easy to choose 6.11

19 1.20 5.90

20 0.91 6.19

21 0.87 6

19 1.20

5.10

20 0.76

App seemed trustworthy 5.00

21 2.1

Weather

Apps was easy to choose 5.86

21 1.56 6.20

20 1.68 5

21 1.34 3.95

20 1.73

20 1.01 5.14

21 1.15 5.75

20 1.71

App seemed trustworthy 5.48

21 1.83 6.10

20 0.97 5.05

21 0.92 5

19 1.80

E-mail

Apps was easy to choose 5.75

20 1.41 5.25

20 1.65 4.67

21 1.28 5.11

19 1.56

App seemed trustworthy 5.65

20 1.27 5.3

20 1.42 4.4

20 1.39 4.37

19 1.42

Music

Apps was easy to choose 6.75

20 0.72 6.05

20 1.43 6.05

21 1.24 6.47

19 1.12

App seemed trustworthy 5.55

20 1.57 5.45

20 1.05 5.29

21 1.06 5.47

19 1.26

Fitness

Apps was easy to choose 5.72

18 1.32 4.95

19 1.35 4.19

21 1.66 4.29

17 1.11

App seemed trustworthy 5.29

17 1.83 5.21

19 1.27 4.48

21 1.33 3.82

17 1.74

Games

Apps was easy to choose 5.55

20 1.40 5.3

20 1.63 4.52

21 1.25 5

18 1.37

App seemed trustworthy 5.65

20 1.46 5.4

20 1.23 4.71

21 1.01 4.53

17 2.15

News

Apps was easy to choose 5.71

21 1.52 6.00

20 0.73 5.14

21 1.15 5.52

19 1.58

App seemed trustworthy 5.62

21 1.28 5.90

20 0.91 4.90

21 0.83 5

19 1.63

Empirical Results: Users’ App Selection Behavior

We assumed that implementing a privacy indicator in an app-store would result
in a more appropriate selection of apps in terms of privacy. To compare the
selection behavior with respect to the indicator illustrated beside the app, we
assigned each app selection step a rating (ranging from 1 to 5; considering 1 as
very critical and 5 as very safe). The mean values in Table 2, also highlighted
in Fig. 4, show a tendency of a higher value for the groups (A, B, and C) with
indicator compared to the group (D) without indicator. This primarily conﬁrms
the assumption that the subjects who had illustrated an indicator selected an
app that was classiﬁed as less critical.
Comparative Analysis. To check whether the results in Table 2 and in Fig. 4
diﬀer signiﬁcantly, a Kolmogorov-Smirnoﬀ test [29] was performed on normal
distribution. The test showed that all data sets deviated signiﬁcantly from a normal distribution, so that the non-parametric Kruskal Wallis test [28] for more
than two independent samples was performed. A signiﬁcant diﬀerence regarding the selection behavior among all four groups resulted in the following app
categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Weather (x2 = 14.591, p < .002),
E-Mail (x2 = 12.309, p < .006),
Music (x2 = 17.572, p < .001),
Fitness (x2 = 15.716, p < .001),
Games (x2 = 25.720, p < .000) and
News (x2 = 20.062, p < .000).
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No signiﬁcant diﬀerence could be determined for the outcomes of the Messenger
and Weather app categories. Subsequently, the ﬁrst three groups were combined
into one group to perform a Mann-Whitney U test [30], which examines two
distributions for signiﬁcant diﬀerences. The test showed signiﬁcant diﬀerences in
the same categories that were considered signiﬁcant in the Kruskal Wallis test
[28]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Weather (U = 319.500, z = −3.342, p < .001)
E-Mail (U = 396.500, z = 2.627, p < .009),
Music (U = 477.000, z = −2.031, p < .042),
Fitness (U = 332.000, z = −3.778, p < .000),
Games (U = 212.000, z = −4.951, p < .000) and
News (U = 336.000, z = −3.776, p < .000)

In addition, the individual groups were examined for signiﬁcant diﬀerences
with each other using the Mann-Whitney-U test [30]. Additionally, Bonferronicorrection was carried out to counteract the problem of multiple comparisons.
The corrected p-Value now equals .0062. While comparing groups A and B only
signiﬁcant diﬀerence can be found in the app category, Music (U = 104.500; z =
−3.491; p < .000).
When comparing group A and C, no signiﬁcant diﬀerence was found. When
comparing the groups A and D, signiﬁcance was observed in the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Weather (U = 73.000, z = −3.678, p < .000),
E-Mail (U = 79.500, z = −3.791, p < .000),
Fitness (U = 106.000, z = −3.093, p < .002),
Games (U = 76.000, z = −3.728, p < .000) and
News (U = 84.000, z = −3.917, p < .000).

Notably, they are the same app categories found signiﬁcant in the Kruskal
Wallis test [28], which compares every group with each other. Furthermore, no
signiﬁcant diﬀerence was found in the comparison of group B and C, for the
Music category. When comparing group B and D, signiﬁcant diﬀerences were
found in the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Weather (U = 97.000, z = −2.889, p < .004),
Music (U = 95.500, z = −3.464, p < .001),
Fitness (U = 93.000, z = −3.186, p < .001),
Games (U = 48.000, z = −4.460, p < .000) and
News (U = 95.500, z = −3.213, p < .001).

The last comparison between group C and D showed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
the Games category: U = 88.000, z = −3.437, p < .001.
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Table 4. Evaluation of indicators by participants: Highest and lowest mean values
among the three groups (with indicator) per category are colored in green and red,
respectively.
Statement

Group A
Group B
Group C
Total
Mean N SD Mean N SD Mean N SD Mean N SD

The indicator is trustworthy
5.67
The usability of the indicator is good
6.10
The indicator is easy to understand
6.33
The indicator is intuitive
5.48
The indicator is valid
5.43
The indicator is reliable
5.43
The indicator had an impact on my choice
5.86
The indicator is confusing
2.10
The information provided is not suﬃcient
3.05
The indicator increases the sense of privacy protection 5.86
I want privacy indicator in my own app market
5.80
The privacy indicator is unnecessarily complex
2.10
With possibility to enable/disable, I would enable it 6.24
The indicator increases trustworthiness of apps
6.24

21 1.32 5.50
21 0.89 5.95
21 0.91 6.1
21 1.63 5.80
21 1.33 5.39
21 1.25 5.26
21 1.56 5.2
21 1.14 2.20
21 1.69 3.1
21 1.32 5.90
20 1.61 5.65
21 1.3 2.45
21 1.26 5.9
21 0.94 6.1

20 1
4.95
19 0.91 5.90
20 0.85 6.05
20 1.32 5.67
18 1.09 4.57
19 1.24 4.86
20 1.57 4.90
20 1.58 2.19
20 1.37 4.62
20 1.17 5.57
20 1.60 5.62
20 1.82 2.10
20 1.55 5.62
20 1.33 5.76

20 1.32 5.38
20 0.91 5.98
21 0.87 6.2
21 1.07 5.65
21 1.25 5.12
21 1.32 5.18
21 1.81 5.32
21 1.08 2.16
21 1.86 3.6
21 1.69 5.77
21 1.69 5.69
21 1.55 2.21
21 1.88 5.92
21 1.34 6.03

61 1.24
60 0.89
62 0.87
62 1.34
60 1.28
61 1.27
62 1.68
62 1.26
62 1.79
62 1.40
61 1.61
62 1.55
62 1.58
62 1.21

Ease of App Selection and Apps’ Trustworthiness. Considering the
results shown in Table 3, the ease of app selection and trustworthiness of the
app (on a scale of 1 = strongly agree, to 7 = strongly disagree), the highest averages, with the exception of ease of selection in Messenger category, are all to be
found in Group A, B, and C. Thus, it could be assumed that with the exception
of the Messenger category, the indicator has led the participants to ﬁnd it easier
to choose an appropriate app to accomplish the task and rated the app as more
trustworthy than the participants without indicator. To test this assumption, a
Kruskal Wallis test [28] was performed due to the absence of a normal distribution shown by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [29]. This resulted into ﬁndings
with signiﬁcant diﬀerences in terms of trustworthiness of the app in the following
categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Video-call (x2 = 8.463, p < .037),
Weather (x2 = 9.854, p < .020),
E-mail (x2 = 12.129, p < .007),
Fitness (x2 = 9.152, p < .027) and
News (x2 = 8.723, p < .033).

For the ease of app selection, signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the averages could be found
for Weather (x2 = 9, 854, p < .020) and Fitness (x2 = 12, 892, p < .005) category.
In addition, we compared the individual groups of pairs with the help of
the Mann-Whitney-U Test and were not able to ﬁnd a signiﬁcant diﬀerence
comparing all pairs in Group A and B after carrying out a Bonferroni-correction.
While having a closer look comparing all pairs of Group A with Group C a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence could be found following pairs:
– E-mail: U = 103.500, p < .004 for ease of selection and U = 99.500, p < .005
for trustworthiness.
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– Fitness: U = 123.000, p < .004 for ease of selection.
Comparing Group A with Group D:
– E-Mail: U = 94.500, p < .006 for trustworthiness.
– Fitness: U = 79.000, p < .001 for ease of selection.
Comparing Group B with Group C:
– Weather: U = 104.500, p < .004 for ease of selection and U = 95.000, p < .002
for trustworthiness.
– News: U = 99.500, p < .002 for trustworthiness.
No signiﬁcant diﬀerence can be found while comparing Group B and Group C
with Group D.
Indicator Evaluation by Participants. Table 4 presents a summarized result
of participants’ indicator evaluation ratings. It is noticeable that on a scale of
1 = strongly agree, to 7 = strongly disagree, overall a positive rating was given
to positive statements (trustworthiness, usability, understanding, intuitiveness,
validity, reliability, impact, feeling of protection, demand, willingness to use, apps’
trustworthiness). Overall, the negative statements (ambiguity, lack of information, complexity) were disagreed by the majority.
In order to archive the subjective opinion of the testee, we did not deﬁne in
detail how to interpret the given terms. Comparing the groups with each other,
a tendency for better rating in group A can be found. Group C gave the worst
scores, while group B’s evaluations are mostly found between group A and C.
The means and standard deviations can be seen in Table 4.
Subsequently, the diﬀerent means were tested for normal distribution using
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p < 0.002) [29]. This precluded a normal distribution for all value pairs. Furthermore, the non-parametric Kruskal Wallis test
was applied [28], which, however, could only show a signiﬁcant diﬀerence for the
lack of information (x2 = 10, p < .010).

5

Discussion

In this section, we discuss the interpretation of results collected and analyzed.
From Fig. 4, a comparative user awareness can be observed in the app selection
behavior for all the given scenarios. From the analysis of collected data, a general
observation can be made: privacy concern decreases with app-popularity. Participants deliberately ignored the indicators due to apps’ popularity attribute.
In Fig. 4, this observation is prominent in Messenger and Video-call category
due to frequent selection of Whatsapp and Skype. However, skeptic and cautious app selection behavior, by choosing safer options often if more privacy
details provided, can be observed in case of Weather, Fitness and News apps.
Our theory behind causing this phenomenon is that the large amount of press
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and media releases highlighting negative aspects of apps’ personal data collection have raised awareness. Weather apps’ location data gathering, Fitness apps’
data collection resulting in revelation of army bases’ map, and ‘fake-news’ becoming buzzword about misinformation, may have led to more privacy-aware app
selection.
5.1

Assisting the User in App Selection

At ﬁrst glance on Table 3, it can be seen that, with an exception of the Messenger
category, the mean values for ease of app selection were highest in the groups
(A, B, and C) with indicator. When evaluating the trustworthiness of the app,
it was possible to ﬁnd the highest mean values in these groups. The results
also indicate that (for the category Video-call, Weather, E-mail, Fitness, and
News) users having indicator assisted interface were signiﬁcantly more adequate
at evaluating the trustworthiness of the app than users who did not have the
indicator available. Here, the results could again be explained by the popularity
of the app. Using the example of Skype, a popular app in combination with a
secure indicator leads to a higher rating in the trustworthiness, as an app without
indicator. A popular app with an insecure indicator, within a category like the
messenger app WhatsApp, leads to a lower trustworthiness rating because the
app is chosen for its popularity despite the unsafe classiﬁcation by the indicator,
but the subject is aware of the insecurity of the app and thus indicates a lower
trustworthiness.
If the app is not known and the indicator categorizes it as safe, then the
trustworthiness of the app is considered high. An unpopular app with an insecure
classiﬁcation by the indicator is usually not selected and thus has no inﬂuence
on the rating. A popular app without an indicator is heavily dependent on its
reputation, which is evident from the collected data. A similar pattern can be
seen in the case of ease of selection. There, only Weather and Fitness categories
had a signiﬁcantly higher mean. There was no favored app in these two categories,
which led to a signiﬁcantly higher ease of selection for the participants with an
indicator.
5.2

Influencing App Choice?

Comparing the privacy-preserving app selection scores in Table 2, the highest
means of the scores belong to Group A (Messenger, Video-call, Weather, and
E-Mail) and to Group B (Music, Fitness, Games, and News). It should be noted
that the lowest scores are always to be found in group D (without indicator), with
an exception in the Messenger category. The Kruskal Wallis Test revealed signiﬁcant diﬀerences in all app categories except Messenger and Video-call. Thus, the
indicator had a signiﬁcant impact on the selection behavior, leading to a selection
of less invasive apps in Weather, Email, Music, Fitness, Games, and News categories. The lack of signiﬁcance in comparison of Messenger and Video-call can
be explained by the nullifying parameter—popularity of the app. The interviews
point that most subjects chose an app they already knew. Also, the ﬁrst part of
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the questionnaire denotes that most of the selected apps for the task were already
known to the users, or are currently used by them. Furthermore, the results show
that 63% of the participants chose WhatsApp and the remaining 37% were split
between the other apps. Similar results can be found in the Video-call category:
Skype was chosen by 74% and Viber by 17% of the participants. The remaining
9% were divided between the other apps. The reason for the lack of signiﬁcant
diﬀerences could be seen if we compare the values with those of the Weather
category, which are clearly distributed more homogeneously. Thus, it could be
concluded that with increasing popularity of the app, the inﬂuence of the indicator decreases (Wetter-Online = 24%, Wetter.com = 26%, Wetter.de = 22%, Morecast = 20%, Weatherzone = 2%, Bayer Agrar Wetter = 2%, Yr = 1%).
Furthermore, the importance of description can be seen by comparing the
group D with each of the individual groups: A, B and C. While in group A
signiﬁcant diﬀerences can be found in 6 categories and in group B in 5 categories,
between C and D only 2 app categories (Fitness and Games) can be found, whose
mean values diﬀer signiﬁcantly. However, it should be noted that all averages of
group A to C, except for the category Messenger, are higher than the averages
of group D.
5.3

Privacy Indicator: Good or Bad?

The tendency of Group-A to rate the positive statements high could be related
to the fact that the they received a detailed explanation of the indicator. Thus
Group-A paid more attention to the indicator and had background knowledge
of the functionalities. This would also explain the signiﬁcant diﬀerence over the
statements for the lack of information. Group C, with the highest score on information poverty, did not get an explanation about the indicator and did not have
the possibility to view a description of the indicator. Nevertheless, the indicator
was rated consistently positive.
5.4

Limitations and Future Work

Here, we would like to discuss the limitations of our contributions and claims
which are intended to be addressed in future. This work is exploratory and it
should be noted that the interpretation of null results in statistical tests also has
limitation—a lack of detected statistical signiﬁcance does not imply an absence
of eﬀect.
During the empirical study, we noticed that some apps were generally considered as safe by several participants, but marked as unsafe in our implemented
app-store demo, e.g. Telegram due to vendors’ advertisement on end to end
encryption. This partly confused the participants and perhaps had an impact
on their decisions. So, there exists a probable error margin, because sometimes
the app was selected despite facing the poor classiﬁcation. Mostly this behavior
is justiﬁed by the reputation and the private use of the app. We intend to counteract this limitation in near future by constructing a realistic indicator from
app-behavior analysis data.
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Another limitation was that the participants used glasses to operate the
mobile phone. As a result, the eye movements in the video was recorded with poor
quality. An attempt was made to counteract by asking the subject during the
interview to describe more precisely on which characteristics was focused upon.
However, we decided to limit the scope of this paper by excluding qualitative
analysis of their opinion and we intend to do it in future work.
In further exploratory analysis, the exact time that the subject spent paying
attention to the indicator can be determined using the eye tracking videos. In
addition, the time needed by the subjects to select an adequate app to perform
the task could be compared.
This study did not recruit any individuals that were minors (aged below
18). Consequently, a large user base for Games, Social, Messaging and Lifestyle
category remained out of consideration. Also limited app selection options were
oﬀered to the participants, which could hinder in showcasing actual user behavior.
Our future research plan also includes conducting studies with unknown apps to
avoid popularity bias and with app ratings to determine comparative impact of
the privacy indicator.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the potential to introduce a simple privacy indicator
within the ecosystem of smartphone apps. Our investigation includes designing
and evaluating ﬁve variants of privacy indicators. Then we elaborate on the evaluation process of outperforming indicators and present results of a user study
consisting of 82 participants which was focused on documenting their app selection behavior. The major ﬁndings from the collected data and statistical analysis
of this study are: (i) A unilateral and simple privacy indicator is able to lead
to a better judgment regarding the apps’ trustworthiness and to provide ease
of selection; (ii) Adequacy in privacy-preserving decision making by subjects
having indicator-illustrated interface, compared to the control group, can be
observed; and (iii) According to the collected feedback from the participants,
adequacy of the indicator as a transparency and privacy enhancing tool can be
conﬁrmed.
In addition, the result denotes that the indicator is generally perceived as
positive and helpful. Feedback from participants point out that the indicator is
able to initiate cautious thoughts and has a privacy-preserving inﬂuence on the
selection behavior. However, it is also evident that app popularity can cause bias
in decision making which can be inferred to the obvious factor—the marketplace
facilitates a user to choose apps based on popularity only. Though privacy indicator poses requirement of a brief introduction for proper interpretation, it has
the potential to bring greater use in avoiding privacy implications from apps’
growing ability to collect, process and transmit data about the surroundings of
the user.
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Abstract. We evaluate user experience (UX) when users play and control music with three smart speakers: Amazon’s Alexa Echo, Google
Home and Apple’s Siri on a HomePod. For measuring UX we use four
established UX metrics (AttrakDiﬀ, SASSI, SUISQ-R, SUS). We investigated the sensitivity of these four questionnaires in two ways: ﬁrstly,
we compared the UX reported for each of the speakers, secondly, we
compared the UX of completing easy single tasks and more diﬃcult
multi-turn tasks with these speakers. We ﬁnd that the investigated questionnaires are suﬃciently sensitive to show signiﬁcant diﬀerences in UX
for these easy and diﬃcult tasks. In addition, we ﬁnd some signiﬁcant
UX diﬀerences between the tested speakers. Speciﬁcally, all tested questionnaires, except the SUS, show a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in UX between
Siri and Alexa, with Siri being perceived as more user friendly for controlling music. We discuss implications of our work for researchers and
practitioners.
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Introduction

Speech assistance is a growing market with a 25% yearly growth predicted in
the next three years [1]. Speech assistants can be integrated in diﬀerent devices,
like smartphones, personal computers and smart speakers, which are dedicated
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speakers that can be controlled by voice commands. In our work we focus on
smart speakers. Within six years approximately 53 Million Americans bought a
smart speaker, which is a market development comparable to the rapid spread of
smart phones [2]. This market trend is not conﬁned to the North American market, but is present throughout the world, in Europe, as well as Asia, Africa and
Latin America [3–6], showing that smart speakers are of broad public interest.
The consumer speech assistance market in the English speaking world, as
well as in Europe, is dominated by three manufacturers and assistants: Amazon
with Alexa, Google with Google Assistant and Apple with Siri [5,7]. These three
assistants cover more than 88% of the market in the US [7]. Intuitively, these
three assistants are named as the most commonly known Voice User Interfaces
(VUIs) [8] and featured as smart speakers in numerous product reviews [9–11].
We will refer to speech assistants and smart speakers interchangeably in our
paper, that is when we mention Siri, we refer to Siri on HomePod, which is the
smart speaker we used in our study. The same is true for Alexa and Echo Dot, as
well as Google Assistant and Google Home. A number of product reviews compare the three devices and highlight how these devices may diﬀer [9–11], which
can be used by prospective customers to make purchasing decisions. However, a
comprehensive analysis and comparison of these devices seems challenging [12].
Siri, Google Assistant and Alexa can be used for a wide range of applications,
including playing music, answering questions, reading news, controlling smart
devices, telling jokes and more [13]. Moreover, there are inﬁnite ways of addressing the assistants, considering variability of language, accents and tone. What is
more, the devices diﬀer in how they look, feel, and sound and these diﬀerences
may aﬀect how users experience interactions with them. Product reviews make
up a rich source of information for customers as well as for Human-ComputerInteraction researchers and practitioners. A downside of this rich information is
the lack of quantiﬁcation. Qualitative information as presented in reviews can be
supplemented by quantitative estimations of user experience (UX) and usability.
User experience is a construct ﬁrst introduced by Don Norman in the 1990s
[14]. Norman introduced UX because he found usability, which is a prevalent concept in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), too narrow to capture all aspects
that Norman considered relevant for creating satisfying interactions with computers [14]. Hence, usability may be considered a part of UX. UX is arguably
broader than usability and may not be fully covered by it. Notably, there are multiple conceptualizations of UX [15] and conversational interactions with machines
may introduce additional factors to UX that may not be part of current UX theories [16], like perceptions of the system as a dialogue partner [17,18].
One of the most commonly used questionnaires for assessing usability is the
System Usability Scale (SUS) [19]. SUS is one of the four questionnaires we use in
our study to assess interactions with smart speakers. In addition to SUS we use
the questionnaires Subjective Assessment of Speech System Interfaces (SASSI ),
Speech User Interface Service Quality questionnaire – Reduced Version (SUISQR) and AttrakDiﬀ, which are used for assessing aspects of UX in interactions
with speech devices [16,20]. No gold standard exists for measuring UX with
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speech assistants and each of the named questionnaires has drawbacks that are
discussed in detail by Kocaballi et al. [16] and Lewis [20].
Brüggemeier et al. studied UX of interactions with Alexa when users were
asked to perform single tasks [21], which are commands that can be accomplished
in one turn [22]. For example, a user asks “Play songs by Queen” and the speech
assistant starts playing songs by the band Queen. In our present study, we compare UX scores reported for both single tasks and multi-turn tasks [22], that is
tasks that are not accomplished within one turn, but require multiple turns and
encompass more than one goal, like in this example:
[User ]: “Play songs by Queen.”
[System starts to play ‘Don’t stop me now’.]
[User ]: “When was this song ﬁrst released?”
[System]: “The song ‘Don’t stop me now’ by Queen was ﬁrst released in 1978.”
Multi-turn tasks require more capabilities from a system than single tasks in
order to be successfully completed. For example the user question “When was
this song ﬁrst published?” requires a speech assistant to parse “this song” and
deduce that it refers to “Don’t stop me now” by the band Queen. Single tasks
do not require such deduction to be successfully completed. Thus, multi-turn
tasks are arguably more diﬃcult to complete than single tasks. In this study, we
investigate whether UX scores of the four investigated questionnaires reﬂect task
diﬃculty. If task diﬃculty aﬀected UX of smart speakers, it should be reﬂected
in scores, and we would expect single tasks to score higher in UX than multi-turn
tasks.
In our work, we investigate UX scores of the three smart speakers Alexa’s
Echo Dot, Apple’s HomePod, and Google Home. Smart speakers of Apple,
Google, and Amazon are compared in the media a lot. However, there is little scientiﬁc work published on comparisons between these three smart speakers
[12,23]. Media reports suggest that the audio playback quality of Apple’s HomePod is superior to Google Home and Alexa’s Echo [9–11]. A superior audio
playback quality may aﬀect the UX in our experiments, in which we ask participants to play music. Controlling music is one of the most frequent applications
of speech assistants [8,24]. If audio playback quality or other factors aﬀect UX
of speech assistants, this should be reﬂected by scores of the UX questionnaires
we study.
Speech assistant and task type may interact, which would result in some
speech assistants gaining high UX scores for one task type but not the other,
while other assistants would reach high scores for both task types. The online
publication TechRadar concludes on the intelligence of speech assistants “Interacting with Google Assistant has the most natural feel. It understands your
commands better than Alexa. (...) HomePod’s Siri is the least intelligent of the
three.” [9]. If true, Siri may gain high UX scores at simple, single tasks and lower
scores at more diﬃcult multi-turn tasks, while Google might reach similarly high
scores for both task types.
Our research questions for this study are:
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1. Do UX ratings diﬀer between single turn and multi-turn interactions?
2. Do UX ratings diﬀer in interactions with Siri, Google Assistant and Alexa
respectively?
3. Do UX ratings display an interaction between speech assistant and task type?
We expect that single tasks have a higher UX than multi-turn tasks. If the
evaluated questionnaires fail to show such diﬀerences, this would challenge their
validity as UX metrics for smart speakers. We have no a priori expectations
on UX of diﬀerent smart speakers. Reviews and research suggests that smart
speakers do diﬀer and that diﬀerences are complex [9–12,23]. If questionnaires
can distinguish UX of smart speakers, this indicates that they may be useful for
applied research. Moreover, we have no a priori expectations regarding interactions between task type and smart speakers. If some metrics show interactions
and others do not, this would suggest that questionnaires diﬀer in what they
measure, and this could motivate future research.

2

Methods

To address our research questions we invited 51 participants to interact with
Amazon’s Alexa, Google Assistant, and Apple’s Siri. All participants used all
three speech assistants. After interacting with them, participants were asked to
ﬁll out four questionnaires (AttrakDiﬀ, SASSI, SUISQ-R, SUS).
2.1

Participants

We recruited participants within our institute and externally. Internal participants were recruited through mailing lists. External participants were recruited
through notice boards and social media channels. The only requirements for participating in our study was a good command of (spoken) English (self reported)
and being over 18 years of age.
In total 51 participants took part in the study. Three participants were
excluded from the analysis. We excluded a male and a female participant because
of technical problems with the speech assistants. Another male participant was
excluded because he did not show any variation in his responses. The participant selected the same value for all items within each questionnaire, which was
either always the maximum value or always the minimum value, depending on
the questionnaire. This response pattern is unusual for ﬁlling our questionnaires
[25]. We ran all analysis with and without the outlier and found that the overall results did not change. Thus, we included 48 participants in the analysis we
present here. 22 were female (46%) and 26 male (54%). Age ranged between
20 and 53 years, mean age was 26.63 years (SD = 6.87). 24 participants were
employees at our institute, eight were students. Two participants were native
English speakers. The majority of participants had little or no experience with
speech assistants. Thirteen had never used an assistant before, 23 used them
less than once per month in the past year, four less than once per week, three
once per week, two used speech assistants several times per week, and three used
them daily.
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Questionnaires

We included four questionnaires that are discussed in two recent works on metrics
for UX in interactions with conversational systems [16,20]: AttrakDiﬀ, SASSI,
SUISQ-R, SUS. These articles did not address smart speakers, however. Note,
that we focus on assessing conversational quality, and this is why we did not
include Mean Opinion Scale (MOS), which assesses quality of synthetically generated speech [16,20]. For a detailed description of the evaluated questionnaires
see [21].
2.3

Study Design

The experiment was conducted in an oﬃce room with low ambient noise between
9 am and 6 pm on work days. Participants were ﬁrst brieﬂy introduced to the
three speech assistants by the experimenter. We explained that the aim of the
present study was to evaluate UX-questionnaires and that they would therefore interact with the assistants and rate their experience afterwards. After the
informed consent procedure, which included a privacy statement according to
GDPR, participants ﬁlled out a short online questionnaire asking for demographic variables (age, gender) and prior experience with speech assistants.
Subsequently, the experimenter explained the general procedure of the experiment and introduced them to the tasks they would perform. Participants were
divided into two groups, one was given single tasks, the other multi-turn tasks
[22]. Single tasks can be completed in one turn. A turn can be described as a single exchange between user and assistant. Half of the participants (n = 24) were
assigned to single tasks, the other half to multi-turn tasks. Participants in the
single task group were given four tasks in total, each consisting of a request for
playing music. Participants were instructed to request (1) a song, (2) an artist,
(3) a playlist, and (4) a genre, in this order. Participants in the multi-turn tasks
group were presented with three multi-turn tasks. The ﬁrst was concerned with
keeping up to date with popular music. Participants were instructed to ask the
assistant to play popular music and then get additional information about the
song being played (e.g. the song’s and the artist’s name). The second multi-turn
task consisted of creating a playlist for a speciﬁc mood. Participants ﬁrst had
to create a playlist and name it according to the mood they chose. Participants
could freely choose the mood but several examples were given (happy, melancholic, hungover). Subsequently, they had to request a song matching this mood
and add it to the playlist. Note that this task could not be completed with any of
the assistants. It was included because we assumed that it would be frustrating
for participants, resulting in a less positive user experience. We expected that
the resulting diﬀerence in UX would be large enough to be detected by a valid
UX-questionnaire. For the third task, participants were asked to get music recommendations. They were instructed to request their favourite song and then
ask the assistant for similar songs. The order in which the tasks were presented
corresponded to the one described above and it was the same for all participants.
Each participant interacted with all three assistants while trying to accomplish
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the respective tasks. The order in which the assistants were used was fully randomized. Participants were informed that they were free to retry a task as often
as they liked. Furthermore, they were instructed to stop playback after a few
seconds.
The duration of the experiment for participants in the single task group
was on average approximately 45 min. Participants in the multi-turn task group
took on average a bit longer with approximately 60 min. Institute policy does not
permit to reimburse internal participants monetarily. Thus we oﬀered internal
participants sweets as appreciation for their time. External participants were
reimbursed for their time with sweets and a monetary compensation of 12e per
hour, students additionally received credit points for their courses. The course
was not run by any of the authors, nor were any of the student participants
supervised by the authors.
The way tasks are presented to users can bias how users complete a task. In
interaction with conversational systems users speak with the system, formulating
requests in natural language. If the task description includes example phrases,
like “Try saying ‘I want to listen to classical music’ participants may be biased
to produce “I want to listen to classical music” rather than alternatives like
“Play some songs featuring violins”. Such biased commands are less likely to
reﬂect variability in natural interactions with speech assistants. Wang et al. [26]
investigated diﬀerent methods of presenting tasks and measured how much each
method biased speech production. They found that a list-based approach biases
speech production the least. Thus we presented tasks with a list-based approach,
in order not to bias how participants phrase requests. Tasks were presented in
written form as abstract goals, e.g.
Goal: Play an artist.
Artist: Play someone, who was popular in your childhood.
In addition, we presented participants with a written explanation of the experimental procedure and a brief instruction on how to use the smart speakers. After
giving participants an oral explanation, letting them read through the written
explanations, and asking if they had any questions, the experimenter left the
room.
After participants completed these tasks, they ﬁlled out the four questionnaires mentioned in Sect. 2.2 on a computer. The order in which the questionnaires were presented was fully randomized. Participants were instructed to
answer the questionnaires intuitively and without much deliberation. In addition, we told participants that they could terminate taking part in our study at
any point during the experiment, without experiencing any disadvantages.
Speech Assistants. For interacting with Amazon’s Alexa, an Amazon Echo
Dot (3rd gen., ﬁrmware version 2584226436) was used. It was set to American
English. For Google Assistant, a Google Home smart speaker was used (1st gen.,
ﬁrmware version 1.42.171861), set to American English. Interaction with Apple’s
Siri took place via a HomePod (1st gen., ﬁrmware version iOS 12.4) which was
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set to British English. Playback via Spotify Premium was enabled and set as the
default for playing music on the Echo Dot and Google Home. On the HomePod
Apple Music was used for playback.
2.4

Data Analysis

Preprocessing. Scales for negatively-phrased items were inverted before calculating questionnaire scores. For the AttrakDiﬀ, the SASSI, and the SUISQ-R the
scores for the subscales are the average of the scores of all corresponding items,
so that the score for each subscale ranges between 1–7 points. A higher score
indicates a better UX. The SUS score was calculated following the scoring procedure described by Brooke [27], and the total score is in a range of 0–100 points. A
higher score indicates a better usability. We did not ﬁnd a published procedure
for calculating a global score across subscales for AttrakDiﬀ and SASSI (similar
to [20]). In order to facilitate the comparison of the diﬀerent questionnaires, the
average of the subscale-scores was used as a total score for these. Consequently,
the resulting total score ranges between 1–7 points and a higher score indicates
a better UX. We appreciate the multi-dimensionality of UX and our choice of
creating global measures does not presume unidimensionality. In fact, creating
global measures, despite multi-dimensionality is common practice in diﬀerential
psychology (e.g. intelligence tests [28]) and usability research (e.g. SUS [27])
and can be explained with a hierarchical model, that assumes a global measure,
e.g. UX, to be made up of multiple factors. Two participants did not provide
information regarding their age. In our implementation of Linear Mixed Eﬀect
Analysis, missing values at individual level were not accepted. Thus we set the
age for the missing values to the mean age of the remaining 46 participants. We
tested if extreme values for the two missing data points (e.g. 99 years) would
aﬀect the results of our analysis, and they did not. Hence, our procedure likely
does not distort true age eﬀects.
Statistical Analysis. For the statistical analysis we chose a multilevel modeling
approach to account for dependencies in repeated measures [29]. In our work, we
repeatedly asked participants to report UX of diﬀerent speech assistants using
diﬀerent questionnaires. Note, that intraclass coeﬃcient (ICC) can be used as a
criterion to decide whether it is appropriate to conduct multilevel analysis. For
our data ICC assesses how much of the overall variance can be attributed to
diﬀerences between individuals rather than to factors like task type or speech
assistant. If the ICC is high, and thus a lot of overall variance is due to diﬀerences
between participants, it is useful to employ multilevel modelling, as it allows to
further investigate individual diﬀerences in a statistically sound way. As a rule
of thumb, multilevel modeling is required if the ICC is higher than 0.05 [30].
Multilevel modeling can be regarded as a generalization of linear regression and
is also known as hierarchical linear modeling or linear mixed-eﬀect modeling.
The interpretation of such models is similar to multiple regression [29]. For an
in-depth treatment of the subject see for example [29] or [31]. For the present
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analyses, intercepts were allowed to vary, which assumes that participants may
vary in their baseline rating of UX as measured by questionnaires.
A separate model was ﬁtted for each questionnaire. Model structure was
similar across models and included the following predictors as ﬁxed eﬀects: (1)
Assistant, with three levels relating to Alexa, Google Assistant and Siri, (2) task
type, with two levels representing multi-turn and single tasks, (3) interaction
between assistant and task type, (4) gender, with the two levels female and
male, (5) prior use, with the two levels not used before and used before, and (6)
age. The categorical predictors ‘assistant’, ‘gender’, and ‘task type’ were eﬀectcoded. When asking participants for their gender, we allowed them to choose
one of three options: female, male, and other. None of the participants chose
other, thus we analysed two levels for gender. For prior use we analysed the two
levels never used and used before. Models only diﬀer in their dependent variable,
which is the total score of the respective questionnaire. Questionnaire scores
were treated as interval scales.
For signiﬁcance testing of ﬁxed eﬀects, we used F -tests in combination with
the Kenward-Roger approximation [32]. Correction for multiple comparisons
were applied if post-hoc tests were used. For testing random parameters, we
performed likelihood-ratio tests. The intercepts were the only random parameters. We compared a model with varying intercepts with a model in which the
intercepts were ﬁxed (i.e. the same) for all participants. To assess violation of the
underlying assumptions of mixed-eﬀect models, level one and level two residual
plots were visually inspected. For level one residuals there was no indication of
a violation of normality or homoscedasticity for any of the four questionnaires.
This was true for level two residuals also. Similarly, there was no evidence for
level two residuals to be not normally distributed and not centered around zero.

3

Results

Our analysis shows similar patterns of results across questionnaires. We ﬁnd
signiﬁcant main eﬀects for assistant and task type (see Table 1) which means
that both factors aﬀect UX. Ratings for single tasks are consistently higher than
for multi-turn tasks, which suggests that single tasks have a better UX than
multi-turn tasks. Interestingly, participants rated HomePod to have a higher
usability and UX than Echo Dot and Google Home.
There is no signiﬁcant interaction between task type and assistant, which
indicates that rankings of assistants are consistent across task type. Neither age,
gender, nor prior use show signiﬁcant eﬀects on ratings. Detailed statistics can
be found in Table 1.
3.1

AttrakDiﬀ

For the AttrakDiﬀ the ICC is .274, which suggests that multilevel modelling
should be conducted to account for dependencies in the data. Analysis of ﬁxed
eﬀects with multilevel modelling shows signiﬁcant main eﬀects for assistant
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Fig. 1. Total questionnaire scores split by task type and assistant for the four questionnaires (raw values). Exes (X) represent mean values, error bars standard deviations, brackets signiﬁcant diﬀerences of the multi-level analyses; *p < .05.**p < .01.
***p < .001.

(F (2, 92) = 7.27, p = .001) and task type (F (1, 43) = 9.63, p = .003). The interaction between assistant and task type is not signiﬁcant (F (2, 92) = 1.08, p = .343).
Post-hoc tests show that UX for the single-tasks condition was rated higher compared to the multi-tasks condition (t(43) = 2.97, p = .005, see also Fig. 1). Furthermore, they reveal that UX for Siri was rated signiﬁcantly higher compared
to Alexa (t(92) = 3.80, p < .001), while ratings for Siri and Google Assistant did
not diﬀer signiﬁcantly (t(92) = 1.62, p = .243). The diﬀerence between Google
Assistant and Alexa is also not signiﬁcant (t(92) = 3.18, p = .080). None of the
covariates we measured (age, gender, prior use) exhibits a signiﬁcant inﬂuence
on the total questionnaire score (see Table 1).
Conditional R2 and marginal R2 provide an estimate for the amount of
explained variance, since classical R2 cannot be computed for multilevel models.
Conditional R2 is an estimate of the amount of variance explained by the full
model, marginal R2 for the amount explained by the ﬁxed factors only [33–35].
For the model ﬁtted for the AttrakDiﬀ marginal R2 was .185, conditional R2
was .408.
3.2

SASSI

The ICC for SASSI is .423. The eﬀect pattern of SASSI is similar to AttrakDiﬀ.
We ﬁnd signiﬁcant main eﬀects of assistant (F (2, 92) = 4.20, p = .018) and
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Table 1. Results of the linear mixed eﬀect analyses: Type III tests of the ﬁxed eﬀects
of the total UX-questionnaire scores
Sum Sq

Mean Sq Num. df Den. df F

p

AttrakDiﬀ
Assistant

6.73

3.36 2.00

92.00

7.27

.001**

Task Type

4.08

4.08 1.00

43.00

8.83

.005**

Assistant x Task Type

1.00

0.50 2.00

92.00

1.08

.343

Age

0.13

0.13 1.00

43.00

0.28

.598

Gender

0.39

0.39 1.00

43.00

0.84

.365

Prior Use

0.32

0.32 1.00

43.00

0.70

.408

Assistant

3.70

1.85 2.00

92.00

4.20

.018*

Task Type

5.25

5.25 1.00

43.00

11.93 .001**

Assistant x Task Type

2.21

1.11 2.00

92.00

2.51

.086

Age

0.12

0.12 1.00

43.00

0.27

.605

SASSI

Gender

0.02

0.02 1.00

43.00

0.04

.839

Prior Use

1.60

1.60 1.00

43.00

3.64

.063

10.86

5.43 2.00

92.00

11.47 <.001***

SUISQ-R
Assistant
Task Type

2.76

2.76 1.00

43.00

5.83

.020*

Assistant x Task Type

1.14

0.57 2.00

92.00

1.20

.306

Age

0.03

0.03 1.00

43.00

0.07

.795

Gender

0.02

0.02 1.00

43.00

0.04

.836

Prior Use

0.17

0.17 1.00

43.00

0.36

.551

Assistant

1443.84

721.92 2.00

92.00

3.82

.026*

Task Type

1477.78

1477.78 1.00

43.00

7.82

.008**

178.21

89.11 2.00

92.00

0.47

.626

Gender

5.79

5.79 1.00

43.00

0.03

.862

Age

5.20

5.20 1.00

43.00

0.03

.869

Prior Use
738.77
738.77 1.00
Note. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

43.00

3.91

.055

SUS

Assistant x Task Type

task type (F (1, 43) = 14.367, p < .001) while the interaction is not signiﬁcant
(F (2, 92) = 2.51, p = .086). Again, ratings for the single-tasks condition are signiﬁcantly higher compared to the multi-tasks condition, as indicated by post-hoc
tests (t(43) = 3.45, p = .001). Scores for Siri are signiﬁcantly higher compared to
Alexa (t(92) = 3.79, p < .001). The diﬀerence between Siri and Google Assistant
is not signiﬁcant (t(92) = 2.01, p = .096), as is the diﬀerence between Google
Assistant and Alexa (t(92) = 0.68, p = .774). Neither age, gender or prior use
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demonstrate signiﬁcant main eﬀects (see Table 1). Marginal R2 was .217, conditional R2 was .559.
3.3

SUISQ-R

The ICC for SUISQ-R is .462. Results for SUISQ-R again mirror previous
results. Assistant (F (2, 92) = 11.47, p < .001) and task type (F (1, 43) =
6.87, p < .012) show signiﬁcant main eﬀects and their interaction is not signiﬁcant (F (2, 92) = 1.20, p = .306). Post-hoc tests reveal that scores for the
single-tasks condition are signiﬁcantly higher compared to the multi-tasks condition (t(43) = 2.42, p = .020). Furthermore they show that Siri achieves signiﬁcantly higher scores compared to Alexa (t(92) = 4.65, p < .001), while ratings for
Siri and Google Assistant do not diﬀer signiﬁcantly (t(92) = 1.34, p = .380). In
contrast to the other questionnaires, scores for Google Assistant are also significantly higher than those of Alexa, (t(92) = 3.32, p = .004). Again, age, gender
and prior use do not exhibit main eﬀects (see Table 1). Marginal R2 is .155,
conditional R2 is .543.
3.4

SUS

The ICC for SUS is .457. Results for SUS are in line with those of the other questionnaires. We ﬁnd signiﬁcant main eﬀects for assistant (F (2, 92) = 3.82, p =
.026) and task type (F (1, 43) = 7.82, p = .008), but not for their interaction
(F (2, 92) = 0.47, p = .626). For the SUS, post-hoc tests show again higher
ratings for the single-tasks condition compared to the multi-tasks condition
(t(43) = 2.80, p = .008). Ratings for Siri are signiﬁcantly higher compared to
Alexa (t(92) = 2.62, p = .028), but not higher than those of Google Assistant
(t(92) = 0.54, p = .853). The diﬀerence between Alexa and Google Assistant is
not signiﬁcant (t(92) = 2.08, p = .010). None of the covariates (age, gender and
prior use) shows a signiﬁcant main eﬀect (see Table 1). Marginal R2 was .164,
conditional R2 was .546.
3.5

Evaluation of Model Choice

We have chosen a multilevel approach because we expected dependencies in our
data due to the repeated measures design. That the ICC values of all questionnaires are considerably higher than the threshold of .05 [30] indicates that this
is indeed the case. To test whether the variation in participants baseline UX
is signiﬁcant, we compare the multi-level approach here with the more widelyused linear regression approach. For the comparison we use multiple criteria that
are commonly used to compare models, namely AIC, BIC and likelihood-ratio
tests [29]. Note that the only diﬀerence between the multi-level and the linear
models is that the former allow random variation of intercepts of participants’
ratings and the latter do not. In our data, intercepts of participants’ ratings
are equivalent to their average UX ratings. By allowing average ratings to vary,
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we assume that participants diﬀer in their baseline ratings of UX. Allowing for
random intercepts leads to a signiﬁcantly better model ﬁt for all four questionnaires, indicated by both the likelihood ratio test and the information criteria
(see Table 2 in the appendix) for details. This implies that there is substantial
variation in participants baseline ratings of UX.

4

Discussion

In our study, consistent patterns emerge across the evaluated questionnaires.
This suggests valid diﬀerences in UX between task types and smart speakers.
We measured UX for goal-oriented tasks (playing music) and usability may be
a primary factor inﬂuencing user ratings for those tasks [36], which may explain
why we see similar patters across UX metrics. All evaluated questionnaires differentiate UX of single and multi-turn tasks as well as of smart speakers, which
indicates that they can be used to measure diﬀerences in UX of interactions with
smart speakers.
4.1

UX Metrics for Smart Speakers

As UX diﬀerences are measured consistently, which of the four evaluated questionnaires should one pick, when wanting to measure UX with smart speakers?
This question is important both for practitioners and researchers working in
companies or institutes who may use UX as key performance measure of smart
speakers. One can argue that, as all of the evaluated questionnaires measure
similar diﬀerences and constructs [21], it does not matter which questionnaire
is used. However, Lewis [20], Kocaballi et al. [16] and Brüggemeier et al. [21]
note that each of the questionnaires has drawbacks like lack of norms, reliability
and validity tests [20], incomplete measurement of UX [16] and diﬀerences in
face validity and length [21]. Kocaballi et al. [16] suggest to combine multiple
questionnaires so that some drawbacks can be compensated for. However, there
may be situations in which using only one questionnaire may be preferable, for
example when we do not learn more from using more than one questionnaire
[21], or when repetitive exposure to questionnaires can be tiring to users [21], or
when there are time restraints. For such situations we suggest to use SUISQ-R to
measure UX in interactions with smart speakers. In our set-up, diﬀerences in UX
were consistently measured across questionnaires, including SUISQ-R. SUISQ-R
(14 items) is shorter than SASSI (34 items) and AttrakDiﬀ (28 items). Moreover,
SUISQ-R has a higher face validity than AttrakDiﬀ and SUS for interactions with
smart speakers [21].
Future work can evaluate other questionnaires with smart speakers. For
example UEQ+ [37] could be assessed. UEQ+ is modular and has 16 scales
that can be added or omitted to ﬁt product and use context. Scales include factors of UX like stimulation, which comprises fun, and fun has been reported to be
insuﬃciently covered by other metrics [16]. Moreover, UEQ+-scales like ‘Trust’
may be of interest for speech interfaces also, given privacy and trust scandals
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[38]. Furthermore, research into designing questionnaires speciﬁcally for smart
speakers is indicated.
4.2

Multi-turn Tasks vs Single Tasks

We ﬁnd that single interactions unanimously score higher in UX than multiturn interactions. This demonstrates that the number of tasks (one vs. more
than one) might aﬀect UX of smart speakers. This is not surprising, as multiturn interactions constitute challenges for conversational systems [22]. In our
study we asked participants in the multi-turn task condition to tackle two or
three tasks that were related to each other. We found marked reductions in UX
compared to single tasks. An example for a multi-turn task scenario is someone
playing music and then asking for information about the music (e.g. when it was
ﬁrst released).
One of the three multi-turn tasks we presented (creating playlists) was not
supported by any of the smart speakers. The experience of not being able to
solve this task may have negatively aﬀected UX scores for multi-turn tasks.
Hence, the diﬀerences we ﬁnd between single and multi-turn tasks may be due
to the fact that one of the three multi-turn tasks could not be completed. Future
research should investigate the eﬀect of task success on UX in interactions with
smart speakers. In addition, it would be interesting to investigate if there is
a correlation between UX and the number of tasks in interactions with smart
speakers. If the number of connected tasks increases, does the UX in interactions
with smart speakers decrease?
4.3

UX Diﬀerences in Smart Speakers

Our data suggest that for music control UX of Apple’s HomePod exceeds UX
of Amazon’s Alexa. Moreover, scores for Siri were consistently higher compared
to Google Home, however, diﬀerences were not or only marginally signiﬁcant.
This ﬁnding is true for both single and multi-turn tasks. This indicates that
participants in our study had a superior user experience when interacting with
Siri than with the other two assistants. Apple’s HomePod is praised in product
reviews for its sound quality when playing music [10,11,39], which may be a
reason why we ﬁnd higher UX scores for HomePod than other speakers. However,
most participants stopped music playback after a few seconds. If playback quality
explained the ranking of speech assistants, brief periods of playback must have
been suﬃcient to cause diﬀerences in UX. Another possible explanation is that
Siri’s language setting was British English, while the other two assistants were
set to American English. It could be that participants preferred interacting with
British over American speech assistants. Also, speaker accent inﬂuences lexical
choices of users, which may aﬀect the overall interaction and user experience
[18]. Moreover, the conversational quality of Siri might be superior to the other
assistants. This however, is in contrast with reviews suggesting that “Interacting
with Google Assistant has the most natural feel. It understands your commands
better than Alexa. (...) HomePod’s Siri is the least intelligent of the three”
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[9]. Such reviews are in agreement with ﬁndings by Berdasco et al. [12] which
suggest that correctness and naturalness of Alexa and Google Assistant are rated
as superior to Siri. Another potential explanation for the result that users in
our study report Siri to have the best UX is brand expectations [23]. Indeed,
Thomas Brill [23] demonstrates that user expectations are a strong predictor of
user satisfaction and he argues that users want their expectations to be fulﬁlled,
which may bias their evaluation of speech assistants. Further, Brill suggests that
expectations are based on the company brand [23]. Thus companies like Apple
may proﬁt from positive brand expectations.
Users in our study knew what product they were interacting with, as we
introduced them to the three smart speakers by mentioning their names and the
companies that produce them before participants started the experiment. We did
not further comment on the products. Hence we measured UX confounded with
brand and these scores may diﬀer if users would not be able to identify product
brands. This could be achieved for example by letting users interact with smart
speakers behind a visual cover. However, even if users do not see speakers, they
still hear them and voices of Alexa, Siri and Google Assistant might be recognized
by participants. Hence a blind assessment of smart speakers may not be suﬃcient
to exclude brand eﬀects. Researchers would have to implement Alexa, Siri and
Google Assistant such that they use the same voice. In addition, users would
have to be able to activate each assistant with the same wake word, for example
“Computer” instead of “Alexa”, to prevent users recognizing assistants based
on their names. Moreover, speaker hardware and appearance may aﬀect UX and
our participants were able to see the speakers. If the three speech assistants were
implemented to run on three similar speakers, eﬀects of hardware and appearance
would be controlled. Thus future studies could anonymize smart speakers, to test
only their conversational abilities.
4.4

Limitations

We present a purely quantitative approach here, which misses important aspects
of user experience, which are captured by qualitative approaches. For example
product reviewers comment on prize, setting-up process, compatibility with other
devices, number of skills and other aspects [10,11,39] that are not covered in
our experiment. We believe that qualitative and quantitative information on
user experience (UX) and usability are complementary. Future research could
include qualitative methods like interviews, thinking out loud, diary studies, or
behavioral analysis from video as they may shed light on questions such as why
Apple’s Siri rates higher in UX than the other two assistants.
Participants in our study ﬁlled out four questionnaires after completing each
interaction with each speech assistant. This means UX was measured repeatedly
and this may be problematic, as participants may get tired or annoyed, when they
ﬁll out questionnaires repeatedly. We controlled for potential eﬀects of fatigue
or mood on responses by randomizing the presentation of questionnaires. Each
of the questionnaires had the same probability to be ﬁlled out as ﬁrst, second,
third or last. In addition, we randomized the order of interactions with smart
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speakers, so that each smart speaker was equally likely to be used as ﬁrst, second
or last speaker. Still, the fact that we see similar patterns in UX scores across
questionnaires may be due to our repeated measure approach. Hence, future
work may evaluate UX questionnaires with independent user groups.
The multi-turn condition was designed so that one of the tasks was impossible to complete. However, we did not include details on whether participants
managed to complete the other tasks, even in the single-task condition. It would
be good to know whether there were diﬀerences, for example, between participants who could complete all the other tasks apart from the impossible one, and
participants who could not complete some of the other tasks, perhaps because
the smart speaker did not understand the command. Also, perhaps some people
could complete all the tasks at the ﬁrst attempt, while others took more than
one attempt. These are all diﬀerences that likely inﬂuence the perceived UX.
Participants in our study were mostly non-native English speakers. Only two
out of the 48 included participants were natives. In our recruiting we asked people
to register only if they had a good command of spoken English, however it is
still possible that testing mostly non-natives aﬀects UX with speech assistants
[40]. Thus future research should evaluate UX questionnaires with native and
non-native speakers.
We computed global scores for all questionnaires to facilitate comparison.
However, not all questionnaires are designed for global scores. For example,
SASSI is not designed to be used as a global measure. Computing a global score
for SASSI may have distorted results for that questionnaire.

5

Conclusion

We quantify UX with commercial smart speakers and ﬁnd consistent diﬀerences
between task types and speakers. To the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst
to describe these UX patterns for smart speakers. Other use contexts, tasks and
metrics may show diﬀerent patterns in UX of virtual assistants. We believe that
the HCI community will proﬁt from a data repository of UX scores for interactions with speech assistants. Such data may help to identify factors that are
relevant for UX in interaction with VUI. Some of the factors that are commonly
mentioned in reviews of smart speakers, like sound quality, compatibility with
Smart Home devices, and diﬃculty of set-up [9–11] are not covered in any of the
questionnaires we analyzed. The deﬁnition and assessment of UX with speech
assistants may have to be extended to cover attributes that are identiﬁed as relevant by qualitative reviews. Our data suggest that UX diﬀers across task types
and smart speakers and that we should keep track of scores for diﬀerent set-ups
as such data are necessary for creating meaningful norms that act as basis for
evaluation [20]. Norms facilitate meaningful evaluations and comparisons and so
far none of the evaluated metrics have norms for interactions with speech assistants [20]. It will be challenging to create comprehensive norms for interactions
with speech assistants, as they are complex and datasets from diﬀerent laboratories and experiments have limited comparability. Despite these challenges,
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data repositories with UX scores of interactions with speech assistants are a step
towards answering a question that is relevant for both researchers and practitioners: “What is good-enough user experience?”.

Appendix

Table 2. Results of the linear mixed eﬀects analysis for the Random Eﬀects.
Model

df AIC

Deviance χ2

df (χ2 ) p

BIC

logLik

382.31
379.23

−166.30 332.61
−162.28 324.56

8.05

410.59
393.35

−180.45 360.90
−169.34 338.69

22.21 1

<.001***

427.73
407.51

−189.02 378.03
−176.42 352.84

25.19 1

<.001***

No RE
10 1259.22 1288.92 −619.61 1239.22
With RE 11 1236.60 1269.27 −607.30 1214.60 24.62 1
Note. a RE = Random Eﬀects; *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

<.001***

AttrakDiﬀ
No REa 10 352.61
With RE 11 346.56

1

.005**

SASSI
No RE
10 380.90
With RE 11 360.69
SUISQ-R
No RE
10 398.03
With RE 11 374.84
SUS
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A Study on the Cross-Screen User Experience
of Watching Live Streaming News
Liang Yuan Che(B) and Chien-Hsiung Chen
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Abstract. With the wide spread of smart handheld device and the rapid development of Internet technology, the opportunity for global population to use live
broadcast technology across screens has been increasing. Traditional ways of
watching TV news via cable or air broadcasting are no longer the primary media
receiving channel for users. In fact, in the modern era, many media corporates
also provide instant and fast news to the public by using different communication channels on different devices. By adopting the behavior of cross-screen live
streaming news watching, the authors hope to explore innovative interaction styles
with users and, at the same time, increase their cross-screen user experience. The
purpose of this study is to explore the users’ task performance regarding information search while conducting cross-screen interactions. The experiment was a
two-factor mixed factorial design, i.e. 2 (viewing style) × 2 (graphic/text focus).
A total of four prototypes were created for the experiment. Twelve participants
were invited to take part in the experiment by convenient sampling method. The
participants were asked to conduct five tasks. Among them, two of the participants’ task performance were collected for further statistical analysis. After the
tasks were conducted, each participant was required to answer the questionnaire
of System Usability Scale (SUS), NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX), and
subjective preference. A semi-structured interview was also conducted after the
participant completed the experimental tasks.
The generated results of this study revealed that: (1) The viewing style tended
to be different according to users’ use scenarios. Their degrees of interests were
related to the information contents. (2) The recommended information visualization is to adopt graphic first with text as supportive information. That is, when
the user could not understand the meaning of the graphics, they can confirm by
reading the texts or click on the relevant icon for more information. (3) In task 1,
most participants preferred to interact with the device in the horizontal style with
texts first and graphics as supportive design. This is because the toolbar is placed
on the right side of the screen for better click-on position. (4) In task 5, most
participants preferred interact with the device in the vertical style with graphics
first and texts as supportive design. This is because the page was placed in the
lower right corner of the screen after zooming out and it was displayed as an icon.
Keywords: Cross screen · Live streaming news · User experience · Graphic ·
Text · Vertical · Horizontal
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1 Introduction
Television is a popular form of entertainment in modern families. With the spread of the
Internet and the rise of the concept of smart homeownership, more and more TV sets
have been installed, and more users are receiving reply via the Internet’s cross-screen. It
can receive instant news messages through various channels, such as streaming video,
sharing on the forum, etc. The authors have also discovered this phenomenon and have
shown an extension of the second screen through handheld devices (i.e. mobile phones
or tablet PCs) so that viewers can directly discuss their interactions with the content of
the TV program.
Even though hand-held devices are well developed, many users are accustomed to
watching the news on the TV and getting instant messages through the Internet. Because
users enjoy watching TV during the same period, they visit the web pages related to
the topic or share their own interesting topics with friends to join the discussion. This
interaction has also encouraged the number of people watching the news live through the
Internet and across the screen. As a result of this interactive mode, TV production units
are gradually planned to increase audience dependence on the program. For example,
viewers are encouraged to call live programs and send comments to share their views
on the topic. Finally, through the use of the TV as the first screen and the handheld
device as the second screen, the film consumer obtains more relevant information and
interacts with the TV program to demonstrate that personal opinions have become the
mainstream multi-media interaction mode.
This study aims to explore the effect of viewing patterns and graphical interface
design on users’ experience and performance during cross-screen viewing of news live
broadcast. Neem and Dozier [6] pointed out that the cost of cross-screen viewing can be
divided into two types (i.e. the passive cross-screen viewing and the active cross-screen
viewing) [11], and active cross-screen viewing such as information search, social media
discussion, etc. Excluding users’ social burden (i.e., social affordances), the effect is that
users will be immersed in a multi-screen viewing experience to view the audio and video
channels. The internal product is more viscous and is more willing to raise the level of
discussion in the community media. How to improve user interaction and enhance user
interaction is an important topic for human-machine interaction.
This study also tries to explore the interaction between the interface design and
the user during the live broadcast of news on the cross-screen viewing line. The main
intention is to understand the user’s use of the interface, the burden of the work and the
subjective preference in watching the news. The information function provided by the
handheld device is of great importance to the viewer in a cross-screen viewing attitude.
The above topics are still yet to be clarified and will be investigated and discussed in
this study.

2 Background
Cross-screen viewing was first used for related research on PDAs which requires people
to performing tasks while watching TV. With the expansion of the Internet service area
and the popularity of handheld devices, users are still used to using home television as the
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main medium for receiving information. At the same time, they are using mobile phones
to further search for relevant information or share discussions. Shin [10] suggested that
“social” (e.g., interaction) is the main reason for the transition from a single screen to a
cross-screen [12]. The production unit also found that when the film and video consumers
are keen to meet their needs, the interaction between the screen and the screen gives them
control over the consumption of the medium. Once consumers get a sense of satisfaction
and joy from this interaction, they will become more dependent on the event’s purpose.
Pavlik [9] argued that the second screen not only conveys the content of the TV
program but also provides added value for the enjoyment of the experience [10]. The
synergy between the main screen and the second screen can enhance the overall enjoyment of the audience. The interactive effect can be achieved through the two types of
screens, which will make the user more immersed in the program. Kari and Savolainen
[5] pointed out the context created by television and the second screen is important
for understanding the content of the program [7]. Without the context, it is not very
meaningful to use the information in different ways. The application of the second fluorescent screen has been widely used in a variety of programming situations, creating
opportunities for the industry to advertise in a wide range of advertisements, as well
as allowing users to become more immersed in the event’s content. As a result, it has
become very important in the design of cross-platforms. Levin (2014) proposed the 3C
model. It contains consistency (consistent), Continuous design (Continuous), complementary design (Complementary). Consistency design is the same experience that has
been reproduced to all the devices, such as internal flow, structure and main functions
so that the participants can enjoy the whole experience independently on any device.
Persistent design is transmitted from one setup to another, regardless of whether the
same activity (or shifting to different contexts) moves towards the same goal. Finally,
the inter complementary scheme is to create a new experience by pretending to help each
other (i.e., using the relevant information function) by integrating two types of installation (cooperation, control) (e.g. cross-screen “cooperation” to produce a common visual
experience, and “controlling” to use hand-held devices as a remote control.
Visual search on a handheld device when viewing across screens is very relevant
to the user’s viewing mode. Visual search is the process of finding a target in a certain
scene. Yang et al. [13] mentioned that the Islamic scholar Alhazen once divided the
visual process into aspectus and inuitio obtutus. That is, the entire scene can be seen at
first glance, and then carefully observed [6]. To the processing of individual perception
messages. If the viewing scene is between 2–30°, people can observe by moving the
eyes. If the viewing target exceeds the above angle, you need to move your head to see
all the details. Visual search is a time-consuming process, and the process depends on
people’s interest and expectations about the scene. There are also many related types
of research on viewing modes and the visual search efficiency of text. For example,
Ojanpää, Näsänen, and Kojo [8] proposed that there is significant evidence for the overall
speed of horizontal scanning and vertical scanning [9]. Deng, Kahn, Unnava, and Lee
[4] also mentioned that because the eyes of a person are horizontal and match the
direction of eye movement required to process the horizontal direction, the horizontal
comparison the vertical display is smoother and faster in information processing [5].
However, whether such differences apply to handheld devices for cross-screen viewing
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remains to be clarified. The follow-up of this study will also focus on the preliminary
interviews for visual scanning and search efficiency of handheld devices under crossscreen viewing.
Because cross-screen viewing is an activity that switches between attention categories, participants watch the audiovisual program through the first screen, while operating the second screen (e.g., a hand-held device) to perform advanced functional operations. How participants can successfully find the required function depends on the design
of the menu. In previous research, Benbasat and Todd (1993) discussed the menu text
and email ratio and visual search performance of the email system earlier [1]. In the
experiment, icons and text were used as experimental samples. In this study, there is no
significant difference between icons and text. In Theil and Hwang’s [12] experiment, the
elderly were invited to make corresponding gestures in the air according to the experimental samples they saw [3]. The study divided the experimental samples into text,
static graphics, and dynamic graphics. Finally, it was found that pictures can produce
the correct corresponding gestures as quickly as possible. From the above studies, it can
be found that under different operating situations, interfaces, menus, and even the interface graphic ratio will affect the user’s visual search performance. How to understand
people’s viewing habits and visual search preferences in the context of cross-screen
viewing is also the focus of this study.
Imagine the process in which a user operates a task in front of two screens and
switches attention. How to make people and machines work more smoothly through
interface design is the core task of user interface design. Designers can refer to Norman
[7]’s “Seven Principles of User-centered Design” [8] and Shneiderman [11]’s “Law of
Eight User Interface Designs” [13] passed this category, through these design principles
will effectively enhance the user’s operational experience. Once the user has better
experience or experience than any other product, he or she is more inclined to repeat the
product and develop a feeling of trust.
Cross-screen viewing is generally possible through various display devices. However, there are still a number of applications for cross-screen viewing. Apart from the
low availability of the system interface and the technical problems such as breakage,
users still hope to be able to transfer or connect the system through enhanced visual
experience. This study tries to explore the impact of interface design in different viewing modes on the effectiveness of information search in cross-screen viewing. Finally,
the user’s preferences in the various operational tasks are understood from the usability
scales, the workload scales, and the subjective preference scales. The following is a brief
introduction to the quantity scale used in this experiment:
2.1 System Usability Scale, SUS
SUS is a well-known experimental scale for usability testing (see Table 1). Since its
creation by John Brooke (1986) [2], it has been widely used in the rapid test of testing
product system interface and website pages. SUS contains a total of ten questions, each
of which gives five options (1 strongly disagree, 5 strongly agree). According to about
500 studies in the past, the average SUS score is 68 points. It is generally considered
that a system score higher than 68 points is easy to use, and a system score lower than
68 is not easy to use.
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Table 1. System usability scale
1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex
3. I thought the system was easy to use
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use
9. I felt very confident using the system
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system
John Brooke [2]

2.2 The NASA Task Load Index, NASA-TLX
NASA-TLX is a widely used perceived workload assessment tool (see Table 2). The
rating scale developed by Human Performance Group at NASA’s Ames Research Center
has more than 4,400 research applications in various fields so far. NASA-TLX contains a
total of six subjective subscales, with seven options given to each question (1 is extremely
low and 7 is extremely high). Each scale participant has a description, and participants
can score on the content of the experiment.
Table 2. NASA-TLX (The NASA Task Load Index)
Subjective subscales

Description

1

Mental Demand

How much mental and perceptual activity was required? Was the
task easy or demanding, simple or complex?

2

Physical Demand

How much physical activity was required? Was the task easy or
demanding, slack or strenuous?

3

Temporal Demand

How much time pressure did you feel due to the pace at which the
tasks or task elements occurred? Was the pace slow or rapid?

4

Effort

How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to
accomplish your level of performance?

5

Frustration Level

How irritated, stressed, and annoyed versus content, relaxed, and
complacent did you feel during the task?

6

Overall Performance

How successful were you in performing the task? How satisfied
were you with your performance?

7

Overall Task Load

Overall Task Load score
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3 Method
This study is intended to understand the interactive research on information search
efficiency between interface design and viewing mode when viewing across screens
(see Fig. 1). Generally, in the interface design of a handheld device, the graphic ratio
will affect the efficiency of the user’s reading information. When viewing video and
audio media on a handheld device, under different viewing modes, its graphic ratio may
also affect the user’s operating efficiency due to different situations. In other words, how
to use a handheld device as a second screen to view audiovisual media, the interface
graphic ratio is a very important issue.

Fig. 1. Experimental design. Note: The experiment is a two-factor mixed experiment design. A
total of four prototypes are generated. Each participant will be assigned two different prototypes
to perform five main tasks. After each prototype is completed, three scales will need to be filled
out.

This study established a series of cross-screen news broadcast scenes and introduced
the inter-screen viewing scenarios and follow-up experiments to the participants before
the experiment began. Four different handheld device interfaces were created by Proto-io,
a Prototype Production Tool, and the iPhone 6S was used as the first screen and the second
screen viewing device to provide the participants with simulation and experimental
operation.
The design prototype was created through an analogue application and the participants would operate five tasks in the experimental flow. The experiment was a two-factor
mixed factorial design, i.e. 2 (viewing style) × 2 (graphic/text focus). A total of four
prototypes were created for the experiment. The prototype interface framework contains
five pages: the home page, the search page, the live streaming page, the chat room page,
and the narrowing of the live streaming page. The page design for both viewing style is
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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Horizontal style
Texts first
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Graphics
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supportive
texts

24:76:0

80:20:0

16:72:12

72:18:10

1:46:53

36:24:40

0:49:51

64:29:7

11:59:30

50:20:30

8:30:62

38:0:62

1:69:30

18:52:30

0:20:80

20:0:80

24:76:0

68:29:3

16:75:9

79:14:7

(Graphic: Texts: Background color)

Fig. 2. Interface design of the experimental prototype. (Note: This study planned the prototype
interface according to the grid-scale and experimental design variables. The page design, text, and
background color ratios areas above.)

Based on the user interface design, the prototype is combined with live news and simulates the live news (see Fig. 3 below for details) and invites the participants to perform
task operations according to the experimental process (see the Experimental procedure
below). The main task operation purpose in this study is to sort out the operation process and apply the 3C model of cross-device experience mentioned in the Levin (2014)
literature. Reference task 1 refers to the “consistency” method and task 5 refers to “continuity” Approach, and in the final results discussion section focus on the relationship
between these two tasks.
Before the experiment officially starts, the experiment introduction and prototype
group assignment will be conducted, so that the participants can understand the experimental simulation scene, understand the interaction method and the subsequent method.
Because the experimental design is distributed using a two-factor mixed experimental
design, each participant will be assigned two different prototype interfaces for segmented
operations.
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After the start of the formal experiment, the participants will follow the main tasks in
steps. During the operation, the researchers will record the operation seconds as reference
performance data. After completing the first-stage prototype operation, the participants
will fill in the System Usability Scale (SUS), NASA-Task Load Index (NASA-TLX),
and subjective preference scale in order, and then proceed to the second-stage prototype
operation. After the two-stage prototype operation is completed, a semi-structured interview will be conducted to help the participant recall the prototype characteristics and
operation process and to understand the participants’ problems and difficulties during
the operation through the interview. Participant population data will also be collected
before the end of the experiment. We hope to explore the problems of interface interaction
through rigorous process design and further propose solutions to improve it.

Fig. 3. Experimental procedure. Note: The experimental process will be divided into four steps.
At the beginning of the experiment, researchers will explain the main purpose of this study and
how it will be performed. Steps two and three will perform five main tasks based on the assigned
prototype and fill out the scale. After completion, the researcher will lead the participant to process
review and semi-structured interview record.

In this study, the purposeful sampling method was used to invite twelve participants
to participate in a cross-screen viewing online news live research, to obtain user needs
and improve solutions through experimental design and data collection.

4 Results
In this experiment, a total of twelve participants watched live online news across screens
and performed five main tasks, such as finding a specific online live news channel,
reducing the screen and playing the next news. Each participant will operate a total
of two experimental prototypes, two System Usability Scale (SUS), NASA-Task Load
Index (NASA-TLX), and subjective preference scale in two stages to collect subjective
feelings of the user’s operational interactions. The research results are summarized.
The participants found that there were no significant differences in the use of SUS
in the two variables among the four experimental prototypes (P = 0.6 > 0.05). In the
experimental sample, the prototype of the straight text master figure auxiliary (M = 64)
prototype is less than 68 points, which is insufficient. The MEAN value in descending
order is: Vertical style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 71.5) = Horizontal
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style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 71.5) > Horizontal style with texts
first with supportive graphics (M = 70.0) > Vertical style with texts first with supportive
graphics (*M = 64.0) (see Table 3).
Table 3. Two-way ANOVA Table of SUS
Sources

SS

df

MS

F

P

Viewing style

18.00 1.00 18.00 0.16 0.73

Graphic/text focus

40.50 1.00 40.50 0.88 0.45

Viewing style X graphic/text focus 18.00 1.00 18.00 0.39 0.60
*P < .05

From the Two-way ANOVA Table (see Table 4). of NASA-TLX in “Mental
Demand”, it was found that the participants considered there was no significant difference between two viewing styles (P = 0.65 > 0.05) and two visual scales (P = 0.50
> 0.05). And also no significant interaction between two variables (P = 0.35 > 0.05).
Observe MEAN value from high to low: Horizontal style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 3.5) > Vertical style with texts first with supportive graphics (M =
2.8) > Vertical style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 2.7) > Horizontal
style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 2.5).
In “Physical Demand”, participants feel no significant difference between two viewing styles (P = 0.63 > 0.05) and in two visual scales (P = 0.41 > 0.05). Also no
significant difference between the interactions of the two variables (P = 0.07 > 0.05),
which its MEAN value in descending order is: Horizontal style with graphics first with
supportive texts (M = 3.0) = Vertical style with texts first with supportive graphics (M
= 3.0) > Vertical style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 2.5) > Horizontal
style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 1.8).
Results in “Temporal Demand”, participants considered there was no significant
difference between two viewing styles (P = 0.21 > 0.05), but have a significant difference
in two visual scales (*P = 0.01 < 0.05) and also in the two variables interactions (*P
= 0.01 < 0.05). “Temporal Demand” MEAN value from high to low: Horizontal style
with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 5.3) > Vertical style with graphics first
with supportive texts (M = 2.4) > Vertical style with texts first with supportive graphics
(M = 2.2) > Horizontal style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 1.3).
With “Effort” result shown that participants concluded that there was no significant
difference between the two viewing styles (P = 0.39 > 0.05) and that there was no
significant difference between the two visual scales (P = 0.32 > 0.05) and also no significant difference between the interaction of the two variables (P = 0.84 > 0.05). Which
MEAN value in descending order is: Horizontal style with texts first with supportive
graphics (M = 3.8) > Vertical style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 3.5)
> Horizontal style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 3.0) > Vertical style
with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 2.3).
The participants in the “Frustration Level” concluded that there was no significant
difference between the two viewing styles (P = 0.72 > 0.05) and that there was no
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Table 4. Two-way ANOVA Table of NASA-TLX
Sources

1. Mental Demand

2. Physical Demand

3. Temporal Demand

4. Effort

5. Frustration Level

df

MS

F

P

Viewing style

0.30

1.00

0.30

0.22

0.65

Graphic/text focus

0.83

1.00

0.83

0.50

0.50

Viewing style X graphic/text
focus

1.63

1.00

1.63

0.97

0.35

Viewing style

0.67

1.00

0.67

0.25

0.63

Graphic/text focus

0.67

1.00

0.67

0.74

0.41

Viewing style X graphic/text
focus

3.94

1.00

3.94

4.35

0.07

Viewing style

4.00

1.00

4.00

2.01

0.21

Graphic/text focus

16.54

1.00

16.54

18.38

*0.01

Viewing style X graphic/text
focus

13.54

1.00

13.54

15.04

*0.01

Viewing style

1.41

1.00

1.41

0.82

0.39

Graphic/text focus

5.21

1.00

5.21

1.13

0.32

Viewing style X graphic/text
focus

0.21

1.00

0.21

0.05

0.84

Viewing style

0.20

1.00

0.20

0.14

0.72

Graphic/text focus

0.20

1.00

0.20

0.33

0.58

Viewing style X graphic/text
focus

5.00

1.00

5.00

8.33

*0.02

1.34

1.00

1.34

2.30

0.17

Graphic/text focus

1.60

1.00

1.60

0.98

0.36

Viewing style X graphic/text
focus

1.60

1.00

1.60

0.98

0.36

Viewing style

0.53

1.00

0.53

0.29

0.60

Graphic/text focus

4.80

1.00

4.80

12.80

*0.01

Viewing style X graphic/text
focus

4.80

1.00

4.80

12.80

*0.01

6. Overall Performance Viewing style

7. Overall Task Load

SS

*P < .05

significant difference between the two visual scales (P = 0.58 > 0.05). And there was a
significant difference between the interaction of the two variables (*P = 0.02 < 0.05). The
MEAN value from high to low: Vertical style with texts first with supportive graphics
(M = 2.8) > Horizontal style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 2.4) >
Horizontal style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 1.6) = Vertical style with
graphics first with supportive texts (M = 1.6).
In “Overall Performance”, participants considered that there was no significant difference between two viewing styles (P = 0.17 > 0.05), and there was no significant
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difference between the two visual scales (P = 0.36 > 0.05). There was also no significant difference between the variable interactions (P = 0.36 > 0.05). The overall MEAN
value in descending order is: Horizontal style with texts first with supportive graphics
(M = 5.4) > Vertical style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 4.3) = Vertical
style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 4.3) > Horizontal style with graphics
first with supportive texts (M = 4.2).
Finally, the participants in “Overall Task Load” think that there was no significant
difference between the two viewing styles (P = 0.60 > 0.05) and that there was a
significant difference between the two visual scales (*P = 0.01 < 0.05) and there was
also a significant difference between the interaction of the two variables (*P = 0.01
< 0.05). The MEAN value from high to low: Horizontal style with graphics first with
supportive texts (M = 3.5) > Vertical style with texts first with supportive graphics (M
= 2.8) = Vertical style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 2.8) > Horizontal
style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 1.5).
From the “Subjective Preference” analysis of Two-way ANOVA Table (see Table 5),
it shows that the participants concluded that there was no significant difference between
the two viewing styles (P = 0.86 > 0.05) and no significant difference between the
two visual scales (P = 0.17 > 0.05) and also no significant difference between the
interaction of the two variables (P = 0.17 > 0.05). With MEAN value in descending
order is Horizontal style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 5.5) > Vertical
style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 5.0) = Vertical style with graphics
first with supportive texts (M = 5.0) >Horizontal style with graphics first with supportive
texts (M = 4.3).
Table 5. Two-way ANOVA Table of subjective preferences
Sources

SS

Viewing style

0.04 1.00 0.04 0.03 0.86

df

MS

F

P

graphic/text focus

2.04 1.00 2.04 2.17 0.17

Viewing style X graphic/text focus 2.04 1.00 2.04 2.17 0.17
*P < .05

From the Two-way ANOVA Table of the Information search performance in Task
1 (see Table 6), it was found that the participants considered there was no significant
difference between two viewing styles (P = 0.25 > 0.05) and two visual scales (P = 0.81
> 0.05). And also no significant interaction between two variables (P = 0.81 > 0.05).
Observe MEAN value from high to low: Vertical style with texts first with supportive
graphics (M = 5.75) = Vertical style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 5.75)
> Horizontal style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 5.00) > Horizontal
style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 4.25).
In the Information search performance in Task 5, it was found that the participants
considered there was a significant difference between two viewing styles (*P = 0.04 <
0.05). But no significant difference between two visual scales (P = 0.17 > 0.05), also no
significant interaction between two variables (P = 0.39 > 0.05). Observe MEAN value
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Table 6. Two-way ANOVA Table of the Information search performance
Sources

Task 1

Task 5

Viewing style

SS
5.06

df
1.00

MS
5.06

F
1.61

P
0.25

graphic/text focus

0.56

1.00

0.56

0.06

0.81

Viewing style X graphic/text focus

0.56

1.00

0.56

0.06

0.81

108.48

1.00

108.48

2.52

*0.04

39.05

1.00

39.05

0.91

315.08

10.00

Viewing style
graphic/text focus
Viewing style X graphic/text focus

0.17
0.39

*P < .05

from high to low: Horizontal style with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 21.67)
> Horizontal style with graphics first with supportive texts (M = 12.67) > Vertical style
with texts first with supportive graphics (M = 11.5) > Vertical style with graphics first
with supportive texts (M = 9.25).

5 Discussions
During this study, users were required to perform five tasks in the two designated
prototypes, fill in the scoring scale after each operation, and conduct semi-structured
interviews as the reference basis for interpreting the data after the completion of all
experiments.
From this study by SUS, it seems that in the two viewing styles, the graphics first
with supportive texts average score of is 71.5 (higher than the SUS standard score which
is 68 points), followed by the texts first with supportive graphics in the horizontal style.
Finally comes to the usability score assisted by the texts first with supportive graphics
in the vertical style was the lowest. It is estimated that in some interviews with the
participants, graphics first with supportive texts assisted in the two viewing styles, the
video page operation experience will be richer, and it is easier to immerse in the context
of cross-screen viewing. The horizontal style with texts first with supportive graphics is
more usable than vertical style with texts first with supportive graphics. Which can be
estimated by participants that the layout assisted by the vertical style is more difficult to
search the text information, and also feel more crowded in vertical style with texts first
with supportive graphics.
Comparing the NASA-TLX results with the participant’s interview response found
out that the results of “Mental Demand” may be compared with the participants looking
for information in a horizontal style. The main text of the picture is because the screen
size and channel picture are horizontal. The amount of information is small, and the
operation of sliding up and down affects the load on psychological perception. When
looking for information in a straight view, the leading figure of the author, because of
the large amount of information, caused a sizable psychological perception load on the
text reading.
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The result of the “Physical Demand” was to estimate that the participants had more
information about the text during direct viewing and therefore more action was required
to be. The cross-sectional aspect of the participant was that the participant’s action
during the cross-section was more burdened by the fact that the participant was unable
to determine when the required information would appear.
The result of “Temporal Demand” was to estimate that the information on the graphics first with supportive texts was relatively trivial and the information was more likely
to cause visual disturbances under vertical observation. And when the picture was more
significant, so the time burden was higher than the other. During horizontal viewing,
participants were limited by the layout of the graphics first with supportive texts. They
were not sure when the task information would appear. As a result, the temporal Demand
of the horizontal style was much higher.
However, the results of the “Effort” may be more focused and energy-consuming in
texts first with supportive graphics when referring to the data search tasks conducted by
the participants, regardless of the format (straight/crosswise) of the participant.
The “Frustration Level” results estimated that when participants in vertical viewing
with texts first with supportive graphics, they might have more details of the information
presented by the Master Diagram, and that it would take time for them to take a closer
look. Thus, the participants felt that it was not easy to find the information. In horizontal
viewing, when picture take a lot of space, because of the rolling up and down relationship,
it is not easy for participants to find the information they need.
The result of “Performance and Satisfaction” was to infer that when the participants
referred to vertical viewing with texts first with supportive graphics, the visual search
was more demanding and adverse. Therefore, the participants generally expressed a low
degree of Self-satisfaction and a low level of Self-evaluation. In horizontal viewing,
the participants find out that texts first with supportive graphics can see more information with a glance, and compare to graphics first with supportive texts, texts first with
supportive graphics shows relatively more and required less time to look for it. As compared with the fact that the participant was able to see more frequently, the results were
satisfactory.
Last, “Overall Task Load”, the respondents noted that in vertical viewing it both
waste of some attention between two visual scales. In horizontal style, graphics first
with supportive texts will be more crowded and limit by layout the information will be
cut down. So participants prefer in horizontal viewing with texts first with supportive
graphics which can catch the resource at a glance.
The results of the participant’s subjective preference interview can be inferred that
the participants’ subjective preference in vertical viewing is neutral, and there is no
particular preference difference in the proportion of text. In the horizontal viewing,
the participants preferred the texts first with supportive graphics. Although it was more
strenuous under visual searching, they could see the information they needed at a glance.
However, it is estimated that the channel picture contains a small amount of text and
graphic, that will cause visual disturbances, congestion, and participants were also more
likely to overlook important information.
As the second screen is operated as a function to assist the progression of the first
screen (TV), the usability of interface will be explored first. The results show that the
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usability of the graphics first with supportive texts will be higher in both two viewing
style. Obviously, the participants still preferred to see the video on the inter-screen
viewing. This would allow the audience to blend in with the video. The second reason
for this is that the horizontal viewing of the participant is in line with the direction of
the eye, and the visual perception is more comfortable. Last, the tools bar for horizontal
viewing are concentrated on the left side of the screen and are similar to the gestures
used in people’s operations.
The task performance part is mainly to segment the cross-screen viewing presentation
method. Under task one (consistency), the vertical viewing requires more time to operate,
and the horizontal viewing form requires less time. In the horizontal viewing mode, the
graphics first with supportive texts can complete the task-one operation more quickly.
From the interview, it can be found that when user in the task 1 is synchronized with the
second screen, the handheld device is in the horizontal mode like the TV, and the specific
viewing experience is more consistent. And the toolbar is easier to find and click when
viewing in horizontal style. However, some participants mentioned that in the horizontal
viewing with graphics first with supportive texts, the graphic is usually large relatively,
that the viewing range of the participant will be limited by the screen size, which may
cause the participant to produce more high sense of temporal demand, workload, and
led visual screening mechanism larger.
Task 5 in vertical viewing is more straight forward than horizontal viewing. In horizontal style, both visual scales require more time for the participants to operate, meaning that the participants are more effective under vertical viewing. In the direct viewing
mode, the Master Literary Supplement can perform task 5 operation more quickly. The
conclusion of the interview was to find that the participants generally believed that, the
vertical style as a result of the page design, it would be easier to think of the direct film
as an interactive area during the interview with a sliding motion to reduce the size of
the picture and to look for more individual channels. Contrast horizontal style, since the
screenplay is full, it is not easy to think of direct manipulation, and the reduced number
of channels is relatively small. It is estimated that the performance of the two viewing
modes is different from that of the above.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
Cross-screen viewing is an interactive design based on the application of the TV media
base extended to handheld devices. Cross-screen viewing is an interactive design based
on the application of the TV media base extended to handheld devices. As this type of
interaction has arisen and the number of users has increased, the demand for instant
access to information and transmission has rapidly growing. Understanding user needs
through relevant contexts, improving user operational processes and experience, and,
finally, understanding user preferences is a topic that is eagerly explored in all areas.
This study was mainly conducted through contextual and prototype design of crossscreen, followed by investigation of participants’ operating habits in different viewing
modes, final interface use, and subjective preference. Based on the pilot experiment,
conduct two variables (Viewing style, Graphic/text focus) of the experiment was set up.
Finally, based on the respondents’ questionnaire and the feedback from interviews, the
following future design references and suggestions were put forward:
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First, the use of context and the level of importance of video content can affect
viewing style: Using mobile device as the second screen, vertical viewing mode is more
suitable for auxiliary TV (as the first screen) to perform continuously activities other
than watching movies. (e.g. interactive chatting, etc.).
Graphics first with supportive texts: Tool bar are not recommended for full image
presentation. It is recommended that the user be given a second confirmation when they
are not sure whether they understand the graphic correctly.
Last, this experiment revealed that Task 1 (Home Page) The horizontal view with the
graphics first with supportive texts is better. The main reason for this is because of the
left-hand side of the tool line, which is assumed to be consistent with the direction of the
user’s eyes and the way we hold it. Task 5 (Narrowing of the live streaming page) has a
better performance in vertical style, and may be due to its direction design (comparing
to horizontal, full-screen viewing) that can guide users through the movement of sliding
gestures.
This study found that the design of the interface affected the viewing style of the
handheld device according to the viewing situation, or even the level of interest of
the users. Due to the size of the mobile phone, the viewing format will also affect the
placement of the functional columns. It is recommended that media productions of crossscreen should consider the platform features that are expected to be broadcast so that
their channels become more prominent among competitors. In the end, this study also
suggests that future researchers can extend more sophisticated design plans for different
program content, context, and interactive content.
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Abstract. Since the advent of Recommender Systems (RSs), many papers have
been published with the majority focusing on creating more accurate algorithms.
The more accurate the algorithm is, the better the recommendation is predicted
to be for users. Recently, RSs researchers pointed out that the embedding of the
recommendation methods in the User Experience (UX) dramatically affects the
recommender systems’ value to users. This paper proposes a framework to explore
how contexts influence UX with Scholarly recommender systems and identifies
relevant contexts to be incorporated in the UX. We first review existing models
and theories of UX that are most applicable to RSs and identify gaps in existing
work. The framework clarifies how contexts can influence UX with SRSs and
enriches our conceptual understanding of how contextual information influences
UX of scholarly recommender systems. It can serve as a foundation for further
theoretical and empirical investigation. An experiment evaluating the user experience is performed using the quantitative method of Partial Least Squares (PLS)
Regression and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) to examine the developed
conceptual framework.
Keywords: Scholarly Recommender System · Research paper recommender
system · User Experience · Contextual data · Context- aware · User-centric
evaluation · Human-computer interaction · User testing · Imperial framework

1 Introduction and Problem Statement
Since the advent of Scholarly Recommender Systems (SRS), more than 200 papers on
the topic have been published [1, 2]. Most of this aim to create more effective algorithms
that will generate better recommendations for users. Recently, RSs researchers pointed
out that the embedding of the recommendations methods in the User Experience (UX)
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 635–661, 2020.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-60114-0_42
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dramatically affects the effectiveness of scholarly RSs [3–5]. Because UX is inherently a
subjective metric, however, it is extremely difficult to measure without explicitly asking
a user how good a recommendation is [6, 7]. UX can be seen as an umbrella term
used to stimulate (motivate) research in Human Computer Interaction(HCI) to focus
on aspects which are beyond usability and its task-oriented instrumental values [8].
UX proposes that researchers examine the qualitative experience of interacting with
a product [9], e.g., a mobile phone [10, 11]. The current ISO (ISO 9241-110:2010
(clause 2.15)) definition on UX focuses on a “person’s perception and the responses
resulting from the use or anticipated use of a product, system, or service”. Kraft [12]
described UX as any feelings (positive or negative) that the user experiences while
using a product, device, or system. He emphasized that the UX is not about creating
the newest and cutting-edge technologies, UX is about creating a product that invokes
good feelings in the user. It is indeed the key battleground for all kinds of product in the
consumer business market [13]. As it is defined, UX is affected by the nature of human
perception and the preconceptions of the individual. Researchers state that factors such
as personal and situational characteristics, which are mostly considered as contextual
information, affect the user experience [6, 14]. In this paper the authors proposed to
improve classical recommender methods by modelling contextual information. This
contextual information plays an important role in the recommendation because it can
represent the status of people, places, objects, and devices in the environment. It is often
assumed that more personalization results in higher levels of UX. In other words, the best
UX begins with personalization. This perspective motivates RS researchers to work to
deliver the highest possible level of personalization in an attempt to provide the best user
experience [7, 15]. While it has been claimed that incorporating contextual information
is an effective approach to enhance personalization and consequently user experience
with RSs, it is not easy to decide which contextual information must be incorporated
into scholarly RSs. Nor is it clear how contextual information influences UX of SRSs.
So far, SRS studies have given little attention to user experience with SRSs [11]. To
understand and improve the user experience of recommender systems, it is necessary
to conduct studies that consider the entire process of how the user experience comes
about. Our framework describes how contextual information influences the UX which
provides a deeper understanding of how user, environment and system contexts influence
the user experience and behaviour through perceived system aspects. It allows for a better
understanding of why and how certain aspects of the system result in a better UX and
others do not, which helps future user-centric research and development of SRSs. To
understand and improve the user experience of recommender systems, it is necessary
to conduct studies that consider the entire process of how the user experience comes
about. Therefore, this research aims to develop a conceptual framework that describes
how contextual information influences the UX, providing a deeper understanding of
how user, environment and system contexts influence the user experience and behaviour
through perceived system aspects. It will allow for a better understanding of why and
how certain aspects of the system result in a better UX and others do not, which supports
future user-centric research and development of SRSs. An experiment is performed
using the quantitative method of Partial Least Squares (PLS) Regression and Structural
Equation Modeling (SEM) to examine the developed conceptual framework.
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2 Conceptual Framework Development
For conceptual construction of the framework, five steps are performed as shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Conceptual formulation of the framework

2.1 Review of Existing Theories and Models
The main goal of the proposed framework is to present a set of structurally relevant
contexts influencing UX of SRSs which can be embedded into both back-end (algorithms) and front- end (user interface) of SRS development in order to enhance the UX.
Researchers indicated that UX is a subjective phenomenon. However, its impacts might
be reflected by the users’ observable behaviors [6]. Since the 1980s, several models and
theories have including normative & attitudinal models, UX models, and UX models for
RSs been developed to illuminate the interactive experience of using digital technologies
[16]. Once researchers discovered that usability does not account for subjective emotions, UX emerged to explain the personal experience when a user is interacting with a
product or a system and led to a shift from designing for users to designing with users
[17]. This shift mostly brought concepts such as fun [18], pleasure [19], aesthetics [20]
and hedonic qualities [8] to our understanding of UX. Some of the models have considered UX as a cognitive process that can be modelled and used to measure or evaluate
changes in perception and judgement over time. “Sander’s Experience Model” [17, 21]
postulates that experience is an intersection of memories of the past, current experience,
and future dreams that is felt individually. Sander believes that UX can be involved in
the process of design once we have access to people’s experiences (past, present and
potential) [21]. Over time, the three levels of design theory are also considered as part of
cognitive process of UX. This theory was proposed by Don Norman [22], who is most
well-known for his advocacy of user-centric design. He discussed that there are three
different levels of experience and that these experiences can be triggered by three different levels of design including visceral, behavioral, and reflective. The visceral reaction,
immediate and often beyond our control, is the one precipitated by the initial sensory
scan of the experience. The limitation and advantage of the relevant existing models
have been discussed in Table 1 which also are utilized as a basis for establishment of
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proposed framework in this study. The key limitation of existing models is that they have
not discussed how contextual data affect the UX. This is actually a paradigm shift in RSs
research field since researchers in the past have been trying to develop more accurate
algorithms but not specifically to enhance user experience [4, 6]. Another key limitation
of existing models is that they have neglected in looking into long-term user experiences. UX should not only be something valuable after interacting with an object, but
also before and during the interaction. While it is relevant to evaluate short-term experiences, given dynamic changes of user goals and needs related to contextual factors, it
is also important to know how (and why) experiences evolve over time.
Besides, in the models that have been proposed specifically for RSs, users’ perceptions or beliefs have not been elaborated completely. For example; Pu and Chen’s
framework [23] relies on a user-centric approach to RS evaluation and links user’s perception of quality to the user’s beliefs. While user’s beliefs are antecedents of their
attitudes which are themselves antecedents of behavioral intentions (inspired by TRA),
only four indicators of “control”, “ease of use”, “usefulness” and “transparency” have
been considered. We contend that users’ perceptions, as perceived by the users, are
more than the indicators mentioned in the past models. This framework brought a new
approach to user’s perception of recommendation quality that becomes the hallmark of
this approach compared to the existing frameworks. However, the framework does not
explain which factors influence user’s perceptions. Perceptions such as visual aesthetics,
personalization, and fun that are also very important in user-centric evaluations have long
been ignored by the existing models. Bart P. Knijnenburg et al.’s [6] in their Framework
disputed that for analyzing the UX of SRs, the accuracy of recommendations is insufficient. Consideration of other aspects also is essential. They advocated an evaluation
framework that examines the influence of subjective system aspects such as recommendation and interaction into objective user behaviors such as purchase and personal use.
They found that the subjective aspects such as perception of quality, usability and appeal
have strong correlation with users’ behaviors. In addition, their experiments showed that
“why” and “how” subjective system aspects contribute to the user experience of RSs.
However, they have not elaborated the subjective system aspects and the relationships
with situational characteristics and personal characteristics. Finally, among the existing
models and theories, only five models are related to the recommenders and among those
three the HRI Model [24, 25] was also examined for the domain of research paper recommenders. The focus of this model is not the impact contexts have on the UX. This is
a prominent limitation of this model.
2.2 Set up Components, Indicators and Relationships
Based on our assessment of the limitation of existing models, particularly in the field of
RSs, the main components of the framework have been developed.
Derivation of Components. As shown in Table 2, the framework in this research
has four main components: context, perception, attitude, feeling and appraisal. They
incorporate advantages of current models while compensating for their limitations.
Contexts are taken as a starting point because in most current models contextual
factors such as users’ background, characteristics, goals, task are the starting point of
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Table 1. Advantage and limitation of existing studies
Model/theory

Advantage

Limitation

Reference

TRA, TAM, UTAUT
Theories

-Discuss understanding of
person’s behavior
intention
-Discuss attitude towards
using a technology
-Discuss the factors
influence acceptance and
Use of Technology

-Not discuss the impact
of contexts
-Not discuss UX
-Not discuss UX of RSs
-Not examine the results
empirically

[26–28]

Sander’s Experience
Model

-Discuss UX
-Discuss explicit, tacit
knowledge and, observed
experience influencing UX

Cognitive Process of UX

-Discuss UX
-Discuss
visceral, behavioral, and
reflective

-Not examine the results
empirically

[22]

Components of User
-Discuss UX
(CUE) Experience Model -Discuss context
-Discuss instrumental,
non-instrumental and the
emotional reactions

[17, 21]

Hartmann et al.’s Model

-Not discuss the impact
of the whole contexts
-Not discuss UX of RSs
-Not discuss long term
impact of UX
-Discuss the user interface -Not examine the results
empirically
quality assessment
Discuss users’
background, goals, and
task have an impact on the
system assessment as well
as decision-making
criteria (usability,
aesthetics)

[29]

Hassenzahl UX Model

-Discuss UX
-Not discuss the impact
-Discuss pragmatic quality of contexts
and hedonic quality
-Not discuss UX of RSs
-Not discuss long term
impact of UX
-Not discuss how
contexts influence UX

[8, 29]

Ozok et al.’s

-Discuss RS usability
-Discuss the impacts of
specific system aspects

[30]

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Model/theory

Advantage

Limitation

Reference

Zins and Bauernfield’s
Model

-Discuss traveling RSs
-Discuss how user’s
satisfaction is influenced
by trust, flow, and
browsing behaviour

[31]

HRI Model

-Discuss UX of SRSs and
users’ needs
-Discuss users’ seeking
behaviors

[24, 25]

Xiao and Benbasat
Framework

-Discuss the business and
marketing-oriented
research on RSs
-Characteristics of RSs
influencing users’ trust
and satisfaction
-Discuss personal and
situational characteristics

[32]

Pu & Chen’s Framework

-Discuss RS evaluation
from a user centric
viewpoint
-Results were examined
empirically

-Not discuss the impact
of contexts
-Not discuss long term
impact of UX

Bart P. Knijnenburg
et al.’s Framework

-Discuss UX of RSs
-Results were examined
empirically

-Not elaborated the
[6]
subjective system aspects
Not elaborated the
relationships with
situational characteristics
and personal
characteristics
- Not discuss long term
impact of UX

Table 2. Derivation of the components and relationships
Component Reference

Relationships

Reference

Context

[6, 24, 25, 33] Context → Perception [6, 23, 29, 33]

Perception

[6, 23, 33]

Feeling

[8, 23, 29, 33] Feeling → Appraisal

Appraisal

[8, 33]

Perception → Feeling [8, 23, 33]
–

[8, 33]

[23]
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frameworks for understanding users’ perceptions [6, 23, 29, 33]. A few studies in RSs
have proposed that incorporating contexts into recommending process can enhance UX
[34–36]. Therefore, our research devotes considerable attention to conceptualization
user, system and environment contexts and investigation of their impact on the users’
perceptions and UX of SRS. Second, based on the [6] and CEU models, contexts affect
users’ perceptions. Pu and Chen’s [23] framework conceptualizes that the user’s perception of quality is initiated by recommendation diversity, novelty, accuracy, interaction
adequacy, interface adequacy, information sufficiency and transparency. However, Pu
and Chen [23] did not discuss context influencing UX. Our research bears much similarity to Pu and Chen’s framework, but takes a step back to explore how these quality
perceptions originate and a step beyond examine other contextual information. Furthermore, as mentioned before, a key shortcoming of current models is that they have
considered only a few perceptions such as “control”, “ease of use”, “usefulness” and
“transparency”, while in the literature perception of fun, personalization and visual aesthetics are additional factors. Hassenzahl’s UX model emphases consideration of visual
aesthetics, a factor that has been ignored in most current models particularly in RSs
models. This research takes these perceptions into consideration and aims to evaluate
them in a UX study. Third, the TRA, TAM, UTAUT theories have demonstrated that the
person’s behavioral intention is influenced by attitudinal and normative factors. Based on
the aforementioned theories, we differentiate between attitudes and behavioral intention
that are created by attitudes in this framework for SRSs. Forth, CUE model, perceptions
and attitudes influence emotional reactions or feelings; hence, in the initial proposed
framework, feeling is presented after attitudes [19, 37]. Users might feel pleasure during
the experience of interaction with the RS. For example, when user revives a good and
unexpected recommendation that can meet his/her information need, he/she might feel
pleasure. Hassenzahl emphasizes pleasure moments and design for happiness, which
embraces both features of a product; functionality and aesthetics [37]. Like Hassenzahl’s model, pleasure and trust are considered in this framework. Fifth, according to the
TAM, UTAUT, CUE models, people’ behaviors and reactions are a product of emotional
responses. This is called appraisal in the CUE model. Knijnenburg et al. [6] also revealed
that what users’ feel about the system impact on the subjective system aspects such as
user satisfaction in this way the appraisal component is derived to end up the flow of
the proposed framework. Finally, a major shortcoming of existing UX research in the
field of RSs is that UX happens over a longer interval and this long-term aspect of UX
is largely ignored in the existing models. This framework is also inspired by Norman
and Sander’s theories whereas the influence of long-term variable is conceptualized as
a moderator variable on of users’ feeling and appraisal.
Derivation of the Indicators. Each component consists of a few determinants or indicators taken from the literature of RSs. In the following, the derivation components’
indicators have been described. Also, each indicator is discussed accordingly. Table 3
shows an overview of the whole indicators. The indicators mostly have been identified
using a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) conducted by [11].
As mentioned earlier, the contexts are taken as a starting point for the UX. Considering Dey’s definition of context as any information that can be used to characterized
the situation of an entity [119], the results of a systematic review by Champiri et al. [11]
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Table 3. Derivation of the indicators

Component

Indicators

Ref.

Component Indicators

Ref.

User
Situation
(Context)

Profile

[11]

[5, 38]

[39–45]

Paper
Quality
(Context)

Accuracy

Task

Novelty

[5, 25, 38, 46, 47]

Pre-Knowledge [48–50]

[5, 51]

Diversity

[51, 54, 55]

Preference
elicitation

[24, 61, 62]

Preference
refinement

[58, 62, 64–66]

[59, 67]

Explanation

[62, 68–71]

[5, 72–75]

Privacy
[76–81]
consideration

[52, 53]

Search logs

[43, 56–60]

Learning style

[63]

Mood
Personality
trait
Search Status
Environment Time
Situation
Location

Interaction

Popularity

Scholarly
network

[22]
[85–89]
[85–89]

Fun

[94, 100]

Transparency

[23, 64, 83]

Interaction
Design
Adequacy
(Context)

Interface
Design
Adequacy
(Context)

Feeling &
Attitude

Personalization [105–107]

Visualization

[82–84]

Gamification

[90–92]

Consistency

[93, 94]

Info.
sufficiency

[2, 30, 95]

Display

[6, 96–99]

Visualization

[82–84]

Trust

[101–104]

Pleasure

[37]

Surprise

[108]

Usefulness

[30, 111–114] Appraisal

Usage

[28]

Visual
authentic

[27] [62]

Overall
satisfaction

[23, 115–118]

Dominance

[4, 84]

Expectation

[118]

has revealed that contextual information applied in SRSs has been categorized into three
classes: user situation, environment and system contexts. These three categories and
their indicators are listed in Table 3. In addition, in this study interaction and interface
contexts are considered as system contextual data. Furthermore, most studies have considered accuracy as the main part of resource context or quality while accuracy partially
constitutes UX of SRSs and researchers have recommended to apply other features such
as diversity, novelty and popularity to make a better list of recommendation and improve
UX of RSs [120–122].
Initial Framework. After considering the limitations of existing models particularly
in the field of RSs and setting up the component, indicators, relationships, a framework
draft has been developed as shown in Fig. 2 that includes component, indicators, and
relationships. This framework can inform design and development of new SRSs in which
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UX has been centralized. The initial conceptual framework is also validated through the
expert review technique explained in the next section.

Fig. 2. Initial (top) & revised conceptual framework

Expert Review. The aim of this expert review is designed to validate the proposed conceptual framework, its components, indicators, and relationships and to examine the
utility of the terminologies, the logical relevancy of component indicators for each component as well as the relationships. We also examine the usability & readability of the
framework to demonstrate how contexts can influence UX of SRSs. The interviews were
conducted online, and the experts had knowledge of RSs, SRSs, and HCI. The majority
of the experts agreed that the most selected terminologies were sufficiently clear. They
recommended that two terminologies “Info Seeking Behavior” and “Overall Feeling”
should be replaced with “Search history (logs)” and “feeling”. All experts agreed that
two components, “Attitude” and “Feeling”, should be merged into a single component.
Consequently, “trust”, “pleasure” and “surprise” were moved into the “overall feeling”
component. In analysis of logic relevancy of indicators four experts recommended that
“Information Sufficiency” be moved under the “IxD” component because it refers to a
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piece of information about the recommendations that users would like to see once recommendations are presented to them. It was recommended that this be categorized under
the “IxD”. According to the reviewers’ recommendations the indicator of “Serendipity”
should be removed because the indicator of “Novelty” is more appropriate to explain the
paper quality. The experts also recommended a few indicators be added into the components which do not trace back to the literature of RSs shown in Table 4. The experts
pointed out that there are interrelationships between the contexts that should be added
to the initial framework such as the impact of user context on the interaction interface
adequacy and paper quality. There may be additional relationships between some of the
indicators, for example, signifier might influence affordance, however such relationships
Table 4. New indicators recommended by reviewers
Component

New indicator

Description/justification

User Context

Reasoning methods Each person applies the exiting knowledge for making
judgements, predictions, and explanations or drawing
conclusions which are reasoning methods including
deductive, inductive, and abductive

IxD Adequacy

Dialog

Dialog design is to yield closure to prevent users to
think much or guess what to do or what is the next
action. The dialogue make the system fool-proof as
possible using messaging box, flags, and icons

UiD Adequacy Signifier

Signifiers are communication signs/signals that tell
users what this object for and help users to understand
what to do and where to do it, what is happening and
what is the alternative

Perception

Interactivity

It is about building systems and platforms that allows
interaction between product/service and its users. It
aims to build meaningful relationships between people
and the product/services they use

Affordance

If users perceive affordance, it means that the UI
design’s clues or identifiers are visually clear enough to
guide users what to do. Some of the studies in the field
of RS have used term of “Ease of Use” which is defined
as “the degree to which a person believes that using a
certain system would be free of effort”

Cognitive barrier

If something temporary put a stop to users’ actions
required to complete in order to gain their goal, it called
cognitive barrier. The less the user perceives cognitive
barriers, the more they have a better experience

Cognitiveload

It is about the amount of the required memory being
used by the working memory of the user to achieve his
goal. The less cognitive load is the more the pleasure is
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are not examined in this research to avoid increasing framework complexity. The usability and readability of the framework, and. the ease of framework understanding were
acceptable by the experts.
Revised Conceptual Framework. Before the empirical examination, the framework
was reviewed by five experts in the field. After applying the comments and recommendation of the experts, the framework was revised as depicted in Fig. 2. It is important
to mention that the time (context) can characterize different situations. For example, it
might represent the time a user spends to receive recommendations which influence UX,
in this case time is considered as a systemic context not environmental context [123].
Moreover, there are other factors such as accessibility of recommendations. For examples, in most systems, recommendations are free, however some SRSs such as Mendeley
provides paper recommendations only as a premium service [123] which is unappealing
for many users. Also, the impact of the accessibility of recommendations was excluded
from this research. As indicated earlier, this is assumed that the perceptions mediate
the impact of contexts on users’ feelings. In this framework, context influences user’s
perceptions and there are interrelationships between the contexts.

3 Empirical Examination and Results
In this section, it is examined that if the proposed conceptual framework is empirically
valid. To do so, we use the quantitative method of PLS-SEM. This method is a predictive
technique [124] and useful for exploratory research objectives [125] where theory is less
developed [126] and for studying phenomena that are relatively new [127]. In addition, it
helps to estimate relationship models with latent variables which are mostly subjective
and not directly measurable. Also, a few pre- processing assumptions such as large
sample size and normality have been avoided in this method [128, 129]. This method
also can be considered as one of the useful methods for data or dimension reduction to
reduce the complexity and ambiguity in the system [130] which helps SRSs researches
which context or indicator is more important. As illustrated in Fig. 3, five multi-stage
processes have been applied. A summary of the stages is discussed in the following.
3.1 Identification of Hypotheses
The hypotheses examine the impacts of contexts on users’ perception (H 1 -H 11 ), perception on users’ feelings (H 12 ), feeling on users’ appraisal (H 12 ) and finally the impact of
long- term variable on the users’ appraisal (H 14 ).
3.2 Model Specification (Inner and Outer Models)
Based on the PLS-SEM method guidelines [128], the second step is modulation or
model specification made of two sub-models of structural model (inner model) and measurement model (outer model) (Fig. 4). The structural model displays the relationships
(paths) between the constructs or latent variables. The measurement models display the
relationships between the latent variables and indicators (measurable variables) [131].
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Fig. 3. Empirical examination procedures

Fig. 4. Model specification (Color figure online)

As Fig. 4 depicts, user, resource, environment, interface, and interaction contexts
along with the perception, feeling and appraisal compose the latent constructs that build
up the structural or inner model (Grey circles and relationships between them). Each
of constructs along with its indicators (Green rectangular) establishes measurement or
outer model (Grey circle and green rectangular). The pink circles show the impact of
moderator variable of “over time” on the relationships between “feeling” and “appraisal”
variables. The hypothesized relationships also have been shown.
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3.3 Dataset Preparation
Before evaluating the validity of proposed model and examining the research hypotheses,
the preparation of the adequate dataset is required. A few activities discussed in the
following sections have been performed to prepare the dataset.
Measurement of Latent Variables: Questionnaire. Generally, for meaning the conceptual variable (latent variable), there are two methods. One is to use existing measurement scales from the literature if there are and the other is to create new measures.
To decide the best scale for each of our latent variables, a thorough literature review of
existing measurement scales was conducted. The past studies of Pu and Chen [62] and
Knijnenburg et al. [6] provided extensive questionnaires to test several concepts related
to UX of RSs. The scales which are like this research are utilized. However, because the
scales are for a scholarly RS domain and UX is highly contingent upon the purpose of the
system [6], the necessary wording modifications were made to the original scales to suit
them to the measurement needs of this study without affecting the original conceptual
bases of such scales. In addition, past studies mostly do not include latent variables of
contexts therefore in this study, these scales were developed. In this research, most of
the second ordered constructs such as learning style, reasoning method are measured by
single scales. The reason of measuring them by a single scale because of preventing too
many questions which make participants to quit the survey however for all the single
scales, the question is clarified by presenting a few examples or specification. For validity and consistency examination of the measuring tool (questionnaire), through a panel
of experts, Pre-test (face validity and Content validity (Q-Sorting)) and Pilot-test (Testretest) have been performed for measuring the reliability, respectively. Pre-test examine
the validity of the test instrument or measuring tool.
After pre-test, the validity of indicators empirically was examined and, a few scales
were developed that need to be validated. Two validities have been performed; 1. Face
validity [132] that can be examined by the expert interviews and 2. Content validity by
using user card sorting exercises (also called Q-Sorting) [133, 134]. The results of face
validity showed that all indicators found to be relevant and valid. Some indicators or
statements, however, needed some language improvements. Such improvements were
made, and all indicators were taken to the next stage of the scale development process.
The Q- sorting was used to double-check the validity of the initial conceptual classification of the pre- prepared statements using participants’ feedback and to discover any
wording or language issues that made a misunderstanding for participants.
The aim of the Pilot-test is to examine the consistency of the test instrument. The
test-retest reliability was performed by running the questionnaire twice over a period
of two weeks by the 15 scholarly participants including PhD, Master Students, postdoc researcher and lecturers who already accepted to participate two times. Correlation
coefficient (Spearman’s rho) was applied and tested the reliability of all indicators.
Table 5 summarizes the results of Spearman’s rho test.
According to the results all correlation coefficients were above 0.7 which indicates that all indicators can be reliable and there is no confusing or correlated item.
After examining the validity and consistency of the indicators, a web application was
developed which enables the scholarly participants (PhD, Master Students, post-doc
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Table 5. Correlation between test and re-test survey for all indicators

Indicator

r

Indicator

r

Indicator

r

Indicator

r

Q-AC1

0.783

U-SS1

0.938

U-PR1

0.950

I-CO1

0.919

Q-AC2

0.811

U-MO1

0.890

U-PR2

0.883

I-VI1

0.955

Q-PO1

0.826

U-PT1

0.944

U-PR3

0.930

I-GA1

0.902

Q-PO2

0.793

U-RM1

0.985

U-PR4

0.725

I-SI1

0.954

Q-PO3

0.813

U-LS1

0.970

U-PK1

0.822

I-DI1

0.950

Q-PO4

0.883

U-IS1

0.951

U-PK2

0.902

P-CB1

0.906

Q-NO1

0.843

E-TI1

0.977

U-TA1

0.865

P-AF1

0.922

Q-NO2

0.874

E-TI2

0.980

U-TA2

0.888

P-CL1

0.909

Q-NO3

0.871

E-LO1

0.700

U-TA3

0.964

P-PR1

0.943

Q-NO4

0.726

I-PE1

0.712

P-FU1

0.895

F-PL1

0.862

Q-DI1

0.870

I-PR1

0.777

P-IN1

0.853

F-TR1

0.859

Q-DI2

0.926

I-EX1

0.948

P-US1

0.896

A-SA1

0.867

Q-DI3

0.911

I-IS1

0.912

P-VI1

0.849

A-EX1

0.897

U-NE1

0.841

I-PI1

0.909

P-TR1

0.884

A-US1

0.983

U-NE2

0.879

I-DA1

0.938

P-DO1

0.854

A-US2

0.986

researcher and lecturers) to express their feedbacks in 5-point Likert scale ranging from
1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The bachelor students in this examination
were excluded because it was assumed that under-graduate students are not seriously
involved in research and scholarly tasks such as finding appropriate papers. The Questionnaire went live for 6 months and a total of 177 useful responses were received and
the dataset was prepared to be used in Smart-PLS tool.

3.4 Model Evaluation
The model evaluation consists of two experiments of 1) The assessment of the measurement (outer) model, 2) The assessment of the (inner) structural model. According to
[128], the outer model is examined by two metrics of Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) and
Outer Weights (OWs) for formative constructs. The results of the VIF for the constructs
after running the PLS algorithm, were all lower than 10 which indicates the absence of
multicollinearity in the indicators. The Outer Weights (OWs) are checked to examine
the significance and relevance of indicators using bootstrapping of 3000 sample data.
The OWs should be different from zero (p-value < 0.05; T-values > 1.96). However, if
the OWs is different from zero but p-value ≥ 0.05, in such cases, as suggested by [128,
130, 135], the Outer Loadings(OLs) should be checked for the particular indicators to
see if they pass a minimum threshold of 0.5 (OL > 0.5). If they pass, the indicators
should be retained in the analysis otherwise the item is retained but it is interpreted as
absolutely important and not as relatively important. If the item is not significant neither
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the OW nor OL, the researcher should decide whether to retain or remove the indicator
by examining its theoretical relevance and potential content overlap with other indicators of the same construct [130]. Table 6 shows the results of significance relevance of
indicators by representing of OWs and OLs which meet the above-mentioned thresholds
(Significant level: 95%). A high indicator weight suggests that the indicator is making
a significant contribution to the formative latent variable.
Two metrics were applied to assess the structural model including Coefficient of
determination (R2 ) and Effect size (f 2 ) [130]. The R2 of the dependent variables indicate
that the variance of UX of SRSs is explained substantially only by the effect of user
context (Fig. 5).
R2 explains how much of the variability of a factor (latent or dependent variable) can
be influenced by its relationship to another factor (independent variable). Overall, R2
values of 0.75, 0.50, or 0.25 for dependent variables are viewed as substantial, moderate,
or weak [13].
Table 6. Significance & relevance assessment of indicators
Indicator

P (OW)

P- (OL)

Indicator

P (OW)

P (OL)

Indicator

P (OW)

P (OL)

E.TI2

0.033

0.001

x.EX1

0.005

0.001

P.VI1

0.001

0.186

I.DI1

0.008

0.001

P.AF1

0.031

0.485

P.IN1

0.016

0.027

I.CO1

0.014

0.001

P.FU1

0.038

0.000

F.SU1

0.001

0.001

I.VI1

0.001

0.001

X.DA1

0.029

0.000

F.PL1

0.005

0.001

I.GA1

0.011

0.001

P.CB1

0.009

0.458

F.TR1

0.002

0.001

I.SI1

0.021

0.001

P.CL1

0.035

0.000

A.EX1

0.029

0.071

X.PE1

0.031

0.001

P.TR1

0.012

0.000

A.SA1

0.031

0.065

X.PR1

0.002

0.000

P.DO1

0.057

0.000

A.US1

0.002

0.055

X.PI1

0.003

0.001

P.PR1

0.045

0.000

A.US2

0.002

0.005

X.IS1

0.014

0.000

P.US1

0.001

0.000

Effect size (f 2 ) is an important tool in reporting and interpreting the impact of a
construct on another one. The values of 0.35, 0.15, and 0.02 signify respectively large,
medium, and small effects. f 2 values of less than 0.02 indicate that there is no effect.
Based on the f 2 values, the smallest effects are between the environment context and
other constructs which means that environment changes such as location, time might not
be influence on the interaction adequacy, interface adequacy and user’s perception however the environment changes may impact on resource quality which includes novelty,
accuracy, diversity and popularity of a paper in this research. For example, the academic
time can impact on the recommended paper. Also, there is a small correlation between
the overtime construct (moderating variable) and appraisal. As mentioned before, f 2
does not necessarily mean that the change in one variable is the cause of the change in
the values of the other variable. The following constructs have obtained the large effect
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Fig. 5. R2s and adjusted R2 s of the independent variables

and the correlations between the user’s context and resource quality is the largest effect.

3.5 Hypothesis Testing (β Test)
To examine the hypothesized relationships between the constructs, the path coefficients
(β) are assessed which have standardized values of linear regression weights between
−1 and +1 [130]. Estimated path coefficients close to + 1 represent strong positive
relationships (and vice versa for negative values) that are almost always statistically
significant (p-value < 0.05; T-values > 1.96) [130]. The closer the estimated coefficients
are to 0, the weaker the relationships are (normal data distribution). In other words, very
low values close to 0 are usually none-significant. The data are normal, and Fig. 6 shows
a sample of normal data distribution for contexts.
The obtained path coefficients (p-value < 0.05; T-values > 1.96) examined the relationships between the constructs. Among the hypothesized relationships, all relationships were found statistically significant other than the relationship of the Moderating
Effect (over time) → Appraisal (p-value = 0.201) which is discussed in the next
section (Table 7). The results also revealed that the strongest relationships are between
the constructs listed below.
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Fig. 6. Normal distribution samples

Table 7. Significance & relevance assessment of indicators
Constructs P-value +→

Hypo.
Testing

Constructs P-value +→

E→X

0.000

Weak

Supported O → A

0.201

–

N-Supported

E→I

0.000

Weak

Supported P → F

0.000

Strong

Supported

E→P

0.022

Weak

Supported U → X

0.000

Strong

Supported

E→Q

0.037

Moderate Supported U → I

0.000

Strong

Supported

F→A

0.000

Moderate Supported U → P

0.354

Moderate Supported

X→P

0.002

Moderate Supported U → Q

0.000

Strong

Supported

I →P

0.005

Moderate Supported Q → P

0.003

Strong

Supported

Fig. 7. The impact of moderator variable

Hypo. testing
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As mentioned above, the results of path coefficients showed that the moderating
effect indicator (over time) does not surpass the minimum threshold of p-value (p-value
overtime = 0.201) which means that there is not statistically significant relationship
between this construct and overall appraisal (Fig. 7).
As discussed earlier, researchers have emphasized that the UX is not built one night.
The users’ appraisal of SRSs might be changed over the time and it is not stable. Therefore, from the conceptual viewpoint, there must be a relationship between these two
constructs. However, the empirical results revealed no relationship. One main reason
might be that the ratings collected in this research, were provided by the users not while
experiencing the paper recommendations but by imagining the situation and providing
judgments. Hence, the impact of “over time” construct has not been assessed significant.

4 Discussion: Advantages of the Proposed Framework
In this section, the advantages of the proposed framework are discussed and at the end
a few recommendations for the future studies is proposed.
4.1 Decipher of Context and UX in SRSs Research Using Empirical Method
UX is becoming the key competitive factor in more and more industries [13]. Users
demand products that are not only easy to use but also joyful and fun to use. UX is affected
by contexts, and is subjective, which can cause difficulties for researchers [6, 11]. The
lack of understanding of the subjective concepts not only leads to more complexity in the
system but also causes the system failure from the end user’s perspective. Our framework
bridges the user’s contexts with the system contexts and provides finer insights into both
back-end (recommending feature algorithms) and front-end (User Interface) of RSs
development from a UX design perspective.
4.2 Insights on User Interface and Interaction Design Adequacy in SRSs
It is worth mentioning that no matter how accurate the algorithms are, if the UI and
interaction design are poorly designed and evaluated, this will degrade the interaction
between the user and system in a way that users might find the system intrusive, annoying or distracting, and perceive it as a factor that negatively affects their experience [30].
Based on the results, display (I. DI1, 0.396), consistency (I. CO1, 0.387)
and gamification (I.GA1, 0.374) have the highest weights among the UiD’s indicators. And for the IxD construct, the preference elicitation, refinement, and privacy
consideration have received the highest weights in contribution to the IxD the formative
= [(X.PE1, 0.526), (X.PR1, 0.529), (X.PI1,
latent variable.
0.553), (X.IS1, 0.460), (X.DA1, 0.132), (X.EX1, 0.298).
4.3 Detection of the Most Relevant Contexts
Due to the issues of the impact of irrelevant contexts, it is necessary to estimate and
analyze the impact of contextual information on UX before actually collecting and
exploiting it in the recommending process [136]. Figure 8 shows the relevant contexts.
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Fig. 8. The most relevant contexts

The R2s of the dependent variables indicated that the variance of UX of SRSs
is explained substantially only by the effect of User context variable. In addition,
based on the outputs of Outer Weights (OWs), among the indicators of one construct, the indicator which have more weight is relevant for the construction of the
formative index demonstrates a sufficient level of validity. Among the user context
construct, respectively profile (PR_Mean, 0.901), task (TA_Mean, 0.685),
learning style (LS_Mean, 0.664), pre-knowledge (PK_Mean, 0.561) and,
information seeking behavior have obtained the highest weights which confirm that
they have a significant contribution to the formation of user contexts for a SRS.
= [(PR_Mean, 0.901), (TA_Mean, 0.685), (LS_Mean, 0.664),
(PK_Mean, 0.561), (IS, 0.460)]. Also, between time (TI_Mean, 0.430)
and location (E.LO1, 0.052) for the environment context, time is more relevant for the construction of the formative the environment context and demonstrates
a sufficient level of validity. Although the weight of location is low but the value
of 0.52 still surpasses the threshold. Therefore, it is not removed. Additionally,
the results of f 2 test showed that the following constructs have obtained the large
effect and among them, the correlations between the user’s context and resource
quality is the largest effect.

4.4 Insights on Appropriate Paper Recommending List
Paper quality or appropriate paper refers to the attributes that each paper must be matched
with a specific scholar. Researchers argued that apart from the accuracy, other qualities
such as diversity, novelty and popularity of the recommended papers are also important
for the users [137–139]. This framework emphasis on developing algorithms that can
generate a list of appropriate papers. Among the paper quality context constructs, novelty (NO_Mean, 0.574) and diversity (DI_Mean, 0.563) have more weights.
= [(AC_Mean, 0.388), (DI_Mean, 0.563), (NO_Mean, 0.574),
(PO_Mean, 0.336)].
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4.5 The Importance of Affordance, Fun, Cognitive Barriers & Surprise in SRSs
Among the perception indicators, the highest weight respectively belongs to affordance
(P.AF1, 0.398), fun (P.FU1, 0.385) and, cognitive barrier (P.CB1, 0.361 can
be considered for the SRSs development. Surprise refers to the feeling of receiving
useful and unexpected recommendation [108, 109]. Recommending the novel papers
might make feeling of surprise for the users [110]. The surprise feeling is considered as
an indicator to measure the impact of overall feeling which should be provided in SRSs
development.

5 Recommendation for the Future
Development of this framework continues existing lines of research that aim to better
understand the UX of SRSs and does not stop here. Here is some recommendation for
the future studies.
• Exploit contextual information in recommending: Among the identified contextual
information, this research has not incorporated contexts such as users’ reasoning
method, mood, academic social network as well as personality traits. Therefore,
future studies are encouraged to consider the above-mentioned contexts in developing
systems for recommending papers.
• Extension of the proposed framework: The framework proposed in this research is
a specialised framework as it allows SRSs designers and researchers to target contexts associated with users’ experience while they are working with the SRSs. The
details of the framework components can further be enriched so that it can be utilised
and evaluated for various domains. The details may include investigation of all the
users’ perceptions related to the identified contexts. For example, how contexts can
be influential in providing fun for the users of SRSs.
• Identification of users’ needs in long term: Meeting of the user’s information need is the
main contribution of a good scholarly recommender. Users have different information
needs due to different knowledge, preferences, goals, and contexts. In this research,
the user model aimed to diagnose the users’ information needs, however, the problem
is that the identification of users’ information is not an easy task and needs better
understanding of the users’ information needs not only when they are working with
the system but also before and after that. Therefore, it requires monitoring the users’
needs in a long term in order to provide good service and recommend adequate items.
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Abstract. Scholarly recommender systems attempt to reduce the number of
research resources or papers presented to scholars and predict the utility of
resources for their scholarly tasks. Industry practitioners and academic researchers
agree that the interface of a recommender system may have as profound an effect
on users’ experience as the recommender’s algorithmic performance. Despite this,
little attention has been given to User Interface and Interaction Design of scholarly recommender systems. Scholarly recommender systems rarely use contextual data, such as personal and situational characteristics, that can dramatically
affect the user experience (UX) and effectiveness of SRSs. This research presents
rScholar, a scholarly recommender system interface that utilizes User Interface
and Interaction Design adequacy indicators as well as the user contextual data
to enhance the user experience. The evaluation of rScholar is performed by user
studies and expert review of feedback by users and by comparison to the UI of the
recommendation display of Google Scholar.
Keywords: Scholarly recommender systems · Research paper recommender
systems · User experience · User interface · User experience · Context-Aware ·
Contextual data · Human-Computer interaction

1 Introduction
Scholarly recommender systems (SRSs) attempt to reduce the number of research
resources or papers on a topic and predict the utility of new resources that can assist
scholars with their scholarly tasks [1, 2]. Development of RSs can be divided into two
parts: the back-end that decides what to recommend, and the front-end that delivers
the recommendation [3]. Both industry practitioners and academic researchers argue
that the interface of a RS may have as profound an effect on users’ experience with
the recommender as can the recommender’s algorithmic performance [4]. According to
the RecSys09 keynote by Francisco Martin, up to 50% of the value of recommenders
comes from a well-designed interface [5]. However, there is little attention given to User
Interface (UiD) and Interaction Design (IxD) of SRSs. This might derive from the fact
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 662–686, 2020.
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that they have been mostly implemented as a backend component of digital libraries,
reference management tools, and bibliographic databases [6]. Despite this, RSs are considered to be one of the critical components of e-commerce websites such as Amazon
and e-Bay [7]. In addition, SRSs have not been developed with an eye to using contextual
data such as personal and situational characteristics, but rather have been heavily topic
and content focused. Such characteristics can dramatically affect the user experience
(UX) and effectiveness of SRSs [8]. This paper presents rScholar (recommendations for
Scholars) that considers UiD and IxD adequacy indicators as well as user contextual
data in order to enhance the UX. The evaluation of rScholar is carried out through user
studies and in comparison, with the recommendation UI of Google Scholar.
1.1 Why Do UiD and IxD Matter?
Some researchers have suggested that, regardless of the accuracy of recommendation
algorithms, a poor UiD and IxD can degrade the interaction between the users and a
system such that users find the system intrusive, annoying or distracting, thereby negatively affecting their experience [9]. For example, the recommendation algorithm might
perform well and retrieve an appropriate set of novel and accurate recommendations for
a target user. If the delivery of those recommendations is not well designed [5], users
may be confused and unable to find the connections between their needs and the recommendation set, reducing system acceptance [8–10]. Contextual information is also
critical for the application of probabilistic User Models [10] which can establish a link
between user actions, contexts and system events and synchronise the interaction in a
way that users experience positive feelings when they interact with the system [11, 12].
Effective UiD and IxD indicators might also be used to help users visually understand
the logic behind the recommendations (algorithm functionality) and the usefulness of
these recommendations. Design of the interface and selection of items to be presented to
users for rating can reduce the “new user problem” in RSs [13]. Therefore, the quality of
UiD and IxD can have a critical and decisive effect on users’ perceptions and experiences
of SRSs.

2 The UI Development Process
Figure 1 depicts the five steps of the rScholar design process, which are inspired by the
design principles introduced by Saffer [14]. These principles emphasize IxD adequacy
by improving the interactions between or among humans and UI affordances. The steps
of the design process for rScholar are described in the sections to follow.
2.1 User Research
In the User research phase, UiD and IxD guidelines are reviewed to identify use requirements. While general webpage design guidelines can be applied to RSs, it should be
noted that the RS is a component of the page that is strongly related to the item (e.g. the
paper) that is delivered to the user rather than other content of the Web page. The impact
of recommender UIs on user behavior has been discussed in various studies and have
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Fig. 1. rScholar: UI development steps

resulted in a few design guidelines and rules. The applicability of these guidelines to
specific RS components have rarely been tested empirically [15, 16]. Ozok et al. [9] and
Pu and Chen (2011) provide an in-depth analysis of common design pitfalls when developing UIs for preference elicitation, preference revision, page layout and explanation.
Felfernig et al. (2006) analyze the impact of different recommender UI functionalities
such as explanations, product comparison pages, and repair actions on factors such as
perceived increase of domain knowledge, increase of usability and trust. In another study,
Felfernig et al. [9] analyze different preference elicitation interfaces through three user
studies. The results are four design guidelines for preference elicitation interfaces: (1)
users willing to spend more effort in preference elicitation should be able to do so; (2)
affective feedback interfaces (e.g., in terms of so-called affect buttons) should be considered as a means of detailed preference feedback; (3) interfaces should be designed to
support exploration, where the consequences of preference shifts are easily visible; and
(4) preference elicitation processes should rely on initial system preference suggestions,
rather than starting from scratch.. Table 1 presents an overview of features identified in
the design rules and guidelines reported in several RSs studies.
Some detailed user studies of contextual data were conducted as part of this stage
and reported in [27, 28]. The most relevant contextual data were identified as research
interest, research interests, learning style, task, and pre-knowledge. Also, Pu and Chen’s
framework conceptualizes that the user’s perception of recommendation quality is initiated by recommendation diversity, novelty, accuracy [29]. Moreover, other researchers
argued that apart from the accuracy, other qualities such as diversity, novelty and popularity of the recommended papers are also important for the users [30–32]. In regard to UiD
and IxD design, the results of the studies conducted by [10, 15, 16] have revealed that
the major UiD indicators are display, consistency, and signifier and the IxD indicators
are pre-elicitation, pre- refinement, privacy, explanation, and information-sufficiency.
Therefore the main UI requirements are to find efficient mechanisms to 1) obtain user’s
data (user context) 2) to obtain the environment’s data (environment context) 3) to display
four paper recommendation displays of diverse, novel and popular and accurate papers
4) meet the UiD adequacy (system context) 5) meet IxD adequacy (system context).
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Table 1. Design rules and guidelines for the RSs
Study Title

Feature
PE PR IS SC DN EX RL RD PC PL NA Ref
✓

Beyond algorithms: An HCI
perspective on recommender
systems
Evaluating recommender
systems from the user’s
perspective: survey of the
state of the art

✓

✓

Design guidelines for
effective recommender
system interfaces based on a
usability criteria conceptual
model: results from a college
student population

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Advanced user interfaces &
hybrid recommendations for
exploratory search
Adaptive user interface and
user experience based
authoring tool for
recommendation systems

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Recommendation delivery

✓

User interface patterns in
recommendation-empowered
content intensive multimedia
applications

✓

✓

✓
✓

Is seeing believing? how
recommender system
interfaces affect users’
opinions

[17, 18]

[19]

✓

[9]

✓

[20]

[21]

Interfaces for eliciting new
user preferences in
recommender systems

Recommender systems: from
algorithms to user experience

✓

✓

The effect of preference
elicitation methods on the
user experience of a
recommender system
Interaction design for
recommender systems

✓

✓

✓

[22]

✓

✓

[23]

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

[18]

[24]

✓

✓

[3]

✓

✓

[25]

✓

✓

[26]

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Study Title

Feature
PE PR IS SC DN EX RL RD PC PL NA Ref

Preference Elicitation = PE; Preference Refinement = PR; Information Sufficiently = IS;
Size & Composition of recommendation sets = SC; Dialog & Natural Language = DN;
Explanation = EX; Recommendation Label = RL; Recommendation Display = RD; Privacy
Consideration = PC; Signifier = SI; Page Layout = PL; Navigation = NA

2.2 UI Ideate
Considering the above requirements, user profile-based design not only makes rScholar
serve as a scholarly search engine and a recommender but also as a scholarly personal
web page which allows the scholars to share their scholarly profile and upload their
CVs. This follows findings from a major review of SRs [19], guideline #9, to emphasize
specific goals of users to motivate them to contribute. Table 2 presents the final eighteen
selected design elements applied in order to meet these requirements.
2.3 rScholar Interaction and Visual Design Development
In this section we describe how interaction and visual design was conducted to meet
the requirements in the previous section. Once the user logs in (Fig. 2), a home page
(Fig. 3) that has been designed based on the user profile and personalised for each user
is presented. In this page, the user is able to submit their academic information such
as name, major, contact number etc. as well as social media accounts and upload their
photo (Oval 1: Fig. 3). The user is able to submit their research interests and areas
of expertise, with a maximum of 10 allowed inputs per user [33]. The sliders can be
applied to rate the degree of his/her knowledge from a range of 0 to 100% (Oval 2:
Fig. 3). The user can input profile information such as learning style, task, and current
academic semester (Oval 3: Fig. 3). Navigation through different pages (discussed later)
in enabled via the menu bar, including homepage, profile, privacy setting and about
rScholar and the page layout (list and pie) can be changed through the menu bar (Oval 5:

Fig. 2. rScholar - Home page
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Fig. 3. rScholar - Home page

Fig. 3). The user is able to search in the datasets and the results of their search are shown
(Oval 6: Fig. 3/Fig. 5 and Oval 7, 8 and 9: Fig. 3) together with recommendation label,
recommendation presentation (in four categories: novel, diverse, accurate and popular
papers) and gamification, respectively, which are discussed in the next section in detail.
Figure 4 shows the dropdown lists, which present options for learning style, task,
and academic term. These pieces of contextual information can be later utilized to make
better recommendations for users. This approach to employing task specification for
contextual search draws inspiration from earlier work on enterprise search [34].
Figure 5 shows the results of users’ searches. The user can view the abstract of the
paper and save the papers to a personal library (Oval 1: Fig. 5). This library is a selfcreated library by the userThere are a few icons as Oval 2 presents. The user can remove
a paper that is not relevant, send the paper to someone else, see the full text, and cite the
paper. These options can also be considered as the options for preference elicitation and
refinement, which are discussed in Sect. 2.4.

Table 2. Design element selection
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Fig. 4. Available options for learning style & task (dropdown lists)

Fig. 5. Search results

Figure 6 depicts two different layouts of pie and list design and shows how rScholar
displays recommendations. Based on recent studies, paper quality or appropriate paper
refers to attributes of each paper that can be matched to a specific scholar. Researchers
emphasized that that apart from the accuracy, other qualities such as diversity, novelty
and popularity of the recommended papers are also important for the users [10, 35].
Therefore, the recommendations are displayed to in four categories (Oval 1: Fig. 6).
As Fig. 7 shows, in the profile menu, the user is able to input information about
him/herself and edit the data. The user can manage his/her recommendation delivery
time interval by choosing three options of daily, weekly, and monthly (Oval: Fig. 7). In
addition, the user can set if s/he is willing to get mail notifications or not (Oval 2: Fig. 7).
If the user is a faculty member and has students to supervise, s/he might input the
students’ research interests or topics so that s/he may receive some recommendations
related to students’ research interests (Oval 3: Fig. 6). The user’s CV can also be uploaded
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List De-

Fig. 6. Page layout options

Fig. 7. Page layout options

Pie

De-
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by using the last option in the profile page (Oval 4: Fig. 6). As mentioned earlier, one of the
advantages of the proposed UI is that rScholar can serve as a personal web page/profile
for the scholars.
All the fields in the homepage are editable through two ways on the homepage
and profile menu as shown in Fig. 7. Guideline #9 in [19] emphasizes setting goals
for users to motivate them to contribute. The scholarly personal web page/profile also
helps users identify themselves with their scholarly communities, motivating them to
contribute more. Beenen et al. [36] discovered that most users are “social loafers” rather
than contributors and they may work harder when their effort is important to the group’s
performance and when their contributions to the group can be identified. As mentioned
before, the aim of the rScholar is to develop an efficient mechanism to obtain user’s
data (user context) and environmental data (environment context) and is also an efficient
mechanism to show a list of appropriate papers. In the following sections, we discuss
how an efficient mechanism is applied to meet UiD and IxD quality requirements for
rScholar.
2.4 Meeting IxD Quality Requirements
In the following, it is discussed how the features influencing the IxD quality based on
the design guidelines (Table 1 and 2) have been designed in rScholar.
Preference Elicitation & Refinement. The preference elicitation method is the way in
which the RS discovers what the user likes and/or dislikes [29, 37]. In rScholar, there
are a few methods for discovering the users’ preferences implicitly and explicitly. In
the explicit mode, users are asked to rate items or specify preferences on features of the
products, such as user profile, item rating and filtering and Questionnaire. In implicit
mode, the system makes estimates of the users’ preferences by observing users’ browsing, searching, selecting, purchasing, and rating behaviors. Feature-based preference
elicitation has previously been applied to high-risk and high-involvement products, such
as cars, computers, houses, cameras, items for which users rarely have experience, making it difficult to obtain their ratings. It is it is feasible, however, to ask them to identify
criteria on specific features [38]. Figure 7 shows the implicit and explicit preference
elicitation applied in the design of rScholar. Based on the interface design guidelines
for preference elicitation indicated in [39], the profile/interest selection serves as an low
effort starting point for eliciting default preferences that can be adapted subsequently by
the users.
Guideline #11 in Pu et al.’s research (2011) indicates that refinement facilities, such
as critiquing helps the system increase recommendation accuracy and the users’ sense
of control. Table 3 illustrates the preference refinement methods used in rScholar. In
other words, users take these actions towards the recommended papers to refine their
preferences.
This preference elicitation is designed to establish a more accurate user model for
finding the users’ information needs. According to [18, 40], this aspect is highly correlated to the users’ trust in the system. Games are also an implicit method for obtaining
users’ preferences; however, this has not considered in this research. Amazon employs a
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Table 3. Preference elicitation/refinement methods
Method

rScholar

Deleting/removing

(Oval 1: Fig. 7)

Viewing the full text

(Oval 1: Fig. 7)

Saving to the library

(Oval 2: Fig. 7)

Viewing the full text

(Oval 2: Fig. 7)

Citing

(Oval 1: Fig. 7)

Sending as a gift to a friend (Oval 1: Fig. 7)
Changing the rate of paper

(Oval 2: Fig. 7)

Updating the user profile

(Fig. 7)

simple preference refinement method. It asks users to rate some specific items under the
box that says, “Improve Your Recommendation”. This facility may convince users that
their work leads to more accurate recommendations and encourage them to put forth
more effort.
Recommendation Label. The recommendation label identifies the area on the screen
where the recommended items are displayed. “Recommendation for you” (by Amazon),
“Movies you’ll like” (by Netflix), or simply “Suggestion” (by YouTube) are samples of
recommendation labels [3]. In rScholar, the statement: “’[User’s name], rScholar thinks
that you may enjoy these papers” is applied as the recommendation label (Fig. 8).
Explanation. In addition to labels, recent recommenders employ explanatory techniques to help users understand the recommender’s logic and to increase transparency
of the user interaction [3]. This is one of the IxD indicators that plays a highly important
role in the success of the recommenders [9, 15].
As shown in Fig. 8, rScholar papers are recommended to the user in four categories of
novel, accurate, popular and, diverse. The recommendations in these four categories can
be generated by considering the users’ situation and preferences. Accuracy represents
the papers that are most likely similar to a user profile/search keyword. These papers
are chosen to be similar to the users’ preferences and past ratings [15, 41]. Novel papers
are those that users have not yet rated or used. Also, it could be an unknown item that
the user has never encountered [15, 41, 42]. Popular items are those that are widely
recognized in a community. For example, a paper that has a high citation count in a field
might be considered as a popular item [43]. Recently diversity has been the a focus of
a few studies in RSs and Information Retrieval (IR) to improve user satisfaction [43–
45]. It refers to recommendations that are not exactly similar to the users’ interests or
preference but yet may be relevant [45]. To date, many researchers have demonstrated
that providing good explanations for recommendations could help inspire users’ trust
and satisfaction, increase users’ involvement and educate users on the internal logic of
the system [18, 25, 40, 46]. Table 4 summarizes the explanation type and methods for
recommendations stated in various studies.
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Fig. 8. Implicit & explicit preference elicitation

It should be noted that rScholar recommendations are based on more than one criterion. Describing the rationale for the recommendations is not as straightforward as
simply flagging similar research interests. Textual descriptions may be used to clarify
the situation [3]. This is something we are considering for future enhancement.
Information Sufficiency. Information sufficiency refers to the content of the recommendation and specification that should be sufficient for users to confidently make their
decisions while saving time and effort [9]. In rScholar, as Fig. 9 depicts, paper title,
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Table 4. Methods for the recommendation explanation

Type

Method/Technique

References

Textual

Comments, feedback, chat box, social texture

[47, 48]

Graph

Statistical presentations, images, graphs, Star
ratings

[18, 25, 40, 46, 49, 50]

Cascaded

Displays only the category of information sources [51]

Labelling

“Customers who bought/viewed this item also
bought/viewed:”

[52]

Tabular

Tables

[9, 29]

Fig. 9. Recommendation labelling

paper author(s), abstract, full text (if accessible), citations, journal publication date, and
publisher are presented to the users and the detailed information such as abstract are
provided by additional link. Based on the study of [9], participants mostly want short
and concise information.
Privacy Consideration. Figure 10 shows that users are asked to give permission to the
rScholar to access their social media information and search logs while apprising them
that their information is kept confidential and only is used for making more personalized
recommendations for them.
This method protects users’ information appropriately and might help users trust
the system; however, according to [53], it is still far from dealing with the privacy
issues in RSs. Privacy is a critical issue for RSs, regardless of whether the adopted user
modeling method is explicit or implicit [54, 55]. To know users well enough to make
effective recommendations, a recommender must acquire sufficient information (e.g.,
demographic information, preference information, personality information etc.) about
the users. The privacy concern becomes more important when the required information
is more personal, and the users want to keep it confidential. Finding the optimal balance
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Fig. 10. Information sufficiency in rScholar

between privacy protection and personalization remains a challenging task [56]. There
is a general assumption that people are sensitive to privacy issues. However, a mismatch
exists between people’s privacy preferences and their actual behavior. The results suggest
that people overlook privacy concerns once they are highly involved in the system [57].
In addition, when users decide whether to provide personal information or not, they
would like to know who is able to access the information and its specific purpose [58].
2.5 Meeting UiD Quality Requirements
Based on the results of an empirical study conducted by [10]; recommendation display,
consistency and, signifier are major contributors to the recommendation perceptions. In
online RSs, interface issues such as page layout and navigation are the most important
factors relating to the overall ease of use and perceived usefulness of RSs [9, 18].
Recommendation Display. Page layout, color, icons, number of recommendations,
recommendation notification, recommendation time, and navigation design patterns all
can address the recommendation display.
Page Layout. Guideline #14 in [19] places special importance on attractive layout design
and effective labeling in order to enhance users’ perceived accuracy, and explains how
the systems compute the recommendations (recommendation explanation: IxD quality
indicators). Doing so can increase users’ perception of the system’s effectiveness, their
overall satisfaction of the system, their readiness to accept the recommended items, and
their trust in the system. In one of the earlier studies examining the HCI aspects of such
systems, Swearingen et al. [18] found that some of the interface issues including graphics
and color are not strongly correlated to the ease of use and perceived usefulness of RSs. In
the survey conducted by [9], participants overwhelmingly (85.5%) preferred to see RSs
as part of the regular web page content. Chen (2011) has indicated that most of current
RSs follow the list structure, where recommended items are sited one after another. The
grid layout, a two-dimensional display with multiple rows and columns, has also been
applied in one movie recommender sites to display the items. As the third alternative
design, pie layout has been rarely used in RSs. However, it has been proven as an effective
menu design for accelerating users’ selection process and has significantly enhanced the
users’ decision confidence, enjoyability, perceived recommender competence, and usage
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intention via user evaluation [59]. Therefore, as mentioned before and shown in Fig. 6,
two-page layouts, list, and pie, have been designed in this research. The effectiveness of
page layouts for SRSs is evaluated and discussed in the next section.
Number of Recommendation (Size). The number of recommendations, which is also
called set composition or recommendation set size, is another concern of RSs researchers
[9, 16]. Studies indicate that while showing one item is too few, showing more than five
items increases users’ choice difficulty. Hence, it seems that an appropriate recommendation number is three [9]. In this research, we have four recommendations because the
recommendations are based on four paper categories of novel, accurate, popular, and
diverse. Another implication of prior research is that different kinds of items should be
mixed and balanced to make up the final set.
Recommendation Presentation. Presentation is also a crucial factor in persuading users
to accept the recommended items; therefore, each RS must carefully employ strategies that are sensitive to users’ information needs as well as the business goals of the
RS. To create an adequate recommendation set in this research, a set of four paper
recommendations consisting of novel, popular, accurate and diverse is offered (Fig. 6).
Recommendation Delivery Time & Method. There are two ways of delivering recommendations: reactive (manual), in which the recommendations are sent to users when
they ask for them; and proactive initiation (automatic), in which the recommendations
are sent at prescheduled times [3]. Several user interface techniques have been proposed
to help balance the need for timely recommendations with the need to avoid distracting
users. These inform the user that a recommendation is available without forcing the user
to acknowledge it immediately. It seems that providing both methods and a combination
of them is preferable by users. In another perspective, Ho and Tam [60] indicate that
in the early stage of the decision process, users are more likely to accept and review
the recommendations; therefore, it is better to present some recommendations to them
at that time. In rScholar, users receive recommendations at the time they explicitly ask
for them at a set time or after searching and interacting with the system. rScholar has
two methods of recommendation delivery in three-time intervals of daily, weekly, and
monthly including recommendations that are delivered via email notification and those
presented in the rScholar homepage. The user can set his/her preferable method. If the
email method is set, the recommendations are sent to the users’ mail inbox at a set time
(Fig. 11). The user is also able to view more detailed information about the recommendations. The deactivation (unsubscribe) of receiving recommendations is provided by
the link at the bottom of email notification (Fig. 12).
Consistency. Consistency is using familiar icons, colors, menu hierarchy, call-toactions, and user flows when designing similar situations and sequence of actions. It
helps users to perceive the system as easy to use and stable [61, 62]. Past studies have
not discussed the relationships between consistency and UX of SRSs however this factor in rScholar was considered using simple icons and design in a way that users do not
perceive cognitive barriers and load.
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Fig. 11. Privacy consideration in rScholar

Fig. 12. Sample of recommendation delivery by email notification

Signifier. Signifiers are communication signs or signals that tell users what an object is
for. Signifiers help users understand what to do and where to do it, what is happening
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and what are the alternatives. They convey possible actions to the individual [63]. The
signifier should be clear for the user who wants to use the product, so it is easy to
understand. In rScholar clear text labels, tooltips, simple and easy to understand icons
help users to understand affordances.

2.6 Evaluation and Results
UX evaluation of RSs has only started recently and is still in its infancy. Knijnenburg et al.
[16] and Pu and Hu [19] have proposed frameworks and guidelines for the evaluation of
RSs from a user- centric perspective. For the rScholar evaluation, survey questionnaires
(UI and Ix aspects) of the above-mentioned studies have served as the inspiration for
design of a questionnaire. Expert evaluation and user studies have been performed to
evaluate the UI.
Expert Evaluation. Expert evaluation has been accepted as a significant way to improve
the quality of a developed software and as a complement for testing other products [64].
Thus, this study adopted this approach for the evaluation of rScholar. The objectives were
to gather feedback on the rScholar and to compare it with the UI of Google Scholar. The
experts were selected based on their UX/UI professional backgrounds. The invitations,
along with the details of the validation study were sent to 15 experts within the field. Nine
experts agreed to participate. Both the rScholar and the questionnaire were accessible
through www.rscholar.com and first, the experts were asked to work with Google scholar
for five minutes without providing any information or guidance to how to use it. Then, the
experts were asked to use the rScholar and rate the features indicated in questionnaire in
a 5- Likert scale for both Google scholar and rScholar separately. Before examining the
UiD and IxD differences of rScholar and Google scholar from the experts’ viewpoints,
Normality test were performed and parametric T-tests (sig. < 0.05) and non-paramedic
Mann- Whitney (MW) tests (sig. > 0.05) were applied for comparison of rScholar and
Google scholar’s features. Based on the results of MW and T tests shown in Table 5,
there are no statistically significant differences (sig. = .622 > .05) between UiD and
IxD features in rScholar and Google scholar, however, by means comparing (r_CS =
4.00 < g_CS = 4.27; r_RD = 4.22 > g_RD = 3.77).
Experts rated Google scholar’s consistency higher than that of rScholar and rated
rScholar recommendation display higher that that of Google scholar. The reason for
rating consistency higher for Google scholar might be the familiarity of experts with
Google products and their design. Among the other examined UiD and IxD features,
there is significant difference (sig. < .05) in PE, PR, EX features between rScholar
and Google scholar. The means comparison reveals that experts have rated rScholar
higher for the features of Preference Elicitation (PE) (r_PE = 4.22 > g_PE = 3.22),
Preference Refinement (PR) (r_PR = 4.38 > g_PR = 2.38), as well as Explanation of
recommendation (EX) (r_EX = 4.44 > g_EX = 1.77) than Google scholar.
rScholar: User Study Evaluation. The objective of this end user evaluation is to examine the UiD and IxD features influencing UX two times in a three-month interval. The
user studies took place in two intervals with individuals who agreed to participate in
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Table 5. UiD & IxD differences in rScholar & Google scholar (MW& T-test)
MW: *Decision Null Hypo.
PE

Sig.
.006

PR

.000

PC

.000

EX

.000

IS

1.00

SI

.190

Feature
r-PE
g-PE
r-PR
g-PR
r-PC
g-PC
r-EX
g-EX
r-IS
g-IS
r-SI
g-SI

Mean
4.22
3.22
4.38
2.38
4.61
3.27
4.44
1.77
4.00
4.00
3.94
4.22

T-test
CS

Feature
N
Sig.
Mean
Std. Deviation
Std. Error Mean
r_CS
9
.622
4.0000
.66144
.22048
g_CS
9
4.2778
.44096
.14699
RD
r_RD
9
.622
4.2222
.23810
.07937
g_RD
9
3.7778
.23810
.07937
r rScholar; g Googlescholar; PE Preference Elicitation; PR Preference Refinement;
PC Privacy Consideration.; EX Explanation; IS Information Sufficiently; SI Signifier;
CS Consistency RD Recommendation Display

the evaluation phase. Four groups of Master, PhD students, Post-doc researchers, and
Faculty members participated in this research. Each group consisted of five participants
for a total of twenty participants. Bachelor students were excluded because of our focus
on research expertise and knowledge of scholarly tasks. As in our expert evaluation, both
the rScholar and the questionnaire were accessible through www.rscholar.com. First, the
participants were asked to work with rScholar for five minutes without any information
or guidance on how to use it. Then, they were asked to provide their ratings on the
features indicated in the questionnaire on a 5-point Likert scale. The rest of the evaluation is similar to our expert’s evaluation. To measure the changes resulting from the
experimental environment, pretest-posttest designs were used to compare the changes
in different groups and times. High changes in pre-test and post-test scores indicate low
reliability [65]. To examine the reliability and consistency of users’ scores, the data was
collected in two times with three months’ time interval. The first data collection is a pretest and the second is a post-test (after three months). After performing the Normality
test (Sig. = .00 < 0.05)., the Wilcoxon signed ranks test is used to determine if the time
(three months) as an intervention has a significant effect on the users’ scores on UiD
and IxD features as well as on users’ overall evaluation. As the results in Table 6 reveal,
the median of differences between Pre-test and Post-test equals zero (0) for all features
which indicates that there is no significant difference between the scores of participants.
In other words, there is no change in scores from the first time to the second time after
three months, therefore, it can be discerned that the users’ rates are reliable.
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Table 6. Related samples test results-scale data (Wilcoxon signed ranks)

Decision Null
Hypo.
re_ Post_PE

Sig.
.180

Decision Null
Hypo.
Pre_ Post_PC

Sig.

Decision Null
Hypo.

.060

Pre_Post_CS

Sig.

Decision Null
Hypo.

Sig.

.581

Pre_
.216
Post_RD
Pre_Post_PR
.157
Pre_ Post_EX
.396
Pre_Post_SI
.083
Pre_Post_IS
.157
* Retain null hypothesis ( ): The median of differences between Pre-test and Post-test equals zero (0)
* Rejected null hypothesis ( ): The median of differences between Pre-test and Post-test does not equal zero (0)

By using the Friedman Two- way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Kendall’s
Coefficient of Concordance tests it revealed that there is not statistically significant
differences between the different groups of users’ ratings and the distribution in different
groups (Master, PhD student, Post-doc researcher, and Faculty member) are the same
(Sig. = .00 < 0.05). Figure 11 depicts, the mean users’ rates on rScholar UiD and
IxD features vs Google scholar as well as users’ overall perception on rScholar and
Google scholar in term of dominance, fun, cognitive load, and cognitive barrier. Like
the experts’ evaluation, rScholar consistency obtained the lowest rate and participants
have perceived more dominance when interacting with Google scholar. However, users
have rated rScholar higher on sufficient information and recommendation explanations,
privacy considerations and preference elicitation and refinements methods than Google
scholar (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Users’ Evaluation Results

3 Discussion and Recommendation
The rScholar design and evaluation were based on the most powerful indicators of UiD
and IxD quality including preference elicitation, preference refinement, privacy consideration, explanation, and info-sufficiency for IxD adequacy, and UiD quality measures
such as display, consistency, and signifier. It is obvious that users’ satisfaction and experience are also associated with usefulness and quality of recommendations, but in this
study, rScholar does not generate recommendations for the users, which is a shortcoming
of the study. To prevent biased results, the users were asked to evaluate rScholar with
the assumption that they are receiving relevant and appropriate recommendations.
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A comprehensive research examination of UX of RSs must consider both the backend that decides what to recommend, and the front-end that delivers the recommendation
[3]. However, there are more than 200 research studies on SRS mostly focused on backend (accuracy of algorithms) [66] and there has been given little attention to UI design
for RSs and particularly SRSs. rScholar is one of the first serious attempts in the field
of UI design for the SRSs. Therefore, this research does not end here and encourages
further studies on UI and IxD design for RSs and SRSs. Some of the possible areas are
discussed in the following section.
3.1 Consistency
As the evaluation results showed, both experts and users gave the lowest rates to rScholar
consistency. Consistency suggest that users perceive the system as easy to use and stable
which leads to less cognitive load while using the system [67]. It also helps with user
control; however, it is not an easy task to design consistent interfaces for these complex
recommendations.
3.2 Trade-off Between User Contribution and Data Acquisition
Making this trade-off is not always easy since, first, the users perceive rating-time costs
which means they perceive benefits as those that outweigh the costs they pay [41]. Second, users are often more satisfied when they are given control over how the recommender
functions on their behalf, even when that control increases the effort that is required of
them, and even when the resulting recommendations are objectively less accurate. Therefore, a recommender should provide a balance between the control/dominance which
users desire and an effective recommendation service [25]. McNee et al. [23] compared three interface strategies for eliciting movie ratings by 192 users and found that a
higher level of user control over the interaction gives rise to a more accurate preference
UM/algorithm. The experiment also revealed that although the user-controlled group
spent more time, they did not perceive any additional effort. Besides, design of adaptive
RSs, which tailors the user interaction effort to his/her individual characteristics and
motivates users to expend this effort might be a good solution and ultimately help to
create a pleasant experience for the users.
3.3 Users’ Control and Dominance
User control or dominance of SRSs is about letting users decide what to do and to
control their preferences, which motivates them to rate more indicators in the future
[20, 25]. The privacy and recommendation delivery time/method in rScholar helps users
to feel dominance, however since the users do not receive real recommendations, their
perceptions might be invalid. This aspect needs more investigation.
3.4 Visualization
Visualization has shown significant impact on the UX of SRSs [10], but they have
received less attention in the rScholar design since data visualization for SRSs requires
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separate extensive investigations in both design solutions and data analysis. Recently, a
few studies have utilized visualization techniques specially to denote the user’s current
context such as time, location and weather along [68] and also multidimensional visualization to promote the diversity of recommended items through an interpretable and
interactive interface [44]. Like the dashboard on a car, RS dashboards typically integrate
recommendations of different types from different sources allowing the user to glance at
recommendations frequently and with low commitment [3]. Besides, visualization techniques are used in RSs to support transparency, acceptance, and controllability of the
recommendation process. PeerChooser and SmallWorlds are good examples of visual
interactive recommenders that show relationships between users and recommended items
[3].
3.5 Fun and Gamification
Although it seems that SRSs are not required to be fun for the scholars interacting with
them, gamification has a significant effect on users’ experiences with SRSs and perceived
fun [10]. Gamification could be one of the preference elicitation methods. In rScholar,
we included a game icon that we designed, and feedback showed that around 54% of
users like to have fun while they are looking for an appropriate paper. However, it is still
debatable as some of the users also indicated that they need to find the paper instantly
and in a straightforward way. Hence, providing fun in RSs needs more investigation and
is highlighted here to offer insights for SRSs in the future studies.
3.6 Dialog and Interactive Chatbots
Chatbots or conversational agents are able to support interactions with the users. The
aim of dialogue design is to yield closure and to reduce cognitive load. An effective
dialogue makes the system as reliable as possible by, for example using messaging box,
flags, and icons [62]. Moreover, the medium that presents the recommendations also
influences the user’s satisfaction of RS [69]. According to Global Web Index statistics,
it is said that 75% of internet users are adopting one or more messaging platforms. And
with new advancements coming every year like AI, NLP and Machine Learning which
makes the bot more intelligent. In rScholar chatbots were not considered but some part
of contextual data (profile information) such as users’ task, research interests, and preknowledge could be obtained through interactive chat with the users.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to explore the impact of smartphone
addiction on users in public settings. The experiment was conducted using nonparticipant observation to observe the smartphone addicts in the metro station. The
study investigated: (1) The attendances of the smartphone addicts at different time
periods of the day in the MRT station. (2) A study on the behavior of smartphone
addicts in MRT, such as the entry route, stay time, etc. The experiment took three
days of the week, i.e., the weekdays day on Mondays and Wednesdays, and the
weekends on Saturdays. The time for each observation period is 15 min, divided
into four time periods: 10:00 am, 13:00, 17:00, and 20:00. The generated results
revealed that: (1) Smartphone addicts have higher attendance rates on weekdays
than on weekends. (2) The direction indicator of the gate was ignored by some of
the smartphone addicts. (3) We propose the design improvement of the direction
indicator and suggest an interactive space at MRT station.
Keywords: Non-participation observation · Smartphone addicts · MRT station ·
Indicator design

1 Introduction
In modern society, more and more people rely on using mobile devices. The user who
over-uses mobile devices is called “smartphone addicts.” In many countries, there have
been tragic incidents in which smartphone users focus on mobile screens on the roads and
encounter traffic accidents. Founded in current research on the adverse consequences of
overusing technology, “mobile phone overuse” has been proposed as a subset of forms of
“digital addiction”, or “digital dependence”, reflecting increasing trends of compulsive
behavior amongst users of technological devices. Researchers have variously termed
these behaviors “smartphone addiction”. Grant et al. (2010) believed that smartphone
addiction can be classified as a behavioral addiction, such as Internet addiction. Behavioral and chemical addictions have seven core symptoms in common, that is, salience,
tolerance, mood modification, conflict, withdrawal, problems, and relapse.
The Chartered Society of Physiotherapy has issued a report stating that smart mobile
devices, such as smartphones and tablets having unwittingly prolonged users’ working
hours and exploited their health. The Association surveyed 2010 white-collar workers
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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in the UK and found that more than two-thirds of those surveyed had to continue working outside working hours due to the popularity of smartphones and other devices, on
average two hours more than the legal working hours. The Association warns that smart
mobile devices are turning users into “screen slaves.” The Association also pointed out
that, whether it is work or leisure, people usually do not pay attention to maintaining
a reasonable posture when using handheld smart devices, thus causing a greater risk
of health problems. Abo-Jedi (2008) also pointed out that smartphone addiction can
affect physical and mental health. The negative physiological health effects of excessive
smartphone use include the neurological disorders, the weakened immune system, some
problems with the eardrum, the pain in wrists, neck, and joints and so on (Cha and Seo
2018). Psychologically, smartphone addiction can cause poor social support and higher
levels of loneliness (Nie and Erbring 2000).
On the other hand, urbanization and demands for mobility have spurred the development of mass rapid transit infrastructure in industrializing Asia (Townsend and Zacharias
2010). Thus, it is necessary to examine how transit systems better applied locally. The
tracks and stations of the Metro Rapid System in Taipei include underground, ground,
and elevated sections. Passengers must enter or leave a Metro Rapid Transit (MRT) station either through stairs, escalators, or elevators. In 2000, the accident rate for escalator
riding was about 0.815 accidents per million passenger trips through Taipei MRT heavy
capacity stations. The results from the analysis indicated that the majority of the escalator riding accidents were caused by passengers’ carrying out other tasks (Chi, Chang
and Tsou 2006). Besides, there are safety hazards. Some people walk, bike, or even
drive without forgetting to check their phones, which can be dangerous and may lead to
injuries or even death in an emergency. This is not only not responsible for their own, but
also for the passers-by around irresponsible, because of the use of smartphone caused
by the accident of the news is often reported in the newspaper.
In many countries, smartphone users have focused on their phones on the road,
resulting in tragic accidents, some of which have resulted in death. South Korea, a
country where smartphones and mobile Internet are the most popular in the world, has
launched a special traffic warning signal to warn smartphone users not to focus on their
mobile screens in an accident-prone area, foreign media reported. The government of
Seoul, South Korea, has even launched an experimental scheme to design several warning
signs for smartphone users, in conjunction with traffic authorities. The warning signs
will be set up in five accident-prone areas of Seoul to remind passersby not to focus on
their mobile phone screens and cause serious accidents (Fig. 1).
While mobile smart devices bring convenience, they also virtually increase work
pressure and even cause more physical and psychological risks. Therefore, the problems
and needs of smartphone addicts need to be addressed. This article develops and explores
the impact of excessive use of smart mobile devices in the public MRT station.

2 Purpose
The study investigates the effects of the phenomenon that smartphone addiction in a
public environment pertinent to users. The experiment was conducted using a nonparticipant observation technique to observe the smartphone addicts at Taipei Mass
Rapid Transportation (MRT) Station. The purpose of this study includes that:
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Fig. 1. The warning signal of the smartphone addicts in Seoul

• Explore the attendance of the smartphone addicts at different times of the day in the
MRT station
• Observe the behavior of smartphone addicts in the MRT regarding the entering route,
stay area, etc.
• Propose the design improvement of the MRT station for smartphone addicts by
adopting the universal design concept for the MRT station to benefit everyone.

3 Methods
This study uses a non-participant observation technique to explore the behavior of mobile
phone addicts in the Taipei MRT station.
The experiment site was at Gate 2 of the Gongguan Station in Taipei City. Gongguan
Station is located on the southwest side of the National Taiwan University campus. Exits
1 and 2 are at the southern end of the station, exits 3 and 4 are at the northern end of the
station. The observation area was from the entrance of exit 2 to the gate (Fig. 2).
The experiment took three days of the week to perform, the weekdays were on
Mondays and Wednesdays, and the weekends were on Saturdays. The observation time
for each period was 15 min, divided into four-time periods: 10:00 am, 13:00, 17:00,
and 20:00. The experimental data were collected regarding the number of smartphone
addicts entering the station and the number of smartphone addicts staying in the public
space. The judgment of the smartphone addicts: (1) looking down at the screen while
walking. (2) The people who staying and watching the screen for more than five minutes.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

Fig. 2. The observation area of exit 2 of Gongguan Station (1) Gate 2 of the Gongguan Station,
(2) Perspective of observation, (3) Escalator entrance

4 Observation Results
4.1 The Entering Route
The process of taking the metro from exit 2 to the platform is roughly four steps: entering
the station, going downstairs, to the gate, and swiping the card. The plan of exit 2 of the
Gongguan station is shown in Fig. 3. There were 4 steps at the entrance. After entering,
people need to turn right and go downstairs. There are three connecting up and down
passages, of which the descending escalator is in the middle and the stairs are on the
right. There are seven gates, two on the far left are entrances, four are exits, and one is
barrier-free.

Fig. 3. The entering route of smartphone addicts

The observation results indicated that the route taken by smartphone addicts was
showed in Fig. 3. Black dots indicate the location of the entering route observation.
After entering, smartphone addicts would prefer to go to the escalator instead of the
stairs, the observation result is consistent with the research of Chi et al. (2006) who
suggested that the Escalators seem to be the favorite choice by people. Then they would
turn right to the speed gate and choose the nearest door to swipe the card.
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4.2 Usage Behavior of Smartphone Addicts
Almost everyone standing in the public space outside the gate is looking at their smartphones, they are usually waiting for someone. Figure 4 showed the location of smartphone addicts outside the gate. The black dots indicate the location of the observer,
the star symbol indicates that smartphone addicts often like to stand close to the wall
near the toilets and the vending machine. The bottom right corner of the map shows the
temporary charger for the subway station, and smartphone addicts stay here longer than
in other spaces.

Fig. 4. Standing areas of smartphone addicts

In addition, observations found that this phenomenon is most common around 1:30
and 5:30 pm, with more weekends than weekdays. It may be inferred that because the
number of commuters and students who take the MRT on weekends is less than on
weekdays, the purpose of traveling has changed from for the work or school, and the
travelers have also changed. In reality, an increase in social time will increase the waiting
and staying time of smartphone addicts at MRT stations. Figure 5 shows the real situation
of usage behavior of smartphone addicts who stay outside the gates for a long time.

Fig. 5. The usage behavior of the smartphone addicts in MRT station.
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4.3 Numbers of the Smartphone Addicts
Table 1 illustrated that the total number of entering people on Monday was 174, of which
43 were smartphone addicts. The probability is about 24.7%. The total number of entering
people on Wednesday was 211, of which 54 were smartphone addicts. The probability
is about 25.6%. On Saturday the number was 276, of which 48 were smartphone addicts
with a probability of 17.4%. The result indicated that smartphone addicts had higher
attendance rates on weekdays than on weekends.
Table 1. The number of smartphone addicts entering the station at different times
10:00–10:15 13:00–13:15 17:00–17:15 20:00–20:15 All day total
MON. Total
entering
Smartphone
addicts
WED. Total
entering
Smartphone
addicts
SAT.

Total
entering
smartphone
addicts

27

44

72

31

174

5

16

17

5

43

31

54

91

35

211

3

22

19

10

54

51

67

87

62

276

7

11

14

16

48

MON

25

WEN

SAT

20
15
10
5
0
10:00

10:15

13:00

13:15

17:00

17:15

20:00

Fig. 6. The number of smartphone addicts at each period

20:15
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Figure 6 showed that on Mondays and Wednesdays, smartphone addicts showed up
more frequently at noon, and then gradually decreased. On Saturday, the number of
smartphone addicts showed up increased, and the highest time was at 8:00 pm.

5 Discussion and Suggestion
The observation of this study found that the majority of the smartphone addicts are
traveling alone and their ages are around 18 to 30. The usage behavior at the MRT
station is mainly to watch smartphones while walking, standing at charging stations,
and watching smartphones while waiting. Among the smartphone addicts who walked
and looked at the phone, two people nearly tripped on the steps and one went to the
escalator running in the opposite direction. The behavior of looking down at the phone
while walking may increase the occurrence of escalator accidents, this is consistent with
the research of Chi, Chang and Tsou (2006).
Moreover, the longest stay area for smartphone addicts on MRT stations is the charging station. The mobile devices used include smartphones, tablets, and laptops. Observations show that they usually stay at the charging station for more than 20 min, and they
just lean on the table of the charging station instead of charging. Smartphone addicts
using charging stations for long periods may reduce resource utilization.
Based on the above observational results, this study makes suggestions from two
aspects. The first is to reduce the possibility of smartphone addicts encountering accidents
at MRT stations. The second is to reduce the time that smartphone addicts use their
smartphones at MRT stations.
There is a height difference between the topography of the MRT station. Smartphone
addicts are prone to accidents while walking because they are too obsessed with phones.
Therefore, it is recommended to add a warning landmark at the MRT station to remind
smartphone addicts to pay attention to the current position. Figure 7 showed the design
of warning landmarks. The left is the step warning landmark at the entrance outside the
MRT station, which is consistent with the width of the steps. On the right is the escalator
direction warning landmark, which is marked with a triangle to guide the direction of the
escalator and avoid riding in the opposite direction. Landmarks are all in red which is
more visible and targeted. It can also reduce the possibility of injury caused by looking
down at the phone.
In addition to the design of warning landmarks, the in and out indicator of the gates
also can be improved. The visible range of the existing gate direction indication is limited
and can only be seen when approaching to swipe the card. We suggest adding an indicator
light above the gates shown in Fig. 8. Thus, people can be seen from a distance to avoid
congestion.
The second is to reduce the time that smartphone addicts use their smartphones at
MRT stations. We suggest that the size of the desktop of the charging station can be
appropriately reduced, so users cannot comfortably occupy for a long time. It can only
be open to those who really need charging. Moreover, we suggest that a public reading
area, such as a mobile library, can be set up at the MRT station in the future so that
smartphone addicts can read without having to wait for time to watch the smartphone.
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(1)

(2)

Fig. 7. Design improvement of the warning landmarks (1) The step warning landmark (2) The
escalator direction warning landmark

Fig. 8. Design improvement of the direction indicator of the gate
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6 Conclusion
Through this non-participant observation, the generated results indicate:
1. Smartphone addicts have higher attendance rates on weekdays than on weekends.
2. Some smartphone addicts ignore the gate’s direction indicator causing them to collide
with the opposite crowd.
3. We propose the design improvement of the direction indicator and suggest setting
up an interactive space at the MRT station.
This study used a non-participative observation technique to understand some of the
habits of smartphone addicts and conducted a design study with the Taipei MRT station
as an example. The primary result of the study is to understand the usage habits of
smartphone addicts and solve some problems in the design of the MRT station direction
indicators.
Of course, this study has limitations. Nowadays, the phenomenon of smartphone
addiction is highly concerned. This study only concerns with the travel problems of
smartphone addicts. They may also have special usage habits at other times. In the future
research, we may pay more attention to the interaction between smartphone addicts and
phones, such as preferred application types, frequency of checking phones, etc., in order
to reduce the chance of becoming a smart phone addict.
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Abstract. Patients having serious postpartum emotional disorder could have the
intention of committing suicide or be in the danger of harming the new-born
baby. Some researchers have developed a postpartum emotional disorder assistance mobile application, We’ll, with social support as its core structure. Emotional
support for the patients suffering postpartum emotional disorder can be enhanced
through the interactive function of making wishes to further ease their depression
problems. The study aimed to understand the subjective usability and willingness
of use for the target users of We’ll APP and discuss the actual needs of the users to
further propose the optimized plans and suggestions for the mobile application. In
this study, 15 subjects, satisfied the criteria of being a Taiwanese puerpera around
20 to 40 years old with child-birth experience, were recruited. The subjects are
required to operate the We’ll APP and perform 12 predetermined tasks for the
evaluation of system usability scale (SUS). The willingness of use, satisfaction
and other suggestions to the APP can be understood from semi-structured interview. The overall average score of SUS is 79.5, which is higher than the previous
study. Hence, it is known that the usability of We’ll APP satisfied the standards.
We proposed and suggested the following plans to make subsequent optimization
and revision based on the feedback of the subjects during the interview: (1) Create
personal pregnancy experience database for users. (2) Set up prompt reminder
function. (3) Create mothers’ forum. (4) Enhance online real-time professional
medical care consultation.
Keywords: Postpartum emotional disorder · Postpartum depression · Mobile
health management · Mobile APP · Usability
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1 Introduction
The probability of women suffering from depression is around two times of the probability of men [1, 2], and in addition, pregnant women and puerpera are one of the groups
that has a high probability of suffering from depression. This is because most women
can easily have emotion reaction aroused from huge hormone changes during their menstrual cycle, pregnancy and menopause. Hence, women suffering postpartum emotional
disorder during pregnancy are quite common where they have common symptoms, such
as postpartum blues (or baby blues) and postpartum depression (PPD). Around 40% to
80% puerpera had experienced unstable emotion and temporal postpartum blues [3].
However, most symptoms that puerpera suffered can be improved within a short amount
of time with appropriate social support (including husband, family members, friends)
and sufficient assistance. Postpartum depression could occur if the depression symptoms, such as being down in the dumps, has been prolonged for at least two weeks. The
prevalence rate of postpartum depression is around 10% to 15% [4–7].
The combination of e-mental health (EMH) and social support is an important link
to effectively improve and reduce the risk of puerpera suffering postpartum depression
[7]. Currently, EMH services have become a trend in non-medicine therapy applications
as the technology advances rapidly. Professional functions and effective information can
be provided to the users through social media network to improve mental health issues.
The form of EMH has gradually transformed to mobile health (mHealth) service with
the prevalence in smart phones and tablet devices. In the mental health field, there were
studies describing some relevant advantages of pregnant women and puerpera using
EMH. For instance, women can use these APPs anonymously, so they are more likely
to share some sensitive information related to their mental health [8, 9]. Moreover,
smart phones exist everywhere in our daily life so the entry barrier for EMH APP is
low. Women can use the EMH APP at their own appropriate time, which enhanced the
flexibility of usage [8, 9]. From the society point-of-view, EMH applications can increase
the possibility of postpartum depression discovery and therapy as well as reducing the
costs to the maximum since the time in contact with a physician was reduced. Moreover,
due to diagnosis, the chances of being cured can be increased rapidly. [8]. With all these
advantages, more people have devoted in the development and test on EMH applications
for postpartum depression in recent years. These methods result in active effects [8, 11,
12] with users having high acceptability and feasibility [9, 10, 13].
Previous studies [14] developed emotion assistance APP, We’ll, based on social
support theory. Such system takes on the concept of enhancing the social support and
self-efficacy of puerpera users [15] as its core and provided a self-screening function by
the Edinburgh postnatal depression scale (EPDS) [16], hoping that puerpera can ease
and prevent postpartum blues and depression problems with the assistance of We’ll
APP. The postpartum emotion assistance system consists of management devices for
data collection and organization, user data module, self-inspection module, medical
information module, interactive game module, social media module and data storage
module. Emotion after delivery can be expressed and self-controlled through the mental
psychological inspection and suggestions from self-inspection module, the professional
suggestions from medical information module, positive expectations from interactive
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game module and the online interaction with multiusers experiencing same emotions by
the social media platform.
To extend the research results of We’ll usability test [17], we applied qualitative
research method on the revised version of We’ll APP in this study. The current willingness of use and satisfaction of the system can be understood from the interview and
objective usability analysis after puerpera actually operated the We’ll APP. In addition,
improvement plans and suggestions can be proposed based on the interface operation
and function problems of the system from the users. We hope that the actual needs
of puerpera from the EMH app can be understood and the willingness of use can be
enhanced from our research results.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Current Status and Development of Mobile Health and E-Mental Health
for Depression a Subsection Sample
Depression is currently one of the most common mental illnesses. Relevant symptoms
of the patients include mental and work disabilities as well as unbalanced life, which
could have a further impact on social economy and result in a huge burden. Hence,
depression is ranked as the fourth in the global burden of disease [18] and is the most
urgent illness to be eased due to its impact. Regarding therapy for depression, cognitive
behavior therapy (CBT) and behavioral activation therapy (BA) have been recognized
as the first-line treatment [19] in recent years. Both methods are the most common
mental therapy channels currently. The difference between the two is explained in the
following: cognitive behavior therapy is a treatment process with assistance provided
by the processional psychotherapist in order to guide them into positive thinking; with
the required professional training and treatment cost are relatively higher. Behavioral
activation therapy, on the other hand, can be provided by mental health personnel with
less training, making treatment costs and professional training costs relatively lower;
this method has become a new treatment option to patients with tight budget. In the
aforementioned two psychological treatments, patients are required to meet with their
therapist regularly. However, the population suffering from depression has increased by
day [20]. Hence, some research proposed network model for the provision of mental
treatment services [21–23]. That is, patients suffering from depression can get treatment
through the mobile application on their smart phones or mobile devices, providing an
option thinking outside the box of traditional limited psychological consultation model
and achieving the popularity of screening and treatment services.
Huguet et al. [19] organized 117 applications related to depression in their research.
Based on their classification on the type of services provided by the applications for
patients suffering depression, they pointed out that the most widely used types were
education, screening and diagnosis; state induction was ranked next; and the most
uncommon application type was tracking and social support (refer to Table 1). Chan
et al. [24] also pointed out in their research that there are many mobile applications to
assist the patients suffering depression on the market with mental health service functions including self-monitoring, self-management, diagnosis and treatment. Currently,
there is no limitations on the creation of applications which can be downloaded and used
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from public open platform. Passing the application procedure is the only requirement to
make to the shelf. The applications do not require strict verification on reliability and
validity. The study suggested that mobile applications providing mental health services
should conduct strict evaluation to verify its effects and clinical usability based on their
functions so that reliable mental health services with evidence can be provided to the
users through mobile devices.
Table 1. Organization of the application type related to depression
APP type

Quantity (%)

Tracking

10(8.55)

CBT/BA treatment

12(10.26)

State induction

18(15.38)

Diagnosis and screening 30(25.64)
Education

32(27.35)

Social support

3(2.56)

Others

28(23.93)

Total number of APPs

177(100)

(Organized from [19])

Dol et al. [7] discovered in their recent literature review that there is sufficient evidence showing that mHealth intervention can improve social support during postpartum
period. In addition, comparing with those without intervention, it has been discovered
that mHealth intervention can reduce postpartum depression. Baumel et al. [25] also show
in their research that it is feasible and acceptable for women with postpartum depression
to use 7Cups digital platform as mHealth intervention measures and there are also actual
effects clinically. For women suffering postpartum depression, 7Cups digital platform
can provide them adjunct treatment and self-support tools, including the following: the
ability to connect with people from the community (24/7 emotional support will be provided by trained volunteers); personalized growth path function (providing an orderly
route for the treatment activities or information, including appreciation practice, psychological education, tools for practice, evaluation and feedback under the principle of
accepting and committing to treatment); and audio-based mindfulness exercises.
2.2 Research Related to the Evaluation on the Willingness of Using MHealth
APP
Smart phones are the most widely used technology, and thus, all kinds of APP have
been developed vigorously in respond to all kinds of needs and fields. Among them, the
applications related to medical type have grown 25% each year [26], including adjunct
management on chronic disease, self-diagnosis, general physical and mental health and
fitness, etc. [27]. Most of the research on the APPs focused on the interaction between the
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users and the human-machine interface and verified only whether the application design
matched the theory [28–30]. The impact, intention of use and needs of the APP users
are poorly understood. Currently, there are lots of health-related mobile applications,
however, users do not continue to use them or completely unwilling to use them after
using short amount of time in the beginning, or users even do not know the existence
of these kinds of applications. If discussed from the user point-of-view, then users’ past
experiences, use habits, use awareness and needs can be used as the evaluation principle
to accurately analyze the willingness of use from the users.
Some researchers discussed the design and content elements of health-related applications by qualitative research and pointed out the important factors affecting the use
of health-related applications through inductive topic analysis (refer to Table 2) [31]. In
order to understand why the users are willing to use or unwilling to use, Peng et al. [31]
understood the APP use situation and preference of the use subjects and explained their
experiences and needs through focus group interview; in addition, they analyzed the true
willingness of use through the interview content. They can even optimize the APP by
the needs of the users and the reason of unwillingness to use so that the users will be
willing to continue using or their willingness of use in the future can be enhanced.
Table 2. Factors impeding and driving the use of health applications
Factors impeding the use of health applications
The obstacles of starting to
use health applications

The obstacles of continuing to
use health applications

Factors driving the use of
health applications

Low awareness of health apps Lack of time (and effort)

Motivators

Lack of need for health apps

Information and
personalized guidance

Lack of motivation and
discipline

Lack of app literacy

Tracking for awareness and
progress

Cost

Credibility
Goal setting
Reminders
Sharing personal
information

(Organized from [31])

Recent retrospective research also pointed out that many studies applied the usercentered design process and some novel methods to enhance user-engagement during the
development of mental health applications. Applying user point-of-view for designing
mental health applications can greatly improve the usability and satisfaction of these
kinds of applications [32].
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2.3 Usability Analysis on mHealth APP
Usability is the criteria for the success of health and health care mobile applications and
is the key factor for whether the users adopted these applications. Thus, Liew et al. [33]
discussed the usability indicators jointly cared by mHealth developers and users in their
research where satisfaction, learnability and error rate are the usability issues cared by
the two groups jointly. Satisfaction refers to interface familiar and comfort, contributes to
health objectives, address specific needs; learnability is integrated with habit/daily life;
and error rate is for the control of providing accurate information. Moreover, Zapata
et al. [34] investigated 22 studies related to mHealth applications through systematic
literature overview and organized the indicators in the usability evaluation, including
attraction, learnability, operability and understandability, shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Usability evaluated characteristic of mHealth app
Characteristics

Description

Attractiveness

a. The colour black is often found to be repulsive
b. The colour of components should contrast with the background
c. Adults are not interested in gaming applications, unlike teens

Learnability

a. Training is important to reduce the time needed by users to learn how to
use the app
b. A monotonous user interface causes poor learnability
c. A tutorial at the start of the app is desired by users to guide them
d. Users learn how to use a touchscreen after a few tries

Operability

a. It takes a young adult a 1/4 of the time required by an older. adult to
complete a task
b. Free text inputs should be avoided
c. Dropdown menus with prewritten options improve efficiency
d. Difficulty in scrolling despite the existence of visual hints
e. Difficulty in performing swipe gestures
f. Difficulty in holding the tablet and interacting at the same time
g. There is no interaction between time and self-rated smartphone.
Confidence

Understandability a.
b.
c.
d.

Texts should be easily understood to avoid confusing terms or actions
Need for bigger font sizes, even on the keyboard
Buttons need to look like real buttons
Too much information or commands on a single screen should. be
avoided
e. Tendency to press icons but not the text associated with it
f. Difficulty in managing navigation levels, relying on the back. button as a
safe option

(Organized from [34])
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3 Method
3.1 Research Design
The research aimed to discuss the willingness of puerpera using We’ll APP and propose
optimized plan for the system from the qualitative feedback from the subjects as the as
references for subsequent enhancement on willingness of use. The experiment procedure
was conducted as follows: (1) Recruit the subjects; (2) Explain research and experiment
test; (3) Test by scenario tasks; (4) Evaluate by usability scale; (5) Conduct semi-structure
interview after the test. Before the test started, the research content was explained to
the subjects, including the test procedure and purpose, the basic operation of the APP
interface and the introduction on scenario tasks. First, the subjects were familiarized
themselves with operating the experiment device (ASUS ZenPad 8.0 tablet device).
After making the introductory explanations, the subjects were guided to operate the We’ll
APP to conduct the predetermined tasks for the experiment. There were 12 items in the
scenario tasks, covering all the functions provided by the application. After completing
the test, the usability evaluation was conducted, including basic survey questionnaire to
record the basic information of the subjects and system usability scale (SUS) to evaluate
the usability of We’ll APP. In the end, semi-structure interview was conducted based on
the feeling of subjects operating the system. The use experience and willingness of use
for We’ll from the subjects were collected during the interview process. The interview
time for each subject was 25 to 40 min. Video and audio recording were conducted
during the interview. After the interview, the recordings will be organized as transcript
for analysis. During the data analysis process, the transcript will be cross compared
repetitively to clarified the subjective differences between the subjects and the research.
Optimized plans were proposed after organizing.
3.2 Subjects
In this study, 15 subjects were recruited to participate in the experiment. The recruitment
criteria were the following: (1) Women with pregnancy experience and have a child (or
children); (2) Aged between 18 to 45 years old who have pregnancy plans or does not
exclude child birth opportunity; (3) Had over 4 years of experiences using smart phones
and have the habit of using tablet devices in their daily life. The following conditions in
the subjects were excluded: (1) Aged over 45; (2) Experienced pregnancy period before
but had no experiences in child birth; (3) Foreign puerpera or those who cannot read
Chinese characters were being excluded since current version of the system and the scale
were both in Chinese.
3.3 In-Depth Interview Procedure
Before the interview, we explained to the subjects about the purpose of the interview and
the interview outline in detail again and asked the subjects to devote themselves during
the interview. The estimated time for the interview was 25 to 40 min. The interview
procedure and time were flexibly adjusted according to the personal situation of the
different subjects. The design of the interview procedure is shown in. The interview
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location is the same as the usability test (mainly the puerpera health education classroom
in the Obstetrics and Gynecology; however, we also satisfied the convenience of the
subjects to conduct the interview at their home, the reception room of apartment, coffee
shop, etc.). The application devices used during the interview were the built-in recording
software in smart phone, paper and pen. Hardware was used to record all the content
during the interview. The interviewer also recorded the emotion of the subjects and some
notes with paper and pen at the same time in order to assist in the subsequent analysis
on the words and sentences in the interview. After all interviews were completed, the
interviewer transformed the content in the recording audio to transcript according to the
time order and repetitively listen to the interview content and label the key sentences. The
research procedure and relevant tools were confirmed and approved by IRB committee
of Chang Gung Hospital (Table 4).
Table 4. Design of interview procedure
Interview order

Required time

Interview outline

Content design

1

Around 5 min

Interview introduction

Introduce the interview outline
to the subjects, explain the
interview procedure and ask for
their permission for audio
recording

2

Around 10 min

Past experiences

Ask the subjects about their use
experiences on relevant APP in
the past, their use situation of
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression
Scale and the problems required
most assistance and the person
that they asked for help most
often during pregnancy

3

Around 10 min

We’ll usability

Know whether the users are
satisfied with the interface and
function of We’ll

4

Around 10 min

User needs

Understand whether We’ll
satisfied user needs and discuss
the actual user needs

3.4 In-Depth Interview Outline
Interview outline can be divided into three aspects: (1) past experiences, (2) usability,
(3) actual user needs. The details of the interview questions are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Interview content outline

Outline type
Past experiences

We’ll usability

User needs

Question no. Content
1

Do you have past experiences using puerpera assistance APP?

2

Have you heard of Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale?

3

Have you filled out Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale
before?

4

Please describe the emotion changes during pregnancy

5

Who is the one that mostly accompanied and supported you
during pregnancy?

6

What is the matter that required most support during
pregnancy?

7

Please describe your feeling for We’ll system
before/during/after the test

8

What is the biggest challenge among the executed tasks?

9

Which of the executed tasks made the most impression on
you?

10

How do you feel about the current We’ll interface?

11

Is there any current function in We’ll that helped you?

12

Please list the current advantages and disadvantages of We’ll
(each two)?

13

Does the We’ll interface match your expectation?

14

Which of the function in We’ll matched your needs?

15

Which current function do you think existed but not required?

16

Which function do you think is required but not yet provided?

17

Are you willing to download and use We’ll during pregnancy
in the future? Why?

18

Are you willing to introduce your family and friends to use
We’ll? Why?

19

We would like to hear your suggestions for We’ll

4 Result and Discussion
4.1 Analysis on Subjects
In this study, 15 subjects were recruited and interviewed during the period from August
22, 2019 to December 22, 2019. Subjects included 75% primipara and 25% with childbirth experiences (that is, having at least one child). There were 70% of the subjects used
adjunct APP during their pregnancy. All the subjects had over 4 years of experiences
using smart phones.
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4.2 System Usability Analysis Results
The overall average score of the system usability scale (SUS) from the 15 subjects is
79.5, which is greater than the average score of SUS, 68. It can be seen from this that the
satisfaction of We’ll matched the standards. The average score from the Android version
used in the early-stage research was 70.5 [17]. The SUS score enhanced obviously after
revision and optimization, representing that the satisfaction of the current version was
approved and recognized by users.
4.3 Interview Results
Analysis and coding on the transcript were conducted based on the interview content of
the subjects. Coding was done based on the research purpose and can be divided into
two topics: (I) willingness of use in the future; and (II) actual user needs. Coding was
conducted two times based on the aforementioned topics and organized into Table 6.
Table 6. Code
Topic

Code

Willingness of use in the Future

Ease of use in terms of interface and operation
Function usefulness
Use satisfaction

Actual user needs

Past experiences
Need awareness
Family and friend support
Professional support

Willingness to Use in the Future. In the aspect of ease of use in terms of interface
and operation, we discovered the following: most users thought the interface icons in
We’ll are cure and have soft color matching and affinity, etc. through the interview and
observation; they said that the interface design matched user visual perception and can
arouse willingness of use. In the previous version, the function of interface icons was
not obvious and there are some errors in the navigation. However, the problems were
reduced after revision. We can determine that the ease of use in terms of We’ll interface
is enhanced after revision.
In the aspect of function usefulness, We’ll provides users with functions in three
different aspects: (1) Real-time inspection: Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale was
provided; (2) Formal support: Professional health education knowledge for puerpera was
provided; (3) Non-formal support: Wishing well function was provided; social support
is enhanced by making wishes and interacting with family and friends. This function
obtained positive feedback and recognition from users.
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In the aspect of user satisfaction, significant increase in the score of system usability
scale proved that user satisfaction increased after the interface and usability were being
optimized; and in addition, users also proposed during the interview that the ductility
(such as the reasons for the same puerpera reuse We’ll when having the second child
or the third child, including the past record and database of first-child pregnancy or
other kinds of inducement) of We’ll, other than ease of use and usability, will be the key
element for their willingness of use in the future.
Actual Needs of the Users. In the aspect of users’ past experiences, we discovered that
postpartum depression was very common in the current society. Women with child-birth
experiences will reference their own pregnancy experience in the past while women with
first pregnancy will reference the prompt information from their family and friends, the
elders or the internet. They required a reliable and effective information channel for the
symptoms of postpartum depression and how to ease the symptoms.
In the aspect of need awareness, postpartum blues or depression can mainly be blamed
by the significant changes of female hormone affecting their emotion. Those suffered
from postpartum can hardly determine whether they required assistance regarding their
own physical and mental status.
In the aspect of family and friend support, family members, spouse, friends and
colleagues are the social support network of the puerpera (and non-formal supporting
source). If emotional, practical, evaluation support can be given at appropriate time
during the postpartum blues and temporal depression, then the mental discomfort can
be improved effectively. Some subjects said that if mothers’ forum or social community
was created on We’ll, then it can also become an effective supporting method.
Professional support refers to the support required from formal medical personnel
or relevant specialists to provide professional knowledge for new-born baby care and
relevant assistance methods to ease postpartum emotional disorder problems. In the
aspect of professional support, how and where can they obtained professional assistance
in-time was also a need proposed by the subjects.
4.4 Discussion
In the aspect of willingness of use in the future, we categorized the interview with
the subjects into ease of use in terms of interface and operation, function usefulness
and satisfaction for discussion. Among them, the information and the score of system
usability scale obtained during the interview can verify that the navigation errors and ease
of use have been improved in the revised interface and operation from the early-stage
research [17] and the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale function and social support
structure provided in We’ll obtained positive feedback and recognition from the subjects.
The results were consistent with other recent relevant studies [7]. We can know from this
that the willingness of use for We’ll from the subjects is positive and can be extended.
As mentioned by the subjects that We’ll aimed for easing postpartum depression in its
development, hence there are specific use group for the APP. To maintain the willingness
of use, it is required to maintain the personal database or We’ll use social community so
that the willingness of use can be extended effectively during long term and more target
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users will have the willingness to use. Regarding this, 7cup platform model [25] can be
referenced, where they systematically built a non-formal support system.
In the aspect of user actual needs, we divided the interview process of the subjects into
past experiences, need awareness, family and friend support and professional support for
discussion. We learned from the interview that women with first pregnancy were often
perplexed and had no sense of security towards childbirth. They probably required We’ll
intervention as the tools for easing their emotion or assistance. In addition, the scope
of the social support function can be further expanded. For example, creating mothers’
experience forum for those with childbirth experiences to help and connect with those
having their first childbirth and share their experiences and offer actual support. Then
with the current evaluation screening, professional information and family and friend
interaction in We’ll, the actual needs for the puerpera can be satisfied comprehensively.

5 Conclusion
In this study, we analyzed the willingness of use for We’ll from the interview with the
subjects and discuss whether the current functions in We’ll matched their needs. We
incorporated the actual needs of the subjects as references for subsequent optimization
in the function of We’ll so that We’ll can be optimized towards the direction of matching
closely and satisfying target users.
According to the aforementioned results and discussion, we suggested the following
for subsequent optimization:
(1) Create personal pregnancy experience database for users so that they can review or
compare the history as records and references for the time after delivery or during
future pregnancy; also, their willingness of use can be enhanced.
(2) Set up prompt reminder function so that the puerpera users and their family and
friends (family members, spouse or friends) can use the We’ll account to link the
reminder function; reminder will be given to the linked account after their usage
status (making wishes, complete the scoring and evaluation on emotion inspection)
is completed.
(3) Create mothers’ forum so that the puerpera can build a peer-supporting network by
sharing their own process and experience.
(4) Enhance online real-time professional medical care consultation so that the users can
promptly get professional knowledge and caring methods through We’ll network.
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Abstract. User engagement is often associated with successful information systems implementation, with this being particularly true in developing countries in
the Global South. However, the term remains poorly understood with many seemingly conflicting definitions and the term “user engagement” has come to mean a
variety of things in the literature. Also, it is unclear at what stage(s) of the design,
development, implementation and use phase(s) that user engagement should apply
to. This research examines the meaning of user engagement with the objective of
bringing some level of clarity to suit the information communication technology
for development (ICT4D) context. To this end, we propose an expanded definition
of the term user engagement. The research also suggests what stages of the design,
development, implementation and use phase of the technology this expanded definition of user engagement most usefully applies to by drawing lessons on user
engagement in a variety of mobile health projects from the Global South. Qualitative methods of data analysis were used in collecting data which show that user
engagement as applied to a specific phase of each of the projects was essential for
the ongoing success of each project.
Keywords: User engagement · Global South · ICT for development · ICT4D ·
Mobile-health applications · Mobile health · mHealth

1 Introduction
It is widely accepted that implementation of any technology-based project for development in the Global South (ICT4D) is difficult [1] and usually has a high failure rate [2].
There have been many technical [3, 4] and socio-technical [5] reasons put forward to
explain this including lack of user engagement in the process. This would seem to be
obvious but is problematic for a variety of reasons. Firstly, user engagement has diverse
meaning and its actual form and strategies for effective user engagement are poorly
defined and understood [6] with many seemingly conflicting definitions, with the term
meaning a variety of different things in the literature. In addition, other similar terms
such as user participation [7] have appeared to confuse the situation even further. Secondly, it is unclear at what stage(s) of the design, development, implementation and use
phase(s) that user engagement should apply. This research thus perceived a gap. Based
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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on this gap we propose the research question “how can an improved understanding of
the concept of user engagement be achieved in the design, development, implementation
and use of mHealth projects in Global South countries?”. The objective of this study is to
provide an extended definition of user engagement and to apply this to a variety of ICT4D
and mHealth projects in African and India. We do this in an attempt to show how our
extended notion of user engagement elicits a better understanding of user engagement
in the ICT4D context. A further objective is to show whether user engagement may have
impacted the success or otherwise of each ICT4D project. In addition, this work attempts
to bring some level of clarity to the situation by firstly reviewing the various meanings
and interpretations of user engagement from the literature, and secondly by proposing a
definition of user engagement that is appropriate to ICT4D. Finally, the work attempts
to extend existing definitions of user engagement to better suit the ICT4D context. We
also suggest what stages of the design, development, implementation and use phase of
the technology this expanded definition of user engagement most usefully applies to.
This work is supported by providing a qualitative analysis of data collected primarily by
semi-structured interview from 5 mobile health (mHealth) projects in Africa and India
which show that user engagement (as defined by our extended definition) as applied to
a specific phase of each of the projects was essential for the ongoing success of each
project. The paper concludes by suggesting that a clear, expanded and widely accepted
definition of user engagement is essential in both ICT4D and mHealth, and also that
some level of clarity is needed on when and how users can be engaged in such projects.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Meaning of User Engagement
User engagement within the broad field of information systems (IS), and more recently
its important sub-discipline of ICT4D, has been widely discussed since the 1960’s [6].
This is an important discussion as the research suggests that higher levels of user engagement lead to a higher chance of system success [7]. This is particularly important in the
ICT4D field given the estimated 80% failure rate of technology implementations in such
environments [8]. Any discussion of user engagement must start with a definition of
the term as this has been poorly defined in the literature [6]. User engagement usually
refers to the engagement of users in the design, development, implementation and use
of technology, but many other varying definitions have also been provided. O’Brien and
Toms [9] propose that user engagement as a category of user experience characterized by
attributes of challenge, positive affect, endurability, aesthetic and sensory appeal, attention, feedback, variety/novelty, inter-activity, and perceived user control. Furthermore,
O’Brien [10] viewed user engagement as a quality of user experience characterized by
the depth of an actor’s investment when interacting with a digital system.
Many aspects of user engagement have been written about including development of
models for measuring and validating the factors required for successful user engagement
in IS development [11]. A variety of models have also been suggested to measure this
including the User Engagement Scale [12]. In addition, methodological issues around
user engagement are widely discussed in the literature including by Bhatt et al. [1]
who consider issues in putting together methodology that create what they call active
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user engagement which is designed to overcome various socio-cultural barriers such as
language and culture.
This paper relies on the definition of user engagement as provided by Kappelman
and McLean [13] as “the total set of user relationships towards IS and their development,
implementation, and use”. We rely on this definition for a number of important reasons.
Firstly, this is one of the earliest and more widely accepted definitions of the term.
Secondly, the definition distinguishes between engagement in the design, development,
implementation and the use phases of the technology. Thirdly, it identifies behaviors and
attitudes (i.e. the component dimensions) of system users in each stage of the technology
development, implementation and use process. According to Kappleman and McLean
[13] a user can be engaged in the development process or in the use of the product, but it is
not possible for a single user to be engaged in only one of the component dimensions (i.e.
behavior and attitude). Finally, the definition allows for the various ways in which users
can be engaged in the processes of information technology development, implementation
and use.
2.2 Various Interpretations of User Engagement and the Need for an Extended
Definition
As already mentioned, a number of definitions of user engagement already exist and
these are now discussed in brief. We suggest a wider discussion about user engagement
in ICT4D (a subsection of Information System Development ISD) needs to occur, and
that this should be based around the work already done in the field of ICT4D and the
broader ISD field. This is because of the ambiguous terminology associated with the
roles of system users in the process(es) of IS development, implementation and use [13].
Furthermore, ICT4D is the practice of utilizing technology to assist poor and marginalized people in developing communities, hence, the role of users in IS development and
implementation has received a great deal of research focus. However, the value of such
roles is mixed because social, cultural, political and environmental factors of the users
are not captured as regards the various ways users can be engaged in the processes of IS
development, implementation and use, especially in the Global South. This is not to say
that the previous definitions of user engagement are “not correct” to a certain extent, but
that the field is evolving as the subject of study becomes more clearly understood. The
prior definitions played a valuable role in helping to focus on this need for clarity and
hence the quest for an extended definition.
We start this discussion by looking at the existing work on user engagement in
ICT4D where the notion of successful user engagement is closely tied to the success of
any ICT4D project [14–16]. The Department for International Development in the UK
(DFID) regards engagement as individuals moving from simply accessing or consuming the content and services offered by an online platform to becoming more involved
in the platform, recommending or promoting it and actively co-creating the content
[17]. Engagement has also been viewed as the state of mind that must be attained in
order to enjoy a representation of an action so that we may experience computer worlds
directly, without mediation or distraction [18]. This view aligns with the concept of
“direct engagement” that focusses on the interaction between human and machine, by
which users’ cognitive intentions can be realized through the physical manipulation of
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the interface [19]. Another view is provided by Attfield [20] who perceived engagement
as the quality of user experience that emphasizes the positive aspects of interaction,
in particular the phenomena associated with being captivated by technology. Additionally, Attfield [20] defined user engagement as the emotional, cognitive and behavioral
connection that exists, at any point in time and possibly over time between a user and a
resource. Other conceptions of user engagement have sought to shift focus from the individual user’s perspective to the designer’s perspective. One example of this is Jacques
[21] who examined the ability of the system or application to catch and captivate user
interest, while Quesenbery [22] looked at methods of drawing people in and encouraging
interaction. Additionally, Saariluoma [23] had interest in motivating and enhancing the
user experience with the use of the application, while O’Brien and Toms [12] defined
engagement based on their synthesis of aesthetic, flow, play, and information interaction
theories, as well as on previous work in the application areas of video games, online
shopping, web searching, and educational software [21, 24]. Other definitions have been
linked with user experience, specifically McCarthy and Wright’s [25] spatio-temporal,
compositional, emotional, and sensual “Threads of Experience”, with many studies considering user engagement beyond user experience qualities. One example of this is Lukoff
[26] who defined user engagement in connection with self-actualization and fulfilment.
In addition, Lalmas [27] highlighted a broad definition of user engagement, identifying
emotional, cognitive, and behavioral experience of a user with a technological resource
that exists at any point in time and over time.
It is important to agree a shared understanding of the specific meaning of user
engagement as the various interpretations have led to much misunderstanding [13] and it
is not clear how useful these interpretations have been to practicing designers [28]. A clear
and widely accepted definition of the term is also important in order to allow theorisation
and a deeper understanding of how users actually “engage” with technologies, with
this being of particular importance in developing country contexts. Furthermore, user
engagement is a success factor in IS development, implementation and use [11].
However as already mentioned, and as in the IS literature, user engagement remains
poorly defined in the ICT4D body of work [29, 30] which results in an inability of the
concept to be clearly communicated amongst practicing designers [28]. While this work
is valuable, we suggest that existing definitions of user engagement need to be extended
for the ICT4D context. Thus, we propose an extended definition of user engagement and
this is discussed in the next section.

3 Extending the Definition of User Engagement for ICT4D
As previously mentioned, we suggest that it necessary to extend the existing definition
of user engagement as given by Kappelman and McLean [13] to include some elements
of end user experiences in the different stages of the IS. Thus, we propose an extended
definition of user engagement as follows: “the total set of user relationships towards IS
in their development and use stages, where this set of user relationships is dictated by
users experience of interacting with the different stages of the system”. This extended
definition of user engagement takes into account how users relate with the IS in each stage
of the development or use, in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the IS’s
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users. Also, it involves more than working with the users. It requires working with local
ecosystem partners and to build their trust in and support for the use of the solution.
We adopted three user experiences dimensions; cultural, psychological and social as
described by Robert and Larouche [31] to describe user engagement in the development
process and product of ICT4D or in the broader ISD domain. The user experience
encompasses the attitude, behavior and cultural identity of users in the process and the
product of ISD. Hence, user engagement is used here to refer to the combinations of
user attitudinal, behavioral and cultural associations with the developmental process and
product of ICT4D or a broader ISD. Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic representation of
our proposed extension of the definition of the user engagement.

User engagement (UE)
Development stage
Use stage

R1
R2

Fig. 1. Our extended definition of user engagement definition represented diagrammatically
where R1 & R2 represent sets of relationships

User engagement is important in ICT4D because users are making decisions about
what technologies to invest their time and effort into based on how those technologies
make them feel [32]. It is not only whether an application is efficient, effective, or
satisfying, but how well it is able to engage users and provide them with an experience [33,
34]. This is particularly relevant to users of ICT4D-related technologies and applications
as these technologies and apps need to be both functional and engaging [34].
As already mentioned, successful user engagement can result in increased success
when implementing and using technology in the Global South [9], but there are a number of difficulties with existing notions of user engagement in ICT4D. It bears critical
significance, not just for informing the design and implementation of the interface, but
also for creating improved and advanced interfaces that can adapt to users [35]. Taking
healthcare as an example, user engaged technology-enabled applications can result in
improved health outcomes [36]. Bush [37] examined the impact of user engagement on
mHealth technology and pregnancy outcomes and found that strong user engagement
in the use of the app resulted in significant performance by community health workers
(CHWs) [38]. Furthermore, Torous [39] linked successful user engagement with higher
levels of engagement with mental health apps. This aligns with the view of Kim [40]
that the study of users’ engagement from the use of mobile technologies can provide
insights to further explain their success and continuous engagement behavior in the use
of the technologies. It is believed that the ability to engage and sustain engagement in
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digital environments can result in positive outcomes not only for mHealth projects but
for citizen inquiry and participation, web search, e-learning, and so on [41].
All of this implies that user engagement is paramount and key to ICT4D and mHealth
success. This is why we are proposing an expanded definition that takes three user experiences dimensions; cultural, psychological and social into account in the development,
implementation and use of the system.

4 Methodology: Data Collection, and Data Analysis
In this section we apply our extended definition of user engagement to five case studies
of mHealth in India and Africa in order to provide clarity on the extent and nature of
our expanded notion of user engagement in each case. The rationale for choosing these
five cases studies of mHealth projects was because of the need to engage users which is
among the key issues raised in e-government systems implementations and use [42–45]
in different countries in the Global South. Each of the mHealth projects were partnered
with government organisations and other stakeholders to ensure shared knowledge about
the various mHealth projects and extended opportunities for learning and development
through ICT. We also discuss briefly how user engagement has influenced the outcome
and success of each case.
Qualitative research methodology was used in this research. Data collection consisted of 5 semi-structured interviews that lasted for 60 min each with key people in
5 separate mHealth projects. We focused on user engagement in the various stages of
the development and use of the mHealth systems. Interviewees were identified based
on their involvement in the development and use of the mHealth systems, and the interviewee had detailed knowledge of the development and use stages of the technology in
each case. Each person also had in-depth knowledge of the manner and extent of the
level of user engagement in each case. Each of the mHealth systems had various levels
of success, with none of the 5 cases being seen as having totally failed.
All interviews were transcribed, and thematic coding and analysis were carried out
using NVivo. The thematic analysis looked across all the data collected from the interviews to identify common issues that occurred around user engagement and identified
the main themes that summarized all the views from the experts that were interviewed.
Thereafter, a coding scheme was generated and proceeded iteratively, with constant
comparisons being made between codes to identifying recurring themes. Codes that had
similar elements were merged to form categories and the codes were clustered around
each major theme. We arrived at three themes as follows: (1) user engagement in the
development stage, (2) user engagement in the use of the product, and (3) user experience
dimensions with interactive products. This method was chosen to understand expert’s
perspectives and experiences in working with users in the developmental process and
product of ICT4D in order to provide answers to the research question. These were
formed to support the reason for our proposed definition of user engagement which are
to show what stage(s) of the design, development, implementation and use phase of the
technology that our definition of user engagement most usefully applies to and to include
some elements of user experiences.
For ethical and confidentiality reasons each case was assigned a case number from
1 to 5. Also, the experts interviewed are assigned with E1-E5, with these designations
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being associated with each case (i.e. E1 is the interviewee associated with Case 1, E2
is the interviewee associated with Case 2, and so on for Cases 2–5). The cases are as
follows:
• Case 1: Gender based violence and child protection in Malawi - this project uses a
mobile app to record child protection and gender-based violence data. The targeted
users of the app were CHWs.
• Case 2: Diabetes control in India - this project is focused on the development, implementation and use of an app to test diabetes in remote areas of India. The targeted
users of the apps are ASHAs (Indian CHWs).
• Case 3: HIV & TB in Africa - this project consists of an mHealth initiative that was
conducted in four countries; South Africa, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and Malawi. The
project was based on clinicians using an app to collect data on routine viral load of
each patient. The data was recorded, and the result was then sent to patients in the
form of an SMS.
• Case 4: Handover report in India - this is an mHealth project based on a handover
report system. The project was conducted in India, and the users of the handover
report system were nurses. The technology was designed for handing over reports
about patients within hospitals at the end of the nurses shifts.
• Case 5: Pregnancy care in India - this is an mHealth project based in India. It uses a
mobile app to provide education and counselling to pregnant women on how to take
care of themselves and babies when they are delivered.

5 Findings and Discussions
As previously stated, user engagement is used here to refer to the combinations of user
attitudinal, behavioral and cultural associations with the developmental process and
product of ICT4D or a broader ISD. The three user experience dimensions (psychological, social and cultural) were used to show users’ attitudes, how the importance of users’
relationships with other stakeholders can impact in the development, implementation
and use of the technology, and how the user experience can contribute to defining user’s
cultural identity. In order to give a clear view of our extended definition, we organized
our findings around three key themes from our proposed extended definition: (1) user
engagement in the development stage (2) user engagement in the use of the product (3)
user experience dimensions with interactive products. These themes are explained in
greater detail below.
5.1 User Engagement in the Development Stage
The first theme involves examining how users were engaged during the development
stages of the project and what made the projects succeed or not. Each of the mHealth
projects were partnered with government organisations, research or academic institutions, NGO or not-for profit organisations, private organisations and the wider community to ensure shared knowledge about the various mHealth projects and extended
opportunities for learning and development through ICT. According to E5 in Case 5 “end
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users were very involved in designing the app. Tested with 10 ASHA’s1 , focus groups,
observation, etc. There was lots of feedback from ASHA’s for over 1 year, and they got a
lot of quality feedback”. In the same vein in Case 3, “end users in Zimbabwe and Malawi
were involved in focus groups and they provided information whether SMS with cryptic
message would be available for them”.
Another important point was that users of the app could record messages that were
provided to pregnant women with their local dialects during the development stages of
the app. E5 stated that “The entire app was translated to Hindi. Local health workers have
recorded the messages in local dialect. Images were adapted to suit local contexts. The
local health workers recorded their voice in the local language on the app in Hindi and
the local dialect.” The conscious intent of engaging users at the development stage of
the project created personal experience for the users which resulted in improving users’
confidence. E5 stated that “The voice on the phone is the ASHAs, but they sometimes tell
the patient that the voice is from a doctor in Delhi. The whole thing has improved both
the ASHAs confidence in themselves, and other people’s confidence in the ASHAs.” This
supports the reason we extended the definition we relied on, to include users’ experience
dimensions. The project was implemented successfully because of the feedback sessions
provided by the ASHAs. E5 stated that “There was a significant amount of feedback in the
first year during the app development and there was newborn component every month
and Prenatal app was good enough. When project becomes very big, reinstall a new
version. 285 ASHAs involved in 285 villages provided feedback.”
This applies to our extended definition of user engagement because it clearly shows
users relationships towards the development stage of the app by providing their local
language and images in the app to engage users.
5.2 User Engagement in the Use of the Product
Next, we asked the interviewees their thoughts on how users were engaged in the use
of each of the mHealth products. We are examining our expanded definition of user
engagement in the context of the use of each of the mHealth products. In Case 5, it was
explained that the pregnant women preferred listening to the voice from a male doctor
or ASHA based in Delhi as opposed to other doctors or ASHA that are based locally.
The male doctor voice engaged the pregnant women and they always gather around to
share information (E5).
In Case 3, patients were engaged in always checking for their viral loads. According
to E3, “all information about patients’ viral load was encrypted and patients logged in
with a unique id”. E2 believed the cause of users’ engagement with the app was because
users received SMS that were encrypted.
In Case 2, the AV tool brought out conversations about diabetes which engaged
people. E2 believed that what caused this engagement was because of the local dialects
used in the AV tool. This facilitated engagement in conversations among the patients
and created personal and emotional experiences for the patients. One major outcome
1 An ASHA is an accredited social health activist or CHW usually based in India. The ASHA

programme was initiated by the Indian Ministry of Health and Family Welfare may years ago.
.
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highlighted by E2 was that the AV tool caused the patients to discuss subjects that were
traditionally taboo, the stigma of diabetes, the genetic component and the implications
this might have for marriage prospects for them and their daughters. This reflects on the
important point that users engaging in the product creates experiences for the users.
5.3 User Experience Dimensions with Interactive mHealth Applications
We discussed three user experience dimensions to explain how mHealth apps were
used and users’ experiences. Every product creates an experience for its users, and that
experience can either be the result of planning and conscious intent or the unplanned
consequence of the product designer’s choices [46]. According to E1 in Case 1, “The
project is run by community volunteers as well as community child protection workers
and community development workers. The Government employs the health workers to
record the data on mobile phones. The data includes age, gender, incident, how incident
was resolved, etc.” These community workers understand the language, culture, and
needs of the users and that made easier communication with the users.
Robert and Larouche [31] explained psychological dimension of user experience as
when respondent talks of the emotions generated by the interaction with the product, of
the impact of the product on his/her attitudes, opinions, motivations, identity, satisfaction.
S/he discusses the underlying values of the product in relation with his/her own emotions.
In the mHealth project, the experts discussed emotions generated by the interaction
with the product, of the impact of the product on users’ attitudes, opinions, motivations,
identity, satisfaction. In relation to Case 4, E1 stated that “An issue was getting the nurses
to understand that there is no extra work involved, you are only pressing a number of
buttons, there is no extra work.” This was because the nurses felt that they were doing
an extra work by working with the app.
Robert and Larouche [31] explained social dimension of user experience as the
respondent talks of the importance of others (e.g., parents, friends, work colleagues,
etc.) and his/her relations with them when s/he uses the product. S/he talks of the impact
of different representatives of enterprises on his/her relationship with the product (e.g.,
customer service). This dimension arises in the case studies as the experts talked about
the importance of users’ relations with their friends, relations when using the product. In
Case 5, E5 stated that, “Family members of literate ASHA’s were trained. They could help
ASHAs to use the phone and the app.” The trained ASHA’s family members were literate,
and they assisted in the challenge of bringing low literate ASHA’s to level of literate
users. This resulted in successful implementation of the project and assisted in providing
education and counselling to pregnant women on how to take care of themselves and
babies after giving birth.

6 Summary and Conclusions
User engagement in ICT4D and more broadly ISD is important because of the link
between higher levels of user engagement and a better chance of system success. It is,
therefore, important to provide a clear and extended definition of user engagement. We
did this and applied our new extended definition to five cases of mHealth projects in the
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Global South. The objective of this study is to show how our extended notion of user
engagement may have impacted the success or otherwise of each case. The reason for
the extended definition is to capture and include the experiences created by users from
the design, implementation and in the use of the technology.
Also, this work brought some level of clarity to this situation by firstly reviewing
the various meanings and interpretations of user engagement from the literature, and
secondly by proposing a definition of user engagement that is appropriate to ICT4D.
Finally, the work extended existing definitions of user engagement to better suit the
ICT4D context. We also suggested what stages of the design, development, implementation and use phase of the technology this expanded definition of user engagement most
usefully applies to.
We demonstrated how users were engaged in the cases of the mHealth projects and
explained how our extended version of user engagement impacted each project. This
is important because it clearly showed how engaging the use of the technology created
experience for the users.
This is a complex context for research and design which presents many opportunities
for future work. It should be emphasized that this is a call to action for other researchers
to work on this because little attention has been paid to integrate measures of user
engagement within a design, and implementation process of mHealth apps. We plan
future interactions to include more focus groups and interviews from developers, design
exports, local partners and end-users in order to measure and evaluate user engagement
in line with our expanded definition of that term.
Acknowledgement. This publication has emanated from research supported in part by a grant
from Science Foundation Ireland under grant number 18/CRT/6222.
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Abstract. Advertisements are an integral part of websites and play an important
role in generating revenue. Many websites also present users with permission
authorization windows. For instance, Facebook’s third-party application authorization window is displayed when playing a game on various gaming websites.
Although researchers have investigated the impact of advertisements on user frustration and their ability to process content, the extent to which advertisements
distract the users during permission authorization has not been explored. This
paper investigates the impact of advertisement’s presence and its content type
on user’s attention during permission authorization. We conducted a betweensubjects experiment on the mockup of a popular gaming website that contained
banner advertisements. The control group was presented with no advertisements
above the permission authorization dialog. Whereas, the treatment group was presented with static or animated advertisements. Eye-gaze tracking was performed
while participants interacted with the applications. We observed that the presence of animated advertisements that contain sound significantly distracted participants away from the permission authorization window. Our findings suggest
that increasing the number of distraction elements (e.g., animation and sound)
increases the likelihood of users ignoring text on important windows such as
permission authorization windows. Moreover, the use of shopping and politics
related advertisements, can attract more attention compared to food and sports
related advertisements.
Keywords: Advertisements · Eye-gaze tracking · Permission authorization
windows · Distractions · User attention

1 Introduction
Advertisements are an integral part of websites and applications. Companies around the
world spend billions of dollars to advertise their brand name to consumers due to their
impact on consumers’ buying behavior [7].
There are various forms of advertisements. One of the most common and wellknown form of advertising is the use of banner advertisements [12] which show up
above or below the content. Banner advertisements can either be animated, animated
with sound, or static [2, 11, 13]. A second form of advertisement is video advertisement
which is shown when the content is loading a new screen, or through incentive-based
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advertising, where the user gets either an in-game reward or Facebook credits (i.e.,
money) for watching the advertisement. In addition, there are product placement advertisements, which are injected in the content in some way for example, a McDonald’s
product placed in a farm inside the game FarmVille. Zynga, a provider of popular games
such as Farmville on Facebook displays these forms of advertisements in the games it
provides on Facebook (see Fig. 1) [6].

(a) Banner advertisements above (b) Product placement advertise- (c) Advertisements in a third-party
Facebook Zynga game
ment in Facebook Zynga game Android game

Fig. 1. Advertisements inside third-party applications

Several researchers have investigated the impact of advertisements on user frustration and their ability to process website/application content or to perform certain
tasks. For example, salient web ads disrupt users’ reading due to their closeness to
the text area [13, 15]. Similarly, animated ads increase user frustration and mental
demand of visual search tasks [2]. Although the impact of advertisements on user
attention has been studied before, the context of security/privacy has not been investigated. One usecase is Facebook’s third-party application authorization window, which
shows requested permissions to the user, and is displayed on various gaming websites
upon starting/installing a game. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
one to use eye-gaze tracking to study the impact of advertisements while making such
authorization decisions. Our goal is to understand whether the existing claims regarding
advertisements hold for the security/privacy context. More specifically, in this paper, we
investigate the following research questions:
RQ1: Does the introduction of advertisements above the permission authorization
dialogs cause the users to pay less attention towards permissions?
RQ2: Does the type of advertisements (e.g., static, or animated) have an effect on the
user’s visual attention?
RQ3: Does the content type of an advertisement (e.g., shopping or food) play a role in
a user’s attention towards permissions?
We conducted a between-subjects experiment on 120 participants who installed
game applications on a mockup gaming website. During this process, eye-tracking was
used to log participants’ eye-movements. The participants’ attention on authorization
dialogs in the absence of advertisements was compared with that in the presence of
three types of banner advertisements. Treatment group participants were exposed to
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four advertisement content types. The impact of advertisement content-type on attention was also evaluated. Our results show that the presence of advertisements can further
distract users away from the permissions text on the authorization window. The distraction level for the animated ads with sound is the highest compared to the animated ads
without sound, which have the second highest level of distraction, and the static ads,
which have the third highest level of distraction from permission text. Additionally,
shopping and politics related advertisements, attract more attention compared to food
and sports related advertisements.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature
related to our work. Section 3 explains our study design. Section 4 presents the results
of our study. Section 5 provides a discussion of our results. Finally, we conclude our
work in Sect. 6 and discuss future directions.

2 Related Work
This section presents the literature most relevant to our work, which includes the effect
of advertisements on user frustration and content processing, and dialog readability and
risk signal communication.
2.1

Effect of Advertisements on User Frustration and Content Processing

Simola et al. [15] conducted three eye-tracking experiments on web pages to assess
whether ads were ignored or if they attract user attention and affect their reading performance. The authors found that salient web ads (onset) attract users’ visual attention
and disrupt their reading due to ads’ closeness to the text area.
Pasqualotti et al. [13] studied the impact of advertisement’s distance from the text
and its animation on two tasks, namely, word search and reading. Using eye-gaze fixations, they showed that advertisements close to the text cause cognitive processing difficulties. However, the impact of static vs animated ads varies according to the cognitive
task. Burke et al. [2] studied the impact of animated banner ads on visual search task.
After performing the task, participants were interviewed. Participants reported greater
workload and stated that animated ads increased their frustration and mental demand of
the search task.
Henderson et al. [11] conducted a study on 50 freshman women. The participants
were asked to study in the presence music playing in the background. Their results
showed that popular music served as a distraction and affected participants’ efficiency
on the vocabulary and paragraph sections of the reading test.
Wojdynski et al. [16] used eye-tracking to study users’ ability to process news websites’ content in the presence of relevant and irrelevant ads. They observed that readers
paid more attention to the news story content when it was presented alongside relevant
ads.
2.2

Dialog Readability and Risk Signal Communication

Harbach et al. [8] explored the use of readability measures on the descriptive text of
warning messages to estimate how understandable a warning is for the user. The linguistic properties of warning message texts also has an effect on its perceived difficulty
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[9]. Keeping headlines simple, using as few technical words as possible and creating
short sentences without complicated grammatical constructions makes warning messages more pleasant for the user.
Egelman et al. [3] proposed design changes to the Facebook Connect dialog by
presenting the actual information requested by the public profile permission. They
observed that the changes were noticed, but because users had such low expectations
for privacy, the additional information did not dissuade them. Passive eye-tracking was
used to analyze the readability of this dialog design compared to others by observing
the frequency and duration of a user’s eye-gaze fixations over the dialog content [5].
The results showed that, although the participants who were shown information verbatim took longer to read the dialog, it did not affect their decision to authenticate using
Facebook Connect.
Several researchers have made efforts to improve the risk communication for authorization dialogs. Harbach et al. [10] proposed a modified permission dialog for Android
applications to improve security risk communication to the end-user. They display a
personal information example along with each permission to help the user understand
the risk associated with a permission’s authorization. Their study showed a significant
difference in the behavior of participants who were presented with the modified dialog
design compared to the ones who were presented with the default design. The participants who were shown information examples for each permission spent more time on
the dialog and appeared to be more aware of the security and privacy risks.
Sarma et al. [14] proposed a mechanism for creating effective risk signals for
Android applications that 1) are easy to understand by both the users and the developers, 2) are presented by a small percentage of applications, and 3) are triggered by
malicious applications. They use the permissions that an application requests, the category of the application, and the permissions requested by other applications in the
same category to better inform users whether the risks of installing an application are
commensurate with its expected benefits.
Social navigation is defined as the use of social information to aid a user’s decision.
Besmer et al. [1] explored the use of social navigation cues (i.e., the percentage of users
who have allowed/denied a particular permission) to help users make better permission
authorization decisions when installing Facebook applications. They found that social
cues have minimal effect on users’ Facebook privacy settings. Hence, only a small
subset of users who take the time to customize their settings may be influenced by
strong negative social cues.

3 Study Design
To answer our research questions, we designed a between-subjects study comprised of
four groups:
1. Control Group - Participants in this group were not shown any advertisements. The
advertisement area displayed the game application logo (see Fig. 2(a)).
2. Static Ads Group - The participants in this group were shown advertisements displaying a static image (see Fig. 2(b)).
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3. Animated Ads Group - The participants in this group were shown advertisements
as images in Graphics Interchange Format (gif).
4. Animated Ads with Sound Group - The participants in this group were shown
advertisements as images in Graphics Interchange Format (gif) along with a background sound related to the ad.
All treatment groups were exposed to four types of advertisement content, namely,
shopping, food, politics and sports.
3.1

Hypotheses

We formulated the following hypotheses based on our research questions:
H1: The participants who are presented with advertisements will pay less attention to
the permission text as compared to the control group participants
H2: The participants who are presented with animated advertisements will pay less
attention to the permission text as compared to those presented with static advertisements and the control group
H3: The participants who are presented with advertisements will be distracted by certain
advertisement content types more than the others
3.2

Mockup Gaming Website

We developed a mockup of a popular gaming website that hosted four popular Facebook applications, namely Candy Crush, FarmVille, Angry Birds, and Criminal Case
(Fig. 2(a)). Upon clicking a specific game’s icon, the Facebook permission authorization window is displayed along with four advertisements related to one of the four
content types above it. For example, four shopping related ads were displayed upon
clicking the Angry Birds game icon (see Fig. 2(b)). Each content type was assigned
to each game application as follows. Shopping-related ads were assigned to the Angry
Birds game, food-related ads were assigned to the Candy Crush game, sports-related
ads were assigned to the Criminal Case game, and politics-related ads were assigned to
the FarmVille game.
3.3

Study Session

The study was approved by the IRB Protocol#13-0330. We recruited our participants
from the university through email announcements and flyers. Our participants were
older than 18 years and had an active Facebook account. Each participant spent an average of 30 min on the tasks and received a $5 gift card in return for their participation.
In order to avoid bias, we did not inform the participants about the existence of
advertisements in the experiment or that we were studying the effect of advertisements
on their attention. Participants were informed that “the purpose of this research study is
to utilize eye-gaze tracking to understand how users interact with applications. Participants in the study will use a set of third-party applications and their eye-gaze will be
tracked in the background”. Each participant first followed a 12-point eye-tracking calibration procedure on the eye-tracking device. The participant’s calibration evaluation
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(a) Website displaying applications used in the (b) Advertisements displayed above the applicaexperiment
tion authorization dialog upon clicking on an application

Fig. 2. Mockup of the gaming website Zynga used in our experiment

was checked (See Fig. 3(b)). If a participant received excellent or good results, they had
a high gaze accuracy. If they received poor results, they had to re-calibrate until they
achieved good results. After completing the calibration process, the participants logged
into their Facebook account and were presented with a mockup website containing four
game applications. The participants were instructed to explore the website and play the
games in any order. Clicking on a game application’s icon popped up the Facebook
permission authorization window.

(a) A study participant completing
tasks: the eye tracker is attached to
the monitor

(b) Participant Tasks

Fig. 3. Study design

Participants who were assigned to the treatment groups were shown different types
of advertisements above the permission authorization window. At the end of the exper-
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iment, participants logged out from their Facebook accounts and completed a questionnaire (See Appendix). Participants were asked whether they noticed any advertisements,
were they distracted by these advertisements, and which advertisements distracted them
the most. Figure 3(b) shows the participant tasks.
We used the iMotions1 eye-tracker to collect participants’ eye-gaze movements. The
participants were not informed about the purpose of eye-tracking to avoid any biased
results.
3.4

Evaluation Metrics

We defined Areas of Interests (AOIs) around the dialog’s permission text, application logo, and advertisements to analyze eye-gaze data in a specific region on screen
as shown in Fig. 4. The following metrics were calculated from the eye-tracking data
to measure participant attention on authorization dialogs in the presence of advertisements:
– The proportion of eye-gaze fixations on an area of interest
– The proportion of revisits to an area of interest
– The proportion of total time spent on an area of interest (based on the total duration
of eye-gaze fixations)

Fig. 4. AOIs are highlighted in red color (Color figure online)

3.5

Data Analysis

We utilized the Area of Interest (AOI) metrics generated by the eye tracking software
for our analysis. These metrics include eye-gaze fixation counts, number of revisits, and
the percentage of the total time spent in an AOI.
1

https://imotions.com.
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We analyzed our data using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
[4]. Using tests of normality, normal Q-Q plots, and histograms we found that our data
was not normally distributed. Therefore, we transformed the skewed continuous variables (measuring proportions) to be normally distributed using log transformation [4].
We conducted the Kruskal-Wallis test (non-parametric version of one-way ANOVA
test) on non-normally distributed ordinal data of four groups. We conducted the oneway ANOVA test on the proportions of eye-gaze fixations, revisits, and time spent on
advertisements/permission text among the four groups. Lastly, we conducted the mixed
ANOVA test to compare each advertisement content-type e.g., food, shopping, politics,
and sports. The post-hoc test was used to perform pairwise comparisons.
In addition, heatmaps were used to present the visual distribution of participant’s
attention by using different colors to represent various concentration levels.

4 Results
4.1 Demographics
We recruited our participants from the university. Therefore, a majority of them were
students. The total number of participants in our experiment were 120 (30 per group).
57.5% of the participants were female, and 42.5% were male. The Chi-Square test
showed no significant differences between the number of participants with respect to
gender (χ 2 (3) = 2.83, p = .42). 61.7% of the participants were between the ages 20–29.
The Kruskal-Wallis test showed no significant differences between the number of participants in each of the four age groups (H(3) = 5.81, p = .12). Therefore, our sample
contained an equal number of participants from each gender and age group.
4.2 Effect of Ad Presence on Attention Towards Permission Text
We hypothesized that the participants who were presented with advertisements would
pay less attention to the permission text area compared to the control group participants.
To test this hypothesis, we measured participants’ visual attention on advertisement
AOIs and the authorization dialog’s permission text AOI for each of the four groups
using a number of metrics. Our first metric is the proportion of eye-gaze fixations on
permission text AOI calculated as:
Proportion of eye-gaze fixations on permission text =
No. of fixations on permission text
No. of fixations on permission text + No. of fixations on ads/app logo

In order to conduct a one-way ANOVA test on the dependent variable proportion of
eye-gaze fixations on permission text, we first performed log transformation on the variable to normalize values between 0 and 1. The test showed a significant difference
between the proportion of eye-gaze fixations on permission text of the four groups
(F(3,120) = 3.91, p = .011, with a medium effect size η p2 = .09). The Tukey post-hoc
comparison test showed significant differences between the proportion of eye-gaze fixations for Animated-Ads-Sound and Control groups (p = .021), Animated-Ads and Control groups (p = .045), and between Static-Ads and Control groups (p = .031). Table 1
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shows the means, standard deviations, and confidence intervals for each group regarding the proportion of eye-gaze fixations on permission text.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the proportion of eye-gaze fixations on permission text
Group

M

SD 95%CI

Animated-Ads-Sound
Animated-Ads
Static-Ads
Control

.24
.25
.25
.38

.16
.16
.19
.23

(.18, .29)
(.19, .31)
(.17, .32)
(.29, .47)

To further analyze the impact of advertisement presence on participants’ attention
towards permission text, we calculated the proportion of time spent on permission text
in milliseconds as:
Proportion of time spent on permission text =
Time spent on permission text
Time spent on ads/app logo + Time spent on permission text

A one-way ANOVA test was conducted on the dependent variable proportion of time
spent on permission text after performing log transformation on the variable. We found
a significant difference between the proportion of time spent on permission text among
the four groups (F(3,120) = 4.63, p = .004, with a large effect size (η p2 ) = .11). The Tukey
post-hoc comparison tests showed significant differences between the Animated-AdsSound and Control groups with p = .006, and between Static-Ads and Control groups
with p = .017. However, we found no significant difference between the Animated-Ads
group and Control groups at p = .06. The means (milliseconds), standard deviations, and
confidence intervals for each group are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics including the mean (M), standard deviation (SD) and 95% Confidence Intervals (CI) for the proportion of time spent on permission text
Group

M

SD 95% CI

Animated-Ads-Sound
Animated-Ads
Static-Ads
Control

.21
.25
.22
.37

.14
.16
.19
.19

(.15, .26)
(.19, .31)
(.15, .29)
(.28, .46)

Based on these results, we can conclude that our first hypothesis is supported. We
found that the proportion of eye-gaze fixations and time spent on the authorization dialog’s permission text was higher for the control group, which was not shown any ads. In
other words, participants in the control group were less distracted from the permission
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text since they spent relatively more time and had relatively more eye-gaze fixations on
the permission text area compared to the treatment groups. The visual attention towards
the permission text was lower for the Animated-Ads-Sound, Static-Ads, and AnimatedAds groups who were distracted due the presence of ads.
To further validate the results regarding participant attention towards permission
text, we considered participants’ responses to post-task questionnaire. The participants
were asked if any of the presented applications requested permissions to their information during installation (responses were “Yes”, “No”, or “I do not know”). 90% of the
participants from Animated-Ads-Sound, Animated-Ads and Control groups, and 80%
from the Static-Ads group replied “Yes”. Participants were also asked if they read the
text in the installation window (responses were “Ignore it”, “I tried to read a little”, or “I
read every word”). We did not find a significant difference among the groups at p = 0.78
regarding reading the permission text. As shown in Table 3, most participants stated that
they read a part of the permission text in the authorization window.
Table 3. Percentage of participants who read the permission text in the authorization window
Response for reading text Animated-Ads-Sound Animated-Ads Static-Ads Control
“I Ignored it”
“I tried to read a little”
“I read every word”

40%
53.3%
6.7%

23.3%
73.3%
3.3%

36.7%
53.3%
10%

33.3%
60%
6.7%

A majority of the participants stated that these applications asked for their personal
information in the authorization window. However, percentages in Table 3 showed that
most participants ignored the permission text. This correlates with the eye-tracking
results proving that participants paid less attention to the text during the permission
authorization due to the presence of different type of advertisements. Based on these
results, 40% of the participants ignored reading the permission text from the AnimatedAds-Sound group and 60% from the Control group read a part of the permission text in
the authorization window.
4.3 Effect of Ad Type on Attention Towards Permission Text
Our second hypothesis was that the participants who were presented with animated
advertisements would pay less attention to the permission text compared to the participants presented with static or no advertisements. Therefore, we investigated participants’ revisits to the advertisement areas in the presence of each advertisement type
(static, animated, animated with sound). The number of revisits to the advertisement
area was calculated as:
Proportion of revisits to advertisement/app logo area =
No. of revisits to ads/app logo area
No. of revisits to permission text + No. of revisits to ads/app logo area
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We conducted a one-way ANOVA test on the proportion of revisits to the advertisement areas. We found a significant difference among the four groups (F(3,120) = 5.76,
p = .001, with a medium effect size (η p2 )= .13). The Tukey post-hoc comparison test
showed significant differences with higher revisits for the Animated-Ads-Sound group
compared to the other groups: Static-Ads (p = .002) and Control (p = .003). We did
not find a significant difference between the Animated-Ads and Animated-Ads-Sound
group (p = .16) due to the high revisits to the animated ads in both groups. The means,
standard deviations, and confidence intervals for each group are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Descriptive statistics for the proportion of revisits to advertisement areas
Group

M

SD 95% CI

Animated-Ads-Sound
Animated-Ads
Static-Ads
Control

.65
.46
.31
.31

.29
.34
.38
43

(.54, .76)
(.33, .59)
(.17, .45)
(.16, .48)

To further interpret the results visually, we utilized heatmaps to analyze participant attention areas using colors on the advertisement areas, application logos and permission text. The red color represents the highest participant attention, whereas the
green color represents the lowest attention. We have presented the heatmaps of visual
attention distribution on the FarmVille game as an example (Fig. 5) for the AnimatedAds-Sound and Control groups. Figure 5(a) shows how participants’ attention was distributed on politics-related ads for the Animated-Ads-Sound group during the authorization process. We can see the green color is distributed on the advertisement areas
above the authorization window, specifically the last part of the ad. Regarding Fig. 5(b)
for the Control group, participants concentrated more on the Facebook authorization
dialog than the area that included game application logos above the authorization dialog. Table 5 shows the average eye-gaze fixations on the advertisement areas in the
treatment groups and the application logos in the Control group. The average eye-gaze
fixations for all game applications were higher on the advertisement areas compared to
the Control group.
Table 5. Average eye-gaze fixations on ads and application logos above the authorization window
Game application Animated-Ads-Sound Animated-Ads Static-Ads Control
Angry Birds
Candy Crush
Criminal Case
FarmVille

4.6
6.1
5.5
5.2

2
1.4
2.8
1

1.2
2
1.5
1.6

1.1
0.8
1
0.9
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(b) Heatmap of FarmVille for Control

Fig. 5. Heatmap of visual attention distribution on FarmVille game application for AnimatedAds-Sound and Control groups

We also analyzed participants’ responses to the survey question: “Did you notice
any advertisements above the application’s permission authorization dialog?”. Participants responded with either “Yes”, “No”, or “I don’t know”. 83.3% of participants from
the Animated-Ads-Sound, 73.3% from the Static-Ads, and 70% from the Animated-Ads
responded “Yes”, meaning that they noticed the existence of ads above the authorization dialog. 56.7% of the Control group participants answered either “No” or “I don’t
know”. The Kruskal-Wallis test showed a significant difference between the responses
of the four groups at p<.001 (H(3) = 17.8 with a small effect size, η 2 = 0.1). The Bonferroni post-hoc comparison test was performed to see the differences between each pair
(see Table 6). Significant differences were found between Control and Animated-AdsSound groups at p = .009, Control and Animated-Ads groups at p = .020, and Control
and Static-Ads groups at p = .009.
Table 6. Post-hoc comparison test for whether participants noticed advertisements above the
authorization dialog
Group comparison (Mean ranks)

Adj.Sig.

Control (41.9) vs. Animated-Ads-Sound (70.9) p = .001
p = .020
Control (41.9) vs. Animated-Ads (63.7)
p = .009
Control (41.9) vs. Static-Ads (65.5)

The results indicated that the number of participants who revisited the advertisement
areas for the Animated-Ads-Sound and Animated-Ads groups was higher compared to
the other groups. In contrast, both Control and Static-Ads groups had the lowest number
of revisits due to static ads and the fixed position of the game application logo above the
authorization window, respectively. Also, a majority of the participants (83.3%) from
the Animated-Ads-Sound group, noticed the presence of ads above the authorization
dialog because of changing images with a musical sound, which attracted their visual
attention and led them to revisit these ads several times compared to the other groups.
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Effect of Ad Content-Type on Participant Attention

Our third hypothesis focuses on the effect of advertisement content-type on participant
attention towards the permission text. We hypothesized that the participants who were
presented with advertisements would be distracted by a certain advertisement content
type, namely, shopping, food, politics, and sports, more than the others.
To test this hypothesis, we calculated the proportion of eye-gaze fixation counts on
an advertisement content-type as:
Proportion of eye-gaze fixations on an ad content-type =
No. of fixations on ad content-type
No. of fixations on permission text + No. of fixations on ad content-type

We conducted a mixed ANOVA test to compare the proportion of eye-gaze fixations on
each ad content-type among the treatment groups. The Mauchly’s test of sphericity for
equality of variances and all other assumptions were met (χ 2 (5) = 2.8, p = .72). The test
showed a significant main effect of eye-gaze fixations on each advertisement contenttype among the treatment groups (F(3, 261) = 10.2, p< = .001, with a medium effect size
(η p2 ) = .10). The Bonferroni post-hoc tests showed that there were significant differences
at p < .001 between sports-related ads and shopping-related ads, between food-related
ads and shopping-related ads, and between politics-related ads and shopping-related
ads. The means, standard deviations, and confidence intervals among treatment groups
for this test are presented in Table 7.
Table 7. Descriptive statistics for proportion of eye-gaze fixations on advertisement content-types

Ad Content Type M

SD 95%CI

Shopping
Politics
Food
Sports

.39
.34
.30
.33

.47
.26
.25
.23

(.39, .55)
(.19, .33)
(.19, .32)
(.16, .30)

To further interpret the visual attention on each content-types’ AOIs for the treatment groups, the average eye-gaze fixation counts are presented in Table 8. Overall, the
average eye-gaze fixation counts on all ad content-types were higher for the AnimatedAds-Sound group as compared to the Animated-Ads and Static-Ads groups.
We also analyzed participants’ responses to the survey question: “Which advertisement content-types distracted you the most?” Participants selected one or more
from shopping, politics, food, and sports. This question was asked from both the treatment groups and the control group. 33.3% of Animated-Ads-Sound group participants
selected all four ad content types, whereas only 13.3% of Animated-Ads group, and
13.3% of Static-Ads group participants selected all four ad content types. 80% of participants from the Control group chose “I don’t remember”.
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Table 8. Average eye-gaze fixation counts on each advertisement content-type
Content-type (content position) Animated-Ads-Sound Animated-Ads Static-Ads
Shopping (1)
Shopping (2)
Shopping (3)
Shopping (4)

1.3
1.4
1.1
0.7

0.9
0.7
0.2
0.2

0.8
0.2
0.1
0.1

Food (1)
Food (2)
Food (3)
Food (4)

1
3.2
1.1
0.8

0.2
1
0.2
0.1

0.3
1.2
0.3
0.1

Sport (1)
Sport (2)
Sport (3)
Sport (4)

0.6
2.1
2.2
0.6

0.4
0.9
1.3
0.2

0.8
0.3
0.4
0.1

Politics (1)
Politics (2)
Politics (3)
Politics (4)

0.8
0.8
1.4
2.2

0
0.1
0.3
0.5

0.2
0.6
0.4
0.3

Table 9. Post-hoc comparisons regarding which advertisement content types distracted participants the most
Group comparison (Mean ranks)

Adj.Sig.

Control (39.5) vs. Animated-Ads-Sound (67.7) p = .005
p = .005
Control (39.5) vs. Animated-Ads (67.7)
p = .007
Control (39.5) vs. Static-Ads (67.1)

We performed the Kruskal-Wallis test on participant responses, which showed
significant differences at p = .001 (H(3) = 16.9 with a small effect size, η 2 = 0.1).
The Bonferroni post-hoc comparison test (see Table 9) shows significant differences
between Control and Animated-Ads-Sound groups at p = .005, Control and AnimatedAds groups at p = .005, and Control and Static-Ads groups at p = .007.
Based on these results, the third hypothesis is supported. We found that shoppingrelated ads and politics-related ads attracted participant attention the most. Based on
analyzing participants’ responses regarding the most distracting content-type, we found
that a higher percentage (33.3%) of participants from the Animated-Ads-Sound group
identified all four advertisement content types, namely, shopping, food, sports, and politics as equally distracting.
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5 Discussion
Our study illustrated the differences in attention towards the authorization dialog’s permission text for three types of ads. Similar to Simola et al. [15], we found that ads
attract users’ visual attention and disrupt their reading due to ads’ closeness to the text
area.
While investigating the presence of different ads during permission authorization,
we found that participants who were presented with animated ads that contained a background sound related to ads were distracted from reading the permission text more as
compared to the other groups. Adding sound to the animated ads appeared to be an
effective factor of distraction, confirming the results of Henderson et al. [11] and Burke
et al. [2]. Animated ads without sound and static ads emerged as the second level of
distraction. Based on the results of the first hypothesis, we found that the proportion of
eye-gaze fixations and time spent towards the permission text was higher for the control
group, who was not shown any ads. This shows that participants in the control group
were not distracted noticeably during permission authorization due to the fixed game
logos and the absence of ads.
Also, in support of the second hypothesis, we investigated what type of advertisements attracted participants’ attention the most (static ads, animated ads, animated ads
with sound) by measuring the proportion of participants’ revisits to the advertisement
areas. We found that the Animated-Ads-Sound and Animated-Ads group participants
revisited advertisement areas several times compared to the Static-Ads and control
groups due to the moving elements in the animated ads which attracted participants’
visual attention. In addition, 83.3% of the participants from the Animated-Ads-Sound
group noticed the presence of ads above the authorization dialog. On the other hand,
both Static-Ads and Control groups had fewer revisits due to the static images in the
ads of different content types (food, shopping, sports, political ads), and the fixed position of all game applications’ logos above the authorization dialog in the Control group.
Furthermore, when we analyzed participants’ response to the question: “Were you
distracted by these advertisements?”, we found that 40% of participants from AnimatedAds-Sound and Animated-Ads, and 37.5% from the Static-Ads group responded “Yes”.
For the Control group, 80% of participants responded “No” or “I do not remember”.
Participants who responded “No” were asked “why were you not distracted by these
advertisements?”. Examples of treatment group participants’ responses are as follows:
“I’m so used to seeing these types of advertisements”, “I ignored these ads”, “because
I was trying to concentrate on the music”, and “Over time, I have learned to ignore
advertisements while playing a game or conducting some other activity”. The Control
group participants commented, “I didn’t notice any ad” and “Focused on game”. We
can see that most participants from the treatment groups thought that these ads did not
distract them; even though the eye-tracking data showed that they were distracted. In
contrast, most participants from the Control group stated that ads did not divert their
visual attention at all because they could not see any ads.
Overall, the data in our study was based on eye-tracking information-based metrics, and participants’ responses to the questionnaire. The evaluation using eye-tracking
information-based metrics (eye-gaze fixations, revisits, and time spent during fixation)
showed that the presence of different ad types distracted participants’ visual attention
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towards the permission text. As a result, the distraction level for the Animated-AdsSound group was the highest compared to the Animated-Ads, which had the second
highest level of distraction, and the Static-Ads, which had the lowest level of distraction
from the permission text. Due to the absence of ads in the Control group, participants
had the lowest level of distraction from the permission text during the dialog authorization process. The second evaluation was based on the participants’ responses, and the
results showed that a higher percentage of participants from the Animated-Ads-Sound
group noticed the presence of ads above the authorization dialog and identified all four
content-types (politics, shopping, sports, and food) as distracting compared to the other
groups.

6 Limitations and Future Work
Our study is not without limitations. We faced the following issues during our experiment. Firstly, we conducted our study in the usability lab at our campus; so our sample
was recruited from the university, which may limit the generalizability of our results.
Secondly, we only focused on one advertisement location (above the authorization
dialog) and did not study the effect of an advertisement’s location on user attention. In
other words, would the user be more distracted if the same advertisement is above the
dialog vs on the left, right, or bottom.
Thirdly, most participants did not know what the third-party applications are. Therefore, we had to explain what these different games are and that the games can be played
in any order. This explanation could have lead the participants to be biased towards
playing the games and might have affected their actual behavior of accepting or rejecting the permissions. For this reason, we were unable to study the impact of advertisements on user decision on authorization dialogs. A future study is needed to address
this limitation.
Lastly, we did not randomize the order of displaying advertisement content type
(food, politics, sports, shopping) on the game applications. Therefore, a specific game
always displayed advertisements of a particular content type. This could have biased
the results regarding participant attention towards specific advertisement content types.
Our future work will investigate different factors, such as advertisement location,
advertisement content type randomization, and using a demographically diverse sample
from different communities outside the university. We will also study the impact of
advertisements on user decisions (allow/deny) on permission authorization dialogs.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the impact of advertisements on user attention during
permission authorization. We conducted a between-subjects experiment on 120 participants and studied three types of advertisements (static, animated, and animated
with sound). We used eye-tracking data-based metrics (proportion of eye-gaze fixation
counts on permission text, proportion of revisits to ads, and proportion of time spent on
permission text during fixation) and participants’ responses to the questionnaire in our
analysis. Our results show that the presence of advertisements can significantly distract
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users away from the permission authorization window. Moreover, the use of shopping
and politics related advertisements, can attract more attention compared to food and
sports related advertisements. The distraction level for animated ads with sound is the
highest compared to that for animated ads, and static ads suggesting that increasing the
number of distraction elements (e.g., animation and sound) increases the likelihood of
users ignoring text on important windows such as permission authorization windows.

A Survey Questions
1. You were presented with four applications in this study. Which applications did you
enjoy using?
2. Did any of the these applications request permissions to your information during
installation?
3. Did you notice any advertisements above an application’s installation window?
4. If you answered yes to the previous question, what type of advertisements were
displayed above the application installation window?
5. Were you distracted by these advertisements? If you answered “No” to this question,
why were you not distracted by these advertisements?
6. Which advertisement content type distracted you the most?
7. On most of the installation windows you saw, did you intentionally read the text in
the installation window?
8. What is your gender?
9. What is your age?
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Abstract. Nowadays it is very important to understand the origins
of most products because there is an increased product quality challenge and awareness from the customers about environmental and social
aspects. Food traceability information must reach customers where they
need to choose which products to buy. One of the best ways to provide
this traceability information for the customers is to add kiosks on the
points of sale of those products. This paper describes the development
of Fish products traceability kiosk user interface and experience, in the
scope of ValorMar R&D project, that will allow all kiosk devices in a
supermarket, shop or other type of point of sale, to consult an online
RESTfull API about the traceability of fish product lots. At the end of
this development stage, a System Usability Scale questionnaire has been
deployed to test the usability of this kiosk application, which was well
accepted by the majority of the participants.
Keywords: Interactive application · Usability
System usability scale · Kiosk application
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· User experience ·

Introduction

Food traceability is an increasing demand, driven by increased product quality
challenges and customers’ awareness about social and environmental aspects,
related, for instance, with working conditions of the ﬁshermen and other workers
in the supply chain, the care taken in maintaining the species in question or the
respect for the public health and the environment when using certain ﬁshing
methods.
Food traceability allows to trace back and recall product lots from the market,
in case of threats to the public health. It also checks all actions carried out along
the supply chain, from harvesting, capture or production until the sale to the
ﬁnal costumer. This transparency needs to reach the customer in an easy way.
One of the ways this transparency can be delivered to the customer is through
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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a kiosk application that allows customers to anonymously consult and search
for traceability information about the products or product lots available on the
supermarket where they are acquiring their goods.
Fish and ﬁsheries products travel a long way from the sea, where ﬁsh species
are captured, or aquaculture farms, until the ﬁnal customer. It is important to
trace back ﬁsh, ﬁshery products or any other food product, both to inform the
consumer or to be able to recall ﬁsh lots in case of threats to the public health [5].
Therefore, it was decided to develop an application for a kiosk, supported on
mobile application development technology (e.g. for smartphones and tablets).
The ValorMar R&D project is developing a traceability platform of ﬁsh and
ﬁshery products, originating both from ﬁsheries and aquaculture [3,4]. The traceability information must be entered, in the platform, by all the supply chain
operators.
The Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo is also in charge of creating
two diﬀerent applications that will use the traceability platform developed. One
of the applications is targeted for regular users and it is almost ﬁnished for
both Android an iOS operating systems. This application allows the user to
check information about a products lot such as the origin, quality, when was it
registered the ﬁrst time. This information is later used to create a graph and a
map containing all information about the product. The second application under
development is a kiosk application that runs inside ﬁshery products stores and
allows the clients to see available lots as well as information of the ﬁsh species
that they select. For example, after selecting tuna, the kiosk shows a product
details page with all the lots available of that species, with diﬀerent price ranges
and information such as nutrition data, possible recipes, an oriented graph and
a map containing all the traceability information.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we explain the Traceability in
the ValorMar Project; Sect. 3 explains the development of the kiosk application
with information about hardware and available technologies; The forth section
is about the kiosk application itself, containing the architecture and the screens
ﬂow, page by page; Sect. 5 is about the User Interface, information displayed
and the importance of that information; Sect. 6 is about the System Usability
Scale questionnaire developed and deployed to multiple participants to evaluate
the application as it is; And, ﬁnally, Sect. 7 presents our conclusions.

2

Traceability in the ValorMar R&D Project

Fisheries supply chain starts at the sea, where ﬁsh species are captured, or at
aquaculture farms. Fresh ﬁsh is then typically sold at ﬁshery auction traders, and
then continues its way through the value chain (e.g. logistics, industry) until the
ﬁnal customer. Sometimes, while still at sea, the ﬁsh is transformed, in industrial ﬁshing vessels, into, for example, frozen or salted ﬁsh products. These ﬁsh
products also make their way through the value chain until the ﬁnal customer.
The ValorMar R&D project has been developing a traceability platform of ﬁsh
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products, originating both from ﬁsheries and aquaculture [3,4]. The traceability information must be inserted, in the developed platform, by all the involved
stakeholders, that is by all the supply chain operators.
The traceability of ﬁsh or ﬁshery products, like other food products, is very
important, both to inform the consumer about the path of the ﬁsh through the
value chain and to be able to recall ﬁsh lots in case of threats to the public
health [5].

3

Architecture of a Kiosk Application

Kiosk usage is diﬀerent than using a laptop, desktop or mobile devices. Gestures,
sensors and location data may be used on consoles and computers but they play
a specially important role in applications on mobile devices. Being targeted for a
tablet device, this kiosk application has some of the requirements and limitations
of mobile applications.
According to [10], an application on a mobile device has technical requirements that are not usually found on other applications, which includes the integration with the device hardware and security, performance, reliability and, of
course, storage limitations. Some of the requirements are:
– Handling sensors
– Native and hybrid applications. Mobile devices usually include applications
that use services over the Internet with the web browser that aﬀects data and
displays on the device.
– Hardware and Software. Most devices execute code that is custom-built for
the properties of the device.
– Security. Mobile platforms are open which allows the installation of new malware applications that can compromise the regular operation of the device.
– User Interfaces (UI) must be built according to speciﬁc guidelines due to the
display dimensions.
– The complexity of testing. Mobile web applications have the same issues of
web apps but with additional concerns such as the transmission through gateways and the telephone network.
– The power consumption.
Smaller displays or diﬀerent styles of interaction also have impact on interaction design for kiosk applications which has a strong inﬂuence on application
development. Kiosk applications often have to be redesigned to highlight the
most used functions and to make most eﬀective use of the display. The user
interface for kiosk applications is based on widgets, touch, physical motion and
keyboards rather than the WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer) interface
style of apple iOS and Microsoft Windows. Another aspect that may inﬂuence
the application design might be the sensor usage or any other device feature
activation.
Usually, kiosk applications include their user interface libraries and also
guidelines which is why many applications share a common aspect. The platform standards are of the interest of the developer specially the on touch-screen
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devices where users are expecting a set of gestures which is diﬀerent on every
platform.
Kiosk applications may be written in diﬀerent languages according to the
target operating system (OS) of the device [8]. For developers, this is quite
problematic because each OS uses its own API for accessing sensors or to create the aspect of the application. Cross-platform mobile development tools can
possibly solve this issue. Using this tools, a developer can use the same code for
multiple OS without writing application code in diﬀerent languages. From [8],
cross-platform mobile development tools have beneﬁts such as:
– Lower skills required because the application is built using the same technology
– Reduction of coding because the source code is the same for every OS
– Development time and long term maintenance costs reduced
– Reduction of APIs knowledge because it is not needed to know the API for
each OS, but only the provided by the tool
– Easier compared to native applications
The goal of these tools is to allow expanding the application oﬀering, and
sale, on more markets to increase the gain.
The authors in [8] suggest that, when selecting the tool for cross-platform
development, some requirements must be gathered ﬁrst such as the OS that we
are targeting, the license of the tool, programming languages accepted and the
APIs provided with the aim to get an idea of hardware parts accessible in the
OS and how to access them.
On this paper we describe a kiosk application built with Apache Cordova
which is an open-source cross-platform development framework that allows standard web technologies such as HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript for cross-platform
web and mobile development. Applications operate within wrappers targeted
to each platform, and rely on standards-compliant API bindings to access each
device’s capabilities such as sensors, data, network status and more.
For the kiosk application project we have selected Apache Cordova essentially
because of the ease to generate oriented graphs, one of the main outputs with
traceability information to the user (refer to Sect. 5). Other alternative tools
required much more eﬀort or the libraries were paid. Cordova enables the use of
SigmaJS, a JavaScript library dedicated to drawing graphs that makes it easy to
publish them to web and mobile applications. Cordova also oﬀers the possibility
to extend the tool by using custom made plugins.
Essentially Cordova is a “wrapper” that allows enclosure of applications written in known web languages into mobile native applications. Cordova applications can be considered hybrid as they may yield mobile and web apps. These
applications are neither native nor web apps.

4

ValorMar Kiosk Application

The developed kiosk application allows customers to view the available ﬁsh products’ information, such as the traceability of the product lot, nutritional table,
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as well as recipes requiring the product. Thus, a user interface has been created, towards the idea that most of its users are not IT or food experts, and
require a minimal and clean interface to navigate the application’s features. I
was supported by a Javascript library called Vuejs (https://vuejs.org).
The kiosk also enables in-store administrators to make changes, such as
adding products (from the central traceability platform) and editing and removing products on the internal database maintained by the application. After saving
the changes, the kiosk application will send a package to the kiosk applications
on the same local network, containing new instructions of what to do on the
local database, synchronizing all kiosks’ databases. Note that each kiosk application has its own embedded lightweight database using SQLite. After making
the changes the administrator can simply log out and use the application as a
regular customer.
Figure 1 shows an illustration of how the system is currently working considering all clients as both client and server devices.

Consult Online Products
Available Products
Administrator Kiosk

Main server

Instructions
Router
Instructions

Kiosk

Instructions

Kiosk

Kiosk

Fig. 1. Administrator consults online catalog and adds products available locally while
the application sends the new data to the connected kiosks

Every device communicates with each other using a router as middleware.
This router must accept broadcast in order for the devices to keep communicating
with every new device that may connect or be connected to the network.
The application installed on each device adds a small local database that
gets updated with the packages that a tablet neighbor sends. These updates
are deployed every time an authenticated user changes the local database of the
device that it is using. After applying the changes the system proceeds to update
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the connected databases which on this case are the remaining tablet neighbors
working as a client for this server device.
The databases on this system are not synchronizing, instead the device where
the changes were made has to communicate a new instruction such as add,
edit, remove, build a JSON package with the product information and previous
instruction and then send it to the tablet neighbors connected on the network.
To have permission to make changes to the system, the user has to be authenticated using an administrator account. The administrator has to consult an
online catalog of available products and select every product that is also available on that current store. While adding products the kiosk application will send
a new update to every other kiosk connected to update their databases as well
(Fig. 1).
The application also has to import product information from the traceability
application database using a RESTfull API. To do this, it is required to use speciﬁc authentication that will generate an access Token that will be used on every
request to authenticate the application and obtain the information required. Such
information will later be added to the product detail page inside the application. With this product information comes the traceability which will allow us to
generate a graph with SigmaJS (found in http://sigmajs.org/) and a map using
OpenLayers (found in https://openlayers.org/) with the graphical information.
Check [7] for more details about this application network architecture.

5

Customers User Interface

Subsequently, it was necessary to develop a user interface for customers, to be
made available on the kiosk. It was decided to design and develop an interface
having in mind that its usability would promote a good user experience for the
customer when consulting information about ﬁsh products available for sale.
The screens structure is represented in Fig. 2. The main screen of this kiosk
application was built considering three diﬀerent categories for marine products
available on every store. There are Fresh, Frozen and Canned products as seen in
Fig. 3. These three boxes on the main screen are used as a ﬁlter to the products
that belong to one of these categories. After the customer has chosen one of the
categories, the kiosk application opens the next screen on which the products
available on the store will be ﬁltered according to the category selected.
The kiosk application accesses its oﬄine database with all the products,
previously added by an administrator, and dynamically creates new boxes for
every product item. As more products are added by an administrator to one of
the kiosk applications on the store, more products will appear on every individual
kiosk application, since they are all synchronizing instructions.
Figure 3 shows an image of the main screen of the kiosk application. This
application has been designed to run on multiple android tablet devices and
allow these devices, running the application, to seamlessly communicate with
each other. The kiosk application has a login feature that allows an administrator
to login and make changes to the database, on any of the connected devices. At
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Main Screen

Fresh

Aquaculture

Canned

Frozen

Wild

Products
Available

Product Details

Map

Graph

Fig. 2. Kiosk application page flow

Fig. 3. Kiosk user interface entry screen
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any moment, an administrator can authenticate with his/her account on the
application and gain permissions to make changes about the available products
inside the store.
The boxes used to represent the available products contain the name of the
product, e.g. tuna, or codﬁsh, the image of the product and the price. If the product has a discount, the application calculates the amount of discount according
to the old price and a new price for the product. These values were also added on
the item box for the products that have a discount. The customer can select one
of these products by touching the correspondent box of the product. After selecting a product, the kiosk application will jump to a new screen (Product Details)
on which the user may see all the information gathered about this product. This
information is obtained through the access to an external API also developed
during the Valormar R&D project.
The Product Details page has all the information about the product selected
by the customer. On the beginning of the product details page, the customer
can verify all the lots available for a speciﬁc product and a table containing
information such as the scientiﬁc species name, the price, how it was obtained
(e.g. Aquaculture, nets, etc.) and the date when it was created. The price of one
lot can be diﬀerent from the other lots, which is why every lot has its own price
parameter. With this information, the customer has access to all the available
lots and every other information associated to them, such as the events with temperature, quality, origin, and dates for every single lot. This page also includes a
more generalized content about the product itself, not just the lot that it belongs
to. As the customer scrolls down the page, he ﬁnds more important information
about the product, which includes some of the possible recipes using the speciﬁc product, the beneﬁcial eﬀects for human health and a nutritional table.
To complement all this information available to the user, the application also
creates an interactive map and a supply chain events’ oriented graph, providing
information about products traceability, according to the lot selected before and
identiﬁed on the top of the page (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. OpenLayers map and SigmaJS graph on product page
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As indicated, both the map and the graph are interactive, meaning that the
customer can play around with both to get a better view of the information
associated to the ﬁsh product. In the case of the graph, for example, if the
customer presses one of the events, the kiosk application opens a small window
on the top of it, with some information additional information, such as the
temperature, the event name, the date, and some other information. The map
was created using the OpenLayers technology (https://openlayers.org) and the
graph using the SigmaJS (http://sigmajs.org/). Both widgets are still being
under development, in order to improve the experience of the customer when
interacting with them, and to obtain more information about the lot traceability.

6

Kiosk Usability Test and Results

In order to test the usability of the application it was decided to use the System
Usability Scale (SUS) method. This method consists in a questionnaire having
ten questions, each one evaluated from strongly disagree to totally agree, using a
Likert scale with ﬁve points, according to [1,6]. There are ﬁve positive statements
and ﬁve negative statements. All the questions can be seen on Table 1. The
general measure of the perceived usability is obtained by calculating the sum of
the 10 questions rating. The value obtained is used to verify the global usability
of the application, indicated by the users. The range of a SUS questionnaire goes
from 0 to 100 and the product has potential only if the ﬁnal score is above 68 [9].
Additional research has been made to map adjectives such as “worst imaginable”,
“poor” and “excellent” to range the scores for additional insight [2]. The SUS
Score can be measured in a few diﬀerent grades1 . Below 51 it’s considered to
be awful, from 51 to 67 it’s poor, 68 means the application is ok, between 68
and 80.3 is good and above this last value can be considered excellent. This
kiosk passed the usability test with a score of 81, meaning that it is more than
acceptable.
Table 1. Questions used on the questionnaire
1

I think that I would like to use this system frequently

2

I found the system unnecessarily complex

3

I thought the system was easy to use

4

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system

5

I found the various functions in this system were well integrated

6

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system

7

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly

8

I found the system very cumbersome to use

9

I felt very confident using the system

10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system
1

https://www.usabilitest.com/system-usability-scale.
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After a week in which the questionnaire was available, 35 responses were
obtained, from 21 women and 14 man, between 18 and 54 years old. The average
results can be seen in Fig. 5. From the results it is possible to verify that most
male participants indicated to have a reduced diﬃculty using the application,
while female participants are more convinced to use the application, despite
the increased diﬃculty using the kiosk. Female participants agreed that the
application should be less complex but also that is very easy to learn how to use
the kiosk.

Fig. 5. Average results grouped by gender of participant.

Additionally, few suggestions from the participants were also collected and
some were considered to be added to the application. The top bar with the back
button and the logo of the application should follow the user while it scrolls down
the page of the product, otherwise the user will have to scroll the entire page up
again to use the back button. Other user asked for sections on the product page,
instead of only having one big page with all the content. The idea was to add
sections so that the user could select the section of interest such as traceability
or recipes for that product. Other users prefer the map over the graph, which
can be confusing for some users, and ask for lot details on the map itself rather
than the graph.
Most of the problems identiﬁed by the users were already under developers
knowledge and are already being considered for resolution.
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Overall, the application has been well accepted by most users and some of
the users that might disagree with the application purpose might be convinced
after a few updates to the applications user interface and ﬂow and might feel
tempted to use it in the future.
Another question was also added during this SUS questionnaire but not taken
into account for the ﬁnal score of 81. The participants were asked if the application features were enough and adequate. 91% of the users considered that to
be true.

7

Conclusions

The presented kiosk application has been developed under the premise that not
every system user is an expert in technology or in food quality. The kiosk network
requires only that all the kiosk devices (Android Tablets) connect to the same
network and then, using ZeroConf technology they will connect to each other
and communicate every single instruction without the administrator having to
insert it manually on each device or having another device in the middle running
as a server. The only requirement for this network to work is that the router
on which the kiosk devices will connect is conﬁgured to allow broadcast, so that
they can emit the packages to all other kiosk device neighbors. The network
implemented on this application was already discussed on [7].
The user interface of this application has been built towards this same principle, allowing users to check products detailed information, without too much
eﬀort. With only three ﬁnger clicks on the screen the user will be able to ﬁnd the
products origin, quality, temperatures as well as their traceability information.
An important objective to achieve with the work here described was to do
an usability study, concerning the kiosk customer user interface. Thus, it was
decided to use a SUS questionnaire to gather useful information about the user
perspective on using the kiosk.
Despite having a more ﬁnished and robust template of the user interface
and experience to work on, the kiosk application will continue to be improved.
According to the results of the SUS questionnaire (See Sect. 6), the application
was well accepted and some suggestions indicated by the participants are already
taking in consideration. As it stands, this kiosk application is looking quite
attractive for most participants.
For future work, the user interface of the kiosk application developed and
the ﬂow will be updated as well as some technical features that were discussed
in [7] and a new SUS questionnaire might be developed and deployed to test a
ﬁnal version of this product.
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Abstract. Authentication is a security measure designed to allow authorized users
to use the system securely with minimum interference on the usability of the system. Although numerous user studies had examined various authentication methods such as traditional alphanumeric password, graphical password, and biometrics, very limited research investigated users’ performance and preference when
they were allowed to choose the authentication method(s) of their choice for a
specific application. This study was conducted as an initial attempt to fill in that
gap. We developed a mobile application called the ‘Event manager’ that offers
calendar and file management functions. Regarding the authentication, the ‘Event
manager’ app provides users the freedom to choose their preferred authentication
method(s) among five commonly adopted authentication mechanisms. We conducted an empirical user study with a ‘within-group’ design to investigate users’
initial interaction with three different types of authentication processes: alphanumeric passwords, one-factor authentication of choice, and two-factor authentication of choice. 75 participants completed the study. The result of the study will help
understand users’ general perception regarding the ‘authentication of choice’ approach as well as their preferred authentication method or combination of methods
in the context of mobile devices.
Keywords: Access control · Authentication of choice · Usability · Security

1 Introduction
Access control is one of the most important measures to ensure the security of a system.
Access control is used to prevent unauthorized access to a system and involves three
key steps; identification, authentication, and authorization. Identification is the process
of providing identity to the system, which can be a claim or a set of claims about the
user. Authentication is the process of verifying the identity of the user, device, or other
entity in a system before granting the entity access to the system (O’Gorman 2003).
Authorization is the process of granting permissions or privileges to the authenticated
entity (Clarke 2010). This study focuses on the authentication process in the context of
mobile devices.
The main goal of authentication is to ensure that users can perform their primary
tasks securely on a system with minimal impact of the authentication method on the
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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completion of their primary tasks (Beautement et al. 2010). Previous research confirmed
the tradeoff between the security and usability of authentication mechanisms. Typical
measures that improve the security of the authentication mechanism (e.g., increasing
the length of passwords, requiring a frequent change of passwords, reduction in false
acceptance rate, etc.) usually negatively affect the usability of the system (Yee 2002). To
make a system usable and secure, system developers need to go beyond the traditional
human-centered design techniques and adopt design techniques that allow users to make
decisions (Cranor et al. 2014). Ben Schneiderman’s golden rules of interface design
also state that system should allow users to make decisions to increase the usability
of that system. Although numerous user studies had examined various authentication
methods such as traditional alphanumeric password, graphical password, and biometrics,
very limited research investigated users’ performance and preference when they are
allowed to choose the authentication method(s) of their choice for a specific application.
We conducted an online empirical study to provide a preliminary understanding of the
‘authentication of choice’ approach in the context of mobile devices. The focus of this
study is to investigate users’ initial interaction and perception when they have the freedom
to select authentication methods of their choice.

2 Related Work
2.1 Authentication Methods
There are various authentication methods that can generally be grouped into four
categories based on the factor used for authentication:
Knowledge-based authentication is based on what the user must know to verify his
identity to the information system. This is done in the form of challenge and response, in
which the user responds to the challenge with something he knows (Katsini et al. 2016).
Examples include numeric password, also referred to as personal identification number
(PIN), alphanumeric password, or graphical password. Knowledge-based authentication
methods are the most widely adopted form of authentication because they are relatively
easy to implement and have lower operating cost (Lampson 2004). However, the major
limitation of this type of authentication is the memorability requirement in that users have
to commit information to memory and recollect the information during authentication.
This memorability problem does affect the usability and security of the knowledge-based
authentication methods (Katsina 2016). Users find it difficult to remember password or
PIN and many end up writing down their passwords or choosing simple passwords that
can lead to compromise of the system security.
Inherent factors authentication, also known as biometrics, uses the physiological or
behavioral traits of the user for authentication. Examples of the inherent factors include
fingerprint, iris, retina, voice, face, signature, typing patterns, physical movement, etc.
Biometric authentication is relatively more usable and secure compared to knowledgebased authentication that involves committing information to memory (Cohen et al.
2011). One of the challenges of the biometric authentication approach is that once the
factor is compromised, the compromise will be permanent. If hackers can find matching
fingerprints for a user, there is no way that the user can change his fingerprint like
in the case of knowledge-based or possession-based authentication (Cohen et al. 2011).
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Another issue with inherent factor authentication is that the user’s environment can affect
the functioning of the authentication method (Stephanidis et al. 2013). For instance, a
health worker in the emergency room wearing gloves and mask would not be able to use
fingerprint or face recognition for authentication until they remove their protecting gear.
The Possession-Based Authentication relies on what users have or possess for authentication. Examples of possession include smart card, common access card, token, etc.
This authentication approach is relatively more acceptable to users compared to other
authentication factors, but it is more difficult to manage, and the device can get lost,
stole or shared (Habtamu 2006).
Location-based Authentication involves using the geographical location of the user
or device to authenticate and validate access to the information system. A common
implementation of this approach is when banks deny customer transaction on their debit
or credit card in an unauthorized location until the customer calls the bank to provide
additional validation. This authentication approach can provide an additional level of
security for the system by preventing access from unauthorized areas, but it is not easy
to implement and has to be combined with another authentication approach to identify
a specific user (Sailer et al. 2004).
2.2 Multifactor Authentication Method
Multifactor authentication is the combination of two or more authentication methods to authenticate a user (i.e., smart card (possession-based authentication) and PIN
(knowledge-based authentication)). Multifactor authentication was introduced because
of the insufficient level of security provided by single-factor authentication especially
for sensitive systems (Konoth et al. 2017). This approach provides a higher level of
security especially for government and military systems as well as other critical services
(Banyal 2013) but does affect the usability of those systems (De Cristofaro et al. 2013).
2.3 Authentication on Mobile Devices
There has been a rapid increase in the use of mobile phones in the past decade. It
was reported in 2016 that almost two-thirds of the world’s population has a mobile
phone (Kemp 2017). Mobile devices have improved the quality of life by providing
a variety of services anytime and anywhere. However, the mobility and portability of
mobile devices pose significant threat to privacy and security of the information stored
on the device (Marcin et al. 2013). User authentication is one of the security measures to
counter the threat to security and privacy of the information on mobile devices. The most
popular authentication approach on mobile devices is knowledge-based authentication
methods such as PIN, password, and pattern or graphical passwords. More recently,
fingerprint authentication and facial authentication have been widely adopted as well
(Teh 2019). Knowledge-based authentication in mobile devices is vulnerable to threats
such as smudge attack, which detects the oily smudges left behind by user’s finger when
operating the mobile device (Aviv et al. 2010). Shoulder surfing and brute force attack
are other major threats to knowledge-based authentication on mobile devices (Zakaria
et al. 2011). Poor lighting may affect face authentication. Fingerprint authentication can
fail if the user’s hand is dirty, dry, or injured (Park et al. 2011).
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2.4 Authentication of Choice
There is no single authentication mechanism that can accommodate the needs of all
users (Renaud 2004). It is difficult to design a universally accessible authentication
method for users without knowing their abilities and disabilities (Fairweather et al. 2002).
People have different preferences for authentication methods based on their cognitive
skills or physical abilities (Belk et al. 2013). Systems are usually designed with one
authentication method out of a variety of authentication methods that are currently in
use. To enhance the security of the system, some systems may be designed to require
two-factor authentication that requires higher workload from the user (Jain et al. 2011;
Gutmann et al. 2005). In either one-factor of two-factor authentication, providing the
freedom of choice in selecting the authentication method(s) preferred by each individual
user may help improve the usability of the system. To date, there is very limited empirical
research in the authentication of choice approach. The online study reported in this paper
was conducted as an initial attempt to fill in the gap.

3 Methods
The goal of this online study is to examine users’ initial interaction and perception of
different authentication methods when using the freedom of choice process. The study
adopted a within-group design with three conditions for authentication:
– Alphanumeric username and password
– One-factor authentication of choice: In this condition, the participant chose one
authentication method out of five options (alphanumeric passwords, pin, fingerprint
authentication, facial authentication, and One Time Password (OTP))
– Two-factor authentication of choice: In this condition, the participant chose two
authentication methods out of the five options listed above.
3.1 Participants
75 participants completed the study. Participants didn’t receive any financial or other
types of incentives for taking part in the study. The age of participants varies, with 47
participants in the age range of 18–30 years, 18 in the range of 31–40 years, 8 in the
range of 41–50 years and 2 above 50. Out of the 75 participants, 43 claimed they were
male while 32 claimed to be female. 71 of the participants were professionals working in
various fields such as business, education, science, engineering and IT, and healthcare.
Three participants were students. One participant didn’t identify his/her career.
3.2 Event Manager Application
An Android-based mobile device application called ‘Event manager’ was developed to
provide a realistic setting for this study. The ‘Event Manager’ supports five authentication
methods and provides a calendar for managing daily schedule. The calendar setting was
chosen because it was provided on almost all mobile phones and its’ security and privacy
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related expectation was representative of many tasks conducted on mobile devices on a
daily basis. The five authentication methods supported are commonly adopted on mobile
devices:
–
–
–
–
–

Alphanumeric username and password
Personal Identification Number (PIN)
Fingerprint authentication
Facial authentication
One-Time-Password (OTP)

The design of the application followed general usability guidelines and underwent
several rounds of refinement according to user feedback. The home page and the registration page of the application are demonstrated in Fig. 1 below. Users can create three
types of account on the application using the same email:
Type 1 (T1): alphanumeric username and password,
Type 2 (T2): One-factor authentication of choice with five options
Type 3 (T3): Two-factor authentication of choice with five options

(a) Home page

(b) Registration page

Fig. 1. a. Home page b. Registration page
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3.3 Procedure
The study was conducted online. Instructions for the study environment and procedure
were sent out to participants via email. After providing consent to take part in the study,
participants first downloaded the ‘Event Manager’ app from Google Play and installed
it on their Android phones. Then each participant created and logged into an account
under all three conditions. After they logged into an account, they added or revised an
event on the calendar. The order of the three conditions was counterbalanced among
the participants to control the learning effect. After the participant completed the tasks
under all 3 conditions, they answered a questionnaire via a Google form and rated their
preference for each of the three authentication processes. A demographic questionnaire
was completed at the very end of the study. The authentication methods chose during the
one-factor and two-factor authentication of choice processes were automatically logged
by the system.

4 Results
We counted the number of participants who chose each authentication method when
using the one-factor or two-factor authentication of choice processes. Table 1 illustrates
the number of participants who chose each method under each of the 2 processes.
Table 1. The number of participants who chose each specific authentication method under the
one-factor and two-factor authentication of choice conditions.
Authentication method Type 2 Type 3 Type 2% Type 3%
Password
Pin

1

13

1.3%

17.3%

35

68

46.7%

90.7%

Fingerprint

11

34

14.7%

45.3%

Facial authentication

28

35

37.3%

46.7%

OTP

0

0

0

Total

75

150

100

0
200

The number of participants who chose each specific authentication method under the
one-factor and two-factor authentication of choice conditions. Note that in the two-factor
authentication of choice condition, each participant chose 2 methods for the account.
Therefore, the total number of participants choosing all methods is 150 and the total
percentage of participants is 200%.
As illustrated in Table 1, the PIN is the most frequently chosen method in both the onefactor (46.7%) and the two-factor (90.7) authentication of choice conditions. In the onefactor condition, the 2nd most frequently chosen method was the ‘facial authentication’
method, which was almost doubled that of the ‘Fingerprint’ method. In the two-factor
authentication condition, there was a tie between the ‘facial authentication’ method and
the ‘fingerprint’ method, each counting towards 46.7% and 45.3% of the participants,
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respectively. Only one participant chose the traditional password method in the onefactor condition, while 13 participants chose this method in the two-factor condition.
Figure 2 illustrates the percentage of participants who chose each authentication method
under the two authentication of choice conditions.

100.0
80.0
Password

60.0

PIN
40.0

Fingerprint

20.0

Facial
OTP

0.0
One-factor

Two-factor

Fig. 2. The percentage of participants who chose each authentication method under the two
authentication of choice conditions.
Table 2. Number and percentage of participants who ranked each of the three conditions as their
first, second, and third choice.
Rank Alphanumeric password One-factor authentication Two-factor authentication Total
number (%)
of choice number (%)
of choice number (%)
Top

3 (4%)

63 (84%)

9 (12%)

75

2nd

33 (44%)

12 (16%)

30 (40%)

75

3rd

39 (52%)

0 (0)

36 (48%)

75

75

75

Total 75

The participants were asked to rank their preference towards the three test conditions. Table 2 illustrates how the participants ranked each test condition. Regarding the
top choice, 84% of the participants chose the one factor authentication of choice condition, 12% chose the two-factor authentication of choice condition, only 4% chose the
alphanumeric password condition. As to the second choice, 44% chose the alphanumeric condition, 40% chose the two-factor authentication of choice condition and 16%
chose the one-factor condition. Regarding the least preferred condition, 52% chose the
alphanumeric condition and 48% chose the two-factor authentication of choice condition.
A Chi-squared test suggests that there is a significant difference in the participants’ ranking between the 3 conditions (X2 (4) = 135.36, p < 0.001). Participants overwhelmingly
prefer the one-factor authentication of choice condition over the other two conditions
(Fig. 3).
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70
60
Alphanum
eric
password

50
40

One-factor
authenca
on of
choice

30
20
10
0
First

Second

Third

Fig. 3. Number of participants who ranked each of the three conditions as their first, second, and
third choice.

5 Discussions and Conclusion
The results suggest that, when given the freedom to choose the authentication method(s)
for their mobile devices, most participants prefer PIN, followed by facial authentication
and fingerprint authentication. OTP is the least preferred method under both authentication of choice conditions. Participants overwhelmingly preferred the one-factor authentication of choice condition over the other two conditions. Participants’ preference towards
the one-factor authentication of choice condition over the alphanumeric password condition implies that participants like the freedom of selecting authentication method for
their mobile phones. The reason that participants prefer the one-factor authentication of
choice over the two-factor condition might be due to the increased workload required
by the two-factor authentication.
The study suggests there is potential to adopt the authentication of choice approach
on mobile devices to improve user satisfaction, However, the results should be interpreted
with caution due to several limitations. First, the study only involved Android users. Second, the authentication methods supported were either knowledge-based or biometrics.
Possession-based and location-based authentication were not examined. Third, because
the participants logged into each account only once during the study, the results only
apply to the very initial interaction with the authentication processes. Future studies are
planned to evaluate the authentication of choice approach involving more diversified
authentication methods, on more platforms, and through a longer period of time.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Edward Miklewski for his assistance in data
collection. We also want to thank all the participants.
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Abstract. As the use of technological products in complex user journeys has
increased, both the physical and digital worlds need to be considered in measuring the customer’s experience. Hence, measuring the customer experience requires
to embody multiple sets of non-linear interactions. The uniqueness of the user’s
physical experience and the ecological validity issues have to be taken into account
in a physical context of interactions. Various methods already exist to measure customer journeys, but they rely mostly on self-reported and retrospective measures,
like questionnaires, interviews, or focus groups. The objective of this research
is to mirror the actual complexity of the omnichannel customer interactions by
mobilizing quantitative and qualitative data with implicit measures. In this article,
we propose a methodology for collecting and analyzing insightful psychophysiological data in non-linear physical interactions. We build upon an illustrative
case study where 24 participants had to install new cable equipment. Implicit psychophysiological measures and explicit qualitative assessment were used to obtain
a rich perspective on the user’s emotional and cognitive experience. Through psychophysiological variables and self-reported metrics, this article serves as a comprehensive methodological approach for experts to have a precise overview of the
emotional journey of consumers.
Keywords: User experience (UX) · Evaluation methodology ·
Psychophysiological measures · Psychophysiological pain points · User journey

1 Introduction
As the use of technological products in the complex user journeys has increased, both
the physical and digital worlds need to be considered in measuring the customer’s experience. Enabled by technology, users expect to interact with companies interchangeably
across channels (Carroll and Guzmán 2013). Consequently, consumers’ path can be
more or less direct, but the use of different channels within the same journey favor nonlinearity. Their journey can encompass multiple and much less predictable exits, even as
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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consumers can circle back to previous choices and steps until their final purchase (Carroll
and Guzmán 2013). Hence, measuring customer experience requires to embody multiple
sets of non-linear interactions. In a physical context of interactions, the uniqueness of
the user’s experience and the ecological validity issues have to be taken into account.
Various methods already exist to measure customer journeys, but those methods rely
mostly on retrospective measures, like questionnaires, interviews, or focus groups. For
example, Customer Experience Modelling has been used in the service sector to gain
an accurate picture of the whole customer journey, by exploring touchpoints sequence
with customer-centric soft goals (Verma et al. 2012). Indeed, user journeys have been
observed more frequently in qualitative and retrospective assessments.
The field of user experience (UX) research is defined by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) as the set of user perceptions and responses resulting
from the use or anticipation of the use of a system, a product, or a service (ISO 2018).
User experience encompasses all consumer-firm touchpoints and interactions encountered within the user journey. Generally, to measure this experience, user testing has
been mostly associated with online interactions. Indeed, UX professionals create tasks
to replicate real interactions that are logically organized and monitor the user in this
artificially rational process (Nielsen 2012). In the assessment of this experience, most
UX research focuses on explicit and self-reported and retrospective measurement tools,
such as questionnaires. However, prior research also shows that there is an important discrepancy between what users feel during the experience and how they recall it afterward
(Cockburn et al. 2017; Eich and Schooler 2000).
In order to mirror the actual complexity of the omnichannel customer interactions,
a quantitative analysis must be combined with qualitative, judgment driven evaluations
(Rawson et al. 2013). As such, implicit psychological measures are favorable to overcome the potential self-reported biases (Léger et al. 2014). Indeed, cognition and affect
are psychological constructs that have been proved to influence customer behavior and
customer experience (Bagozzi et al. 1999; Frow and Payne 2007; Tynan and McKechnie 2009). Recent research also showed the effectiveness of implicit psychological
pain points in insights during peak emotional responses in a user’s experience (GirouxHuppé et al. 2019). Implicit pain points are defined here as a moment, in reaction to
an event during the interaction, during which the user experiences an automatic physiological activation characterized by a high level of emotional arousal and negative
emotional valence (Giroux-Huppé et al. 2019). But to use psychological measures and
tools, ecological validity is necessary and easier to ensure in an online experience, where
the user does not have to move or to manipulate an object. In omnichannel shopping,
however, as more frequent business-consumer interactions with technology take place
within a physical context, challenges arise in measuring the emotional and cognitive
user experience.
In this article, we propose a methodology to collect and analyze insightful psychophysiological data in a non-linear physical interaction. We will use the case study
of a telecommunication provider’s equipment set up using implicit psychophysiological measures and explicit qualitative assessment. The task consisted of completing the
un-installation and installation of technological equipment for cable and television services, with the sole support of the instruction manual to replicate as close as possible
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the real-life context. We aim to measure the cognitive and emotional experience of a
user in their interaction sequence from uninstalling existing equipment to installing a
new technological experience, using novel types of equipment in the telecommunication
industry.

2 Description of the Proposed Methodology
The proposed methodology aims to overcome the different challenges raised by measuring user experience in physical interactions. Physiological measures, such as electrocardiography (ECG), respiration rate, skin-based measures (EDA), and psychological
measures (EEG) allow a deeper understanding of the emotional and cognitive experience
of a user without interfering with the interaction (Dufresne et al. 2010). Moreover, the
use of non-intrusive psychophysiological measures provides the opportunity to assess
multiple aspects of an experience that cannot be accurately reported by the users at a
precise moment in time. Many of those measures are related to the user experience field,
such as emotional valence, arousal, and cognitive load (de Guinea et al. 2009). However,
the main disadvantage when using physiological tools is that their use requires great execution precision and minimum external noise, which are complicated to overcome in the
case of physical interactions with technology.

3 Illustrative Case
3.1 Experimental Procedure
The objective of this case study is to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed methodology. The context of this illustrative case is an auto-installation of a new entertainment
platform using novel types of technological equipment. In order to acquire valid data, it
is important to replicate the setting of real-life usage. In a laboratory setting, the participant completed the tasks in a room arranged to resemble as close as possible the living
room environment of the installation. The laboratory setting allowed for a mirror room
for researchers to observe and follow the experiment closely.
We anticipated an average of two and a half hours for each participant, including tool
installation. It is important to be mindful of the length of the experiment to minimize
the exhaustion of the participant. Indeed, participants’ fatigue caused by the context
of an experiment can skew the data and lead to biased conclusions. Thus, it is crucial
to pretest the protocol of the experiment to ensure the quality of the data recorded but
also that the tools used, and the tasks’ steps order run fluently and consistently from
one participant to another. For running experiences in physical contexts, we suggest
pretesting the protocol with at least three participants, as improvements from the first
one to the last will make this more complex experiment easier to run when collecting the
real data. Then, once the protocol has proved to run smoothly, each experiment should
be closely observed by researchers. Detailed notetaking on any predetermined events of
interest or on participants’ actions should be recorded.
In the end, our final sample consisted of 24 participants (10 women, 14 men).
All participants provided signed consent. Participants recruited from research panels
each received money as compensation. This experiment was approved by the research
committee of our institution.
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3.2 Experimental Tasks
The study was divided into five sub-tasks to successfully complete the installation, as
shown in the instruction booklet support given to participants. In general, determining
sub-tasks allows for more control over the potential non-linearity factor of any physical
interaction. Indeed, dividing the ideal path to success into smaller steps will help to
maintain the same user journey language throughout participants, and also facilitates the
elaboration of a user’s path to completion. Finally, sub-tasks can also be used as event
markers during or after the test, to dissect the overall task into several pieces. In our case,
participants performed all five sub-tasks with the support of an instruction booklet:
• Unboxing: This task is the first step of the experiment and the first contact the customer
has with the new product. Participants needed to take the equipment out of the delivery
box.
• Uninstalling: This task is crucial to the process flow for a successful installation.
Since the equipment already in place can be unique to each user, participants needed
to follow the instructions carefully in order to take out the right cables and equipment.
• Installation: This task includes the installation of the two different pieces of equipment
(Gateway and Terminal) needed to assess the experience fully.
• Remote control configurations: To finalize the installation, the participant has to activate the smart remote control equipped with a voice command. A pairing of the remote
control and the TV is the last step to fully complete the installation.
The proper order of those tasks was as stated above in the instruction booklet. However, the participants were free to complete the auto-installation as they would at home.
To keep the results as close as possible to reality, only a general verbal explanation of
the test was given to participants (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The figure above provides an overview of the experimental procedure.

Before the experiment, all events of interest identified with the help of the experimental procedure were coded into the behavioral and analysis software used, in our case
we opted for Observer XT (Noldus, Wageningen, Netherlands). An event can be defined
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as an action or situation of interest expected to happen or that has happened during the
interaction measured. Those events are the results of variations in constructs such as
emotional valence, arousal, and cognitive load. The value of analyzing events resides
in the interpretation of concrete observations of the emotional and cognitive experience
within a certain time frame in the overall interaction. For example, in a relatively linear
website interaction, one can predict, prior to the test, that in order to complete a purchase
(the final objective), the user will have to create an account first. Hence, the account creation step will be considered as an event and can be interpreted as a moment of interest
in the evaluation of the emotional and cognitive user experience. The early identification of those events—i.e., defining tasks or subtasks—lightens the post-processing of
the data and facilitates the understanding of the context. Hence, those events should
be aligned with the objectives of the research. It is highly possible that some of the
defined events will require modifications or adjustments post-experience, but at least
this pre-experience preparation gives a general guideline as to what should be closely
observed and noted. We use those events to average values of psychophysiological data
in between each of them. During the experiment, the execution of those events can be
done by pressing on the existing marker pre-coded when the participant reaches this
event. However, when the interaction measured is exposed to non-linear steps in the
journey, a manual codification of those events of interest can be done posterior to avoid
errors.
3.3 Instruments and Apparatus
A total of five cameras were placed around the experiment room to record movements
from different angles. Those cameras not only facilitate the observation of the participant’s reactions at every step of the experience but also allow us to review all the actions
that could be reported in synchronization with the other tools. Indeed, recordings grant
a posteriori identification of the specific moments in time coupled with varying levels
of arousal and cognitive load. Hence, the cameras ensure a safe recall option of all the
micro-actions performed by the participants to complete the notes taken via an observation grid during the experiment. If needed, this gives researchers a more accurate view
of the participant’s actions even during the analysis phase.
While determining cameras’ placement, it is crucial to choose adequately room
locations where a sync markers’ light would be visible to the researcher, to ensure the
cameras are working properly throughout the experience. Indeed, the use of a sync
light issued by all five cameras secures that all cameras start recording seamlessly and
that they function in sync during the whole experiment. In fact, the cameras should be
synchronized using a sync box to facilitate the analysis. We followed Léger et al. (2014)
guidelines for synchronization. The automatic data stream will allow additional precision
when placing markers in Noldus Observer XT (Wageningen, Netherlands) during the
analysis phase.
Finally, the cameras were placed in strategic places to cover all the room’s angles to
the maximum extent (see Fig. 2):
• One camera on the ceiling over the unboxing table (initial place of the box)
• One camera on the ceiling, on the top of the coaxial wire (to see if fixated correctly)
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• One camera on the wall to see the side of the television (to see the connection—the
disconnection of wires)
• One camera below the TV furniture (to see from the TV the participants during the
remote-control configuration)
• One camera on the wall in front of the TV (to see what was displayed).

Fig. 2. One view of the laboratory room where cameras’ placement is highlighted.

Depending on the objects of interest to observe, the Go-Pro camera can simply be
strapped around the participant’s chest, since the EEG helmet prevents the support of
any other devices on the participant’s head. Indeed, the use of a Go-Pro camera (San
Mateo, United States) is optional but allows for more precise visuals on participants’
manipulations. The Go-Pro camera (San Mateo, United States) can act as a zoom on an
event of interest that can be too subtle for long-range camera recording.

4 Research Variables
4.1 State Factors
This illustrative case focuses on three physiological state factors: emotional arousal,
valence, and cognitive load. Users’ emotions are considered an important factor in their
experience since the emotional evaluation of that experience allows them to compare
possibilities (Russell 2003) and substantiate future behavior (Hassenzahl 2013).
Valence. Emotional valence can be defined as “the value associated with a stimulus
as expressed on a continuum from pleasant to unpleasant or from attractive to aversive” according to the APA Dictionary of Psychology (Online APA Dictionary of Psychology, 2020). Emotions are of interest since they are an omnipresent part of consumers’ decision-making and behavior (Schiffman et al. 2010). Measuring the emotional
experience of a user allows for the identification of unwanted negative emotional states.
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Arousal. Arousal refers to the user’s emotional state indicating physiological activity
(Deng and Poole 2010; Russell 2003). A measure of a user’s arousal will allow to nuance
its affective state, since different level combinations of valence and arousal lead to diverse
states, for example, a positive valence with high arousal (happy) will be different than a
positive valence with low arousal (pleasant).
Cognitive Load. Cognitive load refers to the mental effort required to carry out certain
tasks (Fredricks et al. 2004). In this experiment, participants are to achieve goals, such
as the installation. Fredericks et al. (2004) showed that cognitive and metacognitive
strategies are crucial to achieving the aforementioned goals. Namely, metacognitive
strategies refer to the setting and planning of goals when performing a task. Hence,
cognitive load can influence how the user will employ the best strategies to install new
electronic devices.

4.2 Attitudinal Factors
Attitudinal factors can be examined in relation to variations in emotional experiences.
For example, Maunier et al. (2018) explored the level effect of valence, arousal, and
cognitive load on the impact of success rates during a task. Attitudinal factors can be used
as discriminant elements that can explain variation in a user’s emotional journey. This
illustrative case focuses on two attitudinal factors that could be of interest in measuring
the emotional and cognitive experience of a user: self-efficacy and task success.
Self-efficacy. Perceived self-efficacy is concerned with people’s beliefs in their capabilities to produce given outcomes (Bandura 1997). Indeed, self-efficacy plays a key role in
the likeliness of task accomplishment. Previous research suggests that individuals with
a high level of self-efficacy think they possess the capacity to succeed in specific tasks
(Walker et al. 2006). Consequently, individuals who believe they are self-efficient at
completing a task will in fact generate the necessary efforts to succeed (Bandura 1993).
By using a measurement scale to assess self-efficacy, the performance results of
the study can be separated into groups based on the high and low levels to examine
significant differences between groups, if any. Given the usefulness of a theoretical construct, it is relevant to find previously established constructs and measurement scales,
appropriate for the research objectives. Indeed, using additional self-reported behavioral measures will nuance the physiological data collected. Especially within studies
involving a spatial context, attitudinal measures can help understanding and explaining
the sequence of actions undertaken by the participant. Moreover, researchers suggest
that combining complementary methods of assessment offers a deeper understanding of
user experience, while adding implicit measurement, such as physiological tools, allows
for a more rigorous measure of the participant’s emotional journey (Bigras et al. 2018).
Self-reporting measures of emotions, like the Self-Assessment Manikin (Bradley and
Lang 1994), can also be administered to be able to see the personal differences across
participants.
Success Variable. To evaluate the success of each user’s path, which could be different
from one another, we developed thresholds of success for each identified task. Installation
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task success was measured using sub-tasks success thresholds (such as the completion
of the task, the appropriate installation of the wire connections, the firmness of the cable
fastening, etc.). Thus, overall success was achieved when the participant completed the
installation with few or no mistakes.

5 Measurement
5.1 Psychophysiological Measures
In order to accurately measure users’ reactions and behaviors, it is crucial to choose
measurement tools that are adequate for a moving subject. Aligned with the objectives
of the experiment, psychophysiological measures were used to capture participants’
emotional valence, arousal, and cognitive load (Riedl and Léger 2016).
A precise measure of arousal is needed to assess a quantitative activation level of
emotion, from not aroused to excited. For this study, arousal was measured using the electrodermal activity with the Acqknowledge software (Biopac, Goleta, USA) as pictured
in the figure below. Sensors (BIOPAC, Goleta, USA) were applied in the palm of the
non-dominant hand of participants to measure skin conductance during the experience
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. A measure of electro-dermal activity using the Acqknowledge software (Biopac, Goleta,
USA), with sensors in the palm of the hand.

Valence is typically measured through facial expressions (Ekman 1993), as micromovement on the user’s face can be detected using a video webcam. However, the
constant movement of participants does not allow for precise facial detection, hence
valence and cognitive load needed to be measured with tools that can easily move
with the participant. As such, a wireless EEG cap (Brainvision, Morrisville, NC) was
used, which allows to detect “inner” emotions and cognitive load. The mobile EEG cap
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contains 32 Ag-AgCl electrodes and an amplifier (Brainvision, Morrisville, NC), and
was used to measure variations in brainwave activity in the θ (4–8 Hz), α (8–12 Hz) and
β (12–30 Hz) bands, isolated by a bank of filters. Previous research has also used EEG
signals to detect emotions (Maunier et al. 2018; Chanel et al. 2007; Brown et al. 2011)
and to collect cognitive load data (Teplan 2002; Anderson et al. 2011; Park et al. 2014;
Maunier et al. 2018).
5.2 Psychophysiological Pain Points
Among the different models of emotion classification, Russel (1979) proposed the use
of a two-dimensional Arousal-Valence model, where pleasure-displeasure and level of
arousal are sufficient to represent a wide range of emotional states (Russel 1979). As
such, the implicit pain point identification method used in this article allows arousal,
cognitive load, and valence data to be triangulated into specific points in time that we
can identify as implicit psychophysiological pain points (PPPs) (see Fig. 4). An implicit
psychophysiological pain point can be defined as a precise moment in time, when the user
both feels a high level of emotional arousal and negative emotional valence, compared
with his baseline state (Giroux-Huppé et al. 2019). However, PPPs are easier to diagnose
in an online interaction context since recordings of the interaction are clearer to interpret
via a 2D screen recording. In fact, identification of precise points in a user’s journey
using mouse movement is more straightforward than with physical actions performed
by moving subjects.
Consequently, the objective of PPPs in this experiment would relate to portray users’
emotional frictions throughout the tasks of the physical experience to avoid relying
solely on emotional memory recall (Cockburn et al. 2017; Eich and Schooler 2000),
as shown in Fig. 4. The main actionable insight of PPPs analysis is the possibility to
rectify and optimize the experience to promote users’ autonomy during any interaction.
Frustrations along the user journey can serve as optimization’s starting points in the
physical interaction stage with a new technology, where the quality of the first experience
can be a crucial determinant of future usage and adoption. Indeed, an unpleasant first
experience can have negative consequences for the user’s experience and perceptions
of the brand (Brakus et al. 2009). Therefore, PPPs can be used as a preventive tool to
ensure satisfaction and future usage.
5.3 Psychometric Measures
Perceived self-efficacy was measured via questionnaire before and after the experiment,
to evaluate any discrepancies that can be linked to the effects of the tasks performed.
A 6-item measure was used to assess the perceived self-efficacy construct (Sherer et al.
1982).

6 Analysis
Once the data collection is completed, the extraction of the data is necessary to proceed
to the analysis phase. Depending on the software used to collect the data, this step will be
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Fig. 4. A detailed schema shows how to mobilize physiological data into pain points.

different; see the software provider’s specific instructions to ensure optimal extraction.
Once all the recordings and the psychophysiological data are exported into separate files
under the participants’ number (e.g., P01), the first step consists of viewing the video
recordings in a behavioral coding and analysis software (e.g., Noldus Observer XT) in
order to place the proper markers, which correspond to the event of interests previously
established. To avoid multiple rounds of review, it is essential to examine the notes taken
during each experiment to see if any new events should be added to the existing list
entered before the beginning of the experiment. If this is the case, new event markers
should be added to Noldus Observer before the viewing process.
Then, once all the markers are in place in each participant’s recording file, it is
easier to code each of them with the different views offered by the five angles of the
cameras. The markers always need to have a “start” and an “end,” in order for the analysis
to be performed accurately. Precision is key in this process since coding errors in the
timeline could lead to false results and interpretation. It is also crucial that every marker
is properly coded into each participant’s file (if the case may be) before extracting the
data for further analysis. Indeed, all events of interest, including the tasks, coded into
the software will allow for an interpretation of the physiological data in time. The next
step in the analysis process is to transform the physiological data to allow their use in
the interpretation of the participants’ emotional and cognitive experiences.
6.1 EEG-Based Valence and Cognitive Load
In order to extract the valence and cognitive load of the raw data files, cleaning of the
files is needed. We used the NeuroRT software (Mensia, Rennes) to analyze the EEG
data. The acquisition rate was 500 Hz. The following steps were performed: Decrease
the acquisition rate up to 256 Hz, filters 1–50 Hz, cleaning the ocular artifacts with the
help of source separation, re-referencing to the mean reference, and artifact detection
by calculating the Riemannian distance between the covariance matrix and the real-time
mean. Then, we apply a MATLAB transformation to clean the data using ASR. It is
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important to verify after the cleaning that no critical channel was lost. After a cleanse of
the raw files, we export the clean data into NeuroRT Studio to pass it into a pre-existing
general EEG pipeline. Cognitive load was calculated as a ratio using (power) β/(α + θ)
from F3, F4, O1, O2 on the international 10–20 system, following procedure from Pope
(1995). Valence, collected by EEG technology, will be detected as follows: “Valence:
positive, happy emotions result in a higher frontal coherence in alpha, and higher right
parietal beta power, compared to negative emotion” (Bos 2006). Once the process stops,
a “.csv” file should be ready to import into the next step, a triangulation software.
6.2 Identifying Pain Points
Once each physiological data file is properly transformed and the recordings are properly
set with the relevant markers to speed up the visualization and interpretation steps, we
have to prepare the necessary data files to allow for a triangulation of the separated data
files into a valuable and understandable output. We previously developed a methodology
to be able to easily find the implicit frustrations in a user journey (Giroux-Huppé et al.
2019). We will use the same method here to be able to identify more accurately the
difficulties faced by users in physical interaction.
To facilitate PPPs triangulation and identification, CubeHX software was used
(Courtemanche et al. 2019; Patent US10,368,741 B2 2019), which is cloud-based lab
management and analytics software for triangulated human-centered research (Léger
et al. 2019). This software used to triangulate all the data accumulated during the experiment generates outputs of UX attentional, emotional, and cognitive heat maps, and can
also export to statistical packages from one or multiple projects (e.g., cross-project analyses, compatibility with third-party visualization software, i.e. Tableau software) (Léger
et al. 2019).
Concretely, calculations of pain points are performed using a specific threshold,
built on previous research, with the statistical software SAS 9.4. In this context, to be
qualified as a pain point, the data point needed to be both in the ninetieth percentiles
of EDA (i.e., high arousal) and in the tenth percentile of valence (i.e., large negative
valence) (Giroux-Huppé et al. 2019). Once a list of all the PPPs experienced throughout
the experiment’s relevant time frame is generated, the researcher has to manually identify
and interpret the users’ actions during the window of time when the pain point occurs.
To ensure a precise interpretation, unique micro-moments pain points can be regrouped
into pain points moments if they are consecutive seconds apart. Using the same software
for video recordings’ viewing (Noldus Observer XT), one must put himself in the shoes
of the participant by reviewing, using the different angles of the multiple cameras, the
moments when each of friction points are experienced (±10 s before and after the precise
time listed to gain context). Having the same researcher interpreting all the pain points
moments will limit labeling errors. To compensate for the researcher’s potential bias,
another researcher can then perform the same exercise separately and a combination
of the two labeling lists can allow for more reliable classification. Whenever there is
a discrepancy of interpretation, a third researcher should do the same exercise, as to
serve as a decisive interpretation. Once the micro-moment regrouped into pain points
moments and interpreted, they can be classified and arranged into similar categories
across participants, as to improve the actionable insights from a high-level overview
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instead of per individual participant. Precise interpretation is central to benefit from
decoding the root of the frustrations, and the regrouped categories of pain points are an
easy and understandable way to present the problems to the rest of the research team
and to high-level management.

7 Results from the Illustrative Case
7.1 Visualization of Users’ Emotional Journey
Once all the psychophysiological data is treated, we may be able to build user experience
journey maps and identify the different pain points in a more visual way. In addition to
the interpretation of each moment of frustration, another mobilization of users’ intense
frustration is the visualization of PPPs across the tasks in the form of journey maps (see
Fig. 5). Timeline visualization of PPPs allows the researchers to gain a deeper understanding of the participants’ emotional journey. Using Tableau software (California,
USA), individuals’ journey maps coded with the sub-tasks simplify the recognition of
the most problematic tasks or subtasks but also the most critical implicit pain points in
time (see figure below).

Fig. 5. Visualization of the psychophysiological user journey by task with clear pain points
moments identification (red dots). (Color figure online)

As Fig. 6 below shows, the colored circles on the following cards illustrate all the
different psychophysiological points in time through tasks undertaken by participants.
Second, the user’s moments of frustration are illustrated by the red colored points. The
size of the circles represents, from the smallest, a lower intensity PPP to the largest, most
intense PPP. Finally, the scale on the y-axis represents the user’s activation and cognitive
effort from the lowest to the highest. The x-axis represents the timeline of each task
performed per participant. The most intense or most frequent moments of frustration
can then be visually prompted by a legend similar to Fig. 6. This way, one quick look at
the journey map can reveal the unique emotional journey of each participant, as well as
how the moments of frustration unfold through the task completion.
This visualization of an emotional journey has multiple advantages granted by its
comparison elements. First, it is easy to compare users’ journeys with each other for the
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Fig. 6. Visualization of an individual psychophysiological user journey by task with pain points
interpretation. (Color figure online)

same task (see Fig. 7), thus being able to tell a real story for each identified user. Common difficulties can be identified and classified with users’ same frustrations, therefore
emphasizing the need for a change in the experience process. Second, users’ journeys
can be compared with competitors,’ in order to benchmark the emotional experience
across different approaches or paths of a similar product or service. Within the same
test, participants can be asked to perform a similar task with two different products or
websites, then the intra-subject data can be used to assess opportunities originated by
the comparison of a competitor’s experience. Third, the users’ journeys can also grant
an overview of the sub-tasks’ effects on a user’s emotions. Certain sub-tasks can create more accumulation of frustrations than others, hinting at the source of problematic
instances instead of re-evaluating the whole journey process. Finally, the visualization
of the users’ physical journeys can serve as a common tool to evaluate user experience
across all touchpoints. Ultimately, the emotional and behavioral journey of users can be
compared equally across each channel, no matter their nature.

Fig. 7. An example of the complete visualization of the psychophysiological user journey for
different participants.
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7.2 Complementarity of Quantitative and Qualitative Data
The use of physiological data and retrospective measures allow a more complete understanding of the users’ experience with the technology. Self-reported measures are an
interesting addition to physiological measures because they allow us to see if there are
any differences between groups of different attributes. For this study, self-efficacy was
used in the elaboration of two different groups, low and high self-efficacy, to test for
any significant differences in overall success rates between the two groups. As portrayed
in Table 1, no statistically significant difference was found between the high and low
self-efficacy groups. However, results lean towards an overall higher success rate for the
low self-efficacy group.
Table 1. The difference in success rates between high and low self-efficacy groups.
Groups

Average success rate (%)

Wilcoxon sum rank test two-tail p-value

Low self-efficacy

69%

0.675 (NS)

High self-efficacy

55%

Furthermore, as self-efficacy was measured before and after the experiment, it can
be useful to uncover any significant differences. As shown in Table 2, participants significantly felt more confident about their own capacities after they accomplished the task.
Such findings could imply that the task has some empowerment implications and could
encourage users to do it again.
Table 2. The difference in average self-efficacy before and after the task
Individuals

Average score (scale 1 to 7)

Wilcoxon sum rank test two-tail
p-value

Self-efficacy pre-experience

4.5

0.0011*

Self-efficacy post-experience

5

* p < .05

Moreover, the success variable was used as an overall presentation of the journey
flow undertaken by all the participants. This variable can support the identification of
problems in the subtasks by comparing success rates across the journey. This refining
of the overall task is useful for constructing a step-by-step success map. Compared with
the emotional journey, similarities between the two journeys are raised to strengthen the
insights uncovered.
All in all, each additional retrospective measure included in the study must have
relevant insight potential, even if the hypothesis is not sustained after the analysis. The
combination of psychophysiological, behavioral, and psychometric measures provides,
beyond insights about task successes, a complete picture of emotional and cognitive
influences and impacts on the user experience.
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8 Discussion and Conclusion
The simultaneous use of physical technology (e.g., mobile phones) and online resources
(e.g., websites) in various day-to-day activities call for a closer exploration of each user
interaction with a brand. As user experience is a consolidation of all consumers’ touchpoints throughout its journey, tangible interactions with technology are to be of interest.
As the omnichannel approach suggests, a unified experience has to be maintained across
all touchpoints (Verhoef et al. 2015). Despite the need for consistency across channels,
there was still no established methodology, to our knowledge, to measure and compare user experience across both on—and offline interactions. Indeed, frequent switches
between offline and online touchpoints result in higher complexity of user journeys. The
combination of interactions can almost be unique to each consumer, with various exit
points in their journey as they want to compare other options, retrieve more information,
and then as they circle back to previous choices (Carroll and Guzmán 2013).
This article presented a methodology better suited to measure users’ experience in
the omnichannel environment. Through psychophysiological variables and self-reported
metrics, this article serves as a comprehensive methodological approach for experts to
have a precise overview of the emotional journey of consumers. Overall, we succeeded
in demonstrating the interest of this methodological approach through an illustrative case
study. This methodology can help businesses evaluate with precision in-store experiences
as well as face-to-face interactions. Consequently, our case study demonstrated that the
measure of user experience has to include a fair assessment of emotional and behavioral
influences, impacts, or consequences across all touchpoints, regardless of the onlineoffline element. Despite the cost of resources to run an experiment with moving subjects,
the methodology presented shows the potential for faster and more accurate identification
of dissatisfaction and intense frustrations, which is a tremendous competitive advantage
for companies.
Although the usefulness of the proposed methodology is clear, it is still the first
exploration into the preservation of ecological validation in a physical interaction study.
A few recommendations are stated for replication intention or future research. First, we
recommend pretesting the whole experiment until the protocol runs seamlessly and the
quality of physiological data recorded is high. By doing so, we make sure the synchronization of the data is adequate, and the noise is reduced to the minimum. Since the
methodology proposed requires the mobilization of EEG data, we suggest having individuals with cognitive science expertise or previous experience with EEG technology
within the team. This will facilitate the execution of the tests but also ensure the quality of the data during the data collection and analysis. Also, it is important to consider
that although it is a systematic approach, there is still a human factor embedded in the
analysis process, in order to identify and interpret psychophysiological data. Hence, it
is critical to be mindful of potential interpretation biases. We suggest relying on consistency throughout the analysis by ensuring that the same researcher performs all analysis
interpretation first (event coding, pain points analysis), and then repeating the process
with another researcher to compare interpretation results. In addition, it is recommended
to keep the analysis period short in order to avoid bias or memory loss that can happen
when there are long periods of inactivity.
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As businesses tend to be competitive on all channels, modern consumer behavior
urges companies to approach commerce in an omnichannel way. The user experience
does not end when the purchase is completed on the website and is rather an ongoing process of interactions with the physical product or service, before and after. It is
usually difficult to measure the interaction with ecological validity in a non-linear physical experience because of the noise created by the subject’s movements. This article
proposed a complex yet simple methodology that allows for researchers to grasp the
users’ experience using a combination of psychophysiological metrics and qualitative
data, despite barriers such as movements, bias, and noise. The proposed methodology
allows companies to optimize and cultivate a relationship with the user throughout the
channels, identify opportunities within the interactions, and correct service failures even
outside the Internet world. As usability testing prevents missteps that could be fatal to
the user-business relationship, it is of equal importance to consider the physical interactions with the technology, pre-and post-purchase. Indeed, all interactions, no matter their
nature, can have an impact on users’ future usage and satisfaction. This new approach
consolidates user-centric data, as well as a multi-method evaluation of user experience
to be applied in each step of a consumer journey, from their search of information to their
unboxing at home. Not to mention that conducting valuable user testing, even in physical
contexts, can assure a constant experience quality in an increasingly omnichannel world,
without compromising the ecological validity of the experiments.
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1 Introduction
As the diagnostic power of medical imaging technologies continues to develop, its utilization in healthcare research has proliferated (Sandoval et al. 2018). Consummate with
such proliferation has been the aggregation of a large amount of high-quality research
medical imaging data across research centres. Henceforth, there is a rising need for an
accessible, intuitive, and approachable web interface to organize, visualize, and share
the large repertoire of medical imaging data effectively and easily (Sandoval et al. 2018).
Since these platforms are complex and aimed at a trained medical or research scientific
personnel, efforts to ensure usability are often not the main concern.
However, acceptance or turndown of new medical systems depend largely on their
degree of usability (Kushniruk et al. 1997). Medical application developers must cope
with the added challenge of designing systems that provide complex functionalities while
remaining easy to learn and use. Additionally, since many adverse events in medicine are
the result of poor interface design rather than human error, unresolved usability issues can
represent serious safety concerns (Fairbanks et al. 2004), thus making usability testing
a crucial part of development for such applications. Rigorous usability testing has been
proved to be effective at reducing common and consequential health care systems errors,
like the generation of duplicate medical records (Khunlertkit et al. 2017).
With the rapidly changing interface types in medical applications, there is a need for
methodology, tools and techniques in practice to integrate Human Factors and Usability (HF/U) elements in design (Nagarajan et al. 2019). The tests are centered around
cognitive tasks analysis, which consist of characterizing the decision-making skills of
subjects, as they are asked to perform activities requiring the processing of complex
information (Kushniruk et al. 1997). Data collection often includes self reporting methods, like questionnaires or interviews. Also, since self-reports tend to rely heavily on
the subjects’ memory to identify issues, studies also suggest the use of video analysis to
identify more performance deficiencies and their contributory factors (Mackenzie et al.
1996).
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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One of the main hurdles of conducting usability tests with medical applications is to
recruit valid participants. Recruiting test subjects is challenging in all fields, but getting
access to the medical experts and to convince them to participate in a usability test has
often shown to be particularly tricky. Thus, we frequently need to rely on participants with
less expertise and experience to validate the usability of applications. In this paper, we
are investigating the past medical experience of participants in medical usability testing.
If there would be no or little differences between novices and experts, this would help
facilitate user testing in medical domains with subjects that are more easily accessible.
To answer this research question, we have conducted a study to investigate the
effect of medical experience on various usability metrics during a usability test on a
new neuroimaging application. As a case study, we also try to uncover major usability
issues of said application. The interface studied is a deployed instance of Longitudinal
Online Research and Imaging System (LORIS) v19 (Das et al. 2012) for the Canadian
Neonatal Brain Platform (CNBP). The Loris system has extensively developed over the
past decades and has become a prominent choice among the neuroimaging specialists
community for organizing and managing data across the world. For CNBP to be truly
successful, aspects of the LORIS system require continuous user validation and feedback
during its customization and improvement over the upcoming decades.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Experimental Design and Participants
We conducted a correlational study where all participants were asked to accomplish the
same tasks in LORIS. The tasks were based on procedures a medical researcher would
need to perform in the software. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Board of
HEC Montréal before data collection. Upon completion of the experiment, participants
were given a 50 CAN$ compensation.
2.2 Sample
The participant sample consisted of 16 professionals in the field of medical imaging at
the CHU Sainte-Justine, a large children’s hospital in Canada. Participants had no prior
experience with the LORIS interface, but had varying expertise accomplishing similar
tasks using other online software interfaces. Participants occupation mostly included
imaging technicians and developers. The sample was composed of 9 women and 7 men,
and the average age was 26.
2.3 Experimental Tasks and Stimuli
Participants were asked to complete six different tasks of varying difficulty and specificity. All the tasks were on a deployed instance of LORIS v19 for the CNBP. The tasks
were designed to cover the principal functions of the interface as well as some crucial
key functions. The tasks were:
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View a specific MRI scan
Report a patient’s information as incomplete
Report a patient’s scan as a failure
Trigger an image analysis routine on a specific scan
Download a patient’s scan
Download a patient’s information

For illustration purposes, Fig. 1 shows the correct paths for task 3 (report a patient’s
scan as a failure). All tasks start at the homepage (top center). For task 3, the participants
need to access a patient’s imaging data through the candidate tab (left path) or the imaging
path (right path). They then need to find the scan and report it as a failure by opening the
drop-down bar in the “QC status” section and selecting fail. For the task to be complete,
the participant then needs to save their changes.

Fig. 1. Correct navigation paths of task 3; report a patient’s scan as a failure

2.4 Experimental Setup
Participants were isolated in a small room with a computer, mouse and keyboard. The
moderator was installed in another room, also with a computer, and had control over the
subject’s computer with Teamviewer (Göppingen, Germany). Communication between
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the moderator and the subject was assured with microphones and speakers. More detailed
instructions on the tasks were available to the participants on a tablet.
2.5 Operationalization of the Research Variables
Performance. Subject’s performance was assessed by their ability to finish the task
(failure, partial success or success) and by measuring the time necessary to accomplish
the task. If unable to complete the task by 7 min, the participants were stopped, and the
task was considered a failure. The timer was stopped when the participants announced
they were done with the task, not necessarily when the task was successfully completed.
Experience. Since the participants’ experience potentially varied heavily depending on
the nature of the task, experience was measured for each task. Experience was assessed
through a questionnaire with two measures: Years of experience (no experience, 0–1
year, 1–2 years, 2–3 years, 3–4, 5+ years) and frequency (never, everyday, a few times a
week, a few times a month, a few times a year). The participants were asked to refer to the
times they do the same task with another interface or software. Since the questionnaires
consisted of multiple-choice questions, experience distribution was discrete.
Usability and Learnability. A self perceived measure of usability was obtained with a
System Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke 1996). This scale has been validated as a reliable
tool to ordinally compare two or more systems (Peres et al. 2013). It consists of a 10item questionnaire with five response options for respondents; from Strongly agree to
Strongly disagree. It then attributes a score relating usability. In this study, this score
was interpreted as relative usability (between tasks and between participants), rather than
absolute usability. A more qualitative measure of usability was obtained with questions
on the platform in general, like their likelihood of using this software if available. Other
open-ended questions, like their ideas for improving the software or general comments,
were used to confirm conclusions drawn from other measures.
Since this interface is aimed at professionals who will most likely use it for an
extended duration, learnability is an essential part of the usability of the system. The
definition of learnability used in this study differentiates initial learnability from extended
learnability. The former refers to “allowing users to reach a reasonable level of usage
proficiency within a short amount of time”, while the later refers to the “ease at which
new users can begin effective interaction and achieve maximal performance” (Grossman
et al. 2009). Since the study only consists of 6 tasks and that the participants will not
be exposed to the interface for an extended duration, only the initial learnability of the
system will be evaluated. Additionally, since the order of the tasks was randomized,
some data processing is needed in order to obtain the evolution of performance through
the experiment.
2.6 Experimental Protocol
The experiment started with the participant filling out a consent form. Then, a short video
tutorial of 2 min was presented, in which the very main navigational components of the
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interface were introduced. No measures were taken during viewing. The participants then
proceeded to accomplish their first task. The task number depended on a randomized
order. Immediately after the task, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire (SUS
and expertise assessment). In this fashion, the participants completed the 5 other tasks,
followed by the same questionnaire. The final questionnaire also included open-ended
questions on the platform in general.
2.7 Data Processing
To measure correlation between experience and other variables of interest, participants
have been divided into groups for each task; low experience, medium experience and
high experience. The cut off points for each experience group were chosen to maximize
between-group variance. Correlation with success, time and SUS score were calculated
with a wilcoxon rank sum test.
To uncover usability issues, SUS score, time and success rate were calculated by
task. Higher time and lower success rate do not necessarily equate to usability issues
and could just mean the task was harder. Thus, conclusions were made considering
both performance and SUS score. Screen recordings were also analysed to determine
participants’ navigation paths for every task. Divergences from correct paths were noted.
Reproductible divergence locations could be the result of usability issues.
Initial learnability was assessed by calculating performance by order of task. Correlation between experience and learnability was also explored by splitting the participants
into groups, for every order of task; no experience and at least some experience. The
learning curves of each group were plotted, and a wilcoxon rank sum test was performed
for each order of task.

3 Results
Following our wilcoxon rank sum test, we found no statistical correlation between experience and performance for any of the tasks. Table 1 shows the p-values of each hypothesis
of correlation between experience and the three measures (SUS, time and success), for
every task. We can see the only hypothesis we can accept with a degree of confidence
of 95% is the correlation of SUS and experience for task 1 (p-value = 0,0507). We can
conclude that the participants who have more than 1 year of experience seem to give a
higher SUS score, for task 1; View a specific MRI scan.
To obtain learning curves, the results were then arranged by the order the task was
made in the experiment. Participants were classified into two groups; No experience
and at least some experience. Figure 2 shows how the performances of the two groups
evolve in the experiment. With no surprises, performances do get better for the two
groups as the experiment progresses. Between the first and last task, mean success rates
have improved by 48% for the low experience group (from 0,60 to 0,89) and by 71%
for the high experience group (from 0,5 to 0,86). Time has decreased by 58,2% for the
low experience group (from 275 s to 115 s) and by 57,1% for the high experience group
(from 216 s to 94 s).

The Effect of Experience on Learnability and Usability
Table 1. Results of wilcoxon rank sum test for experience by task
Task Variable Statistic Z
1

2

3

4

5

6

p-value

Success 46

−1,1619 0,375

Time

61

1,0304

0,3132

SUS

33

−1,908

0,0507

Success 61

0,1316

1

Time

61,5

0,1594

0,8574

SUS

51

−0,8493 0,3898

Success 46

0,4225

1

Time

50

0,7942

0,4224

SUS

51

0,9076

0,3617

Success 49,5

−1,3382 0,2615

Time

52

−0,7415 0,4521

SUS

69

0,9534

0,3366

Success 57

1,0394

0,5

Time

49

−0,1628 0,8538

SUS

43,5

−0,7615 0,4436

Success 50

−0,0674 1

Time

53

0,1633

0,8493

SUS

52,5

0,1088

0,9071

Fig. 2. Evolution of performance in the experiment for high and low experience groups
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The same Wilcoxon rank sum test was made on these results. The tests yielded no
statistical difference between the groups for SUS, time or success. Table 2 shows the
p-values associated with each hypothesis.
Table 2. Results of wilcoxon rank sum test for experience by order
Order Variable Statistic Z

p-value

1

0,6329

2

3

4

5

6

Success 56

0,5669

Time

49

−0,1639 0,8521

SUS

54,5

0,3261

Success 64

0,7315

−0,5427 1

Time

66

−0,1575 0,8785

SUS

69,5

0,106

0,8981

0,9836

0,3575
0,9799

Success 68
Time

60

0

SUS

50,5

−0,9011 0,3637

Success 56

−1,5014 0,2821

Time

72

0,3676

SUS

58,5

−0,9494 0,3374

0,7209

Success 57,5

−0,2113 1

Time

47

−1,2711 0,2003

SUS

70,5

1,1155

0,2615

Success 58,5

−0,0922 1

Time

63

0,3185

0,7571

SUS

68,5

0,9031

0,3648

The SUS results by task were plotted to reveal tasks with usability issues (see Fig. 3).
Presence of these issues were then confirmed with the analysis of navigation paths, and
their contributory factors were identified. From their lower scores, we can see task 2 and
3 seem to present lower usability than the other tasks (70 and 71,7). These tasks were
“Report a patient’s information as incomplete” and “Report a patient’s scan as a failure”.
They both asked the participant to deal with the quality control (QC) interface of the
platform. The difference was that task 2 was for the patient, and that task 3 was for a
specific scan. According to overall comments collected in the final questionnaire, most
participants were confused when dealing with QC tasks, mainly because differences
between patient-specific and scan-specific QC review weren’t clear enough.
Navigation paths for task 2 and 3 go in line with the lower SUS scores and the comments collected from the questionnaire. For task 2, of the 11 participants that managed
to complete the task by leaving a patient-specific QC comment, 6 of them first tried to
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Fig. 3. SUS score for all tasks

leave a scan-specific QC comment instead. For task 3, of the 14 participants that managed to mark a specific scan as a failure, 3 of them first tried to leave a patient-specific
QC comment and 4 of them first tried to leave a scan-specific QC comment. Another
big usability issue of task 3 is revealed by the fact that most of the participants did not
complete the task fully. Of the 14 people that marked the scan as a failure, only 5 of them
saved their modification and completed the task. However, since participants were not
told whether they completed the task successfully or not, this issue did not affect their
perceived performance or the perceived usability of the platform.
The analysis of the navigation paths for tasks 1, 4, 5 and 6 did not present the same
reproducibility in the locations of divergence from correct paths. The causes behind
divergences seemed rather random, and these observations are supported by the higher
SUS scores and by the absence of comments pointing out specific usability issues for
these tasks.

4 Discussion
Our statistical analysis yielded no correlation between experience and the usability metrics in our study. Novices and experts do not differ in terms of performance or usability
appreciation. These findings could mean that high levels of medical experience are not
a necessary selection criterion for participants in order to obtain a valid assessment of
the usability of a medical platform. This would make recruitment much easier, since
novices are usually easier to recruit because of their higher numbers and availability.
This research has been conducted with a single application using a post hoc categorization of experts and novices. We recommend that future studies use a more differentiated separation of the participants in their experimental design and ensure a wider range
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of expertise. Studies across different softwares and participant samples are required in
order to generalize the use of novices as proxies for experts in the medical field. If those
results are replicated, this would reduce the effort needed to test medical applications,
and usability testing could occur more often and sooner in the development process.
Future research should consider measuring the visual attention of medical professionals
to establish more precisely, via eye tracking, the role of expertise in using medical platforms (e.g. Boutin et al. 2019). Using a rich user experience methodology (Alvarez et al.
2019), a more precise understanding of experts’ cognitive (e.g. Léger et al. 2014a, b)
and emotional state (e.g. Léger et al. 2014a, b) would allow UX professionals to better
assess what makes some applications easier to use and learn.
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Abstract. The phenomenon of multiple users interacting together with a single
shared system interface to perform a task (i.e., a multiuser human-computer interaction) is under-investigated in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) literature,
yet it shows promising avenues for research. For example, little is known about
cross-level influences driving collaborative use of a shared system interface, and
the literature lacks knowledge about collective adaptation of users to triggers in
this setting. The present work contributes to contemporary research on multiuser
HCI with system interfaces. As an initial effort, it focusses on the joint use of online
shopping platforms by couples. A survey is conducted with 390 respondents in
the USA about couples’ habits regarding joint online shopping. Results suggest
that joint online shopping is overwhelmingly common among couples and that
they engage in such activity in a wide variety of ergonomic layouts. Our findings
constitute preliminary evidence and intrinsically call for more researchers’ interest
in investigating emotional, cognitive and behavioral dynamics taking place when
multiple users jointly use system interfaces. Such research endeavors may ultimately inform and optimize multiuser system designs and corresponding products
and services.
Keywords: Multiuser human-computer interaction · Shared system interface ·
Collaborative use · Joint online shopping · Couples’ online shopping · Joint
system use

1 Introduction
The phenomenon of study addressed in this paper is that of multiple users interacting
together with a single shared system interface to perform a task. This perspective is
important for several reasons. Although most computer systems are designed for use by
a single user, they are frequently used in multiuser settings. Examples include individual
shopping systems such as e-commerce platforms (e.g., [1–3]). To illustrate further, a
recent study revealed that 53% of online purchases by households are operated by two
or more users shopping online together [4]. Hence, it is common that individuals use
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
C. Stephanidis et al. (Eds.): HCII 2020, LNCS 12423, pp. 790–811, 2020.
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information technologies collaboratively with other users by interacting with a single
system interface [5].
Despite its importance, this perspective of multiuser interaction with a shared system
interface is scant within the human-computer interaction (HCI) literature. Introducing
this perspective may contribute to addressing several limitations in extant literature.
First, the HCI literature on collaborative system use has been examined mostly through
studies focused on group-level use of systems made to be used by groups of users
separately, such as with group support systems (e.g., [6]) and collaborative systems (e.g.,
[7]). Very few studies on group-level system use focus on collaborative task processing
jointly performed through a shared system interface. Second, past research has essentially
conceptualized system use at a single level of analysis (e.g., individual level or group
level), without explicitly addressing cross-level associations, that is, possible influences
from or to other lower or higher levels of analysis [8]. Third, the literature on user
adaptations during interactions with a system addresses the question of patterns of user
coping with triggers (e.g., [9]); however, this literature only considers single-user system
use. Hence, little is known about how multiple users, both collectively and individually,
adapt to triggers while they jointly interact with a system.
The objective of the present paper is to contribute to contemporary research on
multiuser interaction with system interfaces. As an initial study, this research focuses on
the collaborative use of online shopping platforms by couples. Two research questions
are investigated: (1) to what extent do couples jointly use online shopping platforms; (2)
in what settings do couples shop together using online platforms?
To answer these questions, an online survey was conducted on couples’ habits of
joint online shopping. Based on a sample of 390 responses, detailed results are presented
on a variety of perspectives showing the extent to which, as well as settings in which,
couples jointly use online shopping platforms. Findings suggest that couples spend
a significant amount of time jointly navigating the Internet, with 43.95% of couples
spending more than 3 h/week in this activity. Findings also suggest that couples shop
together in different ways. During this activity, they use a wide variety of ergonomic
layouts and are significantly more physically collocated, though may sometimes be
separated. Analyses revealed that during joint online shopping couples most frequently
use two separate smartphones, followed by comparable frequencies of using either the
same computer or two separate computers. In terms of screen layout, during joint online
shopping, couples mostly use the same website window when they use the same screen,
whereas they use different windows when they use separate screens. Regarding the
location of this joint activity, couples engage in it mostly from home, and specifically
either in the living room or the bedroom, and tend to do so physically separated (i.e.,
remotely) from each other, with men maintaining control of the mouse significantly
more than women. Finally, couples engage in joint online shopping mostly on websites
related to travel and tourism, computers and electronics, and classified ads.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the study’s methodology is
presented first, followed by the results, and ending with a discussion of emergent
implications.
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2 Methodology
To answer the above-mentioned research questions, a survey in the U.S.A. was conducted
regarding couples’ habits of joint online shopping (note: participants were asked to report
on their habits under normal times/conditions). Participants were randomly recruited
from a general online population through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a crowd
sourcing online platform having a United States user base of approximately 85,000
“Turkers” [10]. Participants were required to be in a relationship, without taking into
account their marital status or whether they lived with their partner. The survey had
to be completed by a single respondent. Finally, the study was approved by the ethics
committee of the authors’ institution, and each participant provided informed consent.
A total of 490 respondents participated to the study. Excluded from the analysis were
responses from participants, who: (i) reported not being in a relationship, (ii) failed one
of the attention check questions on MTurk, (iii) completed the survey multiple times, or
(iv) completed the survey in an extremely fast pace that would not allow for meaningful
processing of the questions and answer options (i.e., 3 s per question, on average). After
this meticulous review and cleansing of the questionnaire data collected, the final dataset
comprised 390 usable responses.
In addition to demographic information, participants reported on various aspects
of their joint online shopping habits, including the extent to which: they buy certain
categories of products together; shop together in different types of locations; use different
device setups; use different types of screen layouts, in terms of device screen(s) (i.e., same
or separate) and website window(s) (i.e., same or different); and each partner controls the
mouse during joint shopping. The product categories chosen based on existing product
categories that were investigated in the literature in the context of online shopping by
couples [1], which were refined and extended following working sessions with two
marketing experts. The added product categories are Real Estate, Clothing and Fashion,
Leisure Activities, And Cars. The questionnaire was administered through the Qualtr
ics.com platform. Table 1 presents the participants’ demographics.
Several visualizations of various aspects of the collected data and analyses were produced. Significance tests on differences observed were performed using linear regression with random intercept, at α = 0.05 significance level and using two-tailed p-value
adjusted for multiple testing using the Holm-Bonferroni method. The analyses were
performed using the SAS statistical software.

3 Results
Results are presented in Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16.
Differences observed in bar charts are generally statistically significant. The statistics
related to the pairwise comparisons are presented in Appendix A.
Regarding which device setup – smartphone, tablet, or computer, and whether single
or multiple devices were used – couples used when they jointly shop online, Fig. 1 shows
that couples use two separate smartphones significantly more than using the same smartphone; in fact, the former is the most frequently used of all device setups. Regarding
the use of computers, couples reported using the same computer more frequently than
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separate computers but not to a statistically significant different level. Finally, the least
used device setups by couples during joint online shopping were the use of the same
smartphone, the same tablet, and two separate tablets. In terms of response data distribution, Fig. 2 shows that the same trend as in Fig. 1 was observed, except for the two
most used setups. A total of 93.59% of couples appear to jointly shop together at least
occasionally using the same computer, while 92.05% use two smartphone occasionally,
86.67% use two separate computers, 82.56% use the same smartphone, 68.97% use the
same tablet, and 61.28% use two separate tablets. Figure 3 shows relative frequencies
per device setup, suggesting higher frequencies for the use of two smartphones or the
same computer.
Table 1. Participants’ demographics
Frequency (n = 390)

Percentage

Male

218

55.90%

Female

170

43.59%

Demographics variables
Participant’s gender

Partner’s gender

Other

2

0.51%

Male

174

44.62%

Female

215

55.13%

1

0.26%

18–25 years

41

10.51%

26–35 years

197

50.51%

36–45 years

87

22.31%

46–55 years

43

11.03%

Other
Participant’s age

Participant’s education level

Household income

Greater than 55

22

5.64%

High school

61

15.64%

College

69

17.69%

Undergrad

104

26.67%

Graduate

115

29.49%

Post-graduate

41

10.51%

Less than $30,000

29

7.44%

$30,000–$49,999

73

18.72%

$50,000–$69,999

102

26.15%

$70,000–$89,999

86

22.05%

$90,000 or more

100

25.64%

Concerning which screen layouts couples use when they jointly shop online, Fig. 4
shows that when they use the same screen, they mostly use the same website window.
Also, using the same window within the same screen appears to be the most used of
all four screen layout options. On the other hand, when couples use separate screens to
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jointly shop online, they tend to use multiple windows as opposed to using the same
window. The next most used layout is the use of multiple website windows within
separate screens. The least popular setups reported were the use of the same shared
window within separate screens and finally the use of different website windows within
the same screen. The same trend was observed with the data distribution as shown in
Fig. 5. A total of 93.33% of couples appear to at least occasionally use the same website
window when they use the same screen for joint online shopping, while 71.03% use
different websites windows. Finally, 87.69% use different website windows when they
use separate screens, while 78.72% use a same shared website window. Figure 6 shows
relative frequencies per screen layout, suggesting higher frequencies for the use of a
shared window when using the same screen and the use of different windows when
using separate screens.
Regarding the physical location from where couples shop online together, as shown in
Fig. 7, results show that couples do so mostly being physically collocated, specifically in
their living room, followed by their bedroom. The third most common location to jointly
shop online is to be physically remote from each other and in different rooms. This
setting was not statistically significantly different from joint shopping in the kitchen, in
separate rooms at home, and at the same location out of the home. Lastly, joint shopping
in the yard or in the garage were also reported albeit at the lowest frequencies.
Regarding what categories of products are shopped for online by couples (or in other
words, the categories of online shopping platforms accessed), as depicted in Fig. 8, Travel
and Tourism appears to be most shopped for online. The Cars category follows, with no
significant difference with Art and Shows, Groceries, and Real Estate. Leisure Activities
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3.50

N.S.

3.00

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

0.50

0.00
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TWO SEPARATE
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SAME TABLET

TWO SEPARATE
TABLETS
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SMARTPHONE

TWO SEPARATE
SMARTPHONES

N.S. = Non-Significant

Fig. 1. Extent to which couples use each device setup during joint online shopping
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Fig. 2. Frequencies of device setup use during couples’ joint online shopping

Fig. 3. Relative frequencies of device setup use during couples’ joint online shopping

and Clothing and Fashion. The Cars category is followed by the Furnitures and Appliances category, which shows no statistically significant difference with Classified Ads,
Leisure Activities, and Clothing and Fashion. The Furnitures and Appliances category
is followed by the Computers and Electronics category, with no statistically significant
difference with Leisure Activities. The Computers and Electronics category is followed
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Fig. 4. Extent to which couples use each screen layout during joint online shopping
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Fig. 5. Frequencies of screen layout use during couples’ joint online shopping

by Art and Shows, with no statistically significant difference with the Paper Magazine
category.
Also answered was the question as to what extent each partner by gender keeps
control of the mouse during the couple’s joint online shopping. As shown in Fig. 9, men
reported to keep control of the mouse during the activity to a significantly greater extent
than women do.
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Fig. 9. Extent to which partners keep control of the mouse, by gender
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The remaining results are provided against more than one dimension. Figure 10
presents a heatmap representing the extent to which couples were reported to jointly
shop online for each product category. This information is reported by the extent to
which they use each device to conduct the activity. The heatmap suggests that couples
which jointly shop the most for Art and Show are those who always use the same tablet
to do so. On the other hand, couples who jointly shop the most for Cars are those which
always use the same smartphone to do so, followed by those who always use the same
tablet. The result for Cars also applies for the Classified Ads, Clothing and Fashion,
Computers and Electronics, Furnitures and Appliances, Groceries, and Paper and News
categories. Moreover, it appears that couples which shop the most for Leisure Activities

Vertical axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online using each device setup.
Horizontal axis: Product categories.

Fig. 10. Extent of joint shopping per product category and by device setup
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are those which very often use either separate tablets, the same tablet, or the same
smartphone to jointly shop online. Those couples which jointly shop online most often
for Real Estate are those which always use the same smartphone to shop online. Finally,
those couples which shop most often for Travel and Tourism are those which either most
often use the same smartphone or always use the same tablet.
The next view is provided in Fig. 11, which shows the extent to which couples
jointly shop online for the different product categories, reported according to the extent
to which they jointly shop online in various location settings. It appears that the Art and
Shows category is mostly shopped for jointly when the couple tends to do joint shopping
very often in separate rooms at or when they are collocated out of home. As for Cars,
couples who jointly shop online for this category are those who tend to do joint shopping
very often in the yard or out of home at the same location. Moreover, couples jointly
shopping very often in the garage are those mostly shopping for Clothing and Fashion.
As for Computers and Electronics, couples who jointly shop for this category are those
who tend to do joint shopping very often in the yard or in the kitchen or in the garage
at home. As for Furnitures and Appliance, couples who jointly shop for this category
tend to engage in joint shopping very often in the garage, in the kitchen, or at the same
location out of their home. As for Groceries, they are mostly jointly shopped by couples
which tend to shop together very often in the yard or in the garage. Leisure Activities are
most shopped for by couples which shop together online very often remotely from each
other or collocated in the garage or in the kitchen. Paper and News are most shopped for
by couples which shop together online very often in the garage or in the same location
out of home, or in separate rooms at home. Couples mostly shopping for Real Estate
together are those which tend to shop together online very often in the yard. Finally,
couples mostly shopping together for Travel and Tourism are those which tend to shop
together online very often in the yard.
The following graphs, Fig. 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 depict the extent to which couples
were reported to jointly shop online using either two smartphones or the same computer,
i.e. the two device setups that were reported to be the most used. Results are shown
against the “Travel and Tourism” product category, which was reported to be the most
frequently jointly shopped for online.
As Fig. 12 shows, couples which use separate smartphones for joint online shopping
within the Travel and Tourism product category the most are those reported to very rarely
do so being physically. As Fig. 13 shows, couples also use two smartphones the most
for either collocated or physically separated joint online shopping of the same product
category.
As depicted in Fig. 14, couples jointly shopping using the same computer to the
greatest extent to shop for Travel and Tourism are those which shop for that product
category very often but rarely do so being collocated. Moreover, Fig. 15 shows that
couples jointly shopping using the same computer to the greatest extent to shop for
Travel and Tourism are those which sometimes shop for that product category but very
rarely jointly shop online at the same location from each other.
Regarding the use of two separate computers, Fig. 16 shows that the couples jointly
shopping using separate computers to the greatest extent to shop for Travel and Tourism
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are those which sometimes shop for that product category and very often jointly shop at
remote locations from each other.

4 Discussions and Conclusion
4.1 Findings
The present paper presented detailed results on several perspectives showing the extent
to which as well as settings in which couples jointly use online shopping platforms.
It was observed that couples spend a significant amount of time jointly navigating on
the internet, with 44.62% of couples spending 3 h/week, 28.21% spending more than
6 h/week, and 11.79% spending more than 10 h/week in this activity. These observations

Vertical axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online using each device setup.
Horizontal axis: Product categories.

Fig. 11. Extent of joint shopping per product category and by location
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suggest that an important proportion of couples consistently jointly use web applications,
websites, or other web-based software, including online shopping platforms.
Results also suggest that couples shop together in different ways, using a variety of
device setups. More couples were reported to jointly shop online using two smartphones
separately (93.59%), using the same computer (92.05%) or using two separate computers
(86.67%). However, aggregated data revealed that couples shop together online to the
greatest extent using two separate smartphones, the same computer, or two separate
computers, respectively.
Just as with device setup, couples use different ergonomic layouts to shop together
online. The highest proportion of couples were reported to use same website window
when using the same screen (93.33%), multiple website windows when using separate
screens (87.69%), and same shared window within separate screens (78.72%), respectively. Besides, this same trend was observed with regard to the extent to which couples
use each device layout. Hence, it was observed that couples jointly shop online more
usually using the same shared window within the same screen.
Regarding the location relative to each other when shopping together online, results
suggest that couples engage in the activity in a variety of location settings. They do so
mostly at the same location from each other, and they mostly do so at home in the living
room and in the bedroom. However, couples were generally reported to shop online
together occasionally remotely from each other.

Vertical axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online at the same location from each other.
Horizontal axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online for travel and tourism.

Fig. 12. Extent of collocated joint shopping, using two separate smartphones, and by location,
for Travel and Tourism

Regarding the types of online platforms (i.e., product categories) jointly used by
couples, results revealed that they shop online in a greater proportion for Travel and
Tourism, Furniture and Appliances, and Cars.
Finally, results reveal a statistically significant difference in behavior between men
and women during couples’ joint online shopping: men tend to keep control of the mouse
and keyboard more than women.
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Vertical axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online at the same location from each other.
Horizontal axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online for travel and tourism.

Fig. 13. Extent of physically remote joint shopping, using two separate smartphones, and by
location, for Travel and Tourism.

Vertical axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online at the same location from each other.
Horizontal axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online for travel and tourism.

Fig. 14. Extent of collocated joint shopping by couples, using the same computer, and by location
for Travel and Tourism

4.2 Implications and Conclusion
This paper aimed at contributing to contemporary research in the area of multiple users
interacting together with a single shared system interface to perform a task. Based on
a survey of 390 participants, preliminary results in the context of online shopping platforms offer support for this paper’s premise in that that the phenomenon warrants deeper
exploration. The study results provide straightforward answers to the research questions.
Overall, it was observed that most couples jointly use online platforms to accomplish
the shopping task together. Moreover, they do so in a wide variety of settings, generally to a significant (frequent) extent. These settings include variety of device setups,
ergonomic layouts, physical locations relative to each other, and product categories. The
main limitation of this study is that the questionnaire considers the different settings
independently from one another. Future research could examine direct links, such as the
extent of joint use of systems relative to specific combinations of settings.
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Vertical axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online at the same location from each other.
Horizontal axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online for travel and tourism.

Fig. 15. Extent of collocated joint shopping, using two separate computers, and by location, for
Travel and Tourism

Vertical axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online remotely from each other.
Horizontal axis: Extent to which couples jointly shop online for travel and tourism.

Fig. 16. Extent of physically remote joint shopping, using two separate computers, and by
location, for Travel and Tourism

This study’s findings in the context of online shopping platforms pose a call for
more research in multiuser human-computer interaction, which is currently lacking
within the HCI literature. Hence, several avenues for research can be considered. First,
research could propose theoretical frameworks, which may subsequently facilitate the
development of research models to be tested. Such frameworks could associate relevant
higher-order constructs into logical layers. Second, as with past HCI literature (e.g., [9]),
mechanisms of joint use of shared interfaces can be investigated in terms of emotions,
cognitions, and behaviors of groups of users. For instance, a working paper proposes
a new index for measuring gaze convergence of a user dyad during their joint use of
a system interface, and it demonstrates that gaze convergence of a user dyad jointly
interacting with a system interface is negatively associated with dyad cognitive load and
positively associated with dyad performance [11]. Third, antecedents and consequences
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of these mechanisms can be examined. As an illustration, this study revealed that couples
using a shared system interface during joint shopping, men tend to control the mouse to
a significantly greater extent. Research could examine how the structure of a group of
users jointly interacting with an interface shapes the emotional, cognitive, and behavioral dynamics during the task. Figuring out configurations through which groups of
users perform optimally during the joint use of system interface may contribute to better system design, ultimately enabling collaborative innovation in organizations. Finally,
research could investigate cross-level influences between individual and collective levels
during multiuser system use, as per past recommendations about multilevel theorizing
(e.g., [5, 8, 12, 13]).
Finally, this study also puts forth a call for practitioners to take into account whenever possible relevant multiuser interactions in various contexts. To illustrate, system
designers should develop user scenarios involving multiple users for systems that are
often jointly used by multiple users. An example emerging from this study is the design
of online shopping platforms for travel and tourism. Likewise, marketers should consider
possible influences from other users jointly using such online shopping platforms.

Appendix A: Pairwise Comparisons of Bar Charts’ Levels
Dependent variable Level 1

Level 2

t value

Adjusted p-value

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Furniture and
Appliances

0.07 1

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Groceries

5.79 <.0001

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Travel and Tourism

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Classified Ads
Websites

0.65 1

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Art and Shows

5.04 <.0001

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Cars

3.88 0.00

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Computers and
Electronics

−3.15 0.03

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Leisure Activities

−1.43 1

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Paper News and
Magazines

7.75 <.0001

Type of products

Clothing and
Fashion

Real Estate

4.01 0.00

Type of products

Furniture and
Appliances

Groceries

5.72 <.0001

−6.80 <.0001

(continued)
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(continued)
Dependent variable Level 1

Level 2

t value

Adjusted p-value

Type of products

Furniture and
Appliances

Travel and Tourism

Type of products

Furniture and
Appliances

Classified Ads
Websites

0.58 1

Type of products

Furniture and
Appliances

Art and Shows

4.97 <.0001

Type of products

Furniture and
Appliances

Cars

3.81 0.00

Type of products

Furniture and
Appliances

Computers and
Electronics

−3.23 0.02

Type of products

Furniture and
Appliances

Leisure Activities

−1.50 1

Type of products

Furniture and
Appliances

Paper News and
Magazines

7.67 <.0001

Type of products

Furniture and
Appliances

Real Estate

3.93 0.00

Type of products

Groceries

Travel and Tourism

Type of products

Groceries

Classified Ads
Websites

−5.14 <.0001

Type of products

Groceries

Art and Shows

−0.75 1

Type of products

Groceries

Cars

−1.91 0.67

Type of products

Groceries

Computers and
Electronics

−8.94 <.0001

Type of products

Groceries

Leisure Activities

−7.22 <.0001

Type of products

Groceries

Paper News and
Magazines

Type of products

Groceries

Real Estate

Type of products

Travel and Tourism

Classified Ads
Websites

7.45 <.0001

Type of products

Travel and Tourism

Art and Shows

11.84 <.0001

Type of products

Travel and Tourism

Cars

10.68 <.0001

Type of products

Travel and Tourism

Computers and
Electronics

3.65 0.01

Type of products

Travel and Tourism

Leisure Activities

5.37 <.0001

Type of products

Travel and Tourism

Paper News and
Magazines

14.55 <.0001

Type of products

Travel and Tourism

Real Estate

10.81 <.0001

−6.87 <.0001

−12.59 <.0001

1.96 0.66
−1.78 0.82
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(continued)
Dependent variable Level 1

Level 2

t value

Adjusted p-value

Type of products

Classified Ads
Websites

Art and Shows

4.39 0.00

Type of products

Classified Ads
Websites

Cars

3.23 0.02

Type of products

Classified Ads
Websites

Computers and
Electronics

−3.80 0.00

Type of products

Classified Ads
Websites

Leisure Activities

−2.08 0.52

Type of products

Classified Ads
Websites

Paper News and
Magazines

7.09 <.0001

Type of products

Classified Ads
Websites

Real Estate

3.36 0.02

Type of products

Art and Shows

Cars

−1.16 1

Type of products

Art and Shows

Computers and
Electronics

−8.19 <.0001

Type of products

Art and Shows

Leisure Activities

−6.47 <.0001

Type of products

Art and Shows

Paper News and
Magazines

Type of products

Art and Shows

Real Estate

−1.03 1

Type of products

Cars

Computers and
Electronics

−7.03 <.0001

Type of products

Cars

Leisure Activities

−5.31 <.0001

Type of products

Cars

Paper News and
Magazines

3.87 0.00

Type of products

Cars

Real Estate

0.13 1

Type of products

Computers and
Electronics

Leisure Activities

1.72 0.85

Type of products

Computers and
Electronics

Paper News and
Magazines

Type of products

Computers and
Electronics

Real Estate

7.16 <.0001

Type of products

Leisure Activities

Paper News and
Magazines

9.18 <.0001

Type of products

Leisure Activities

Real Estate

Type of products

Paper News and
Magazines

Real Estate

Device

Using one computer

Using two separate
computers

1.82 0.11

Device

Using one computer

Using one tablet

9.02 <.0001

2.70 0.10

10.90 <.0001

5.44 <.0001
−3.74 0.00

(continued)
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(continued)
Dependent variable Level 1

Level 2

t value

Adjusted p-value

Device

Using one computer

Using two separate
tablets

Device

Using one computer

Using one
smartphone

Device

Using one computer

Using two separate
smartphones

Device

Using two separate
computers

Using one tablet

7.20 <.0001

Device

Using two separate
computers

Using two separate
tablets

9.13 <.0001

Device

Using two separate
computers

Using one
smartphone

4.77 <.0001

Device

Using two separate
computers

Using two separate
smartphones

−5.68 <.0001

Device

Using one tablet

Using two separate
tablets

1.94 0.11

Device

Using one tablet

Using one
smartphone

Device

Using one tablet

Using two separate
smartphones

Device

Using two separate
tablets

Using one
smartphone

Device

Using two separate
tablets

Using two separate
smartphones

−14.81 <.0001

Device

Using one
smartphone

Using two separate
smartphones

−10.44 <.0001

Location

Remotely from each
other

Same location Bedroom

−7.30 <.0001

Location

Remotely from each
other

Same location Living room

−11.70 <.0001

Location

Remotely from each
other

Same location Kitchen

1.22 0.89

Location

Remotely from each
other

Same location - Yard

6.97 <.0001

Location

Remotely from each
other

Same location Garage

9.29 <.0001

Location

Remotely from each
other

Same location Separate rooms

0.21 1

Location

Remotely from each
other

Same location - Out
of home

1.83 0.40

10.96 <.0001
6.59 <.0001
−3.85 0.00

−2.43 0.05
−12.87 <.0001
−4.37 <.0001

(continued)
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(continued)
Dependent variable Level 1

Level 2

t value

Adjusted p-value

Location

Same location Bedroom

Same location Living room

−4.40 <.0001

Location

Same location Bedroom

Same location Kitchen

8.53 <.0001

Location

Same location Bedroom

Same location - Yard

14.27 <.0001

Location

Same location Bedroom

Same location Garage

16.59 <.0001

Location

Same location Bedroom

Same location Separate rooms

7.52 <.0001

Location

Same location Bedroom

Same location - Out
of home

9.14 <.0001

Location

Same location Living room

Same location Kitchen

12.93 <.0001

Location

Same location Living room

Same location - Yard

18.67 <.0001

Location

Same location Living room

Same location Garage

20.99 <.0001

Location

Same location Living room

Same location Separate rooms

11.92 <.0001

Location

Same location Living room

Same location - Out
of home

13.54 <.0001

Location

Same location Kitchen

Same location - Yard

5.75 <.0001

Location

Same location Kitchen

Same location Garage

8.07 <.0001

Location

Same location Kitchen

Same location Separate rooms

Location

Same location Kitchen

Same location - Out
of home

Location

Same location - Yard Same location Garage

2.32 0.14

Location

Same location - Yard Same location Separate rooms

−6.75 <.0001

Location

Same location - Yard Same location - Out
of home

−5.13 <.0001

Location

Same location Garage

Same location Separate rooms

−9.08 <.0001

Location

Same location Garage

Same location - Out
of home

−7.46 <.0001

−1.01 0.94
0.61 1

(continued)
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(continued)
Dependent variable Level 1

Level 2

Location

Same location Separate rooms

Same location - Out
of home

Screen layout

Same screen - Same
website window

Same screen Multiple website
windows open

Screen layout

Same screen - Same
website window

Separate screens Same shared website
window

7.95 <.0001

Screen layout

Same screen - Same
window

Separate screens Multiple website
window

2.37 0.02

Screen layout

Same screen Multiple website
windows open

Separate screens Same shared website
window

−2.90 0.01

Screen layout

Same screen Multiple website
windows open

Separate screens Multiple website
windows

−8.48 <.0001

Screen layout

Separate screens Separate screens Same shared website Multiple website
window
windows

−5.58 <.0001

Mouse usage

Men

Women

t value

Adjusted p-value

1.62 0.53
10.85 <.0001

4.86 <.0001
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